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P A P E R S R E A D 

BEFORE THE 

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 

I. The Lake Regions of Central EMguatorial Africsb, with Aotices 
of tAze Lunar Mountains and the Sources of the EVIzite Nile, 
being the results of an Expedition undertakpen undGer the patronaye 
of Her Majesty's Government and the Royal GeoyrapAicul 
Society of Lo7ldo7z, in the yeaas 1857-1859. BY RICHAR:D F. 
BURTON, F.R.a.S., Captain, H.3I.'s Indian Army, &c. 

" Nol will you require from a man fuJl of occuleations, anytling 
of dee) X esearch, or the wolldrous effects an(l pl el o(-ltives of 
1eaI n jNgsW-BACON, Essays. 

PRE:E'ACE. 

SECTION I. 
THEY were the foremost European explorers of Easteln Illtertlopical Africa 
that illustrious race, wllom Faith and Chivalry impelled, at an infant period of 
navigation, to dare every danger and to endure every hard.ship in the sacred 
causes of Reliaion and Honour. The Portuguese first totlched at Mozambi{ue 
in 1498 Ere fifteen years had elal)sed Makad el Sha'at (Makdishll or Maga- 
doso), Barava, Malindi, Mombasall, Pemba, Zanzihar, Mafiyall (Alonfia) 
Kilwa, and the seaboard southwards to Angoza, Sofala, arld l)e La,:,oa Bay 
with many places of minor imI)ortance, were linked illtO a chain of folts 
and factories, of naonasteries and mission-hotlses, extencling from Lisbon to 
Japan, and compc)sed a single province of an empire T)ollnded hy a meridian 
drawn, with a magnificent hand, from the Arctic to the Antarctic l'ole. 

l'ortuaal obtained possessiorl of a hentisphere. The sun of her t)roslerity 
in the East, soon, however, paled: its splerldours endured not beyond half a 
generation. " Till this time " (1515), writes the old historian, " geIltlemen 
ha(l followed the dictates of true glory, esteeming their artn,s the greatest 
riches; thenceforward they so highly applied to trade, that those who had 
been captaills became merchants; duty became a shame, honour scandal, and 
reputation a reproach." Corrupted by the lust of lucre and t}e pride of 
power, by thc allurements of commerce, and by thc net,lect of arms, the 
younger generation lost what their worthier sires with immortal renown had 
won. Do Couto, writing in 156S, thus laments the deCeneracy of his aoe:- 
;' Wfe aze beaten on our own ground by the English and the Dutch: whele- 
ver they go they are sure to make discoveries; whereas we renaain in ianolance 
of the value and extent of our own possessions, because we are Portugtlese." 

The road thus thrown open to a fresher lace, the stout-hearted nlaliners 
and travellers of England, second to nonc in spirit an(l persevcrance, began to 
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visit the shores of Lastern Inteltlolical Aflica, an>1 to oather for themselves 
the experience which they had been content to borro^v from others. Those 
indeed were the palmy days of exploration when Majesty did not disdain to bid 
God-speed to an expedition, when holy churchmen chanted, fair women wept, 
and multitudes joined in p!raycls for a prospelotls return of the advellturels 
from " isles beyond the sea." 

In 1591, Captain, afterwalds Sir Jallles, Lancaster * opened to the 
Ellglish the Indian Oceall, alld touched at Zanzibar Islancl; and iz1 1688- 
1723, Captain Alexander Hamilton " spent his time tradint, alld travel- 
linffl ;" his experiences, embodied in the ' New Account of the Fjast Indies,' t 
incited many to follolv his example. About a celltury afterwards Cal,tain 
13iSsellX R.N., commallding H.BM.'s ships Leofard and Orestvs, first made 
astronomical obsersations on the island ol Zanzil)ar.t Mr. Qalt, in LS09-10 
added all accoullt of the ltortu--rtlese settlements on the East Coast of Afrina ill 
his ' Voyage to Abs-ssinia.' II1 1811-12 Cqay)tain Smee and Lieutenant Harcly ? 
were di,spatched by the Govelnment of Bon1bay to collect informati()n at 
Kilsva and its dependezlcies and the eastern coast oene1alltr. Captain Fail- 
fax Moresby, R.N., in 1822, surveyed the l)ort of Zanzibar, and laid down 
accllrate s;ilinr (lil ections. Cataill W. F. AV. Owen, R.N., comnlandinC 
H.I3.1!t 's shiljs I,-vew and ]3(rrclcoatta, arbd accolnlzanied lly a staff of officers 
e.X})ended the ycals betxveen 1822-26 in that laboliolls hytlloCraphy of the 
East African littol al and llallhollrs, jllstly termeel by a model n alltl ol ' Mi- 
ran(la rl'abularum Series.' ll Aftel a blallk of twenty yeals, urhen the rule of 
the late Vice-A(l<wlilal Fiir Charles Malcolm, fornwelly Supelintendent of tl.e 
Indian Waxry, (ave ilupetus to science an:l discosely anlona thost WliOlM he 

comlllan(letl, tl1e island and mainland of Zallzibar were visited by Lietltenant 
AV. Christopher, 1.s, then comnai1ding the H.E.I.(S.'s blit of war Tigis. 
This officer, who lost llis life doina gallallt serxTice at the sieCe of Mllltan 
afte1 toucllinffl at Kils Ta Zanzibar, Mombasah Brava, Malka Guksell 
Makdishu, and the AVebi)e Ganana or Shebayii-which he il-gtldiciollsly 
natned the " 1Iaines River "-forw3Urded plans, cllarts, and p()litical me1noranda 
to the GoxTernment of Bombay. 

No European, hou7esrer, had, within historic aCes, penetrated the narrow 
lille of coast till IS47, when the (3hurch Missionary Society of Great Britain 
disleatcheel two of their serarants, the Rev. Dl. Krapf and the Rev. J. Rebmann 
to Eastern Intertrol)ical Afiica. Charmed by the serene beauty of tlle 
scenery, by the at)l)allent saltll)rity of the clirna+e, aI,d by the friendly lecey)tion 
of the people, the missionaries made Mombasth their station, " resolved,' to 
quote their own words, " in their journeys and intercourse with the natives 

* 'First and Second Voyage of the English to India in 1591 and in 1601 
begun by Capt. George Raymond, arld completed by Capt. James Lancaster.' 
Kerr's ' General History and Cvllection of X7oyages and Travels,' vol. viii. 

t Chap. I. " Giveth a traditional account of the first settling of Europeans at 
the Cape of Good Hope, with some historical remarks on the maritime countries 
between tlle said (:ape and Cape Guardafoy, with the ilihabited islands of that 
coast.' Pinkerton's ' General Collection of Voyages and Travels,' vol. viii., 
London, 1811. 

i ' A Aloyage from England to the Red Sea' by Austin Bissell R.N., 1798-9 
1806, published at the expense of the East India Company. 

? ' Observations during a Voyage of Research on the kZast Coast of Africa, from 
Cape Guardafui, Sot1tll to the Island of Zanzibar, iIl the H. C.s Cruiser Te) nate 
Capt. T. Smee, axld Sylph Schooner, Lieut. Hardy.' ' Tlansactions of the Bombay 
Geographical Soc. from Sept., 1841, to May, 1844.' 

11 ' De AzaniA, Africae Litore Orientali (:ommentatio Philoll)gica scripsit 
Geozaius Bunsen, Romanus.' Bonn, 1852. Thisdisseltatioll was forwa(ied to me 
with a courteous llote by its author, aud proed lllOSt USUftll ill lallds where bulky 
classics cann.ot bse carried. 
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to lay hold of all tlley should see and hear, and make it known." In 1847, 
1'aita (l)ayda), an inlancl district, was tras ersed by Dr. Krapf. Mr. Rebmailn, 
ill 1848, discovered the uluch-vexed "snow-lllountaill," Kilima-Njaro, or 
Kililaa-Nga6. Shortlfr afterwards Dr. Krapf c-xplored D'ucra, the capital of 
Kill^rere, "tyrallnos" of Usullll:)ara. Mr. Rebnaann, in 1849, proinised by 
MarnkinCa, tlle plinci)al chief of the ChhaS;a country, safe conduct to the far 
" Unyalawezi Lake," truste(l to a plllnderer, and lost all means of progress. 
In 1849 a perilous journey to Ukatl:bcmi and a voyaOe to Cape DelCado >7ere 
accomplished by Dl. Klapf, who, visitillga second time the barbarous reCions 
of Kitui, barely escaped witll life. 1'he Rev. J. Erllardt, who joine(l the 
" Mombas Mission " in 184G, resided durinfr some months at Tanga, and 
visited in 18a4 Sultall Kimwere of Usllnlbala. 

'l'hese appear to be solicl services in the cause of discor ery. The want of 
exact gcooraphical clata, howesrer, nlable the lealned regard them, not unna- 
tulally, with a jealous eATe. Men who ha(l spent the]r lisres in African study 
coul(l not bllt hesitate to receive stran(re and novel knowleclge from unknown 
llands. Mr. WY. DesboIouOh Cooley, the lyns-etbed detector of geo(1raphica 
flavldsandfallacies,declaWledthe princiIJalexplolerto be"poor infacts, but 
ulofuse in theory," asserted that his distances-sometillles for das to^,ether, 
;33 nliles per diem-are exacroerated, that his bearinrs are all in disorder, and 
his etynaolooies puerile. Finally, the cliscoverer is deternlilled by hin1 to be 
" wantillC in those hal)its of mental accuracy, without which active reason is a 

dantrerous faculty." The stit,rn.t e.xtended to his fellow-labourels in the field. 
Alt;hollCh, however, a sketch of the cotlntry to the west and the north-west 

of Mombasah has been pulDlished to the vorld, tlle l,road lancls south of the 
PanU,aani River still lay a oeotXral)hical blank. AIr. Relemarln had rllade several 
stout-hearted attempts to reach the Tant,anyila or LaLe of Ujiji, but nolle 
were crorxlTned with success. In 1845 aprgeared a new exp]orer, M. Maizan, all 
:Ellseit,ne de Vaisseau in the Ilavy of t'ral1ce, and a distin(Juished IJUtil of 
the Ecole 1'olytecllnique. 13efore, llowever, he had perletratecl a hllndred miles 
into the interior, he ras mur(lelc\d by an irl(lepelldent chief: tlle terlible end 
of this traveller, from whom mucll nlit,ht ha+e been expecteel, will be descrilJed 
in a future paCe. 

'Thlls the vast area of Central Intertrol)ical Africa was doomed to remain a 
" terra incoCnita." Mr. Cooley had determined the position of the " Great 
Lalte " as eally as 1835 in a most able l;3ler, the ' Memoir on the Geo- 
ray)hy of N'Yassi,' * whlell svalltecl not}lin^, bllt the solid basis of accurate 
lata. BIr. Macqueen t added notices of the rivers and rvatershecls of Xastern 
Afiica, derived from Arahs and native travellil tra(lers, and from the es- 
plolation of tI(ssls. (WaIllitto and DMolltcilo, t+To 1'oltllrllese officers, who 
seekincr an " Ovel land l oute " aca oss tle lellinsllla, *isited thc calxital of the 
late Kazernbe ill 1831-32. I astly, ill 1835(; alopeared at Gotlla + a (Ictaile(l map 
by the Rev. SIessls. Erllardt and l.ebmalln, \ho, unhapl)ily trllstful to the 
exaOgerations and the misapprehensions of Asiatic and African itlformants, threw 
illtO one sea, al)ollt equal to the Caspiarl, the follr lales of Nyanza Ol lfkerewe 
of Tancranyika or Ujiji, of C}lama or Moiro Achinto, and of Syassa or Maravi 
thus submertintr the territozy ancl the city of the Kazembe. The lalld, how- 

* Published in the ' Journal of the Royal Geographical Society,' vol. xv., 1845. 
t ' Notes on the Geography of Central Africa, from tile Researches of Living- 

stone, Alollteiro, GlaQa, and others, by James Macqueen, Esq., F.RG.S, Read 
December 10, 18.5.5. 

$ ' Skizze eirler Karte eines Theils von Ost-u-Central itfrika, Sc., Gc.' Gotha 
Justus Pelthes, 185:;. This map, the joint production of Messrs. Erhardt an(l 
Rebmanll, was pllblished in translation hy the Church Mission Society ill 
Salisbury-squaAe. It will ftequetly be alluded to in the following pages as 
the ' Molllbas Mi8SiOll WIap.' 
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ever, remained unexplored, and the late lamented Rear-Admiral F. W. 
Beechey, V.P.R.G.S., &c., &c., in his Presidentia.l Address to the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society of Greapt Britaill,+ promised, ex cathedra, "an immortality 
of fame " to the fortunate adventurer whom fever and fatigue might spare to 
drink the mJ7sterious waters of the Lake Region in Central Intertropical 
Africa. 

The numerous troubles which followed the murder of M. Maizan would 
have deterred an Oriental Prince less prejudiced and inquirinC than lSis High- 
ness the late Sayyid Said of Maskat and Zanzibar -from encouraCing the ex- 
ploration of Europeans. Yet this estimable friend of the EIlglish nation for 
years before his decease made repeatedly the nlost public-spirited offers to 
H.M.'s Consul, the late Lieut.-Colonel Hanaerton. The Sayyid frequ@ntly 
entertained the thoucht of applying to the Irnperial Government for officers 
selected to map the caravan route of East Africa, and he professed himself 
willing to assist them with men, laoney, and the weight of his widely-extended 
influence. His death was, indeed, a severe blow to the cause of discovery in 
lands where his name only could coinrnand respect 

SEaTIos II. 

Convinced of olel that the sources of the White River may profitably be 
attempted flonl East Africa, instead of pllrsllin(a the prohlem which has baed 
the Priests of the Nile, tlle I'heeniciansX the GreelSs under the Ptolemics, and 
the Romans under C ?esar and Nero; anxiously desiring, moreover, to pursue 
those projects of exploration which had been foiled by ofificial incuriousness, 
and consequently by the treachery of the Somal at Berberah in 185o, I 
ventured, after the conclusion of the Critnean campaig11, to lay before the 
lloyal Geographical Society of Great Britairz a project for opening up the 
I.ake Regions reported to exist in the little-known centre of the penin- 
sula. An Expeditionary Conamittee, to whon1 these paCes are respectfully 
inscribed, was pleased to approve of the plan, and, at an interview with 
Her Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to obtain from the Right 
Hon. the Lord Clarendon a grant of 10001. It was understood that a sinailar 
sllm would be contributed by the Court of Directors of the late Honourable 
T1jast India Conlpany: unfortunately, however, it was " found xvanting." 

On the 13th September, 1856, I received from the Court of Direetors 
formal permission, " in conlpliance with the request of the Ptoyal GEeographica1 
Society, to be absent from duty as a reCimental officer, xvhilst employed with 
an Expedition under the patronage of Her Majesty's Government and the 
Royal Geographical Society, to be despatched into Equatorial Afiica, for a 
period not exceeding two years, calculated from the date of departure from 
Bombay, upon the pay and allowances of a lieutenaIlt's rank." 

On the lst of October, 1856, the followinC instructions were received from 
the Espeditiqnary Committee of the Royal Geogralhhical Society. 1they are 
published in detail, not only because they may be useful to future exl)lorers 
in the same path, but also as showinC what is expected from the Africa 
traveller in this portion of the nineteenth century. 

" lto Captain RICHARD BURTON. 
" London, October 1st, 1856. 

" SIR,-The Royal Geographical Society having deterrnined to send an expedi- 
tion to Eastern Africa for the purposes hereillafter mcutionecl, and the Council 

* May 26, 1856. P. 158. 
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havinc recommencled you as a fit and proper person to nndertake the conduct 
of the said expedition, you are hereby apl)ointefl to the charCe of this scrvice. 

" As soon as you are in all respects ready, you are to ploceed lhy the over- 
land route to Bombay, where you will report yotlrself to the Governor, Lord 
lilphinstone. It is to be hoped that, throufflh the good offices OI lliS Lordship 
yotl may obtain at Bomi ay the assistance of a person competent to llndertake 
the necessaly astronomical and rneteorological observations, and willint, to 
accompany the expedition. 

" At Bombay you will make such arrangements and proz7ide yourself with 
such articles as may be necessary for the e:xpedition, in which we have reason 
to believe you will receive every assistance from the avlthorities at that place. 

"Proceeding from thence to Zanzibar, you will report yourself there to 
Cc)lonel Hamerton, H.B.AI.'s C:onslll and Agent to the Honourable East India 
Company. At the same place7 or at Monabas you will also find Mr. Reb- 
mann, a missionary, who mTill harre been prepared for 57our arrival, and you 
will ilnmefliately place yourself in commllnication nvith him and mlltually 
concert operations for your lmdertaking. 

" The Council has obtained the consent of the Chtlrch Missionary Society to 
associate this gentlernan with yoll, and, from his long residence and e:xperience 
on the coast, it is expected that he 97ill afford important assistance. Althoufrh 
we consicler it proper to intrust the conduct of the expeclition to yoll, we 
nevertheless, direct you to give great weit,ht to the counsel of Mr. Ptebmann, 
and especially in any matter upon which his local knowledt,e entitles his 
opinions to respect. 

" rllhe obJects of the expedition are aeor,raphical, but we see no objection to 
Mr. Rebmann, while duly assistinC you in the exectltion of the vreat purposes 
of the expe(lition, at the salne time pursuin his avocation as a missionary. 
But the ConnciL nevertheless expect that there will be upon all these points; 
such a mutual co-operation and concert that no delay, danCer, or increase of 
expense shall arise frozn such axrocations of Mr. Rebmann on the one hand, nor 
any 1lnnecesstry rit,ollr or restriction be practised by yoll on the other. 

" Tlhe <reat object of tlle expedition is to penetrate inland from Kilwa, or 
some other place on the East Const of Africa, and make the best of your wray 
to the relzllted Lake of DIyassa; to determine the position and limits of that 
lake; to ascertain the (lepth and natllre of its ^raters and its tributaries; to 
explore the country arollncl it; to a.cqtlaint yourself with the towns and tribes 
on its borders; their rninerals and other prodtlets and commerce. As much 
native coTlper is said to be Ilossessed by the natives, you will learn whenec it 
is larcxotlrecl, ancl, if within your reach, visit the locality and obtain specimens 
Of the mlneral tfn SttQb. 

" Havin t obtained all tlle information you reqtlire in this qllarter, TOll are to 
proccecl northward towards the rangFe of mouIltains marked llpon our maps as 
contairling the larotable source of the 4 Bahr el Abiad,' which it will be your 
nest ,reat object to discover. 

'4 Before this rleriotl of your journey arrives yotl will it is hoped, harf3 received 
repl;es to vonr commlluications from thc interior, but shollld this not be the 
case, and shollld yoll have acquired all the information within your means 
you will be at liberty to return to En^,1and hy descenflil the Wile, where it 
is lsossible yotl may fall in with the cs)edition t1nder the Conlte d'Escayrac elc 
l,allturc, now procce.din up that river to reach its sources; or you may returrl 
by the route l y which you advartced or otherwise, always having regard to 
the means at your disposal. 

;r., procure you a favoulable reception upon the coast, and to ensllre the 
protection of the chiefks of the country you will YiSit, the Imam nf Muscat has 
becll comnallnicated with by our (;overnment throll<(Th Colonel Hamerton, Her 
BIeajesty's Consul at Zan%ibar; and other diylomatic AvCIltS upon the coast, 
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whether of this or of foreiCn nationst have been required by their respect.is-e 
Governments to assist you and afford yoll colmtenance and support. 

" From the limited sum of money appro)riated to tlie purposes of this expe- 
dition, it will be necessary to practise the most riaid economy, and a circulll- 
stalltial and accurate account of every expenditure must be kept and rendered 
to the Royal Geo(rraphical Society. 

" The Council have directed 250g. (two hundred and fifty pounds) to be placed 
at your disposal at Bombay for the ptlrpose of providing necessaries for the 
expedition; and on your arrival at Zallzibar you will be provided with 2501. 
(two hundred and fifty pourlds) more for any aclditions to your outfit that may 
be required. Yotl will also lne authorized to draw upon Colonel HamertoIl to 
the amount of 2501. (two hlmdred and fifty poullds) further, maliinr in all 
750z. (seven hundred and fifty pov1nds); the rerllainint sum of 2501. beinC 
reserved for your rettlrn home, or in case of extre-me emergency. 

" It is to be most distinctly understood that the Royal GeoCraphical Society 
will not consider itself responsible for any sums otherwise y)rocured or drau n 
without its esy,ress authority, and that the parties drawing such bills will 
be themselves liable for them. 

" You are to be lzarticular in communicatinffl, as often as possible, all details 
connected with your progress, the health and condition of the expedition arld 
your prospects. All your letters are to be addressed to the Secret-ary of the 
Royal Geographical Society, under cos7er to the Secretary of State, Forei< 
Office, and care should be taken tleat the Society receiere the,first illformation 
of everythin. 

" You are to keep an itinerary or daily journal of the proceedinfrs of tlle 
expedition, in which are to bc noted, as far as possible, all the lrarticulars em- 
bodied in the memorandum hereunto annexed. 

" As the test of an accomplished traveller will always be, measured by the 
accuracy with which his proCress is marked l-y a detailed topoCraphy alld 
satisfactory delineation of his lrositions, you will, no doubt be jealous of the 
due perforluance of this essential part of your duty; but to assist yollr memory 
at a time when ansiorls cares may oppress, or to be useflll to any person wllo 
may be suc1denly called upon to succeed you the memorandunz abo+re-men- 
tioned has been drawn up so as to embody much of what will be reqllireci 
under this head, and to this memorandum the attention of yourself and tlle 
persons associated with you in this expedition is partictllarly directed. 

" It is to be clearly 1mderstood that all the journals, observations, ma)s, 
MSS., arld illustrations, of whateer kind, made or recorded upon this expedi- 
tion, are to be consiclered the property of the Roral Geographical Society, and 
forwarded accordingly to its Secretarv. 

" Throtlt,hout. the journey all these data shouleR be so kept as to require no 
explanation, and nothinC should be dependent upon memory alone; so that, in 
the event of any unforeseen incident v1nhappily deprivinC the expedition of the 
services of the individual in charae, his successor may be fully informed of a11 
that has been done. 

" Wishin'you success in tllis ga.llant enterprise, and that you may return 
in health to this coulltry, covered with honour, 

" We are, &c., 
" F. W. BEECHEY, President. 

(SiMed) " 07V. H. SYRES, Vice-President. 
,C :NTORTON SHAW Secretary." 
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"Memorandtberw on Irzstruments and Obserztationsfor the Eastern African 
Eacpedition under Captain ITICHARD BURTON. 

"For the pllrpose of determinint geot,raphical positions and mapping the 
country throuC,h which thc expedition will )ass, thc followinC instruments are 
recommended:- 

1 Six-inch sextant. 
1 1s'our-inch sextant. 
1 Mercurial horizon. 
l Plismatic compass, 0? to 360?. 
2 Pocket chrononleters. 
3 Tl1ernlonleters to 212?. 
3 Ditto smaller, in cylilzdrical brass cases. 
2 Casella's apparatus for measuring heights by tl1e boilint, t)oint: 1 for 

;tealll and 1 for water. 
1 Ilool, having its paCes divided into half-illch squares for mapping. 
Memoralldunl-books. 
1 Nautical Almallac, 1856-7-8. 
1 T'laonason's ' Lunar Tables.' 
1 Galton's ' Art of TrasTcl.' 
1 ' A clnairalty WIanual.' 
1 Tables of Lo(rarithms. 
' Hints to Travellers by the B>oyal GeOD1a1)11RCa1 Society.' 

or the nature of the obscrvations which the Council require to be n.ade, tllx3 
followinU, are selected as bein(r the fewest that, under ordillary circumstances, 
would be required:- 

The latittlde of some place on each day's journey, by meridiarl altitudes of 
a heavenly body. 

The lonCitude of the same place, either by the actual observation by 
cllronometer or lunar, or by SUC4l observations brouaht up to it by deal 
reclKonin. 

Tlle variation of the compass occasionally. 

At eacll place Lvhere the Expe(lition may remain sufficiently lonc, a good 
series of lullcar distances betwecn the moon and heavenly bodies both east ancl 
west of her, should le observed and connected with siahts for apparent time 
by +sllich the lon(rittlde may be determined and the altitudes of the bodies 
computed, if they are not observed. 

As the accl-lracy of all astro1lomical observations must depend llpon the 
l crfect aeljllstlllent of thc instrumetlts, the areatest attention lullst be 1Daid to 
this SllbjeCt, an(l tlle erlors, if any, corrected l)efore the observatiol:s are begtln. 
But as in some sextants the irldex-lass is callable of +crtical adjustment only 
it ^ill be sufficicnt to make this adjustment, and to ascertain the index- 
error of the instrllment, by measllrinC the sur1's diameter ' of and OI1 ' and 
al?plyillg the correction to all the obselvations. 

There are various methods of mappinC a co1lntry, most of which have been 
treated of in Manllals ot ill the pazes of the Society's Journal, but, whichever 
of thcse lnay be a(lopted, the Socicty xvill expect that suffilcient data be col- 
lected to fis with satisfaction the {Treat featules of the survey. !l'he tem- 
perature of the air should be noted daily, with the directioll of the willd al1d 
the state of tl1e weather. 

The altitude of the ground may be ascertained by observing accllrately the 
temperature at which pure frcsh w.lter boils; and as the Expedition is not pro- 
sided xvitll balollaeters or otller illstlllllaents (except aneroids, which are subject 
to be danatCecl) by which their clevation above the sea can be ascertained, this 
experiment should be frequently nzade, especially where there is reason to 
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believe that the ground is becoming more elevated; and especially we should 
require these observations to be made upon the table-land near the water- 
parting which separates the rivers flowing into the Indian Ocean from those 
which run towards the interior, and also at the surface of the great lake of 
Niassa. Note also the height upon the range giving birth to the Bahr el 
Abiad, should you be so fortunate as to reach that spot. 

Should any wells of depth be visited, the temperature of the water should 
be carefully ascertained by lowering a thermometer into it and instantly 
registerint, it; and the temperature of all lakes, especially that of Niassa 
shollld be determined by the saine process noting the depths, and of course, 
the temperature, of any hot springs, if met with. 

The height of mountains of great elevation, and more especially of such in a 
low latitude as are capped with snow, will enCaae the attention of evew traveller. 
Such as cannot be ascended should be measured trigonometrically by fiX;nC 
the geographical position of some well-defined peak of the range by bearings 
from two or more well-seleeted stations and by observing the altitude of the 
peak from them, alld by findillg the elevation of these points by the boiling- 
point of fresh water, as before-mentioned. In all sases of this nature astrono- 
mical beartng will be found of the utmost use. 

The width of rivers and the dimensions of small lakes may be advantageonsly 
measured sby sound; but where they are of considerable extent their limits 
must be determined by observation, either of latitllde or of longitude, as the 
case may be. 

AlthouWh the Expedition eannot be expected to collect largely objects of 
natural history, it is highly desirable that yotl should bring away dried speci- 
mens of any very remarkable plants, noting their habitats and the height at 
which they grow. Speeimens may also be easily collected of the land and 
river or lake shells, as these, as well as the plants will be the first indicatioIls 
ever obtained of the flora and fauna of this region. Of the larger animals due 
notice only may be taken. 

If possible, some speciinens of the rocks or fossil organic remains from the 
countries tran7ersed should be sent home. In regard to mere rocks, no speci- 
men need exceed the size of a Wi2zt t but they must be careftllly labelled as 
to locality, and well wrapped up in two envelopes. Any remains of fossil 
shells, especially if found at a distance in the interior or at -some altitude above 
the sea, will throw a most important light on the structure of Africaw and be 
most highly prized by all geofflraphers. 

(Signed) F. W. BEECHEY. 
LondonX October lst, 1856." 

Arrived at Cairo on the 4t!h of November, 18SG, I was joined by Captain 
J. Eanning Speke, of the 46th regiment, B. N. I., one of my compalions 
at Berberah. Captain Speke, who could not obtain from the Court of 
Dilectors formal perinission to aceompatly mes had determirled to sacri- 
fice the remainder of his "Sick Leave" to his ardour for African explora- 
tion. Arrived at Aden, I met all old and valued friend, Dr. Steinhaeuser} C,ivil 
surgeon of that station, who professed himself willing to accompany me. A 
sounal seholar, a good naturcalist, and a skilful practitioner, endowed also with 
elren more estimable persollal qualities, his presence wouZd have beeIl invalu- 
able in a land of sickness where the people are ever ilnpressed by the name of 
" med;cine-nan," and in a virtin field teeming with subjects of scientific 
interest. The difficulty of obtaininC a passage from Aden to ZanzibeLr dllring 
the south-west rnonsoon, and a severe attack of illness, pres-ented Dr. Stein- 
haeuser, thotlCh detached upon this duty by the Goverament of Bombay, from 
takir prt ia our adventures. His absence nXas rrretted, tnd +sas regretted 
deeply. 
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Landing, in company with Captain Speke, on the 23rd of November, 18a6 
at Bombay, where I was directed to report rrnyself to the Governor, the Riaht 
Hon. the Lord Elphinstone, I lost no time in preparing to leave India. 
The surveying instruments not havinc been forwarded by the Royal Geogra- 
phical Society, it was necessary to indent for a supply. .The ()bservatoly 
serjeant, also alluded to in my instructiorls, proved a s; myth " or a " memory." 
I heard of him in Leadenhall Street; but in thf3 desert halls of the vreat 
bungalow at Colaba only a few lank Hindus met my sicht. No disposable 
officer of the Indian navy was then available at Bombay, in consequence of the 
Persian war. For the purpose of layinC down an accurate base from Ras 
Hafun to Mozambique, Colonel Sykes, F.R.S., the Chairman of the 
Court of Directors, atld one of the Vice-Presidents of the Hoyal Geo(tra- 
phical Society, requested that a small surveying-vessel might be fitted up for 
that duty by the Government of Bombay. 'lthis project had also been defeated 
by the exigencies of the Expedition to the Gulf. 

Under these accumulated disappointments I resolved to model an East African 
Expedition after tny ou7n heart. The kindly consideration of His Excellency 
Lord Elpllinstone, the Governor, and of the Hon. Mr Lumsden, then Senior 
Membel of Council, Bclmbay they but added to a lona list of former favours- 
senabled me to receive permission from the Supreme Government of India to be 
accompanied by Dr. Steinhaeuser and Captain Speke, on the pay and allowances 
of their ranks. 1'he active aid of Mr. H. L. Anderson, Secretary to the Govern 
ment of Bombay, aided me to obtain without delay surveyint, instruments 
from the Engineers' stores. The late Captain Powell, then actinC Superin- 
tendent of the Indian navy, provided me on indent with a well-selected car- 
penter's chest and other necessaries. Colonel M. F. Willouahby, C.B., of tlje 
Bombay Artillery an(l Commanding Or(lnance, Bombay, exerted himself 
thouah in the hurry and conftlsion of a campaign, to supply me in the shc)ltest 
time with lead run illtO hardened bullets, and neatly packed in well-seasone(l 
and tightly-screwed deal boxes. By the friendly exertions of Lieutenant- 
Colonel (then Major) Vincent Eyre, C.B., of the BenCal Artillery, well known 
by his work ' The Military Operations at Cabul,' a galvanised and corrufflated 
iron life-boat, divided, for convenience of carriaCe, into seven sections, each 
weighinc 40 lbs., was procured from the establishment of the int,eniolls 
inventor, Mr. Jos. Francis, of New York. The Directors of the Peninsular 
and Oriental Company allowed, with their xtsual liberality, this bulky article 
to be transported free of expense from Sollthampton to Bombay. Dr. Cartel 
formerly of the H.E.I.C.'s surveying Brig Pcxlinur?s, gave instructions for 
the inspection and collection of copper arld copal, supposed to be the most 
interestinC productions of Eastern and Central Africa. I)r. Buist, LL.D., the 
Secretary of the Geographical Society of Bombay, lent his own motlntain baro 
meter, a delicate instrument, by Adie and Son, Edinburgh (No. 39), and for- 
warded to Zanzibar certain directions for the use of the expedition, which 
are also, with a view to future utility, here printed in detail.* 

S " From G. BUIST, Esq., LL.D., Secretary to the Bombay Geographical Society, to 
H. L. ANDER9ON, Esq., Secretary to Government, Political Department, 

" 8th December, 1856. 
" SIR,-In reference to your letter of the 29th November, No. 5411, of 1856, wvith 
accompaniments from the Honourable the Court of Directors alld the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society of London, regarding the expedition into Central Africa, under 
Captain Burton, I am instructed b7- the Committee of the Society to reply, that it 
appears to them that some of the following suggestions might probably be deemed 
worthy of consideration. They are made in compliance with the wish of the Right 
Honourable the Governor in Council to meet a merely possible contingency, the 
Committae not *toubting that Captain Buiton is fully instructed from bigher 
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lrhe AI(^chical T30ard, Bon:ltay, recomnzended that Dr. Steillhaeuser should bc 
furnished urith medicines, sllr ,ical apl)liances, and a valuable supply of meteor- 

authoiities, and duly impressed with the responsibilities and duties of the im- 
pottant and hoilourable enterplise committed to his charge. 

" 2. From an application by (Saptain Burton to the Society, for the use of an 
aneroid, it appears that he has beell disappointed in the receipt of his own moun- 
tain balometer, and that his ollly instruments for measuring elevatiorls by pressure 
are a couple of boiling-poirlt thermometers. 

" 3. As Captain Burton is about to cross a great mountain ridge or table-land, and 
to eIldeaxrour to sllrvey a vast lake or chain of lakes, which appear to absorb the 
river systems of Celltral Africa, or form the source of the Aile or some of its 
bralaches, questions of altitude become of more than 1lsual illterest, and he oaght 
to have a more than ordillarily lil)eral suppl- of the means of prosecuting his in- 
quiries. The Committee woul(l, therefole, recommelld that he should have with 
him at least three or four barometers, one to be left at Zanzibar for reference, the 
rest to be carried Oil alorlg wibh him. One he has taken with him from the 
stores of the Society. That he should have two aneroids, serviceable chiefly 
from their portabilit-, with two or three mountain simpiesometers, if the ill- 
strument is to he had good at the Presidency,-a matter the Committee deem 
doubtful. The Society has already ptovided him with one strong, serviceable 
barometer by Adie- two or thlee others shollld be sent after him-the Govern 
ment supplies of NewleaIs's instruments being abundant. He will probaluly carry 
one of each kind alollg with him and leave a like number at Zatlzibar. Captaill 
Bllrton isdoubtless aware, though too many ttavellers seem to forget the fact,that 
the lralue of plessure observatiolss, when accuracy to within 400 or 500 Xet is 
aimed at, depends maillly on havingsome trustworthy instrumellt to refer to at 
the sea shore, or at some point of kllown altitude above it, and that this be as near 
a; possible to the eles7ation to be deterulined. \ATe have no barometer observations 
whatever flom Zanzibar, the party applied to by the Society, and provided with a 
barometer in 1847, havillg failed to carry their wvishes into efect. 

" A. The nearest refereuce point of known pressure is Adexl, above a thousand 
miles away; a distance, under any circumstallces, mlch gleater than is desirable 
the evil being in the preserst case aggravated bt7 the prevalence of violent squalls 
betwixt the Persiail Gulf an(l Cape Guardafui, which sometinles throw down tlle 
mercury by half an inch, and thus might cl eate an error in altitude of 500 feet. 
Captairl l3urton will on reaching Zanzibar be able to judge of the means of carry- 
ing oll his supplies, and if the instrumellts recommended are fbund more cumbrous 
than convenient, they need only be le* bellind. 

" 5. In the coul se of a pilgrimage expected to extend over two years, he will have 
frequent occasioll to communicate with the sea coast, or may llot improbab]y be 
joillexl by coulpallions * in either case he will be able to avail himself of the sup- 
plies in his rear. 

'4 6. The Ss)ciety not being awarc of the state of his instruments, or nature of llis 
instrut tions, beyolld what has beell coinmullicated to them officially-, do not ils this 
matter venture on any further SUggeStiOll. Captain l3urton will doubtless be iln- 

pressed with the importance of inquiry into the amount of fall of rain and of 
evapotsation in regions abounding with lakes and rivers, but which, so far as has 
ben ascertained, send no supplies to the ocean. Geological specimens are so 
cumbrous tlsat they are not to be expected from the interior, but the vessel which 
car-ies the travellers to Zansibar maa brirlg back with her without inconvenience 
any amoullt ftom the sea shore; and it will be eminently interesting to knoMr 
whether the great limestone formation extendina in one vast coIltinuous baIId from 
the ballks of the Burrllmputra to those of the Tagus, and flom wvhich Captain 
Burtoll forwarded valuable specimans from the Somali collntry, prevails as far 
south as the lirle arXd to what (listance it extends into the interior. It will be de- 
sirable to ascertain whether the upheave(l sea beach, such as that which forms the 
esplanade and is the favourite habitat of the cocoa-nut groxes around, prevails 
along the shol es of Afiica; an(l whetber, if so, it manifests those SigllS of a double 
depression or upheaval which characterise it in most parts of the world. Both 
facts may in all likelihood be determined by the appearance of the shore, the in- 
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olozical instrllments.* The Ritrht Hon. the Govelnor in Council ordered IIS 
a passa(re irom I30mbay on board the H.E.I.C.'s sloop-o.c-var E@1l inst(1ne, ('.ll- 
tain i'rushalFd, I.N.) commandinCt; and thtls atirded official introductioll wlJelze 

so much depends upoll political illfluence and first appearances. And, lastly flis 
Excellency Lord Elphinstone honoured me with a letter to Lieutenant-Coiollel 
Hatnelton, H.M.'s CO11SUI and E.E.I.C.'s aCent at Zanzibar, requestina that 
officer, whose ascen(lancy over the Arabs collld columan(1 azlythin(r but an im- 
possibilitsr, to forward the views of the Espedition. Barely has a traxeller to 
aclinourledge so marly simultaneotls efforts in his behalf. lt fortned a uTell- 
omened contrast to n1y departure from Aden in 1855. 

SECTION II r. 

On the 3rd of Decenlber, 1 8aG, after the brieF space of a sillgle week I as 
enabled to qllit Bonlbay prepared for penetratillgr into Central Africa. A 
pleasarlt sroyare of sixteen days blollCrht me in si(rht of Zan2ibar, nly colll- 
y)letinct place of outfit, where a sacl illtellirence asaited my alrival. His 
Highness Sayyid SaS(1, Sllltan of Maskat and of Zanzibal, had suddenly dieel 
at sea, forty days before the appearance of the WI:}httstone. 

spection of any M ells or excavations in the neighbourhood, or by inquiries of the 
people as to whether, in digginffl downwards, they have met with blue clay. or 
tree roots, underneath the beds of gravel, loose or hartlened into masses forlllillg 
the upper surface of the beac.h. Of the 3vo,0001. worth of commerce betwixt 
Eastern Africa and Western India,-the principal part being that of Zanzil)ar 
-gums and gum-resins form an important part, nearly 20,)001. sorth tJeinfr 
exported flom Zanzibar. The most valuable of these are copal and gum Animi 
the principal supplies being found underground, from which they are sashed 
Ollt by streams and torrents. Like the Dammer of Singapore, and some of 
the most important gum resins of Australia, they may l)e regawded as semi-fossils 
the produce of forests which have long since disappeared. Our illfolmation re- 
garding them is most defective, atIything tendillg to illerease or improve it would 
be highly prized. We should like to krlow whethel the ' Vuleri-/ I;^dica ' mThich 
produces it still abounds as a tree, as also what may have been the extentS what 
the position an(l circumstances of the extinct forests of which it now constitutes the 
prillcipal trace. The refuse of these gum resins used frequentla to reach Bombay 
as p xckiny, bting deemed of no value in commerce. Copal has of late years become 
so scarce, so much in demand, and so dear, that what was formerly thl own away 
would probably be considered of value in the market * and there are few of the 
investigations a traveller can uTl(lertake the I)eople of Ellglarld value so highly as 
those that can be turnetl to covnmercial account. Materially to redllce the price of 
coach varnish woul(l probably be collsidered to entitle Captain Burton to a la>gtjr 
share of the gratitude of his countrymen thatl the Ineasllrement of the elevatiotl of 
the Mountains of the Moon, or the determinatioll of the soulces of the Nile 
Having thus, in compliallce with the wishes of the Right Honourable the Goverllor 
in Council, thz own out such suggestions as occurred to them, the Committee dil ect 
me again to repeat all expressioll of their e.ltire confi(lellce in the Expeditioll, as 
fully competent to judge of whatever is valuable or attainable. 

" I hae the honour to be, &c., 
(Signed) " GEO. BUIST, Secretary to the Society. 

(True Copy.) 
"H. L. AD{DERSON, Secretary to Government." 

* The following is the list which was recommellded by the Secretary of the 
Medical Board, lSombay: for African e2rploration it should not be reduced:- 
2 mountain barometers; 2 Daniell's hyglometers; a lb. ether; 2 sets of maximum 
and minimum self-registering thermometers; 6 eommon thermometers; l thermo- 
meter for altitudes. 
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This was a misforturle. Tbe " Imallm," as he was knonrn in England, had 
been communicated with by Lieutenant-Colonel Hamerton oil the part of 
H.M.'s GoverIlTnent " to procure " for the travellers cc a favonrable reception 
on the coast, and te ensure the protection of the chiefs of the country.' B?uch 
moreover, had been expected from the assistance of the Arab prince whose 
subjects have penetrated into the very heart of Africa. AIld, as misfortunes 
seldom come sirlgly, Lieutenant-Colonel Hamerton, to whom I was directed 
to report myself, prostrated by severe and protracted illness, was incapable of 
active esertion. Hospitably invited to take up my quarters at the Consulate, 
I (lecided upon a brief sojonrrl on the island of Zan2ibar, trnstin that the 
" chapter of accidents," headed by enerty and perseverance, would cTear for me 
a way through numerous obstacles 

Already in the month of December the tanyamwezi porters and idlers 
were hastening from Zanzibar to reach? as is their cllstom, their homes in the 
interior, before the first bllrst of the rainy monsoon. Lieutenant-Colonel. 
Hamerton, after conslllting the Arab authorities, strongly dissuade(l his guest 
from undertakin(r in that dead season a travel which famine, drought, and the 
troubles consequent upon the decease of His lIighness Sa.yyid Sald, rendered as 
dangerous as it was difficult. H;s advice was taken. Magny final preparations 
rem:wined. I reqzlired a (yuide, porters, anel asses for carriage, toaether with 
ail outfit of cloth and beads, the latter ever a delicate article of traffic and 
without sorne knowled<re of the East African and his lanffluage, to have risked 
an exploration would have been unwise. A preparatory cruize along the c}ast 
and a visit to the Rev. Mr. Rebmann at his station, Rabbai Mpia near Mom- 
basaih, were accordinglr proposed to and approved of by my kind host. 

I was fortunate in securing the assistarlce of His Highness the yonng 
prillce Sayyid Majid, Sultan of Zanzibar and the Sawahil, who, following the 
traflitional policy of his family, added to the Createst personal courtesy more 
sllbstantial tokens of his re(rard for the British nation. By his orders, Ladha 
Damha, the collector of custc)ms, a Cutch merch?nt of a family ̂ Tell lrnown 
throut,hout E. Africa, provided me with letters of recommendation and cleslit 
to the diwans or chiefs, and to the Banaan blokers of the continental sea- 
board. Sha.57kh Said bin Salim, a half-caste Arab, ssThose father had been 
Covernor of Kilwa, and who had himself esercised the same functioIls at the 
little port of Saadani, was appointed my Ras Kafilah or guide. A small Beden, 
or half-decked vessel, was hired for 30 dollars per mensem,* and the voyage 
commenced on the .Sth of Janualy, 18o7, with the Wianst's head north- 
walds. The details of my visit to Usumbara, havin alread;y appeared before 
the public,t require no further not]ce. 

Arrived at Mombasah, I waited upon the Rer. Mr. Rebmann, who had 
been proposed by the Royal Geographical Society as an associate, interpreter 
and adviser. In consequence of this recommendation, the Clltlrch Mission 
Society had entrusted rne with a permissory letter to their servant; and at an 
interview in Salisbury Square had insisted llpon the propricty of proselytising. 
A copy of the document had been forwarded direct to the reverend gentleman, 

* Whenever, in the following pages, the dollar is alluded to, the German crown, 
or e Maria Theresa," generally worth 4s. 2d., must be understood. 

t The account was sent fronl Zanzibar Island in June, l 857, and was published in 
' Blackwood's Edinburgh Magasine' (in the Febrllary, March, and May numbers of 
1858). Being unable to correct the prooEs, the efect of my cacography has been 
that the papers in question are in parts utterly unintelligible. The teInporary 
difficulties of making Kilima-ngao in 1857, when the land was suddenly overrun 
by plunderers, who pushed their way to the very gates of lMombasah, provoked 
from a German eritic an amllsing comparison between my f?ne<tSces who required 
an escort of a hundred Inusketeers and the eneroy of the German missionaries 
who had traversed the country " weaponed only with an umbrella." Howvever that 
may be, a]l the umbrellas in Germany wotlld not have availed them in 1857. 
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but it was retarded by the usual delays of the post-office communication. 
Mr. Rebmann, who had at the tilue been forced to quit his station by the 
approach of a large plundeling party of the lllurderous Masrai, could not decide 
upon so serious a stel) as that of joinint, arl Expedition into Central Africa 
without time for reflection; he promised, however, to consider the subject at 
his ease. Bllt it was not fated that the reverend gentleman should accompany 
me. Lieutenant-Colonel Hamerton, when callea UpOIl shortly after my arrival 
at Zanzibar by Kazi Muhiyy el Din, the most learned of Wasamrahili divines 
who probably had been commissioned to investigate the real ulterior views of 
an EnSlish exploration, did not hesitate, when reqtlired, to take an oath that 
his guests vvere unconllected with missionary enterplise. l'he unhappy poli-^ 
tical interferences of Dr. B:rapf and their regrettable consequences had pre- 
possessed the Arab pllblic, and especially the Sadat or chiefs, against travelling 
or exploring Europeans. No man objected 6)ersonally to Mr. Rebntann; but 
Lieutenant-Colonel Hamerton, having solemnly pledged himself, could neither 
retract, nor support me had I refilsed to abide by his engaoement I palted 
hovever, from Mr. RebLnann with regret; he had been as willing as able to 
elllit,hten me, and he had never hesitated to throw open his ample stores of 
knowledge. 

(2vlitting ZIonlbasah on the 24th of Janllary, 1857, I ran down the coast 
with a fair wind, and, landing at the town of Pangani, visited Fuga in Usum- 
bara for the purpose of becoming familiar with the accidents of tlavel in 
this exceptional land. Returning to my starting-point on the 21st of 
February, and delayed by want of conveyance at that time of pestilence, my 
cotapanion and I were both attacked simultaneously by the deadly bilious 
remittent of the coast. An Arab boat appearing on the 6th of March, we set 
sail, and returned to Zanzibar, where, by the care and kindness of the Consul 
and by the sharp practice of Mr. Apothecary Frost, his medical attendant, we 
both recovered after the normal period of convalescence-six weeks. 

SECTION IV. 

In early April, 1857, the BIasika or Rainy Monsoon broke over thve 
islan(l of Zanzibar- an obstacle to travellinC until late in Jtlne. This t,loomy 
season soon passe(l away in the study of Kisawahili, and in preparina the 
htlndred paraphernalia of African travel. With the view of inzpressin(t a 
staInp of publicity utson the Expedition, and of deterring any tamperinC with 
the barbarians of the interior, Lieutenant-Colonel Hamerton juded it advisable 
to apply for the support of the Arab authorities. His Highness Sayyid 
Majid ordered all escort of eight Baloch mercenaries, afterwards increased 
on the march to a total of thirteen. These men had imposing beards 
and wele armed with matchlocks and dagaers, sm7ords and shields: their 
Jemadar or corporal was commanAed to follow me wherever I mitrht 
choose to lead them; and they carried the red flag of His Highness 
the Sayyid of Zanzibar to the Lakes of Tanganyika and Nyanza. They 
received as usual when on field-service, the monthly pay of 10 dollars 
instead of the normal 3 dollars from their Prince; the Consul also advanced 
to each man the sum of 20 dollars for comforts and trading outfit. Ladha 
Damha eng,aged fifteen slaves, or rather clients, called the " Sons of Ramji," 
after the Banyan who had receive(l them in pledge from their parents, and 
who had kept them because they had llot been redeemed. These men carried 
Tower muskets and German sabres: each had a monthly pay of 5 dollars 
half a yeaPs stipend beinC advallced. Their familiarity with the languages and 
customs of the people, acquired by frequent travels into the interior, was tl;zls 
g;reatly overcharged; ttluskets and men would llave been scald in the bazar 
for less than a six months' hire. Ran]ji also leased, at the rate of 5 dollars 
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each for the whole jot1rney, five ass-drivels-an insufficient number in a 
CoUtltly where es-ery aniDlal req.lires the care of at least one man. An 
ilsordilaate atnollnt of carriage avas necessitated by the bulky ancl ponderous 
nature of African slecie, cottons, wires, and beads, of which sex7entv men's 
loa(ls were exended in eillteen nlontlls. Moreover, ill tl.e fallaciolls hope of 
enjoying sport in E. Afiica, we had provided 200 rounc's of anlmtlrlitit,n ior 
ourselses an(1 otlr escolt. lhe exlJense, hou-ever, begaIl to weigh heavily 
llr,On my anfirm finance: to a E.uropeall the shilling or fianc of his nati-e 
country becomes a. rupee in Illdia, and a clollar at Zarzibar. Moreover, besides 
lvaying high salaries, I ent,aged lwlyself, accordilag to ctlstom, to feed the 
urhole body of followers, a kubabah or l-GO Arab lbs. of grain being the 
daily ration, tot,ether with an tccasioIlal Witowe-o or " kitchen" of meat, ghee 
or honey. Under these circtln:lstances, I was conapelled to leave behind the 
naajor ljart of the mKlterict and the iron boat, xvhich had l-roaTed so comfort- 
able a conve.wrance throlh the reefs and shoals of the " Green Islalld." Fire- 
r)roof, water-l)roof, and worm-proof, she nexer tecanse nail-sick, alld the iron 
1zl oved far sul)erior to tlie co:)l)er formerly eml)loyed in sucll constructions * she 
was the wonder of the Arflbs, wllo collld not sulEcientlv admire her speed- 
th(y callebl her " rl Shalladah," or the lunaway hel oraceful figllre, an(l 
tlle easewitll uti(ll slle uas m.lIlaged; her plesence llpon the WangaIyila 
I,alse +rollld illdee(l have beell a go(lselld, sl)aring us a host of hardships and 
slll-'lel ings. 

In early Jtlrle the violence of tlle lains abated, and tle first travellers of the 
seasol1 took toat fiom the islalld to the coast of Zanzibar. Lieutenant- 
Colonel Hamelton, rollsing hinlself fiom tlse letllaroy of siclSness alld del;)ility 
offeretl, with peculiar forethotloht, to sllperintelld ollr dei:arttlre from the 
littoral, and to lie off Waole, llntil assuled of ollr safe passaae through the 
tleacllerotls and blood-thirsty \-Vazararno. His Highlaess the Sayyid having 
lulaced at the Consul's dislgosal the 7tenlise col Xrette we srent on boarcl, sailed 
Oll the 14th of Jtlne, 1857, and after thlee clays nlatie " Wale," a bush-olown 
sandspit off the ol en roadstead ol Kaole. a 

It had been determined, aCter tnuch discussion, to land ul?on the coast, as 
ncar as l)ossible to Zan%ibar Island. CI'hollgh I desil ed to ,enetrKlte, as 
my instructions dire cted, viS Kilwa, into the interior, Lieutenant-Colonel 
flanaerton l\JaS of olillion tllat the half-caste Arabs and the coast-clalls of tl-lat 
collntry are IllOI-e llostile to strangers than the people of tbe northern naaritimc 
tO+vns(llld that their distance fiom tlle seat of Goterlnmerlt renders them 
dalina by hope of impunity. Moreover, I had heard sufficient to convince me 
tleat the Nyassa Ol Kilwa Lake is of uniml)ortallt ditnensions, and altogether 
clistinct from the " Sea of Ujiji," the main object of tny exploration. Though 
these two +vate:s had beell rull into one by EuroI>eala geographels, no Arab at 
Zanzibar erer yet confounded them. rlhis consiclelation mainly determined 
nly entrance illtO Africa by the great +N-estern line of road lea(ling thIollgh 
Unvamwezi, the " Land of the Moon," to the Lake of Many Fables 
beyon(-l. 

F;holtly aftel castinC anchor at A\rale stre were surprised bJr a visit from 
I,an:lha Damha, arho, accomI-eallie(:l bv 1lanzji, his brother Bhattia, had torn 
hiluself, in compliment to Lietltellant-(>'olonel Hamerton, fiom the cllstom- 
house of Zanzibar, for the purpose of " starting " the expedition. Fearillg an 
incl-ease of tariff, the Arab nlerchants, who were proceeding into the interior 
canllily hastened to engare their gangs of lxorters. Said bin Salim, who had 
])rece(led us to the contirlent, in order to secllre carriaCe, had collected, after 
many deserlions and (lisappointments, only thirty-six return VKranamwezi: 
we required about 170. In these straits Laulha Damba proposed to send 
fol war(l the men engacreti-a l)rudetlt l.larl, adopted with sllecess. Laden 
zvitll cloth, sire, and beaels, to tlle valtle of 6D4 dollslrs, they set out under the 
guard of two black n1usketeers, preferrinO to traverse Uzaramo with this 
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imperfect defellce ratEler than to incllr thc danger of accomlganying WNTazllncu, 
ol white mell. Our pelsonal l)rol)erty was to le ccalried orl asses. Zallzi- 
bar an(l tlle mairllan(l iiarlso.lrs were rallsackel, anA in a few dats tnTenty 
animals, good and bacl, besides the fotr intellded for lidinC, were fitted fol 
the road witll vile Alab pack-satldles made of gunny bags. Of the herd, not 
one reclolled Unyain wezi . 'I'he se se-ere losses callsecl me an ilz calculable 
anzount of toil anll tl-olll)le. Finally, a second botly of t\renty-tz-o naen 
laden lilie the first, and catlyillg 3o9 dollals' wortll of goods, sas left be- 
hind to be forwarded, accordinr to flin(lu lxroulise, altez ten days. 'lllis was 
tlle weak point of the arlangelnent; for it, howes er, tliere seerlled no r ellledy. 
I jientenant-Colonel Hanaertor1's rat)idly failing healtll rendered his returtl to 
Zlnzibar irnperative, and I could afford no time for clelay. 'L'he reslllt WR7as 

th.at ele+ell months elai;seel lDefole this necessaly suloply reflched llS. (8 

after car.-van canze ul) from the co.ast, every Al ab petllar leceived llis lettel s 
and yet the neSli(rent I3hatti.ax, t)letell(linO +Xant of porters as the cause of tlle 
lelay, nlaintaille(l an aI!athetic sile1lce. 

'l'Ile veblry l.whour of (lccollnts and receil)ts dtlly conclu(1etl, I t!ac'te a 
nlel.lllelaoly l;lrevtell to nay va-t1ll-ljealt(el host, lll on X-llose f()rm an(l fe.atllrcs 
-leatll xvaS le(iT)ly insclille(l, (all(-l tliscl-nl>.alkitlr tlle Wf,t/t'}li('/ 011 tlle ')tStll 
*>t .Jtlnc, 1857, l.ln(l(tl .at t}le littlc still l e of ls.olc. ()n the x.lllle d.ly 
('.zInt;lill Sp(lic malellefl to itilln.alli ol A!t1ll+1e, ill tlle llei>llbolllill} l)lallt.l- 
tiolls, .azax1 I follosxrce:l hilll o]l tllc '2, tll. 

Dvilinsr tlle first Rteek, crecl)ino .at a s]aail's )>lce, ne hearcl the boonain(t of 
tlle Asltem1sc's exellinr gt111-a s-ignal that re.llre +N-as 110t fKl. I'resctltly tl1e 
so1ln(Ts ce.ased; W0Te clid tlOt, llos0teer, disrine tlle ca-use. Lielltenallt-Colonel 
H;<melton lla(l clictl Oll boar(l thc colxrette, in tile h.alhour of Zanzibal. This 
ex ellt, whicll halmpellecl on the Sth of JTII)TX 1857, zz-as llOt cel tificd to us till 
eleVell lBOllthS had elalzse(l, tlie first letters anllol1ncing it 1ias illtt miscarried. 
AVith characte1istic Afiicall ftltility) the lloiter dest)atched xvitIl al l!alcel fron1 
tlle coast, fealintr, to tollorthe 11,xl-eclitlon into the nlol1ntains of Usaf1ala, left 
tllis charCr,e avith a vill;wrre llea(lllzan, and retulned e1nptv-halld.e(l whence lle 
C'IIUG. AVe were keljt ill ionolance:-Eastelns still hold tlat 

" Though it be honest, it is nevel good 
To briIlg bad news"-- 

yet the re)ort slzrea(l by a taveltill:,r tr.l(ler rvas (lisclassed tllloll,1Jotlt 1-11e 
c(l/lllll. tt Ientlla ltalocll, X-llo 1l<at1 t;loI).Ibly 1)(+e1l el(lulltt(l tO SCt'ItSill tlle 
cfict ol} the evil tielin_s vll)on ollr nlilicls, 1lll(lertook tlje task. \N e rvele 

necltain hat tobelieve. Saiclbin SAliLM, *hen conslllted, aIll)ealefl to tz1lst 
tlle intellit,ellce firmly; but his leasons \7tre soluewhat too Oritsntal to s-ei<h 
with me. He laad follntl our little stol e of scarlet broaclelotll dan1a( e(l by l ats - 
this invaiial)ly a11fuls a fatality, arld the cololll of thc stuff in(licate(1 the lla- 
tionality of tlie (leccasecl. 

'lthe (Collstll's eleatll lla(l nearly izrorel fatal to tlc Expe(lition Said lin 
Salilll slily suoeste(l tl)at 11e hatl better rettllll to t.lle) co(tst. I-lis l!retext ntas 
tlle corlllFletion of otlr carriatrc. His resll object was lirobably to asceltain 
whether the ulltoxval(l eselat hacl or had IlOt alttred tlle views of IIis l-1ighlless 
,Sasyicl tInjid. I'lle Balocla escort, alreacly ht,me-sick, brealsillo Ollt illtO Opell 

nautint;t, left us Illloll a hill-side declarin,, tlaelllsek-es to be on their aTray const- 
Wal'dS; btlt soon losillO helart, all rejc)ine(l llS at the next StatiOIl ill lltter 
lTvretclled]less. 'he " Soles of l'alllji " llivily deternline(-l to al)allcJc)ll 1lS as 
soon as they colllcl find a :rewtext. As ollr only resource was to pllSh on at a11 
hazar(1.s, we lzad resokTed, in case of a oeneral desertion, to tl'USt Olll-Sel\7('S in 
the hands of olll WanyamxsTezi tJolters. rl'he storrn, houerel, l)lev oser-it 
was tlle [lSual bl eltllilzy, II)LM12. 

Lieuteolallt-Colollel Llanleltoll's death s-as siIlcelely luollriled for o'llel tl 
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merely selfish considerations. He had received two strangers, like sons rather 
than like passillg Visitols. During the intervals between his loncr and painful 
attacks he had exerted himself to his utmost in forwarding their views 
in fact, he had Ir1ade their cause his owl. 'l'hough aware of his danger 
he refused to quit, until compellcd by approaching dissolution, the post which 
he considered it his duty to hold. He was a loss to his country, an excellent 
linguist ad a ripe Oriental scholar, a valuable public servant of the good old 
Anglo-Indianschool; he was a man whose influence over Easterns, based 
upon their respect for his honest and honourable character, knew no boullds, 
and at heart a " sad good Christian: "-the Heavens be his bed ! 

SE=ION V. 

The personnel of the E. Afiican expedition when leaving the coast was com- 
posed as follows. As dornestic serz7ants I had brouht from 130mbay two 
Goanese " boys," who received esorbitant wages for doing a little of every- 
thillg and nothinC well; two negro aull-carriers were also engat,ed at Zan- 
zibar. Said bin Salim, the Ras Kafilah, had, as attendants, four slaves, a boy 
and an acting, wife, whose bulky beauties engrossed his every thought. 
'l'he Baloch escort numbered thirteen men till one died at Unyanyembe: 
sent to protect us, they soon deemed it sufficient labour to protect them- 
seEves. rl'wenty negro slaves and twenty-five asses formed a mass of stub- 
born savaaery which proved a severe trial of temper- and finally thirty- 
sis Wanyamwezi returtl porters, of whom two died of sinall-pox and two 
were left behind when unable to advance, carried the outfit. The party 
did IlOt long continlle compact; and the reader may derive some idea of my 
troubles from the fact that, during our eighteen months of travel, thele was not 
an attendant, from Said bin Salim to the most abject slave, who did not plan 
atteinpt, or carry out desertion. At Untanyenabe, accordincr to custom, the 
WVanyarnwezi porters dispersed, and another gang was engaged to carry our 
goods into L3jiji. Lcaving Msene, I found it llecessary to dismiss the " Sons 
of Ramji," who had proared themselves dangerous by thwarting all my views. 
We were compelled to trust ourselves, without Arab, Baloch, or slave guard, 
to the wild Wajiji durincr otlr navigation of the u anganyika Lake, a labour so 
perilous in native calloes that few merchants care to attempt it. At Ujiji the 
second gang hire(3, as is customary at UnyaLlyembe for the Lake journey, and 
paid in advance for rettlrn, disappeared bodily, and ptlt me to the expense of 
ellgaCillg and paying a third troop. Finally, on our down nlarch to the coast 
+^rhen we +vished to diverge but a few miles from the usual road, our fourth 
levy of AVanyamwezi porters left tIs in mass, preferring to sacrifice pay for 
three months of hard work rather than to march three stages out of the beaten 
path. 

After the usual difficulties of departure and severe trials of patience on the 
road, we were delayed twelve days by severe sicliness at Zungomero, in the 
head of the Khutu Valley. The mutiny of our Baloch escort lost us some 
time in the mountains of Usagara, and dissensions between Said bin Salim 
and one KidoCo, the Mtu Mku or Headman of the " Sons of Ramji," detained 
us a week at the Ziwa or Pond on the eastern confines of the Ugoao table- 
land. After many nsishaps, such as the desertion of porters, the deaths of all 
our asses, and the consequent loss and waste of property, sometimes aban- 
(loned, at other times pilfered or plundered, we entered Unyanyembe, the 
head-quarter settlement of the Maskat Arabs in the land of Unyamwezi. 
Those warm-hearted men received me with peculiar hospitality, most cheering 
after havin experienced the cold alld calculatillC civilities of the African 
chiefs. AVe M ere delayed among them by sore illness, by the general unwil- 
linOlless of our party to advance, and by the difliculty of hiring porters in the 
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sowinffl season,-the Masika or great. Rains had set in. During the violence 
of this monsoon, we traversed the pestiferous reaion between Unyamwezi and 
Ujiji. The miasma so aficted my companion that he collld scarcely see to 
writc, mtlch less to survev Ol observe, and brought on ill my case paraplcgis 
or a rJartial paralysis of the extrenities, rendering a manchil, or hanumock, tle 
only means of advancin. On the 13th of February, 1858, we sighted the 
Tant,anyika, or Lake of Ujiji, a spectacle which consoled lls for the incessant 
worry and all the petty ann()yances of the slave-path, toaether with the extor- 
tion, the unruliness, alld ethe insolence of our party: it caused indeed a sen- 
sible relief in the orindillg care ever present Ty the inlnwinent prospect of a 

failtlre. Yet even this g;leam of joy had its dark side: we had been compelled 
to part with our life-boat, and the only dow, or sailinr oraft, upon the lake 
belonoed to an Arab merchant, living at Kasente. a little island-del ot near 
the western shole. Captain Speke crossed the rllanganyika iu vain: he collld 

ot prearail llpon the proprietor to accom}:any us, though he offered him the 
sum of 1001. for a fortni?ht's cruise. We had becn electrified by the intellisrence 
collected in different l)laces \!here collllsion was next to impossible, concerning 
a lar,:>e river issuing northwalds flom the rl'ananyika. Every thillg-wealth? 
health, and everl life-was to be risked for this plize. Accordingly, in two 
open canoes, or rather hollowed logs, we explored, durinC a month of African 
Monsoon Xain, the northern waters of that sweet sea, which saw for the fizst 
timc the " Union Jack " floatin; over its dark bosom, and we returned in in- 
proved health despite incessant drenchings and other disconlforts far naole 
serious, to Ujiji on the 14th of May, lt358. But we had failed to secllre 
ol.r prize: the mysteriolls strealn, according to all authorities conslllted 
the spot, enters instead of issuin,, from the lake. 

At Ujiji, finding our resources exhausted by the prodiaaTity or the dis- 
honesty of Said bin Salim, I was compelled by want of stlpplies to desist from 
further exploration. And hele it uras that the over-economy of the viaticum 
orilinally gr:+nted to the Expedition was severely felt. WVe had br>ke 
throu^,h tlle hard cIUSt of const, we had escalJed the I)erils of the slave-I)atll 
alld we wfere becomin^, acclilsatized in Central Africa, when the want of outfit 
alotle put a .stop to otlr proCress. It was vain to liilgel, to regret: we ljad 
btlt ten pieces of cloth and a few strings of beads, a quantity barely sufficient 
for a week's rations, to ca-rry us from Ujiji to Unyallyembe, the nearest delJot, 
distant about SO marches. Happily the oood Snay bin AIllil, ollr Alab aaent 
at Unyanyembe, had bethouaht himself of forwal ding a [ew necessaries selected 
frolls the load of the 22 porters, who were to overtake us iil ten datJs. On 
this occasion we first received confirmation of Lieutenant-Colonel Hamerton's 
death, tot,ether with lettels and pay)ers, then a year an(l a. half old. M 
Ladislas (,'ochet, Constll de Flallce at %arlzilar, had kindly taken ollr part 
with the Banyalls, who after the fairest promises haci nealected us with a 
provokin(r pertinacity, and Captain Mansfield, Constll of the United States 
of America, favoured me with a note, enclosing an edifying tract. Some 
nlonths afterwards, Captain Rigby, of the Bombay Army, havinffl been appointed 
Eer Majest's Conslll at Zanzibar, reached the island, and, by his influence 
with the Hindus, cTlan(red the aspect of afliairs. But this good foltune came 
too late. We had been comlJelled to leturrl from Ujiji to Unyanyembe, which 
^Te re-entered on the 19tll of .Tztne, 1858. 

After a short delay for repose, and for recovering his sight alld hearin(r, which 
had sufferecl severely from an accident, Capt:win Speke was terovided with a g;ang 
of l)orters, and in 4.) days he reached and returned frorll the southern cleek 
of the Syanza or IJkerewe Basin. rThe consideation of this reservoir 
which topo(oralthy SUppOltS tradition in cletermining to represent one of tlle 
lakes that feed the White or true Nile, is sllbmitted to the calmer judcrment 
of scientific eot,lalhers. rl'he reXasons for this beliefwhich stlggest tllenaselses 
to my rnind will be staied in the followi>eC y)aCes. 

VOL. XXIX. C 
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Deeply impressed with the inlportance of his discovery, Captain Speke 
was compelled, through rant of supplies, to return direct to Unyanyembe. 
It was indeed impracticable to penetrate by this line. The lake is still un- 
navigated; to tlavel aloIlt, the south-eastern sheres is, accordin to the 
lIniversal voice of the Arabs, impossible, on account of the ferocity of the 
tribes, antl in order to skirt the westerll bank, a larae outfit, and perhaps 
years of obstacles and delays owing to the mllttlal Jealousies of the gleat 
des)ots of the northern kingdoms, are necessary. Yet after Captain Speke's 
rettlrn we aaain aoitated the advisability of remainin in the country until 
fresl1 stlpplies could be procured, for the purpo>;e of visiting the northern kizg- 
doms of Karaawah, Uganda7 and Unyoro. The scheme appearing impossible 
we applied ourselves to the means of marching l1pon Rilwa, thus avoiding a 
return hy the same road that led us irlto the country. But as the former pro 
ject was dismissecl from the con^7iction that we could not depend upon assist- 
ance from %anzibal, so the latter was frustrated by the unmanageable obstinacy 
of our porters. We wanted resotllces to bribe them into compliance, and the 
rapid flight of our leave of absence forbade those long delays which in these 
reaions alone co1npensate for large expenditure. 

011 the 26th of September, 185S, the E. African Expedition bade adiell to 
UnyaIlyembe, and after a rnalch eventless except in delays and difficlllties caused 
by disease, desertion, dlont,ht and a famine which had desolated the land, it 
arrive(l in early February of i859 at the little anaritime village of Sonduchi. 
A " Battela," or Arab sailing craft, sent by Captain Rigby from Zanzibarf 
enabled Captain Speke alld myself, after dismissing t.he Baloch gllard, and 
losing to our gain the 1ast of the 4 e;ons of RalI1ji," to visit the coast southwards 
as fal as Kilwa K;siwazli the island where still stalld the vestiges of (ancient 
" Qlliloa." This cruise Lad fol object the inspection of the vlnknonvn Delta 
of the great Rufiji River, a collnterpart of the Zambesi in the SOUt11, and a 
waterway that appears destined to become the high-road of nations into Eastern 
Africa. Fate, howerrer, a.ain thwarted our schenles. rl'he cholera which 
after ravaaing the island of Zanzibar had almost depopulated Kilwa, reduced 
otll crew in three days from seven to two, and no rnan dared to enoage himself 
on board the infected vessel. The river also was in flood, overflowina its banks, 
and its line appeared marked by heavy purple clouds that discharged a deluge 
of rain. Convinced that tlle seaso11 for travelling was ended, we tllrned the 
head of the Battela northwards, and on the 4th of March, 1859, after a sue- 
cession of violent squalls and pertinacious calnls, nve landed once more nr)on 
the island of Zanzibar. 

SECTION VI. 

The little state was at the time of our rettlrtL in the heicrht of confilsion. 
His Highness Sayyid Suwayni, Sultan of Maskat, seizincr the rlretext of a tri- 
bute owed by his younger brother of Zanzibar, had embarked a host of Bedouin 
brigands llpon five ships and several Arab craft: with this power he was, me 
lJelieved, preparin a hostile visit to the island. The Baloch stations on the 
mainland were drained of nlercenaries, arLcl 7000 muskets, with an amount of 
ammunition which rendered the town danoerc:us, was distributed to slaves and 
other ruflians. Dows from Hadramatlt brouCht down armed adventurers, who 
were in the market to fiaht for the best pay. The turbulellt Halisi chiefs of 
Zanzibar were terrilied into sidinffl with His Highness Sayyicl }Tajid by the 
interest of Captain Rigby. But the constllar representatives of the several 
Christian powers could not combine in efforts to pleserve the peace, and the 
Harisi, with their thousands of arrned zetainers, appeared to prescrve an arlmed 
nelltrality, which threatened mischief to the weaher of the. rival larothers. 
Tlade was paralysexl, the foreign merchants lost heavily, alld no less tllull 
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eiChty native vessels were still expected at the eIlcl of the season fiom Bombay 
and the north. To complete the conftlsioIl, several ships collecting nearo 
CC emigrallts ' alld " free labourers,' per fas et 7zefas, were reported to Zansibar 
by tlle anthorities of ihe coast.# 

After a foltrlit!ht of excitement and suspense, during which the wildest 
rumotlrs few throucrh the mouths of men, it was officially reported tllat Her 
Majesty's steamer Pt4nyaub, Captain Fullerton? }ff.M.'s T.N., commandinC, ullder 
olders received from tlle Govemment of Bonlbay, had met Sayyid Suwayni 
off the eastern coast of Arabia, and had pelsuaded him to return. 

ConCratulations ^rere exchailt,ed, sallltes were fired, the negroses danced and 
sanC for a conseclltive week, and with the least delay arnled merl poured irl 
clowded boats from the island towards their usuaL stations. Btlt the blow 
hacl been struck, the commercial p*os)erity of Zanzibar cotlld not be retrieved 
duriIlg the brief remaining close of the season, and the stronC imI)ression that 
a renewed attempt would ensure similar disastels at a futuze tirne, seemed to 
be upt)ermost in every mind- t 

Our labours beinC duly concluded, we nosv souCht the first opportunity of 
quitting Zansibar in comfort. His Highness Sayyicl Majid had honoured me 
with an espression of desire that I should reXmain until the ext,ected hosti- 
lities wele brollght to a close: the report, however, of the STlGeess of the 
P^6nyaub left me at liberty t;o depart. MTith grateful heart I took leave of a 
Prince to whose goodwill I hafl been lnainly indebted for success and who 
at the parting interview., had offered me a paSsacre homewald in one of his OWll 
s;llips of war. Happily, however, at that time a cliloper-bllilt barqzle, the 
I)rayorL of Salern, Captain M'Farlane comrnanding, was dischaprvinC cargo in 
the harbour preparatory to settinffl out with the south-west monsoon for Aden. 
The Captain consented to take wIs on board and on the 22nd of March, 1859 
tle clove-shrubs and COGo-treeS of Zanzibar faded from ol1r eyes. After 
crossinC alld recrossing three times the tedious Line, about the middle of 
April, 1859, we found otlrsele7es .ancl-lored near the ill-omened black walls of the 
Aden Clater. 

The crisis of our Afiican sllSerinCs had taken place durint, ollr voyaCe upon 
the Tan(Tany;ka Lake; in my case, however, the fever still cltlnC like the 
shirt of Nesstls. Ml. Frost, of Zarlzibar, did not hesitate to advise a temporary 
return to Ev1rope: at Aden his opinion was confirmed by the civil surgeon 
of the station, who recommencled a lenotheneci periocl of rest. I bade adiell 
to the Coal-hole of the East c)n the 2Sth of Allril, 18a9, S.I14 in dlle time 
greeted with becomina heartiness the sholes of n1y native land 

1'he followinr pafres contain the. reslllts of my exploration offered to tlle 
reader in a plain ancl unpreten3in(r forn1: they were wlitten in the telat and 

nder the tree with the objects whicll they describe in siCht, they ainl Inerely 
at correctly pourtrayinta, the novel feattlres of the COllntry as they unfolde(l 
thelalselves to a traveller's eyes and they clainl for their clefence his mercy 
antl forCiveness uilder t.he apolooy which folms thc motto prefixed to these 
pages. 

r]7he peliod of rny explolation fronz the first landina at, to the final departtlre 
from, the Island of Zanzib;r was tve) years anfl thrce months. Durina th.at 
tinle exclusive of coasting voyaaes from ZIombasah to Kilra. anci a visit to 
Fll, in Usumbara, the E. African exl)edition covered at least 2700 nlileXs of 

* No further allllsion will be made in these pages to the system lately intro- 
duced by the slavers of civilized Europe* the question is somewhat of tof politi- 
cal a nature to be discussed in a work devoted to geography. Yet, it is hoped, no 
honest man's mental vision carl be so obfilscated as to be incapable of discerning 
the old evil, through its disguise of a new name. 

t The attempt in fact, was renewed shortly after the first failllre but it tel mi- 
nated ill the same way. 
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ground hitherto unvisited bY Europeans, navi(rated the Tan,anyika Lake in 
two of its three main lines, and discoveled the great Nyanza or Ukerewe Sea. 
'l'he total expenditure illeludina passaae-molley, otltfit, fees and presents, 
was 25001. of which iOOOI. was advanced by the Foreign OfEce, under the 
administration of an Exlmeditiona,ry Committee of the Royal Geographical 
Society. T'hrouhout the exploration but one man, a Baloch mercenary and 
a confirmed invalid, died, although no one escaped repeated attacks of sudden 
and severe sickness * and the only aWray was a drurlken riot caused by the 
barbarous tribes of Url.lndi, which ended in the accidental death of a BIjij; 
slave. Knowing that every Englishman who appears in the outer East, either 
with or withotlt the sanction of his Goverllment, is looked upon practically as 
the representative of his nation, I travelled without disgnise. And with a 
view of openina to European commerce and civilization a rz,ad lnto the heart 
of Africa, a land of considerable resources, still suSering from the evils of 
total net,lect on the part of other members of the human fan;ly,-we 
adhered in all points to the manners and customs of our country. By degrees 
the Arabs anal even the AVasawahili, a jealous and suspicious race lost all 
fear of us: they esren consented to carry to the coast our maps anl reports 
which were forwarded as often as the uncertain caravan-posts permitted and 
our prolonged and serious maladies allowed. Providence willed me to success 
in decidirlg a question which has been under ths judge for the last three hun- 
dred years, the existence and the number c.f the Central Afiican lakes, and 
the westward prolonaation of the Lunar Mountains of the Greek geog;raphers. 
A new lig;ht has also, I sincerely believe been thrown upon a stlbject veiled 
ill tile olooms of three- thousand years-the ' coy sources " of the White Nile. 
That thought solaced rne through many a weary and Inany a pairlful hour- 
the bellef that I was doill a work whicil rnay prove useful to mankind 
and the hope that projects so auspiciously commenced may be as auspiciously 
pursued. 

The original chapters of what is here presented to the reader were written 
llpOll the line of march in the tent and in the hut; my labo1lr since returning 
to England has been confined to copying them for the press, and to collecting 
various elucidations. For the accuracy of the remarks UpOll the ethnoloCy and 
t.he lanCuaCes of the tribes, I alone am answerable. Captain Speke confined 
himselFon the line from the coast to Ujiji to a survey of the country- his 
observatiolls consisted of dead reckonina by compass bearings and time, est;- 
mation of distances checked by an almost daily latitude with sets of lunars 
for lonitudes of crucial stations, c,omputed by Mr. (J. GeorCe, at the Map 
Rooms of the Society, and frequent determinations of altitlldes by B. P. 
thermometer which were corrected after his rehlrn to England. He wrote 
journals of his passaae of the Tanganyika Lake, and his march from Un7any- 
embe to the Nyanza; both have been transferred to the following paaes from the 
oriainal diaries, in some parts corrected and modified by the repolts of trtlst- 
worthy and intellivent Arab travellers. I registered daily when health per- 
rnitted meteoroloCical observations with the barometer until the instrument 
was injured, and afterwards with the thermometer * and I made a variety of 
sketches and collections of socabularies, which at a ftlture time may see tlle 
liCht. We both kept field-books, which have been deposited with the Xo^7a1 
Geographical Society. I also placed in the hands of my employers a collection 
of objects illustrating the industry of the country, and especially of the c]otlls 
in greatest demand. Twenty-fotlr sku11s brouCht from the several reCiolls 
have been transferred to the lloyal Colleae of Surgeons. The collection of 
rocks and soils which I made on the return rrlarch that made on the up- 
jotlrney havinC been lost by plunderers-was placed at the School of Mines 
anel was described by the permissioll of Sir Roderick Mzlrchisol. T'he shells of 



tlle Tanganyika, brollght home by Captain Speke, and a few lalld shells gathered 
by me on the road, have been described (in the Procee(lings of the Zoological 
Society, June 28, 185t3) by Mr. S. P. Woodwald, F.G.S. Dr. Gray oblitillaly 
identifiedthe few specimens of natural history which were shot by Captain 
Speke- Mr. Gullttler observed the little collectiorl of snakes and Mr. Adam 
Brhite furnished names for the insects. The plants of the nlalitime regio 
were submitted to Dr. J. D. EIooker, of the Reyal Gardens, Kew. 

Though in no way pretending; to attainments in any branch of natural 
science, 1 was careful to collect, as far as opportunities allowed, all thtlt ar)- 
peared novel or remarkable; the herbarium hovvever, which was left at Ujiji 
(itlrinC otlr joint explolationof the '1ancranyika Lakeullder the careof ourArab 
Ras Kafilah, was found on return hopelessly damaoed by mildew and white ants. 

T1le map prefised to this volllme will be found to differ tIpon several points 
and distances where information was derived from hearsay, instead of beinC the 
result of actual observation, from those published by Captain Speke in Black- 
zvood's ' Edinburg;h Maaazine ' (Sept. 1859), and in Dr. Petermann's ' Mitthei- 
lllngen ' (No. 9, of 1859). I have not, however, made any alteration in my 
original notes recorded after conversations with the Arabs. Mr. A. G. Findlay 
F.R.G.S., has lent his good aid in k)oking over the variotls itineraries, ancl the 
nlap itself is the best proof of his diligence and ability. I cannot conclude 
without offering my best thanks to Dr. Norton Shaw, the Secretary of the 
Society, for his friendly esertions in the progress of the exyedition, and llis 
ellergetic assistance in preparing these pages for the press. 

CHAPTER I. 

GENERAL REMARKS. EASTERN INTERTROPICAL AFRICA, SOU1'H OF THE 
EQUATOR. 

THE African continent, fenced by an unbroken line of coast, and 
by the barbarous exclusiveness of its inhabitants, especially the 
maritime and border tribes, has ever been to the outer worl(l a 
land of mystery, of fal?les. The want of precise topographical 
Ilotices has heaped hypothesis upon hypothesis; in fact no part of 
the habitable globe has given rise to theories and reports so mar- 
vellous, so contradictory, and so errolleous, as the central and 
equatorial regions, the heart of the great peninsulm 

In the earliest days of the historic period the unknown African 
interior was determined by false views of geography and by 
analogy with the explored northern belt, to be a vast and sterile 
wilderness, dotted here and there with the fanciful oases-those 
" islan(ls in a sandy sea"-of speculative geographers. l'his 
"Great Desert," these "burning plains," and these " rolling 
wastes " of Central Africa, found favour with the philosophers, and 
appeared upon the maps a blank of white paper, with enlivenings 
of ostriches and elephants until the commencemsent of the present 
century.* 

* As late as 1822 travellers from the Cape conjectured "an immense desert 
commencing in the south at the Great Orange River, alld running northwards pf r- 
haps to the equator, extending also to the west as far as Great Namaqua Land and 

Cerlhul Equatorial Afrt(a, ?^c. 21 
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The late Professor Karl Ritter, of Berlin, had the honour of ex- 

pelling this venerable error by substituting for it another, which was 

as unhesitatingly adopted by some popular authors of the day. By 

a vicious analogy with the " islalld of High Asia " and the tab]e- 

land of Quito he determined the unknown African inteRior to be 

an imrnense mountain terrace, rising abruptly from a torrid and 

pestilential littoral plain. Even the gradients were fixed: the third 

and highest was invested with those eternal snows which now dispute 
their existence with white marble, dolomite, and "pure white 

quartz, as it is seen in the Cradock Mountains, at the Cape of 

G-ood ISope, or as it shines forth conspicuous among the snows of 

Altai." * In these " luminous views the heart of the continent 
was compared to an "advancing buttress," extending into the 

lowland countries Northwards, " nearly as the elevated terrass of 

Tibet and Bhutan advances southward in front of the great plateau 

of High Central Asia." By a succession of steps and gradients 
with lofty fronts, rising from the maritime plain, separated by long 

ridges running in transverse walls, and facing like a bulwark the 

waves of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, were explained the 

thermical differences and the varieties of organic nature displayed 
by the African world. From the highest elevations the river 

systeins were made to deseend by rapids and cataracts, and, 

flowing through the lower circumjacent levels, to find an embou- 
chure into the sea. 

Professor Ritter's theory of the Central African plateau, with 

its vast uplands and high level plaIns, was presently supplanted by 

the other extreme a depression. Like its predecessol this con- 

jecture was a generalization based upon inadequate premises. The 

traveller from "Alberogran," the " Lofty Plain" of' Abyssinia, 
extended to the southern eqllatorial regions the highlands and 

plateaus which feature the northern The partial labours and the 

short incursions of the " Mombas Mission," induced a belief which, 

until lately, had its day, that in Central Intertropical Africa, at a 

certain distance from the coast, the land begins to sink westwards, 
that there are no mountain terraces, but elevated groups and 
isolated peaks rising steeply from extensive plains, and finally, 

that these eminences, though often standing together) do not form 
a continuous ridge or chain. The missionary conjectured Africa 
between 5 and 12? s. lat. to be a flat or valley; using no instru^ 

the lXmara country, which lies along the shore of the Ethiopic or Southern Atlantic 

Ocearl." For this " unquestiotlably the most extensive desert yet known in the 

world " was proposed the name of " Great Southern Zahara or Desert."-' Travels 

in South Atica,' by the Rev. John Campbell, of the London 3Iissionary Svoiety. 

Vol. ii. chap. 9. 
* ' IIlner Africa Laid Open' (p. 1.55), by William Desborough Cooley. Lon(lon, 

Longmans, 1852. 
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mentsbutthe eye,* he eliminated from a partial fall in the country 
illland of his station on the Rabai Hills, towards the rnountaills 
of Kadiaro and Kilima-ngao, " a general sillkinU, of the land about 
3? from the Indian Ocean westwards, till the general depression 
sinks into the bed of a huge lake." That the fall, if such exist, 
which has attained these mighty dimensions, must be of circum- 
scribed limits, is proved by the water-shed of the Ozi and the 
Pangani rivers, its northern and 30uthern boundaries, which cer- 
tainly do not flow up hill. 

Both the younger and the older theory, however, though fal- 
lacious on the whole, have in detail a modicum of truth. 'rhere 
remained then for the Ellglish physicist the honour of de- 
picting by an admirable generalization the true features of the 
African-interior The ancient lacustrine conditions of the cezatral 
regions, and the phenomenon that there exists in the heart of the 
continent a watery platforrn of less elevation than the flallkinffl high 
grounds, in factv a minglillg of plateau and depression, was first 
amlounced ex cathedra by Sir Roderick T. lVlurchison, President of 
the Royal Geographical Society of London.t 'rhe hypothesis worked 

* It is needless to remark how fallacious an instrument for levelling the eye is. 
The " Shimba Range " behind Mombasah is estimated by Dr. Krapf to attain 
a height of 4000 t.o 6000 feet: by B. P. thermometer it appears to rise from 750 
to 1'>00 feet aboGre sea level. 

t 'Presi(lential Address to the Royal Geogr. Soc.,' 1852. The following ex- 
planation of the process which led to his remarkable discovery was forwarded to 
the author, at his reqllest, by Sir Roderick Murchison:- 

" My speculations as to the ̂ hole African interior being a vast watery plateau- 
land of some elevation above the sea, but subtended on the east and tvest by much 
higher grounds, were based on the following data. 

*'The discovery in the central portion of the Cape Colony, by Mr. Bain, of 
fossil remains in a lacustrirle deposit of secondary age, and the well-known ex- 
istence Oll the coast of loftier mountains, known to be of a Palsozoic or primary 
epoch, circling round the younger deposits, being followed by the exploration of 
the Ngami Lake, justified mc in believing that Africa had been raised from be- 
neath the ocean at a very early geological period; alld that ever since that time the 
same cc)nditions had prevailed. I thence inferred that an interior net-work of 
lakes and rivers would be found to be prolonged northwards from Lake Ngami 
though at that time no map was knowll to me showing the existence of such cen- 
tral resersoirs. Looking to tbe west as w-eli as to the east, I saw no pessibility 
of explaining how the great rivers could escape from the central plateau-lands 
and enter tlle ocean, except through deep lateral gorges formed at some ancielst 
period of elevation when the lateral chains were subjected to transverse fractures. 
Knowing that the Niger and the Zaire or COIlgO escaped by such gorges on the 
wests I was confident that the same phenomenon must occur upon the eastern 
coast when properly examilled. This hypothesis, as sketched out irl my 'Presi- 
dexltial Address' ot' 1852, was afterwards received by Dr. Livingstone, just as he 
was exploring the transverse gorges by which the Zambesi escapes to the east * and 
the great traveller has p1lblicly expressed the surprise he tllen felt that his dis- 
covery should have been thus previously suggested. 

" The explorations of the E. African expedition, by Burt<;pl and Speke, go vastly 
to extend this generalisation. If the great Nyanza Lake should really be foullel 
to flow into the White Nile, it is simply because there is no great eastern trans- 
verse fractule like that of the Zambesi, by which the waters can escape, so that 
subtended on that flank by lofty an(l continuous mountains the stream has no 



out in the geofflrapher's study was triumphantly confirmed three 
years afterwards by Dr. Livingstone, when traversing the African 
continent. 

The following paces will establish the eastern limits of the 
" elevated-trough ' formation of the central regions will elllcidate 
the theory, by proving from levels and watersheds the intervention 
of seams of higher ground disposed across the lesser axis of the 
continent and will correct the erroneous theory of the eastern 
versant of the Tanganyika Lake. 

Geographers can now describe with accuracy the general features 
of the African peninsula. The northern and southern belts of the 
vast irre(rular triancrle, save in the exceptional places where 
perennial streams diffuse fertility, and along the coast where ex- 
cessive humidity engenders a narrow growth, are dry a.nd sterile, 
here laid out in torrid plains, there broken into barren stony ridt,es. 
Bi3ected by the zone of almost constant raill, and subject. to the 
south-west monsoons, the local deflections of the south-ea3t trade 
winds,*-from the Chad Lake, the Bahr el Ghazal, and the southern 
frontier of Kor(lofan, the re.ion of fertility, commencing from about 
15 N. lat., stretches in a broad belt to 20? s. of the equator, or 
the northern limit of the Ngami Water. This tract of 35? along 
the major axis of the continent rejects the old hypotheses of desert 
and plateau, and forms the sharpest contrast to our grandfathers' 
idea of (Sentral Africa. 

The eastern section of the centJral belt south of the equator, 
which will be described with detail in these pages, is a region in 
which Nature displays her wonted variety. Near the coast are 
low littoral plains and rolling ground with lagoons, savannahs, 
and grassy valleys, the courses of large streams, whose banks. in- 
undated by rain-floods, retain ill the dry season meers, morasses, 
reedy marshes, and swamps of black infected mud. Beyond the 
maritime regions rise lines and mountain groups of primary and 
sandstone formation, ridges and highlands often uncultivated, but 
rarely sterile, with basins anzl hill-plains of exuberant fertility, 
traversed by perennial runnels and streams. Beyond the landward 
slope of these African Ghauts begins an elevated plateau, now level 
and tabular, then broken into undulations and gentle eminencess 
displaying by huge outcrops of granites and syenites the activity of 
the igneous period, where rain is deficient thinly clad with bush, 
broom, and shrubbery, with thorny and succulent thickets, cut by 
furrows and burnt by torrid suns, and veiled where moisture abounds 
with tangled jullgle risint, from shallow valleys, with umbrageous 

course opened to it but northwards. My opinions on these points are further 
developed in my last Anniversary Address (1859).'> 

* As will appear in a future page, the S. W., or rainy monsoon, in this portion 
of Africa exactly resembles the great Slls in the Valley of the Mississippi, a S.w. 
deflection of the S. E. trades from the Pacifie Ocean. 
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forests broken into glades of exceeding beauty, and with interjacent 
plaiIls of emerald or amber-colourel3 gzass, firom which trees of the 
darkest laurel green, and knolls and clumps, large and small, 
against which no feller has come up, cast thick shade over their 
subject circlets of luxur.ant underwood. Dlall, dreary, and mo- 
notonous, where lyinS desert, in parts this plateau i3 adorned 
with a lavish Nature s choicest charms and varieties. iBeyond 
it, again, the lalld sinks into the Lake Region, or the great Central 
Depression; the superabundant moisture diffiused by its network 
of waters, fordable and unfordable, covers the land with a rank 
growth of gigantic grasses and timber trees, and the excessive 
luxuriance of nature proves unfavourable to the development of 
animal organisms. Throughout the line, to judge without statistics, 
in the more sterile parts, about one-fifth, and in the more fruitful 
one-half of the land, is under cultivation ;. whilst almost everywhere 
the abundance of the desert vegetation evidences the marvellous 
capalilities of the almost virgin soils. 

The superficial conformation owns four great varieties. When 
low the plains are reedy arld muddy,* when higher raised and well 
watered, they bear evergreen jungle and forest trees: in the 
deserts, where water lies deep be.neath the earth, and rain is 
scarce, the plateaus produce short tufty grass} bush and scraggy 
thorn, and in rare spots the land is almost bare. The sylvan vege- 
tation depends upon the proximity of water and the copiousness of 
the rains. In the lands of Ugogi, Ugogo, and its flanking deserts, 
Unyanyembe and Urori, where water is far below the suliace, and 
where the dry season is lont and severe, the woods are principally 
dwarfed mimosas, thorns, and gums. The banks of fiumaras and 
nullahs, which are temporarily inundated supply the noblest trees. 
Wild fruits and fragrant dowery shrubs abound in the mountains 
of Usagara, and fine timber is found throughout Elvinza and Ujiji. 

The \iNrestern half of the fertile Central African land reflects 
the Eastern. The correspondence of the two coasts has frequently 
been the subject of remark. Alodeln travellers, Magyar,t Graqa,$ 
arld LivingstoIle, who have penetrated into the interior fronl 
Loanda, met with the same maritime plain of rank and exuberallt 

* In these pages the words mud, swamp, fen, morass, are used synonymollsly 
when the ground is comparatively solid; slough, mire, axId slush denote a more 
liquid condition- and slime wheIl decayed matter mingles with the 80il. The 
moor or heathery plain, and the bog, firm or shaking, are features unknown 
iIl Eastern Africa. 

t M. Ladislaus hIagyar, a Hungarian offlcer, made extensive explorations 
through Western an(l Southern Africa in 1847-1856, and has lately published an 
account of them in the Hungarian language, which has been translated ;nto 
German. Sce ' Jollrnal of the Koyal Geographical Society,' vol. xxiv., p. 271. 

J: M. J. Rodriguez Graga, a Portuguese merc.harlt, entered Western Africa eria 
Bihe in the years A.D. I843-47, pelletrated deep illtO the unknown Continerlt, and 
visited the capital of Mwata ya Nvo (Matiamvo), the sovereign of Uropua. 
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vegetation, cut by rapid streams, disemboguing into the Atlantic; 
a similar expanse of stony ridges and uplands formint, the great 
western water-parting, deeply dented by straths, valleys, and 
Lupata or glens, here with wild and dreary woods, inhabited by a 
scattered population of hunters, there with shrubby and thorny 
vvilds, where foxes bark, lions roar, and hyzenas whimper throuth- 
out the " blessed night." As the travellers sank into the central 
depression they were entangled in the same labyrinth of waters, 
some sluggish and tortuous, others swift and straight: in places 
they traversed scenery " presenting pictures of beauty which angels 
mi:,ht enjoy;" * in others low champaigns, deformed by reedy 
swamp, grassy marsh, and wide lagoons, the absorbents of surface 
drains, or the recipients of monsoon torrents, which, whilst drying 
under the tropical sun, diffused around them disease and death. 
The two climates, the diseases, even the effect,s 1lpon the European 
collstitution resemble each other: there is the same alternation of 
damp cold alld depressing heat, the same prevalence of malarious 
and dysenteric disease, the same sensation of invincible languor 
and oppression. The fauna many of them purely Africall are 
identical: lions and leopards, eTephants and hippopotami, zebras 
and bufEalos, giraffes, antelopes, and crocodiles. The ethnological 
developments, as the physiognomy of the two races, are parallel, 
there are the same cruel despotisms, eternal feuds, and bloody wites. 
()n both sides of the continent the imports, piece-goods and wires, 
cowries and beads, are bartered for sirnilar exports, slaves and ivory. 
The dress of the inhabitants is everywhere unbleached cotton, 
skins, or grass-kilts; they everi resemble one another in diet, goat's- 
meat, poultry, and river fish, holcus, manioc, bears, pulse, and the 
" beer called Pombe." 

Similarly the analogy between the Northern and Southerll divi- 
sions of the African Continent, Egypt, and the Cape of Good Hope, 
has been remarked by our earliest travellers.t 

Before entering into the details which will establish the simi- 
larity of the Eastern and WYestern African interior, the limits of 
the lands now to be described must be laid down. 

The course exf the East African Expedition from Kaole, a road- 
stead on the contineTlt westward of; and opposite Zanzibar Island, 
in E. long. 38? 51' 30", to Ujiji, on the rl'anganyika Lake, in :. 
long. 30", contains 8? 51' 30"=530 geographical, which, by the 
tortuousness of the footpath, becomes at least 955 statute miles. 
From this base-line oisets were made to the island of Kasenge, 
near the western shore of the 'I'ant,anyika, to the land of Uruwwa, 
at its north-western extremiby, and to the Nyanza or Ukerewe 

* 'Journeys and Researches in Southern Africa,' by Dr. Livingstolle, chaps. 
XXii-XXVi. 

t 13arrow, ' Travels ill St)utherll Africa,' chap. iv. 
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Lake, sixteen long marches northward from Unyanyembe. These 
are the regions actually visited. The intelligent and communi- 
cative Arab traders of Unyanyembe supplied information collcerning 
the broad plains west of the Tanganyika, and the northern king- 
doms of Karagwah, Uganda, and Unyoro, extensive and powerful 
despotisms whose names are yet unknown to Europe. 

This extensive tract of country may be divided geographically, 
ot collventionally or politically, into five Regions. 
The first, extending from the shores of the Indian Ocean to the 

Mountains of Usagara or the Eastern Ghauts of Africa, embraces 
the alluvial valleys of the Kingani and the Mgeta Rilrers. 

The second is the mountainous belt of Usagara rumling parallel 
with the Eastern Coust, and rising gradually firom the alluvial 
maritirne valleys. 

The third is a flat plateau or table-land, whose eastern limit is 
the Ugogi Dhun, or valley below the landward slope of the Usagara 
Mountains: it contains the wilderness Marenga Mk'hali, the in- 
habited country of Ugogo, alld the dismal waste "Mgunda 
Mk'hali." 

The fourth region, Unyalnwezi and Eastern Uvinza, is a hilly 
table-land sextending from the western skirts of Mgunda Mk'hali 
to the eastern bank of the Malagarazi River. 

The fifth embraces Western Uvinza and the now wasted lands 
of Uhha (Oha), extending from the Malagarazi River over the 
southern skirts of the Lunar Mountains to the Tanganyika or Sea 

,. TT.... Or UJlJl. 
These several regions form the principal subject of the followinO 

pages. Of each is described in due order its physical geography, 
its lines of route, with, thirdly, itS political and ethnolonical pecu- 
liarities.* Readers and future travellers, however, are vvarned 
that in Eastern and Central Africa not only the tracks and.foot- 
paths which act as roads, but even the settlements and hamlets, 
owinffl to the frequent wars and the migratory habits of the popu- 
lation are frequently shifted. Few even of the largest villages 
were found standing by the Expedition after 18 months' sojollrn in 
the interior: in places a growth of wild grass had obliterate(l 
every sign of human handiwork. But thouCh highway and habi- 
tation in the present stage of African civilization are essentiall) 
ephemeral, though tribes disappear, and now jungle invades field, 
and then field jungle? yet will the portrait of any one part of the 
country lont, apply, it 1S feared, to other sectiorls of the same region. 
Roads may change direction, bu; they will preserve their present 
features, and settlements must disappear, but for years to come 

* The field and note-books of the Expeditioll have beell deposited wvith th& 
Royal Geographical Soc;ety, 
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they will rise aOain in similar form a few miles from their oldet 
sites. 

This semi-nomadic state, supposed to be the effect of the "wander- trieb " or vafflabond instinct uncurbed by the habits of civilization, has precluded the possibility of erecting large and stable habitations. Though vestiges of stone houses have been discovered in the Eastern Horn, in these days between Harar (Hurrur) and the ruined Portuguese cities upon the Zalnbezi River, inner Abica now knows not one town of masonry. In our theoretical maps of the country the circlets which in cartography denote cities or towns, serve to mislead the geographer: their names prove them to be " Saltanat," lordships, provinces, or districts. These, as the least liable to variation, are chiefly used in the following pages: when the name is that of a village or of a hamlet the reader is always guarded from mistake. 
'rhroughout :E. Africa made roads, the first test of progress in a people, are unknown. The most frequented routes are foot- tracks like goat-walks, one to two spans broad, trodden down in the travelling seasoll by man and beast: during the rains the path in African parlance " dies," that is to say, it is overgrown with vegetation. In open and desert places four or five lines often run parallel for short distances. In jungly countries they are mere tunnels in thorns and under branchy trees, which fatigue the porter by catching his load. Where fields and villages abound they are closed with rough hedges,horizontal trunks,and even rude stockades, to prevent trespassing and pilferage. Where the land is open an allowance of one-fifth must be made for winding: in closer countries this lnust be increased to two-fifths or to one-half, and the traveller must exercise his jlldgment in distributing the marches between these two extremes. In Uzaramo and Khutu the tracks run through tall grasses, mrhich are laid by their own weight after rains, and are burned dovvn during the hot seasons: these paths often skirt cultivated lands, which they are not allowe(l to enter, miry swarnps are spanned, rivers breast-deep are forded, with muddy bottoms and steep slippery banks, whilst cleep holes, the work of rodents and illsects, render them perilous to laden cattle. In Usagara the gradients are surlnounted either by beds of mountain torrents or by breasting steep and stony hills, mere ladders of tree- root and loose stones: animals with l)urdens cannot ascend or de- scend them. The worst paths irl this region are those which run along the ballks of the many streams and rivulets, and which traverse the hroken and thorny ground at the base of the hills: the former are " thieves' roads," choked with long succulent grass rising from slushy mud; the latter are a sequence of rises and falls, with a small but ragged and awkward wateroourse at es ery bottom. }4rom Usagara to Mtesteln ETnyamwezi the roads lead through thick 
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thorn-jungle, and thin forest of trees blazed or barked along the 
level track, level, but interrupted during the rains by swamp alld 
marsh. They are studded with sign-posts, broken pots tmd gourds, 
horns and skulls of game anxl cattle, imitations of bows and arrows 
pointing towards water, and heads of holcus. Sometinles a young 
tree is bent across the path antl provided with a cross bar, here is a 
rush-gateway like the yoke of the ancients, or a platform of sleepers 
supporte(l by upright trunks, there a small tree felled and replanted, 
is tippedwith a crescent of grass twisted roun(lwith bark,and adorned 
with huge snail shells, and whatever barbarous imag,inat.ion may 
su?,^,est. Where lnany roads meet those to be avoided are barred 
with a twi or are crossed by a line drawn with the foot. In Br. 
Uvinza and near Ujiji the roads are truly vile, combining all the 
disadvantages of bog and swamp, river and rivulet, thorn-bush and 
Jungle, towering grasses, steep inclines, riddled surface, and broken 
ground. The {ords on the whole line are temporarv as to season, but 
permanent in place . they are rarely Inore than breast high, and they 
average in dry weather a cubit and a half, the fordable rtledium. 
'rhere are but two strealns, the Mgeta alld the Ruguvu, which are 
bridged over by trees; both could be forded h;gher up the bed, 
and on the whole route there is but one river, the Malagarazi, 
which requires a ferry during the dry season. Cross roads abouInd 
in the populous regions. Where they exist not, the jungle is often 
impassable, except to the elephant and the rhinoceros: a company 
of pioneers would in some places require a mreek to cut their way 
through the network of thorrls and tlle stockade of rough tree 
trunks for a single march. The directions issued to travellers 
about drawing off their parties for safety at niht to rising grounds 
will not apply t.o E. Africa,-it would be easier to dig for them- 
selves abodes under the surface. 

The svaterparting of the transversal breadth of the continent south 
of the Equator is fourfold. From the regions eastward of Central 
Usagara the rivers flow in almost parallel lines eastwar(l with a 
southerly deflection to the Indian Ocean. Such is the general rule 
from the Eastern Horn of Africa to the Mozambique, the effect of 
that law which gives an austral declination to peninsulas subtendecl 
by ranges of high ground. The counterslope or lanelward face of 
the mountains and the plateau extending to Eastern Unyalnwezi 
shed their waters to the south-west alld southwards into tlle 
Rwaha (Lwaha)* Xiver which near the Indian Ocean takes the 
name of Rufiji (Lufiji).s In Central Unyamwezi the fiumarast 

* These dialectic forms of orthography will be explained in the next chapter 
t The fiumara and the nullah are both surface-drains, but the words express 

different features of ground. The sSumara is that broad, sandy, and rocky bed 
more generally dry than wet, the Homeric description of which has so often been 
misunderstood in Nolthern Europe, where the formation is unkllown. Irl our lall- 
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and intermittent surface-drains, which take the place of rivers, flow 
northward into the Gornbe Nullah, a first-class tributary of the 
perennial Malagarazi River, which descends from the Mountains of 
Urundi by a circuitous course to the south-west into the Tangan- 
yika Lake. 'l'hus the oriental half of the African con$inent has 
acompound versant,eastward with southing and westward with 
southings and the land of Unyamwezi forms upon the line followed 
by the Expedition, the main water-parting. 

The occidental half of Southern Intertropical Africa has a similar 
division. Arab travellers to Uruswa, a central district west of the 
Tanganyika, represent the land to have a complicated river system 
which is absorbed by that lake. The Portuguese explorers, and 
later still Dr. Livingstone, have placed the Highlands or Western 
Ghauts of Africa, which separate the.Atlantic versant from that of 
the Indian Ocean, in east longitude 18?-19?,and the Dilolo Lake, 
whence flow the Loke or Rasai and the Leeba affluent of the 
Zambezi, in south latitllde 11? 32', and in east longitude 22? 27'. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE COAST OF ZANZIBAR, THE MR1MA, AND ITS POPULATION. 

THE strip of coast stretching from Cape Delgado in south lat.itude 
109 -41' to the equator, or more strictly to the Juba, also called the 
Govind (Gulwen) River, which debouche3 in south latitude 0? 15', was 
named in early times by the Greeks Zingis,* Zingisa, and Zingium, 
in the Adulitic inscription Zingabenet and by Asiatics Zinj, Zenj, 
and Zanjibar Nigritia or Blackland-from the Persiall "Zang," 
in Arabic " Zanj," a negro, and " bEr," a land or region. The 
Arabs, urriting the szord Zanjibir and pronouncing it Zangbar, 
now apply it to the island and even to the principal town, rather 
than to the central section of the coast. When the mainland is 
to be distinguished from the island the former is termed " Barr el 
Moli,": or continent. in opposition to " Kisiwa." 

As usual in Africa, however, where there is no general term for 

guage we translate it " river," and we read at times of a " dry river." The nullah 
gexlerally expresses a deep and somewhat narrow watercourse, which, like the 
fiumara, often pours a torrent during the wet monsoon. The fiumara is more 
common in hilly and mountainous countries, the nullah in level and loose soils. 
Both are deep sunk below the conntry and after rains are so exhausted b 
droughts as to be incapable of supplying irrigation 

* Ptolemy, lib iv., places ZillgiS in 81? lot g. E. of the Fortunate Islands, and 
3? 30' North lat. 

t In vol. 3, chap. vi., of Lord Valentia's ' Travels,' Zingabene, in the A(lulitic 
inscriptiOn, is supposed to be a province of Galla-land. 

4 The word " Moli," commonly used in the corrupt Arabic of Zanzibar, will 
vainly be sollght for i21 the dictionaries. 
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the continent, * there are names for the minor subdivisions of the 
country, aild these are liable to collstant change. In the time of 
Ibn Batutah (lOth cent.)f the word "Sawahil" or "The Shores," 
was limited to the coast extending from two days' sail south of 
lSlIombasah to Point Puna or to Kilwa. Of later years the half- 
Somali towns of Makdishu, Lamu, Barawa (Brava), Bette (Patta 
Island), and those adjacent are placed in the " Barr el Banadir," 
contracted to E1 Banadir, " Harbour-land," or " the Harbours," and 
the maritime region southward as faras Mombasah, obtains the name 
of " Sawahil." Finally, the coast between Mombasah and the Delta 
of the Rufiji River is termed the " Mrima," or " The Hill." + 

This central portion of the East African coast has been so 
often described that a mere sketcll will suffice, with some details 
when the theme is new. The general line was first laid domn by 
Captain Owen; his laborious charts, however, are always deficient, 
and often erroneous; even the great Rufiji River is unaccountably 
omitted. The items filled in by the later geographers present a 
curious uniformity of error. In the ''Mombas lMission Map," 
for instance, between Pangani and Kilwa, scarcely a settle?ment is 

8 Cllrious to say, the name of Africa even amongst ourselves is still doubtful. Phi- 
lologists have I)referred for it six several and distinct derivations. The classical dic 
tionaries explain it by a privative and f}'if24S, which is absurd, as a description of a 
continent which in man) parts, of the Ilorth especially, is colder than Italy. lSel ber 
scholarspropose " if ri " (a cave), in the plural yefrell, as the synonym of Troglodytica 
and the origin of Afiikiyah and Africa. Some ethnographers deduceitfrom Ophil 
(n1DlS), the land of gold; but Ophir has not leen proved to have been in Africa, and 
the presence of the Vau is a serious defect. Josephus (Lib. xv.) naturally derives 
Africa from Opher, a grandson of Abraham, who went into L,ibya at the head of a 
powerful army. The Arabists have derived it from Ufr, isl the Himyaritic dialect, 

meaning "red," a characteristic of the soil and rivers of East Africa: Ufr (,>X=), 

however, is writteh with an initial Ayn, whereas Afrikiyah ( >jl) begins with 

an Alif. Finally, the Hebraists have deduced it fronl 21:lDX in Arabic ?n, " be 

separated," in allusion to the peninsular form of the continent. 
But may not the dispAted word be derived from an axIciellt tribe dwelling on 

the maritime regions westward (f the Red Sea, which would be visited at the 
earliest period by Phenician and Syrian navigators ? The Danakil, supposed to be 
remnants of a powerful race, still call themselves Afar: the word sourlds exactly 
like the Afer of Virgil in an Italian mouth. The Coptic KAHI, a region, woulcl 
supply the termirsation, and thlls Afar Kahi would signify the l;n(l of the Afar. 

t tRhe ' Travel of Abll Abdillah Mohamme(l, sllrnamed Ibn Batutah,' chap. ix. 
The quotation is omitted in Professor Lee's imperfect Ellglish translation. (Chap. 
ix.) It is found, however, in the French ttallslatioll lately published by MM. 
D.fiemerv and Dr. Sanguinetti. 

+ The Arabs of Zanzib.lr limit the word Mrima to that part of the continent ex- 
tending from Pangani Town S. to Mbuamaji (Boromaji). They (listingtlish betweell 
" Mrilna " and " Mlima," which are however merely clialectic pronurlciative val ieties 
of the same wold. The fol mer is appliecl to the coast, in contradistinction to the Ki- 
sawa, or island. The latter sign;fies a hill or eminence generally, but more especially 
one llOt stony, a rocky mountain beizIg called Jebali, from the Arabic Jebal. Tlle di- 
minutive of hIlima is Kilima, alco a special form used in conlbination with the pl o- 
per name, like the French ' mont.' It enters illtO many worcls, as Kilima-ngdo,- 
as Kilimanjalo is pronollllcel hy the Arabs-Kilimalli (QllilimaneV, anel Kilimal-.s;. 



correctly placed: those lying north are transferred to the south of 
their neighbourss and thus the general impression conveyed to the 
mind serves but to deceive. 

Upon the Mrima *om the Pangani to the Rufiji River open road- 
steals, sometimes partially defended on the weather-side bv low islands 
and coralline reefs, take the place of ports and harbours. l'he rise 
of the tide, which still requires special observations, is set down in 
the charts at 10 to 11 feet. As the shore shelves without steps or 
overfalls, and the retiring watrs leave a wide expanse of sand or 
muddy ooze, native craft must be shored up during the ebb, and 
square-rigged ships usually anchor at a distance of a to 3 miles. 
The Raz de maree, or rollers that hurling sagging sea, so trying 
to small vessels upon the hIozambique coast and about (Sape 
Guardafui is here little feared. Dows, however, are often wrecked 
by sudden squalls, svhich are most violent at the end of the north- 
east onollsoon. A heavy purple clolld-bank rolls up generally bom 
the east, with a cold gust of wind,, sometimes so impetuous as to 
cause accidents; after a few huge warning-drops, a pelting shower 
is slleceeded by a dead oppressive calm. rrhe peculiar feature of 
these seas is the great " Mozambique current," wh;ch, according to 
navifflators, setting in-shore from the north of Madagascar,* throufflh 
the (omoro islands, bifurcates near the coast, whence one branch 
flows southwards into the current of Cape Agulhas (Lagullas), 
whilst the other follows the opposite direction towards Guardatui. 
During the north-east moonsoon, about the latitude of Lamu 
(s. lat. 2" 16'), it set3 to the south-west and the mceting of the 
currents causes a tide-rip and a short chopping sea. In the want 
of precise and modern scientific notices, this phenomenon is en- 
veloped in ob3curity. The only points generally recogllised are its 
extreme irregularity, sometimes flowing 20, at others 100, miles in 
the 24 hours; its increased rate during the south-west, and its 
diminished force during the north-east ulonsoon; together mrith its 
uncertain breadth, varying from 29 to 4?.+ 'l'he day? however, 
Yvill come when, like the great Gulf-stream, a.n accurate hydro- 
graphy will render the Mozarllbique current and its counter- 
currerlts useful to the navigator. 

The general forrnation of the Mrima-coast is a mass of coralline, 
in places comminuted and coznpressed into a rude sandstone con- 
glomerate, it is broken into a brilliant white sand by the violent 
action of the t.des. The islets forming the breakwaters to the several 
roadsteads are generally waterless, and too stnal] for habitation {n 

* Even this limitation appears to be arbitrary. Timber and planks from the 
ship St. Abbs, wrecked off the island of Juan de Nova, were drifted up as far as 
Brava, on the eastern coast of Africa. Horsburgll-w-hose itiformatioIl UpOIl the 

subject of this groulld is derived from arltiqllated logs, some, Capt. Bissells for 
instance, dated as far back as 1X99, is peculiarly unsatisfactory. 'l'he 'India 
Directory ' illdeed best shows bow much a new and accurate survey of the c<)ast 
is reqllileel. 
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K'hwale Island, where there is a settlement, the necessary element 
must be brought from the mainland These outliers, appearin 
like detached pieces of coast, often forming nalrow canals-the 
a cvnura, or canals, of the Periplus are mere ledges of coralline, 
raised but a few feet from the waves and green to the water's 
edge, except where the set of the tide has washed down the rock 
into a statfe of sand. 'rhe rhizophorae form on these "insulse 
opaca" an impenetrable wall; when the tide is out, the cone- 
shaped rootwork supporting each tree rises high and bare from the 
deep sea-ooze, parasitical oysters cluster over the trunks at water- 
level, and between the adults rise slender young shoots, each tipped 
with a bunch of brilliant green. These forests of the sea are 
traversed by runs or drains of bare coralline rocks, smooth and 
waterworn near the sea, rough and sharp inland, and beyond them 
is the sandstrip that denotes the boundary of the tide. All such 
coralline formations, ';perched llpon the sllmmits of submarine 
mountains," are essentially fickle. In some places the banks still 
rlse; at Zanzibar, it is said the English or Northern passage is in 
process of being filled up. On other islands, ruined bui]dings, now 
half submerged, derlote a considerable subsidence. North of Mom- 
basah, and south of the Rufiji River, the islands, which, often of 
considerable size, contain sweet water, have formed, from time 
immemorial the sites of settlements and depots, able to defJ7 the 
savage tenants of the coast, who, Kafir-lilie, dread and avoid 
the sea. There is generally between these breakwaters and the 
mainland a landlocked basin, approached by a deep channel, and 
forming a safe anchorage for small craft. rrheir main disadvan- 
tafre is, that opelling,unlike Zanz;bar-to windward, when the 
south-west monsoon shifts, as is frequently the ease, to the south- 
east, vessels are nmpelled at a considerable risk to warp out. 

In many places upon the coast are low dllnes, formed by the 
regular action of the sea-breezes, and held together by a tough and 
bright-flowered creeper, which owes its nitality to the abundant 
rains; in others, az,ain, dirninutive clifEs and ledC,es of coralline 
overlook the deeper waters. The alluvium of the plainX here a rich 
red loam, there a dark humusv veiled with thin sand and thickly 
covered with long coarse grasses, in depth varies from 1 to 6 inches. 
The surface is deeply indented by " khor," or creeks, which noz 
urlfreqwlently receive the waters of small surface-drains from the 
neighbollring hills. These inlets, with their terminating bafou3 
or lagoons, render the climate injurious to man. Tall mangrove 
forests cluster around their courses, depositing a mass of vegetation 
which annually adds tv the sheet of black and fetid ooze that sends 
forth a sllrface-scum of brown tint an(l sickening odour. Through 
these hotbeds of disease, fit only for the home of the hippopotamus 
alld the crocodile, waters, prolonged by sea-arlllS find their way 

VOIJ. XXIX. D 
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into the low levels behind the Dhore. The number and the extent of 

the lagoons, which are swamped by rain, inundated by every high 

tide, and left by the ebb to putrefy under each torrid sun, rellder 
the land-breezes of night peculiarly deleterious. This alluvial 
plain is the habitat of the coco; it bears also the sand-loving 
tamarisk,* and, though rarely, the copal tree.t On the banks of 

the little estuaries, where the rich mould is thickly covered with 

svild vegetat;on, a tall and glaceful areca,$ which merits its Hindu 

poetical descriptil)n, 4'an arrow shot down from heaven,S' the 

noble mparamusi,? and the grotesque raphia,ll display a tropical 
luxuriance. 

rlAhe peculiar a<pect of the Mrilua, which, viewed from the sea, 

swells in little hills that undulate parallel with the waters, is caused 
by the ancient sea-beach, that ir.ldicates a secular elevation of the 

* The tamarisk is called by the people Mkonazi. This well-known growth, 

loving the extremes of heat and cid, is found, though rarely, in the mountains of 

Usagara. In the K;sawahili language the initial X, a moneable letter, prefixel 

to the alame of the fruit, denotes the tree. It is probably an abbreviation of mti 

a tree, and may have arisen ill the language as our " T-totaller" arose from " tea- 

totaller.' When the initial M is dropped, the word denotes the fruit or the 

produce, as mbuyu, a calabash tree; buyu, a calabash gourd; msarldarusi, a 

copal tree; sandarusi, copal gum. 
t Called upon the coast Msandarusi. collcerning this tree details will be found 

in chap. XYi. 
4: The nut of the areca, here termed mpopo'o, is " sweet" and good. The tree is 

most plentiful llpon the Pangani River. As an astlingent and corroborative its fruit 

is used to coullteract the dyspeptic and dysenteric diseases endemic in these lands. 

At Zansibar it is an article of general consumption by all tribes, ranks, and ages. 

The Arabs carry it into Cerltral Africa, corlsidering the habitual use a preservative 
against dysentery. rrhe Hindoos declare it an antidote to rheumatism and other 

" cold " diseases. The kAth or catechu, prepared by boiling down the areca-llut, is 

here ullknown. Some years of experience and frequent questioning of habitual 

betel-eaters, raiBe doubts as to the existence of narcotism in the nut, a fact appa- 

rently presumed by chemists. The effect upon a European in the moist, relaxillg 

climates of the tl'OpiCS iS simply tOlliC and astringellt. 
Ibn Said, a traveller of the 13th cerltury, in a passage much misun(lerstood by 

translators, mentions mukl (,94 or bdellium) and faufal (5afj areca nllt) 

as productions of Easterll Africa. Travellers in the l9th century have doubted 
their existence. Nevertheless, Ibn Said i right. 

? The mparamusi, also called mgude (Taxus elongatus, the geel hout or yellow 

wood of the C3ape 7) is a perfect specimen of arboreal beauty. A tall columnar 
bole, without knot or break straight alld clean as a mainmast, 4() or d=5 feet iu 

lellgth, and painted vith a tender greenish yellow is crowned with parachute- 
shaped masses of vivid emerald foliage, whilst sometimes two and even three 
shafts of {lifferent girths spring from the same rcot. An avenue of these trees on 

the banks of streams is surpassingly picturesque. The habitat of the mparamusi 
exterlds from the shore as far west as the central water-parting of Usagara. The 

wood of this splendid tree is said to rot easily. 
1l The raphia, here called the " Devil's (late," is celebrated as having the largest 

leaf in the vegetable kingelom. It spreads out almost from the ground in a noble 
pll1me, whose feathery fronds droop most grace?ully over the stream below. The 

huge mielribs of this palm) cut trimmed and floated in rafts down the Paugani 
River, are conserted, like the split trunks of arecas, into building materials for 

hut walls and palisa(les. 
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coast This feature, wherever regular, is a gently-rounded surface 
rising 100 to 150 feet from an alluvial plain streaked with car- 
boIlate of lime. It is composed of rueldy sand, mixed with vege- 
table matter, and it is marked with regu'ar lines of water-rolled 
pebbles, generally pillk and white quartz. In some places there 
are distinct signs of a (louble sea-beach, divided by a flat step. 
The unifolmity of the AIrima is broken by depressiors, hillocks 
and cones, which forrn excellent landmarks for the coastirlg 
mariner. Upon the upper part of the alluvial plain and the raised 
beach are the shambas, or plalltations of the coast people, who 
export grain to Zanzibar and even to Southern Arabia ln these 
parts the wild vegetation is a (lense and thorny jungle. The prin- 
cipal trees are mimosas alld acacias,$ of many varieties, vvith flom el S 
of delicate hues, white, pink, and yellow; palms, especially the Ph. 
st lvestris,t and the HyphXla, a (listol ted toddv-tree; + with fruit- 
trees, the jack? the mango?ll the custald-appleXll the pine-apple,$* 

* The white thorned acacia (Acacia holarifla) and the "wait-a-bit " (Acacia 
detinens) are the staple growth of the drier lands irl E. Africa. The former has 
often an olal bulb at the base of the thorn, a pecu]iatity sometimes seen in India 
and Sindh. This ova] contains the weevil, alld when green -it attlacts several 
species of atlts Grown old and woody, the thorn becomes hard, pointed, and 
shat p as a packlng needle. 

t The ukhilldu or brab, of whose fronds mats an(l the grass kilts svorn by some 
of the tribes are made, is found from the coast to Ujiji proving that the date tree 
might be naturalizel in the drier parts of the countl j. It bears an edible fruit, 
which does not, however appear to attain a complete xnaturity in the damper 
climates. Generally a stunted tl ee, it rivals in favourable sitllations the graceful 
dimensions of the areca. The brab M as observed by Dr. Livingstone itl S. Afriea. 
In the coulltry of the Kasembe it is called by tlavellers uchinda. 

t lshis mvumo-of which the lvel1 kllown Dom Palm of Afiica and Arab-a 
(H. Thebaica) is a congener-is most abundant ill Khutu and Uzaramo The 
trulsk is rough with the drooping remaillS of withered frollds, arld it disides into 
branches resembling a system of Y's. Its oval fruit, of a yellowi.sh red often the 
size of a child's head, is eaten even when unripe by the people, and is said to 
be an especial favourite with elephants. Pulpless, hard, aI& stringy, it has- 
when mature-a slight taste of gingerbread. The stone costains an albumen 
which would break any but a savage's teeth. A few specimens of this tree are 
foun(l in and about Bonlba. 

? The mfenesi (from the Hindostani Phannas) is of stunted dimensions. This 
the largest of filuits, flourishes in the maritime regions, and on the platform of 
Uzaramo, within reach of the sea breese. 

11 The mwembe or mango grows upon the coast, and extends to about three 
marches along the rolling surfice above the ancient sea-beach It is a richly 
foliaged hut a stullted tree, never attaining the magnificent dimension6 of the 
Zanzibar-island marlgo. 

5 The Anllona squamosa, calle(:l in Kisawahili mk^re or mtope-tope, flourishes 
Tvild throughout the maritime region, but chief?y on the fUrest lalld abowre the 
fluviatile valleys as far as Eastern Usagara. Its small, hard, an(l dly fruit is 
eagerly eaten b} the people. The smooth variety called ramphal in Tndia was not 
observed beyond the island of Zanzibaz. 

** I he manallazi or pine-apple grows luxurialltly as far as three marches from 
the coast. It is nelrer cultivate(l, nor have its qualities as a fibrous plallt b-ee 
(liscovere(l. 

:r) 2 
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tha lime,$ the guava, the cashew-nut, the plantaiol,? the amli, 18 the 
papaw,11 the bidam,** and the caoutchouc-tree.tt The copal-tree 
flourishes at far intervals, the coffee-shrub was once common, and a 
few clove plantations are now found near the coast. 

The climate of the Mrima resembles that of Zanzibar in most 
conditions: according to the people, however, it is drier, and is 
less subject to rain-a probable result of the action of its heat 
upon the vapours of the south-east trades. To avoid $he confusion 
of the lunar year, the seasolls are reckoned and the times for 
sowing the several crops are determined by tile "Nayruz," an 
Arabie cornsptioll from i'Nauruz," the Nemr Year's Day of the 
Persian era, which between A.D. 1829-1879 falls upon the 28th 

29th of AuU,ust. Thu3 the Masika, or greater Rain, is calcu- 
lated to set in at Zanzibar after the sun has passed the zenith on 
the 4th of March: it commences on the 200th (-18th of April), 
and it eeases with the 240th day after the Navruz (_ 28th of 
May).*: Again, 20 days after the Masika-period begin the 3Icho'o, 

* The mdimu, or lime,-a pecu]iarly long-leaved tree-grows lusuriantly llpon 
the coast, bearing fruit which hangs down almost to the ground. It extends to 
the head of the Kingani valley, and has been introduaed by the enterprising Arab 
traders into lJnyamwezi. 

f The guava, here called mpera, probably fl om the Portuguese " pera," is an 
exotic, which new grows wiAd in the vieinitJ7 -of the coast. It is so filll of seeds that 
it is almost uneatable. 

$ The Anacardium kaju, or cashew-nut, though abundant upon the island, is rare 
upon the mainland of Zanzibar. Its use by distillation is unknown at both places. 

? For other details concerning the varieties of this fruit see Chapter vii. 
The Indian jamli (Eugenia Jambu) is mentioned by Ibn Batutah as the 

" jamun J" by the modern Arabs it is termed zam and by the Saavahili Mzam- 
bdl Sni. It is a noble tree which adorns some of the coast villages and plantations 
and it produces a damsoniike fruit, with a pleasant subacid flavour. 

5 The mpapaya, or papaYv, flourishes in the alluvial valleys of the Kingani 
and the Mgeta rivers- its produce, like other fruits, is never allowed to ripen 
upon the tree. After 6everal mistakes in transplanting the male or barren tree 
the papaw has been introduced by the Arabs into Unyanyembe. 

** The bidam, a corruption of the Persian 93adam, and locally called mkungu 
(kungu being the fruit), is the well-knovvn " Persian almond" of W. India and 
the Seychelles Islands. It was observed in the town of Zanzibar and on the island 
of Kilwa, where, however, the fruit does not attain maturity. A large spreading 
tree, with knotty bole, and fleshy laurel-like leaves, it may, perhaps, explain the 
Bp^ alluded to in the Periplus (chapter 11) as growing about Ras el Fil (Ras 
Felix). It is certain that neither the bay nor the laurel exists in East Africa, we 
mnst, therefore, seek for some other translation than " lauretum." 

tt The mpira, or caoutchouc-tree, flcourishes in the maritime plains of Eastern as 
of Western Africa; it is said to produce gllm of good quality. (See chap. svi ) 

t: Some Arabs who pretend to astrollomy make the masiks synchronous with the 
heliacal setting and the vuli with the heliacal rising of the Pleiades, a similar effect 
in Northern Arabia might explain the hidden mealling of the " sweet influence " 
of this constellation. This is apparently known to the African Arabs, who, accord- 
iIlg to Dr. Barth ('Travels in Africa,' chap. 74), call the excXeptional showers 
befbre the setting-in of the rains " Maghreb el Thraya" 23urayya), or the setting 
of the Pleiades. Nothing can be more improbable than the interpretation offered 
by the learned meteorologist, Liellt. Maury, LL.D., who supposes (' Explanations 
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the occasional shos^Ters between the former and the latter rain. Extending as far as the mountains of Usagara) they last for a month or six weeks, in June and July, and are accoxnpanied by thunder and lithtning and col(l winds,* Which are often so violent as to lay the latest crops of rice. The Alulis or lesser Rain- the autu.mnal iVonsoon -com.ulences with the 20th day after the Nay- ruz, and continues for 3 to 4 weeks, or from our 19th of September to the 17th of October, thab is to say, ending a little after the southern passage of the sun, which here takes place on the 9th of October. This fall is not universal upon the coast: at Mombasah, for instance, it is generally deficient; upon the lines visited by the East African. Expeditlon it extends regularly to Muhama and lMaroro in Usatara. The Myongof is an artificial, or rather a superstitious, style of reckoning prospective rain. If showers fall on the first day after the Nayruz, they are also predicted for the tenth day; if on thc second day, they will fall on the twentieth; this decimalization is similarly prolonged till the tenth day from the beginning of the solar year. rrhe "mvua ya ku pandia," or the " sowing rainj" also called the " Inwaka," or " year-rain," which the tiller of the ground anxiously expects, is that which separates the Vuli from the tIasika; it begins on the 210th day after the Nayruz, and lasts 80 to 90 days, that is to say, from the 20th Oecember to the 10th 20th l!vIarch. lt is at its height in Oecember, and extends as far as Usagara, where it is frequently aceompanied by strong easterly u-inds and a high electrical state of the atmosphere.t 
Arabs and Afbicans are agreed that on the coast, as well as upon the island of Zanzibar) the rains hanre diminished since the country was disforested to make way for clove and ot-her plantations,+ whilst the Jezirah (Pemba Island) has preserved its pristine humidity. Formerly, at Zanzibar, during the rainy season, the people rarely left their houses, living on provisions stored up in the dry season: even the bazars were closed. The inevitable eSeet of decreased rain has been the increase of priees. The island, -hich formerly exported, must at present import riee, holcus, and other eereals. Fiftv years ago the wali or governor of Zanzibar boasted that he eould fill a " fa]iJ," or narrow canal, as ir as the Jezirah with ghee; it now sells at 5 or 6 lbs. per doll-ar. 

The reader will bear in mindi that t-he island and the coast of 
and Sailing Direetions, p. 12, 6th ed.) that it refsers to the revolution of the heavenly bodies round the great ceIltral sun Alcyon in the Pleiades. * Storms of thunder and lightning are rare upon the island o? Zanzibar, on the Mrima, however, they are sometimes violent, as in the Mozambique alld the in- tertropical intel ior. 
+ Sinlilar]y at the Cape stolms of thunder and lightning are rare; whereas, they are ver-y fIequent and violent in the mountaill-chaiIls l-ing to its north. ; A,s far as the pIesent observatiotls can be assumed, the anllual fall of lain in 
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Zanzibar have double seasons, and, moreover, that considerable 
confusion reigns throughout the year. There is a great similarity 
between the atmospheric condition of the island, the shores, and 
the maritime regions, as far as the mountains which here represent 
the Eastern Ghauts of India. Beyond that point each repon has 
its distinct meteorological phenomena, which will be noticed in 
turn. 

Upon the coast the winds (livide the year into two unequal 
portions: the north-east ulonsoon called mosim $ or azyab by the 
Arabs, and, by the Wasawahili and coast clans, kaskazi or kazliazi, 
commonly pronounced kizkazi setting in from the end of November 
to the middle of December, blows strongly till the mid(lle or the 
elld of February. After this time it falls light, and sometimes 
fails altogether; though at times it has lasted till nearly the end of 
March. The change or rather the meeting of the equatorial atmo- 
spheric currents is accompanied by stormo, high gales, and heavy 
showers, which are often collfounded with the real rainy season. In 
some yealsn as in 1858-9, the people complain that there is hardly 
any kaskazi; at other times the wind sets chiefly from the N. the 
E. and the N.N.E. without, however, changing its name. The 
south-west monsoon, which, especially in the afternoon, as often 

the town of Z.lnzibar, which, however, is dry compared to the interior of the island, 
amounts to about 12 feet. The observations registered are as follows:- 

18*t)3 Total falt 1857 continlte in Inches. 

March ..... .. .. .. 5.34 March ...... .. .. .. 6 - 60 
April ..... .. .. .. 18 - 34 April ...... .. .. .. 18- 80 
May ..... .. .. .. 24 * 03 May ...... .. .. .. 9 * 80 
June ..... .. .. .. June ...... .. .. .. i- 21 
July ..... .. .. .. 1 38 July ...... .. .. ., (i 30 

Noverober .. .. .. 1 l * 80 .. August ...... .. .. .. 6 7 7 

December .. .. .. 7 90 
1858. 

1854. September .. .. .. 10- 47 
January .. .. .. 12 14 (?) October ..... .. .. .. 15 91 

February .. .. .. 3- 44 November ...... .. .. .. 23-10 

March ..... .. .. .. 16-08 (?) December .. .. .. 13 59 (?) 

18o7. 1859. 
January .. .. .. 3-67 Jalluary .. .. .. 8 06 
Februaz-y . . . . . . 2 99 Februa; y .. .. . . 19 -19 

These observations will be found to diCer considerably from those made at Zansibar 
during the year 1850 by a medical offlcer, under the direction of Lieut. Fergusson 
H.M.I.N, arld published by Colonel S5kes in vol. xxiii. of the Journal of the 
Royal Geographical Socida . But the e2>treme variability of the clinzate, a pheno- 
menon upon which the least critica1 observers agree, may account for the dis- 
czepancy. The maximum fall in the month of hIay is thus 24 03 inches. The 
minimum is in the month of June, in 1850, 0 55 inches; in 1853, 0 00 inches. The 
average discharge Ot1 the Western Coast of India, from Cape Comorin to Cutch, is 
about 9 feet. 

* The mausim, mosim, or trading season, whence our " monsoon," at Zanzibar 
is considered to inclede the months of Decembers January, and February, when 
the ships alrive from VVe?sterll India, 
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blows from the south-east-in fact, an vIndeflected trade-wind-sets 
in between the end of March and the middle of April, earlier in 
the southern and later in the northern parts of the coast; and 
though it often terminates in October, it sometimes continues 
till the conc]usion of November. The Arabs reckon it from the 
100th day after the Nayruz (-6th January). They call it Kos, 
or Kaus (from the Arabic name of the sign Sagittarius); an(l in 
Kisawahilr Kosi; amongst Inaroners, however, this term is appro- 
priated to the stronger vfinds, lasting from April till the end of 
Augrst; the weaker which follow them bein.g known as " dayman," 
or daymani, from the Persian daman, meaning the sheet of a sail. 
The east wind, which in these regions takes the form of a periodical 
sea-breeze, is terlned matlai, and, by the Sawahili, za ju, ';frolll 
above ;" and the west wincl, or land-breeze, upepo mande, the 
" dew-wind." lVinally, the season of the greatest col-d (June and 
.July) is called kipupwe. It would be vain to seek in these lati- 
tudes of little change synonymes fbr our spring, summer, autumn, 
and winter: even in lndia the terlns must be borrowed from the 
Persians. 

('onsidered as regards its sanitary condition, the climate of 
Eastern Equatorial Africa, thougll of too uniform a temperature 
alld too deficient in cold to suit the :European temperament, is 
superior to that of the A7;estern Coast. As, however, in judging of 
the latter, popular opinion, follnded upon the experiences of Sierra 
Leone, the Bight of Benin, an(l the delta of the Niger, has exag- 
gerated the evil, so in the latter the prejudices entertained against 
it are based upon insufficient foundati(ns. The awful loss of life 
amongst (8aptain Owen's crews, ill 1821-26, appears exceptional, 
it is evident froln his pages that the lancet destroyed more pa- 
t.ents than the fever. The late (:aptain SIyde Parker, R.N., 

commanding H.B.M.'s brig Pantaloon, and his officers, after a fair 
experience of the rivers in the Mozambique, declare that, with 
common precautions, the climate is not unhealthy. In eighteen 
months on and oR, the koat's crew of fourteen men had not more 
than tm o5 and those mild, cases of fever t 

The principal endemic of the coast is fever, wvhich a)pears to 
swallow up all other diseases. Of tllis Afli?all plague there are 
two types. The remittent, supposed to resu]t f;om the action of a 
poisonou3 miasrna upon an adynamic condition of the system, seems 
to increase in violence towards the south: it is more often fatal at 
Kilwa, for installce, than at Pangani, and in the lWozambique it is 

* 'Narrative of Voaages to Explore the Shores of Aflica, Arabia, and Mada- 
gascar. The death of Mr. Forbes, to mention no others, appeals to have been 
distinctly caused hy bleeding, against which the Portuguese vainl} protested (vol. 
ii., chap. 5). 

t This irlformation was given to Dr. Lisingstolle by I,t A. H. Hoskins, R N- 

arld is qutoted ia '-Journeys and Researches ill South Africa,' chap. 32* . 
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even szorse than at Kilwa. When malignant it resembles in a minor 
degree the " Yellow Jack " of the western coast, justifying Mr. 
Galton's remark, $ " it is a matter of serious corlsideration whether 
ally motives short of imperious duty could justify a person ill braving 
a fever-stricken country." The intermittent type is a milder form 
than the bilious remittent: in India it Mrould scarcely deserve the 
name of fever, yet in consequence of the debility and sensitiveness 
caused by an equatorial climate, which has no winter, itleaves the 
patient in an exceptional state of prostration 

The traveller in Easterrl Africa is at first disposed to attribute 
the origin of this disease to the finalaria produced by the joint 
effiects of heat and humidity, acting upon the luxuriant vegetation 
that sprinC,s from a rich clayey and retentive soiL A longer ex- 
perience modifies his YieNSYs: it will be seen that fever is found 
in the (lry plateau of Ugogo and in the parched champaigns of 
Unyamwez;, where the malaria is mysterious as that of Italy and 
Algeria, as well as in the marcescent valleys of Khutu and Ujiji. 
The corollary is that fevers are in these regions the natural 
fexpression of mortiferous influences generally-heat and cold, 
hunger and thirste hardship, exposure, aM ?WtSue. 

The Arabs. divide fever intl) two types: istly the " Hummah," 
in S:isawahili, "umo,'7 or the bilious remittent and the real 
intermittent fever and ague, secondls, the " Muktmguru," or 
seasoning fever. Accordinffl to them, and the belief is justified by 
the experience oF rnany hundred Indians settled upon the coast and 
by the greater part of the few European travellers who have visited 
it for any length of time, whenes-er a stranger eolters new ground, 
he must undergo his akunguru. Even Arabs who cross the 
narrow Zanzibar straits to- Kaole or Bagamoyo expect an attack, 
and if they remove from one part to another they look for a second. 
'rhe fever of Ikilwa is mos;t dreaded: it is. said to attack the brain, 
and often to end fatally. Many Indians settled on that part of 
the coast mSer from it segularly twice or thrice a month. Gene- 
rally the lnukungllru is mild, and it is often preceded not by 
languor and lassitude, but by a remarkable sensation of well-being 
arl(l elation af spirits The ape ISt rarely shakes the couch as in 
India, and the hot fit soon terminates in perspiratLon. Yet despite 
the apparent insignifi.cance of the attack a throbbing brain, an 
impaired appetite, nausea general debility, and a weary insom- 
nolency,8 often succeeded by davs of torpor and apathy, await the 
patient when the nzalady has passed awayo 

$ ' The Art of Travel^' by Francis Galton, Esq., F.kG.s. 

t Strangers at Zanzibar often complain of insomnia during the trst few mollths. 
This extreme is generally followed by the other, and the normal action of the 
climate is ratber torpor than nervous irritability. The Arabs remark the same of 
the climate of Unyamwezi, antl assert that it greatly predisposes to corpulence, a 
proof, it may be remarlted that it does kot disagree with themF 
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The much talked-of acclimatization appears doubtful, ex ery fresh 
attack weakening the system, paves the way for a successor. The 
consequences of protracted or repeated fevers are severe derange- 
ments of the system: these sequelse, which the Arabs, M ho greatly 
dread them, call " E1 Nazlah," or the defluxion of humours, are 
either visceral or cerebral. The liver, in its effiorts to purify the 
blood, secretes bile in superabundance; hence indigestion and its 
concomitants, eillargement of the spleen and swellings of the sto- 
mach and lomer extremities, irritability, heeniclania, liver-coughs, 
tooth-aches, and painful cramps or spasms, showing entire derange- 
ment of the nersous systelin The severest cases often end in 
the loss of one or more senses idiocy, blindness occasioned by 
atony of the optic nerve, loss of virility, stiff joints, contracted 
sinews and a partial paralysis of the extrel;nities, which is sometimes 
inveterately lingeringo The signs of convale-s?ence recognised by 
the natives are severe Illceratiols of the mouth and tongue, fever- 
sores and herpetic eruptions, especially upon the lips, sluggish boils, 
and painful erlptions. Arnongst the latter is the nyongo, the 
pitam of 71\restern India. The attacli lasts from five to ten days, 
during which tlle patient suffers great pain: his face, hands, and 
feet swell, and his skin is red and fiery, as if with ertrsipelas. The 
Arabs cure it by frequent bathinp;s uTith cold water, in which copper 
has been rubbed douTn. 

This typhoid fever appears to defy the usual preventives of sleeping 
between fires, of mTearing gauze-guards over the mouth, and others 
enumerated by travellers. It is differently treated by all races. 
The Banyans (Hindus) rely upon starvatioll and eliet y sozne few 
u3e opium. The Indian Kojahs and the Arabs apply their usual 
variety of simples and nostrums, especially fumigation and steam- 
ing, as preventives. Some Europeans at Zanzibar use quinine 
before the springs, that is to say, before the new and the full moon 

an ancient superstition in the East an(l employ cathartics or 
emetics on all occasions when sudden and severe exertise, following 
a long rest, induces biliousness. The French mostly affect 
quinine, which, being taken without due precaution, has caused 
many deaths. The Oelagoans treat the disease with cold afFusiozls 
and diapEloresis. The Portuguese of the Mozambique, who cer- 
tainly have profited l)y length of experience, begin with mild 
emetics, followed by tonics, principally bark and bitter herbs. 
They induce profuse perspirations by vapour-baths aud dranghts 
of hot kanji, or rice-ater. They insist upon the strictest diet: 
eggs, butter-milk, and stimulants are proscribed till tlle stomach 
regains strength to resume its accustormed functions. A little brea(l 
and tea or rice-water, and two small slices of " roti," are allowed, 
much strong meat being considered dangerous as strong drinko The 
Portuguese and the Arabs account bleeding most pernicious, al d 
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justly so, as the action of the heart cannot be restored. It may be 
added that in obstinate fevers the Tinctura Warburgii has been 
found a specific: it was tested at Zanzibar by Lieutenant-Colonel 
Hamerton, whose doors were sometimes blockaded by the Persian 
attendants of the Prince clamouring for the " cure of death." 

The other diseases of the coast are small-pox brought from the 
interior, dysentery,-the scourge of caravans as of camps and ships, 

abdominal hernia, elephantiasis, pleurisis, and pe]agra. 'rhe 
baras, or white leprosy, cotnmonly appears upon the shins and arm- 
bones: it commences with violent prurigo, after which the skin 
changes colour, and, except in rare cases, it does not retllrn to its 
normal hue. Strangers are liable to this disease. The Arabs 
speak of juzam, or black leprosy; but it vv-as not observed on the 
coast. Hydrocele and sarcocele are less general than at Zanzibar. 
Boils and blains are common and painful, and at Mombasah and 
other places sores and ulcers, called by the Arabs Kinah, and by 
the Sawahili Mti, Donda, Kidonda, and Kibata, are but little less 
terrible than those of Aden and Yemen. They attack the levs 
generally the shins near the ankles, swell the limbs into a semblallce 
of elephantiasis, and end by causing distortion of the bone and 
lameness: the toes are often almost obliterated. Even the Arab 
traders passing through the country sometilnes suffier from them. 

The number of rivers on the Zanz;bar coast has beeIl greatly 
exaggerated: creeks or sea-arms, like the " Tuaca or Nash 
River" of Mombasah, the " Quavi or Cuavo ̂ ' of Kilwa, and the 
" Lindi River'J near (:ape Delgado, have been raised to the rank 
of large perenllial streams. On the other han(l, Captain Owen 
omits all notice of the great Rufiji River, which first appeared ill 
the ' Observation:z sur la Cote de Zanguebar,' by AI. Saulnier (le 
Zlondevit, Lieutenant de Vaisseau, under the name of Oufidgy.* 
The ' Mombas Mission Map ' also altogether ignores the Kingani 
River, which is constantly navigated for some distance by the 
Wamrima or coast clans. 

According to that law of nature which renders the streams in 
the southern hemisphere inferior in solume to those north of the 
equator, from Mombasah to Kilwa, the coast, which is everywhere 
cut by runnels and rivulets, presents but three debouchments that 
deserve the name of rivers: these are the Pangani, the Kingani, 
and the Rufji. 'rhey are by no means the slugOish and stagnant 
streams which infect the air of the western coast. They pour from 
high inland mountains through deep channels to the sea, and but 
for the " fungu," or bars of rock and sand which mark their junction 
with salt water, they might be entered at all times by the larger 
craft, which must now float in with the high tide. ln 1824 the 

* See Cllap. xi. 
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Pangani had 2 fathoms of water ovel tlle bar-* now the fairway 
passage is not more tllan 7 50 feet deep, and when a gale blows 
from the east it is faced with a line of bar-breakers. The coast, 
moreover, is garnislled with "diabolitos" or outliers, little black 
rocks of a siliceous gravelly conglomerate. Native craft C8l1 rde at 
anchor in these three rivers, and, as in Western Africa, the pre- 
vailing winds blomint, up the cllannels enable the mariner to stem 
the velocity of the current. 

The Pangani, which was explored in 1824 at the expense of 
life by Lieutenant Reitz, attached to Captain Owen's survey, has 
been so frequently visited, that it has now l(st all interest. About 
30 miles south of its embouchure, near the town of Saadani, flows 
a little perennial stream, called the Gama, a mere fillet of water 
in the dry season, and nearly absorbed by the deep loose sand of 
the bed. Rising in the highlands of Nguru or Ngu, at a (listance 
of about ten days' march frorn the coast, and draining the countries 
between the Panalli and the Kingani Hivers, it bifurcates near 
the sea, formillg a diminutive delta.* 

The mouth of the Kingani River,? +^rhich lies in s. lat 6? 15', is 
situated north of a point of land projecting seawards beyond the 
coast-town of Ba^,amoyo. 'rhe estuary is about half a mile broa(l, 
and the adjacent mud-banks are flooded by the high tides: the 
bed narrows after 2 or 3 mile8 to 100 yards. In appearance the 
IVingani contlasts strongly with the Pangani River: its low banks, 
instead of huge palms and massive veC,etation, bear only stunted 
bushes and a few mangroves; its waters, moreover, are of a IrJuddy 
tawny colour, verging upon red, soft and sweet as if fed by rain, 
whereas its neighbours appear of a slaty white hue, and have, 
moreover, the harsh rough taste of rock-streams and snow-water. 
Concerning the upper bed of the Kingani River, detai]s will appear 
in a future page. 

From its volume arld extent, the Rufiji River: is the most in- 

$ These details rest upon the authority of Arab information. 
t Mr. Cooley (' Memoir on the Geography of Nya,ssi,' p. 22, which appeared in 

the ' Journal of the Royal Geographical Society,' vol. xv., of 1845) assel ts that " the 
Klnganl means bar river; the stream, thotlgh laIge, is quite inaccessible to trade " 
lf the latter clause be correct, it has changed of late years. The name is derived 
by the people from Kinga, a fire b-and; they connect it with tbe legend of a cele- 
brated chief in the olden time. Moreover, WIr. Coole (in * Inner Africa Laid Open,' 
p. 80) thus confounds the Kingani with the Pangani river:-" We know, on un- 
qllestionable evidence, that the mouth of the Ruvis is ill lat. 6? 15' s.-fifty 
nautical miles south of the Pallgani." Although Ru(u (Ruvu) is to a certain ex- 
tent a generic term for a river, it is frequently applied to -the Pangani, but ra} ely 
to the Kingani. 

t Mr. Cooley (' Geography of Ngami,' p. 20) remarks, that " The Sawahili in 
general sa} Rivuma aIld Rufiji. 'rhe inland nations and the Arabs substitute L 
for the illitial R.' In most dialects of the eastern branch of the great South 
African family of languages, however, the liquids L and R are interchangeable. 
In Kisawahili, the Lillgua Franca of these regiolls, hrabs aIld the more civilized 
speaker$ rightljy distinguish between the tlro when there is a difference of sense; 
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teresting feature in the potamology of the Mrima. It is still involved 
in some mystery, and nothing beyond; a brief description drawn 

from the accounts of ignorant natives has yet bwn given to the 

world. Lske the Zam.bez; and anlike the Nile, this main drain of 

the Zansibar coast swells under the pressure of heavy rains in the 
interior from January or February till lMay and June<* AccordinU, 
to the pilots, its delta is cut by eleven or twelve distinct branches, 
of w hich one only admits Arab sailing craft, though several can be as- 

cended by canoes. The " Rubbans " point to the low mangrove bank, 
a breach in the ancient sea-beach opposite, and due west of the 
Kisimani Mafi5tah, or the watering-pits of Monfia islandy which lie 

iil s. lat. 7? 5d' 41't Boats ascend the stream till the swollen 
outfall becomes too rapid:-this point is placed at the distance of 

seven days3-and during the inutdatioll, they row from village to 
village. The settlements are raised upon piles or poles, beyond 

the reach of the waters and the crocodiles. The tribes adjoininlr 
the Rufiji are barbarous and exclusive: their sultans or chiefs must 

be conciliated by presents, and, if not in force, the traveller will 

incur the risli of Wing plundered. The Rufiji, as is afterwards 
explained, become3 in its upper rse the RmTaha River. The 

exploration of the delta of this great river is, like the outlet of the 
Juba on the northern part of the coast, still a desideratem. The 

where such is not the case they prefer the R. Thus Major Gamitto (' O Muata 

Cazembe. Introducgao,' p, xxii) says, "Adverterei porem que os Muizas e os Cazem- 

bes ou Lundas nao proaluntia a letra R, em cujo logar usam do L." The slaves, on 

the other hand, and the barbarians of the interior7 collvert R into L, and 

appear irldeed so fond of the latter letter, that they will prefix and infix it ad 

libitu:zL. As, however, they have no standard,. and the Arabs have, the civilized 

pronunciation will invariably be retained in these pages, though it is not con- 

tended that it is the more correct. To this general rute tltere are, of course, ex- 

ceptions: the Arabs, for instance, name theiJr ancient esnporium }32ilwa, whence 

the Portuguese Quil(la * the Africans, on the other hand, call it Kirwa. It is im- 

possible 1lot to remark the recurrencse of the syllable Ru or Lu as an initial in the3 

names of East African rivers; for two instances of many, the Rusizi and the 

Ruguru * by addition of a syllabl-e it becomes a modification of Rufu or Lufu, as in 

Rufiji Rufuma (Livuma), Rufutar and Rufita. A glan?e at the map will sh(XsY 

that tLe same formation exten(ls to NVestern Africa, always bearing in mind that 

the- iIlterior barbarians prefer Lu and Lufu to Ru and Rufu. The Arabs explain 

the isundamental idea of the word to be that of destruction, scit., by water. In the 

Kisawahili, and most of its Zangian cognates, Ku. Fa,- or by a normal illerement 

Eu Rufa, signifies to die, a word which brings to mind the 1 iD (he died) of the 

pLrabic. 
* According to Dr. 1ivingstone (chap. 26), the Leeatntaye, which proved to be 

the upper stream of the Zambezi, floods in July and August, a little before the 

perioi o? inundation in the sarious streams which ullite to form the Niger. On 

the other hand, the principal African rivers of the southern hemisphere the Zambezi 

and the Rufijis inurldate in February March, and April oll the course of the 

Up?er Nile the rains last from March till November. Thus it appears certain that 

the same cause, namely, the northiIlg atld southing of the sun, which attracts the 

mass of vapour derived from the oceall reservoirs arouIId produces opposite results, 

modified by local features of ground, according to the posiiion of the several streams 

with respect to the equatorw 



b.lrbarous tribes conciliaited, this river might be made one of the 
great gates for commerce into Eastern Africa. 

The Mrima is no exception to the general rule of the country; 
it contains many settlements, but not a single town. " Olopidlllis 
araecingitur.*' A chain of little hamletsX which, when near-neigh- 
bours, are comprised under a single comprehensive name, although 
each is distinguished by its own appellation, girds the broken line 
of point, inlet, and estuary. Between Bagamoyo and Kaole, a dis- 
tance of 3 miles, there are nearly a dozen. The traveller wonders that 
men do not combitle to build a city which might insure safety, 
comfort, and soeietyx The unconstructive African, however, loves 
llis hut, and has a superstitious horror of stone walls; moreover, 
the exiOencies of commerce, as will presently be explained, tend 
to disperse the population. 

The principal settlernents, in their order from Pangani south- 
ward, are the followin,: At the distance of a few miles lies the 
roadstead of Kipumbui; here the approach is rendered perilous 
l)y the " diabolitos," which are 2 miles distant from the coast, and 
are steep-to, giving no soundings at 60 fathoms.$ Beyond Ki- 
pumbui, and bearing north-west from Zanzibar townX lies Sandazli, 
the principal port of the ancient " kinffldom of Atondo." This is 
the Portuguese corrllption of Uton(lwe, a point or headland 
bounding the bay, and still showing vestiges of habitations; 
moreover the people of Saadani are still called \Vatondw;e.t Saa- 
dani was lately burnt to the ground by Mohammed, the headman 
of Marumbi, a petty village distant about 3 miles, dllring the 
abzence .of his eousin " Bori," who is considered the bravest and is 
respected as the most powerful diwan or chief of the Mrima. 
South of Saadani lies Wilinde, a settlement whose well-armed 
inhabitants have earned for themselves an infamous celebrity as 
kidnappers; assisted by Kisabengo a Mzegura robber-chief of 
Ukami, an inner district, they can raise from 300 to 400 mus- 
kets, and they llave wasted with fire and sword the fairest pro- 
vinces of Usagara Bagamoyo (in s. lat. 6?17') is one of the 
great points of departure for the caravans trading to Unyamwezi; 
it is garrisoned, as well as its rleighbour Kaole, by a sTnall body 
of Baloch. South of Banamoyo lies Konduchi, in s. lat. 6? 40' 24': 
numerous small settlements, of which the principal are I4sasani, 
Mzizima, Magoffloni, and Mbezi, prolong the line of copal de)ots 
to the great centre of the Mrima traffic, Mbuamaji, commorily 
called Boromaji, in s. lat. 6? 51' 49". from Mbuamaji to the 

* This is given 1lpon the authority of the late Lieut.-Col. Hamerton. Kipumbui 
was not visited by the Expedition. 

t AccordinC to NIr. Cooley (' Geography of N'yassi,' p. 229 the banks in fiollt of 
the Kingani River are called MTatondui, or the pic/zin-grot4rl,ds * i.e., the ballks for 
gathering shell fish. This derivation is not confirmed by the people of the country * 
moreover, the form " Watondui " wc)uld be a personal plural, not a locative noun. 
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delta of the Rufiji the coast-line is thickly populated, but the 
villages are too small to deserve mention. 

The settlements on the Mrima are apparently of modern date. 
The Arab geographers preceding the Portuguese conquest mention 
only five towns on the whole coast between Makdishu and Kilwa, 
namely, Lamu, Brava, Marka, MalindiX and Mombasah; in Cap- 
tain Owen's charts (sheet No. 10) between Pangani and the 
parallel of Mafiyah not a nartle appears. The position invariably 
chosen is the seaward edge of the maritime plain, instead of the 
elevated beach, where pure air and water are procurable. From 
a distance they appear to the mariner either embosomed in a 
luxuriant growth of vegetation or peeping from behind a wave of 
snowy sand which parts the blue tides from the bright green plain; 
and the vicinity of a settlement is always known, even when built 
far inland to escape the springs, by a foreground of tall cocos, whose 
fibrous roots cannot prop them straight in defiance of the gale, and 
by a background of undulating hill cleared for the growth of 
cereals. Often built behind the sandy dunes, they are relldered 
uncomfortably close by the exclusion of the daily sea-breezeS 
which alone can temper the fiery oppressive heat, and they are 
exposed to the " dew winds" the malarious nigllt-breezes, which 
are danoerously chilled by the low lands and the lagoons behind 
them Some places are surrounded by a dense growth of jungle, 
matted with cord-like creepers, which the people call their fort, 
flying into it when attacked. In luost settlements the water is 
brackish and nauseous; the pure element is to be procured by 
digging in the beds of nullahs, but these being generally at some 
distance are left undisturbed. 

The largest of these settlements may contain half a dozen houses 
and two or three mosques of lime and coralline; the abodes of the 
principal inhabitants are single-storied with offices below; the 
favourite apartment is a long upper room, with reeky rafters 
and rocky uneven floor, which opens upon a chullamed terrace, 
where the inmates sleep under a bandani or " boothy 7 of coco- 
leaves.* Some villages have a vestige of walls and attempts at 
stockades; when garrisoned by Ball)ch mercenaries, they boast of 
a "gurayza,"t a dwarf square of masonry, with store-rooms 
below, and above a crenellated flat roof fbr matchloclz-men. 
Few of these settlements corltain bazars, or even regular streets; 
the open spaces between the houses are cumbered with pile3 

* This Bandani remiIlds the Biblical reader of the " booths " made during the 
Feast of Tabernacles and the " booths on the roof of the housea' of Nehemiah, 
chap. 8, v. 15. 

t 'l he word gurayza, used by the Arabs of Zanzibar, bllt unintelligible to those of 
WesteXrn Arabia, is clearly derived from the Portuguese igreja, a church. These 
holy places being solidly built, and placed in commanding pOSitlOlSS were thus uti- 
lized by the conquerors. 
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of rllbl3ish, and sometimes show remains of old walls and graves: 
a few showers make their mud ankle-deep, and it must be steamed of by the sun-blaze. 'rhe mass of the villae consists 
of pent-houses, hovels, and round haycock huts the character- istic African abodes. The more comfortable are large claret- chests of wattle and dab, divided into three or more compart- ments by short walls, and (lefended by heavy plank doors secured by coarse hooks alld chains. The largest t.imber is the bordi 
or mangrove rafter.* 'rhe flying thatch-roof is so placed that, though windows are unknown, the interior enjo} s constallt ventilation: the material is the jauli, or small squares of coco- leaves, fastened to short rods, which are usllally splittings of the midrib.t Under the long and projecting eaves, restint upon strong posts, are tFTo raised earth-benches divided by the entrance 
to the doorway, and garnished with matting; they form the only sllops and sitting-rooms of tlle AIrima. Some houses have a second story like a ship's bunk, a partial planking supported on rafters and used as a dormitory: each has its compound, barton, or court-yard, of holcus-straw and reeds, colstaitlintr a few cocos, and serving as a retreat for the women where they may pursue their domestic avocations unobserved. In st.ill weather these houses, with closed doors, are almost unendurable to a European; the people, however, fearing thieves and wild beasts, never fail to lock themselves in at night. The barbarous round huts are exceedingly close, and swarm with vermin. The furmture is confined to mat- ting, and sometimes a dsvarf rug, a kitanda or cartel of the rougrhest construction, with an African stool or an Iridian cl air, and a few pots and govwrds 
These settlements are for the most part well supplied with the necessaries of life. The low land around, when not qsalted by the tides, and the elevated sea-beach are laid out in psantations of cereals, as rice, holcus, maize, and bajri (Panicum spicatum, Roxb.), and of pulses, turiyarl (Cajanus Indicus), mlmg (Phaseolus munto, Roxb.), groun(;l nuts, and the Voandzeia subterranea. The vege- tables are muhogo, or white manioc, cucumbers, gourds, sweet pota- toes, and beans of several varieties; betel pepperfi and tobacco * The Mukanda'a or mangrove, called by Bruce the rack-tlee, and by Salt 
Avicennia tomelltoss, a species of sapindus, is the ccommon growth on tropical 
shores, to which Pliny thus alludes:--" In Mari velo Rubro sw lvas vivere, laurum 
maxime et olivam ferentem baccas." The laurus, as has appeared, is probably a species 
of almond. Mangrove timber easily decays- indeeAd, the climate of East Africa, 
with its altereate extremes of wet weather, dry winds, and scorching suns, is fatal 
to almost every growth, making it after a time brittle as old whalebone. 
t Jauli is the Illdian word; the Sawahili call them simply ukuti wd mnazi, 
coco foliage. 
+ The betel pepper, called mtamb6, fiom the Arabic tamblll, resembles the 
piper betel, or betel vine of India * the fleshy and pungent leaf is much praised by 
the lXanyans settled upon tlle coast. This plallt may be found in Uzaramo traineel 
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abound; and the fruits, which, with the exeeption of the coco,* 
and the hard, tasteless water-melon, are little valued, grow almost 
wild, and are never propagated by cuttings. Fish is cheap and 
good; the boats set out, in fine weather only, about sunrise alld 
return late in the afternoon. C:attle do not exist everywhere upon 
the coast, but all the villa^,es are rich in poultry and goats. C;Grain is 
brought in from the interior by the wild people after the great 
rains, or abc)ut the month of Jllne; at other times they barter for 
it their supplies of copal. Holells is the currency in most of these 
settlelnents, a very fluctuatint, measure being considered an equi- 
valent to a cotton cloth. Dollars, however, are now becoming 
favourites with all the eoast clans. 

The fringe of Moslem negroids inhabiting the Mrima is called by 
tlle Arabs Ahl Maraim, by themselves WVatu wa Mrima abbreviated 
to Wamrimat-"Coast Clans.' The heathen of the interior are 
designated in mass Washenzi, or the conquered; this, properly 
the nalne of the servile or helot race subject to the despot Kim- 
were in Usumbara, has been ignorantly extended by foreigners to 
all the inhabitants of the interior The Miasawahili, or S;awahili 
races, mulattos, originally African, but semiticised like the Moplahs 
of Malabar by Yemeni or Omani blood, are confined to the lands 
north of Pangani, to the island of Zansibar, and to the regions 
about Kilwa. South of Mbuamaji the people are called NVatu 

to a pole, or to the trunk of a tree- it is chiefly used by the heathen in their 
m:gical ceremonies. As a succedaneum for betel, the people of the interior 
redden their mouths with the leaf of a wild tree called mdunduru goma. 

$ The coco, it svill be seen, flourishes along the maritime valley as far as the 
eastern ghauts of Africa. According to the Africans, it puts forth every month 
young fruit, which requires a year to ripen; the total yield of the tree may be 
estimated by the number of nuts upon it, one dozen appearing at a time, for in- 
stance, give an annual growth of ld=4, or thereabouts. The Indians declare 
from tra(iiti(>n that 1000 alld even 128)0 nuts hase been produced in the course of 
a year by a single tree, though from forty to ffty may be assumed as an average. 
The principal uses of the coco are in cookery, in rope-making, and in making 
" jauli.' 

t It mustbe hornein mind, that, in the Kisawahili and its cognates, thevowel 
W prefixed to a root, which, however, is never used withollt some prefix, denotes 
through a primary idea of causality, a country or region, as Uzaramo, the region of 
Zaramo. Many names, however, exceptionally omit this letter, as Khutu, Fuga 
and Kalsagwah. The liquid , or, before a vowel and an aspirated h, mtz, to prevent 
hiatus, being probably a synaeresis of Mtu, a man, denotes the individua], as Mzaramo 
a man or woman of Zaramo. When prefixed to the names of trees, as has been in 
stanceds it is evidently an abbreviation of Mti, a tree The plural form of m and 
mm is WA. a contraction of WEttu, men, people; it is used to signify the population, 
as Wazaramo, the people or tribe of Zaramo, Wasawahili (with a loIlg accent upon 
the penultimate, consonant with the spirit of the African language, and contrar- to 
that of the ArabicD, the population of the Sawahil. FinallyF the sallable ki-pre- 
fixed to the theo etical root Kdenotes anything appertaining to a country, as the 
terminating tsh in the word English. It especially refers in popular usage to lan- 
guage, as Kizaramo, the language of Uzaramo, Kisawahili, the language of the 
Sawahil, originally called Ki-ngozi, from the district of Ngozi, on the C)zi River. 
It has been deemed advisable to retain these terse and concise distinctions, which 
if abandoned, would necessitate a weary redundance of words. 
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^ta Sufiji or Mtarufiji-the " Rufiji Clans." As proved by their 
languages, xvhich differ ollly in minutiae of grammar and vo- 
cabulary, all these races are cognate. It has long been esta- 
blished that, from the Equator to Iiafirland, the hundred dialects 
are the lineal odspring of a single mother tolzgue: the Kisa- 
wabili and its immediate congeners, sensibly called by Mr. Cooleys 
the Zangian larlt,uages, are the eastern branch of this great family. 

From the earliest times, emigrants were tempted to exchange 
their homes in barren M>inga,t for the Sawahil, or maritime regions 
of East Africa, where scalaty toil produces the amplest return. 
l0Iistory retains vafflue traditions of colonization in Zanzibar by the 
pU )ple of Yemen and Hazramaut, in heathen or pre-Islamitic ages. 
'l'ie anonymous author of the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea 
(^-t.r). 64--210) asserts that the coast about Rhapta, which is 
usually translated Ikilwa, was governed by an ancient right 
-XXTj TL s'xalOV pxaclov-by (Sholaibus (@ulayb), the tyrant 
or chief of Mapharitis or Mophareites, in Yemen, and that it had 
been colonized by the people of Muza (5/Tauza, near the rnodern 
AIokha). El Islam was introduced into the country by \Valid 
bin Abd el Malik bin Marwan, the 12th Ommiad, in about 
A.H. 86 A.D. 705. According to Ramusio (vol. i., Delle Navi- 
,azioni et Viagti, chap. iv. Della Historia del Signor Giovan 
cle Barros) "Zanzibar was first colonized by Arab bandits (Be- 
douins?) who became Zloslems, alld were called Emozaydi, or 
sul)jects of Zayde, from a man who was a nephew of Hocem 
(IIasan), son of Ali, nephew of tIohammed, and married to his 
lallghter Axa (!) $ 'l'hese men huilt no notable habitations, 
contellting themselves mrith protection against the Kafirs or abo- 
riC,ines. The plague of immigration continued until there arrived 
a great nurllber of Arabs, in three sllips, under seven brothers, 
sTho, on a(count of the persecutions of the king of Lacah or 
Lacha (the Shaykh of El Hasa ?), a city distant 40 leagues 
from the island of Baharem (Bahrayn), fled to Ain (Ajan, or 
Azania ?), where they first built lXIagadoxo, and afterwards 
Brava, which is still governed, after a republican fashion7 by 

* Dr. Klapf afterwards attempted to give them the name of the Nilotic tongues 
-an elaborate misnomer. 

t The WRasawahili, like the Somal, have vernacular appellations for the principal 
localities in and about their country, as Unguja for the island aIld town of Zanzibar, 
Mvita for Mombasah, and Manga (which liter;lly means a rock or stone) for 
Arabia. Father Francisco, the companion of Dr. Lacerda, says that the Cazembe 
always called the land of the Muzungus (or white men) " Manga " (Mr. Cooley's 
' Intler Aflica Laid Opell,' p. til). 

; Ayisha, the wife, is here confounded with Fatinlah, the dallghter of the 
Pl ophet. 

? The origin of " Azania " is prohably to be found in the Arabic name of the 
COUIltly, "Barrel Khazain," or i,l Khazaill, the " land of reservoirs," wllich ex- 
tell(ls from Ras IIafun in about 1()? N. lat, to Bas el Khayl in 7? 46' 30" N. lat. 
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twelve headmen, descended from the seven brothers. But the 
Ernozaydes being of a different faith,* would not subulit to 
the new comers, and retired into the interior, uniting themselves 
with the Kafirs by marriage and manners."f Vincent (Periplus, 
vol. ii. chap. 28), who also derives his inforrnation from the 
" Kilwa (Shronicle " and De Barros, divides the Arab immifflra- 
tion into two epochs, that of the Zaydes, or Emozaydes, Shiah 
heretics from Yemell, who dispossessed their heathen brethren 
settled in East Afkica far before the time of the Periplus, and 
subsequently that of " a ,Sonnite tribe from Baca, in the Gulf of 
Persia, near Bahrein, which, to judge from Niebuhr, ought to be 
of the tribe BWni Houle, in Oman." According to the Decades of 
De Barros (lst of Asia, lib. viii. chap. 4, 5, quoted by AI. 
Guillain, Vol. I.), there reigned at Shiraz, in South Persia, in 
A.E. 400-A.D. 1009, a sultan Hasall, who left six sons by a 
princess of his own race, and one Ali-by an Abyssinian slave. 
'rhe latter, despised by his brethrell, ded, carrying his wife, family, 
and followers in two ships to the coast of Zanzibar; but, quarrel- 
ling with the Arabs of a different faith, he pursued his course to 
the island of Kilwa, which he bought for its price ill cloth. LIe 
here built fortifications against the heathen, and the Moslems of 
Sonfflo and " Changa, which extended to Mompana."$ By degrees 
his descendants conquered the adjacent countries) and his dynasty 
reigned at Kilua until A.H. 906 A.D. 1500. 

These legends are still preserved by oral tradition. The people 
also relate that, when the great caliph Harun el Rashid had 
reduced Oman, in A.H. 193-A.D. 8().9, he gave the island of Zan- 
zibar, which was then subject to Oman, as an appanage to his wife, 
the lady Zubaydah. IFhey add that Harun, whilst preparing to 
visit Africa, was seized with rtlortal sickness and died on board 

* The Emozaydes were doubtless sectarians of the school of Zayd bin Zayn 
el Abidin, the great-grandson of the Caliph Ali, who being raised to the caliphat 
by a revolt of the people of liufah in the days of Hisham bin Abd el Malik, the 
Ommiad, in A.H. 122A.D. 73f, was defeated and slain. The pretender's son 
Yahya, fled to Khorasan, where the Abbasides were beginning successfully to oppose 
the ()mmiad dynasty. But the tenets of Zayd spread thrc)ughout Yemen, where 
they formed, irl after ages, a powerful and influential class. The colony from El 
Hasa, whose present faith is that of El Shafei, were probably Sunni, which would 
account for the flight of the Zaydi schismatics. 

t This is, perhaps, the only tradition current in the western world concerning 
the origin of the Kafir tribes. The inodern African traveller still hears legends of 
these Arab Kafirs, but, like the city of brass, they seem to have become invisible. 
Dr. Livinfflstone alludes to the tradition in his 32nd c.hapter. The people of Kilwa 
declal e that heathen Arabs exist in the interior, but thfey cannot say exactly where. 
Mr. Cooley, the highest modern authority, considers the legend of the Arabs as a 
" superficial surmise, incapable of historical evidence." 

This Songo may be either the islantof Songo-Songo, situated between Kilwa 
and Mafiyah (Monfia3, or that of Songo-Mnara, the " Minaret of Songo," so called 
flom its peculiar mosque, whose ruins are still shown to travellers. " Changa " 
is plobably another of the same gloup, now teruled *' Sanje hIajoma." 
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ship, thlls aceounting for the faet that his tomb is unknown 
unto this day.* As ret,ards the immigratioll of the WATagemu 
(Ajemi, or Per3ians), from whom the ruling tribe of the M7asawa- 
hili derives its name, they relate that several Shaykhs or elders 
froon Shiraz, eluigrated to Shanfflaya,t a distriet llear the Ozi River, 
all(l founded the town of Malindi (Melinda). Thenee, dispersing 
southwards, they landed at Kilwa Islatld, under a ehief named 
Yusuf; wllo bought from Napundu, the sultan of the Wahiao tribe, 
tllen Lords of the Isles, as mueh grollnd as he eould strew with 
( loth. He ended btr luarrfTing the heatllen's daugllter, and, after 
tlle fashion of Easterrls, by murdering his father-in-lau. To him 
are aseribed the extensive reluains of fort and palaee UpOll the 
now almost deserted islet of Kilwa.+ 

'rhe history of Eastern Afriea in more moderz days has little 
i;terest. The coast was conquered by the Portuguese, and re- 
duced to a provinee, in the eclrlier part of the sixteenth century. 
They were expelled or massaered, in 1698, by the armament 
of the lold of Orxlan, Sayf bin el Imam AIalik el Yurabi, a 

. . _ 

* Arab history, however, declares that the great Abbaside rests at Mash'had, near 
the dust of Imam Resa, and the dream which pl-esaged his death in the lalld of 
red ealth is told by many chrolliclers. 

t According to a learned Shaykh of Mombasah, the Washangaya still dwell slear 
the Ozi River; he quoted a popular rhyme of the boatmen. One sings;- 

B'Ana Bakkari . Mr. Bekkari (Abubekr) 
Ufilipe meii t.e Is drowlled in the river- 

Alld the chorus repliesj- 
IJfile NyAruwwa . Drowned in Nyarlowwa 
Mtoni Shangaya *e@ In Sh:lngaya's stream. 

Other travellels place ;; Shangaya" about 20 miles N.w. of Patta. 
$ The island of Kilwa must not be confollnded with the continental elistrict 

l)eKlring that name. In Horsburgh's ' Indian Directory,' under the head of Keerwa 
or E>elwa, we read, *' Respectillg the name Quiloa, Capt. Owell renlarks that, by 
its literal enunciation to some Alab I)ilots, they took the Barracouta to lxiAZleuery 
instead of KeelsTa, from which it must be seen how important it is not orlly to give 
tlue names, but the true prollunciation of them." 

As has been explained, Kilwa would be also pronoullced Kirwa. But when 
Capt. Owen directed his Alab pilots to Kilwa, he intended the origillal settiement 
oll the islalld, in S. lat. 8? 57' 12". They, on the other harld, took him to the 

oderll Kilwa, a bay or bight on the mainland, in S. lat. 8? 4t2' 59", or 12.25 miles 
llC)l Lh of the island. This bay is backed by a district called Kilwa generally, but the 
settlements composiIlg it are distinguished by particular names, as Kiwil-ljya the 
pt incipal, Tukwiri (Tekewery), Majinjera (Mazingia of Mr. Cooley), Kivafi 
(Cu;Svo ?)> Ugoga, and Mayungi-Yullgi. Thus, also, must be explained Mr. 
Cooley's remark ('Geography of Nyassi, p. 20 note) "lhere are at least five 
places called Kilwa, viz., K. Majinjera, which is the island commonly known as 
Kilwa (N.B., the island is known as Kilwa Kisimani, and Majinjera is a settle- 
ment in tbe north part of Kilwa Bay); Kilwa Kevingi, or Old Kilwa, a village on 
tLle coast, a few miles north of the island (N.B., Kivinjya is not Old Kilwa, it 
dates from the time whetl the people of the island ed from the late Sayyid Said 
of Maskat, and lies nearly at the bottom of the bay), K- Cuavi (Kivafi), K. Ugoge 
Ugo^,a), and K. Tekiri (Tukwiri), the Sast south of the island, on a part of the 

coast remarkable fol the number of wild beasts infesting it." (N.B.-Tekiri 
generally called ltukwili, adjoins Wivinjya on the south, forming almost the same 
settltment. It is, thelefore, abt)ut a dozen llliles north of the island.) 

E '2 



branch of the great Hinawi tribe. Having conciliated the rival 
Ghafiri,-he established in East Africa many of his depend- 
ants, belonging to the Nabhani, the Ghasasinah, the Hawatimah, 
and the Hamdanz clans mThose descelldants are still settled in the 
country. They boucht slave-girls, built houses, cleared the lands, 
and gave up the thouC,ht of returning to their homes in the barren 
and burning North. Their children abandoned the father's for 
the mother's tongue,* and the mixture of blood produced a race 
of genuine mulattoes, like the Bastaards of South Africa. Thus 
within historic ages, for nearly 1800 years, the East African has 
been crossed with Asiatic blood, whereas, on the western coastS 

the mingling of races does not exceed 350 years, and the climate 
has rendered it almost nugatory. This fac,t must be borne in mind 
when considering the difference of physiology between the Negro 
and the Negroid. In the present day the Eastern race is still 
Serniticised by strag^,lers from Arabia, and Africanized by the 
importation of slaves from the interior: to the latter element it 
probably owes its permanency. 

The Mrima, then, is peopled by two distinct but anciently 
connected families,--the half-caste Arabs and the Coast Clans. 
The former are generally of the Bayazi (Abazi) or Khariji per- 
suasion; the latter belong to the Shafei school; both, though the 
most imperfect of Moslems, are sufficiently fanatic to be dangerous. 
Virtually indepen(Rent, they own a nominal allegiance to the 
sultan of Zanzibar, yet they are free spoken and independent as 
Bedouins when removed a few miles from the coast; and they have 
a great aversion to the officials of Government whom they consider 
their personal enemies. WVhen beyond the reach of jurisdiction 
they are jealous, haughty, and violent, envious, and calumniatin 
towards their fellow-citizens. Between them and the pure Arabs, 
who often traverse, but who now never settle upon the coast, there 
is a repugnance, increased by commercial rivalry, and they lose no 
opportunities to thwart and discourage strangers froul travelling 
into the interior. Like their ancestors, they hate Europearls and 
especially fear the Beni Nar, or Sons of Fire,-the English. '; Hot 
as the Ingrez," is in these land3 a proverb: only interest recorlciles 
this people to intercourse with the hated and despised '; Muzungu,n't 

* There is a peculiarity of attraction to strangers in Kisawahili, plobably $he 
fluency and the facility with which it is articulated. The half-caste Arabs can 
scarcely speak atly other language, atld even the Baloch and the Banyans after 
a long stay seem almost to forget for it their mother tongues. Almost all 
Asiatics are heaven-born linguists; after a fes months they find them.selves at 
home in Kisawahili. Consequently it is no objection to the Arab origin of the 
Kafir tribes that they speak a South Africall dialect. 

t Throughout Eastern Africa, Muzungu, a word synonymous with learning or 
kllowledge, is used to signify the "white man" generall. Wazungu is the 
plural, and Uzungu is the land of the white man. The more civilized Sawahili 
call Furope, as in India, Wiltiyat. The people of the interior ignore this Arabic 
expression. 
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an(l in their many Riwclyat, Hadlsi, an(l Ngoma traditions, tales, and songs they predict the downfall of the country that has once been trodden by the white man's foot. 'rhey have a certain amount of clannish pride; many families- -the Beni Kindi, for instance-retain noble Arab nalnes. The half-caste Arab is degenerate in bo(ly and mind; the third generation becomes as truly negroid as the inner heathen. Even Creoles of pure blood, born upon the island alld the coast of Zan- zibar, lose the hiU,h nervous temperament that marks their ancestors, and become, like Banyans, pulpy and lymphatic. These mestiqos appearinffl in the lalld of their grandsires have incurred the risk of being sold as slaves. The characteristic of their physiognomy is the fine Semitic development of the upper face, includinn the nose an(l nostrils, whilst the jaw is prognathous; the lips are tumid and everte(l, an(l the chin is ureak alzd retreatint,. The cranium is somewhat more rounded than, an(l wants the length of, the negroid skull. A peculiarity ill themaritime population is the white beard, contrasting strangely with the thick black hair: the people attri- bute it to the action of sea-water Idle and debauched, though intelligerlt and cunning, the coast Arab has little education. Ele is sent at the age of seven to school, where in two or three years he accomplishes the Khitmah, or perlection of the Koran, and he learns to write a note in an antiquated character somewhat more imperfect than the Cufic which he applies to the Kisawahili. As nothing can be less fitted for the T-Iamitic tongues than the Arabic syllabariulnf so admirably adapted to its proper sphere, his compo- sitions require tlle (leciphering of an expert. A few prayers atld hymns coIlelude the list of his acquirements: his mother-tongue knows no books except short treatises on Bao, or geomancy, and specinlens of Africall proverbial wisdom.$ He then begills life by aiding llis father in the shop or the plantation, and by giving himself up to irJtrigue and low deballchery. After suffering severelv from his excesses-in this climate no constitution can bear up against over-indu]gence at the age of 17 or 18 he takes unto himself a wife. Estranged from the land of his forefathers, he rarely visits Zanzibar, where the restraints of semi-civilization, the decencies of Moslem society, and the low estimation in which the black skin is held, weary and irritate him. His pOillt of honour seems to consist chiefly in wearing publicly a turban, and the long yellow shirt called el dishdashah, in token of his Arab descent. The WATamrima or coast people resetnble, even more than the * Of these some are tersely expressed, and not deficient in sly htlmour. A favollrite saying is, " Khabari ya l[nbhali-News fiorrl afar," i. e. a monstrclus exaggeration. "Leo Kabli ya Kesho-To-day is befole to-morrow," means that procrastination is the thief of time. " Matikiti na nlatango n(lio ki poneo (nja)-(Vile things like) water-melons alld cucumbers heal hullger,'' i, e., Oll a sollvent besoi d'un plus petit que soi. 



coast Arabs, their congeners, the AiVashenzi, or the inner learbarians. 
Pure Arabs will not acknowledge them as cognates, declaring 
the race to be Aajam or Gentiles. They are even less educate(l, 
more debauched, more apathetic, dilatory, and inert: their great 
delight is unmingled indolence. Like the Soma], they appear to 
be by nature unfit for intellectual labour: of the former people 
there is but one learned man, the Shaykh Jami of Harar; there 
is also one learned Msawahili, the Kazi Muhiyy el Din of Zan- 
zibar. Study, or indeed any tension of the mind, seems to make 
these weak-brained races semi-idiotic. They frequently cannot 
answer Yes or. No to the simplest question. If, for example, 
a man be asked the place of his tribe, he will point to a distance, 
though actually living amongst them; or if que3tioned concerning 
some particular of an evellt, he will describe in detail everything 
but what is wanted. 

The Wamrima are of darker colour, and more African in 
appearance, than tlle coast Arabs. Writers, however, greatl) err 
in representing theln to be of jet-blacli hue. The popular com- 
plexion is a dull frellowish bronze, the dress a fez, or a Surat cap, 
with a cotton loin-cloth, generally an Arab check or an India 
print, with a similar sheet thrown over the shoulders: they seldom 
appear in public without a staS or a spear; and, priding themselves 
upon the possession of umbrellas, they may be seen rolling barrels 
and working on the sand under the luxurious shade. 1'heir mode 
of life is simple: they rise early, and either repair to the shop, 
the boat, or the plantation, or more commonly they waste the 
morning in passing froul-house to house ku amkla-to salute 
neighbours. They ignore "manners:" they enter the house with 
a warning cry of " Hodi ! hodi ! " place their spears in a corner, 
and, without invite, squat or extend themselves upon the floor, til], 
wearied with conversation, they take " French leave." The 
life so real and earnest to the European is with them a COll- 
tinued scene of drumming, dallcing, and driolking, of gossi), 
squabble, and intrigue. The favourite inebriants are tembu 
or coco-toddy, and mvinyoX its llistillation, pombe or millet- 
beer, opium, bhang, and sometimes foreign stimulants from Zan- 
sibar. The women are as fond of intoxication as the men; and 
on a siku ku great day, or fete-the whole village is under the 
influence of the jolly god. Their food is mostly "ugali,-' the 
thick porridt,e of boiled millet or maize-flour, which represents 
the staS of life in East Africa; they eat usually twice a-day, in the 
morning and at nightfall. They employ the coco-nut extensively; 

* This is apparently the old word (oinos, and with the digamma lroinos, vintlm 
vino, vin, wein, win, &c.), derived fiom the Portuguese, and supplied with the 
truly S. African inceptive n before a consonant. It is used, however, in Kisawallili 
for distilled, not for felmented liqllors; and the foreign invention required a 
foreign name. 
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like the Arabs of Zanzib;r, they ras) thc albumen, knead it with 
water, strain the thick juice thlough a cloth, and boil their rice in 
it; and, althouU,h a respectable man would be deride(l for eating 
raw COCO-llUt, the richer classes make cakes of the rasped pulp 
uixed with flour. This immoderate use of the fruit is, according 
to the people, far from wholesome: it is considered, by its refrige- 
rant properties, to cause rheumatic pains and hydrocele. They 
chew tobacco with lime, like the Somal, and rarely smoke it, like 
the AVashenzi. 

The coast clans, as we]l as the NVasawahili, are distinguished 
by two peculiarities of character. Tlle first is a cautiousness bor- 
dering upon cowardice, derived fiom their African blood; the 
SeCOIld i3 an unllsual developmellt of cunning and deceitfulness, 
which probi1bly results fiom the union of the Hamite with the 
Semite. The Arab3 facetiously derive the race-name from " Saw- 
wb1 hllah," He played a trick-and the people boast of it, saying, 
" Am I not a Msawahili ? " $ that is to say, an " artful (lodger.' 
Supersubtle and systematic liars, they deceive when duller men 
would tell the truth: the lie direct is no insult, and the word 
uongo (falsehood!) enters largely into collversation. They lie 
like Africans,t objectles31y, needlessly, when fact would be more 
profitable than falsehood, when sure of tlle speediest detection: 
they have not discovered with the civilized knave, that honesty is 
the best policy; they lie till their lies become subjectively truths. 
A;\Tith them the lie is no mental exertion, no exercise of ingenuity, 
no concealment nor mere perversion of veracity; it is apparently an 
instinctive and local peGuliarity in the colnpllcated madness of 
human nature. 'rhe most solemn and religious oaths are with 
them empty words; they breathe an atrnosphere of intrigue, 
manceuvre, and contrivance, wasting about thc merest nothings of 
life-about a pound of glain or a yard of cloth ingenuity of 
iniquity enough to win a klllgdom: they are treacherous as ilse; 
with them the salt has no sit,nification, and gratitude is unknow 
even by name. 

Though partially Arabised, the coast clans, as well as the 
VVasawahili, retain many habits derived from the most degraded 
of the Washenzi savagery. Like the Wazegura heathen of the 
East, and the Banala of the Wasanji (C:assange) Valley in the 
AVest, they sell their nephews and nieces by an indefeasible right, 
with which even the parents cannot interfere. The voice of societv 

* Dr. Krapf, who, to say the least, is peculiar in his derivations, deduces the 

fanciful explallation from Siwda' (45,5v) hilah, which would mearl exactly the 
contrary of astute " without guile." 

f According to our older travellers, the T!ottentots were once fiee from the 
vices of lying and stealing. Jf this be a fact, it would separate them entire]y 
fIom their 1leighbours of the South Aflican family. 
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justifies this abomination. " What ! " exclaim the people, " is a 
man to starve when his brothers and sisters have children ? " He 
is thus justified in doing, on the slightest pretext, what the heathen 
rarely approve of except to save themselves from starving. Hold- 
ing the unchastity of women as a tenet of belief, they consider the 
sisters' sons their heirs. They have many superstitions, and on all 
occasions consult a pagan mganga or medicine-man. The chokea, a 
painful stye or tumour upon the eyelids, is held to be caused by 
the sufferer's laughing (ku cheka) at his mother-in-law. If the 
khunguru or crow caw fiom the housetop, a guest is coming; if a 
rat elevour the cloth, a death will occur; journeys are hastened or 
delayed by the notes of birds, as they are heard in front or in the 
rear; an even ntlmber of wayfarers met in early morning is a good 
l)men, but an odd number, or the cry of the mbweha, the fox, 
before the march, portends misfortune. Strong minds of course 
take advantage of these follies ofsbelief 

The life of indolence alld ease led by the coast Arabs and the 
Wamrlma depends upon circumstances which well account for 
their object in occupying detached settlements, and for their aversion 
to strangers. Besides the Washenzi copal-diggers, the caravans 
frorn Ugogo, and especially Unyamwezi, must visit the coast 
annually, and each considerable village expects the spoil of five 
or six. The plunder is systematically managed as follows by the 
people, who, like the village republics of Western India, govern 
themselves. Every settlement contains a certain number of diwans 
or head-men: respected by the people on account of their compara- 
tive opulencef they purchase the obedience of their subjects, and 
are then able to fine them in case of contumacy. Of these chiefs 
there are five distinct ranks. The most powerful is the Muinyi 
Khambi, the " lord of the manor ;" ander him is the ffimao; the 
next in infcriority is the Muinyi Kaya, or villate chief, and the 
lowest orders are the Muinyi Usyali and the Duchali. At each 
place moreover the diwans have different names: at Pangani they 
are called Muinyi Mkome; at Uzemia, a once populous district 
north of Saadani, they becolne Suakali; an(l about Whinde, 
Muinyi Khambi; from Bagamoyo to Atbuamaji they are addressed 
as Chomwi. 

These diwans enjoy the privileges of fine and extortion; they 
have also certainj marks of distinction. They are authorised, for 
instance, to wear turbans, and the wooden pattens called by the Arabs 
kabkab; they may also sit upon cots, chairs, and the mkika, a fine 
description of mat; a commoner venturing to encroach upon 
these prerogatives would iniallibly be muleted in goats or cattle. 
At the Nt,oma Ku, or great dance which celebrates every event 
in these realms of revelry, only the Diwans may perform the morris 
with (lrawn swords before the atlmiring multitudes. A subjett 
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detected in intrigue with the wife of a Diwall must, under penalty 
of being sold, pay five slaves; the fine would be reduced to one in 
the case of a brother commoner; arld the master of a bondswoman 
can demarld only from 10 to 12 shukkah.* \Vith this amount of 
dignity the Diwan nattlrally expects to live, and to support his 
family with the fat of the lalld, and without sweat of brow. \\rhen 
times are hard he orS:anises a kidnapping expedition against a 

weaker neighbourS and recruits his finances by selling the pro- 
ceeds. But his income is chiefly derived from the down-caravans 
-of NVanyamwezi. lNhouC,h rigorously forbidden by the Prince of Zan- 
zibar, Ku Sinya hekera, or to force travellers to his particular port, 
he sends large armed parties of his relations, biends, and slaves as 
far as 150 and 200 miles illtO the country, where they act less like 
touters than highwayrllen. By every petty art of mercantile diplo- 
macy, sometimes by force, at other times by fraud, or by bribes of 
sweetmeats, they secure these caravans, bring them to the villace 
and then begin the work of plunder. Out of each frasilah (35 lbs. 
avoirdupois) from 8 dols. to 14 dols. are claimed as the Government 
due; the Diwans then deonand 6 dols. as their fee under various 
names, plus 1 dol. for ugali or porridge (the ;' manche "), and 1 dol. 
for the use of water (the " pour boire "). The owner of the tusk 
is afterwards allowed to deal with a Barlyan, from whom the Diwan 
has received a bribe, technically termed his "rice: '2 the Indian 
buys for 18 to 21 dols. the article which at Zanzibar is worth 
50 (lols. If the barbarian be so unwise as to demand coin, he 
receives a small sum; and being intellectually Unfit to discriminate 
between a cent and a dollar in trade he loses even more than if he 
had irlvested hi3 capital in the coarse and trashy articles which are 
provided for him by the Banyan. An adept at distinguishing good 
from bad cloth, and a cunnlug connolsseur ln beads, he has yet no 
choice: if he reject what is worthless he must depart without an 
investment. Such is an outline of the present system, which, how- 
ever, is nowhere the same in all its details. :But everywhere the 
principle is one the loss is to the balbarian, atld the profits are 
to the people of the coast. LIence the dislike to strangers. Tlle 
treaty of commerce concluded between Her Britarlnic ASajestySs 

. . .. . .. .. . . . 

* The Shukkah-the Braga of Portuguese Africa-is a piece of unbleached 
American "domestics' or cotton cloth, used as a loin-wrapper, and for n1ally 
other purposes; of varying breadth, according as it is made of shirting or sheetillg 
but always of 4 cubits, OlX 6 feet in length. The usual value of the shukkah 
(merkani) at Zanzibar, vhen bought in the piece calle(l a gorah, or jurah, is 
about 7d. On the coast its vallle is about 0 25 dol. = ls. 02d. In the interior it 
rises to the eqllivalent of a dollar (4s. 2d.) and more. It represents the sikrel 
coinage of Europe, beads being the copper, and brass wire the gold. The word 
doti will often occurin these pages; it means 2 shukkahs, or a length of 12 feet- 
the Tobe of Abyssinia. The Aflican expressions have been retained, as having all 
the advantages of technical words, often so unreasonably inveighed against. 
For other details concerning cloth see Chapter XVI. 
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Govertllnent alld His TIighness Sayyid Said of l\Iaskat and Zanzibar, 
on the 3lst of May, 18.,9 (artlele 10), secured to the chieX of the 
Mrima a monopoly in the articles of ivory and gum copal, " on 
that part of the East (Soast of Africa, from the port of Tangata 
(Xtangata), situated in about 5.3t3 s. lat., to the port of Quiloa, 
lying ill about 7? s. of the Equator." It is zlot improbable that 
the jealou3y of European nations, each fearing the ambitious 
designs of its neighbour, brought about this measure, equally iIljurious 
to protectors and protected. 

The coast Arabs and the AVamrlma have, besides deceiving cara- 
vans, another rarely wanting, escape from poverty. The lower classes 
hire themselves to merchants as porters into the interior; they receive 
daily rations of grain,and atotal hire of 10 dols, half of which is pa;el 
in advance; and the proprietor thinks himself fortunate if, aft+r 
payment, only 10 per 100 desert. Respectable men, by promisint 
usurious interest to the Banyans, can always borrow capital enou.,h 
to muster a few loads, and then they combine to form one large 
caravan. The wealthier have llouses, wivesa and familles in UI-I- 
yamwezi as well as upon the coast, and between the tuwo they spend 
life, often marrying some chief's dark daughterS and becoming 
more barbarolls than the barbarians themselves. Tiley gene- 
rally, upon the strength of a small loan from one of the Prince's 
dependets or employes, call their w-entures " mal Sarkal, or the 
property of Government, to deter strangers from knavery. The 
commercial traveller's prospect, however, is not ursclouded. T:Te 
frequently suffiers from sickness; some are lost, and never heard 
of; arld others arc murdered, and deeply regretted. Many ruin 
themselves by prodigality, or are ruined by accidents: Unyamwe%i 
abounds in these paupers, who hang on to some more brtunate 
friend, in hopes of better luck, till their beards wax grey, and their 
infirm limbs refuse to carry them home. Besides which, tlle 
wanderer frc)m the coast is involved in continual quarrels: his 
mania for intrigue, and hisrestless ambition, never allow him to 
1AeSt satisfie(l with fortuIle s favours. 

CHAPTER III. 

TEF; FesT REAXION: TEXE VALLEYS OF THE RINGANI AND MG1CTA PIIVERS, 

THE first or maritime region extends from the shores of the 
Indian Ocean in E. long. 399 to the mountain-chain forming tlle 
land of Usagara in E. long. 37? 28'; its breadth is therefbre 
92 geographical miles, measured in rectilinear distance, and its 
mean length, bounded by the waters of the Kingani and the Rufiji 
rivers may be assumed at ll(). It is divided into two basins; 
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easterly that of the lkinganib alld westward that of the Mgeta 
strealll witll its many tribtltaries: the former? which is the prin- 
cipal, is called the lan(l of Uzaramo; the latter, which is of the 
2nd order, contairls the provinces of Khutu, by the Arabs pro- 
nounced Kutu, and Uziraha a minor district. 'lahe natives of tlle 
country divide it into the three lowlands of Tunda7 Duthumi, and 
Zungolnero. 

The present road runs with few and ullimportant deviations 
along the whole lent,th of the fluviatile valleys of the Kingani and 
the lAIgeta. On both sides of this line, whose greatest height 
above the sea-level was found by B. P. therm. to be 330 feet, rises 
the rolling ground, which is the general character of the country. 
Its undulations present no eminences worthy of notice; near the 
sea they are short and steep, farther inland they roll in longer 
waves, and everywhere they are covered with abundant and 
luxuriant aregetationX the result of decomposition upon the richest 
soil. In parts there is an appearance of park lalld-bushless and 
scattered fbrests-grass rises almost to the lower branches of 
the smaller thorns; here and there clumps and patches of impassahle 
shrubbery cluster round knets and knolls of majestic foliaged trees. 
The narrow footpaths connecting the villaC,es often plunge into 
dark and dense tunnels forrned by overarching branch and bouh 
which delay the file of la{len porters; the rnuddy pools lingerint 
long after a fall of rain in these low grounds fill them with a 
chilly, clammy air. Aferchant3 traverse such spots with trembling, 
as in these, the proper places for ambuscade a fEw determined men 
easily plunder a caravan by opposing it in front or by an attack in 
rear. 'rhe ways are often intersected by deep nullahs and water- 
courses, dry during the hot season, but unfordable when rain falls. 
In the many clearings tobacco, maizen holcus, sesamum, and ground- 
nuts, maniocS beans, pulse, and sweet potatoes flourish; tlle pine>- 
apple is a weed, and a few cocos and mangoes, papaws, jack-fruit, 
plantains, and limes are scattered oxrer the districts near the sec. 
Rice grows abundalltly in the lower levels. The villaC,es are 
hiddell deep in the bush or grass: the crowing of the cocks hetlrd 
all along the road, except in the gleater stretches of wildernes?, 
proves thetn to be 1lumerous; they are, however, srnall and thi1lly 
populated. The versant as usual in maritime E. Africa trends 
towards the Indian Ocean. NVater abounds even at a distanee 
froul the rivers; it springs from the soil in diminutive runnels alad 
lies in " shimo"* or pits, varyint, fIom surface-(lepth to l() feet. 
The monsoon rains, which are heavy, comme?nce in MarchX about 
a month earlier than in Zanzibar, arld the duration is similar. 
The climate of the higher lands is somewhat superior to that of 

* The shimo is synonymous with the Arabic htlfrah, a pit, as opposel to 
kisinla (Ar, Tawi), a made well. 
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the valley, but it is sti]l hot and oppressive. The formation, after 

passing from the corallines, the limestones, the calcareous tuSs, 

and the rude graelly conglomerates of the coast, is purely of 

primitive and sandstone formation: blocks of filae black hornblende 

and hornblendic rock, used by the people as whetstones and grind- 

in^,-slabs, abound in the river-beds, which also supply the clay 

used for pottery. The subsoil is, near the sea, a stiS loam, in 

the interior a ruddy quartzose gravel; the soil is a rich brown or 

black humus, here and there coated witll, or varied by, clean white 

sand, and in some parts are found seams of reddish clay. Fresh- 

water shells are scattered over the surface, and land-crabs 

burrow in the looser grounds xvhere stone seldom appears. Black 

cattle are unknown in the maritime region, but poultry, sheep, ancl 

goats are plentiful: near the jungle they are protected from the 

leopards or ounces * by large wooden huts, like cages, raised for 

cleanliness on piles. 
The fluviatile valleys will be best describe(l by the itinerary. 

As a rule they resemble in most points the physical features of the 

coast and island of Zanzibar: the general aspect of the country, how- 

ever the expression c)f its climate undergoes some mo(lifications. 

Near the sea the valley is a broad winding depression, traverse(l 
in a serpelltine line by the liver, whose bed is now too deep for 

change. About l;he middle expanse stony ridges and rocky hills 

crop out from the rolling ground, and the head of the valley is a 

low continuous plain. In many places, especially near the estuary, 

river-terraces like road embankments, here converging, thel e 

diverging, indicate by lines and streartls of waterworn pebbles ancl 

sea-shells the secular upribe of the countly and the declension of 

the stream to its present level. These raised seabeaches at a dis- 

tance appear crowned with dwarf rounded cones which, overgrowll 
with lofty trees, are favourite sites for settlements. In the lower 

lands the jungle and the cultivation are of the rankest and most 

gigantic description, the eflect of a damp, hot region, where 

atmospheric pressure is excessive. The grass, especially thelt 

prodtlced by the black soils in the swamps and marshes, rises to 

the height of 12 feet and serves to conceal runaway slaves and 

malefactors: the stalks vary in thickness from a goosequill to a 

man s fillger. The larger growths, which are so closely planted 

that they conceal the soil,- cannot be traversed without paths, and 

* The Chui of Kisawahili is usually translated leopard, and by the Frellch 

chasseurs at Zanzibar "le tigre." It appeals, however, to be of two kinds, the 

common leopard and the ounce (F. uncia), with spotted markings on a pale grolllld 

tiht. Neither this animal nor the leopard was seen alive in the interior- yet 

the chui appears a]most universal. The Washenzi hunt it with bonvs alld arrows 

and prize the spoils highly for wear. The Arabs fix mtlskets for it after the 

fashion of our spring guns. They value the skin, and use it as a rug, ascribing 

to it peculiar power ill tbe cure of hxmorrhoids. 
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even where these exist the traveller must figllt his way througll a 

lense screen, receiving fiom time to time a severe blow when tlle 
stalks recoil, or a painful thrust from some broken and incline(l 
stump: even the horny sole of the sandal-less African cannot trea(l 
these places without bein(r cut or staked, and everywhere a ri(le 
through the avenues whilst still dripping mith the cold exhalations 
of night, with the sun beating fiercely upon the upper part of the 
body, is a severe infliction to a man not in perfect health. The 
beds of streams and nullalls are sometimes veiled by the growth of 
the banks. These crops spring up with the rains, and are burne(l 
dowIs by hunters,* or more frequently by accidellt, after about a 
month of dry weather; in the interim fires are dangerous: the 
custorn is to beat down the blaze with leafy boughs. Such is the 
variety of species that in some parts of the river valleys each day 
intrc)duces the traveller to a grass before unseen. VVhere the 
inundations lie long the trees are rare, and those that exist are 
slightly raised by mounds above the ground to escape the destruc- 
tive effects of protracted submergence: in these places the decom- 
posed vegetation exhales a fetill odour. Where the waters soon 
subside there are clumps of tall shrubbery and seams of forest 
rising on extensive meadows of grassy land, lNhich give it the 
semblance of a suite of natural parks or pleasure-grounds, alld the 
effect is not diminished by the herds of gnu and antelope prancing 
aled pacing over their pastures. 

'rhe climate is hot and oppressive, and the daily sea-breeze, 
which extends to the head of the Mteta valley, is lost in the lower 
levels. About Zungomero rain is constant, except for a single 
fortnight in the month of January; it seems to the stranger as if 
the crops must infallibly decay, but they do not. At most times 
the sun, even at its greatest llorthern declination, shilles through a 
veil of mist with a sickly blaze and a blistering heat, and the 
overcharge of electricity is evidenced by frequent and violent 
thunderstorms. In the western parts cold and cutting breezes 
descend from the rufflged Duthumi crags. 

The principal diseases of the valley are severe ulcerations and 
fevers, generally of a tertian type. 'rhe "Mkunguru" begins 
with coldness in the toes and finger-tips; a frigid shiver creeps 
up the legs, followed by pains in the shoulders, severe frontal 
headache, hot eyes, and a prostration and irritability of mind and 
bo(ly. This preliminary lasts for one to three hours, when nausea 
ushers in the hot stage: the head burns, the action of the heart 
l)ecomes violent, thirst rages, and a painful weight presses upon 
the eyeballs: it is often accompanied by a violent couCh and 
vesical irritation. Strange visions, as in delirium, appear to the 

$ The people also seem to have an idea that burning down the grass attracts 
rairs. 
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patient, and the excitement of the brain is proved by unusual 
loquacity. \A'hen the fit passes of with copious perspiration the 
head is often affected, there are strange sounds in the ears, and the 
limb3 are weak. If the patient attempts to rise suddenly he feels a 
diz2iness, produced apparently by a gush of bile along the liver 
dllet: want of appetite, sleeplessness and despondency, and a low 
fEver evidenced by hot palms, throbbing temples, and feet painfully 
swollen, with eruptiorls of various kindsf and ulcerated mollth, usher 
in the cure. This fever yields to mild remedies, but it is capable 
of lasting three weeks. 

A multitude of roads, whose point of departure is the coast, 
forrxl a triangle and converge at a place in Central Uzaralno 
which will presently be specified. The route whose several 
stations are now to be described is one of the main lines running 
from Iiaole and Bagamoyo, in a general snuth-west direction, till 
it falls into the great trunk-road which leads directly west from 
AIbuamaji. It is divided into thirteen caravan stages, but a well- 
girt walker will accomplish the distance in a week. 

Issuing frozn the tall palisade of "Kaole," a little villaffle and 
Baloch station, the narrow path winds in a south-westerly direction 
to Ikuingani or Mgude,* a short march of one hour and a half.t 
At first it traverses sandy soil thick with thorn and bush, 
wl-lich in places project across the way: then ascending a wave of 
ground where cocos and the wild arrowroot flourish it looks 
down upon a fair expanse of plain, sand veiled with humus, here and 
tllere growillg rice, with mangoes and other tall trees regularly 
disposed as if by the hand of man. Finally, after crossing a 
muddy grass-grown swamp and a sandt7 hollow full of water 7hen 
r ain has been heavy, the path passing through luxuriant cultivation 
enters Kuingani. The little settlement is composed of a few bee- 
hive huts and a bandani or wall-less thatched roof-the village 
palaver-house clustering orderless roundacleared central space. 
Outside old and dwarf cocos, mangoes allnost wild, the papaw, 
the cotton shrub, the perfumed rayhan or basil, the sugar-cane, 
and the plant called by the Goanese rosel,$ vary the fields 

* The Mgude tree has been described in a previous chapter. Kirungani, or 
Iluingani, of which the latter syllable (ni) is a locatine particle, signifying in 
near, or about, and often used pleonastically, means, in Kisawahili, a coco plan- 
tAtiOIl near the coast. The Arabs, who often pronoutlce the word " Shungani," 
ovould translate it, ill their barbarous dialect, by Shawanib, the Siemitic plural of 
the African shamba, a plantation. 

+ It has heen thought better to record these marches by time and not dis- 
tances, the latter being laid down upon the map. The rate of progress, concerll- 
illtr which arblpler details will be given, varies from 2 to 3 statute uliles notrecti- 
linear, per hour. ' 

$ This favourite material for Indian jams and jellies is plentiful in Unyamwezi 
as xsell as in Uzaramo and Khutu. It appears to be the Hibiscus sabdariffa of 
Illdia. rl he people igllore the use of it, aIld the Alabs holtl it to be a specie& of 
wild sesamum. 
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of 11olcus, rice, alld turiyan (Cajanus Indicus). Such is the 
" Nakl,"-or preparatory stage of the Arabs an invariable first 
de parture, whenec porters who find their loads too heavy, or 
emplayers who suspect that they are too light, call return to Kaole 
and reform. 

'rhe complerllent of this march, also accomplished in an hour 
and a half, ascends almo3t imperceptibly rising ground, the old 
secl-baach, crossin^, alternately cultivated clearings, mthere huts and 
hamlets appear on all sides divided and hedge(l by open scrubless 
pltches of forest and higil rank grass. The AItotmweX and the 
SIbunX,o-bullt,o, t the dwarf fan-lealm, t the Hyphaena and 
tlle grotesque Mbuyu or calabash,?-which is of more llaflrkedly 
bulbou3 form in this region than on the coast, where the trunk is 
columnar, and the heavy extremities, weighed down by the periodical 
Willds, give it the shape of a lunlpy ulnbrella, tower above the 
other growths. The castor and the wild egg-plallt,lt with its 
blue flowers and brit,ht yellow apples, cover the uncultivated 

* In these woods there are several trees bearing what are called in India 
wood-apples. The fillest are those growing in the vicinity of watel; they 
have fruits as large as a child's head. They contain withill the hard rind, which 
when ripe, is orante-coloured, large seeds or pips covered with a yellow pulp 
of a grateful ysso dolce flavour, with a suspicion of the mango. When the rind 
is soft they are full of worms. 

t The Mbulago-bungo, apparently the fruit supposed by Dr. Livingstone (chap. 
xiii.) to represent a variety of the nux vomica, aboutlds in Uzaramo and Usumbara. 
It resembles the Mtogwe, and is generally a favourite with the people, especially 
the Wanyamwezi porters. N.B. SilJce the abovewas in print, Dr. Hookerhaving 
kindly inspected a specimen of the AIbungo-bungo, has prorlounced it to be a 
stlychnos, "closely allied to a spe(ies blought by Dr. Kirk fiom the Quambo." 
tRl,at emillellt botanist hinlselfproculed at the Cape of Good Hope a strychtlos 
resenlbling the species b;ought home by Dr. Livingstone. 

t A species of Chamorops, the dw arf fan-palm, or palmetto, of Southerll 
Europe. It is called by the people Myara (Myala), and is used for mats. It 
aboullds ill the maritlme regions. 

? Tlle Mbuyu, or calabash (Baobab, or Adallsollia digitata, the Mowana of 
South Africa, and the Kuka or monkey-bread-tree of the North), is the most cha- 
acteristic feature i[l Eastern Africa, arld in every regioll it shomtx some difference 

alld pecllliarity of folmation. It is 1lot found in the mountaills of Usagara, and 
ralely in Ullyamwezi, or to the westwa.d. In the llorthern reoiolls of Usukuma 
it is commoll. There appear to be two valieties of this tree, similar in bole, but 
(lifferent in foliat,e and in general appealallce. The normal species has a long 
leaf, a[ld the drooping of the heavy branches gives to the olltline tile form of a dome. 
The ral-er variety, olbserved oIlly in Usagara, has a small leaf, in colour like wild 
illdigo; and its alms striking upwards assume the appearance of a bowl. 

'rhe palts of tlle calahash most used are the bat k and the gourd. The latter is 
calle(l Buyu, and, beillg of small dimensions, it is converted illtQ Ghuraf, or baling- 
la(lles. The water-gollrd, also called Buyu, is a glound-plant, bllt as its fruitwhen 
d.ied is converted iIltO water-bottles, some travellels have confounded it with 
tile growth of the calabash or B-lobab, and speak of a " Kalabasse full of water " 

11 'rhis solanaceous plallt, called in Illdia Jangli Bengan, or the wild Ben?an 
l)y the Wclsawahili .hItuz,,uya, by the South Africans, acco2diIlg to Dr. Lining- 
stl)ne, Tolllane, all(l by the Baloch Patlir, or cheese (the Punneeria coagulans of 
the late Dr. Stocks), from the effect of the juice in curdling milk, flollrishes from 
the coast to the Lake ltegions. It is not, howe^7er, used by the people, vho consider 
it pOiSOI10US. 
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groullds. After a steep descent, with the invariable grassy marsh 
at its base, the road ascends a wave of land thick with a jungly 
vegetations upon the crest of which is Bomani, * the " stockade." 
rrhe little palisadoed settlement is under the jurisdiction of Baga- 
moyo: tolerable water, the great deficiency of this regioll when 
distant from the rivers, is procured from pits in the swamp helow, 
and provisions are abundant. As at Ruingani, the air is stagnant, 
the sun is fiery, and clouds of mosquitos Inake the nights miserable. 
Despite these disadvantages it is a favourite halting-place for up- 
caravans, who defer to the last the evil tlays of long travel; the 
two stages, however, are reckoned by the Arabs as one. 

The second station is Nzasa,t the first settlement of unmixed 
AVazaramo heathen, distant nearly 4 h. march from Bomani. The 
path first passes through an umbrageous forest ill which caracrans 
often lose the way; it then descends through fertile fields into a low 
and broken valley of little extent, upon whose farther side, amid 
majestic trees, tall shrubs, bright wild flowers, and thick grass, 
with intervals of clearing, lies the settlement of Mkwaju la Mvuani, 
the ''Tamarilld in the rains," + composed as usual of a few hovels 
and a palaver-shed, with a fille lime-tree in the open centre. 
Provisions and hard muddy water being plentiful at this frontier- 
station, caravans often make a final halt to prepare for the dreaded 
XVazaramo. Beyond the settlement a patch of jungle leads to 
cultivated groullds belollging to the villagers, whose scattered and 
ullwalled abodes are here partially concealed by clumps of trees. 
The road, now sweepinC, parallel with the river plain which runs 
frorn north-west to south-east, crosses sevelal swamps, black muddy 
bottoms covered with ta]l thick rushes and leek-green paddy. 
Red copaliferous soil clothes the higher levels. Here on the 
wayside appear for the first time the Iihambi, ? or substantial 

* The Boma, in Arabic Siwd, is a loose fence or a stockade surrounding a 
camp or a settlement. The Kaya in East Aftica may be translated a " fenced 
village." The headulan is addressed as Muinyi Kaya, or village lord. 

t Nzasa in thi.> tongue means "level ground:" ill Bunda, according to Mr. 
Cooley (' Inner Africa Laid Open,' p. 14), it signifies a canoe. 

. The tamariIld-tree, called l)y the Arabs of Zanzibar "SubSr," extends from 
the coast to the Lake Regions; with its lofly stem, its feathery leaflets, and its 
brallches spreading dark cool shade, it is a beautiful feature in African landscape 
The acidulated fruit is doubtless useful as a palliative and corrective to bilious 
aSections; it is as much prized by the Africans as by the East Indians. The 
coulatry people merely peel and press it into bark baskets, consequently it soon 
l)ecomes viscid alld is spoiletl by mildew. The Arabs, who use it extensively in 
cooking, stone it, expose it to the sun till dried, and knea(l it into balls, with a 
little salt and oil to prevent the effects of damp. Thus prepared and preserved 
flom the air, it will keep for years. 'rhe Africans ignore the art of extracting AI1 

intoxicating liquor fIom the tamarind. 
? " Khambi " is a wold universally llsed from the coast to Ujiji in all its accept- 

ances. It nueans primarily a kraal * herlce it is applied to the stage of a journey- 
honv many khambi are thel e ? " would be equivalellt to asking how many stations 

and, fizlally, it is llsed for a " lbless," the sxnaller bodies into u hich large galogs 

vf portets divicle themsezlves. 
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kraals which evidence unsafe travelling anel the unvillingness of 
caravans to bivouac in the villages. In this region they assume 
the form of round hxlts and lonO sheds or boothies of straw or 
grass, supported by a framework of rough sticks deeply planted in 
the ground and tied together with bark-strips. The whole is 
surrounded with a circle of thorns, which form a complete 
defence against bare feet and naked legs, and the entrance or 
entrances are carefully closed at nightfall, not to open till the 
morning. About half-way a junction of the Mbllamaji road is 
reached, and the path becomes somewhat broader and less rough. 
Passing on the righLt a hilly district called Dunda,$ or "the 
hill," the road falls from the anciellt seabeach into the alluvial 
valley of the Kingani: presently rising again, it enters the normal 
little settlemerlt of Nzasa. Caravans usually encamp upon the 
edge of the river-terrace in a mass of tree and bush adjoilling the 
village, a perfect place for llight attack and ambuscade. 

Below, at a distance of about a mile, bisecting a plain, green 
with cultivation and studded with huts and hamlets, the Kin- 
gani river rolls along its salldy bed, whlch here attains a breadth 
of about 50 yards. In the higher levels it narrows, and the 
banks of stiS black mould are rendered all but unapproachable by 
avenues of trees, amongst which the tall Mparamusi, the Msufi,t the 
Msukullo,$ and the little Msoho ? were observed. In no place is the 
stream fordable, as the ferry-boat belonging to each village proves. 
Thus far it is navigable: to the extent of three days' journey rafters 
are floated down for the Zanzibar market. It is, however, infested 
by crocodiles and hippopotami 11 the latter animals, housing in 

* Dunda, in the Kisawahili of the coast, means a hill * kidunda-the ki being 
here a diminutive prefix, like the ka (ca) in the Bunda language-a hillock. 

t The msufi is a species of bombax, or silk-cotton tree, whose dried pods are 
emptied of the sufi, or contents, which are used as pillow stutling,s. In Zanzibar 
island it differs materially from that of Western India, and in Khutu there is another 
variety unlike both. On the contillent it is a tall tree, often planted in the central 
spaces of villages, to M hich it serves for a landmark. Its appearance is peculiar M 
sometimes as many as four or five trunks, each two to three feet in diameter 
sepazate at the level of the grouIld- the long tapering branches also stand out 
stiffly at right angles from the bole * and the leaves, instead of forming masses of 
foliage, are spar?ely scattere(l in derlse bunches of small size 

$ The msukulio, unknown to the people of Zanzibar, is a huge pile of dark 
verdure, with a leaf that somewhat resembles the mango 

? The msoho (Guilarldina Bonduc) is found throughout this portion of East 
Africa; the seed is used, as in India, for counters in the game of bao or " tables," 
and it is admillistered by the native waganga or physicians, as a cathartic. 

1t The boko, or kiboko, called by the Arabs takar el khor, or the creek bullock, is 
in this part of ADica a fiercer animal than in the south. The natives watch him till 
he quits the 7ater, and then despatch him with spears and arrows. If wounded in 
the stream he dives and clings to the roots and rocks of the bottom * if killed, he 
sinks, and it is difficult to find him till raised by decomposition. He is sometimes 
seen in the salt sea, bllt more generally in the creeks which receive the sweet 
waters of come stream. Canoes travellillg by day creep along the river sides whilst 
the herd is in the deep centre; by night they paddle along the mid-stream to avoid 

YOL. XXIX. F 
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the river and resenting intrusion, are a pest to the country, as on the coast night-watches fire muskets to deter them from depre- dation. In June, 1857, the son of Diwan Ukwere, chief of Kaole, proceeditlg mrith a party of slaves on a trading expedition up the Kingani, was upset by the " kiboko" and drowned. But this obstacle might soon be removed, then there would be no reason why boats should not ply dllring the flood season as far as the rough ground near the Duthurni hills. The Kingatlin lil;e all streams in this part of the continent, is full of dark-green mud fish, espe- cially a scaleless variety (Silurus ?), called Rambari and known by other local names. This great " Miller's thulnb " has fleshy cirri, appears to be omnivorous, and tastes like animated mire. The third station from Kaole is }iranga-Ranga a district of Uzaramo, distant six hours' march from Nzasa. The path destends the well-woode(l river terrace and traverses the urldulating ground the open park-like district, and the thick tall grass of the river valley. Thence crossing a llullah that trends to^rards the main stream, itrounds a lnuddy fen and spans some spur3 of low hill. The view here becomes more open and picturesque. By the nvay- side is planted the Mzimll or Fetiss-hut, a penthouse about a foot high, containing as votive oWerings ears of holcus or pombe-beer in a broken gourd. Here, too, the graves of the heathen meet the eye; in all other parts of Eastern Africa a mouldering skull, a scattered skeleton, and a few calcined bones, the remains of wizards and witches drat,ged to the stake, are the only vibible signs of mortality. The \Vazaramo tombs generally of chiefs, are irllitated from those of the SVamrima, parallelograms 7 feet by 4, of regular dwarf palisading, that enclose a space cleared of grass and planted with tmro uprit,hts to denote the position of head and feet. In one of the long walls there is an apology for a door. The corpse, however is 1lot made to front any particular direction; moreover, the centre of the oblong has the hideous addition of a log, so carved by the unartistic African into a bust and a face 

the animals, who are then scrambling up and down the mud-runs. Yct these pre- cautions do not always prevent accidents. The black old "rogue" charges a carsoe silently and without warrling from below, hogging his back and heaving till the boat is tilted up, and the assailants find themselves in the water. Besides tUttiDg, he strikes with the forefoot, tear of the gunwale with his teeth, and with his dagger-shaped tusks bores holes in the bottom of the boat. At Ujiji these animals do serious injury to the cropsv and, indeed, the people generally through- out the country complain ofthem. Travellers who wish to secure the hippopotamus may take a lesson from the Landeerls of East Africa, who ' harpoon the animal with a barbed lance, to which is attached, by a cord three or four fathoms lorlg, an inflated bladder." (' Joureal of the late Capt Hyde Parker, R.N. ' quoted by Dr. Livingstone, chap. 32.) Curious to say, Mr. Cooley (' Inner Afiica Laid Open,' p. 114) translates Pa-mamba Hippopotamus (commonly called Formosa) Bay, and in a note explains that mamba is the hippopotamus. In all these dialects " mamba,' or rather " m'amba,' is the common word for a crocodile, and on the coast, and in the island of Zanzibar, it is also used to signify a reef. 
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surmounted by a strip of eloth for turban, as singularly to resemble 
a legless baboon. 'lthese simulaera mceesta 

Alte carent, cvZsisque esstallt informia liC,nis. 

The graves of lMoslenl travellers eschew this al)omination: 
they are usually eleared ovals, with outlines of routh stone 
and a strew of smooth pebbles, after the fashioll of the coast- 
clans. Two or three stumps of wood {ixed in the ground de- 
note that the corpbe fronts towards Mecca, and, as amongst the 
Jint,a of A?Vestern Africa, a broken china luowl or eup, lying UpOll 

the earth, is sacred to the memory of the dead.* Towards the 
end of this march the path, after traversing l olling ground and a 
cultivated depressiorl, erosses a shallow salt-bitter rivulet, eold alld 
clear, which flows towards tile IVillgani river. On the grassy 
plain beyond large game first appears the zebra,t the koodoo,: 
guinea-fowl,? partridge,ll and quail ;10 green pigeons and the bird 

* Can this be, amongst so unimaginative and materialistic a' race as these 
Africans, a symbol of that fine poesy-" Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or the 

golden bowl be brokell " (Eccl. xii. fi) ? The custom may have originated in 
Zanzibar, where bowls of l)Ioken chilla arld pottely are mortared into the tombs. 

The habit of buoying upon the wa) side is peculiar ill East Africa to the Wazaramo 
the Jinga of the west, alld the people of Allgola, have the same predilection, even 

selecting spots where cross-roads meet. 
t The zebIa, called by the Alabs himar wahshi,and by the Wasawahili p'hund 

mlia, both names sigrlitying wild ass is found throughout the coulltry. They are 

shot and trapped by the natives, wht; convert the skills into shields and saddle-leags 
for their asses, alld use the tail as a chauri, ol flyflapper. The flesh is relished by 

the Arabs, who refuse to touch that of the tarne dollkey. The zebra collects in 

small herds, and affects the grassy plaills; the stallions, worthy of Homeric simile, 

are fierce and stlong; the} have successfully defended themselves with teeth and 
heels, it is said, agaillst the lion. 'l he wild ass of Cutch and Tibet was not observed 

ill East Afisica, but the people speak of all animal which seems to be the E. quagga. 

+ The koodoo (coudou, or A. strepsiceros, itl Kisawahili kuru) is in these regiorls 

a fine large allimal, attaining the size of a bullock, its meat loads from five to 
eight men, and its horns uleasure in length forty direct iIlches not including 

the spirals. These are used by the people as musical iIIstluments, like the spoils 

of the orgx, which are coxnparatively rare. The largest koodoo were seell in Ugogo 

Out of the breeding seasoIl the old males separate ftom the females and the young 
+rho are more timid and easily distusbed. Like the zebra and the wild ass of 

Tibet, all seem subject to intestinal worms. 'rhe koodoo is most tenacious of life 

At eighty yards a bullet hatdened with spelter (twenty to the lb ) has broken the 

allimal's leg, asld, cut in tm o by the l ibs, has passed through the heart. Yet the beast 
walked off fifty yards, and fell ollly M hen haemorrhage extended over the interior 

? This ir.digen of Aftica an(l Arabia is foulld almost throughout the country of 
tropical raills, especially in the drier regions * it here is called khangE by the people 

alld dijdjat FilauIl (Pharaoh's hen) by the Arabs of the Upper Nile. The bir 
Iesembles our domestic species (N. meleagris). The crested pilltado (N. cristata), 
and other varieties, howeveI, abound. It is a wild and timid bird, and the East 
Aft icails haw-e nexTer attempted to domesticate it. When young the flesh is tender 
with a fine game flavour, in the second year it becomes hard and dry. 

11 The khwale, or partl idge, is a large, strong bird, with a dark rufous plume and 
reddish legs; it may be a local variety of the rr. rufus. The francolin mentioned 
by Dr. Lisingstone was not obsereed. 

5 The quail (T. coturnix) appears to have no nanle in the Kisawahili- it is a 
fine variety, larger than our common European bird, so fond of runnin.g that it can 

scarcely bc started without dogs, alld generally solitary. 

F 2 
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called in India the crow- or Malabar- pheasant (a variety of the cuculidae), abound. The ground is here a rich red copaliferous soil, supporting black mould, miry during the rains and caked and cracked by the potent suns. Kiranga-Rarxga is a hilly district, with many little villages overlooking the low cultivated grounds, where caravans encamp. Water is plentiful in pits 4 or 5 feet deep, and the people, though a turbulent and violent race, do not disdain to sell their rice and sorghllm to travellers. The next march of 3 h. 30 m. leads through cultivation into a dense jungle over a serpentine path, rising om and falling into the river valley, to a place called T'humba I'here, from its highly respectable diwan. The country around is populous and fertile: here the mkumbaku or corinclah,* the salsaparilla vine,t arld a small green mulberry (Morus alba, the tut of India), similar to that of the Usumbara Mountains, were observed; and on the banks of the stagnant pools which 3upply the district with water the tall coco and the mango emerge from a dense mass of fetid vegeta- tion. 

From T'humba I'here the road winds for 4 h. 40 m. over reddish sand through alternate strips of rich cultivation and thic.k jungle, which afterwards opens out into a forest in which the light-barked msandarusi or copal tree attains its full dimensions. This is one of the richest diggings, and the roadsides are everywhere pitted with pockets, 2 or 3 feet deep by 1 in diameter. Arrived half way, the traveller entels rich cultivation girding the settle- ments of Mohogwe, one of the most dreaded of dreaded Uzaramo. After crossing a low muddy level, overgrown with rush and tiger- grass, an(l a watercourse running north-west by west, the path ascends rising ground, where an open forest is bright with flowers and blossomed shrubs and lastly debouches upon the kraals of Muhonyera. 
The district of Muhonyera occuples the edge of the low plateau forming the southern terrace of the Kingani River. Water is found in seven or eight shallow reedy holes in the valley below: it acquires from decomposed vegetation an unnaturally sweet and slimy taste. This part of the country, being little inhabited, is much infested with wild beasts; the guides speak of lions, and the cynhynat is more than usually destructive. The woods abound * 'rhe mkumbaku isthe karandah (Carissa Carandas) of India, unknown to the Zanzibar islanders. It grows wild and abundantly in the maritime African regions. The berry, which is eaten by the Washenzi, appears before and ripens after the masika, or rains. t This salsaparilla is found in Usumbara, on the island of Zanzibar, and as far west as the Tanganyika Lake * it is the kaola kanta, or ;; crow's thorn " of Western India. Dr. Livingstone (chap. xxxi.) mentions a species extending from Londa to Senna, but never exported by the Portuguese. t The Fisi of E. Africa is the Wuraba of the Somal, the Wilde Honde and the Cynhyna of the Cape regions. It is common throughout the country, and during 



with large and small grey monkeys * with black faces; clinging to the 
trees, they gaze for a time imperturbably at the passing stranaers, till 
having satisfied curiosity, they descend and bound away with long 
plunging leaps. At ZIuhonyera the up caravans must halt to lay in 
supplies for the desert march westmrards. The view from the hill-side is 
suggestive. The dark green plain of sombre monotony, with its over- 
hanging strata of mist-bank and dew-cloud, appears in all the worst 
colours of the Ollde Tirhai or the jungles of Guzerat which are 
held to be deadly as long as the moisture of the molasoon endures. 
Far to the west rises Kidundaa the " Hillock," a dwarf cone breaking 
the line of blurred jungle, and somewhat northward of it towers a 
cloud-capped wall of blue, the crags of Duthumi, upon whose pre- 
cipitous sides the eye, long weary of low levelsy rests with a sensa- 
tion of satisfachon. 

The seventh stage of 2h. 4Sm. ls usuilly Sagesera, in the 
eastern third of this ATale of Death. The path descending into a 
thick jungle on sandy ground, with a few isolated plantations of 
holcus, leaves on the left a low hill, called by the guides Dunda 
Nguru or " Seer-fish lIill." t The camping kraal is execrably 
situated in a hollow of dense reedy grass, hugging a tree-lined 
affluent of the Kingani, by which attackv even from the crocodiles t 
would be covered: the water is bad, and a mortal smell of decay 
the attack of cholera in 1859 its cry, which is a low whine, was heard in the streets 
of the coast sett}emetlts. The album gracum is found in little heaps, as if the 
animals met in one place. This large and powerful variety is the scavenger of 
the couIstry. It seldom attacks men, e:xcept when sleeping and then it snatches 
a mouthful from the face, causing a ghastly disfigurement. Three asses belonging 
to the Expedition were destroye(l by this animal. In all cases they were attacked 
by night with a loud shriek, and a piece of flesh was Jaggedly torn from the hind- 
qllarter. These, however, were asses brought from Zanzibar- the Unyamwesi 
animal, if not tied up, svilI always defend himself successfully against his cowardly 
assailatlt. 

* There are many species and varieties of monkeys in this part of the Coll- 
tinent. The Tahumbiri, or T'humbili alluded to above, appears to be the Indian 
Langur. It has a black face, a grizzied skin, and a long tail, and varies in size 
from a rabbit to a small greyhound. These monkeys abound in the jungles and 
near the debouchures of the rivers. They are sometimes caught whell young and 
tamed by the people. As in most barbarous countries, there is a prejud;ce 
against killing them, on account of their similarity to man Certain European 
gourmands on the island of Zanzibar have experimented UpOll this monkey and 
have pronounced its flesh excellent. ' 

t The seer-fish is called by the Arabs Kunad, by the Wasawahili Nguru. Our 
Anglo-Indian name is a corruption from the Persian Shir-snShi, " lion-fish," so 
called from the sharp armature of its jaws. 

$ The crocodile, c311ed by the Wasawahi}i M mba, by the Arabs Simsah, a 
corruption of Timsah, abounds in every considerable stream, and in the waters 
in the Tanganyika lake. It is much feared by the people, whoJ like most savages 
declare that it strikes with the tail. As in Abyssinia, it causes considerable loss 
of life, and has been known to carry off children when bathing within a few yards 
of their homes. There is no prejudice in these regions against persons wounded 
or splashed by crocodiles as amongst the Bakwayn atld other Kafir tribes, nor are 
parts of the body dried and sold for aphrodisiacs as in Egypt and Northern Africa 
Any olle, however, wllo kills a crocodile ill these coulstries is irlvaliably suspected 
of intending to use its fat for pOiSQn, 
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is emitted by the dank b]ack ground. Near Sagesera the Killgani 
receives the mJaters of the Mukondokwa River (?),$ which is, how- 
ever, a head-stream rather than a tributary, the same water receiv- 
ing, as usual in barbarous lands, different names from the several 
countries which it traverses. 

A plain, desert but prodigiously fertile, and varied by patches of 
jungle, field, and swamp, follows the right bank of the Kingani, 
which io here, to judge from the eye, about 70 yards broad, and it 
runs under tall and stiS earthbanks. The Ukose, a deep and pre- 
cipitous nullah, tilen breaks the path: beyond it are tszo others of 
sirnilar formation, dark, and overhung with jungle. A little 
farther on lies the 6C Makutaniro," t or junction of the Mbuamaji 
trurlk road, with whictl the lines from Konduchi, Msizima, and 
lMagogoni have already ullited. Beyond it the path improves, 
the country opens out into the semblance of an English park, and 
lar^,e game is seen from the road. The plain is either sand or 
humus, and here rounded stones, doubtless swept down by torrents 
from the river terrace, and pisolithic iron begin to appear. At 
the "Makutaniro " a Mzaramo cilief claims a blackmail, and 
obtains it by barring the road with archers ready to pour in, should 
occasion require, a flight of grinded and poisoned arrows. After 
a lnarch of seven hours one of the benlls of the Kingani discloses 
to view the kraal of Tunda, the Fruit, so called for the usual 
reasons, the land is fruitless, and, though partially cultivated, 
it cannot even afford provisions. 

From Tunda to Dege la Alhora, or " the large jungle-bird," 1: 
is a short march of 2 h. 30 m. The footpath crossing a (leep 
nullah spans a pestilential expanse of spear-grass, and a cane, 
called from its appeal ance, ,ugu-mbuaS or the wild sugar- 
plant with huge calabashes and clearings irl the jungle. Here- 
abollts the WVadoe, a northern tribe, pressed }y war and famine, 
ha e settled amongst the WVazararo, south of the Kingarli 
River. A march of 2 h. leads the caravan to a little village 
called after its headman B'ana Dirunga: ? provisions being 

* This unsatisfactory figure of print will often occur in these pages. African 
ifi:norance, error, and causeless falsehood, together with the grossest earaggeration, 
deter the traveller froln committing himself to any assertion which he has not 
proved to his own satisfaction. 

t This popular word, signifying a junction, an anastomosis, is derived from 
the verb ku kutana By Mr. Macqueen (' Notes on the (;eography of (:entral 
Africa,' p. 118) it is corrupted to Montanero, a word rather Italian than AfricaIl, 
which, moreover, is given as the name of a river. 

$ Ndege is the common generic word for a bird- in the plural it becomes 
lWEdege. The form Dege is an incrementation, and means a large bird. 

? BwdnS, pronounced B'Ana, with the w almost elided, means mister. It is 
probably an African corruption, or a metathesis from the ArabicAbuna. The 
diminutive is Kib'ana, master. B'ana and Kib'ana are affixed in Kisawahili to the 
names of Moslems, as B'ana Bekkari (for Abubekr), and Muin) i precedes the names 
of the Wasawahili andl the Wanlrima or coast-clans, as Muinyi Mboni. 
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there scarce, large bodies usually push on for 30 m. through an 
open country of scattered miInosas and cultivation to Dege la 
Mhora, or to the neighbouring district, " Madege Madogo," or 
"the little birds.'> Dege la Mhora is the village where the ill- 
fated traveller M. Maizan was cruelly toltured and siain by P'hazi 
Mazungera, a Mzaramo chlef, and the guides point out on the 
north of the road the calabash-tree under which the foul deed was 
done. The villain, now trown old, has retired to a village in the 
vicinity of Mbuamaji, arld has resigned his inferior settlement to 
his eldest son Hembe. The halnlet is concealed froln view by a 
patch of junglr bush; it musters about 50 archers, " tall youths, 
and strong." " Madege Madogo,'> so called in distinction to its 
western neighlDour, " Aladege Skuba," or "the great birds,u' is 
reached after a 3 h. march from Dege la Mhora, through forest, 
jungle, and bush, with mud and morasses after rain; oll the right 
of the path is the bending and densely wooded line of the Kirlgani 
riverS and, according to the people? the Rufiji may be reached 
after four or five marches southwards. 

At this point the ANTazaramo are mixed with the tribes of Khutu 
and Usagara. The next station is the Mgeta R;ver, the western 
frontier of tJzaramo; the lonU, journey of 10 h. is usually divided 
at IVidunda. The road bllows the sweep of the K;ngani, 1mder 
riSilOg ground, apparently the ancient river terrace: the woody 
" Hillock " from which the district derives its 1lamen lies on the 
opposite or northern bank; its lay is from north to south, and it is 
about one mile distant from the stream Here the scenery is 
eSective. The swift yellow waters, about 50 yards broad, swirl 
under tall stiff banks, green with tangled vegetation and noble 
trees, and the conical hats of the cultivators are disposed in scat- 
tered patches amongst their lusuriant crops. Passing Kidunda, 
the loute, which is sarldy, with lines and seatters of waterworn 
pebbles, descends two precipitous inclines of sandstonev broken into 
slabs and flagsS and crosses the Manyora, a rough and rocky 
watercourse, abounding in white quartz blocks) gres and pink 
syenites, erz atic boulders of hornblende used as whetstones 
an(l strata of a rude sandstone conglomerate. Thence it spans 
grass, bush, and forest, close to the Wingani, and firlally, leaving 
the stream on the rifflht hand, or northwards, it traverses sandy soil 
and, ascending a wax7e of lalld, abuts upon the ford of the AIgeta 
RinTer 

The Mgeta or " rivulet, a perennial influent of the Kingani, 
and the main-drain of the upper valley, also rises in the crags of 
Duthumi. Unfordable in its louTer bed during the rainy seasonS 
it is crosseci by the rudest form Qt' bridge, trees illed on each side, 
and jammed together by the force of the current- a dangerous 
contrivance for the transport of heavy goods. The cold and rapid 
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stream, 30 yards broad, rolling over rock and loose sand, under 
steep banks of stiS earth, and sunk about 20 feet beloYv the level 
of the country, never allows the recovery of an article once below 
the surface beyond the ford: the East African ignores diviolg, 
and he has a natural antipathy to the hippopotamus and the 
crocodile. 

At the passage of the Mgeta River the {lreaded land of Usaramo 
terminates, and the peaceful country of Khutu commences: the former 
has thus, from east to west, a total breadth of 60 geographical 
and rectilinear miles, Nzasa and the Mgeta stream forming its 
limits. Khutu proper, occupying the basin of the Mgeta and the 
head of the alluvial valley, begins with a Doab * on the western 
bank of the Mgeta, where a thick and tangled jungle, with a 
luxuriant and putrescent vegetation, is backed by low grassy 
grounds frequently inundated. Presently, however, the dense 
thicket opens with a fine park country peculiarly lich in game. 
During the dry weather the aniTnals are found in herds travelling 
to slake their thirst at the river. At other seasons though the 
country is too extensive to be shot over by passing caravans 
the beasts are timid and scattered. The calabash and the tall 
trees of the seaboard here give way to mimosas gums, and stunted 
thorns; small land crabs abound in the muddy spots which line the 
path with slides broken by pits and holes; whilst ants of many 
varieties, crossirlg the road irl dense masses, like the close 
columns of an army on the march, ferociously attack the traveller's 
naked feet; t under this infliction asses and cattle become frantic, 

* This useful word, which means the lalld about the bifurcation of two streams, 
has no English equivalent. " Doab," '4 Dhun" (Dhooll), " Nullah " and '; Ghaut," 
might be naturalized with advantage in our mother tongue. 

t East Africa offers ample opportunities of studying the imperfectly known 
habits of the tropical formicae. The principal varieties known to the people are 
the following: The Chungll Fundo, also called sc Siyafu ? from the Arabic 
"Siaaf,' is a large black pismire or horse-ant, about half an inch long, whose 
large head anzl powerful mandibles enable it to destroy rats and mice, lizards and 
snakes. It lvses damp places upon the baIlks of rivers and stagnant waters- it 
burrows, but never raises hills; and it appears scattered for miles along the paths. 
Like the other species, it has neither fear nor sense of fatigue * it rushes to annihi- 
lation without hesitating; and it cannot be expelled from a hut except by fire 
or boiling water. Its favourite food is the white ant (Termite). Its bite, which 
is the prearnble to its meal, burns like a redhot needle- and when it sets to work, 
twisting itself in its eagerlless, it must be pulled in two before it will loose its 
hold. The mortal enemy of the Siyafu is a large ginger-coloured aslt, called, 
from its painful wound, Maji Mvto, or boiling water. II1 the plantations OI1 the 
island and the coast of Zansibar there is a large black pismire whose fetid and 
corpse-like odour gives it the name Of ss Chungu Mvundu," or sCstinking ant." 
In Unyamwezi there is a small black species which stings so venomously that the 
pain equals that inflicted by a young scorpion. Those alluded to iIl the text are 
found principally in Uzaramo and Khutn; they are large-heade(lS showing 
possibly that they are, like the Siyafu, the defenders of the republic, who perform 
the duties of soldiers in their incul?ioz1s. They show great agility in fixing them- 
selves to the foot or ankle as it brushes over them. In many settlertlents, but 
more especially in Khutu many species of dizinutive ants swarm about the 
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and the caravan breaks into a halting trotting hobble, ludicrous to 

behold. Crossing a narrow nullah, and entering the dense cultiva- 

tion which in these lands encircles and almost conceals the settle- 
ments, the path, after a 6 h. marcho enters the populous district of 

Kiruru, which hugs the left bank of the AIgazi, a perennial feeder of 

the Mgeta River. Rain appears constant in this region, and the dank 

clammy dews of night, the damp and chilly atmosphere of morning, 
and the fiery " rain-suns " of the noon-day, breed frequent and severe 

fevers. From Kiruru two lines conduct the traveller, after a march 

of 15 h., to Zungomero. This tract is suicient to cause sinking of 

the heart to those who expect a long journey under similar circum- 
stances. The southern path winds along the Mgazi, through a dense 

jungle and forest, chiefly of the Hyphaena palm, aold over dreary 

savannahs, cut by deep and often unfordable nullahs, running 
over miry bottoms and 1letworks of roots. This longer line is often 

pursued in order to cross the higher levels of the " Yegea "-mud, 

a quagmire here two miles in length, through which the porters 
plunge like laden a3ses. Caused by want of waterfall, its only 

efficient remedy would be "warping," by means of rice-culture. 
After rains it is neck-deep, and it is never dry except when the 

moisture has been evaporated by sun and wind during the middle 

of the north-east monsoon; when above the knee it can scarcely 
be traversed by men with burdens. After crossing the " Yegea " 

the path passes through the southern extremity of the Duthumi 
district, and plunges into a third bush cut with nullahs and 

deep watercourses. Thence it follows a stream, which, branching 
from the Mgeta, and anastomosing with it below, fortns the 

river-island of Kisaki. Provisions are procurable on this line, 

but the people, for good reasons, do not court the visitations of 

caravans. 
The northern path, though scanty in provisions, is preferred as 

the more direct, when the "Yegea" is feasible. Near Kirur 
the thicli grass and the humid vegetation, dripping till midday with 

copious dew, render the black earth greasy and slippery. The 

more open sections display the jagged and picturesque peaks of the 

Duthumi highlands rising over the lowlands to the north, and 

southwards lie detachments of wooded cones paling in the far 

llistance. The path advances under a forest of (listorted palms, 

over nullahs adornedby the lMparamusi and the gigantic Msukullo, 
and through barreils of low mimosa, everywhere mingled with 

habitations, to the extreme discomfort of the iumates. They consume provisions, 

destroy furniture, and attach themselves particularly to man. It is not uncommon 

to awake at night and to find the clothes, hair, allcl ears full of these small plagues, 

The people try to protect themselves by strewing hot ashes round the feet of their 

kitalldahs or cartels; this is not so efficaciolls as the Indian plan of isolating the 

cot by pans of water. These smaller allts keep the house cleany but cXeal}lirless 

expels them. 
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desert trees of inordinate stature; it then crosses the "Yegea," 

which, on this lille, appears during the travelling season in the shape 

of three swamps of soft and slushy mire, barred with roots and 

hemmed in by tall sharp grass. A little farther on lie the planta- 

tions of sorghum, and after another hour's march, Inaking a total 

of 6 h. 40 m. from Kiruru, rise tlle scattered villages of Duthumi. 

Duthumi, one of the largest and most fertile settlements in 

Khutu, is a plain of black earth and sand, choked with vegetation 

where not corrected by the axe. It is watered by the perennial 

stream of the same name, which, rising in the highlands, adds its 

quotum to the waters of the Mgazi, and eventually to the Mgeta 

*and the Kingani Rivers. In such places artificial irrigation is 

common, the element being distributed over the fields by hollow 

ridges. The crac,s of Duthumi * form the llorthern boundary of the 

plain. They appear to rise abruptly, but they throw of southerly 

lower emisaences, which diminish in elevation till confounded with 

the almost horizontal surface of the champaign; the jagged broken 

crests and peaks argue a primitive formation. Their lay is to the 

N.N.W.; after 4 days' journey, accordinn to the guidesS they inos- 

culate with the main chain of the Usagara Mountains, and they are 

probably the southern buttress of Ngu, or Nguru, the hill region 

westward of Saadani. This chain is said to selld forth the Kingani 

River, which, gushing from a carre or fissure in the eastern, is swollen 

by feeders from the southern slopes to a large perelmial stream 

whilst the Mgeta flows from the western face of the water-parting, 

arld circles the southern base.t The cold temperature of these 

cloud-capped and rainy highlallds, which never expose their outlines 

except in the clearest weather, aSects the plains; by day bleak north- 

east and north-west gusts pour down up(ln the sun-parched plain of 

Outhumi, and at night the thermometer will sink to 7(:)?, and e+Jen 

65? F. NVater is supposed to freeze upon the heights, yet they are 

not unhealthy; sheep, goats, and poultry abound; betel pepper 

grows there, according to the Arabs, and, like the lowlands, holcus 

and sesamum, lnanioc and sweet potatoes,: cuculnbers,? the 

* They are so called by the Arabs, the Africans have a name for each peak and 

level, but probably none for the whole raIlge. 

+ In the ' Mombas Mission Map,' the Rwaha, the head-stream of the Ptufiji, is 

made to rise in the moulltains of Nguru, in which case its line must cross both the 

Kingani and the Mgeta rivers, 
; Tlle Convolvulus batata, in Arabic Findal, and in Kisawahili KyO2i, grows 

almost throughout the countl y. It is planted after the first burst of the rains, as too 

much humidity rots the root, and it may be gathered as late as October. The 

people are fond of the young leaves; for journeas they slice and sun-dry the root. 

arld eat it boiled or drink the decoction * it is then a nauseous food. 

9 Cucumbers, called khiyOr by the Arabs, and matango by the Wasawahili, are 

of many varieties; they gl'OW wild in almost every field Ilear the Tanganyika lake. 

There are two kitlds, one large and the other small round, and of a bright golden 

yellow; these are the most common. Ujiji abounds in a small leek-green species 

of cilcttlar shape and covered with soft verrucose projections. A fourth variety 



tllrai,$ and beansS t plantains, and sugar-cane, t are plentiful. The 
thick jungle at the base of the hil]s shelters the elephant, the rhinoce- 
ros ? in considerable nunlbers, the gilU, 11 and the koodoo-which, 
however, can rarely be foun(l when the grass is high; a variety of the 
ngole a sulall tree snake 1t-haullts the patriarchs of the forest, 
alld the chirrup of the mongoose,$ which the people enjoy, as Euro- 
green but smooth, resembles a pumpkin in size and form. The best, and indeed 
the only kind cultivated by the Arabs of Unyanyembe, is shaped like the common 
European cucumber, smooth, green, and about a foot in length. All, except the 
latter, are a congeries of seeds. 

* The Indian turai (Lufa aclltangula), called by the Arabs Junsal (?), and in 
the Kisawahili mdodoki, is a hardy growth, which will thrive in the least fertile 
lands. It faintly and from afar resembles vegetable marrow 

t Beans flourish throughout the country. The Arabs divide them into two 
kinds-the ful (,5jj), a large variety, supposed to cause flatulence, and the lubiya 

(lva3), the lupin (?), a smaller species, which disposes to costiveness. Under 
the names Fi'wif and MbArand, the Washenzi inclu(le the white haricot of France 
and other red, black, and grey kinds. The other varieties are known by the 
geIleric name " khunde." 

t The Inbua, or sugar-cane, is found only in the best watered provinces. At 
Ujiji it seems to be indigeolous; that grown by the Arabs of UnyaIsyembe was intIo- 
duced from Zanzibar. 13oth are tolerably good for chewing, but fbr making sugar 
-an invention utterly unknown to the Washenzi--they are too poor to be useful. 
Like several of the grasses, the blade of the sugar-cane at a certain angle cuts like 
a lazor. 

? l'he rhinoceros is called by the Wasawahili fErfi or parti * by the Arabs, most 
ignorantly, el zurraf, a word which we have converted, throuCh the French, into 
giraffe; the classical name is karkadals (Gargatan), from the Pers. kargaden. The 
white variety (Rhino. simus) appealsS to be extinct in East Africa * the only specime 
actualla seen by Capt. Speke in Ugogo was the gargatan, or small single-horned 
black rhinoceros; the people, however, declare that the larger arlimal vvith the 
double almature (Rhino. Capensis) is the more common. 

The rhinoceros loves the tangled bushy plains alld the thick herbage which 
conceal him from the htlnter's eyeP He is frequently met with in the table-lan(l of 
Ugoo and in the wastes of Mgunda Mkhali. 'l'he people spear him as they do the 
elephant, but they are not fond of closing with an ol(l black bull on open ground. 
The horns, which are carried hy every caravan, are sold in the interior according 
to size. The marrow of the leg-bone is used by the people as a cure for epilepsy 
the difficulty of procuring it being plobably its title to that distinction. 

1{ The gnu (Catoblepas gnu, locally- called " Nyumbu ") was seen only in the 
vicinity of Duthtlmi. Here he roams over the wastes, and shakes his shaggy 
mane, prancing and curvetting, at thc sight of passing caravans. The porters 
regard him with a wholesome awe, and declare that he is capable of charginffl them. 

S Two specimens of the Dendraspis angusticeps, common at the Cape and in West 
Africa, wez e shc t by C:apt. Speke. These snalies are of a tender green colour like 
other tree-climbers, they are especially fon(l of the mayagea tree, and they seem to 
live upon insects. They cast the slough about the beginning of the year. The people 
call them ngole, and justly believe them to be venomous, they ignore the powel of 
tobacco-oil upon serpents, which is so commonlv known to their southerIl brethren. 
In Khuttl also was procured a head of a harmless coronellida, which, according to 
Dr. Guntner, may prove to be a Ilew species. The fourth specimen procured by 
Capt. Speke was of the slow-worm type, a glauennia, well knoxvn at the Cape. 

** The mongoose, called in Africa kitukwa, or llngwichiri, is abllndant in the 
maritiXne region, but elsenvhere rare. It is sometimes tamed iIl Khutu, and is sup- 
posed to protec.t the hut from rats and snakes; the aSectionate little animal is the 
more useful fiom the absence of its enemy, the domestic cat. The kitukwa (51. 
fasciatus of the Cape?) is some^rhat smaller than the lndian mollgoose, and the 
dark annulations of its fur are n ore malked alld ret ular. As with the ferrets, it is 
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sllbject to the " sweats," which, likc the clistempel in pups, often prox e fatal. 
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peans love the monotonous note of the cricket, is heard in the brakes 
at eventide. This part of the coutltry, about 6 h. march northward 
from Duthumi, is called the Inland Maootoni, and it is traversed 
by the " Mdimu " nullah, which falls into the Mgeta River. The 
fertile valleys in the lower and southern folds are inhabited by the 
lVakumbaku (?), and the Wasuop'hanga tribes; the higher elevations, 
which apparently range from 3000 to 4000 feet, by the Waruguru. 
Thev are compelled to fortify themselves against the cold and the 
villanous races arol2nd them. The plague of the land is now one 
Kisabengo, a Mzegura of low origin, who, after couquering Ukami, 
a district extending from the easterll flank of the Duthumi hills 
seawards, from its Moslenl diwan, Ngozi, alias Killgaru, has raised 
himself to the rank of a Shene-Khambi. Aided by the kidnapping 
Moslem coast-clans of Whinde, a small coast town opposite the 
island of Zanzibar, and by his fellow tribemen of Uzegura, he has 
transferred by his frequent commandos almost all the people of 
Ukaml, chiefly Wasuop'hanga. and AVarut,uru, to the sla^re-market 
of Zanzibar, and, thus compelled to push his depredations firther 
west, he has laid waste the lands even beyond the Mukondokwa 
river valley. The hill tribes, however, still receive strangers hospi- 
tably into their villages. They have a place visited even by distant 
NVazaramo pilgrims. It is described as a cave where a P3hepo or 
the disembodied spirit of a man, in fact a ghost, produces a terrible 
subterraneous sound, called by the people Kurero or Bokero; it 
arises probably frotn the flow of water undergroutld. In a pool under 
the cave wornen bathe for the blessing of issue, and men sacrifice 
sheep and goats to obtain fruitful seasolls ancl success in war. These 
hill races speak peculiar dialects, which, according to the guides, 
are closely connecte(l with Iiikhutu. 

Despite the bad name of Duthumi as regards climate, Arabs 
sometimes reside there for some months for the purpose of pur- 
chasing s;laves cheaply and to repair their broken fortunes for a 
fre3h trial in the interior. This keeps up a perpetual feud amongst 
the chiefs of the country, and scarcely a month passes without 
fields being laid waste, villages burnt down, and the unhappy cul- 
tivators being carried of for sale. 

On the lSth day after his departure from the coast or, with 
slow marching, after 17 stages the traveller reaches the province 
of Zungomero, adjacent to Western Duthumi. Those who pro- 
pose to encamp at the farther villages near the head of the valley, 
distant about 7 hours, divide the march. The route passes through 
the cultivation that hedges the settlements, and crosses a steep and 
muddy bed, coming frotn the north-west, and called the " VVater 
of Duthumi," * which, knee-deep even in the dry season, falls, a 

* In Kisawahili mto (of which the plural is mito, the incrementative jito, and 
the diminutive kigito) signifies any river, rivulet, flowing stream, fiumara, or nullah. 
The locative particle ni is a mere pleonasm in vulgar parlance, " in, near, or about 



little lower down, into the Mgazi. The footpath again traverses 
fields of tobacco and sorghum, under the outlying hillocks of the 
Duthumi crags. These low cones, like similar formations in India, 
are not inhabited; they are more malarious than the plains, the 
surface is rocky, and the forests, not ceasing as in higher eleva- 
tions, extend from base to summit. Beyond the cultivation the 
route plunges into a jungle, where the European traveller sees 
Africa in its worst form, and realizes every preconceived idea of ltS 
aspect at once hideous and grotesque. The general appearance is 
a mingling of forest and Jungle, which, contracting the horizon to 
a few yards, is equally monotonous to the eye and palling to the 
imagination. The greasy ground, veiled with a thick shrubbery, 
supports here and there forests of tiger and spear-grass, 15 and 16 
feet high, of which every blade is a finger's breadth, and the holcus 
cane is stiSer than the rattans of an Indian jungle. On all sides 
the view is closed by towering trees which put to shame the English 
chesnut an(l elm, often clothed from root to twig with pondelous 
columns of verdure, the growth of huge epiphytes, which, clustering 
upon the tops, assume the seTrlblance of enormous birds'-nests. 
The footpaths, almost choked in places by the encroaching bush, 
are crossed by llianas, creepers, and c]imber3, thick as the largest 
cables, some connecting the trees in a curved line, others 
straight stretched down the trunks, others winding about their 
supports in all directions, frequently crossing one another like 
network, and stullting the growth even of the vivacious calabash by 
coils like ropes tightly encircling the neck. The earth, ever 
drenched with rain, emits the odour of sulphuretted hydrogen, and, 
in some parts, a stranger might suppose a corpse to be hi(lden 
behind every bush. 1s,, this sad picture of miasma the firmament 
is a fitting frame: a wild sky, where heavy purple nimbi, chased 
by chilling gusts and raiales, dissol e in large-dropped showers; 
or a dull gray expanse, which lies like a pall over the plain. In 
the finer weather the atlnosphere is pale and sickly: its mists and 
vapours seem to concentrate the rays of the oppressive " rain-sun." 
The sensation experienced at once explains the apathy and indo- 
lence, the physical debility and the mental prostration, which are 
the tifts of those climates whose moist heat and damp cold are 
equally uncomfortable and insalubrious. And that no feature of 
malaria may be wanting to complete the picture, filthy heaps of 
the rudest hovels, built in holes in the jungle, shelter a few miser- 
able inhabitants, whose frames are lean with constant intoxication, 
and whose limbs, distorted by ulcerous sores, attest the hostility of 
Nature to mankind. SUCh a revolting scene is Eastern Africa, 

the river," for "the river." Geographers, therefore, who write about the river 
Matoney (Mtonij-Mr. Coole} 's ' Geography of Nyassi,' p. 23, and Mr. Macqueen's 
' Geography of Central Afi ica,' p. 118-are somewhat vague in their nomenclature 
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from (entral Khutu to the bclse of the Usagara mountains, where 
less rain and a higher elevation cause the collntry to be ventilated 
and the people to enjoy comparative health and comfort. 

Running through this fetid flat, the path leaves on the left 
sundry shallow salt-pits, which, according to the Arabs, are wet 
during the dry and dry during the wet seasons. Presently, after 
breakinffl through another fence of holcus, it enters Bakera, where, 
in 1857, rose a little hamlet, ringed with papaws andplantains, 
and in 1859 a thick growth of grass waved over the ground-marks 
of hearth and rooStree. Resuming its course through holcus atld 
rice swamps, it passes, after the second mile, the Mtoni Bakera, a 
muddy runrlel from the north-west, and then again crossing fields 
and jungle it fords the Mgazi river, which here flows in a sandy 
bed under deep earthbanks. Another strip of jungle and a shallow 
rill lead to the cultivation an(l villages of Zungolnero. 

Zungomero, the head of the great river valley, is a plain, 
enclosed ool all sides except the eastern, or the line of drainage. 
Northwards rise the peaks of Duthumi; westwards the little Wigo 
hills and other spurs of Usagara, uncultivated and uninhabited, 
though the country is populous up to their feet; and southwards 
lie detached cones of similar formation, steep, rocky, and densely 
wooded. The sea-breeze is strong, but beyond its influence the 
atmosphere is sultry and oppressive. Owing to maritime influ- 
ences the kosi, or south-west wind, sorxletimes continues till the 
end of July. 'rhe llormal day, which varies little throughout the 
year, begins with the light milky mist which forms the cloud-ring; 
by degrees nimbi and cumuli come up from the east, investing the 
crags of Duthumi, and, when showers are imminent, a heavy line of 
stratlls bisects the highlands and lies upon the surface of the plain. 
At the epochs of the lunar chanffle rain falls once or twice during 
the day and night, and, when the clouds burst) a fiery sun sucks 
up poison from the earth's putridity. The early nights are oppres- 
sive; towards the dawn condensation causes a copious deposit of 
heavy dew, which even the people of the country dread. The 
humidity of the atmosphere corrodes everything with which it comes 
in contact; clothes feel limp and damp, paper-soft and soppy by 
the loss of glazing--acts as a blotter; boots, books, and botanical 
collections are mildewed; lnetals are ever rusty; the best percussion 
caps, though labelled waterproof, will not detonate; gunpowder, 
ullless kept from the air, refuses to ignite, and wood .becomes 
covered with fungi. Finally, a prolonged halt causes general 
sickness amongst the }orters and slaves of a caravan. 

Yet Zungomero is the great bandari or centre of traffic in the 
eastern, as are Unyanyeinbe and Ujiji in the middle and t.he 
western regions. Lying upon the main trunk-road, it must be 
traversed by the up and dowIl caravans, and, during the travelling 
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season, between June an(l April, large bodies of some thousand 
men will pass through it every week. Kilwa formerly sent cara^Jans 
to it, and the WATanyamsezi porters have often passed to that 
port by the " Mwera road " a line now closed. The Arab mer- 
chants usually pitch tents, preferring them to the leaky native huts, 
full of hens and pigeons, rats and mice, sna.kes and lizards, crickets 
and cockroaches, gnats and flies, and spiders of hideous appear- 
ance, whele the illmates are constantly routed by swarms of bees 
and are ever in imminent danger of fires. The armed slaves 
accompanying the caravan seize the best huts, which they either 
monopolize or share with the hapless inmates, and the por- 
ters stow themselves away under the projecting eaves of the 
habitations. The main attraction of the place is the plenty of 
provisions. Grain is so abundant that the inhabitants exist almost 
entirely upon the intoxicating pombe, or holcus-beer, a prac- 
tice readily imitated bv their visitors. BhangX and the datura 
plant,t growing wild, add to the attractions of the spot. Meat is 
scarce: the only cattle are those driven down by the \ATanyamwezi 
to the coast; milk, butter, and ghee are consequently not procurable. 
A sheep or a goat rarely costs less than a shukkah, or follr cublts of 
" domesties," here worth 25 cents. 'rhe same will purchase only 
two fowls; and eggs and frllit chiefly papaws and plantairls, cocos 
and limes are at fancy prices. For the shukkah 8 rations of un- 
husked holcus, or 4 measures of rice which must here be laid in 
by those travelling up country or 5 cakes of tobacco, equal to 
about 3 lbs., are generally procurable. Tnus th.e daily expendi- 
ture of a large caravan ranges from 1 dollar to 1 dollar 50 cents. 

# This is a fine large species of the Cannabis Indica, the bang of Persia, the 
bhang of India, and the betlj of Arabia, the fasukh of northern, and the dakha of 
southern Africa. In the low lallds of East Africa it grows before every cottage 
door. As in hot climates generally, the fibre degenerates, and the plant is ouly 
valued for its narcotic properties. 'rhe Arabs smoke the sun-dried leaf vvith, and 
the Afiicans without, tobacco, in huge waterpipes, whose bowls contain a quarter of a 
pourld. Both ignore the more luxurious preparations, momiya, kusuxnba and hashish 
ganja and sebzi, charas and maajtln. Like the " jangli" or jullgle (wild) bhang 
of Sindh, affected by kalandars, fakirs, and other holy beggars, this variety, con- 
tracting the muscle of the throat, produces a violent whooping-cough, ending in a 
killd of scream, after a few long puSs, when the smoke is inhaled * and if one man 
sets the example the others are sure to follow. These grotesqlle sounds are pro- 
bablt not vfholly natural; even the boys may be heard practising them * they ap- 
pear to be a fashion of " renownillg it ;" in iact, an announcement to the pulolic 
that the fast youths are smoking bharlg. 

t The Datura Stramonium, called by the Arabs and by the Wasawahili " muranhd," 
gl'OWS in the well-watered plains * it bears a large whitish flower and a thorn- 
apple, like that of India The heathen, as well as their visitors, dry the leaves, the 
flowers, and the rind of the rootlet, which is considered the strongest preparation 
alld smoke them in a common bowl, or ill a water-pipe. This is held to be a sovereign 
remedy against zik el nafas (asthma) and influenza; it dimillishes the cough by 
loosening the phlegm The Washenzi never make that horrible use of the plant 
known to the Indian dhaturi) ah, ol datura-poisoners. Many acciderjts, however 
occllr from ignorance of its violellt narcotic eficts. 
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worth of cloth in the Zanzibal market. The price, howevery 
fluctuates greatly, and the people will shirk selling even at any 
price. 

The same attractions which draw caravans to Zungomero render 
it the great rendezvous of an army of touters, who, whilst watching 
for the arrival of the ivory traders, amuse themselves with plun- 
dering the country. The plague has now spread like a flight of 
locusts over the land. The AVakhutu, a timid race, who, inferior to 

the AVazaramo, have no sultan to gather round, are being gradually 
ousted from their ancient seats. In a large village there are 

seldom more than three or bur families, who occupy the most 
miserable hovels, all the best having been seized by the touters or 

pulled down for firewood. Tllese men-slaves, escaped criminals, 
and freemen of broken fortunes, flying from lnisery or punishment 
on the coast are armed with muskets and sabres, bows and spears, 
daggers and knobsticks. They carryammunition, asldthusthey be- 
come too strong for the country people. When rough language and 

threats fail, the levelled barrel at once establishes the right to a 
mail's house and property, to his wife and children. If money runs 

short, a village is fired by night, and the people are sold off to the 
first caravan. In some parts the pattering of musketry is incessant, 
as it ever was in the turbulent states of independent India. It is 
rarely, however, necessary to have recourse to violence, the Wakhutu 
believing their tyrants to be emissaries, as they represent them- 
selves, from His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar, and from the 

chief Arab nobles, offer none but the most passive resistance, 
hiding their families and flocks in the bush. Thus it happens that 

towards the end of the year nothing but a little grain can be pur- 
chased in this land of marvellous fertility. 

As has been mentioned, these malpractices are severely re- 

probated by His Highness the Sultan, and when the evil passes a 

certain point remediary measures are taken. A Banyan, for in- 
stance, is sent to the coast w-ith warnings to the diwans concerned. 
But what care they for his empty words, when they know that he 
has probably eqllipped a similar party of black buccaneers himself? 
and what hope can there be of reform when there is not an honest 
man in the country to carry it out # Thus the Government of 
Zanzibar is rendered powerless, and improvement can be expected 
only from the hand of Time. The NVakhutu, indeed, often threaten 
a deputation to entreat the Arab Sultan for protection in the shape 
of a garrison of Baloch. This measure has been retarded for sound 
reasons: no man dares to leave his house for fear of finding it a 
ruin on his return; moreover, he would certainly be shot if the 
touters guessed his intention, and, even if he escaped this danger, 
he would probably be sold, on the way to the coast, by his trucu- 
lent neighbours the Wazaramo. Finally, if the people succeeded in 



their wislles, would not a Baloch garrison act the part of the man 
who, in the fable, was c.alled in to assist the horse against the 
stag ? The Arabs, who know the temper of tllese mercenaries, are 
too wise ever to sanction such a " dragonnade.Xs 

The reader will readily perceive that he is upon the slave-path, 
so diffierent from travel amongst the independent tribes of Southern 
Africa. The traffic practically annihilates every better feeling of 
humanity; yet, though the state of the WVakhutu appears pitiable, the 
traYeller cannot practise pity: he is ever in the dilemma of maltrea?- 
ing or of being maltreated, of cheating or of being cheated. Were 
he to deal civilly and liberally with this people he would starxre: it is 
vain to oer a price for even the necessaries of life; it would cer- 
tainly be refilsed because more is wanted, an(l so on beyond the 
bounds of possibility. Thus, if the touter did not seize a house, he 
would never be allowed to take shelter in it from the storm; if he 
did not enforce a ;' corvee," he lnust labour beyond his strength 
with his own hands; and if he did not fire a village and sell the 
villagers, he lnight die of hunger in the midst of plenty. Such 
in this province are the action and reaction of the Old Evil. 

From Central Zunwomero to the nearest ascent of the Usagara 
Mountains is a march of five hours The route, emerging from the 
cultivated districts, follows on the north the cc Wigo " * Hills, pro- 
bably so called from the fishing-weirs in the stagnant streams and 
in the lAIgeta river that flows through the plain below. On the left, or 
southwards and distant 4 to 5 miles, is a line of low detached cones: 
at the fiot of one, somewhat larger thaTl its neighbours, rises the 
thermal spring known to the people as thfe Maji ya W'heta, the 
c; jetting water," " gey3er," or " Fontaine qlli bouille." Its position 
is a gerltle rise between the hill-base and a cleared plain va]ley, 
surrounded by high walls of jurlgly forest. Its watershed is 
from south to north. The water boils and bubbles out of a 
white mud, here and there encrusted with oxide oof iron. Upon 
the surface lie caked and scaly sheets of a calcareous tufa ex- 
pressed by the spring, and around it are detached boulders, 
blackened probably, by the thermal fumes. The earth is dark, 
sometimes sandy, and sprinkled over with broken pieces of quartzite 
and sandstone; at other places a screen of brab-trees backs the 
bald expanse of mud. The area is about 200 feet, but the centre 
of ebullition is unapproachable, owing to the heat and the insta- 
bility of the grolmd According to the guides, it is subject to 

* The Wigo, or weir, is like that of Western India. On the coast it is a curve 
or half-moon of perpendicular sticks, cut short enough to be submerged by the 
high tides when the fish enter, and generally open on the land-side, whence 
the water wholly retires. Near the principal coast-settlements there are sorne- 
times half a dosen of these traps. They are found throughout the interior 
and in the stagnant ponds the waters are raised by dams or grass-bumlles at 
one end, so as to cause a current, which drass the prey ill$o the weir. 
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oceasional eruptions, when the water bursts out with violence, and 
pieces of lime are flung high in the air. Animals are said to 

refuse it, and tales are told of wild beasts having slmk into the 

seething milxe 
With the tTgeta River on the right hand, the traveller passes 

by a path, almost invisible, through dense grass and trees, and 

presently enters the luxuriant cultivation surrounding the last and 

westernmost villages of Khutu. The settlements are of the most 

miserable description, some of the abodes being composed of a 

few short sticks, tiecl together at the top like piled muskets, and 

loosely covered with a few armfuls of holells-stalks.$ The rats are 

busy in the fields, and the p]undered peasants dig deep holes in 

the path. At almost every corner stands a trapgt no animal 

food is wasted in these lands. Beyond the villages the path fords 

sis times the sandy bed of the Mgeta, whose steep banks support two 

screens of shrubs and grass. Beyond the sixth passage the road 

falls into the gravelly river-beds, with the stream flowing in the 

other half of the course under mell-wooded masses of primitive hill. 

After again thrice fording the cold and muddy water, which, in the 

aIry seasons, is ankle or thigh deep, according to the breadth, that 

never exceeds 100 yards, the road passes through some clearings, 
where porcupines t and squirrels ? were observed, and, diverging a 

few yards from the Mgeta, it ascends ground that rises about 300 feet 

above the level of the plain. This, the thirteenth and westernmost 
station of the maritime regions, is the frontiel of the Usagara 

Mountains and $he debris encumbering the base of its first escarp- 
ment. It is distinguish;ed as AIzisi Mdogo, or the " Little Tama- 

rind," from the " Greater Tamarind " station, which lies beyond. 

There is no vestige of building, no sight nor sound of man, near 

this spot; dthe blood-feuxl and tile infernal slave-trade have made a 

howling desert of the land. 
Yet, truly delightful is the sudden change from the nebulous 

skiesv the fog-driving gusts, th4e pelting rain, the clammy mists 

veiling a gross growth of fefor, the damp, raw cold rising, as it 
were, fFiom the grolmd, and the alternations of fiery and oppressive 

* This is the straw, or rather the cane, of the Holcus ̂ 60rghum, much used in 

African hllts. 
t The Mtego is a trap for rats and small birds, an artless contrivance in the 

shape o? a cages made of rush or split bamboo, planted in the ground near some 

cover. A little doorway is made in one of the sides, aend a ?ooy hid behind a bush 

waits till the prey begins to nibble at the bait, and then, creeping up, bars exit 

with his hand. 
$ The porcupine (Hystrix), called by the Arabs Runfuz, and by the Washenzi 

Nundu, is follnd in the drier provinces of E. Africa. As usual amongst savages, 

it is eaten; the Arabs, however, reJect it as impure-pig-like. 
? The Khomba or Seiurus of E. Africa has been often carried to India. It is 

a sturdy little animal, with a long thick fur of dark brown, shot with green on 

the back, and u ith a bright red l)elly, muzzle, and points. 
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heat; in faet, from the eruel climate of the Yalley to the pure, sweet 
mountain-air, alternately soft alld balmy, eool and reviving, and to 
this aspeet of the clear blue skies lending their tints to the high- 
land ridges, well wooded with various greaens. Dull mangrove, dark 
Jungle, and monotonous grass, are here supplanted by tall solitary 
trees, and a Great Dismal Swamp, eut by a netvvork of nullahs, gives 
way to dry healthy slopes, with short steep pitches, and gently 
shelving hlll. The beams of the large sun of the equator dance 
gaily upon the bloeks and pebbles of red, yelloxr, and dazzling SllOWy 
quartz, whilst the bright sea-breeze waves the summits of the trees, 
fi om whieh depend graeeful llianas, and wooed-apples large as me]ons. 
Monkeys hide and seek, ehattering behind the boles at the iguana, 
which, with its painted seale armour, basks upon the stream-banks, 
and white-breasted ravens eaw, Yvhilst doves coo on the well-elothed 
boughs, hawks soar inthe transparent sky, alld the field-cricket 
ehirps like the Italian eigala in the shadowy bush. And every- 
u-here, from air, from earth, from the hill-slopes above, and from the 
marshes below, tlle hum, the buzz, the loud c;ontinuous voice of 
insect-life, through the length of the day, speaks out its natural joy. 
By nit,ht the soothing murmurs of the rivulet at tlle hill's base rise 
mingled with the faint sweep of the rustling breeze; the seream of 
the night-heron, the bellow of the bllll-frog in his distant swamp, 
the hycena's whimperf and the fox's whining bark, sound through 
the silenee like the music of the wild Instead of the eold night- 
rain and the soughing of the blast, the lnoonbeams lie like sheets 
of snow upon the ruddy highlands, and the stars hang like golden 
lamps from their doTne of infinite blue. Tlle eye never wearies 
with tllis seene, for, eontrasting with the splendollrs around, still 
lies in sight unhappy Zllngomero; lead-coloured above, mud- 
eoloured below, wind-swept, fog-veiled, alld deluged by elouds, 
that rarely venture upon the mountains of Usagara. 

After these details coneerning the physieal geography of the first 
or maritime region, it will be advisable to notiee its politieal 
features, especially the ethnology of its present tenants. These are 
the Mrazaramo, the \Vakhutu, and their great subtribe the AArazi- 
raha, who form the staple of population; the A7tadoe and the 
WVazegura are minor and immigrant tribes. 

'rhe NVazaramo are no exeeption to the rule of barbarian mari- 
time races: they have, like the Somal, the Galla, the Wangindo, 
the Wamakua, and the Kafir, COll1X into contact with a civiliza- 
tion sufficiently pomerfill to corrupt svithout subjugating then 
and, though cultivators of flle ground, they are more dreaded by 
caravans than any tribe from the coast to the Lake Region. They are 
bounded eastward by the thin line of Aloslems fringing the maritime 
regions, westward by the AVakhutu, northward by the Kingani 
River, and on the South by the tribes of the Rufiji. rlahe Wazaramo 
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or, as they pronounce their own name, Wazalamo, claim connection 
with the semi-nomade Wakamba, who have, withiol tradi.tionary times, 
migrated to the north-west of Mombasah. Their dialect, however, 
proves them to be congeners of khe Wakhutu, and distinct from the 
VVakamba. As in :East Africa generally, it is impossible to form the 
remotest idea of the number of families, or of the total of popula- 
tion. The Wazaramo number many subtribes, tae principal of 
which are the Wakamba, which must not be confoundled with the 
northern people of the same name, and the Wap'hangEra. 

These Negroids are able-bodied men, tall and straight, com- 
pared with the coast-clans, but they are i.rlierior in development to 
most of the inner tribes. The complexion, as usual, varies greatly. 
The chiefs are often coal-black, and but fe-w arie of light colour. 
This arises from the country being a slave importer rather than 
exporter; and here, as among the Arabs, black skins are pre- 
ferred. The Mzaramo nearer circumcises, exeept when becoming 
a " Mhajz ,"* nor does this tribe generally tattoo, though some 
adorn the faee with three long cieatrized euts, like the 'XMashali" 
of Meccah, extelldinD down each cheek from the ear-lobes to 
the corners of the mouth. Their distinctive mark is the pecu- 
liarity of dressing their hair. The thick wool is plastered over 
with a c(3at of ochreish and micaceous slay, brought from the hills, 
and mixed to the consistency of honey with the oil of the sesamum 
or the castor-plant.t This pomatum, before drying, is pulled out 
with the fingers to the ends of many little twists, which cirele the 
head horizontally, and is thus formed into a single or a double line 
of knobs, the upper beint above, and the lower below the ears, 
and both stifE, as if affected with the plica polonica. The con- 
trast between these garlands of small red bilberries and the 
glossy black skin is e-ective enough. The clay, when dry, is 
washed out with great trouble by means of warm water soap is 
ignored an(l by long eombing with the fingers. Womerl wear 
the hair-thatch like men; there are, however, several styles. It 
is usually parteEl in the eentre, from the crinal front line to the 
nape of the neek, and allowed to grow in a single or double dense 

* WIhiji, a pilalim. The Arabic word proviQled with an African prefix is 
given irl E. Africa, as Shaykh in W. India, to the rare converts sroll by E1 lslam 
from Fetissisme It by no means implies that the bearer has accomplished a 
pilgrimage. 

t Tllvo varieties of the R;cinus, or castor-plaxlt, grow wild near almost every 
village, and the larger, when unpruned, attains as in India, the height of 18 to 20 
feet, with a strong woody bole which e2rists for many -ears. The Mbono (Jatropha 
curcas ?) is the Gumpal of W. India- it is a coarse bean with fetid oil, a powerful 
purgative, and, when burnt, it fouls the lamp with its greasy soot. The Mbarika, 
or Palma Christi, is the Itrindi of W. India The bean is smaller, and the oil less 
offensive. The E. Africans toast and pound the produce in mortars,and, azlding hot 
water, they skim of the oleaginous scum which is used as an unguexlt as well as 
a medicine. The Arabs more sensibly prefer it " cold-drawn." 
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thatch, ridging the head breadthwise from ear to ear: this i$ 
coloured or not coloured, according to the wearer's taste. Some of 
the Wazaramo, again, train lllxps of their wvool to rise above the 
region of Cautiousness, and very exactly simulate bears' ears. The 
face is usually lozenge-shaped, the eyes are somewhat oblique, the 
nose is at and patulatedy the lips tumid and everted, the jaw 
prognathous, and the beard, excep.t in a few individeuals, is scanty. 
The sebaceous odour of the sliin amongst all these racess is over- 
powering: it is emitted with the greatest effiect dering and after 
excitement e-ither of mind or body. The expression o.f countenance 
is wild and staring, th.e features aGre coarse a.ndE harsh, the gait is 
loose and lounging; the Arab strut and the Indian swagger are 
unknown in. East Africat 'l'he Wazaramo tribe is rich ill albirlos; 
three were seen in the course o? a single day They much 
resemble Europeans of tlle leucous; complexion, the face is quite 
bald; the skin is roughS and easily wrinkles in long lines marke(l 
by a deeper pink; the hair is short, sharp-curling, and coloured 
like a silkworm's cocoon, and the lips are red. The eyes have 
grey pupils and rosy " whites :" they appear very sensitive to light, 
and they are puckered up so as to distort the countenance. The 
features are unusually plain, and the stature appears to range 
below the average. The people call tilese lellcothiops Wazengu, 
" white men," and they entertain no prejudice againsb theln. 

The Wazaramo tribe is wealthy enough to dress well: almost 
every man can afford a shukkah o.r loin-cloth of unbleached cotton, 
which he stains a dirty yellowy like the Indrian gerua, with a clay 
dug in the subsoil. Their ornaments are extensive girdles and 
bead necklaces of various colours, white discs, made from the base 
of a certaill sea-shell,t and worn single on the forehead or in pairs 
upon the breast. A massive ring of brass or zinc encircles the mTrist. 
The decoration peculiar to the tribe, and common to both sexes, 
is the mgowelto, a tight collar or cravat, 1 to 1t50 inches broad, 
of rfed and yellow, white and black beads, with cross-bars of different 
colours at short intervals. Men never appear in public without 
an ostentatious display of arms. The usual weaponst when they 
cannot procure muskets, are spears, bows and arrows, the latter 
poisoned,$ and "sime," or long knives like the Somali datgers, 
made by themselves with importedK iron.. Thfe chiefs are gellera.lly 
seen in; handsome attire; embroidered Surat caps bourld with a 
tight snowy turban of a true African shape, which contrasts well with 
the black skins and the short, stiS, double-peaked beards below. The 

* Subjects like the vdour of the African race, their general physical and mental 
peculiarities, in fact all which concerIss the whole people, will be treated of 
in Chapter SII. These remarks, appended to the several itineraries, are intended 
mainly to specify the characteristics of the tribes or minor divisions. 

t See Chapter XII. 
$ For a general account of archera in IC. Africa see Chapter XIV. 
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body-garment is a loin-cloth of showy Indian cotton or Arab check; 
some prefer the long shirt and the kizbao or waistcoat affiected by 
the slaves at Zanzibar. The women are as well dressed as the 
men -a circumstance rare in East Africa. They wear blue loin- 
clothsX and checks, with a profusion of white discs and bead 
necklaces, aold a tyhando, a little square of the same material about 
6 inches long, hanging like a bib upon the upper bosom, which is thus 
partially concealed from view.. Short coils of thick brass wire are 
tightly wound round the wrists, the arms above the elbows, and the 
ankles; and- -hideous perversion of taste ! the breasts are tied down 
alld elongated by a cord fastene(l tight round the bosom under 
the armpits, placing the waist where civilised Europe was wont to do 
in the earlier part of the 19th century. The child is carried in a cloth 
at the back. Many of these women have the tibia bowed in front 
by carryint, heavy waterpots at too early an age; when not bur- 
dened they have a curious mincing gait, they never veil their 
face3, and they show no shame in the presence of strallgers. 

The habitations of the Wazaramo are far superior in shape 
and size to those of Khutu, and, indeed, to any on this side of 
Unyamwezi. Their buildings generally resemble the humbler 
sort of English cow-house, or of Anglo-Indian bungalomT. In 
poorer house3 the outer walls are of holcus canes, rudely puddled; 
the better description are built of long and broad pieces of myombo 
and mkora bark,t propped against strong uprights inside, and 
bound to them by horizontal split bamboos tied outside with 
fibrous cord. The heavy pent-shape(l roof, often provided with a 
double thatch of grass and reeds, projects its ample eaves, which 
are high enough to admit a man without bending; these are sup- 
ported by a long cross bar resting on perpendicular tree-trunks, 
barked and smoothed, forked above, and firmly planted in the 
ground. Along the outer marginal length of this verandah lies a 
border of large logs polished by long sittings. The ihterior is 
dark and windonvless, and party-walls of holcus or grass cane divide 

* The blue stllff commonly used throughout E. Africa is unbleached cotton 
cloth, dyed with indigo at Bombay and elsewhere. It is called Kaniki, or Kiniki, 

to distinguish it from Khami, or Merkanifi the white domestics " imported from 

America. In the interior it forms as it were the silver currency, the shukkah, 
or cloth fi feet long, of which two compose the doti, being on an average worth 
about one-third less than the same sizes of American domestics. In the chapter 
upon the subject of imports ample notices concerning these and other stuffs will 
be given. 

t The hIkora (Mkola), which is the Mkambakofi cf Zallzibar Island, the 
Myombo, and other trees, afford excelleIlt bark-sheets for houses and kraals. 
The Mkora supplies large and heavy planks for doors, and the whole trunk is 
sacrificed to a sillgle length. Of its yellow wood, which is heavy, hard, close- 
grained, and capable of taking a high polish, the hllge mortars that act as 
mills throughout the country are made, and the smaller branches are converted into 
bows arjd +ralking-staves, The bark is pecllliarly adapted for the African kilindo, 
a kind of l)andbox. 
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it into several compartments. The list of furniture comprises a 
dwarf cartel about 4 feet long by 16 inches broad, upon whlch 
eveil the married couple manages to make itself comfortable; a 
stool cut out of a single block, a huge wooclen mortar, black 
earthen pots, gourds, ladles of coco-nut, cast-of clothes, whet- 
stones,* weapons, nets, and in some p]aces creels for fishing. 
Grain is ground upon an inclined slab of fine-grained granite or 
syenite, sometimes loose, at other times fixed in the ground with a 
mud plaster; the classical Eastern handmill is unknown in this 
part of Africa. The inner roof and its rafters, shining with a 
greasy soot, in wet weather admit drenching lines of leakage, and 
the only artifice applied to the flooring is the tread of the pro- 
prietors. The door is a close hurdle of parallel holcus-straw bound 
to five or six cross-bars with strips of bark. 

In a village there may be from four to twelve of these " bunga- 
lows ;" the rest are the normal haycock and beehive hut of Africa. 
NVhere enemies are numerous the settlements are palisaded; each 
has, moreover, but a single entrance, which is approached by a narrow 
alley of strong stockade, and is guarded by a thick p]anking that 
fits into a doorway large enough to admit cattle. Caravans are 
welcomed and housed when they dare to appear in these villages; 
a house is assigned to them, the large drum is at once bound to a 
post planted in the clear central space, and a dance and song 
and general intoxication represent the rites of Aflican hospitality. 
But the Ngoma Ku, or the great drum, collects the inhabitants 
of all the neighbouring settlements ill an armed gathering, not 
knowing whether feast or fight await them. tioreover, women 
are appointed to attend the stranger and, in case of sickness or 
accident happening to any one of the village, thenT are severely 
interrogated concerning the morality of the strallger: after a little 
decent lying, they are sure to confess their peccadilloes, and the 
apparent hospitality is forthwith converted into extortion and 
violence. The AVazaramo, like the Wagogo, and unlike other East 
Africans, are jealous of their women; still ;' damages " will act, as 
they have acted in other lands, salves to woullded honour and 
l)roken heart. 

The Wazaramo are an ill-collditioned, lloisT, boisterous, violent, 
and impracticable race. A few years ago they were the principal 
obstacle to Arab and other travellers entering into East Africa. 
But the seizure of Kaole and other settlements by the late Prince 
of Zansibar has now given strangers a footizg in the land. After 
tastinO the sweets of gain, they have somewhat relented; quarrels, 
however, between them and the caravans are still frequent. The 
P'hazi, or chief of the district, demands a certain amount of cloth for 

* The larger are called Suko'o, the smaller KiIlo'o. They are usually of the 
sarlle material horublellde b]ocks. 
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free passage from all merchants on their way to the interior; from 
those returning he takes cattle, jembe or iron hoes, shokah or 
hatchets, in fact, whatever he can obtain. If not contented, his 
clansmen lie in ambush and discharge a few poisoned arrows at the 
trespassers: they never have attempted, like the Wagogo, to anni- 
hilate a caravan, in fact, the loss of one- of their number causes a 
general panic. They have hitherto succes$fully resisted the little 
armies of touters that have almost desolated Khutu, and they are 
frequently in hostility with the coast settlements. The young men 
sometimes set out on secret plundering expeditions to Bagamoyo and 
Mbuamaji, and enter the houses at night by mining under the 
walls. The burghers attempt, but in vainS to defeat them, by 
burying stones and large logs as a foundation: their superior dex- 
terity has originated a superstitious notion that they possess a 
peculiar "medicine," a magic spell called " Ugumba,'' which 
throws the househo]d into a deep trance. When a thief is caught 
in flagrant delict, his head soon adorns a tall pole at the entrance 
of the settlement: it is not uncommon to see half a dozen bloody 
or bleached remnants of mortality collected in a single spot. 
When disposed to be friendly the Wazaramo will act as porters to 
Arabs, but if a man die his load is at once confiscated by his rela- 
tives, who, moreovel, insist upon receiving his blood-money, as if 
he had been slain in battle. Their behaviour to caravans in their 
own country depends upon the strangers' strength: lnany trading 
bodies therefore unite into orle before beginnillg the transit, and 
even then they are never without apprehension. 

The \Vazaramo chiefs are powerful only when their wealth or 
per30nal qualities win the respect of their unruly subjects. There 
are no less tllan five orders in this hereditary master-class. The 
P'hasi is the headman of the village, and the Mwene Goha is 
his priolcipal councillor; vmder these are three ranks of elders, 
the Kinyongoni, the ChGma, and the Kawambwa. The head- 
man, lmless exceptionally influential, must divide amongst his 
;'ministry" the blackmail extorted from travellers. He cannot 
l eceive a private message wi$hout communicating it to his subjects; 
in these lands all news must be public property. A messenger 
charged with a state secret is brought before a mixed assembly of 
a11 ranks atld ages, and there he replies categorically to each ques- 
tion as it is addressed; anything reserved for the chiefSs ear must 
be communicated secretly at another time. The P'hazi usually 
fills a small village with his wives and families; he has also large 
estatesw and he personally superintends the labour of his slave- 
gangs. He cannot sell his subjects except for two offences ugoni 
or adultery, and uchawi or black magic. The latter crime is 
usually punished by the stake; in some parts of the country the 
rzzadside shows at every few miles a heap or two of ashes witll a few 
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calcined and blackened human bones mixed with bits of half-con- 
sumed charcoal which tell the tragedy that has been enacted there. 
The prospect cannot be contemplated without horror; here and 
there, close to the larger circles where the father and mother have 
been burnt, a smaller heap shows that some wretched child has 
shared their terrible fate, lest, grovving up, it should follow in its 
parents' path. The power of convictiorl is wholly in the hands of 
the Mganga or medicine-man, who administers, by boiling water, 
an ordeal called bigi or kyapo. If the halld after being dipped 
show any sign of lesion, the offence is proven, and the sentence iS 

instantly carried into execution. 
Instinctively conscious of their moral want3, the Washenz; 

throughout this portion of East Africa have organized certain cus- 
toms which have grown to laws. The first is the sare * or brother 
oath. Like the " manred " of Scotland? the " munh bola bhai " 
of India, and similar fraternal institutions amongst most of the 
ancient tribes of barbarians where sociability is a passion, it tends 
to reconcile separate or adverse interests, to modify the feuds 
and d;scords of savage society and principally to strengthen those 
that need an alliance. In fact, it is a contrivance for choosing 
relations instead of allowing Nature to force them upon manS and 
the flimsiness of the tie between brothers born in polygamy has 
doubtless tended to strengthen it. The ceremony, which is con- 
fined to adults of the male sex, is diffierently perbrmed in the differ- 
ent tribes. Amongst the WNrazaramo, the Wazegura and the Wasa- 
gara, the two to be " brothers " sit on a hide face to face, with legs 
outstretched to the front and overlapping one another; their bovvs 
and arrows are placed across their thighs, whilst a third person, 
waving a sword over their heads, vociferates curses against any 
one that ulay " break the brotherhood." A sheep is then slaugh- 
tered, and its flesh, or lnore often its heart, is brought roasted to the 
pair, who, having made with a dagger or razor an incision in each 
others 13reasts close to the pit of the stomach, eat a piece of meat 
smeared with the blood. Among the \Alanyamwezi and the 
A7Tajiji the cut is made below the left ribs or above the knee; 
each man receives in a leaf his brother's blood which, mixed with 
oil or butter, he rubs into his own wound. An exchange of small 
presents generally concludes the rite. It is a strong tie, as all men 
believe that death or slavery would follow an infraction. The 
Arabs, to whom the tastinC of blood is unlawful, usually perform 
it by proxy. The slave " fundi," manciples, stewards, or fattori, 

* This is the common word in the interior. The Kisawahili express the rite by 
a verb, ku " chanjyana ," the Arabs call it " el mushatibah,'2 from the incising * and 
the Makololo of South Africa, according to Dr. Livingstone (chap. 24), " kasendi.'? 
Asiatics, though tlley adopt brothers and sisters, have no fixed ceremony like the 
Afi icans. 
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of the caravarls become brothers even with the A7Vashenzi whenever 
they expect an opportunity of utilizing the connexion. 

The second custom is more peculiar. The East African dares 
not appropriate an article found upon the road, especially if he 
suspect that it belongs to a fellow tribeman. He believes that 
a"kigambo,"*an unexpectedcalamitv,slaveryordeath,would 
follow the breach of this custom. At Zungomero a watch, belonging 
to the Expedition, was picked up by the country people in the 
jungle, and was punctually returned, well wrapped routld with 
grass and leaves. But subsequellt experience makes the traveller 
regret that the superstition is not of a som-ewhat more catholic and 
comprehensive character. 

The religion of the East African will be treated of in a future 
chapter. 'rhe Wazaramo, like their congeners, are as little troubled 
with ceremony as with belief. In things spiritual as in things 
temporal they listen to but one voice, that of "Ada," precedent 
or ancient custom. The most offensive scoffer or sceptic in Europe 
is not regarded with more abomination than the man who in these 
lands would attempt to toucsh an iota of Ada. 

There are no ceremonies on birth occasions and no purification 
of women amongst these people. In the case of abortion or of a 
still-born child they say, " he hath returned," that is to say, to 
home in earth. V\7hen the mother perishes in childbirtil, the 
parents claim a certain sum from " the man that killed their 
daughter." Neither on the continent nor at Zanzibar do they bind 
with cloth the head of the new-born babe. Twinst are usually 
sold or exposed in the jutlgle.: If the child die, an animal is 
slaughtered fbr a general feast, and in some tribe3 the mother does a 
kind of penance. Seated outside the village, she is smeared with fat 
and flour and is exposed to the derision of people who surround her, 
hooting and mocking with the most obscene jests and gestures. To 
guard against this calamity, the WVazaramo and other tribes are in 
the habit of vowing that the babe shall not be shaved till manhood, 
and the mother wears a number of talismans, bits of wood tied with 
a thong of snake's skin, round her neck, and beads of diffierent 
shapes rolmd her head. When carrying her oispring, which she 
rarely leaves alone, she bears in her hand what is technically called 

* Kigdmbo, a diminutive form, is peculiarly applied to this punishment. " Ma- 
gambo," the plural of the root, is sometimes used in a similar sense, but more often 
to signify a subject of complaint, or a causeless quarrel, synonymous Wit}l the 
French " querelle d'Allemalld.'' 

t Twins are here called WATapacha, and by the Arabs of Zanzibar Shukul, 3f.g. 

This appears to be a barbarous expression; the classical word tau'aman is un- 
known to all except to the learlled of Zanzibar. 

t Accordillg to the Rev. J. F. Schon, it is an insult amongst the Ibos of W. 
Africa to raise two fixlgers and to say, " You gave birth to twins! " Twins are 
there exposed to beasts; alld the mother is divorced aIld driven from society. 
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a kirangozi, a " guide " or " guardian," in the form of two sticks a 
few inche3 in length, bolmd with ban(ls of particoloured beads. This 
article, made up by the AIgang;i, is placed at night under the cllild's 
head, and is carried about till it has passed the first stage of life. 
The kirangozi is intended to guard the mother's treasure against 
the malevolent spirits of the dead: that almost universal supersti- 
tion, the Evil Eye, though an article of faith amongst the Arabs, 
the Wasawahili, and the Wamrima, is unknown to the inner heathen. 

A name is given to the child without other celebration than a 
debauch with pombe: this will sometimes occur at the birth of a 
male, when he is wanted. The East Africans, having few national 
prejudices, are fond of calling their children after Arabs and other 
strangers: they will even pay a sheep for the loan of a merchant's 
name. There must be many hundred Sayyid Saids and Sayyid 
Majids now in the courltry; and as during the eighteen months' 
peregrination of the East African Expeditiorl every child born on 
and near the great trunk-line was called Muzungu (the white man), 
or Muzungo Mbaya (the wicked white man), the Englishman has 
al30 left his mark in the land. Anything, however, is an improve- 
ment upon their names: a prime favourite, for instanoe, is Mav 
ya Gnombe, or " (Cow-dung ;" another Kuffakwema, " Die-good ;" 
a third Na-daka-Mall, " I want wealth." The period of ablacta- 
tion, as in South Africa, is prolonged to the second or third year: 
may this account, in part, for the healthiness of the young and for 
the almost total absence of debility alld deformity ? In(leed, the 
nearest approach to the latter is the unsi^,htly protrusion of the 
umbilical region, sometimes to the extent of several inches, owing 
to ignorance Df proper treatment; but, though conspicuous in child- 
hood, it disappears after puberty. Women retain the power of 
suckling their children to a late age, even when they appear 
withered grandames. No instances, however, are known of the 
faculty attributed to the male breast by some philosophers; in 
fact, the idea of man's milk is derided.$ Until the child can walk 
without danger, he is carried by the mother, not on the hip, as in 
India, but oll the bare back for warmth, a sheet or skin being 
passed over the child and fastened at the parent's breast. Even 
in infancy he clings like a young simiad, and the peculiar fortnation 
of the African race rellders the position easier by providing a kind 
of seat upon which he subsides: the only part of the body exposed 
to view is the little coconut head, with the beady-black eyes in a 
state of everlasting stare. Fillally, the " kigogo," or child who cuts 
the two upper incisors before the lower, is either put to death or 
he is given away or sold to the slave-merchant, under the impression 

* Dr. Livingstone (chap. 6) quotes Baron Humboldt, alad seemingly inclines 
to belief. But,supposing the exceptioIlary plocess to take placesma.y it not be 
more frequent amonest some races than amongst others? The most popular 
instances are those quoted by travellers in the Americcls. 
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that he will bring disease, calamity, and death into the household.* 
The Wasawahili and the Zanzibar Arabs have the same super- 
stition: the former kill the child; the latter, after a khitmah or 
perlection of the Koran, make it swear, by nodding its head if 
unable to articulate, that it will not inJure those about him. Esen 
in Europe it may be remembered the old prejudice against children 
born with teeth is not whollJr forgotten. 

Amongst the Wazaramo there is no limit to the number of 
wives, ex?ept the expellse of wedding and th@ power of supporting 
a large establishment. Divorce is signified by presenting to the 
wife a piece of holcus-cane: if a sensible woman she at QnGe leaves 

the house, and, if not, she is kicked out. There is no more 
romance ln the aiair even before marriage than in buying a goat. 
'rhe malrriageable youth sends a friend to propose to the father: 
when the latter consents, his first step is, not to consult his daughter 

such a proceeding would be deemed the act of a madman but 
to secure for himself as many clothes as possible, from six to twelve 
doti, or even more, besides a preliminary present mrhich goes by 
the naxne of kiremba (kilemba), his " turban " This, however, is 
a kind of settlement which is demanded back if the wife die without 
issue; but if she bear children, it is preserved for them by their 
grand-parents. After the father the mother puts in her claim in 
behalf of the daughter; she requires a kondavl, or broad parti- 
coloured band of beads worn round the waist and next the skin for 
a peculiar purpose; her mukajya or loin-cloth fastened about the 
loins during parturition; and her wereko, or sheet in which the 
child is borne upon the back. In the interior the settlement is 
made in live-stock, varying from a few goats to a dozen cows. 
This weighty point duly determined, the husband leads his wife to 
his own home, an event celebrated by drumming, dancing, and 
extensive drunkenness. Throughout Unyamwezi, as will after- 
wards be explailled, he takes up his abode in hsD wife's house, which 
must not be confounded with her paternal home. The children 
born in wedlock belong to the father. 

When a man or a woman is at the point of death, the friends 

* The Ibos of AVestern and the Bechwanas of S. Africa, also, according to the 
missionaries, put to death " children who cut their upper front teeth first," and 
insult one another by saying, " You fiXst cut your top teeth." 

This and many other instances of superstition, which, to Judge from their arti- 
ficial character, appear traditiona.ry rat.her than natural and spontaneous to human 
instinc.t, would point to a close intercourse in ancient times between now distinct 
and distant nations. It may have resulted from the pec.uliar formation of the 
African contiIlent, which presents none but comparatively modern obstacles 
-slavery, for instance-to free communication. That men still crttss the to us 
utterly unknown regions of Central Africa, is proved by the fact that, in the 
Polyglotta Afric.ana, or ' Vocabularies of the Hundred African Languages,' collected 
at Sierra Leone by the Rev Mr. Koelle, missionary of the Church Missionary 
Society (London, 1854), several, for instance the KaIlyika (Kinyika) and Maravi, 
are pure Zangian. In p. 15 we learn that five men from the Maravi country 
reside in Sielra Leolle. 
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assembie, and the softer sex sometimes SillgS, howls, and weeps: 
the moribund is allowed to depart life upon the kitandah, or cartel. 
There is, however, little demonstrative sorrow anlongst these 
people, and, having the greatest dread of disembodied spirits, all are 
anxious to get rid of the corpse anA its appertainings. The Waza- 
ramo, more civilized than their neighboursX bury their dead stretched 
out and in the dress worn during life: their graves have already 
been described. 

The industry of Uzaramo will occupy but few sentences. Before 
the ,reat raiwnMs of the year set in, the land must be weeded, 
and scratches are made with a hoe br the reception of seed. 
rrhe wet season ushers in the period for copal digging: ths pro- 
ceeds are either sold to travelling traders, or are carried desn to 
the coast in makanda mat-sacks, and are sold to the Banyans. 
Bargaining and huckstering, cheapening and chaffering, are ever 
the African's highest intellectual enjoyments, and he does not 
fail to stretch them to their utmost limits. After the alltumnal 
rains during the azyab, or the north-east monsoon, the grass is 
fired, when the men, seizing their bows, arrows, and spears, indis- 
criminately slaughter bird an(l beast an operation which, yearly 
repeated, accoullts for the scarcity of animal life so remarkable in 
thi3 Animals' Paradise. When all trades fail, the Msaraxno repairs 
to the coast, where, despite his bad name, he usually finds employ- 
ment as a labourer. 

The murder of the unfortunate M. Maizan is too intimately con- 
nected with the history of the Wazaramo to be passed over in 
silence. Since that fatal day the tribe has declined in power and 
consequence; its finest possessions on the coast have been torn 
from it by the Arabs, and there is every prolDability that in a few 
years thi-s proud and lliolent race will be reduced to the abject 
degradation of the Wakhutu. As it is, femr murders have been 
more pregnant in their consequences than that of M. Maizan to 
East Africa. 

M. lEaizan landed at Zansibar island about the end of 1844. 
Arrixred at the age of twenty-six, he had amply qualified himself 
by study for travel, and he was well provided with instruments 
an(l outfit. The latter was of a nature calculated to excite 
savage cupidity, as was proved by the fact that his murderer at 
once used the gilt knob of a tent-pole as a neck-ornament, and, 
tearing out the works of a gold chronometer, converted it into a 
tobacco-box. He has been charged with imprudence in carrying 
too much luggage a batterie de ddjeu7ler, a battewie de dzner, and 
so forth. Also the difficulty of procuring porters caused him to 
leave his armed men behind in charge of his goods, and thus 
contributed to his destruction. Such was his misfortune. But he 
had judU,ed rit,htlyX when undertaking a journey in countries where 
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outfit cannot be renewed, to provide himself with all the materials 
for comfort. On such explorations a veteran traveller would always 
attempt to carry as much, not as little as possible, with him, of 
course prepared to abandon all things and to set out single-handed 
whenever the necessity might occur. It is easy to leave a super- 
fluity, and the best- preparation for severe " roughing it " is to enjoy 
as much ease and comfort as possible. 

But M. Maizan fell upon evil times at Zanzibar. Oark innuen(loes 
concerning French ambition that nation being ever suspected of 
a desire to establish itself in force on the coast of East Africa *- 
filled Hilldu and Hindi with fear for their profits. These men 
necessarily influenced the inhabitants of the island and the sea- 
coast, who probably procured the cooperation of their wild brethren 
in the interior. For the purpose of learning the :Kisawahili, M. 
Maizan delayed nearly eight months at Zanzibar, and, seeing a 
French vessel entering the harbour, he left the place precipitately, 
fearinffl a recall. Vainly also M. Broquant, then consul de France, 
had warned him at,ainst his principal conf(lant, a noted surindler, 
and Lieutenant-Colonel Hamerton had cautioned him to no purpose 
that his glittering instruments and his numerous boxes, all of which 
would be supposed to contain dollars, were dangerous. He visited 
the coast thrice before finally landing, thus giving the Wasawahili 
time and opportunity to mature their plans. He lowered himself 
in the eyes of the Arabs by " making brotherhood " with a native 
of Unyamurezi. Finally, fearing Asiatic apathy and dilatoriness, he 
hastened into the country without waiting for the strong armed 
escort promised to him by His Highness the late Sayyid Said. 

These were grave errors; but they were nothing ill comparison 
with that of trustiIIg himself unarmed, after the fatal habit of 
:Luropeans, alld svithout followers, into the hands of an African 
chief. How often has British India had to deplore deaths " that 
would have dimmed a victorv,o' caused by recklessness of danger 
or the false shame which prevents men iol high position from wearing 
arms where they may be at any moment unexpectedly required, lest 
the safe mediocrties around them should deride such excess of 
cautiousness t 

After the rains of 1845 M. Maizan landed at Bagamoyo, a little 
settlement opposite the island of Zanzibar. There leaving the 
forty musketeers, his private gllard, he pressed on, contrary to the 
advice of his Mnyamovezi brother escorted only by Frederique, 
a Malagash or Comoro man, and a few follonvers, to visit P'hazi 

* For the interests of European trade at ZaIlzibar it is regrettable that M. 
Guillain, in a work lately printed by order of his Government (Paris: Arthur 
Bertrand, Rue Hautefeuille, No. 21), should have perznitted.hirlself to indite such 
a sentiment as the foLlowing:-" Nous aurorls quand rlous le voudrons, Mada- 
gasear, notre Australie a nolls, et des comptoirs secondaires echellolles le long des 
cbtes du Zanguebar, du Golfe d Adel, et de l'Ab} ssillie " (Preface, I- 28). 
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Mazungera, the chief of the Wakamba subtribe of the \NTazaramo, 
at his village of Dege la lA1hora. Ile was -received with a trea- 
cherous cordiality, of which he appears to have been completely 
the dupe. After sozne days of the most friendly intel course, 
dtlring which the villain s plans were being matured, AIazungera, 
sudderlly sending for his guest, reproached him as he entered the 
hut with giving presents to other chiefs. Preselltly working him- 
self into a rage, the African exclaimed, "Thou shalt die at this 
moment." At this signal a crowd of savages rushed in, bearing 
two lont, poles. Frederique, then presellt, was saved by the P'hazi's 
wife: he cried to his luaster to run and touch her, in which case 
he would have been sate; but the traveller had plaobably lost pre- 
sence of mind, and the woman was removed. The unfortunate 
man's arms were then tightly abound rounxl a pole lJushed crosswise 
upon another, to which his legs and head were secure(l by a rope 
tied across the brow. In this state he was carried out of the 
village to a calabash-tree, about fifty yards on the opposite side of 
the road. The inhuman lMazungera first severed all his articula- 
tions, whilst the war-song and the drum sounded notes of triumph. 
Finding the sime, or double-edged knife, somewhat blllnt, he 
stoppedX when in the act of cutting his victim's throat, to whet the 
edt,e, ands having finished the bloody (leed, he concluded with 
wrenching the head from the body 

Thus perished an amiable, talellted, arld highly educated man, 
whose only gault was rashness too often the word for enterprise 
when Fortune withholds her smile. The savage A?azunt,era was 
disappoillted in his death. The object of the torture was to (lis- 
cover, as the Mganga had advised, the place of his treasures, 
whereas the wretched man only groaned and implored forgiverless 
of his sins, and called upon the names of those friends whose advice 
he had neglected. The P'hazi then attempt.ed to decoy from 
Bagamoyo the forty musketeers left with the outfit, but in this he 
failed. He then proceeded to make capital of his foul deed. 
WVhen Snay bin Amir, a Maskat merchant, of whom more anon, 
appeared with a large caravan at Dege la Mhora, Mazungera 
demanded a new Sribute for free passage; and, as a threat, he 
displayed the knife with which he had committed the murder. But 
Snay proved himself a man not to be trifled with. 

Frederique returned to Zanzi3uar shortly after the mulder, anal 
was examined by t![. Broquant. An infamous plot would probably 
have come to light had he not fled from the fort where he was 
confined. FrederEque disappeared nIysteriously. He is said now 
to be living at Marungu, on the Tanganyika Take, under the 
Moslern name of lASuhammadi.* His flight served for a pretext to 

* P4oLammed. The Wasawahili, whose African organs cannot endure a final 
collsonant, alld Will inflict an ultimate vowel and a pellultimate accent, srhethel 
right or svrong, 1l)an all borrowed words, have made considerable harroc amongst 
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mischievous men that the prince was implicated in the murder: 
they also spread a notoriously false report that Mazungera, an 
independent chief, was a vassal of the suzerain of Zanzibar. 

In 1846 the brig-of-war Le Ducouedic, of the naval division of 
Bourbon, M. Guillain, Capitaine (le Vaisseau, commanding, was 
charged, amongst other commercial and political interests, with 
insisting upon severe measures to punish the murderers. In vain 
His IIighness Sayyid Sald protested that Mazungera was beyond 
his reach; the fact of the robber-chief having been seen at Mbua- 
maji after the murder, was deemed conclusive evidence to the con- 
trary. At length the Sayyid despatched up country three or four 
hundred musketeers, mercenaries and slaves, under command of 
Jumah the late, alld of Bori the present, Diwan of Saadani. The 
little troop marched some distance into the country, when they were 
suddenly coTlfronted by the Wazaramo, commanded by Hembe, 
the son of Mazungera, who, after skirmishing for a couple of days, 
fled wounded by a matchlock-ball. The chief result of the expe- 
dition was the capture of a luckless clansman who had beaten the 
war-drum during the murcler. He was at once transferred to Zan- 
zibar, and was passed off by those transparent Eastern diplomatists 
as the P'hazi Mazungera. For nearly two years he was chained in 
front of the French consulate; after that time he was placed in 
the fort heavily ironed to a gun under a cadjan shed, where he 
could hardly stand or lie down. The wretch died about a year 
ago, and Zanzibar lost one of its lions. 

After the slaughter of M. Maizan the direct route through 
Dege la Mhora was long closed, it is said, and is still beliexed, by 
a " ghal" a dragon or huge serpent, who, of course, was supposed 
to be the demon-ghost of the murdered man. The reader will 
rejoice to hear that the miscreant Mazungera, who has evaded 
human, has not escaped (livine punishment. 'rhe miserable old 
man is haunted by the P'hepo or spirit of the guest so foully slain: 
the torments which he has brought upon himself have driven him 
into a kind of exile; and his tribe, as has been mentioned, has 
steadily declined from its forrner position with even a greater 
declille in prospect. The jealous national honour displayed by the 
French Government on the occasion of M. Maizan's lnurder has 
begun to bear fruit. 

Next in order to the maritime Wazarame on this line of road 
are the Wakhutu, to whom many of the observations upon the 
subjeet of their nseighbours equally apply. Their territory extends 
from the Mgeta River to the mountains of Usagara, and in breadth 
from the Duthumi crags to the Rufiji River in the south 

The Wakhutu are mentally as well as physically an inferivr 

Arabic names. Abubekr, for instance, has become BeAkar , Khamis Khamisi, Usman 
lEcnz, Sha) kh Shehe, Nasib Shtbti. " Ibn "-the son of-is converted il to Wa, the 
possewive prefix ., e.g. Khamis bin Uselan l eappears as Sharnisi Wa Sfinz. 
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race to tlle WATazaramo. In appearance they are exceedingly dark, 
and they bear other marks of degradation, the effects of llumid heat 
and miasma. They have 1lo peculiar tattoo, although individuals 
raise extensive patterns in small cicatrices upon their breasts. The 
popular head-dress is the clay coating of the A;Vazaramo, of some- 
what modified dimensions; and: some of them, who are possibly 
derived {rom the WVahiao and other southern clans, have a prac- 
tice-exceptional in these latit.udes of chipping their incisors to 
sharp points, which imitate well enough the armature of the rep- 
tilia. Their eyes are bleared and red with perpetual intoxication, 
and they seem to have no amusements but dancing and singing 
half the night. None but the wealthier can afford to wear cloth; 
the substitute is a ki]t of the calabash fibre,* attached by a cord 
of the same material to the waist. In women it often narrows to 
a span, and it would be inadequate to the purposes of decency were 
it not assisted by an under-clothing of softened goatskin; this 
and a s(luare of leather upon the bosom, which, however, is often 
omitted, corxlpose the dress of the multitude. The ornaments are 
like those of the \Vazaramo, but by no means so numerous. The 
Wakhutu live poorly, and, having no ghee, are contented with 
sesamum and fresh castor-oil with their holcus porridge. The 
rivers supply them with the usual mud-fish; at times they kill game. 
'rheir sheep, goats, and poultry are reserved for barter on the 
coast; and, though bees swarm throughout their land, and even 
enter their villages, they will not take the trouble to make hives. 

The proportion of chiefs to subJects seems to increase in the 
inverse ra.tio of what is required. Every district in Khutu has its 
P'hazi or headman, with his minister the AIwene Goha, and inferior 
chiefs, the Chandume', the Muwinge, and the ATbeir&. These men 
live chiefly upon the produce of their wide fields, which they sell 
to caravalls, tlley are too abject and timid to insist upon the 
blacskmai} which has caused so many skirmishes in Uzaramo; and 
tbe only use that they make of their power is to tyrannise over 
their villages, and occasionally to organise a little kidnapping. 
A;\tith the aid of slavery and black magic they rellder their subjects' 
lives as precarious as they well can: no one, especially in old age, 
is sai from being burzat at a day's notice. They are civil to 
stranOers, but they are wholly unable to mediate between them and 

* These kilts, which exactly resemble those of the " Mop-headed Papuans," are 
made by the tribes to the north of the Pangani, from the youtag leaves of the 
(lwarf f'an-palm * in Khutu and Usagara from the bark of the mbuyu, or calabash. 
The fibre is manipulated as in rope-making. Incisions are made in the lower 
boles of full-grown trees, and plates of bark, three or four feet long, are stripped 
off by meaIIs of a little axe: the hard skin, after softening by maceration, is 
then removed by beating with a stone; and fillally it becomes a substance not 
unlike coir, which is rubbed between the hands till fit to be twisted into ropes 
or kilts. 

VOL. XXIX. H 
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the tribe. The WXVakhutu have been used as porters; but they have 
proved so t.reacherous, and so determined to desert, that no men 
will trust them in a land where prepayment is the first eondition of 
an agreetnent. Property amongst them is inseeure: a man has 
a vested right in his sister's children, and when he d;es, his 
brothers and relations earefully plunder his widow and orphans. 

The dirty slovenly villages of the AVakhutu are an index of the 
eharaeter of the people. Unlike the eomfortable eottages of the 
eoast, and the roomy abodes of the NVazaramo, the settlements of 
the Wakhutu are eomposed of a few straggling hovels of the 
humblest deseription with doors little higher than an English 
pigsty, and eaves so low that a man eannot enter them exeept on 
a11-fours. In shape they differ, some being simple cones, others like 
European haystaeks, and others like old straw beehives. The eom- 
mon hut is a eirele from 12 to 25 feet in diameter, those belonging 
to the ehiefs are soznetirtles of eonsiderable size, and the first part 
of the erection is a cylindrieal framework of tall stakes, or the 
rough trunks of young trees, interwoven with parallel and eon- 
centrie rings of flexible twigs and withies, which are eoated inside 
and outside with puddle of red or grey elay. In some a seeon(l 
eirele of wall is built round the inner eylinder, thus forrning one 
house within the other. The roof, subsequently added, is of sticks 
and wattles, and the weight rests ehiefly upon a eentral tree. It 
has eaves-like projeetions, forming a narrow verandah, that rests 
upon horizontal bars, supported by forked uprights. Over the stieks 
interwoven with the frame, thiek grass or palm-fronds are thrown, 
an(l the whole is eovered with a eoat of thateh tied on with strips 
of tree bark. During the first few minutes of heavy rain, this roof- 
ing, shrunk by the parehing suns, admits water enough to pateh 
the interior with mud. The furniture of the eottages is like that 
of the AVazaramo; and the few square feet which eompose the 
area are divided by sereens of wattle into dark pigeon-holes, used 
as stores, kitehen, and sleeping-rooms. A t-hick field of high grass 
is allowed to grow in the neighbourhood of each village, to baffle 
pursuers in ease of need; and some cottages are provided with 
double doorways for easier flifflht. In the middle of the village 
there is usually a tall trees under wh;th the men lounge upon cots 
scareely large enough for an Ezlglish child; and the slaves, wrang- 
ling or laughing, husk their holells in huge wooden mortars. 
These settlements can scarcely be called permanent: even the 
death of a chief causes them to be abandoned, and in a few months 
long grass waves over the remains, rain-washed circlets of charred 
stakes and straw. 

The only sub-tribe of the Wakhutu which deserves notice is 
the AYaziraha, who inhabit the low grounds below the Mabruki 
Pass, irl the first parallel of the Usagara Mountains. They are 
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remarkable only for having beards somewhat better developed than 
in the other East-African races: in sickly appearance they rF 
semble their congeners. 

Remain for consideration the Wadoe and the Wazegura. The 
proper habitat of the Wadoe is between the Watondwe or thse 
tribes of Saadani, on the littoral, and the Wakhwere, near Khutu, on 
the west; their northern frontier is the land of the Wazegura, and 
their southern the Gama and the Kingani Rivers. Their country, 
irrigated by the waters of the Gama, is plentiful in grain, though 
wanting in cattle; they export to Zanzibar sorghum and maize, 
mith a little " chakazi " or unripe copal. 

The Wadoe ollce formed a powerful tribef and were the terror 
of their neighbours. Their force was first hroken by the SVakamba, 
who, however, so weakened themselves, that they were compelled 
to emigrate in mass from the country, and have now fixed them- 
selves in a region about 14 marches to the north-west of Mombasah, 
which appears to have been ancielltly called the land of the Mere- 
mongao.* During this struggle the \Vadoe either began or, what 
is more likely, renewed a practice which has made their name 
terrible even in African ears. Fearing defeat from the A\rakamba, 
they began, in presence of the foe, to roast alld eat slices from 
the bodies of the fallen.t The maneeuvre succeeded; the Wa- 
kamba could dare to die, but they could not face the idea of be- 
coming food. Presently, when the ATazegura had armed themselves 
with muskets, and the people of Whinde had organised their large 
plundering excursions, the \\tadoe lost all power. About ten years 

,ro Jumah AIfumbi, the late Diwan of Saadani, exacted tribute 
from them, and after his death his sons continued it. In 1857, 
broken by a famine of long continuance, many A:Vadoe fled to the 
south of the Kingani River, and obtained from the Wazaraluo 
lallds near Sanesera and Dege la Mhora. 

The NVadoe differ greatly in colour and in form. Some are 
tallS well-made, and light-complexioned Negroids, others are 
almost black. Their distinctive mark of womell as well as men 
-is a pair of long cuts down both cheeks, from tlle temple to the 
jaw; they also frequently chip away the two inner sides of the upper 
central incisors, leaving a small chevron-shaped hole. This mutilatio 
however is practised altnost throughout Intelstropical Africa. They 
are wild in appearance, and dress in softened skins, stained yellow 

* Chap. XIV. 
t It is probably an ancient practice amongst the TVadoe revived on this occa- 

sion. These cannibals preferled the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet 
eaving the fleshy and muscular parts to the womenS children, and slaves. Accord- 
illg to Ptolemy (lib. iv chap. 8, quoted by Dr. Beke, in a valuable paper on the 
Sile and its tributaries, published in the ' Tlansactions of the Royal Geogr. Soc.,' 
vol. xvii. p. 74?, on the Barbariclls Sinus-the belt of low lalld formillg 
Zallzibar-thele dwelt a nation of Allthropophagi. 
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with the bark and the flowers (?) of the mimosa. Their arms are a 
large hide-shield spears, bows, and arrows, shokah or little battle- 
axe, the sime-knife, and the rungu or kllobstick. They are said 
still to drink out of hurnan skulls, which are not polished or pre- 
pared in any way for the purpose. The principal chief is termed 
Mweme; his privy-councillors are called Makunga (?), and the 
elders M'ana Mirao (?). The great headmen are buried almost 
naked, but retaining their bead ornaments, sitting in a shallow pit, 
so tllat the forefinger projects above the ground. .With each 
are interred alive a male and a female slave, the former holding a 
mundu or billhook wherewith to cut fucl for his lord in the cold 
filtule world, and tne latter, who is seated upon a little stool, supports 
his head in her lap. This custom has been abolished by some of 
the tribes: according to the Arabs, a dog is now buried in lieu of 
the slaves. The subdivisions of the Wadoe are numerous. 

The WATazegura, who do not inhabit this line of road, requile 
some allusion, owing to the part which they have played in the 
enl drama of African life. They occupy the lands south of the 
Pangani River to the Cape Utundwe, and they extend westward as far 
as the hills of Nguru. Originally a peaceful tribe, they have been 
rendered terriblc by the possession of firearms; and their chiefs have 
now collected large stores of gunpowler, used only to kidnap and to 
capture the weaker wretches within their reach. They thus supply 
the market of Zanzibar with slavesS and this practice is not of 
yesterday. Abollt twenty years ago the \vazegura serfs upon the 
sland, who haa been cheaply bought during a famine for a few 

lueasures of grain, rose against their Arab masters, retired into the 
jungle, and, reinforced by malefactors and malcontentsX began, like 
theTuchins of Languedoc, a-servile war. This raged with the 
greatest fury for six months, when the goverlaor, Ahmed bin Sayf, 
rnaternal urlele to his Highness the late Sayyid Sald,* brought in 
a body of mercenaries from Hazramaut, and soon broke the force 
of this Jacquerie by setting a price upon their heads, alld by giving 
the captives as prizes to the captors. The late exploits of Kisa- 
bengon the MzaguraX have already been alluded to. The Arab 
merchants of Unyanyembe declare that the road will never be safe 
until that individual's head caps a pole: they speak with bitterness 
of heart, for he is known to exact an unconscionable " Blackmail." 

The \ATazegura are in point of polity an exception to the rule of 
East Africa: instead of owning hereditary sultans, they obey the 
loudest tongue, the most open hand, and the sharpest spear. This 
tends practically to cause a perpetual blood-feud, and to raise up 

* The list of rulers of Zanzibar island, according to the Arabs, is-1, the 
61ave YakAt, who died about seventy years ago- 2, the Sayyid el Laghbari, who 
ruled in the time of Capt. Owen (1822-26) * 3, Mohammed bin Sulayman; 4, the 
slaveAlmas; 5, Abdullah bin Jumah; 6, Ahmedbin Sayf; 7, Sayyid Said, of 
Maskat. 
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a number of petty ehiefs, who, aspiring to higher positions, must 
distinguish themselves by bloodshed, and aequire wealth in 
weapons, the great title to superiority, by slave-dealin^,. The 
only oceasion when thetr eombine is an opportunity of suecessful 
attaek upon some unguarded neighbour. Briefly, the A7Tazegura 
have become an irreelaimable raee, and sueh they will remain until 
compelled to make a livelihood by honest iIldustry. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE SECOXD REGION: THE MOUNTAINS OF USAGARA, IX THE E. AFRICAN 
GHAUTS. 

THE seeond or mountain region extends from the western frontier 
of Khutu at the head of the alluvIal valley, in E. 1OXlg. 37O 28', to 
the province of Ugogi, the eastern portion of the flat table-land of 
Ugogo, in E. long. 36?14'. Its diagonal breadth is 85 geo- 
graphieal and rectilinear miles. Its length eannot be estimated; 
aecor(ling to the guides, Usagara is a prolongation of the moun- 
tains of Nguru, or Ngu, extending southwards with a gap for the 
fluviatile valley of the Rufiji to the line of highlands of which 
Njesa in Uhiao is said to be the eulminating apex. I'hus this 
feature would eorrespond with the eastern Ghauts of the Indian 
peninsula. The general lay of the range is from north to south; 
at the point under eonsideration 't is from north by west to south 
by east, thus forming all angle of 10?-1;j? with the meridian. As 
will presently appear, it is (livided into three distinet ridges by 
longitudinal plains. The highest point above sea-level, observed 
by B. P. therm., is 5700 feet; there are, however, peaks whieh 
may rise to 6000 or 6500 feet. The IJsagara ehain is here of the 
first order; indeed it is the only range of any importanee in a 
direet line from the eoast to NVestern Unyamwezi: it would hold, 
however, but a LQW grade in the general system of the earth's 
elevations. 

Owing to the depression of the basal regions at the seaward slopes 
there is no general prospeet from the east. After bounding the 
plains of Khutu on the north by irregular bulging lines of rolling 
hill, the main body of the mountains rises rapidly to the frst 
gradient. Viewed from the west, the eounterslope appears a long 
erescent, with the gibbus to the front, and with the eusps vanishing 
into the distance. The summit is in the eentre of the half-moon, 
where the profile is somewhat mural and reglllar; the flanks of 
the chain, rounded and lumpy cones, intersected by plains, basins, 
alld dhuns, the fraetures of the rocky system, denote a primary and 
igneous origin. Internally the lay, as in granitic formations, is 
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irregular; the ridges preserve no general direction, and they appear 

to intersect one another confusedly. It is to be observed that the 

opposite slopes of the three several ridges are not equally inclined. 

In chains fringing a peninsula, the seaward declivities being usually 

the more abrupt, the landward faces are not only more elongated, 

but they axe also dwarfed, in proportion as the plateau into which 

they fall is higher from the maritime plains from which they rise. 

To enter, therefore, is far more toilsome than to return. 
Erom the mingling of lively colours, Usagara is delightful 

to the eye, af'ter the monotonous tracts of verdure which pall 

upon the sight at Zanzibar, and in the river-valleys. The sub- 

soil, as displayed in the deeper cuts of the ravines and nullahs, 

is granite, greenstone, schist, or a coarse incipient sandstone, 

brown or green, with sun-blackened strata, much tilted up, which 

here and there outcrop. In the higher elevations the soil varies 

in depth from a few inches to 30 feet: it is often streaked 

with long, ilregular bands of pebbles. The colour is either an 

ochreish brick-red, sometinles micaceous, and encrusted with per- 

oxide of iron, or of a dull grey, which, like a mixture of all the 

colours, appears dazzlingly white under the sun's rays; it is the 

debris of comminuted f'eldspar. The plains and depressions are 

covered with a black earth; after a few showers they become a 

sheet of mudS and, in the dry season, a deeply cracked and level 

savannah. Where the elevations are overgrown from base to 

sum?lit with a thin forest, the edges of the greenstone and the 

sandstone strata appear through a thin brown coat of fertile humus, 

the gift of decayed vegetation. A fossil bulimus was found at 

about 2200 feet above sea-level, and large Achatinne, locally called 

Khowa, are scatterect over the surface. On the hill-sides, especially 

in the lower slopes, are strewed and scattered erratic blocks and 

boulders, and diminutive pieces of white and waxy, red, yellow, and 

rusty quartz, with large irregu]ar fragments, and small calcareous 

nodules of weatherworn "kunker." NVhere water lies deep the 

hills and hill-plains are clothed with a thin shrubbery of mimosas 

and other thorny gums. Throuthout East Africa these woods are 

the only spots in which travelling is enjoyed. Great, indeed, is their 

contrast with the notmal features,-bald yellow fields of glare, fetid 

bush and grass, and monotonous expanses of dull, dead herbage, 

concealing mud-swamps and tuf'ty watercourses, whose only varieties 

are green, greener, and greenest. In these forests the traveller appears 

often surrounded by a thick wood, which he never reaches, the trees 

thinninc out as he advances. In such favoured tracts on clear 

and sunny days the scenery is strange and imposing The earthen 

base is of a dark red, which is prolonged half-way up the tree- 

trunks by the ascending and descellding galleries of' the termite: 

contrasting with this peculiarly African tint, the foliage, mostly con- 
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fined to the upper branches, is vf a tender and lively green, whose 
open work admits from above the vivid blue or the golden yellow 
of an unclouded sky, pure as in the brightest regions of Greece or 
Italy. In the basins where water is nearer the surface, and upon 
the banks of watercourses and rivulets, the sweet and fertile earth 
produces a richly green vegetation, and a gigantic growth ef 
timber, which distinguishes this region from others farther west. 
Usagara is peculiarly the land of jungle-flowers, and fruit. Their 
characteristic is a pleasant acidity, a provision of nature in climates 
urhere antiseptics and correctives to bile are almost necessaries of 
life. They are abundant, butg being allowed to grow 7ild, the 
fleshy parts are undeveloped. In plains the air, heavy with the 
delicious perfume of the jasmine (Jasminum Abyssinicum ?), with 
the strog odour of a kind of sage (Salvia Africana, or Abyssinica ?), 
and with the firavrant exhalations of the mimosa flowers, which stalld 
like goldell balls on the bright green boughs, forms a most exljoy- 
able contrast to the fetid effluvia of the dreary swamps of the 
lowlands. The tamarind, everywhere growing wild, is a gigan- 
tic tree. The R[yombo,$ the MfUvuXt the Sdabi,$ and the Maya- 
gea,? are of unusual dimensions; the calabash is found 40 to 50 
feet in girth; and the syeamore,ll whose favourite habitat is the 

* The Myombo is a fine forest tree extending almost from the coast to the 
Lake llegions, and apparently unknowll to the natives of Zanzibar island. It bears 
a green flower, with the os-erpowering smell of the Indian jasmines. Tbe fruit 
is a large greenish pod, coLltaining ten or twelve long hard seeds like acorns 
of a brown black colour, and set in cups, which resemble red sealingwa2i. The 
coarse bark is used for building houses, and especially kraals- the finer fibre for 
" basts " and ropes * and the wood makes what Orientals call a hot fire, lasting 
long and burning well out. 

t The Mfu'u in Usagara and Khutu attains considerable size, in Unyamwezi 
it is a rugged and stunted tree. It bears an edible fruit, somewhat like the 
smallest crab-apple, colltaining a stone of inordinate proportions. In Ursyamwezi 
it ripens about October, in Khutu about February. 

t The NdAbi is a fruit tree abundant in Usagara, Ugogi, and Unyamwezi. It 
ranges in height from 30 to 43 feet, and its fiuit resemlJles a pale red currant. 
The taste can be compared to nothing but sweetened gum dissolved in dirty water. 

? The MayageS is a stunted tree bearing a large fleshy flower of a rusty 
murrey red, and gourds about 18 inches long, solid and heavy, depending, some 
singly, others in bunches, from slender cords. The Arabs pierce a hole in the 
fruit, churn the insi(le with a stick, and use the flothy juice of the rind as all 
application to sluggish sores, which it is said to burn like bluestone. 

ll This syeamore, called Mkuyu, far surpasses in appearance the elms and 
lindetls of Europe. Its habitat extends from Egypt, Ab-ssinia, and SomaliZlalld 
almost to the southern extremity of E. Africa. The finest specimens in this 
country are found in Usagara and Ugogi, those of Uzaramo alld Unyamwezi being 
of smaller dimensions. The bole, composed of a pillared mass, averages from 
8 to 10 feet in height. The branches extend prodigiously? and are adorned with 
the richest masses of cool verdure. The fluit, though eaten by travellers, is a 
poor small berry? all rind and seeds, with a slender title to the rlame of a fig. 

Another wild fig-tree is the Mtamba, resembling the former in genera] appear- 
ance, but differing from it in detail. The leaf is large, heavy and thick, the 
fruit is knobbed with green exclescences; and the bole is loftier than that of 
the Mkuyu. The roots, which irl age rise above the earth, draw up a quantity 
of mould, which, when the tree decays or is destroyed, folms the dwarf moullds 
that in many parts encualber the sulface of the country. 
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lower countersTope of Usagara, sometimes overshadows a circle 
whose perimeter is 500 feet. On the steep hill-sides, which here 
and there display signs of cultivation and clearings of green or 
sun-burnt grass, grow parachute-shaped mimosas, with tall.and 
slender trunks, and crowned by domes of verdure, rising one above 
the other like umbrellas in a crowd. 

The plains, the basins, and the steps, or facets of table-land found 
at every elevation, are fertilized by a stripe-work of streams, runnels, 
and burns, which, anastomos;ng in a single channel, flow off into 
the main drain of the country. Cultivation is in patches isolated 
by thick belts of thorny jungle, and the villages are few and rarely 
visited. As usual in hilly countries, the settlements are built upon 
high ridges and the slopes of cones, for rapid drainage after rain, 
a purer air and fewer mosquitoes, and, perhaps, for protection from 
kidnappers. The country }:eople bring down their supplies of grain 
and pulse for caravans. rlhere is some delay and difficulty on the 
first day of arrival at a station and provisions for a party exceed- 
ing a hundred men are not to be depended upon after the third or 
fourth marketing, nvhen the people have exhausted their stores. 
Fearing the thievish disposition of the Wasagara, who even at- 
tempt to snatch away a cloth froln a sleeping man, travellers rarely 
lodge near the settlements. Kraals vf thorn, capaciolls circles 
enelosing straw boothies, are fk3und at every march, and,wwhen 
burned or destroyed by accident, they are restored before the 
strangers attetnpt to bivouac. The roads, as usual in East Africa, 
are tracks trodden down by caraarans arlul cattle, and the water- 
course is ever the favourite Pass. Many of the ascents and 
descents are so proclivitous that donkeys must be relieved of their 
loads; and in fordint, the sTuggish streams, where no grass forlns a 
causeway over the soft, viscid mire, they sink almost to the knees. 
The steepest paths are those in the upper regions; in the lower, 
thouC,h the inclines are often severe, they are generally longer, alld 
tbey are consequently easier. At the foot cf each hill there is either 
a mud or a watercourse dividing it from its neighbour. These 
obstacles greatly reduce the direct distance of the day's march. 

The mc)uoltains are well supplied with water, which is sweet after 
the brackish produce of the maritime valley, and good when not 
rendered soft and slimy by lying long on rushy beds. Uporl the 
middle inclines the btlrns and runnels descending from thxe upper 
heights form -fiumaras of considerable extent? and of a picturesque 
aspect. The wide and open sole, filled with the whitest and cleanest 
sand, and retaining pools of fresh clear water, or pitted with shallow 
wells, is edged by low steep ledges of a dull red clay, lined with 
glorious patriarchs of the forest, and often in the bed is a thickly 
wooded branch or shoal-islet, at whose upper extremity heavy drift- 
wood, arrested by gnarled milnosa-clumps, and screens of shrubs, 
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attests the violence of the rufous-tinted bore of waves with which 
a iw showers in the upper regions fill the broadest courses. Lower 
down the channels which convey to the plains the surplus drainage 
of the mountains are heaps and sheets of granite, with long reaches 
of rough gravel; their stony walls, overrun with vegetation, tower 
high on either hand, and the excess of inclination produces after 
heavy rains torrents like avalanches, which cut their way deep into 
the lower plains. During the dry season, water is drawn from pits 
sunk from a few inches to 20 feet in the re-elltering angles of the 
beds. Fed by the percolations of the soil, it unites the pUlity of 
springs with the abundance of rain-supplies, a comfort f;lly ap- 
preciated by down-caravans after the frequent " Tirikeza," or 
droufflhty afternoon-marches in the western regions. 

l'he versant of the mountains varies. In the seaward and the 
central sections streams flow eastward, and swell the Kingani and 
other rivers. The southertl hills discharge their waters south and 
south-west throuc,h the Maroro River, and various smaller tribu- 
taries, into the Rsvaha, here the name for the upper course of the 
Rufiji. In the lateral plains between the ridges, and in the hill- 
girt basins, stagnant pools, which even during the Masika inundate, 
but will not flow, repose upon beds of porous black earth, and 
by their profuse herbage of reeds and rush-like grass, with the 
luxuriant crops produced by artificial irrigation, cause a malarious 
atmosphere, and a consequent degradation in the people. 

The climate of Usagara is cold and damp. It has two distinct 
varieties, the higher regions being salubrious, as the lower are 
unwholesome. ln the western lower ranres heavy exhalations are 
elrlitted by the decayed vegetation, the nights are raw, the morn- 
ings chilly and nlisty, and the days are brieht and hot. In the 
upper heights, near the sources of the Mukondokwa River, the 
climate suogests the idea of the Mahabaleshwar and the Neilgherry 
Hills in Western India. Cotnpared with Uzaramo or Unyam- 
wezi, these mountains are a sanatorium. The east win(lS a local 
deflection of the south-east trade, laden with the moisture of the 
Atlantic and the Indiall Oceans, and collecting the evaporation 
of the valley, impinges upon the seaward slope, and, ascending, is 
relieved from atmospheric pressure, and is condensed by a colder 
temperature; thence the frequent precipitation of heavy rain, and 
the banks and sheets of morning cloud which veil the tree-clad peaks 
of the highest gradients. As the sun waxes hot, the air acquires 
a greater capacity for carrying water; and the results are a 
milky mist in the basins, and in the upper hills a wonderful clear- 
ness, broken only by the thin cirri of the higher atmosphere. After 
sunset, again, the gradual cooling of the temperature causes the 
deposit of a copious dew, which renders the nights peculiarly plea- 
sant to a European. rhe diurnal sea-breeze which is felt in the 
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slope is unknown in the counterslope of the mountains, where, indeed, the climate is much inferior to that of the central an(l eastern heights. As in the Sewalik Hills, and the sub-ranges of the Himalayas, the sun is burning-hot duriilg the dry season, and in the rains there is either a storm of thunder and lightning, wind and rain, or a stillness deep and depressing-,-rith oceasional gusts of a wind whose distinct moaning shows the highly electaical state of the atmosphere. The Masika, here commencing in early January, lasts three months, when the normal easterly winds shift to the north and the north-west. Ihe Vuli, confined to the eastern slopes, occurs in August, and as on the plains frequent showers fall between the vernal and the autumnal rains. 
The people of Usagara suffer in the lower regions from severe ulcerations, from cutaneous disorders, and from other ailments of the plain. Higher up they are healthier, though by no means free from pleurisy, pneumonia, and dysentery. Fever is common, more acute in the range of swamps and decomposed herbage, milder in the well-ventilated cols and on the hill-sides. The type is rather a violent bilious attack, accompanied by remittent febrile symptoms, than a regular fever. It begins with cold and hot fits, followed by a copious perspiration, and sometimes inducing delirium; it lasts as a quotidian or a tertian from four to seven days; and though the attacks are slight, they are followed by great debility, and by want of aFpetite, of sleep, and of energy. This fever is greatly exacerbated by exposure and fatigue, and it seldom fails to leave behind it a legacy of cerebral or visceral disease, dysentery or 

diarrhea. 
The mountains of Usagara are traversed from east to west by two main lines; the Mukondokwa on the northern and the Kirin- gawana on the southern line. The former was closed until 1856 by a chronic famine, the result of such a neighbourhood as the Wazegura and the people of Whinde on the east, the Wahumba and the AVamasai northxvards, arfd the Warori on the south-west. In 1858 the mountaineers, after murdering by the vilest treachery a young Arab trader, Salim bin Nasir, of the Bu Saidi, or the royal clan of Zanzibar, attempted to plunder a large mixed caravan of WVanyamwezi and Wasawahili, numbering 700 or 800 guns, com- manded by a stout fellow, Abdullah bin Nasib, called by the Africans Kisesa,* xvho carried off the cattle, burned the villages, and laid waste the whole of the Rubeho or western chain. The Mukondokwa, which spans the three several ridges, and which tra- 

* The heathen Africans, unable to manage, even with their Kisawahili modifi- cations, the Arabic names, iilvariably nicliname the resident Arab merchants after their own fashion. Almost all are derived from some personal quality, as "Kidogo," Mr. "Little;" antl not unfrequerltly they are grossly satirical as " Msopora*" 
> 
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verses the most characteristic scenery of Usagara, will be described 
stage by stage. In the Kiringawana, or the southern route, winding 
amongst the tamer and less interesting levels, only the few stages 
which present a novelty are offiered to the reader. 

From Mzizi AIdogo, the station situated on the lowest gTadient 
of the Usagara Mountains, to Ugogi, their western limit, are 17 
khambi or stages, which may be accomplished by caravans, wherl 
in light marching-order, in three weeks. The first is a hill-side 
kraal, ccalled Chya K'henCe (of the iguana$), a march of 4 h. 30 m. 
The path lies over a succession of short steep hills, with a brownish 
red soil, dotted with blocks and stones thinly veiled in the upper 
parts with grass and a sprinkling of tall calabashes, and already 
displaying signs of aridity in the growth of aloetic t and thorny 
plants, the cactus+ and the asclepias,? the milk-bush 11 and the 
stunted mimosa. Near the Mgeta River, which is again forded SAX 

times, the vegetation is tall and thick, the grasses obstruct the 
path, and in the dense jungle the cowhage (Dolichos pruriens),lT and 
the stiS reeds here known as the wild sugar-cane annoy the half- 
naked porters. Thus bounded, and approached by steep, stony, 
and muddy inclines, the stream shrinks to a mountain torrent, in 
places hardly 50 feet broad, the flow is swift, the depth during the 
dry season varies from 1 to 4 feet, and the waters are dyed by the soil 
a ruddy brown, whilst the bed is sancly and sometimes rocky, with 
boulders of primitive formation, streaked with snow-white quartz 
Before the end of the march the path climbs up a short steep pitch 
of rock and root, with a deep bank to the river on the right, which 
renders it dangerous for laden asses. The Khambl is on the 
southern side, which is clothed with a dense thicket, impassable 
except where a path has been cut by the axe. At this point the 
traveller takes a pleasurable leave of the Mgeta River, which 
alrea(ly nears its source in the hil]s of Duthumi. The air of these 
" Tamarind Hills " is pure and wholesome, and the distant prospects 

* These animals are the harmless clocodiles of the Periplus (ch. 15), they are 
still found in the island of Zanzibar and on the mainland there are several 
varieties. Like the Maharattas of W. India, t.he people eat these huge lizards. 

t There are several varieties of this plant, the most common being the Somali 
hig or haskul. 

+ A cactus, with.four-angled branches, flourishes throughout the country - in 
Unyamwezi, and on the steep hills that border the Tanganyika Lake, its bole is 
hard and woody, and its broad, fleshy attachments rise in cup shape often twenty 
feet hlgh. 

? The larger asclepias is a weed throughout the land, and the people ignore its 
uses in Arab technology. 

11 The mtupa, spurge-wort, or milk-bush of India (a euphorbia), attaiIls in E. 
Africa the dimensions of a tree * in some parts it forms around the villages tall 
walls of metallic lustre, and an impervious shade truly grateful to the sight. The 
Wanyamwezi use the burning jllice, after toastillg the twigs in hot ashes like 
potatoes till the milk loses its acridity, as a stimulallt in ophthalmia. 

11 This plant is not used medi(illally by the people, who regard its fetid flowers 
and bristly legume only as a noxious weed 



of mountain and rock, and vistas of plain and river, are truly 
* . . 

enJoyable. 
The next march, which completes the passage of the cc Tamarind 

Hills,'' crosses a country broken by dry nullahs or rather ditches, 
traverses a seam of forest with a deep woody ravine on the right, 
and meets with two obstacles for laden animals, a muddy swamp 
full of watercourses and the upper bed of the Rufuta, a nullah 
dry during the hot season, with high and precipitous earth-banks. 
Then winding along a hill-flank to avoid a bend in the bed, 
the path plunges illto the sole of the Rufuta. This main drain 
of the lower levels rises, according to the guides, from the ground, 
and flows after rains into the Mgeta. Mally little cuts and 
mlllahs from the north and north-east the south and south-west, 
convey to it the surplus moisture of the adjoining highlands 
The sole, which varies from 3 to 16 feet in breadth winds abruptly 
round the hills; it is either of deep sand or clay, sopped with water, 
which, in the upper bed, becomes a thin fillet about ankle-deep. 
Now sweet, then salt, its mud is tinged in places with a solution 
of iron, showing, when stagnant, bright prismatic and iridescent 
tints. The windings of the bed are short and sharp; when narrow, 
the tall grasses of the banks meet across it, and after a iw y$rds 
of " gut " it again widens. The walls are in some parts earth, in others 
blocks of grey syenite, which here and there enoumber the bed; and 
on the right, near the end of the stage, the hills fall in almost perpen- 
dicular masses of sandstone out of whose chinks twist up the gnarled 
roots of lofty trees, corded with creepers, and overgrown with para- 
sites; whilst dangling from twines sometiines 50 feet long fruits like 
footballs depend over the traveller's head. The lower banks, when 
not choked with rush, are overgrown with the brightest verdure, and 
with the feathery bamboo * bending and rising with the wind. After 
a march of 4h. 30 m. the path, turning from the bed, win(ls up 
a steep and broken hill on the left bank and abuts upon a kraal 
on the summit of a cone almost at the base of the Goma Pass. It 
is annoullced by an outlying hut or two, set aside for porters suffer- 
ing from the smallpox, and the many skeletons that appear on this 
day's march show the eflect of hard work upon hard fare. The 
little beehive huts of the Wakaguru (?) t and the BTakwivi, sub- 
tribes of the Wasagara, appear from afar half-buried in the forest- 

* The mwanzi or bamboo, the representative of the tropical grasses, grows in 
jungles about the country; the largest are found on the seaward slopes of Usagara, 
the plains of the Malagarazi R;ver, and the mountains surrounding the Tangan- 
yika. This cane nevel attains the full Indian size. The lesser variety, popularly 
called " R;ngall ' in India, and there made into walking-sticks, was not remarked 
in E:. Africa. The people employ the bamboo for marly small purposes the split 
lengths bind the thatch upon almost every roof. The Arabs prefer it, on account 
of its lightless, to stronger materials for the poles of their light travelling tents. 

t There is some doubt about the existence of this tribe. The Arabs? however 
agreed in their accounts of it, and translated the name " dwellers in high places." 
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nooks oll the distant hill-topa The people are rich in flocks and 
grain, but a sad experience has taught them to shun irltercourse with 
strangersS whether Arabs or \;Vasawahili, ANamrima or VVanyam- 
wezi: in happier days the road was lined with large village3 of 
WhiGh I1OW not a trace remains. 

The third march ascends the Goma Pass of the Rufutu, or the 
eastern chain so called by the Arabs frorn the nullah which drains 
it; the inhabitants of the country have probably no general name. 
rrhis is a long and toilsome stage, requirin,:, at least 7 h;, and 
heavily laden men prefer to halve it. The footpath winds along 
the hill-sides, with deep ravines to the right, and presently, after 
plungirlg into a clear forest of tall scattered trees between whose 
trunks are visible, on both sides, in distant perspective far below, 
long rolling tracts of wooded land, it arrives at the foot of a steep 
hill, which must be climbed. The ascent is a kind of staircase, com- 
posed of earth-steps bound with strong tenacious roots: the stolles 
t.hickly strewn about are chiefly of schist, micaceous grit, and a 
sandstone showing the presence of iron. The summit of this 
" kloof,' which was aseertained to rise 2235 feet above sea-level, 
leads to an easy descent along the flank of a hill, which commands 
on the left hand a fair bird's-eye view of cone and ridge rising and 
falling in blue waves on a scale gradually decreasing till they sub- 
side into a long level line of hazy horizon. Upon a grassy rise, to the 
right of the road, called Mfutuni, fFom a species of wild fruit-tree, 
the wearied Pagaz; find the remains of a kraal, and at its base a 
runnel of pure water, which derives its name from the hill. From 
this point the path tops the last step of the Pass by an easy ascent. 
Here the country is thickly wooded, the hills are crowned with trees, 
the ravines are a mass of tangled verdure, and from the dub * and 
other grasses rises a sickening odour of decay. The moriling dews 
and the fiery suns of noon are in this part of Usagara the fomites 
of severe fevers. From the flat summit of the range the route 
descends rapidly at first, but it soon stretches out into gentler slopes 
unlike those of the sharp seaward face. In the long expanse below 
there are 12 distinct rises and 15 several falls,, separated by 
lines of half-dried nullahs choked with ill savoured grasses. As 
the rain-catching peaks are left behirld, the slopes of red sand begin 
to show sunburnt herbage and tufty grass; the earths of lions 
become Ilunlerous, and the aloetic plants which bespeak an arid soil 
again meet the eye. Nearing the end of the stage the path fords 
tlle Zollhwe, a stream of sweet water flowing to the west, under 
high banks bearing a dense jungly bush in a bed of mire and grass. 
About 2 50 m froTn this point a kraal is built upon the junction 

* The dub-grass of India (Cynodon dactylon, Royle) is abundant in this and in 
other parts of B. Africa. In India it is a nutritive and a favourite food foratIimals 
but in Africa the asses, especially those from Zanzibars seem to avoid it. 
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of the Muhama line and the AYhinde road, which here falls in from the eoast. Zonhwe is a new settlement of Waziraha, who support themselves by selling a few fowls and a little holcus at the rate of 32 rations per shukkah to caravans. Travellers usually halt here either to rest aftfer the fatiglles of the passes, or to prepare for three days of semi-starvation. 

From Zonhwe the next stage is Muhama, a mareh of 4 h. 45 m. The road falls easily westward down a long grassy and jungly incline, cut by several nullahs, of which the most considerable is a branch of the Muhama. This is a dry sandy bed, containirlg in hot weather stagnant pools, to which large game flock by night; the usual high herbage clothes its banks, and its apparent course winds to north-west by west. Beyond the Mllhama begins rolling ground, with masses of dwarf-hill flanking a low bottom whieh renews all the ill-favoured scenery of Zungomero. Again, the land, a mass of putrid grass, displays the papaw, the dwarf fan-palm, alld the hyphaena; the calabash and the m7ombo, the holcus and the maize, are of luxuriant dimensions: deep rat-holes, enlarged by the boy- hunters1 break the path, and at times the earavalls are dispersed by swarms of wild bees. The ASuhama or " Fan-palm,'' a large nullah running west and by south, gives its name to the district, which contains two settlements of \X!angindo and Man- dindu huntsmen, probably fugitives from their homes near Wilwa. 'the countly is rich in game, from the guinea-fowl to the wild buialo;* and the elephant and various kinds of antelopest are found on the broad plain to the svest. Muhama is the utmost limit of the Vuli or Little Rains. The lusuriance of the vegetation is explained by the vicinity of water, alad the higher levels are seldom 
* The mbogo, or jungle ox (Bos Caffer of S. Africa), abounds through E. Africa, in 
the river plaiIls where water is plentiful. It is a fine animal, somewhat 1arger 
than the commoll-sized English ox, with uniform dun skin, never particoloured 
like the tame bree(ls, and with thick, black-bronvn horns, from twelve to thirteen inches broad at the base, diverginffl outwards and incurving towards the points which, in large specimens, are distant about three feet fiom each other- they are separated by a narrow channel, M hich in age becomes a solid mass of bone lwhese 
beasts are as dull of comprehension as they are fierce and powerfill, and affecting parti(wllar spots, they afford several chances of a successful shot to the fundi, or shikari, of the caravans. The Africans kill them with arrows. The flesh is eaten 
but it is consi(lered peculiarly heating and bilious; the hide is preferred to that of 
tame animals for thongs. 
t E. Africa wants the vast variety of antelopes which enrich the list of southern Fauna. Besides the gnu and the steinbok, the saltiana and the pallah-which 
aSords excellerlt venison there are little antelopes about the size of an English 
hare, called suiyA by the people * these have reddish coats and diminutive horns. 
rhe suangura, or sungula, is somewbat larger than the saltiana: the people declare 
that the .stags, even when full grown, have no hornsn which are peculiar to the 
hilld. In Khutu a specimen was shot by Capt. Speke, which proved to le a fine 
ynale hartebeest. The horns of the oryx were frequently seen, but the animal 
did not meet the eye. In the rounded hill- ground rlear the coast Capt. Speke 
saw a double-horned antelope, which could not be identified, but resembles the chouka singa, or Tetraceros quadricornis of Nepaul. 
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seen without a cap of purple rain-cloud. IJere caravans usually 
halt to collect grain and to prepare for their long desert marches. 

From Muhama to Makata, the fifth station, is a journey of 6 h. 
30 m. across the lateral plainX which separates the Rufuta from 
the Mukondokwa range, lying to the west, towards which the 
country gently shelves. It is enclosed on both sides by low lines 
of distant hill, and cut by steep nullahs: game abounds in the short 
thick grass, and the lofty Palmyra,t with its majestic bulging 
column, whlch renders it so difficult to climb, is a novel feature in 
the scenery. f he approach to the kraal is denoted by a dead level 
of dry caked and cracked mud, showing the effiects of extensive 
inundation. A large encampment, affected by down caravans, lies 
on the near side of the " tIakata," a long river-like tank, whose 
lay is east by north. The oozy banks of this water, which is said, 
after heavy rains, to join the iVukondokwa River, are fringed with 
liliaceous and other large aquatic plants; the water is potable, but 
the spot is vexed by legions of hungry mosquitos. The up-caravans 
encamp in a kraal on the western bank of the water, the porters 
sensibly declining to commence the day's work with hard labour, 
and fearing lest a sudden fall of rain should compel thenl to intem- 
pestive halts. Throughout the country, in such places, there are 
two distirlet khambi, one on each side of the obstacle, whether this 
be a river, a pass, or a populous clearing. In the latter case they 
a]ways unload at the farther end of the cultivation, prepared, in 
case of a fray, to escape into the junt,le, without running the 
gauntlet of the villages. 

A march of 4 h. 30 m. leads from Makata to Myombo, the 
" River of the Myombo rree." The road begins over a dead plain, 

* 'rlle feature of ground in English calle(l a valley is in these lands found only 
ill the alluvial form, and even this, with its horrid and sedgy aspect, fails to sug- 
gest the ideas of placid rural beauty which Europeans attach to the term. The 
lucal succedalleum is the dhull of India, an insetIsible prolongation ofthe moulltain 
slopes * the lowest lirle of the depression forms the sole of a winding nullah. This 
Sfrican " Bondei " thus resembles the " Wady," except that the Arabian formation 
is usually cultivated and populous, whereas the Aflicatls f'ear the miasma and the 
mosquitos engendered ba its profusioll of fertility. In South Africa, we are told by 
early travellers, the Dutch " valley " was applied to a lake or swamp. 

t 'rhis palmyra (Borassus flabelliformis) is called by the people mvumo, like 
the hyphaena. It is scattered throughout the country, but it is more common in 
Western Unyamwezi thall elsewhere. In the {listrict of Msene an intoxicating 
toddy is drawn, as in India, from the cut fron(l. Elsewhere it is little used, as 
tlle E. Afiican in the interior is not a climbing animal. It is the deleb-palm of 
the White Nile. 

; The maringouills, or mosquitos, in E. Aflica are less troublesome than 
might be expected from tTie nature and position of the country. Except near their 
hreeding places, the back waters oll river ballks alld the margins of muddy pools, 
these piping pests give little trouble. fTpon the Tanganyika Lake they are few and 
harmless, on the S. creek of the Nyanza, however, they rise in clouds. The 
common culex of this portion of F,. Africa is rather a large sariety, of a brownish 
or dull colour; the l)ite has little vellom compared lvith those of the Mozaml)ique 
or even of AV. India. 
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showing, like its eastern neighbour, signs of long submergence. 
The scenery is a curious contrast in this strange African Nature, 
which is ever in extremes, and where extremes ever meet;-where 
grace and beauty are seldom without the preseslt contrast of a 
hideous grotesqueness. The Expedition crossed this plain early on 
the morning of the 2.3rd of August, 1857. Above lay a sea of 
purest azure, flaked by fleecy opal-tinted vapours high in the 
empyrean and catching the glances of an xurisen sun. Long 
lines, one bluer than the other? broken by castled crags, girt the 
horizon; the nearer heights were of a purplish brown, and snowy 
mists hung like glaciers about their folds. The most graceful of 
animals the antelope alld tlle zebra browsed in the distance: 
now they stood to gaze upon the long line of men, then, after 
leisurely pacing, with retrospective glances, in an opposite direction, 
they halted motionless for a moment, facing about once more to 
satisfy their curiosity, and lastly, terrified by their own fancy, they 
bounded in ricochets over the plain. 'rhe doves * cooed lou(lly in 
the clumps of evergreen, in which some parent tree stretched its 
giant arms over a " fairy ring " of cool and dew-fed verdure. Troops 
of guinea-fowl clustered like blue-bells UpOll the boughs, mingling 
their wild cries of joy with the loud chatter of the peewit. Yet, 
that deformity might not be wanting, the end of this picture was a 
tangled mass of tall fetid reeds and rank jungle, with its rotting 
dead wood encroaching upon the hole-pierced goat-track that zig- 
zagged to the Myombo river. This perennial stream, rising in an 
elevation opposite the hills of Duthumi, and flowing with a S.E. 
(?) course, is about 50 feet broad at the ford, its swift brown 
waters roll under a canopy of the trees whose name it bears. The 
kraal is found upon a little elevation on the left bank. 

The seventh march concludes the transit of the mountain plain in 
4 h. 30 m. It winds over a flat thickly covered with tall and 
spiny grasses, and after crossing a thick l)ush, in which, owing to 
the network of paths, it is not difficult to lose the way, it abuts 
upon shambas or plantations of holcus and maize, fields of tobacco, 
and scattered growths of papaw and castor. Here, until August, 
1857, stood Mbumi, a flourishing village of V\Tasagara, so called 
from its sultan. It was found, however, plundered, and half burnt 
by the " filibusters " of Whinde, headed by the terrible Kisabengo. 
Cots and nets, drums, mortars, alld articles of humble furniture 
were scattered upon the ground, and the fields had been stripped 
and restripped by every passing caravall. A few of the xvretched 
fugitives were seen lurking in the jungle, no man daring to revisit 

* These bir(is, called, probably from their cry, " Huwwa," resemble our turtle doves. They make sufficient noise in the jungles to satisfy a European, hut the Arabs (omplain that they do not coo with that sDasmodic energy which Orientals 
who mix a manner of mystely with the subject, admire. 
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the wreck of his property. Here again the Demon of Slavery will 
reign over the solitude of his own creation. Can it be that by 
some explicable law, where Nature has done her best for the 
happiness of man, man, doomed to misery, must become his own 
tormentor ? 

A few miles of marescent vegetation and dripping grass, tall 
sti; and thick-stalked, line the path that winds from Mbumi along 
the line of the Mukondokwa River, where the traveller, rising and 
falling over the slippery mire, hurries from the horseflies * and the 
huge black pismires. ARer about an hour's march the stream must 
be forded. According to the guides, it is the upper course of the 
Kingani river, with which it arlastomoses in Uzaramo (?). It 
cuts its way through the chain, to which it gives a name7 by a 
transsersal valley perpendicular to the lay, and so conveniently 
disposed that the mountains seem to be made for their drain, 
rather than the drain for its mountains. The approach, a mere 
tunzlel in the close junglen causes delay to large caravans, and the 

* The Tabanidr are troublesome in the jungle-patches throughout the country 
especially during the dry, hot weather. There is a large brown dipter whose 
long and sharp proboscis draws blood and leaves a lasting trace. A specimen has 
been deposited in the 13ritish Museum. This or some other dy, buries its egs in 
the human skin, causing a small red paillfui boil, from which, after a few days 
issues the '; Fueza, or larva, a small white worm. Strangers as well as na.tives 
especially in Unyamwezi, suffer from this annoyance. The jungles also contain 
a large blue fly with a scarlet head. The favourite haunts of all these insects 
are the patches of uncultivated grounds which separate the settlements, and the 
bite is more painful before the rains than at other seasons. Yet the plague of 
flies is far more tolerable in these lands than in the Somali and the (lry pastoral 
countries to the north, 

N.B.-Since the above was in print, the followillg note was kindly forwarded to 
the author by Mr, Adam White in whose hands the little collection of insects has 
been placed:- 

DEAR SIR, British Museum, November 21, 1859. 
The fly you met with in the country between the mountains and Tanga- 

nyika, in S. lat. 50, is certainly the Tsetse, or G:losstna morsitarzs, met with by Vardor 
and Livingstone in another part of S Africa. The wings are a trifle darker thall 
in the specimen we had before, the result, llo doubt, of yours having been preserved 
in spirits of wine. 

Your other insects are a species of Sternocera, allied to S. lanifica, &c. but 
without the pilose depressions on the thorax and elytra- also a species of the 
genus Trow with polished tubercles on the elytra arranged in lines. Of Orthop- 
tera there are specimells of Achetc6, Xetrodes. and Conocephalz6s, most probably Ull- 

described. Two species of Forficula. Of Hymenopterous insects you have four 
species, the naxnes of which, as given me by Mr. Smith, are M?bttllcl Sycorax 
SeSopasus Ecktons, Apis scutel{cEtcl; and a species of ant of the genus Ponera, allied 
to P. pestitentxcc. 

Of Neuroptera there is the larva of a species of ANyrmeleo, or Ant-Lion Of 
Aptera, two specimens of a Tick of the geIluS Trombidijm, allied to T, tincto;ium - 
aI}d a fine species of J?Z12xs, one of the Millepedes. 

All the insects are of characteristic African generat some of the species are 
follnd in Natal, while the Bee even extends to West Afiica. 

CAPTAIN BURTON, 14, St. Jctmes s Squctre. 

TOL. XXIX. I 
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porters, stung and pricked, become so impatient that their loads 

often suffer. The br()wn swift stream is here unusually broadened 
to about a hundre(l yards by a branch lslet above the ford, the 

right bank falls into water breast-deep, with a network of tough 

roots; and the left is a quagmire of slushy mud, encumbered with 

thick grass, canes, and fallen trees. The depth in August, 1857, 
was about three feet, but it is liable to floods and freshets, often 

causing great loss of time to travellers. Ascending the miry ru 

on the left bank, the route resumes the northern side of the stream, 
winding along the flanks and bases of hills, sometimes ascending 
the spurs of stony and jungly eminences, where the paths are 

rough and precipitous, at other times descending into the stagrlant 
lagoons, the reedy and rllshy swamps, and the muddy bogs which 

margin the stream. After a total march of 6 hours the kraal 

appears; it lies upon the sloping ground at the foot of the northern 
walls encircling the grassy river-basin, through which flows the 

MukondokBra in a turbld brown stream, here narrowed to about 

40 feet. The district of " Kadetamare " was formerly a plentiful 
provisioning station, where even cattle were procurable a rare 

circumstance in the smaller settlements of Usagara. Now the 

people, hunted alld harried like wild beasts, have built their 
cottages upon the highest ridges. At the sight of a single Mu- 

rungwana or stranger approachiilg the settlement, the war-cry or 

the drum re-echoes amongst the hills, and even the women hurry 

to arms. Caravans therefore hasten through the land half-starved 
and suffering from colds and chills, the result not of low tempera- 

ture, but of hulnidity and inoralinate evaporation. 
The ninth march ascends the fluviatile valley of the Mukon- 

dokwa, girt apparently on all sides by high picturesque peaks, 
with homesteads smoking and cattle grazint, upon the level steps. 

After about 1 h. 30 m. of progress through plantations and to- 

bacco plots, divided by patches of grass and bush, and cut by 

deep nullahs, the path descends through a narrow lane of reedy 

vegetation, at the end of which the stream is forded, and receiving 
less drainage than in the lower be(l, the passage is easier. The 
road then skirts the right bank of the river through cultivation, 
grass, and trees, up a graduallv broadening valley peculiarly rich in 

Held-rats.$ Crossing sundry swamps and nullahs, neats'-toIlgues, and 

* The Arabs describe a kind c)f jersboa (the Dipus Cafer, or Cape jerboa?) 

with reddish back, white belly, and long hinder limbs which abo-unds in the 

fiselds, and is considered delicate? nleat by the people. izhe Indian musk-rat is 

common in Unyamwezi and Ujiji. The bandicoot was not seen. There is a 

striped rat called by the Arabs el Mushakhkhat- dark, with yellosv marks, which 

show distinctly in the sun. The huts aIld shady l)laces under the trees are full 

of brown rats, which resemble the PeIsian animal now so common througahout 

Europe. They do great damage to provisions, cloth, and mat,ting, and sometimes 

invade Khutu and other plovinces irl armies which devollr the harvests; and so 
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hill spurs, where the aseents and thc deseents are equally rough, 
junglyS and preeipitous, it presently falls into a deep reach, where 
pools of water, breast deep and hedged in by irnpassable jungle, 
and by long runs of slushy mire festering in a furious slm, severely 
try the strongest Pagazi. Thence the road winds under the high 
hills to the south, whilst on the opposite c)r left bank of the river 
the broadenillg valley displays a growth of palms and large trees. 
After about 8 hours of painil toil a kraal is found in the distriet 
of Aluinyi. Here again the NVasagara refuse to sell provisions 
and consider the visit of a " Murungwana " $ an offenee punishable 
with death. The porters who have recklessly wasted the proaTisions 
brought fronl Muhama must support life by edible roots and 
herbs.f 

From SIuinyi to the next station, Nidabi? is a mareh of 4 h. 50 m. 
The path is painful, windin(r along the shoulders of stony and 
bushy hills, with rough re-entering angles, and sometimes dippint, 
down into the valley of the Mukondokwa, which, hard on the right, 
spreads out into swamps nearly two miles broad, temporary as fir 
as they depend upon the rainy floods, and permanent where their 
low level admits of free filtration. 0n the steep eminenees to the 
right of the path rise, tall and thiek, the thorn growths, the aloetic 
plallts and caetaeeae of desert Somaliland; the other side is a Ininia- 

ture of the marine lagoons, the ereeks, and the bayous of green 
Zansibar. After 3 hours' marehing the labour eomes to a crisisX 
where the path, breaking off at a right angle from the riverS willd3 
up an insecure ladder of loose earth and rolling stones. At this 
place more than one member of a caravan will lose his footing and 
disappear throu^,h the thorny bushes of the steep slope on the off 
side. Then, leaving the stream to the north the path falls intv a 
gravelly fiumara, about 100 yards broad, which oeeupies the eentre 
of a widenirlg table-land.: The deep sand is dented with eattle- 

great is their desire for meat, that they compel, by their bites, the cottagers to 
sleep on elevated platforms. At times the whole host of rats will leave the hut 
simultaneously, when the people say that they go to drink. They are also believed 
to show their contempt for the human race by an offensive act of which monkeys 
have been accused. Some of these animals has-e a very dark skin, caused by soot 
and smoke; but it is not probable that the black rat could exist amongst so many 
enemies. The E. Africans call rats and mice geIlerically P'harlya. 

* MuruIlgwAnS (Mulungwan) means a fiee man, as opposed to MtumS, a 
slave. It is, hoxrever, applied especially to free negroids from Zatlzibar island 
or coast, and is thus appropriated even by slaves and clients when travelling in 
tlle intelior. It is a common adelress to a man when his name is not kllown. 

t All wild greells and vegetables are calletl by the peol)le Mboga, which n'lUSt 
not be confounded with Psoga, a pumpkin ol a gOUl. A collection of the dzffireIlt 
Pvlboga, which are Ilumerous a.nd peculiar, was attenlpted. but the plaIlts perishetl 
with the rest of the herbalium. 

t Before arriving at this pOillt the road divides. The northern branch, calle(l 
the Suti route, alrives, after six long stages, uhere provisions are not always 
procurable, at the domirviong of Sultan Magemba in Central Ugogo. 
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prints, trees clothe the banks, beyond which lie fields of bajri 
(panicum), the staple cereal, which here supplants the normal 
holcus, maize-beans, njugu (Voiandzeia subterranea), and tobacco. 
As the fiumara is ascended it rapidly narrows, and is encumbered 
with heaps of boulders, from which springs a runnel of the sweetest 
water. Many villages cluster on the amphitheatre of hills that over- 
look this dry and healthy little plateau. Having less to fear from 
the kidnappers of the coast, the villagers sell their Surplus stores. 
The price of provisions, however, is ruinous; here six shukkah, 
elsewhere the value of a fat bullock, must be paid for a lean goat or 
a mangy sheep. 

The eleventh march leads, after 5 h. 30 m., from Nidati to 
Rumuma. The line crosses a high and stony hill-shoulder, and 
stretches over gradually rising and rolling grolmd to a dense bushy 
forest of cactacea and thorns, based upon a surface of brickdust- 
red; ensues another plateau of wavy surface, producing dwarfed 
and stunted calabashes, and grain in fields carefully and laboriously 
ridged with the hoe. Flocks and herds also appear in all direc- 
tions. The ground is now rust-coloured, then dazzlingly white, 
with a detritus of granite; mica glitters like filings of silver in the 
sun, and the fine silky grass waves bleached clean of colour by 
potent heat. This plateau ends with a steep descent through rock 
and boulder into the low basin of the Rumuma river. It is a 
southern influent or a bifureation of the Mukondokwa, the drainage 
of the hills to the south-west of Rumuma; whereas the main 
stream arises, it is said, in the hills of the Wahumba or VWamasai, 
to the north-west of the station. The " Rumuma " is a mere moun- 
tain torrent, flowing with a shallow swirl through boulders and 
sand, under stiff banks of red earth, densely grown with reeds and 
bush. Irrigation by raised watercourses renders the district a 
place of comparative plenty when the plundering Wahumba do 
not interfere. There is a sultan who shows a fellow-feeling for 
slaver-travellers, and his subjects troop down from their hill- 
eyries with neat baskets of grain, ground-nuts, beans, and pulse on 
their heads, or dragging along bullocks, lallk sheep, and small 
but beautifully formed goats. Rumuma is capable of supporting 
a large caravan for a fortnight, but merchants do not halt there 
willingly. The kraal is badly situated on a ledge between the 
humid hills and the tangled bush on the river's bank. The 
mornings and evenings are chilled with thick vapours and spitting 
clouds, and at nights the thermometer, under the itsfluence of the 
dewy gusts, sinks to 48? Fahr., a killing temperature in these 
latitudes to half-naked and houseless men. 

W[arenga Mk'hall, the " brackish water," is the twelfth march, 
dist(lnt 3 h. 30 m. The track fords the little Rumuma torrent at 
the spot where it receives the thin supplies of the Marenga 
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Mkhali; it then crosses a stony hill, and falls into the bed of the 
" brackish water," which is here encumbered with boulders, and it 
ascends the line as far as the junction of a smaller influent from 
the south-east. Beyond this point it traverses a seam of spiny 
bush, dotted with calabashes an(l thorns, the castor and the wild 
egg-plant; and, gradually rising, it enters upon scattered culti- 
vations of holcus and bajri, pulse and beans. Here for the first 
time beehives,* lorlg cylinders of hollowed log, are seen hanging 
beneath the foliaged trees. Cucumbers, water-melons,t and pump- 
kins,+ grow apparentlv without cultivation. On the eastern hill 
above the Marenga Mkhali travellers often halt for provisions; 
others ford the streamlet, and, ascending a rough jungly hill, find 
upon its windy summit a few scattered calabashes, perhaps the 
remnants of a kraal, and certain]y a destructive hc)st of white ants.? 
IIere these animals begiD to show in force; theis cellular hills, 
however, are rarely more than 3 feet high. 

$ These hises are called by the people Mazinga, or cannons, from their shape. 
The log is split into two pieces, hollowed out, and then rpjoined by cords or 
thongs, it is closed at both ends with puddle, and provided with a central oval 
exltrance. 

t The wrater-melon, called by the Arabs Joth, and by Wasawahili Tikiti 
abounds in Ugogo and Unyamwezi, where heaps are ripened upon the flat roof- 
tops. This fruit is sown before the rainy season, like the pumpkin and the 
cucumber. It is gathered after six months. Ill Unyamwezi the Tikiti is almost 
eatable, but in Ugogo and elsewhere it is of the worst descriptiorl, large, hard 
fleshy, tasteless, full of seeds, and insipid as the produce of Kafirlasld. Yet 
it is a favourite food with the people. The bitter water-melol] of S. Africa was 
not observed. 

t The pumpkin is termed by the Arabs " Junsal" (?), and in the Kisawahili 
" Boga." Its red meat simply boiled is nauseously sweet, yet is held wholesome 
in these latitudes. The people toast the seeds, pound and eat them with " Mboga" 
or wild herbs. 

? The Chhllngu Mchwa, or white ant, abounds througllout the sweet red clay 
soils and cool wet places, where it acts as scavenger- indeed, without it the 
country would be rendered impassable. It avoids heat, sand, and stone. In 
some districts, especially in Usagara, Ugogo, arld UjiJi, it is most destructive. 
A mud bench vill be pierced and drilled during a single night by an army of 
these insects, and heaps of reeds placed under bedding will in a few hours be con- 
verted into a mass of mud. The colder and damper countries, where the soil is 
not salt, are studded with ant-hills of luddy clay. These, however, are not large 
enough to form, as in Somaliland, an importaIlt feature in tlle landsenpe. To 
satisfy man's crave for animal food, the largest and fattest kind of white ant 
after being boiled in water with a little salt, is eaten as a relish with the insipid 
ugali or porridge. The animal appears a mass of live water- even in the 
driest places it finds no difficulty in making a clay-paste for its galleries. This 
has been explained by a conjecture that it combilles by vital force the atmos- 
pheric oxygen with the hydrogen of its food. When arrived at the adult state 
these insects rise upon wings from holes in the ground, like thin curls of smoke 
generally about eventide. After a flight of a few yards, the wings, which appa- 
rently serve to disperse them into colonies, drop off. 

In E. Africa there is also a semi-transparent brown ant resembling the termite 
in form, bllt diSering in habits, and even exceeding it iIl destructiveness. It does 
not, like the white variety run mud-galleries, like hollosv tree twigs, up to the 
point of attack. Each individual works for itself, tears the prey with itS Stl'Ong 

Inandibles, and cal-ries it away to its hole. 
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The route through the lateral plain which separates the Mu- 
kondokwa, or second, from Rubeho, or third, range of Usagara,is 
gellerally divided into two stages of five and four hours. At 
]!/Iarenga Mkhali, which is under the lee of those eastern ranges 
upon which the vapoury north-east and south-east trades directly 
impinge, the exceeding fertility of the soil declines, the eye no 
lon^,er falls as before upon a sheet of monotonous green, and the 
smell is not offended by the corpse-like exhalations of putrescent 
herbage. The early dew diminishes, the morning cloud disappears 
from the hill-tops, and the stratus is not often seen in the valleys; 
moreover, rain seldom falls heavily, except during its single ap- 
pointed season. The climate is said to be wholesolrle, and this 
middle elevation (2500 feet) raises the land high above the fatal 
fever level without attaining the altitudes where dysentery and 
pleurisy affect the inhabitants. For nlany miles beyond Marenga 
lVlkhali, however? provisions and even water cannot be procured 
in the dry season. Caravans therefore have resort to what is 
technically called the " Tirikeza," $ an arternoon march. The 
porters eat and drbrlk, fill their gourds, and pack their loads about 
midday; they set out usually before 2 P.M., and they march 
steadily till sllnset, or, if the mooll be near the full, till tlley feel 
tired. 

This "Tirikeza" commences with crossing the nullah which 
falls into the Marenga Mkhali on the last march. The road then 
leads up several steep and jungly ridges to the summit of a pass 
or col. Here from a step of red soil appears an extensive basin 
bounded by distant blue hills; those to the north being pointed 
out as the haunts of the dreaded Wahumba. Winding along the 
southern sides of the basin, the path spans a barren of acacias, 
thorns, an(l prickly shrubs, and crosses a deep watercourse trend- 
ing northwards, in whose sole of coarse sandstone are cups and 
holes sometimes even in the dry season full of a rusty ochreish 
fluid. 'rhence the path, gradually descending, plunges into 
a coarse scrub varied with small savannahs, and broken, like 
the rest of the roadv by deep narrow nullahs, which carry of the 
waters of the southern hills to the lowlands on the north. A small 
and comfortless khambi is found or built in the thickest of the 
bush, a precaution against the treachery of the NVasagala and the 
WNJahumba; and the whine of the hyna keeps caravans that travel 
with cattle on the alert till dawn. 

The fourteenth march, which occupies 4 h., places the traveller 

* In the Kisawahili, Ku Tirikeza, or Ku Tilikeza, in Kinyamwezi, Ku Witekezea 
is the infinitive of a neuter verb, meaning " to march after noon." By the Arabs it 
is generally converted into a substantive, and used to signify " an afterlloon march." 
A similar instance is the expression Ku hongS, to pay tribute, passage-molaey, or 
blackmail, of svhicll the Arabs make a nouI), Kllhorlga, c)r Honga, " blackmail." 
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in the district of Inenge. After an hour's toil through the jungle 
to its western edge, a somewhat rapid descent displays a seeond 
basin resembling in its features that last traversed. It is one of 
the many views, picturesque from afar, when, " catching the reflex 
of heaven," they lose by indistinctness the harshness of defined 
outlines and the deformity of indivi(lual features. Extensive cul- 
tivation, flocks, and herds are descried ill the lower levels, which 
are divided by a network of nullahs, and upon the steps in the 
encircling hills, the Tembe, the square or oblong African village, 
appears for the first time. Early September is in this region the 
depth of winter; ullder the burning yellow sky the grass is white 
as the soil, the fields stubbles stiff as harrows are stained 
only by the shadows of passing clouds; the trees, except upon 
the nullah banks;, are bare; the animals are walking skeletons; 
and nothing seems to flourish but flies, white ants, and cal- 
trops.* Intense heat and Nz7ant c)f water llave dried the land, 
and man seems to aid the work of nature by firing the long grass 
on the hill sides. After crossing deep water-cuts, trending N.E. 

and N.N.E., and deseending a sharp illeline and a rough ladder of 
rock, tlle kraal is found at the bottom of a khad t or ravine, which 
carries oSthe surplus water of the thircl or " Rubeho " range. The 
situation, chosen on account of the sweet springs in the rocky bed 
whieh eover the soil, as far as they extend, with a nutritious and suc- 
culent grass, is hot, dirty, and confilled. It is a climate of extremes; 
during the day a furnace, and at llight chilled by the eold winds 
from the hill-tops. The villagers of the settlements that overlook 
the ravine bring for sale, besides grain and animals, fresh milk 
arld eurds, honey and clarified butter luxurie3 here procured 
for the first time. Provisions, however, seldom appear after the 
third day. 

The basin of Inenge lies at the foot of the Rubeho, or Lubeho, 
the " A;Vindy Pass," in the third and westernmost range of Usagara; 
the ascent is wholly without art, and in places it is severe toil for 
]aden Irlen. The distance to the summit does IlOt exeee(l 9 miles, yet 
it is rarely aceomplished under 9 or 10 h. The path, winding up the 
easteril fflce, rounds, in two places, perpendieulars of roek, crosses a 
jungly step, and finally faees, with()ut suspieion of a zigzac, a long 
steept rendered more fatiguing than all the rest by its loose soil 
and rolling stones, upon wllich the Pagazis appear at a distance 
like baboons scalint, a preci)ice. ISrom the stlmmit, a step or ledge 

* This tllortl, a selious ol)stacle to the plogress of a naked-foote(l caravan, is 
foilnd ill dry places thloughout E. Africa. Its Indian name is Gokhar, or 
Gokhru, the Tribulus. T!<e grapple-plarlt (IJncaria procumbens), described by 
Dr. Livingstone (chap. xviil.), was seen in the drier regions. 

t The "khad" is the deep rocky dlain in hilly coilntlies, thus diCeling fiom 
the poplllar idea of a " ra-iIle," alld from the nllllall, whicll is a formation in 
m)te level lul.ds. 
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colrered with aromatic shrubs and bright flowers, the gift of moun- 
tain dew, the basin of Inenge lies disclosed beyond a foreground 
which falls almost from beneath the gazer's feet in a perspective of 
huge rocks emerging from desert herbage upon the ridges, whilst, 
on all sides but that which opens upon the plain, forest patches and 
hanging woods, black with shady growth, gather in the steep folds 
of the hills. Caravans are frequently stopped in these spots, the 
" sayhah " or war-cry, once raised, pas:3es from village to village, and 
after a few minutes dark lines of men, armed to the teeth, are seen 
streaming, like black ants, in Indian file, down the slopes to their 
rendezvous. Beyond the summit of the hill there is an easy 
step of rolling ground with rivulets and green grass and frequent 
villages, on the flanks of the heights towering behind them. Some 
caravans halt at this place, called the " Great Rubeho " from the 
severity of the ascent; generally, however, they pass on to the 
summit. It is reached, after a march of 2 h., by breasting a second 
hill, as steep, but llOt so lengthy, as that below. TIence the road 
winds along the flank of an eminence which leads to the Little 
Rubeho, the summit of the third range, raised 57()0 feet above the 
level of the sea. 

The Little Rubeho is tl-le main water-parting of this line: at 
Inenge the trend is to the south-east, beyond this point to the 
south-west; eventually, however, both find their way to the Indian 
Ocean the former through the Mukondokwa and the Kingani, the 
latter through the Rwaha and the Rufiji Rivers. Until the last year 
the summit was studded with large fenced villages, containing a very 
villanous race: the land is now a wilderness. Caravans at Rubeho 
suffer severely from the violellt Tramontanas that make the chine 
their meeting-place: the cold mists and dews of night, the fogs 
and the showers of morning, appear perennial upon the highest 
peaks. Water also is distant about a mile down the western slope 
of a red hill; at its bottom a spring xvelling up from under highly 
tilted strata of sandstone and detached blocks, with trees between, 
and forming a muddy and iron-stained rivulet, clothed with rush 
and coarse moss, winds lazily down the gaps between the heights. 

From the " Little Rubeho " begins the counterslope or landward 
descent of the Usagara Mountains. The base of the highlands 
westward is about 400 feet lower than the eastern lateral plains 
from which they spring Inenge being 3140, and Ugogi 2750 
above sea level. The descent, which occupies nearly 14 h., is 
rarely effiected in less than two days, and thus the seventeenth 
march sees the last of the mountains between the coast and Uny- 
amwezi. 

A narrow footpath winds from the summit along the hill-flanks over 
red earth from which grow clumps of cactus and feathered mimosas. 
After a few hundred yards it falls into a green gap, the course of 
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a sluggish rivulets irrigating seanty fields of grains gourds,* 
and water-melons, the property of distant villagers. In this solitary 
spot there is a kraal for lazy travellers, but few avail themselves of 
it. Emerging from the grassy hollow, the path skirts the side of 
a well-wooded hill, beyond which lies a small savannah, a dead 
level, overgrown with stunted straw, and walled in by a rampart 
of bushy forest. Here again oceurs the curious eontrast of holts 
and elumps of massive trees foliaged more gloomily than ehurch- 
yard yews, with delieate pink flowers rising from the tawny sun- 
burnt surfaee, and obstructing the fiery glare from braky rings of 
eool dewy shrubbery, sharply defined as if by the forester's hand. 

This savannah extends to the edge of a step which, deep falling, 
suddenly discloses to the eye, below and far beyond the shagffly 
mourltains and the dark ravines of the foreground, the level plateau 
of Ugogo and its eastern deserts. This spectaele inlpres- 
sionizes even the African traveller. Up to the curved rim of the 
western horizon lie, gilt by the glowing sun, plains, rippled 
like a yellow sea by the wavy reek of the daneing air, broken 
towards the north by a few detaehe(l cones that rise in brown- 
blue islands, and streaked with lines where bush and scrub, sup- 
planting the scorched grass, define the watereourses trellding 
in mazy network southwards to the Rwaha River. There is 
nothing of effeminate or luxuriant beauty, nothing of tlle flush 
and fulness charaeterising tropieal nature, none of the gleams and 
glooms of the sombre glens, and the brilliatlt grass-plots which 
diversify the face.s of the mountains, in this, the first aspect of 
Ugogo. It appears as it is-the rough nurse of rugged men; and 
perhaps the antieipation of dangers and difficulties ever preseIlt to 
the minds of those who are preparing to endure the waywardrless 
of its children, contributes not a little to the faseinatiool of the 
seeIle. Having lingered a few moments upon the crest of the step, 
the porters scramble down its irregular incline of red glaring elay 
and white glaring chalk, plentifully besprinkled with dark olive 
silex in its eherty crust. Below the deseent is a level spaee upon 
a long ridge, where some small villages of Wasagara have sur- 
rounded themselves with holeus, bajri, and maize. A little beyond 
this spot, ealled the third Rubeho, lies an uneomfortable kraal on 
uneven ground, sinkillg into a deep ravine. Water is distant, 
provisions are scarce and dear, and the climate is terrible to men 
who wear nothing but a loose goatskin little larger than an English 
baby's bib. The mornings are darkened by streams of mist, which 
roll down the hill-gaps like torrents before the frigid blasts. 
During the hours of heat the vault above seems an " ampler 

* This is an edible gourd called mungllnya, much relished by the peop]e when 
young. Scume distingllish between it and the buyll, or gourd (Cllcurbita lagenaria)> 
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nether," apparently raised by its exceeding transparency higher 
than it is wont to be; the sun blisterst and at night howling gales, 
attracted by the heat of the western plairls, sweep whirling down 
the glens, slopes, and combes. 

The seventh and last march, which occupies nine hours, con- 
dudes the descent of the Usagara mountains. When water is 
scarce, a " tirikeza '> is the remedy; and in this case provisions for 
two days must be collected at Rubeho. The line winds to the 
north-west, down the stony and bushy crest of a ridge, with a deep 
woody tlen on the right hand: presently, after alternations of 
steep and step, and platforms patched with odoriferous bush, it 
falls into the upper channel of the Mandama or the Dungomaro 
the Devil's Gap.$ This great surface-drain of the western slopes 
is here a line of stone alld boulders reposing upon sand, arld clisely 
canopied by the branches of thorny trees. Cara+rans usually seek 
out a softer spot for bivouacking: a long trudge in the dark over 
such grollnd would lame half their number. After some distance 
the road turns away from the fiumara, where boulders obstruct 
progress; and, descending steep pitches with gentler rises, it again 
illlS illtO the Dungomaro, which has become a green and shrubby 
-atercourse, where perennial rills, exuding from the earth-walls, 
trickle down the sole. As the plain is neared, the difficulties 
increase, and the scenery improves. A deep crevasse of gWravel, 
strewed with a rugged layer of stones, is apparently shut in by 
tall peais, side-lined with thin layers of brown humus crowned 
with dwarf cactus and with a terrace-work of stunted trees. 
As the traveller advances, huge boulders, sunburntX and stairled 
with the courses of rain torrents, rise in places perpendicularly as 
walls of the fiumara, and- at others, where water lies, nlud and 
thick clumps of grass and reed folce the path to run along the 
stony ledges at the bases of the sides. In the drier spots are 
polished slides of grey and pink granites, streaked with quartz 
alld pudding'd with greenstone and hornblende: there are broad 
fissures and steep drops, and " pot-holes," cups, and basins, eroded by 
the friction of the gravelly waters regularly as if turned with a 
lathe. Gradually the angle of inclillation becomes more obtuse, 
the bed widens the rock-walls gixe way to steep earth-banks 
covered with gum-trees; wells or pits appear in the sand, and the 
Dungomaro diverges southwards into the plain. The kraal is upon 
the right margin of the mouth of the great gully, a pretty spot ill 
a barren scene, grassy, and grown with tall syeamores and green 
mimosas7 spreading out their feathery heads like parachutes) and 
shedding upon the ground a filmy shade that flutters and fiickers 

8 Dungorx}aro, in Kisawahili, is the proper name of an evil spirit, not in the 
Ellropeall, but in the African sense,-some ullblessed ghost who has made himself 

oto,iously upoJpular to the genelul. 
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in the draughty breeze. This level ground is Ugogi, the frontier 
district, a long dhun, backed by the Usagara main range, flanked 
by subranges of low hill, and open only towards the south. 

Ugogi, the halfway district between the coast and Unyanyembe, is 
usually made hy the up-caravans after a journey of two months. It 
lies 2750 feet above sea-level. The climate, after the damp cold of 
Usagara, pleases by its elasticity and by its dry healthy warmth; 
the nights are however cool, and the rays of the sun are tempered 
by gusts and raCales, which, regular as land and sea breezes, 
sweep down the sinuosities of the Dungomaro. The people are a 
mixed race: the A0Tasagara claim the land, but they have admitted 
as settlers many Wahehe and Wagogo, the latter for the most part 
fugitive criminals. The neighbouring hills are rich in cattle, and 
the plains in grain. Caravans must here lay in supplies for a 
march of four days across the western xvilderness, and they are not 
always procurable, owing to the incursions of the Warori. The 
inhabitants sometimes offer for sale ghee and honey, milk arld 
eggs; but it is only the civilised rogue who can improve by adul- 
teration-for the most part the ghee is sweet above and bitter 
below, the honey is in the red stare of fernzentation, the milk falls 
off the finger like water, and of the eggs there are few without the 
rude beginnin,:,s of a chicken. The country still contains game, 
guillea-Swls in abundance, the ocelot, the hyrax,t and a beau- 
tiful specimen of the silver jackal:t elephants and giraSes? are 
frequently killed But the sport has suffered from the passage of 
armed caravans and the carnivorous propensities of the people, 
who, all huntsmen, leave the beasts no chance against their nets 
alld their arrows, their pitfalls and their pacnks of yelping curs. 

The route above described is the northern or Mukorsdokwa 

* A variety of the ocelot (F. nigripes ?), ccxnsiderably larger than the domestic 
cat, with lateral bands of a brownish black oll a pale ground tillt, and very regular 
across the thick, bushy tail, is here called p'haka ya muytu, or jungle cat, and the 
skin is a fanourite hea(l decoration. The lynx doen not appear to exist in this part 
of E. Africa. 

t The danzan or coney (an African variety of hyrax), similar to the animal 
brought from the Somali cour,try, is folllld at Ugogi, and in the drier regie ns of E. 
Africa. 

+ A beautiful variety of the " silver jackal " was seen at Ugogo; unfortunately 
no specimen could be procured. Amongst other writers Barrow (' Travels in 
Southeril Africa ') describes this animal as a hitherto ullknown " species of fos." 
The mbweha, another species, is common in the country; its vhinitlg alld snapping 
leark is heard in allllost every jungle. Judging from the absence of the peculiar 
cry of the commoll Sndian jackal, that animal does lzot exist in E. Africa. 

? This, the tallest of animals, is called by the Arabs of Zallzibar Jamel el nvahshi 
or the wild camel, a translation from the Kisawahili ngamia ya mllytu- in the 
interior it is called " tigS," or '8 twiga." GiratSes are numerous in the uncultivated 
parts of the country * their tracks are freqtlently seen, but they wander far, and 
are rarely fonnd except by acci(lent. Their hides a<-e convelte(l into shields aI.d 
saddle-bags, their lollg tufty tails illto chauri or tfly-flappcrs, alld the flesh is a 
favourite food. 
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passat,e of the moulltains. The Kiringawana, which requires a 
briefer description, is the southern line; and the two are separated 
by a maximum interval of 43 miles. The Kiringawana is the more 
ancient, it contains solne settlements, like Maroro and Kisanga, 
not unknown by report to European geographers. It is preferred 
by down-caravans, who have llo store of cloth to be demanded by 
the rapacious chiefs: the up-country travellers, who have asses, 
must frequent the Mukondokwa, on account of the severity of the 
pas3es on thfe Kiringawana road. 

The Kiringawana numbers nineteen short dages, which may be 
accomplished without hardship in twelve days, at the rate of about 
five hours per diem. Provisions are procurable in almost every 
part, except when the Warori are " out ;' and water is plentifill, if 
not good. Travel is rendered pleasant by long stretches of forest 
land without bush or fetid grass The principal annoyances are 
the thievish propensities of the natives and the extortionate demands 
of the chie? A minor plague is that of the mosquitoes, that haunt 
the rushy banks of the hill-rivulets, some of which are crossed nine 
or ten times in the same day: moreover, the steep and slippery 
ascents and descents of black earth and mud, or rough blocks 
of stone, make the porters unwilling to work. 

From Central Zungomero a marcll of sixteen hours, usually 
divided into four days, conducts the caravan to UzirahaS the 
westernmost province of Khutu, at the foot of the Usagara 
mountains. The districts crossed are KiringeS Marundu, and 
Eastern MI)wiga: from the first there is a branch road to the 
Rwaha River. The people admit strangers into their villages 
where wretched st-raw hovels, contrasted with the lavishness of 
nature, look like birds'-nests torn from the trees. At the sight 
of every passing caravan the goatherd hurries of his charge the 
peasant prepares to rush into the grass, the women and children 
slillk and hide within the hut, and no one leaves the house without 
a bow and a sheaf of arrows, whose pitchy-coloured barb-necks 
denote a fresh layer of poison. Aniinals are scarce amidst this 
portentous growth of herbage: not a head of black cattle is seen, 
flocks and poultry are rare, and even the beasts of the field seem 
to fee the land. 

Beyond Mbwiga lies the Mabruki Pass, the first and the most 
severe on the Kiringawana road. The track? following up the 
course of a streamlet flowing southwards, spans some rough ground 
at the hill base. It then winds up the first step, a short but sharp 
rise of earth, corded with the tree-roots which have been bared by 
heavy rain. After crossing deep and rugted nullahs, it reaches the 
second step, and ascends the chines and edges of well-forested hills. 
These heights, which are bordered on both sides by precipitous 
slopes of earth overgrown with bamboo clumps, command an exten- 



sive view of subrange alld hill-spur, of dhun and champaign, 
sprinkled with villages alld dwarf cones, and watered by little 
streams that glisten like lines of quicksilver in the blue-brown of 
the distant landscape. The long ridge-line leads by a sharp ascent 
to the crest of a rough hill, whence a gentler counterslope bends 
down to a kraal called Mwimbi, in the basin of Kikoboga. This 
lnarch is of about three hours. Nothing can be worse for en- 
camping than Mwimbi. It lies on the bank of a black and muddy 
stream at the head of a narrow gap, where heat is concentrated by 
the funnel-shaped hill-sides, and where the dank ground, strewed 
with rotten grass and leaves, harbours hosts of cockroaches,* 
beetles, t and mosquitoes. The supplies are distant, and the water 
is vile. In these regions, however, the Wasagara cultivators, 
fearing plunder, should a caravan attempt to encamp near their 
crops, muster in force; the travellers, therefore, must not unpack, 
except at the norulal kraals on either side of the basin. 

Passing through the southern extremity of the Makata plain, 
the route spans a hideous low level of black vegetable earth, peaty 
in appearance, with long puddles of dark, scummy, and stagnant 
rain-water, mere horsepools, with the additional drawbacks of 
miasma and mosquitoes. It then emerges into a clean forest of 
rainbow hues, and frortl Kikoboga reaches, in 7 h. 30 m., the 
Ruhembi rivulet, which seems to be the "Rohambi people" of 
Mr. Cooley's ' Itinerary.' t The inhabitants are Wasagara, and 
they supply travellers with manioc, grain, and bitter egg-plants of a 
scarlet colour, resembling tomatos.? Cultivation flourishes upon the 
hill-sides and in the swampy ground about the sole of the basin, 
which is bisected by a muddy and apparently stagnant stream 
10 feet broad. 

From Ruhembe a march of 4 h. 30 m. leads to the basin of 
Kisanga, the province of the great chief Kiringawana. The path 
lies through an open forest, where sweet air and soft filmy shade 
form whilst the sun is low and the breath of the morning is pure 
and cool most enjoyable travelling. After a few miles on a good 
path unencumbered by reed and thorn, the line falls into a broad 

* The blattce in E. Africa are numerous and voracious * they are found in the 
country, especially about mixens and decayed vegetation, as well as in the huts. 

t Scaral)i, of various kinds, abound in E. Africa- they are not, honvever, 
venerated by the people. A large black species is eaten by some tribes. In 
Kisawahili it is called " kimara-mwaka," or ; ender with the year," because it is 
supposed to die of during the hot season. 

t Geography of N'yassi, p. 22. 
? 'rhe egg-plant (Solanum Melangena), called by the Arabs of Zanzibar bAdinjan, 

and by the Wasawahili beringEni, both corruptions of the Indian " bengan," is of 
many sarieties. rl'wo are red, one larger the other smaller than tomatos. A third 
is white and purple, and of a long shape, like the bengan of W. India. A fourth is 
large and whitish, like the dilpasand of Sindh. This vegetable abounds in Usagara, 
Unyanyembe, Ujij;, and upon the borders of the Tangaslyika Lake- little culti- 
vated, it is genelally bitter and full of seeds, and those growing wild are uneatable. 

125 Central Equatorial Africa, c. 
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" wady," declinint, from east to west, with thick lines of tree and 
bush down the centre, and everywhere else an expanse of dark, un- 
broken green, like a plate of spinach. rlnhence falling into the 
track of the Yovu, a narrow stream, the drainage of Kisanga to 
the Rwaha River, the road enters Kisanga. 

Kisanga is, like most of the basins upon this line, an enlarged 
"punchbowl," almost surrounded by a mass of green hill, cone 
rising upon colle, with tufts of trees and long lines of smail haycock- 
huts dotted alorlg the acclivities and ridge-lines. On the north- 
west the chain is infracted by the Rufita a rocky hill-torrent, 
which forms in the rainy season a series of rapids and cascades. 
This, uniting with other streams, swells the Yovu, which, bisecting 
the basins from north to south, passes by the south-east into the 
Rwaha. This Yovu, which must be forded, is in the dry season 
about four feet deep; it flows down a muddy bed laced with roots, 
and its banks, whence a putrid smell exhales, are thick lines of 
sedgy grass, which shelter myriads of mosquitoes. Tlle sole of the 
basin is roulrh and uneven: a rich cultivatioll extends from the 
hill-slopes to the stream; and fine trees, amongst which are the 
mparamusi and the syeamore, relieve the uniformity of the well- 
ridged fields. There are a few villages upon the sole; the most 
considerable is inhabited by the Sultan Kiriilgawana. 

The father, or, according to others, the grandfather of the 
present chief, a Mnyamwezi of the ancient Wakalaganza tribe, 
first emigrated from his home in Usagozi, and, being a mighty 
elephant-hunter and a powerful wizard, he persuaded by arts and 
arms the AVasagara, who allowed him to settle amongst them, to 
obey him. The actual Kiringawana, having spent his heir-appa- 
rent days at Zanzibar, returned to Kisanga on the death of his 
sire, and reigned in his stead. His long residence among the Arabs 
has so civilized him that he furnishes his several homes com- 
fortably; he receives his tributary-visitors with ceremony, affects 
amenity of manner, clothes his short, stout, and sooty person in 
rainbow-coloured raiment, carries a Persian sword, and is a 
cunning diplomatist ill the art of choosing cloth. He took froIIl 
the Expedition, though passing through his acres on the return 
march, when presents are poor9 three expensive coloured cloths and 
eight shukkah of domestics and kaniki, wondering the while that 
the wealthy WN7asungu had forgotten to reserve for him something 
more worthy of his acceptance. Yet he was by no means un- 
courteous. He sent Afsimbiri, his eldest son, to lepresfent him,-his 
difflnity forbiddillg hitn to wade the Yovu, on whose other side the 
Expedition had prudently ellcarnped, and he gave a fat bullock as 
a return present. SIoreover, he restrained the cup dity of an elder, 
who, when his hut had been burned down by the fatal folly of the 
slaves that accompanied the Expedition, named as indemnity a sum 
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which would have purchased the whole household. The noble 
descent of this chief gives him power over the guides of the NVan- 
yamwezi caravans; in consequence of an agreertlent with the diu ans 
of the AIrima, he has lately closed the direct road to Kilwa, and 
he commands a little army of touters. He must be wealthy; no 
caravan can pass without adding to his stores, and yet his subjects 
show few signs of comfort. Their huts are of the clumsiest con- 
strlletion, and the kilt of calabash fibre is more common than cloth. 

Cros3ing the basin of Kisanga, the road ascends the second pass, 
a col in the chain, +v-hich trends from north to south, by winding 
laboriously along a ledge in the roufflh stony hill above the lett 
bank of the chasm down which the Rufita springs. At every 
re-entering ant,le the (lrainagetof its fold cuts a ragged irre- 
gular ditch, whose stony depths are impassable to heavily laden 
asses. The summit of the pass, which is reached ill about.l h. 
30 m., is the water-parting of this line in Usagara; before it 
south-westerly, the versant is afterwards south-easterly. Beyond the 
col the sinuated beds of watercourses and the steep inclines of 
hills lead in 2 h. to lkiperepeta, a shelving red plain amongst 
mountains dotted with calabashes and foreQts of minlo3a, and gashed 
with narrow but deep watercourses. From this point, looking to 
the westward, an inverted arch discloses a vista of thc BIaroro 
basin. 

From Kiperepeta to BIaroro is a march of 5 h. 30 m. The road 
descends a rugged illeline, covered with cactus, aloeS acaciaf and 
fille trees- thence it dips into the cultivated valley of the Mwega 
River. This is a rush-girt stream of pure water, about 20 feet 
broa(l at the fords in dry weather, and its course is s. 70? w. to the 
Maroro (?). Like the t/fukondokwa it spreads out, except vfhere 
dammed by the correspondence of the salient and the re-entering 
angles of the hill-spurs; the road rlms alternately oYer this rocky 
and jungly ground, for(ling the stream where there is no room for 
a path, and sometimes it traverses lagoon-like backwaters gar- 
ni3hed with grass, rush and stiS shrubs based upon sun-cracked or 
miry lllud. Lastly, it falls by a gentle slope into the basin of 
AIaroro. Grain is proclarable in the basin of the Mwega River; 
herds are seen upon the higher grounds, but the people refuse to 
part with their cattle. 

Maroro, the eleventh station OI1 the Kirin^,awtana line, resembles 
that of Kisanga, balt it is even more fertile, as, the sole being flatter, 
the irrigation is general. Its principal feature is a perennial 
mountain stream, which, descellding a chasm on the northern side 
of the basin, willds slut,aishly throll,h the plain of muddy-black 
earth and patches of thick grass, and, diffused throut,h raised and 
hollow lines of earth, covers the land with holcus, sweet potato, and 
maize, of which, aeef)rcling to the people, never less than two and 
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often three and four crops grow during the year. This hill-girt 

district extends about 3 miles in length by half that breadth: at 

the southern extremity there is an opening through which the 

" River of Maroro " escapes into the Rwaha, distant two marches 

south and west in direct distance, and via Powaga, a station to the 

westward on the high road to Unyamwezi, four days. The Rwaha, 

according to the guides in this meridian, is knee-deep during the 

dry season, and down caravans that turn of to Kilwa strike it a 

little to the eastward. 
Maroro or Malolo,* according to dialect, is the Marorrer of 

Lieutenant Hardy: it is not, however, a town, but a district, con- 

taining, as usual in East Africa, a variety of little settlements. 
Here the Tembe or square-built village is more common than the 

round hut. The basin is by no means a wholesome locality: the 

swamp-vegetation is fetid, the musquitoes venomous, and the people, 

afflicted with severe ulcerations, are not less wretched and degraded 

than the Wakhutu. This is the western limit of the touters from 

the Mrima: there are seldom less than 150 muskets present, and 

the \Vasagara have learned to hold strangers in horror. 
From Maroro to Rudi the route traverses the lower spurs of the 

Usagara mountains. The time occupied is about 16 hours, and lazy 

marchers require 5 days, the intermediate statiorls being Ginyindo, 

Inena, Ikuka, and Mporota. The third pass is the gap or col of 

the northern wall of Maroro: as at Kisenga, it flanks the hill 

rising on the left bank of the river chasm; the distance is short, 

not occupyint more than one hour's march. Thence it descends two 

gradual inclines and falls into rough and broken ground on the 

banks of a deep nullah, running to the south-west over rises, falls, 

and variotLs irregularities, the prolongations of the neighbouring 
hills that enclose a narrow basin. The land is stony and rugged, 

with a few fields scattered in a thick bushy jungle. Beyond the 

nullah the ground is red, and cultivation alternates with scrub and 

forest full of wild fruit some edible, others poisonous. Near 

Mporota the route winds over steps amongst low stony hills, the 

legs of the spider-like formation; here the lay of the heights is in 

exceeding confusion. Approachirsg Rudi the country becomes 

* Mr. Cooley (' Inner Africa Laid Open,' p. 56) writes the vrord Marora, and 

e2rplains it to mean " trade ;" the people call it Maroro, or Malolo, but give no 

signification. In Dr. Livingstone's Travels AIaroro, or Maloloe occurs as the name 

of a small bush, with a sweet yellow and wholesome fruit, in appearance a dwarf 

annona (chap. 15) 
" Marorrer," says Lieut. Hardy (' Transactions Geogr. Soc. Bombay '), " is a town 

on its banks " (meaning the Rwaha River). * * * " The tribes inhabiting the W. 

branch are called Wangarah," (probably a corruption of Wasagara). Mr. Cooley 

(' Geography of N'-assi ') rightly estimates the distance from the coast to Maroro 

one month's journey. He makes, however, " the river of Maroro," described above 

to flow into the Swaha, and eventually into the Rufiji. Concernin this curious error 

sorne observations will be odered in Chap. XI. 
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more level, and the red soil is traversed by mrhite-sanded fiumaras, 
with avenues of the brightest trees. This land belongs to the 
AVahehe, a tribe diCerin in language from the AVasagara: the 
handiwork of the fierce Warori appears in many a shell of smoke- 
stained villa^,e, and the y)eople, rendered desperate by their losses, 
are notorious pilfcrers. For cl small goat tlley demand two shuk- 
kahs, and they will sometimes supply, at equally exorbitant rates, 
grclin and milk. Tobcleco, however, is exceedio-)gly cheap; cakes, 
weit,hing about 1r50 lbs. each, are sold at the rate of two to three 
per sbukkah. 

Beyond Rudi rut,ged paths lead for some miles of gradually 
fallint, grollnd over glclrinC, white earth and dull red soil, with 
thick bush and forest scattered between the eminences, through the 
last spurs of Usagara and the intermediate stations of Kinyan- 
guku and A1urundusi, to the Dhun of Ugogi. The formation of 
the lcand is here an elevated undulation, cut by many jagged water- 
courses and flanked by outlying masses which fclll westvv7ard into the 
wclstes of the westeln lXlarenCa 'khali. \ATilere the country opens 
it displays a wonderfill fertility, the effiect of subterraneous percola- 
tions from the mountains. Nowhere are the tamarind, the syea- 
more, and the calabasll seen in such perfection, second to these are 
the pelfumed myombo and the mkora, the ndabi, the chaulvya,* 
the myongo,8 and a large sweet-srnelling acacia.: Amidst these 
piles of verdllre troops of parroquets and doves jays and bright 
flyeatchers, find a sheltel, and freqlsent flocks and herds repose 
beneath the cool sllade. 'l'he red earth is still dotted with " black- 
jacks"-the remains of trees which have come to an untimely end. 
In the fields near the numerous villa(res rise little sheds to shade the 
guardians of the crops, and flocks and herds wander os7er the commons 
or unreclaimed laIlds. AgSTater, which is here pure and good, lies in 
pits froln 15 to 2() feet deep, bridged over with tree-trunks. The 
people draw it in large shalloxv buckets made of gourds, sewn 
toCether arld strengthelled with sticks. The WVahehe of these 
districts have a lasting terror of the Warori, and the war-cry is 
often ra,ised at the approach of a caravan, however peaceable. 
Provisions ale consequently scarce and espensive; tobacco, how- 
ever, is sold at the rate of two or three cakes, each weighing about 
12 lb.5 for a shukkah. From Rudi to Ugogi is a march of 11 
miles: but caravans, afier making the Dhtln, usually strike 
directly westward towards Ugogo, traversing Marenga Mk'hali, by 
a southern route, the Nya Ngaha. 

* The chamvy is a tree well known at Zallzibar, in E4hutu, and in Usagara, it 
bears edible, yellowish-red berries. 

+ The myollgo is a fine tlee, whose fruit, a large-stoned, palatable purple plum, 
is not unlike a (:lamsoll. Its hard, close wood is used for gl ain-mortars. 

+ This tree is called by the Arabs sankul, by the Wasawahili mtunduru. 
0 OL. XXIX. K 
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The tribes now tenanting these " East Africatl ghauts " are the 
Wasczgara, with their chief subtribe the Wakwivi, and the WVahehe; 
the latter a fewCamilies inhabiting the south-west corner, and ex- 
tending into the plains below. 

'lnhe lirnits of the MTasagara have already been laid down by the 
names of the plundering tribes that surrollnd them. These moun- 
taineers, though a noisy and riotous race, are not olrerblessed with 
couzate: they will lurk in the jungle with bows and arrows to 
surprise a stray porter; but they seern ever to be awaiting an attack 
-the best receipt for inviting it. In the hifflher slopes they are 
fine tall and sturdy men; in the low lands they appear as degraded 
as the \Ycakhutll. They are a zlore bearded race than any other 
UpOll this line of East Africa, and, probably from extensive inter- 
course with the \Vamrima, most of them understand the language 
of the coast. The women are remarkable for a splendid develop- 
mellt of limb, whilst the bosom is lax and pendent. 

The Wasagara displa,y great varieties of complexion, some being 
almo.st black, and the others are chocolate-coloured. This difl 
ference caylnot be accounted for by the mere effects of level and 
temperature. Some shax7e the head; ottlelzs wear the Arab's 
shushah, a kind of skull-cap growtl, extendinffl more or less over 
the poll. Amollgst them, for the filXst time, is seen the elassical 
coidure of ancient Egypt. 'rhe hair, allowed to attain its fullest 
length, is twisted itltO a multitude of the thinnest rinnleS, each 
composed of two lengths wound tonether; the wiry stiffiness of the 
curl keeps them distinct and in position. Behind, a thick curtain 
hang3 (lown to the nape; in front it is either combed ofl the 
forehead, or it is brought over the brow and trimmed short. No 
head-dress has a wilder or more characteristically Atiican appear- 
ance than this, especially when smeared with a pomatum of mica- 
ceous ochre, and decorated with beads, brass balls, and sinlilar orna- 
ments, causing it to wave and rattle with every lrlotion of the head. 
Young men and warriors adorn their locks with the Seathers of 
vultures, ostriches, and a variety of brit,ht-plumed jays, and some 
tribes twist each ringlet with a string of reddish fibre. It is seldom 
combed out, the operation requiring for a head of thick hair the hard 
work of a whole day; it is therefore not surprising that the pediculus * 
swarms through the land. None but the chieX wear cap3. All 
distend the ear-lobe: a hole is bored svith a needle or a thorn, and 
is enlarged by inserting bits of cane, wood, or quills, increasint the 
latter to the number of twenty. The aperture is kept open by a disk of 
brass, ivory, mTood, or gum, a roll of leaf or a betel-nut, and it serves 

* The Arab travellers almost always shave their heads as a prevexltive against 
these insects; the Baloch are celebrated for breeding nits in their long and bushy 
locks. 
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for a variety of purposes apparently foreign to the ulember; it often 
carries a cane snuff-box, sometimes a goatss-horn pierced for a fife, 
and other small valuables. W;then empty, especially in old age, 
it depends in a deformed loop to the shoulders. The peculiar mark 
of the tribe appears to be a number of eonfused tittle cuts between 
the ears and the eyebrows. Some men, especially in the eastern 
parts of the mollntains, chip the teeth to points like sharks or 
AVahiao. 

The dress of the VVasagara is a shukkah or loin-cloth, 6 feet 
long, passed round the waist in a single fold otherwise walking 
would be difficult-drawn tigaht behirld, and with the fore extre- 
mities gathered up, ad tlIcked in over the stomach: it is, in fact, 
the Arab " uzar; " probably the most ancient garb used by the 
Eastern man. They often support it bya girdle of cord or leather. 
On journeys it is purposely made short and scanty for convenience 
of running. The material is sometimes indigo-dyed, at other times 
unbleached cotton, which the A;Vasagara, however, stain a dull 
yellow. Cloth is the clothing of the wealthy. The poor con- 
tent themselves mith the calabash "campestre" or kilt, described 
in a previous page, and with the softened skins of sheep and goats. 
It is curious that in East Afnca, where t/hese articles have from 
time immemorial been the national dress, and where amongst 
some tribes hides forrn the house, that the people have neither 
illverlted nor horrowed the princiles of rude tanning, even with 
acacia bark, an art sell known to most tribes of barbarians. 
Immediate]y after flaying, the stretched skin is pegged, inside 
upwards, in the sun, and it is not removed till thoroughly cleansed 
and dried, to prevent shrinking. The many little " peep-holes " in 
the margin give it the semblance of ornamentation, and sometimes 
the hair is scraped oR, leaving a fringe 2 or 3 inches broad around 
the edge: the legs alld tail of the animal are not removed by 
"dressy gentlemen." 'rhese skins are subsequently softened by 
trampling, and they are vigorously pounded with clubs: after a 
few days' wear dirt and grease have almost dolle the duty of 
talming. It is tied over either shoulder l y a bit of cord or simply by 
knotting the corners; it therefore leaves one side of the body bare, 
and, being loose and unt,irt, it is at the mercy of every wind. On 
journeys it is doSed during rain, and placed between the burden 
and the shoulder, so that, arlived at the encamping glound, the 
delicate traveller may have a " dry shirt." Like the Indian ryot's 
attire, at best it deals imperfectly with the essentials of decency. 

AVomen of the wealthier classes wear a tobe3 or double-length 
shukkah, tightly drawll under the arms, so as to depress whi]st 
veilint, the bosom, and tucked in at either sIde; it is almost 
as hideous as the European " sacque " of bygone days. Dark 

K s 



stufEs indigo-dyed and Alab checks are preferred to plain white 
for the usual reasons. 'rhe dress of the general is a short but 
decorous jupe of greasy skin, and a similar covering for the bosom, 
open behind and extending in front from the neck to the midelle 
of the body: the child is carried in another skin upon the back. 
The poorest classes of both sexes are indifferently attired in the 
narrow kilt of loose fibre.$ 'Rhe children svear an apron of thi 
twine, like the: Nubian thong garments. Where beads abound, 
the sharele, a small square napkin of these ornaments strung upon 
thread, is fastened round the waist by a string or a line of beads. 
There are many fallciful modifications of it: some children vvear an 
apron of tin plates, each the size of a man's finger: most of the 
very juniors, however, are simply attired in a string, with or with- 
out beads, round the waist. 

The ornaments of the Wasagara are the normal beads ar.d wire, 
and their weight is the test of wealth ancl respectabilit.y. A fillet 
of blue and white porcelains is bound round the head, and nlore 
beads appear upon the neck, the arms, and the ankles. The kitindi,t 
a coil of thick brass wire, extends from fhe elbow to the wrist; others 
wear little chaizas or thick armlets of copper, brass, or zinc: those 
who can aSord it twlst a iw circles of brass wire under the knee. 
The arms of the men are bows and arrows, the latter unpoisoned, 
but armed with cruelly-barbed heads, and spines like fish-bones, 
cut into the long iron shaft which projects from the wood. Tileir 
spears and assegais are made bom the old hoes which are brought 
down by the AVanyamwesi caravans; the ferule is thin, and it is 
attached to the shaft by a cylinder of leather from a cow's 
tail, drawn over the iron, and allowed to shrink at its junc- 
tion with the wood: some assegais have a central bulge in 
the shaft, probably used like the rungu or knobstick. Men 
seldom leave the house without a billhook of peculiar shape- 

* In the maritime countries the kilt is usually made with the fibre of the 
ukhindu or brab tree; in the interior with that of the calabash. 

t This is a peculiarly African decoration It is a coil of concentric circles, 
extending so high that the joiIlt has scarcely room to play. At both extremities 
the circlets are made a little larger for grace, and the elasticity of the wire keeps them 
in place. The weight of the kitindi is about 3 lbs., yet the women in some tribes, 
especially the Wahumba, srill wear four of these bulky decorations upon their arms 
and legs. Those above the elbows and round the ankles, however, are generally 
half sized, and without the terminal bulges - they appear to compress the limb 
painfully. The Wanyika of Mombasah and the Wahumba wear the kitindi also 
under the knee. It is mostly a woman's ornament. In Uwinza and Ujiji men 
assume the full-sized armlet- and in Usagara, and other parts, their wrists, arms, 
and ankles are often decorated with half and quarter lengths. The masango, 
or wires, carried llp the country are collverted into kitindi, or coil armlets, by 
artisans. At Unyanyembe the value varies from two to four shukkah; at 
Ujiji, where they are in demand for purchasing ivory and slaves, they become 
worth four to five shukkah. The kitindi there represents our gold money, as 
cotton cloth does the silver, and heads the copper coinage of civilized countries. 
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a llarrow sharp blade ending in a right angle, and fixed in a 
wooden handle, with a projection risinn above the blade. The 
shield is rarely found on this line of East Africa. In Usagara 
it is composed of two parallel belts of hardened skin, from 3 to 
4 feet in length by l to 2 feet in breadth. The material is pegged 
out to stretch and dry, carefully cleaned, sometimes doubled, sown 
tot,ether longitudinally with a thin thong, and stained black down 
one side, and red down the other. A stout lath is fastened as a 
stiffener to the shield lengthwise; and a central bulge is made 
in the hide, enabling the hand to grasp the wood. The favourite 
materials are the spoils of the elephanty the rhinoceros, and the 
giraffe; the common shields are of bull's-hide, and the hair is 
generally left upon the outside as an ornament, with attachmellts 
of zebra and cowsz tails. It is a flimsy article, little better than 
a "wisp of fern or a herring-net" avainst an Enffllish "cloth- 
yard :" it sufEces, however, for defence against the puny cane- 
arrows of the African archer. 

The habitations of races form a curious study, and no valueless 
guide to the nature of the climate and the physical conditions to 
which men are subject. About Central Usagara the normal 
African haystack-hut makes place for the tembe, which extends 
westward a little beyond Uny-anyembe. The Tembe, though of Ha- 
mitic origin,$ resembles the Utum of the ancient, and the Hishan of 
the modern, Hejas: it was suggested probably in both lands by the 
necessity of defsence for man arld beast. Provided with block- 
houses at the corners, to prevent dead groun(l where fire, the only 
mode of- attack, could be applied, this structure would be im- 
pregnable to Africans. To a certain extent it is a proof of CiYi- 

lization; the wildest tribes have not progressed lJeyond the comfort- 
less circular hut, which seems modelled after a mimosa-tree. The 
form of this building is a hollow square or olJlong, generally irre- 
gular, with curves, projections, and semicircles: in Usagara, to 
suit the exigencies of the hill-sides, and the dwarf cones upon 
which it is built, the shape is sometimes round or oval. On 
the mountains, and in Ugogo, where timbel is scarce, the 
houses form the fronts of the building; they are built of stout 
stakes, wattle, and dah, and are rarely luore than 7 feet in 
hei^,ht. The general roof has usually a slope to the fiont, and 
another to the interior, that rain may drain of; it is, how- 
ever, flat enough to support the grain, melons, pumpkins, and 
other articles placed there to ripen or to dry. It has no exterior 
eaves, and it is ascended from the side by the rudest ladder, the 
inclined trunk ov a tree, with steps formed by the stumps of lopped 

* According to Mr. Cooley (' Geography of N'yassi,' p. 8) te-mba-ndambi means 
" mistress of the house," asld is the ti.tle of the chief wife in Angola.. 
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boughs. Tn each side of tlle square one or two doorways sre 
pierced; they are large enough to admit cattle, and tilough ptlblic 
they often pass through private domiciles. The tenements are 
divided from one another by party-walls of the same materiaJ as 
the exterior. Each house has two roorns, a " but " and a " ben," 
separated by a screen of corn-canes supported by stakes, with a low 
passage left open for light. rrhe " but,'t used as parlour, kitchen, 
and dormitory, opens upon the central square; the " ben " receives 
a glimmer from the door and chinks, which have not yet suggested 
the idea of windows: it serves for sleeping, arld for a store-roorn; 
it is a favourite place with hens and pigeons that aspire to be 
mothers; and the lambs and kids are allowed to pass the night 
there. The prisrn-shapel ceilings is composed of thin poles extend- 
ing from the long walls to the centre, where they are supported by 
horizontal beams which run the whole length of the house, and 
these again rest upon a proportionate llumber of solid forked 
uprights. Upon this framework grass and canes are thickly 
strewed, and above all a thick coating of mud or clay forms the 
roof. Upon the Kiringawana route, where the villages are poor, 
the upper part is often a litl;le straw, and the walls are of clods 
loosely put together. rrhe ceiling is polished to a shiny black with 
smoke; soot depends ill stalactite-shape, and the roofs during the 
rains are small grass-plots. The flo(r is merely tamped earth, 
rough and uneven. 'rhe broom, a wisp of grass, a bunch of bamboo- 
splints, or a split fibrous root, usually sticks in the ceilinffl its 
work is lett to the ants. In the hollow enceinte the cattle 
are milked alld penned: it is covered with a thick coat of the 
aolimals' earths dust in the hot weather, and deep viscid mud 
during the rains. 'rhis must be an efficacious fomite of cuta- 
neous and pectoral disease. Near the houses truzaks of trees 
resting on forks are placed horizolltally, brming pens to keep 
the calves from the I^nilch cows at night. In some vil]anes hue 
bolsters of surplus grain, packed in tree-bark, neatly corded 
rourld, are raised on high poles. Othels agaill have a balldarwi, or 
exterior boothy, where the men sit in the shade, alld the women 
husk pound, and cook their graint 

In some regions, as in Ugogo, these locigings become peculiarly 
offensive if not bllrnt down after the first year. 'rhe place is a mena 
gerie of hens, pigeons, and rats of remarkable impudellce; scorpions * 

* Scorpions, locally called nge, are usually small, and, though tbey sting spite- 
fully, the paill seldom lasts through the day. As ulany as three have been observefl 
to fall from a single rafter in the coulse of a week. I11 Ugogo there is a green 
variety, from fotlr to five inches loIlg, which inflicts a torturing wound. Olle of 
the slaves attached to the Expe(lition suffErezl for nearly two months from a s^rollen 
arm iol consequence of a Stillg. 1'he poison of the scorpion, howeer, seems to act 
with different degLees of vioXence upon different constitutions. The Baloch and 
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and earwigsX fall from their nests in the warm, smoky ceilings 
a small xylophagus, vwith a large black head, rains a yellow 
pollen from the riddled wood-work, house-crickets chirp from 
evening to dawn; and large, solitary mason-wasps- the kum- 
bharni t or " potter's-wife " of Western India burrow holes in the 
wall, or raise plastered nests, and buzz about the inmates' ears. 
Lizards,+ often tailless after the duello, tumble fisom the ceiliilgs; 
and in the darker corners spiders of peculiar hideousness weave 
webs of solid construction; cockroaches are plentiful as in an 
Indian steamer; and the restof tlle poplllation is representecl by 
telaacious ticks? of many kinds, flies of sorts, bugs,ll fleas, and 

Arabs rarely complained long. Amongst the fol mer was a greybeard who had been 
treated at Maskat prophylactically agaislst the pain alld venom of the scorpion 
He described the treatment as consisting of a cathartic dose in the first instance 
followed by an intensely bitter drauoht, after mhich he could handle the animai 
without dallger. The Africans, who igllore our common treatment by volatile 
alkalis, relieve the pail] by applying castor and other oils. The Arabs believe that 
after stinging five times successively the animal dies. 

* Earwigs (forficulse) are very common ill all damp places, atl(l they haunt the 
huts on account of the shaele. Apparently they cast their coats before the rainy 
seasoIl. 'r]]e Africans igllore the superstitioll which in most F,uropean countries 
has given to this insect its popular name. 

t 'rhis large hymenopter is of several vaiieties, some are black and yellow 
others a dark snetallic blue, and othel s of a tellder greell They are found through- 
out the country, but in tEle greatest numbers at Ujiji. 

+ The common species is the smooth-skinlle(l Somali lizard (described by Mr. 
Blyth, ' Journal of the Asiatic Soc. of 1:3engal,' Nov. 1855), with fawn-coloured 
belly and a brown back, striped with two broads pale streaks exterlding from the 
jaws to the tail. Another is a greell lizard, of moderate dimetlsions, alld rendered 
hideous by its knobbed alld walty skiIl. Qll the ballks of nullahs, ill Usagara 
a species was obserlred with a bright scarlet head, glowing with metallic lustre 
and a coat of tender bluish green. The pil of VV. Illdia is Comlnon in Khutu * the 
hack is chocolate coloured, and the tail is barred across with five or six blackish 
lilles. It is believed by the people to destroy the white ant. The aninlal alluded 
to by Mr. Andersson (i Travels on Lake Ngami,' chap. xxiv.), " a singular little 
stlake, about seven ar eight inches long, possessing fol1r distinct legs, each pro- 
vided with toes and nails like a lizard," was observed at Inenge. Unfortunately 
the only procurable specimell of this salamander, or t3atrachian lizard, was nearly 
decomposed by the liquid which was used to preserve it. 

? The ricilli in E. Africa are called papasi. It is probably tlle " pazi bug," 
made by Dr. Krapf a rival in venom $o the Argas Persicus, or the fatal " bug of 
Miana." In E. Aflica these parasites are fbund of maIly shapes, round and oval 
flat and swollen after SuCtiOIl, and they vaty in size fronl microscopic dimensiotls 
to three ql1arters of an inch. The houses, especially those into which the young 
of cattle are admitted, swarm with these pests, olle of the principal annovances of 
the lan(l. The bite callnot poison, but the constant irritation caused by it is 
not unlikely. in nelvous temperaments, to induce fever aIld itsj consequences. 
A hut thorouOhly iIlfeste(l vith papazi must be sprinkled with boiling water and 
swept clean for many weeks before they will disapl)ear 

11 The Cimex lectularius, supposed to have been imported flom America into 
England after the gl-eat fire of 1666, swarms throughout E. and Celltral Africa 
and is apparelltly an aborigen of the country. It is impossible to remove a Mnyam- 
wezi's bedstead without causing a shower of these foul insects to fall from the 
decayed woodwork. These people of hard skins care little for the bite, alld con- 
sider the odour aromatic. 

s The common pulex is tare, except in some districts,-a pleasant surprise to 
travellers familiar vith Egypt and Iudia. 



mosquitoes. The thick planked doors are jealously closed at sunset, 
after which hour no villarer stirs from his home. 'rhe people also 
have an aversion to sleeping in the open air, and thus they supl)ly 
their cohabitants with nightly rations, which account for theiz fecun- 
dity Moreover there is no draught to disturb the smaller occupants, 
consequently they are more numerous than in the circular cottage. 

There is little furniture in these abodes. They have usually 
throughout Usagara, thollth not in Ugogo, the dwarf cartels 
which Africans seem to love. Around the walls depelld neatly- 
plaited slings of fibrous cord supporting gollrds and vilindo,* or 
bark-boxes, stuffed with grain and provisions: in the store-rooms, 
propped upon stanes, andr often plastered over with clay, there are 
huge corn-bins of l;he same material for grain and pulse-granaries. 
'rhe contrivanecs for cooking are of the simplest. Grain is ground 
upon a coarse granite slab, raised at an angle of 2,5?, about 1 foot 
above the floor, and embedded in hardL mud. The hearth 
is formed of three Mtifiga, or trtlncated cones, of red or grey 
clay, sometimes 2 feet high and 10 inches in dlameter.t They 
are disposed triant,ularly, with the apex to the mall, and open to 
the front where the fire is made; the pot rests in the interval 
between them. There is no contrivance to draw of the smoke, 
which for want of draught curls slowly through the doorways. 
But smoke and grease are the African's coat and smallelothes: 
they contriblute so much to his health and comfort that he is by no 
means anxious to get rid of them. From the rafters hang- drums 
and kettledrums) skins and hides in every process, and hooked 
twigs, dangling from a strilog, support the bows and arrows, the 
spears an(l assegais. An arrow is always stuck in the sooty ceilin 
tor good lllek; ivory also is often stored thele hence its dark, 
ruddy coat of colourinffl, which must be removed by ablution with 
warm lulood. 'Rhe rafters albo are favourite places for small 
articles that require seasoning bows, guivers, bird-bolts, knob- 
sticks, walking-canes, reed-nozzles for bLellows, and miiko or ladles 
used to stir porridge. Thfe large and heary water-pots of black 
clay, -hich are filled every morning and evenint, by the xvomen at 
the well, lie during thfe day half empty about the room. In wealthy 
houses a kilindo or two serves for a wardrolbe. The rest of the 
furniture may briefly be comprised in dwarf stools called kiti,: and 

* The kilindo (in the plural vilindo, a diminutive fo.rm of lirldo) is a cylindrical 
shaped box, of various sizes. It is used to contaill butter and other provisions 
and in it the travellin.g African carries his clothes and valllables. In Unyamwezi 
and other cowlntries the store-houses contain large bins of this material, wvhich are 
called lindo. The lindo forms, also, a most variable grain measure. 

t The corn-bins, as well as the tripods, lvill be recognised in the descriptions by 
our older travellers of the Bachwana Kafir households. 

t 'rhese little stools generally nleasure one foot in height by six iIIches in 
diarneter, with a slightly concave surface for sitting. They have either three or four 
curved or elbowed legs, and are sometimes provided with a base like the seat to render 
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eut out of a solid piece of the mningas or the mpingu,t pestles 
like eapstan-bars, made of the hard mkorongo,; and massive 
nortars,? shaped exactly like those portrayed in the paintings of 
ancient EgDrpt, composed of a trunk of the close-grained mkora. 

As a rule, eaeh of these villates has its headman, who owns, 
however, an imperfect allegiance to the l\futwa or district chief, 
the equivalent of sultan. LIis wazir, or favourite eouneillor, is 
the Mtosi, and the elders of settlements are ealled eollee- 
tively AATabaha. Their prineipal distinction is the right to wear a 
fez or a Surat cap, alld a kizbao or sleeveless waisteoat. They 
derive a eertain amount of revenue by trafficking with slaves: 
many of the Wasagara find their way into the market of Zanzibar. 
Moreover the game-laws as ret,ar(ls elephants are here strictly in 
favour of the Sultan. An animal folmd dead in his district, though 
wounded in allother, becomes his property on eondition of his 
satisfying his official with small presents of cloth and beads: the 
flesh is feasted upon by the tribe, and the ivory is sold to travelling 
traders. 

Th;e WaheheS situated between the Wasagara and AYagot,o, 
partake a little of the appearanee of both. rrhey are a plain race, 
but StovIt and well grown. Though to appearanee hearty and 
good-humoure(l, they are decided pilferers: they have more than 
once attacked caravans, and only the Warolzi prevented them from 
cutting ofFthe road to lJgogo. During the passage of the Expe- 
dition in 1858 they took occasion to drive off unseen a floek of 

them more steady. 'rhe orlly ornaments of the kiti are plates of tin let into the seat. 

'rhese stools are invariably used by the Sultan and the lGgangE, who hold it unw 

dignified to sit uporl the ground. In Wanyamwezi caravans many porters carrv 

this luxury strapped behind their backs with the legs projecting outwards. It 

owes its general use to the belief that sitting upon the bara earth causes dysenteric 

disease. Ill the ' Narrative of'the Austrian Missionaries' who ascended the White 

Nile in 184G, mentioll is made of the Bari and other people, who carry about with 

them similar stools a(lol ned with beads. 

* The mninga, OlF mnenga, is a tall and stately tree, ploducingaledgum. The 

wooel, of a dark mahogany colour, is used to malSe large bowls and platters, but it 

is xveak, ancl suffErs from worms. Spears are nlade from the heart of this tree 

and whell old and well grease(l they resenlble teak. 

t The mpingu, a name also applied to " grenadille " wrood and ebony, is the sisam 

Dalbelgia sissoo, or Indiarl black-wood (a well-known species of bauhinia); it is 

errolleously called by the Arabs abnus, which properly signifies ebony. It is seen 

ill most parts of E. Africa. The wood is of fine quality and vely dark in the healt 

of the trunk, the people divide it into male and female * the former is itlternally a 

dull brickdust re(l, the latter is of a hlacker tint. Spears and a2Qe-handles are 

made of this wood, which SOOII, howtever, when exposed to the air, unless reglllarly 

greased, becomes brittle. 

; The mkorongo is a large tree, with a har(l fine-grained wood, common ill 

Unyamwezi; it is selected fot raf'ters, as it best resists the xylophagous insects which 

abound in the country. 

? This mortar is called by the Alabs mankal alld millhaj, by the Wasawahili 

" kino." The pestle ill ltlabic is ma lakk or safilah alld in Kisawahili lrlchl. It 

extellds as far south as the Kafir tribesO 
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goats; and at nighl; no man, unless encamped in a stro-l.g kraal, 
was safe from their attempts to snatch his goods. On one occa- 
sion, being caught in flagrant delict, they were compel]ed to restore 
their plunder,, with an equivalent as an indemnity. They are on 
bad terms vFith all their neighbours, and they unite under their 
chief Sultan Bumbumu. 

The;NVahehe enlarge their ears like the Wagogo, they chip 
the two upper incisors, and they burn beauty-spots in their 
forearms. Some men extract three or four of the lower incisors: 
whenever a man without these teeth is seen in Ugogo he is at 
once known as a Mhehe. lSor distinctive mark they have two 
cicatrized incisions on both cheeks from t,he zygomata to the angles 
of the mouth. They dress like the Mragot,o, but they have less 
cloth than skins. The married women usually wear a jupe, in 
shape, behind, recalling the old swallow-tailed coat of Europe, 
with kitindi or coil bracelets of brass or iron wire on both forearms 
and above the elbows. Unmarried girls in Usagara are un- 
clothed, except with several strings of large mhite, yellow, and blue 
glass beads fastened round the waist to support a long strip of 
cloth, like the Indian languti, one end of which depends to the 
shin, and over this is tied a kilt of calabash fibre a few inches 
deep. The men wear about the middle a thick girdle of thin brass 
wire wound neatly round a cord of tree-fihre: in addition to the 
other arms of the \Vasagara they carry sime, or double-edged 
knives, from 1 to 2 feet long, with blades broa(leninffl out from the 
haft, and at the end rounded of to end in a poirst. The handle is 
of wood cut into raised rings for the grip, and, when sheathed, 
half the blade appears outside its rude leathern case. 'rheir tembe 
are stnall and peculiarly low, probably to assist escape. They do 
bllsiness in slaves, and have large flocks and herds, which are, 
however, often thinned by the AVarori, whom they dare not 
meet in the field. 'rheir castrated animals are peculiarly fat and 
well grown. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE THIRD REGION: THE PI,ATEAU OF ZIARENTGA MK HALI, UGO(XO, AND 
MGUNDA MK'HALI. 

rTHE third ditision of the eountry visited is a flat table-land ex- 
tending from the Ugogi Dhun, at the western base of the 
WVasagara Moulltains, in E. long. 36? 14', to Tura, the eastern 
distriet of Unyamwezi, in E. long. 33? 57'; oeeupying a diagonal 
breadth of 155 geographieal rectilinear mi]es. The length from 
north to south is not so easily estimated. The AVahumba and the 
Wataturu in the former, and the NVahehe and Warori in the latter 
direction, are migratory tribes who spurn a civilised frontier; aeeord- 
ing to the Arabs, however, the A7Tagogo extend three long marches 
on an average to the north and four or five southwards. This, 
assuming the mareh at 15 miles, would give a total of 120. The 
average of the heights observed is 3650 feet, with a gradual rise 
westwards to Jiwe la Mkoa 4200 feet (?). 

The third region, situated to leeward of a rangc whose heights 
eompel the south-east trades to part with their load of vapours, and 
distallt from the sueeession of inland seas, whieh, stationed near 
the eentre of the Africaol eontinent, act as reservoirs to restore the 
balanee of humidity, is an arid, sterile land a eounterpart, in many 
plaees, of the Kalahari and the Karroos, or South AfYiean desert- 
plains. The general aspect is a glaring yello^1v flat, darkened by 
long growtl-ls of aerid, saline, and sueculent plants, thorny bush, and 
stunted trees, and the colouring is mollotonous in the extreme. It 
is sprinkled with isolated dwarf eones bristling with roeks and 
boulders, from whose interstiees springs a thin forest of gums, 
thorns, and mimosas. The power Ot' igneous agency is displayed in 
protrudingmasses of granitieformatioll,whiehrise from the deadlevel 
with little foundationary elevation; and here the masses of sandstone, 
superillcumbent upon the primitive base in other parts of the country, 
often disappear. On the north rises the long tabular range of the 
AVahumba LIills, separated by a line of lower ground from the 
plateau. Southwards, a plain, ilnperceptibly shelving, trends to- 
wards the Rwaha Etiver. There are no rivers; the periodical 
rains are carried of by large nullahs, whose clay banks are split 
and cut during the seasoll of potetlt heat illtO polygonal figures 
like piles of columnar basalt. 0t1 the sparkling nitrous salillas and 
tl-le dull yellow or dun-coloured plains the mirage faintly resembles 
the effect of refraction in Desert hrabia. The roads are mere 
foot-tracks through the fields and bushes. The krnals are small 
dirty circles enclosing a calabash or other tree, agaillst which 
,oods are stacked: the boothies are made of dried canes and 
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stubble, surrounded by most efficient c/tevav2 de frise of thorn- 
boufflhs, and at the end of the dry season they are burnt dowll by 
inevitable accident. The want of wood prevents their being made 
solidly, and for the same reason " bois de vache " is the ustlal fuel 
of the country. 

The formation of the subsoil is mostly sandstone bearing a ruddy 
sand. The surice is in rare places a brown vegetable humus, ex- 
tending but a few inches in depth, or lnore generally a hard yellow- 
reddish ferrut,inous clay covered with quartz nodules of many colours, 
and lumps of carbonate of lime or uThite and silicious sarld, rather 
resembling a well-metalled road or an " untidy expanse of gravel- 
walk " than the rich onoulds which belong to the fertile African 
belt. In many parts are conical anthills of pale red earth; in 
others ironstone crops out of the plain; and everywhere fine and 
coarse grits abound. The land appears condemned to drought 
and nowhere is water either good or plentiful. It is found 
in the wrpentiner bedts of nullahs, and after rain in ziwa,+- 
pools ar ponds, filled by a gentle gravitation, and retained by a 
strong clay, in deep pits excavated by tlle people, or in shallow 
holes " crowed " in the ground. The supplies of this necessary 
divide the country into three great districts. 0n the east is 
]!/Iarenga lMkShali a thick bush, where a few villages, avoided by 
travellers? are scattered north and soutll of the road. The heart 
of the region is UgOgo? the most populous and the best cultivated 
country? divided into a number of small and carefully cultivated 
clearings by tracts of dense bush and timberless woods, a wall of 
verdure during the rains, arld in the hot season a system of thorns 
and broornwork which serve merely to impede a free circulation of 
the air. These seams of bush appear strange in a country populated 
of old; the Arabs, however, declare that the land is more thinly 
inhabited than it used to be. iX+gunala AIk'hali, the weste'n divi- 
SiOtl iS a thirl forest and a heap of brakey jungle. AYhere hills 
are, they are thickly cnlothed with vegetation, probably because 
they obtain more moisture than the plains. 

The climate of IJgot,o is markedly arid. During almost the 
whole year a violent wind sweeps from the eastern mountains. There 
are great changes in the temperature, whilst the weather apparently 
remains the same, and alternate currellts of hot and cold air were 
observed. In the long summer the climate much resembles that 
of Sindh; there are the same fiery suns playing upon the naked 
surface with a painful dazzle, cool crisp nights, and clouds of 
dust. The succulent xJegetation is shr;velled up and carbonized by 
heat, and the crackling covering of clayey earth and thin sand, 

* The ziva, in Kisawahili, is equivalent to the S. Afl ican " vley " and the Indian 
" tank " Being temporary and wholly dependent upon rain-water, not upon splirlgs 
or infiltration, it does not attain the dignity of a lake. 
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wllose partieles are unbound by dew or rain, rises ill lofty whirling 
eolumns like water-spouts when the north wind from the Wa- 
humba Hills meets the gusts of Usagara, whieh are SOoll heated 
to a furnaee-breath by the glowing suriee. These " devils " $ 
seour the plain with the rapidity of horsemen, and, eharged with 
eoarse graill and small pebbles, strike with the painful violenee of 
heavy hail. The sieeity and repereussion of heat produee an 
atmosphere of peeuliar brillianey in Ugogo: the milky haze of 
the eoast elimate is unknowtl. The sowing season, at whieh time 
also trees begin to bud and birds to breed, is about the period of 
the sun's greatest southern declination, and the gradual diminution 
of temperature displays in these regions the effeets of the tepid 
winds and the warm verllal shovvers of the European eorltinellt. 
There is no NTuli or Lesser lMasika, and thus the elimate is unre- 
freshed by truly tropieal rains. About the middle of November 
the eountry is visited by a few preliminary downfalls, aeeoznpanied 
by a violent tramontana, and the vital prineiple whieh appears 
extinet starts onee more into sudclen and exeessive aetivity. To- 
wards the end of Deeember the Masika, or rainy season, eom- 
mences with the winds shifting from the east to the north and 
north-east, blowing steadily from the high groulads eastward and 
westward of the A5yanza Lake, whieh have been saturateel by 
heavy falls beginning in September. 'rhe " winter" seldom ex- 
eeeds the thil d lnonth, and the downpour is desultory and uneertain, 
eausing frequent droughts and fclmine. For this reason the land 
is much inferior in fertility to the other regions, and the cotton 
and tobaeco, whieh flourish from the eoast to the Tanganyika Lake, 
are defieient in Ugogo, whilst rice is supplanted by the rugged 
sorghum and maize. This aridity, however, llas doubtless tellded 
to raise the physical development of the population. 

Arab and other travellels unaecustomed to the eountry at first 
suffer froln the elimate, whieh must not, however, be condemned. 
They eomplain of violent chclnt,es from burning heat to piercing 
eold, whieh is always experienced in that regioll when the thermo- 
meter sinks below 55?, of tourbillons, and of sBTarms of flies. Their 
thin tents, pitehed under a ragged ealabash, cannot mitigate the 
ardour of an unelouded sun; the salt-bitter water,+ whose nitrous 

* The Africall calls them "p'hepo "-synonymous with the Arabic shaytan and 
the F,ILO1;Sh " devil." 

t This peculiarity in the East Afi ican kal roo may be explained on the chemical de- 
composition of the atmospheric air, a theory which Barrow (' Travels in Southern 
AfIica,' vol. ii. chap. iv.) applies to the barren plains north of the Cape. He sup- 
poses, from the experiments of Von Humboldt, that the " fat arld clayey earths are 
strongly disposed to attract the oxygen from the atmosphere, by which the azotic 
gas is let loose; and this gas, entering into combination with fresh oxygen of the 
superincumbent stratum in an increased proportion, folms nitric acid, from which 
saltpetre is generated." Thus he accbunts for the presence of saltpett-e, and for 
the great diminution of temperature in these ' karroos.' The wind, in fact, is 
refrigerated l y natllre as liqllors are cooled by art. 
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and saline deposits sometimes tarllisn a silver ring like the fumes of sulphur, affect3 their health; whilst the appetite, stimulated by a purer atmosphere and by tlie coollless of the night season, is only kept within due bounds by deficiency in the means of satisfying it. Those who have seen tlle interior of Africa are profuse in their praises of the climate on their return march. The mukun- guru, or seasoning fever, however, rarely fails to attack strangers. It is, like that of tlle second region, a violent bilious attack, whose consequences are sleeplessness, debility, and severe headache: the hot fit is unusually long and rigorous, compa.red with the algid stage. In some districts the parexia is rarely fol- lowed by the relieving perspirations; and when natural diaphoresis appears, it by no means denotes the termination of the paroxysm. Other diseases are rare, and the terrible ulcerations of Khutu and Eastern Usagara are almost unknovvn in Ugogo. There is little doubt that the land, if it afforded good shelterS pure water, and regular diet, would be eminently wholesozne. 

In the ullillviting landscape a tufty, straggling grass, like living hay, often raisecl on little mounds, with bald places between, thinly strewed with loits of quartz and sandstone, replaces the tall lusuriant herhage of the maritime plain, and the arboraceous and fruitescent preduce of the mountains. The dryness of the climate, and the p()verty ofS the soil, are displayed in the larger vetetation. The only tree of considerable girth is the calabash, and it is scattered over the country widely apart. Its disproportionate conical bole of burnished red, burnt and blackened by sun and rain, is based upon distorted legs, raised from the sulface of the ground, with strange exerescences which in pious India would merit a coating of vermilion, and capped by a dome of gnarled arms, each one a tree, here round, there flattened, ending in twigs, the thinnest of which is as thick as a fat man's finger. This mass of tirtlber and large fleshy leaf is covered with delicate flowers of a virgin whit.e, which, opening ollt at early down, bloortl through the day and fall faded at eventide. The baobab is amongst trees what the elephant is to animals, apparently the practice-work of nature; in Ugogo the grotesqueness of the general appearance is increased by the folds and wrin!sles which form by granulation upon the oblongs where the bark has been removed for its fibre. A variety of frankincense * overspreads the ground; the bark is a deep 
* The best species of frankiIlcense is obtained from the dry regions in the eastern horn of Africa. The Arabs,- however, declare that they have met with the tree upon the lowel slopes of Kilima-ngao, alld in the jullgles of Chhaga. Dr. Livingstone notices a solitary specimen in the Botanic Galdens of Loanda, which yields a substitute for the true offlcinal gume The frallkincense of Ugogois called by the Wasawahili ubani (a corruption of the Arabic luban), asld by the peoplc of the coulltry hiddadi. It is collected in the hot weather, alld dried over the fire, or scalded in water, so as to prevent it from becoming viscid, as it does when raw, in the rays of tbe sun. The principal collectors are the up-earan ans of Wanyanlwezi, 
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burnished bronze, whitened above with an incrustatioll, probably 
nitrous, that resembles hoar frost; and the long woody twigs are 
bleache(l by the falling off of the outer integuments. The 
muklX or bdellium-tree rises like a dwarf calabash froul a low 
copse containing a curious variety of thorns, some straight and 
stiff as corking-pins, some curved like cocks'-spurs, others hard 
and sharp as kites'-claws, others with a double armature turlled 
back to back which defies a garrnent to escape them. The succulent 
plants, cactus, aloe, and euphorbia, will not burn; the alr within 
expands with l,wleat, and the juices gushing out extinguish the 
flame. Amollgst the various gum-trees there is strange difference 
of colour; one will display 1lnder the withered yellow pellicles a 
bark of the tenderest sky-blue, others show a greenish and coppery 
burllish, others are ghastly white with decay,+ and alulost a11 are par- 
tially ruddy with the lont gallelies of white ants. Amongst variolls 
salsolae, or saltworts, the shrub called by the Arabs arak, $ with its 
curraIlt-like bunches of fruit, is conspicuolls for its evergreen ver- 
dure; the ragged and stunted ultullgulu? rains its apples upon 
the ground; alld the mbelnbu,ll in places sheltered from the zun, 
bears a kind of medlar whicll is eaCerly soufflht by the hungry tra- 
veller. rrhe euphorbiae here rise to the hei^,llt of 35 or 40 feet, 
and the hard woody stem throws ollt a mass of naked arms, in the 
shape of a huge cup, impervious to the midday sun. 

\fVriltl anlluals abound througholt these jungles, and the spoor 
lasts long upon the crisp gravelly soil. In some districts they visit 
by nigllt the raised clay water-troughs ot the cultivators. The ele- 

who carry it to their homes, alld use it to fumigate and perfume their persons and 
clothes. The Arabs, who are weil acquainted with it, have as aet dorle nothing 
towar(ls exploiting it. 

$ Tlle Arabs declare the mukl (i), or bdellium (Balsamodendron Africa- 
num ?), of Ugogo to be of good quality. Rllbbed upon a stene and mixed with water it 
is applied with a pledget of cot$on to sluggish and purulent sores * and wolllen fumi- 
gate with it after parturition. The Africans ignore its use, and the Haloch, though 
well acquainte(l with the bdellium, gugal or guggur, in their own country, did not 
observe it in Ugogo. As has beetl mentioned, the mukl of E. Africa was alluded to 
by the traveller Ibn Said in the thirteenth celltury. May not the zzy>o of the 
Periplus, which appears in chap. xii., amongst the Ilames of gums and drugs, be a 
corruption of the Arabic ,W4 ? 

t 'rhe people, like those of S. Africa, avoid eating the gums of the mimosae, and 
other trees, under the implession that they destroy digestion. The Somali, on the 
other hand, have less prejudice against the food. 

t This capparis (Sodata ?), also termed ilak ard siwak, is as common in Ugogo 
as it is in Arabia alld Sindh. Throughollt the western world it forms a favourite 
tooth-stick, and in some countries, according to Dr. Barth !'Travels in Africa,^ 
chap. lxxv.), the berries are pickled. 

? The mtungulu is a stunted and ragged tree, common in Usagara and Unyam- 
wezi. Its small gleen fruit, notbeing eatenby man ol beast, is probahly poisonous. 

11 The anbembu, also called mbura-mbura, is probably the " milo" of Dr. 
Livingstone. 



phant preSers the thick junt,le, where he can wallow in the pools 
and feed delieately upon sueculent root3 and fruits, bark, and 
leaves. The rhinoceros loves the dark clumps of trees, which 
guard him from the noonday sun, and whence he ean sally out all 
unexpeeted upon the assailant. The mb()go, or Bos Caffer, driven 
from his favourite spots, low grassy plains bordering on streams, 
wanders like the giraffe, through the thinner forests. As in Un- 
yamwezi, the roar of the lion $ is often heard by night, and the 
cry of the ostrich t by day. These birds are numerous in the distriet 
of Ugot,o, whele their etgs may sometimes be bouc,ht fresh: they 
are at onee wild and stupid, tirnid and headstrollg: their lfength- 
ened strides and backward looks antlounee terror at the sight of 
man. It is impossible to stalk them in the open grounds) which 
they prefer. The leopard and the eynhynena, the koodoo and 
the different species of antelope, are more frequentlykilled in these 
deserts than in any other part of the line. Hog 2: of reddish eolour, 
and hares ? with rufous fur, are sometimes started by caravans. 
The hyrax of the Somali eountry basks upon the rocks and boulders, 
and the earapace of a srrlall land turtle, ealled khasa, fastened to 
a branch, serves as a road sign. 'rhe khwalu, a smali green parrot 
with yellow shoulders, the upupa or hoopoe, a great variety of 

* The lion UpOll this line of E Africa is often heard, but rarely seen * on only 
two occasions his foot-plillts appeared upon the road. The king of beasts, accord- 
ing to the Arabs, is of modelate statule. He seldom attains his maximum of 
strength, stature, alld courage, except in plain coulltries where game abounds, as 
in the lands Ilorth of the CXlpe, or iTl hills and mountaills, where cattle can be lifted 
at discretion, as in Noltheln Africa. In Unyamwezi his spoils, which are yellow 
like those of the Arah lion, with a long mane, sai(l to hang over the e) es, al(l 
tillged whitish under the jaws, become the property of the Sultan. The animal is 
more common in the highlalads of Karagwah than in the low coutltries * he has 
however, attacked the mbogo, or wild bull, and destroyed cattle witbin sight of the 
Arabs at Kazeh, in Unyallyembe. He is rarely a mall-eater this peCUliaI'ity 
according to sorne writers, being confined to old lions, whose worn teeth are ulfit 
f(3r fight 

t The " polygamous bild" was first ol)sersTed on tle Ugoo plateau- it 
extends, however, through Ullyamwezi and Usukuma to [;jiji. The eggs are 
sold, sometimes fresh, but more generally stale. Emptied and dried, they form 
the principaS circulatinffl medium between the Arab melchants and the coffee- 
growing races near the Nyanza Lake. They are cut up and ground into orna- 
mental dishes and crescents. The young birds are caught, but are rarely 
tamed. Ill Usukuma the bright and glossy feathers of the old male are much 
esteemed for adorlling the hair; yet, curious to say, the bird is seldom hunted 
Moreovel, these E. Africans have never attempted to export the feathers, which 
when white and uninjured, are sold, even by the Somal, for 8 dollars per lb. 

t Hog is found in several parts of E. Africa, and the people describe a species 
which appears to be the musked boar (Sus larvatus) of Southern Africa. The 
people have n(3 aversion to pork, but they do not breed pigs. 

? The hare, generally called kitallgure, is found, though ralely, throughout the 
countrlr. On one occasion the porters of the Expedition ran down a fine specimeil. 
The people of E. Afiica have none of the fanciful legends concerning this animal 
so prevalent amongst the Namaquas and other southern tribes- in fact, bestial 
superstition is rare irl these latitudes. 
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fly-catchers, larks with jet black heads and yellow bodies, small 
bustards, hornbills,$ nightjars, green pigeons,t sparrow-hawks, and 
small doves, are seen in every jungle. Near the settlements the 
white-necked raveIl and the comrllon chll of India $ attest the pre- 
sence of man, as the monkey does the proximity of vvater. The 
nest of the loxia swings to and fro in the fierce simoom; the black 
eagle of Somaliland,? a splendid bird, towering shily in the air, 
with his light under-plume gleaming like a silver plate, and large 
vultures (condors?), flocking from afar, denote the position of a 
dead or dyin animal 

Until late years the Wagogo, being more numerous than they 
are now, deterred travellers from traversing their country: in 
those days the road to Unyainwezi, running along the left or 
northern bank of the Rwaha, through the NVarori tribe, struck of 
near Usanga and Usenga. It is related, when the first caravan, 
led by Jumah, the diwan of Saadani, entered Ugogo, that the 
people, penetrated with admiration of his corpulence, after Tnany 
experiments to find out that it was not fictitious, determined that 
he was and must be the deity. Moreover, after coming to this 
satisfactory conclusion, they resolved that, being the deity7 he 
could irnprove their country by heavy rains; and when he pro- 
tested against both these resolutions, they proposed to put him to 
death. A succession of opportune showers released him. By 
degrees the ever-increasing insolence and violence of the Warori 
drove travellers to this northern line, and the A7Vagogo learned to 
see strangers without displaying this Libyan mania for sacrificing 
them. 

Three main roads, leading from NVestern Usagara westward, 
cross the Desert of AIarenga Mk'llali.ll The most northern is 
called Ya NyikE of the wilderness-a mis1lomer, if the assertion of 
the guides be correct that it is well watered, and peopled by the 
subjects of eight sultans. The central line, described in these 
pages, is called, from its middle station, Marenga Mk'hali: it is 
invariably preferred when water is scarce. The southern road is 
termed Nya Ngahi, a continuation of the Kiringawana route, 

* The Buceros, or hornbill, is everywhere common. It is a dull-coloured bird 
of peculiarly lank form. The varieties are mentioned in Chap. VI. 

t This Scansor, called in India the " green pigeon," is common throughout 
E. Africa, as in the regions about the Leeambaye, visited by Dr. Livingstone 

$ The Chil, or common Indian kite (Milvus Govinda, or Falco cheela), is not 
uncommon in the cultivated lands. The Ukab, or Percnopter, the sacred vulture 
of ancient Egypt, so generally found throughout Eastern Asia and Africa, even 
to the Cape, was not observed. 

? This splendid accipiter (the Bateleur eagle of Levaillant), called by the Somal 
abodi, and supposed by them to injure children with his shadow, is often seen ill 
E. Afiica. He is, howvever, wild and suspicious, seldom venturing within shot. 

10 This "brackish water" must not be confounded with the district of the 
same name in Central Usagara, described in Chapter IV, 
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preYiously alluded to: it has provisions5 but the people cause rtluc 
trouble. 

TJgogi is subject to a headman, " Ngorna Mroma," known upon 
the coast, where he has frequently traded, as Sultan Makande 
IIe is a fugitive Mgogo, who has risen to power by superior ras- 
cality, upon the strellgth of which he takes black-mail from 
travellers. He is an old man with a bald headS a wrinkled fice7 
ear-lobes enormously distended, huge feet, and a stalwart though 
withered frame. lIis dress is a greasy " barsati," fastened at the 
waist with a small cable of wire; a broad ivory bracelet adorns his 
right wrist; a copper ring is on his left, and his feet are protecte(l 
by coarse sandals of untanlled hide. He exacts a share of ivory 
from elephant-hunters, and he overwhelms merchants with many 
words. 

From Ugogi to the Ziwa or Pond, the eastern limit of Ugogo, 
are four stations, which, as they cannot supply provisions, alld as 
water is found only in one spot durillg the dry season are gene- 
rally accomplished in 4 marches. The first which iS a Tirikeza, 
places the caravan ;11 4 h. half way between Ugogi and Marenga 
Mk'hali. As the traveller leaves the molmtains of Usagara his 
horizon is bounded north and soutl-l by gradually-thinniz}g lines of 
lumpy, outlying hills, which extend, like a scorpion's clavrs, towards 
the west. Before emerging from Ugogi the road winds over a 
grass country, thickly speckled with calabashes; square tenlbe 
appear on both sides, alld there is no want of cattle and Rocks. 
As the villages and fields disappear the land becomes a dense 
thorny jungle, based upon a red SQ;1: the ground, falling gradually 
westwards, is broken by a single hill shoulder an(l some dwart 
descellts. The kraalsj are br the most part mere holes cut in the 
bush; the slidings of elephantsS feet upon the last year's clay, and 
some deep watercourses, show that the land is not always dry. About 
the 6th m. the western prolongation of the subranges falls into the 
plain, and, when tired of walking, the porters encamp upon any 
patch of yellow grass that offers clear room in the thorny thicket. 
The complement of the march to Marenga Mk'hali--4 h. 40 m.- 
spans green barrens atld plains of dry wEsite grass: heaps of 
boulders protrude in places from the clayey surface, and the lower 
levels show signs of extensive inundation. After another thick 
and thorny bush, a grassy plain leads to broken ground the halt- 
ing-place of slow caravans, at the bottom of a rocliy step which 
appears to be an oiset from the Rubeho range. The easterrl face 
is cut by a torrent-bed too rough and precipitous for ascent, and 
the path winds climbing up the loose blocks and fixed boulders of 
the rise on the right bank of the gap. In this lower part of the 
bed there is not unfrequently a supply of water7 but caravans will 
not allow aIlimaIs to drink of it, under the impression that it is 
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poisonous.* The step is of primary formation grey syenite, 
cvoloured quartzes, i-lornblendc, and greelastone, whilst layers of 
talcose slate and schists glitter upon the surface. Half way up the 
height there is a little platform of 150 feet extreme breadth, with a 
slopinn and irregular floor, where black-green pools fbd by springs, 
and the residue of the l ains which fill the torrellt, lie in mud(ly 
holes with broad fringes of silk:y grass. 1'ravellers drink without 
fear of the Marenga l\Ik'hali, which, despite its name, is rather soft 
and slimy than brackish; and the footpritlts of marly wild beasts- 
rhinoceros, giraffe, and antelope--appear upon the brink. It some- 
times dries up in tlle heart of the hot season, and then deaths from 
thirst occur amongst the porters, who, mostly MTanyamwezi, are not 
wont to practise abstinence in this particular. " Sucking-places " 
are unkllown; alld though a traveller fiqom South Abica mit,ht 
letect water-hearing bulbs, none have been discolrered by the 
abol igines. The East African is, as a rule, so plentifully supplied 
with the necessary, that he does not care to provide for a dry day 
by unusual means. Up-caravans ascend a second ladder of rock, 
where they find a small, clear level for encampment. A third 
gradient, also too steep for laden asses, leads to the summit, 
and places the traveller a few feet above the eastern half of 
the Lesser Desert. This is the last of the rises: between Marenga 
tiSk'hali and VVestern Unyamwezi the land, though rolling, has 
no sudden elevations on the line of road. 

From the midway station to the Ziwa is a distance of about 
11 h., diviled by a Tirikeza on the first day. From the summit 
of tlle Marent,a l\1k'hali step the country begins with a level of 
dellse thorny jungle. Southwards a hill runs parallel with the 
road; and about 4 m. to the north the flanking subrange of the 
Rubeho AIountains terminates in a point. Ensues a level of open 
grassy plains-black earth, showing shallow irlundations during 
tile rains, and in places covered with pebbles; the centre is a 
broom and a thorny coppice, upon rich red and yellow clay. There 
is a gradual descent towards the west and south-west; and oll both 
sides, but higher on the right hand, rise blue cones, some sillgle, 
others in pairs, like " brothers." The lower trounds show huge 
single blocks of weathered granites standing out abruptly from the 
surface. The encamping place generally chosen is near a stony 
hill well veiled with cactus and mimosa. (Salabashes grow at the 
base, and, llard by, a sandy surface-draill, in which water may be 
at times procured by clearing out the pits, is enclosed by lines of 

* This assertion, suspected of being a " traveller's tale," was confit med by the 
Arabs of Unyanembe, who declarecl that the ccuntly people never water their 
flocks and herds below the hill. There may be some poisonous vegetation in the 
Xw yards between the upper alld the louter pools, but no one offered ally explalla- 
tion of the phenomenon. 

L 2 
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green trees that shelter deer and antelope. The fourth day places the traveller, after marching through the usual jungle and plain, at the Ziwa, on the eastern frontier of Ugogo, and distant 26 geo. rectilinear miles from Ugogi. 

This piece of water, 3100 feet above the sea, occupies the lowest western level of Marenga Mk'hali, the deepest of the many inun- dated grounds lying to the north, the north-east and the north- west. It greatly varies in estent: in September, 1857? it was a slaty sheet of water, with granite projections on one side, and about 300 yards across; the centre only could not be forded. The bottom and the banks are of retentive clay; a clear ring, whence the waters have subsided, margins the pool, and beyond it lies a thick dry jungle. In early December, 1858, nothing remained but a surface of brown, crumbling, and deeply-cracked mud, and, according to travellers, it had long, in consequence of the scanty rains, been in that state. Caravans encamp at the Ziwa when- ever they find water there. The country around is full of large game, especially elephants, giraffes, arld zebras, who come to drink at night; a few widgeon are seell breasting the little waves; wild- pigeons, and " kata,"* of peculiar plume, flock there with loud cries; and at eventide the pool is visited by guinea-fowl floriken, curlews, peewits, and hosts of small birds. When the Ziwa dries up, tra- vellers usually ellcamp in a thick bush, near a scanty clearing, about 1 m. to the north-west where a few scattered villages of Wagogo have found dirty white water, hard and bad, in pits vary- ing from 20 to 30 feet in depth, with shallow clay basins from which cattle drink. Here as elsewhere the only trough is a small basin sunk in the retentive clayey soil, and surrounded by a little raised circle of mud and loose stones. A (lemand is always made for according permission to draw water-a venerable custom,t which may not be broken without bloodshed. To prevent exhaus- tion, the people throw euphorbia, asclepias,: and sinlilar plants, after a certain hour into the well, and when not wanted it is bushed over to keep of animals, and to cheek eva.poration. At the Ziwa the regular system of kuhonga, or black-mail, so much dreaded by travellers, begins in force. Up to this point all 
* The variety resembles though somewhat larger, the Pterocles Lichtensteini, sent from the Somali count;) and identified by Mr. Blyth.-' Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal' No. IV. of 1855. 
t In Deut. ii. 6, the Lord says to Moses, " Ye shall buy meat of them (the Edomites) for money, that ye may eat alld ye shall also buy water of them for money, that ye may drink." There are several similar allusions in the Old Testament. 
t Mr. Andersson (' Lake Ngami ' chap. wix.) describes the effects of the F,uphor- bia candelabra used by the Hili-Damaras, and other tribes, to poison water- it can be detected only b- its peculiar clay colour? bllt it has caused serious mis- chief. Dr. Livingstone (chap. viii.) observes that the Euphorbia arborescens, which is fatal to the equine race, acts as a drastic purgative on men and oxen. 
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the chiefs, except Kiringawana, are contentefl with little presetlt3; 
bllt in Ugogo, and at the ferry of the Malagarazi River, tribute is 
taken by force, if necessary. None can evade payment; the 
porters, fearing lest the road be cut of to them in future, would 
refuse to travel unless each chief is satisfied; and when a quar- 
rel arises they throw down their packs and run away. There 
is no regular list of taxes; the stlm is fixed by the travel- 
ler's dignity and outfit, which, by means of his slaves, are as 
well known to every sultan as to himself. Properly speaking, 
the exaction should be confined tv the up-caravans; from those 
returning a head or two of cattle, a iw hoes, or some similar trifle, 
wollld be ainple. Such, however, was not the experience of the 
Expedition. When first travelling through the country the " Wa- 
zungu " were sometimes muleted to the extent of 50 cloths by a 
single chief, and the Arabs congratulated them upon having 
escaped so easily. On their downward march they pleaded, against 
a second demand as exorbitant a3 the first, the custom of the 
caravans, who are seldom fined in more than two cows or a pair 
of jembe (iron hoes); to this the chiefs replied? that as they 
never expected to see white faces again, it was their painful duty 
to make the most of them. 

The kuhonga, however, is not 1mjust. In these regions it forms 
the custom-dues of the government: thel sultan receives it nomi- 
nally, but he must distribute the greater part amongst his 
falnily and councillors, his elders and attendants. It takes the 
place of the fees expected by the balderabba of the Abyssinians, the 
mogasa of the Gallas, the abban of the Somal, and the ghafir and 
rafik amongst the Bedouin Arabs, which are virtually assertions 
of sllpremacy upon their own ground. It is confined on this line 
to IJgogo and the Malagarazi for the same reason-the caravans 
have no other route. These people have not the idea which seems 
prevalent in the south, namely, that any man has a right to tread 
God's earth gratis as long as he does not interfere with property. 
If any hesitation about the kuhonga be made, the first question 
put to the objector will be, Is this your grourtd or my ground? 
rrhe practice, which is sanctioned by the customs of civilized 
nations, is however vitiated in East Africa by the slave-trade: it 
becomes the means of intrusion and extortion, insolence and violence. 
The NVagogo are an importing people? and they see with envy 
long strings of mrhat they covet passing from the interior to the 
coast through their territory. They are strong enough to plunder 
any caravan; but violence they know would injure them by CuttiDg 

o?communication with the markets for their ivory. Thus they 
have settled into a compromise, and their nice sense of self-interest 
prevents any transgression beyond the bounds of reason. The 
sultans receive their kuhonga, and the subjects entice away slaves 
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from every caravan, but the enormous interest upon capital laid 
out in the trade leaves a balance in favour of the merchants. The 
Arabs, however, declaring that the evil is on the increase, propose 
many remedies such as large armed caravans, sent by their 
government, and heavy dues to be exacted from the Wagogo wllo 
may visit the coast. But they are wise enough to murmur with- 
out taking steps which would inevitably increase the evil. Should 
it ever pass a certain point, a new- road will be opened, or the old 
road will be reopened, to restore the balance of interests. 

At the Ziwa bullocks, sheep, and goats-poultry is everywhere 
procurable except in the jungle grain in abundance, water-melons 
and pumpkins, honey and curdled milk, are brought for sale. 
SIrema, the sultan, demands a shukkavh of domestics, an Arab 
check, and a few strings of beads, as his blackmail. This is not 
exorbitant; but the chief is a small ulan a " mere thiet;" as these 
lands call a poor noble, and his utmost vengeance wou]d be to 
discharge a fe-< flights of arrows into the sleeping camp. Moreover 
caravans usually combine into a formidable body between Usagara 
and Unyamavvezi. 

:Erom the Ziwa a march of 3 h. conducts to Kifukuro, the 
easternmost saltanat or independent district of Ugogo proper. 
After passing tllrough the savannahs and the broom jungle of the 
lower levels, the path, which seems the work of elephants, crests a 
wave of land; the position, open only to the southYvards, enables 
the traveller to connect his sectional riews by a general prospect: 
thence it descends into the cultiarated lands of Kifukuro. This is a 
clearing of deep red soil, about 4 miles in diameter, studded mrith 
square villages, but poor in provisions. The low and hot land 
around is an expanse of dwarf wood and stiS coarse tufty grass 
green or yellow according to the season. Northwards is a depres- 
sion a stretch of deep brown junt,le, with patches of yellow grass 
and small outlying cones. This low ground, much frequented by 
elephants, extellds to the base of a long and tabular range of fair 
blue llill, which here diverges a little from the parallel: three 
distant conesS ri8ing above its summits, are pointed out as the 
haunts of the Wahunlba; southwards scattered eTninences rise a few 
feet from the plain. Water is here found in stagnant pools, 
puddled and offensive to more senses than one: a better supply is 
to be obtained from a hole in rocky ground hard by. The traveller 
must halt at Kifukuro till he has settled kuhonga with the mtemi 
or sultan Miyandozi, whose interest it is to detain him that the 
people may get rid of their spare grain. Pretests are never wanting. 
On the day of arrival it would be considered indecent haste to 
trouble His Highness. On the next day business commerlces with 
a visit to the potentate, whom, like all of his ranli in Ut,ogo, dignity 
forbi(ls to leave his hovel, arld there, ill )resence of his wite arld 
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brethren, his minister and his council all inadequate offer is made, 
and the offierer is dismissed with ignominy. On the third da>,r, 
which must be spent in haggling with the courtiers before His 
Highness, who maintains a solemn silence,-certainly the most 
effcetive plan, the presentis reformed; but Her Highness, objecting 
to a bit of chint%, possibly scizes a huge wooden ladle and hoots the 
offender out of doors. The fourth day is one of ease and indolence: 
the mercharlt receives a message that the collrt is " sittint, upon 
ombe," which he knows to signify that His Highness, with his 
spouse and court, are drunk. Then the present, again offered 
with perhaps a few additional strings of beads, is graciously ac- 
cepted; but the afEair is by no means concluded. On every occa- 
sion of a blackmail or a gift to an African sultan, some addition is 
demanded, and, if refused, the present will be sent hack and nego- 
tiations must re-open. Finally, the wives and the children, the 
brothers and the cousins, the friends and the elders of His tIigh- 
ness, will put in a claim for something, and not being forbidden by 
court etiquette to visit the stranger, they will weary him till, as the 
Arabs say, his eyes are white. If the merchant loses his temper 
and looses a hot word, he is instantly muleted in cloth: if in the 
crowd he happens to touch a woman or to offend a boy, cloth is the 
alternative. The consequence of these ridiculous delays is, that 
the fiery Arab never fails to depart from every station in Ugogo 
with rage in his heart and curses upon his tongue. At Kifukuro 
cclttle and cloth, iron and beads, are the articles in demand: 
Miyandozi, the sultan, a petty chief oppressed by his western neigh- 
bour Magoznba, took from the Expedition two Arab checks and 
ten shukkah of domestics and kaniki. He threatened a visit, 
which was declined on accollnt of its expense, and, as usual, he 
ma(le no return-present. 

From Kifukuro the caravan traverses a plain of black earth and 
thin bush, broken by deep suncracks and sandy nullahs, here steep, 
there shallow, which pour torrents during the rains. The latter 
h llf of the lnarch, which occlapies altogether 10 h., is alternately 
tilick rugged jlmgle and grassy rolling plain. This day ends at 
tlle Kanyenye district, called from its consequence the "great 
Ugogo :" the extent of the clearing is about 10 miles. The )ath 
a ^,laring dllsty line, runs over a red tamped soil, dotted with huge 
calabashes and stunted mimosas: water is found in wells, or rather 
pits sunk from 10 to 12 feet in the clayey soil, or in the ?andy beds 
of the several fiumaras. Flocks and herds abound, and the country 
is as hi>hly cultivated and poplllated as the salille nitrous earth, in 
places full of saltpetre, adrnits. Noble game abounds in the western 
portion of the Kanyenye district. The chief is one Magomba, a 
allall o-f cellsidelable illfluellce. " Arlow-heads," who never (leigns 
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to call upon an Arab merchant, could not restrain his desire to look 
upon white men: he appeared in the shape of a black and wrinkled 
elder, drivelling and decrepit, with half-bald head, large brass-wire 
anklets, and a barsati loin-cloth, from which grease and butter had 
efEaced the colour. His one-soled African sandals were old and 
tattered, and his earlobes were split almost to tearing by the weight 
of large brass rings, supported by a string passing over his pol]. 
He was systematic in his extortions. V&hen the Expedition was 
encamped at the Ziwa he sent a sheep, explaining his desire to see 
Wazungu a complirnent requiring the usual acknowledgment. 
On arriving at his head-quarters appeared an oily cabinet of wazirs 
and elders, who would not depart without receiving their " respects." 
The next demand was ulade by his Mavourite wife, a peculiarly 
hideous old woman with more wrinkles than hairs, and attended 
by maids of honour as unprepossessing as herself: she was not to 
be dismissed without a fee of six domestics. At last, accompanied 
by a mob of courtiers, who darkened the tent, appeared the great 
man in person. He had so far mastered his pride and his affec- 
tion for strong drink; yet he had ever an eye to the main chance. 
On this and on a subsequent occasion he de]ayed the Expedition for 
several days on the pretext that, having taken up the sword to 
adjust a case of uchawi or black magic, he could not settle at once 
the weighty matter of kuhonga or blackmail. He took from the Ex- 
pedition goods to the value of 50 shukkah,- which, in Ugogo repre- 
senting 50 dollars, are equivalent to 101. 8s. in Zanzibar. He 
afterwards boasted of his generosity, declaring truly enough that 
he might have laid hands upon the whole outfit; and, before de- 
parture, he exacted an oath that the Mtazungu would not smite the 
land with drought or fatal disease. His return-present was the 
leanest of calves, when his son, who had long been awaiting his 
opportunity, put in a claim for sundry domestics. The vanity of 
resistance on these occasions has been shown: even the Arab pedlar 
congratulates himself upon escaping with the loss of from 13 to 30 
shukkah. 

From Kanyenye two footpaths lead to the district of Khokho. 
The northern, which is generally divided into marches of 5 h. and 
7 h. 40 m., after emerging from the glaring white and red plain 
dotted with fields, villages, and calabashes, passes by sundry pools, 
which are dried up in the heart of the hot season, and leaving 
the straggling growth of chamorops and verdurous thorns, which 
betoken the vicinity of water, enters through a thin jungle of mimosa 
and grass-bunches, a thick bush cut with elephant tracks, where 
caravans almost always lose their way. Beyond the bush lies a 
broad open and grassy plain, striped with southwards-trending sandy 
watercourses of easy ascent and descent, and lined with a green 



aromatic vegetation, in whic.h the tall palm suggests a resemblance 
to the Muhama district in the Mukondokwa range. Westward 
this flat is limited by red brokerl ground, and the path, ascending 
a rough and rugged ladder of thorn-clad rocks, rises through thick 
jungle to the summit of a ridge, which initiates a higher elevation. 
There being no water upon this height, caravans usually make a 
Tirikeza and elleamp for the night in some dwarf clearing. On the 
next morning they set out betimes for a lollg march of 7 h. 40 m. 
along a narrow broken path over rolling ground, now dipping, then 
risint, throllgh the densest bush of various thorns garnished with 
calabashes, reddened by intense heat. On the left of the road are 
low masses of bristling hill, where the subjects of the Usekhe sultan 
keep watch to prevent travellers evading the duties claimed by their 
lord. After traversing a fine game jungle, sandy watercourses, and 
pools of a peculiarly sweet though muddy water, the road suddenly 
emerges from the jungle and abuts upon the neatly-ridged fields, 
the tree-shaded villages, and the wells bethronged with cattle, which 
denote the saltanat of Whokho. It is the eastern frontier of 
Uyanzi-a name applied to the regions as far westward as Tura 
This northern line of road has lately been closed by sundry little 
skirmishes, which have deterred the timid \ATanyamwezi porters 
from attempting to evade the rights of the Sultan of Usekhe. 

The southern and now the only practicable route also astends 
the stony ridge and abuts at the clearing of Usekhe. On this line 
are first observed the curious evidences of igneous action, which 
e;xtend westward throughout Mgunda Mk'hali, and Easterni Un- 
yamwesi, and north-Vsards to the shores of the Nyanza Lake. 
'These outcrops of grey granite and syenite appear in the most 
fantastic shapes, rising abruptly and perpendicularly almost without 
bundationary elevations from the mould of a dead plain, or brist- 
ling 1lpon a base of low conical hills as in gypseous formations 
the hugest boulders are planted upon the lowest and broa(lest 
foundations. In the various shapes of rounded blocks, conical bolll- 
ders here single, there ill piles or ridges, some stiff and straight as 
giant ninepins or " Tabara's wife,' others split as if an alley or a gate- 
way passed between them, at a distallce they might be mistaken for 
Cyclopean walls, towers, steeples, minarets, domes, castles, dwelling- 
houses, and loggans. Some of them, when struck, give forth a 
metallic clink, and, not unfrequently balanced upon points, they 
remind the EDuropean of his tradition-bearing rocking-stones. They 
are often overgrown with a silky white grass which decaying forms, 
with the external degradation of granite which they have effected, 
a thin cap of soil sufficient to crc)wn their summits with aloes and 
tufty cactus* whilst huge ereepers, imitating trees, project their 

* These stomatiferous plants seem by the formation of the skin rather to 
imbibe nourishment from the oxygen of the atmosphere than to depend upon the 
supplies of the earth. 
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gnarled limbs Som the deeper crevices. Seen through the trees, 
tiley are an effective picture in the landscape when the sunbeams 
fall br;ght upon their rollnded sumrnits and smooth sides, here 
varnished with a mildew-like lichen of the tenderest green, there 
yellowed by the burning rays, and there streaked with black, shining 
as if glazed by the rain, which, collecting in cupfills upon the steps, 
at times overflows in mimic cataracts.* 

Usekhe is an ancient clearing? bristling with blackjacks and 
almost surrounded by grarlitic boulders: it lies like a fertile patch 
in a thill forest, peculiarly rich in grain. The Sultan, Mala Mikono, 
also called Ganza AIikono, has but lately risen to his father's rank. 
He pushes his fortunes by closing the northern road. Travellers 
rarely escape without a severe exactionf for, placed between two 
otorious plunderers, the lival chiefs of Wanyenye and Khokho, he 

cannot derogate by rating his claims below theirs. 
A march of 3 h. 30 m. through a thin forest leads from Usekhe 

to Khokho, a district now considered the nucleus of difficulties in 
Ugot,o. It is held dangerous to halt near the villages: the 
people will rob even by day; they beat strangers who would drink 
withollt payment at their wells; during the sowing season they will 
forcibly detain NVanyamwezi calavans for a fortnight or three 
weeks to hoe their fields; when travellers display over-economy, 
they reduce them to submission by an order forbidding their 
fellow3 to supply food, and they are abetted in all their vil- 
lanies by the cilief 'anE MyNha, properly called Maguru Ma- 
fupl, or "Shortshanks." This petty tyrant, who is, however, the 
most powerful of the WVagogo chiefs, cannot even rob amiably. 
lIe received a deputation from the Expedition, headed by the Ras 
WafilahS Said bin Salirn, outside his hutS and declared, through his 
two wazagira or chief councillorsS that he would be satisfied with 
othing less than six porters' load cf cloth. At the end of five days 
he was pleased to grant a surly demission, after exacting upon 
various pretexts a fine of beads and 40 shukkahs. tIe disdained a 
visit, and refused to sell his asses because the kind of cloth which 
he most coveted was nc)t forthcoming. In Khokho the finest Arab 
cllecks and the expensive coral beads are the principal articles of 
barter. 

Passing out of the Khokho plain by a northern track, which 
gradllally bends westwards, the traveller makes a desert march of 
6 h. 20 m. through a rough, thorny, and waterless jungle, thick at the 
outsetn but gradually thinning out, where the jasmine flowers and where 
the frankincense is used for fuel, which leads by a gradual deseent to 
a grassy plain of lulack and suncracked earth, dotted with swamps 
durillg the rains, to Mdaburu? the fifth and westernmost district of 

. 

i Thexe lDloclis greatly l esenllxle tte features of the Paarlbel g de scl ibed by Barrow 
('TIavels illtO the Interior o? Southertl Afiica,' chap ii.), alld other feattlres of 
rocky scellery in S. Af;ica. 
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Up;ogo. This is a fcrtile depression of brickred earth, bisected by 
a broad, deep, and sandy fiumara, which, trending southwards, 
supplies from five pits water in plenty even at the driest season. It 
is belted orl all sides by a jungle, over whose dull line appear the 
summits of low blue colaes and long streaks of azure ridge, beautified 
by distance into the selnt)lance of a sea. The clearing rapidly en- 
croaches upon the skirts of Mgunda l!Ik'hali, and the Expedition 
returning in 1858 found settlements growing up in the bush of 
a;,es. 'l'he royal village is of great extent compared with its neigh- 
bours: the present tenant is Sultan Kibuya, a man of SIkimbu 
origin, who has raised himself to power amongst the Wagogo. I4e 
contented himself with 19 shukkahs a moderation to be accounted 
for by the thinness of the population on this outskirt-district, and 
by his dread of the Mtahunlba and Zlaguru Mafupi. At lJldaburu 
provisions for a desert march of eight days are to be collected with 
difficulty: the people are unwilling to take any but the most ex- 
pellsive cloths and red coral bea(ls in barter for grain and milk. 
Grain is scarce and dear: abollt 6 shukkahs will purchase half 
rations for a caravan per diem, and, when no stores have been laid 
in, considerable delay is experienced in collecting them. 

From the Red Vale of Mdaburu three main lines traverse the 
desert betsveen Ugogo and Unyamwezi. The northernmost, called 
Njia T'humbi, leads in a west-north-westerly direction to IJsukuma. 
Upon this track are turo sultans and several villages. The central 
" liarangasa," or lAIdaburu, is that which will be described in the 
following pages. Tile southernmost, termed Uyanzi, sets out from 
IVhokho, and passes through tlle settlements known by the name 
of Jiwe la Singa. It is avoided by the porters; they dread to incur 
the wrath of Sultan IVibuva, who would resent their omitting to 
isit his settlement, Mdclburu. 

These three routes pass through the heart of the great desert 
and elephant-ground " lAIgullda Rlk'hali " explained by the Arabs 
to lnean the " Fiery Field." * Like Maretlga Mk'hali, it is a 
desert, because it contains no running water or wells, except after 
rain. The name is still infamous, but its ill-fame rests rather upon 
tradition than aetuality; in fact, its dimensions are rapidly shrinking 
lefore the toreh and axe. About fifteen years age it eontaillecl 
twelve long stages aild several Tilikeza; 110W it is spanned in eight 
allarehes. 'rhe wildest part is the first half from Aldaburu to Jiwe 
la t/Ikoa, and even heIe it is re)orted villages of WVakimbu are 
rising rapidly on the north and south of the road. 'rhe traxeller, 
though invariably threatened with drougilt an(l thfe death of eattle, 
will undergo little hclr(lship b(yond the fatigue of the first three 
brced marehes through the 4; Fiery IXield ;" in faet, he will be 

* :INICUII(1(tS ill Kinaallwexi, is the eqllivaleIlt of the Kisalvahili '; Shaull)a,n' a 

lalltatioll, fiel(l, vr clearillg. The a(ljective mk'hali has been explained in Chap. [ 0 . 
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agreeably surprised by its contrast with the desert of Marenga 
Mk'hali. 

From east to west the diagonal breadth of Mgunda Mk'hali is 
140 miles. The general aspect is a dull uniform bush, emerald- 
coloured during the rains, and in the heats a network of dry and 
broom-like twigs. Except upon the banks of nullahs " rivers " 
that are not rivers the trees, as in Ugogo, wanting nutriment, 
never afFord timber, and even the calabash appears stunted. The 
trackless waste of scrub, called the bush in Eastern Africa, is found 
in places alternatillg with thin gum forest; the change may be 
accounted for by the different depths of water below the level of 
the ground. It is a hardy vegetatic)n of mimosas and gums mixed 
with evergreen succulent plants, cactacese, aloes, and euphorbias: 
the grass, sometimes tufty, at other times equally spread, is hard 
aIld stiS; when green it feeds cattle, and when dry it is burned 
in places by passing caravans to promote the growth of another 
crop. 

'rhe groundwork of Mgunda Mk'hali is a detritus of yellowish 
quartz, in places white with powdered felspar, and, where vegeta- 
tion decays, brown-black with humus. Water-worn pebbles are 
sprinkled over the earth, and the vicinity of fiumaras abounds in a 
coarse and modern sandstone conglomerate. Upon the rolling 
surface, and towering high above the ta]lest trees, are based the 
huge granitic and syenitic outcrops before described. The con- 
trast between the masses and the dwarf rises which sllpport them at 
once attracts the eye. Here and there the long waves that diver- 
sify the land appear in the far distance like blue lines bounding 
the nearer superficies of brown or green. Throufflhout this rolling 
table-land the watershed is to the south. In rare places the rains 
stat,nate in shallow pools, which become systems of mud-cakes 
during the drought. Water is often unprocurable in the fiumaras, 
causing unaccustomed hardships to caravans, and death to those 
beasts which, like the elephant, cannot long exist without drinking. 

The traveller emerging froul the cultivation of Mdaburu plunges 
at once into i!vfgunda Mk'hali, which appears in its worst phase. 
The path is narrow and tortuous; the view i3 everywhere limited 
by a thick monotonous growth of thorny jungle, with thin hard 
grass rising from a glaring white and rolling ground. During the 
driest season no water is follnd for a distance of 25 miles. After 
the rains there are several little pits and muddy stagnant pools, 
which have perec)lated throut,h the dark soil owing to the southerly 
slope of the country. After a march of 6 h. 30 m., it is gene- 
rally divided by an illterval of rest at midday, caravans halt near 
the bed of a shallow atercourse, where the pure element is found 
in sandpits about 5 feet deep. 

'The second stage, which occupies about six hours, terminates at 



the large Mabunguru Fiumara. It traverses a forest where granite 
rocks of remarkable size protrude from the soil) some castellated) 
others in sheet3 and hogsbacks half a mile long. The Mabunguru 
is a deep and tortuous gash of fine yellow quartzose sand and 
sunburnt blocks of syenite; it must at times roll down all impass- 
able torrent, and during the se+rerest droughts it retains long pools 
of infiltrated rain-water green with weeds and abounding with 
shell-fish and the usual description of silurusX 

On the third day the caravan, after a march of seven hours, 
reaches the middle station, Jiwe la Mkoa, the " Round Rock." 
The track, crossing the Mabunguru, passes over r()lling ground 
through a thorny jungle which gradually thin3 out into a forest: 
towards the end of the march it leaves on the left a fantastic mass 
of cactus-clad boulders, and, crossing a low ridge, finds at its base 
a single tembe or square hamlet of emigrant Wakirnbu. The little 
basin beyond it displays, by " black jacks " and dying tree-trunks, 
evidences of modern industry: it is bounded on one side by the 
"Jiwe" which gives it a name. The "Round Rock" is the 
largest of t.he many dome-shaped outcrops of sunburnt syenite 
which characterise the country. Tt measures about 2 miles in 
extreme diameter, and rises by gentle slopes to the height of 200 
or 300 feet. In places it is overgrown with tufty grass based upon 
a black dust of humus and detritus, the smoothed and rounded 
surfaces display deep hoof-shaped holes, which in a Moslem country 
would at once be deterulined to the Asr or detlts of Duldul or Zu'l 
Jerlah. Tolerable water is found in pits upon a swamp at the 
southern base, and well-covered mtego or elephant traps have here 
proved dangerous to heedless travellers. 

The single little arilla.ge of Jiwe 1a Mkoa affords a few fowls 
and skinfuls of grain, but the people deeline to part with their 
cattle. Large caravans often send for provisions, grain, and cattle 
to Jiwe la Singa c; the Rock of soft Grass "-and to its neighbour 
KiperaS two small settlements of Wakimbu, Wasungwa? and 
NVakonongo,* on the south-west or left (?) of the road leading to 
Unyamwezi, and distant one day's march flom Jiwe 1a Mkoa. 
By wasting time in hard bargaining 100 men may be supplied 
with half-rations for three days at an expense of fourteen or fifteen 
cloths. 

The neck of the desert is now broken: the western portion of 
Mgunda Mk'hali ha3 already thinned out. An open forest of tall 
trees, with here and there a break, runs along a flat country to 
another clearing like Jiwe la Mkoa, which is reached in three 
hours. Kirurumo COllSiStS of several small new tembe inhabited 
by Wakimbu, who supply caravans at an exorbitant rate. The 

$ This tribe, originally from Nguru, south of Unyamwezi, is again mentioned in 
Chap. XI. 
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blackness of the ground and the bright green of the ve^,etation 
here evidence the proximity of water. 'l'he potable element is found 
in pits sunk in a llarrow nullah running northwards across the 
c]earing; it is muddy, but sweet and abundant. 

Frol Kirurumo the road leatls through a thin forest of thorns 
and gulns, which, bare of bush and undetwood, affords a broader 
path and easy pleasant travelling. Traces of elephant and rhino- 
ceros, giraffe and antelope, everywhere strike the eye; an(l, as 
usual ill these places, the cattle are tormented by a venomous 
Tsetse. Many of the trees are barked to form encampments, and 
others have fallen prostrate, apparently felled by the white ants. 
After 4 h. 30 m. the caravan reaches a new settlement, in the 
district of Uyanzi, called Jiweni " Near the Stones " from the 
blocks and boulders scattered arotlnd pits of good water sunk 
about 3 feet in the earth. The Mongo nullah, a deep surface- 
drain, bisects this clearing; water appears close to the surface, and 
shallow pits sunk near the settlements afford plentiful supplies. 

A march of 2 h. 20 m. leads from .Tiwen; to Mgongo Thellll)o 
through a flat collntry, where the fine forest is somewhat deforrtled 
by bush and brake, which in places narrow the path to a mere 
goat-track. 'rhe "Elephant's Back," a name suggested by the 
shape, is a long broken ridge of granite, bearing a scanty growth 
of tree and shrub, and wearing the appearance of a hill as it rises 
above the encircling level. Numerous " black-jacks" and fElled 
stumps, many of them pollarded, still cumber the fields, provirlg 
the settlement to be of modern date: it is, however, more exten 
sive and better cultivated than alay of its neighbours, except Mda- 
buru. Water being abundant atld near the surface, lXgongo 
Thembo supports an increasing populatioll of Inixed WYukimbu 
and Wataturu, who dwell in large, substantial tembe, and make a 
livelihood by seilint, the surplus of their grain and fowls to tra 
vellers. They do IlOt, like the eastern \Vblkimbu, refuse entrance 
to their villat,es, but they receive the stranger with the usual 
niggard hospitality of the "slave-path," and, African-like, they 
think only of what is to be gained. As at Jiwe 1a Mkoa, cattle 
thrive near the " Elephant's Back," but the price is exorbitaolt, 
and milk is rarely procurable. 

After a march of 7 h. over a rolling country- over soil now 
yellow with argile, then white with felspar, then black-bloarn with 
humus, through bush and forest, here opening out, there (lensely 
closing in, the caravan arrives at the " Tura Nullah," the deepest 
of the many surface-drains winding tortuously to the south-west. Its 
sole displays quartzose sand, with scatters of granite, and boulders 
of coarse sandstone, btlrnt almost to blackness, and based UpOIl a 
blueish clay. A furious stream flows durillg the rainy seasons: 
links or chains of poolbs appear when the flood ceases, and in the 
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depth of winter it is bone-dry, though a scanty supply may gene- 
rally be obtained by digging deep pits belomr the banks at the 
re-entering angles, on the side to which the stream swings. The 
trees which crowd the margin are of the noblest proportions, and 
the tall thick grass gives r;se, when thoroughly sun-dried, to exter- 
sive conflat,rations. This " trura Nullah, ' which has many influents 
similar in their accidents, arises, according to the Arabs, in Uta- 
turu, probably a highland region, and, running from north-east to 
south-west, traverses the weutern edge of tlle " Fiery Field," and 
feeds tlle Rwaha River. The road winds along its course for some 
miles, and if water be not procurable at the usual station, it is 
generally to be found at a short distance beyond. 

From the " Tura Nullah " a march of 5 h. 3() m., the first half 
over a flat country, through close thorn and sparse forest; the 
second, in a clearing studded with large stockaded villages, peel- 
ing over tall hedges of milk-bush, and fields of maize arld 
millet, manioc, gourds, and water-melons) whilst numerous herds 
cluster around the shallow pits, whose approaches of dark soil 
evidence water, conducts the caravan to the Tura district. 'rllis 
is usually assumed to be the western frontier of Unyamwezi. TIere, 
according to the immemorial custom of Urlyamwezi, the caravan, 
without awaiting an invitation, enters the nearest village, unloads 
and applies to tlle chief for sllelter. rrhere are kraals of good 
thatch-work scattered over the country for the convenience of 
travellers; but they are chiefly used by down-caravans, who are 
unwilling to risk their ivory in the settlelnents. 

"Tura," variously prorloulaced Tula arld Itula,* means "put 
dowll " (i. ev your burden). The traveller, whether boul the east 
or from the west, will inevitahly be delayed 4 or 5 days at this 
border settlement. Emerging fiom the gloomyand mollotonous 
Mgunda Mk'haliS he suddenly exchanges broom jungles, forest, 
alld hut,e gnranite boulders for a fair champaign, bounded oll eithel; 
hand by low, rolling, and rounded hills of primitive formatioll. 
Tura is situated in s. lat. 5? 2' and E. long. 33? 57' and the 
country rises to 4000 feet above sea-level. 

The superiority of clituate, and probably the absence of that 
luxuriant vegetation which distinguishes the eastern region, harre 
proved favourable to the physical developlnent of the races livinC ill 
aIld about Ugogo. The \Vagogo, and their northern neighbour3 
the NVahumba, ale at once distinguishable from the wretched popu- 
lation of the allusial valleys, and of the mollntains of Usagara; 
thouah living in lower altitudes, theyare a fairerrace, and there- 

* The Wanyamwesi generally pronounced it Tuld-TulS hapA would mean 4' pllt 
down here." Itula, ill Kinyanwezi, is probablv a locative form, like the Arabic 
Mahattah, meaning " the place of puttillg down." 'I'he Arabs and Wasawahili call 
the district Tura. 
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fore show better blood, than the WATanyamwezi. These two tribes, 
whose distinctness is established by diffierence of dialect, will be 
described in order. 

The Wagogo extend from the landward base of Usagara in 
direct distance to Mdaburu a 5-days' march: on the north they 
are bound-ed by the WatAturu, on the south by the Wabena tribes; 
the breadth of their country is computed at about 8 stages. In 
the north, however, they are mingled with thc Wahllmba, in the 
south-east with the V\rahehe, and in the south with the Warori. 

The Wagogo display the variety of complexion usually seen 
amongst slave-purchasing races: many of them are fair as Abys- 
sinians; soine are black as negroes. In the eastern and northern 
settlements they are a fine, stout, and light-complexioned race. 
Their main peculiarity is the smallness of the cranium compared 
with the broad circumference of the face at and below the sygomata: 
seen from behind the appearance is that of a small half-bovvl fitted 
upon one of considerably larger bias; and this, with the widely- 
projecting ears, gives a remarkal)le expression to the face. No- 
where else in Eastern Africa is tile lobe so distended. Pieces of 
cane all inch or two in length, and nearly double the girth of a 
man's fingser, are so disposed that they appear like handles to the 
owner's head. The distinctive mark of the tribe is the absence of 
the lower incisors; but they are more generally recognised by 
their ears. There is no regular tattoo, though some of the fkir 
have two parallel lines runnina from be]ow the bosom down the 
abdomen, and the men often extract a single lower incisor. The 
hair is sometimes shaved clean, in others ̂ ,rown in mop-shape: more 
generally it is dressed in a mass of tresses, as amongst the ancient 
Egyptians, and the skin, as well as the large bunch of corkscrews, 
freely stained with ochre and micaceous earths, drips with ghee, 
the pride of rank atld beauttr. The V\/tagogo are not an uncomely 
race: some of the younger women might even lay claitn to pretti- 
ness. The upper part of the face is often fine, but the lips are ever 
thick, and the mouth is coarse; similarly the body is well formed 
to the haunches, but the calf is lean, and placed peculiarly high up 
the leg. The expression of the countenance, even irl the women, 
is wild and angry; and the round eyes are often reddened and 
bleared by drink. The voice is strong, stridetlt, and commanding. 
Both sexes are circumcised, the object of the rite being probably 
to avoid certairl inconveniences common amongst the Mlangindo, 
near Kilwa, and the Wamakonde of Ngao (Monghou). 

Their superiority of clothing gives the Wagogo an aspect of 
civilization. Even the children are generally dressed. The att.ire 
of the men is usually some Arab check or dyed Indian cotton: 
many also wear san(lals of single hide. Married women are 
clothed in cottons when wealthy, and in skins when poor. The dress 
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of the maidens under puberty is the languti of Hindostan, a kind 

of T-bandage, with the front ellds depending below the knees; it is 

supported by a single or double string of the large blue glass beads 

ctllled Sungoltlaji. The orllarnellts of both sexes are kitindi, and 

bracelets and anklets of thick iron and brass wires, necklaces of 

brass chains, disks and armlets of ivorv, and bands of hide-strip 
with long hair, bound round the wrists, above the elbos, ar}d 

below the knees. As usual the males appear armed. Some 

import from Unyamwezi and the westward re?ions the long double- 

edt,ed knife called sime. It is a " serviceable dudgeon " used in 

combat or in peaceful avocations, like the snick-an-snee of the 

ancient ])utch. Shields are unknown. The bow is lollg: the 

handle and the horns are ornamented with plates of tin an(l 

zinc, and the string is whipped round the extreinities for 

strength. The spear resembles that used by the MtanyamBez-i in 

the elephant-hunt: it is about 4 feet long, and the head is con- 

nected with a stout wooden handle by an iron neck measurinffl 
half the length of the weapon. In eastern UgogoX where the 

Masai are near, the AAragogo have adopted their huge sholrel-headed 
spears, and da^gers like those of the Somal. It is the fashion 

for men to appear in public with the peculiar bill-hook used in 

Usagara; and in the fiellls the women work with the large hoe of 

Unyamwezi. 

'l'he villa^,es of the AVagogo are square ternbe, low and mean- 

looking for want of timber. The outer walls are thin poles, 

planted in the ground and puddled with mud. The huts, parti- 

tioned of like ships' cabins, are exceedingly dirty, being shared 

by the domestic animals, dogs, and goats. They are scantily 

furnished with a small stool, a cot of cow's hide stretched to a 

small framevork upon little uprights, a nlortar for grain, an(l 

sundry gourds alld bark corn-bins. At sunset all the population 
retires, and the doors are carefully barricaded for fear of the 

plundering M&ahumba. At night it is dangerous to approach the 

vlllages. 

The language of Ugogo is harsher than the dialects spoken 

by their easterll and western neighbours. In the eastern parts 

the people understand the Masai tongue. .Many can converse 

fluently in the Kisawahill. The people, however, despise all 

strangers except the Warori and the A;\&ahumba, and distinguish 
the Wanyaulwezi by the name of AVakonongo, which they also 

apply to travellers in general. Within the memory of man one 

Kafuko, of Unyalnwezi, a great merchant, and a Mtongi or cara- 
van leader, when traversing Ugogo with some thousands of fol- 

lowers, became involved in a quarrel about paying for water. 

After fifteen days of skirmishing the leader was slain and the 

party was dispersed. 'rhe effect on both tribes has lasted tD tllE 

VOL. XXIX. 
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present day. After the death of Kafuko no rain fell for some 
years a phenomenorl attributed by the Wagogo to his powels of 
magic; and the land was alulost depopulated. The Wanyamwezi, 
on the other hand, have never from that time crossed the country 
without fear and trembling. In several wars between the turo 
tribes the Wagogo -ave generally proved themselves the better 
men. This superiority has produced a brawling aIld bullying 
manner. They call themselves WanA Wadege, or sons of birds- 
that is to say, " semper parati.' The Wanyamwezi studiously avoid 
offending them; and the porters will obey the command of a boy 
rather than risk an encounter. " He is a Mgogo," said before 
the bully's face, makes him feel himself fbrty times a man, yet he 
will fly ill terror before one of the Warori or the Wahumba 

The strength of the NVagogo lies in their numbers. As the 
people seldom travel to the coast, their villages are full of fighting 
men. Moreover, the uchawi or black magic here numbers few 
believers, consequently those drones of the social hive, the Waganga 
or medicine-men, are not numerous. The Wagogo seldom sell 
their children and relations, yet there is no order against the prac- 
tice. They barter for slaves their salt and ivory, the principal 
produce of the country. No caravan ever passes through the 
country without investing capital irl the salt-bitter substanee which 
is gathered in flakes from. the dried mud upon the surface of the 
mbuga, or swampy hollows. I$ is washed to dear it of dirt, boiled 
till it crystallizes, made up into cones about half a foot in length, 
and sold at a high premium after a few days' march. Elephants 
are numerous in the country: every forest is filled with deep traps, 
and during droughty seasons lnany are found dead in the jungle. 
The country is divided into districts; the tusks become the property 
of the Sultan within whose boundaries the animal falls? and the 
meat is divided aulongst the subjects. Ivory is bartered for slaves: 
this practice gives to caravans a hold upon the feople, who, having an 
active commerce with the coast, cannot aSord to be shut out from it. 
No caravan ever passes through Ugogo without leaving some of its 
live stock the principal want of the listless and indolent cultivator. 
The wild slaves of the interior, wayworn and fond of change as Eng- 
lish sailors, are persuaded by a word to desert; they take the first op- 
portuIlity of slipping away from their patroons? generally robbing a 
weapon and a little cloth or rations for immediate use. Their nemr 
masters send them off the road lest they should be recognised and 
claimed: after a time a large hot is placed in their hands, and the 
fools feel, when too late, that they have cxchanged an easy for ahard 
life. The NVagogo sell their tribe-men only for uchawi - magic, and 
this superstition has not amongst them the fearful prevalence vvhich it 
obtains in other lands: sometimes parents, when in distress, part 
with their children, The same is the case alnongst their north- 
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ern neighbours, the Wamasai, the Wahumba, and the Wak- 
wafi. These slaves are rarely in the market, and, though remark- 
able for strength and intelligence, they are little prized, in conse- 
quence of their obstinate and untameable character. Many of 
them would rather dile under the stick than level themselves with 
women by using a hoe. 

The Wagogo are celebrated as thieves who will, like the Wahehe, 
rob even during the day. They are importunate beggars, who 
specity their long list of wants without stint or shanle. The ulen 
are idle and debauched, spending their days in unbroken crapu- 
lence and drunkenness, whilst the girls and women hoe the fields 
and the boys tend the flocks and herds. They mix honey with 
their pombe, or beer, and each man provides entertainment for his 
neighbours in turn. After midday it would be difficult throughout 
the countrv to find a chief without the thick voice, the fiery eyes, 
and the moidered manners, which prove that he is either drillking 
or drunk. 

The Aral)s declailn afflainst the Wagogo as a rude and boisterous, 
a violent and extortionate race. They have certainly no idea of 
politeness: they flock into a stranger's tent, squat before him, staring 
till their curiosity is satisfied, and quiz his peculiarities unmercifully. 
Upon the road a mob of both sexes will press and follow a caravan 
for miles. The women, carrying their babes in leopard-skins 
bound behind the back and with unveiled bosoms, break into an un- 
graceful long trot, fiercely shouting with the excitement of delight, 
and the girls laugh and deride the stranger as impudently as boys 
would in more modest lands. Yet this curiosity argues to a certain 
extent improvability; the most degraded tribes are too apathetic to 
be roused by strallge sights. Moreover, the \ATagogo are not 
deficient in rude hospitality. A stranger is always greeted with 
the Yambo-salutation.* He is not driven from the doors, as 
amongst the sWazaramo and Wasagara; he is readily taken into 
brotherhood. The host places the stool for his guests, seating 
himself on the ground: he prepares a meal of milk alld porridge, 
and on parting presents, if he can afEord it, a goat or a cow 'rhe 
Aftican fundi or fattori of caravans are rarely sober in Ugogo. 
The women are well disposed towards strangers of fair complexion, 
apparently with the permission of their husbands. According to 
the Arabs, the lover of the daughter is also de jure the lover of her 
mother. 

* Yambo, with the peculiar African Y, literally meaning " the state," is used in. 
terrogatively, like the Arab kayf hala'k ? or the EIIglish " how are you ? " throughv 
out the island and coast of Zanzibar. The salutation has extended to the travelled 
barbarians of the interior lohe usual reply is YAmbo sana" the state is very " 
(well)-or siyAmbo, huyambo sanG, which signifies the same thing, and thenounter 
reply is either Siyambo, or amongst Arabs MarhAbd, " may you be well ! " 

?{ 2 
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The Sultan amongst the Wagogo os called Mtemi, a high title. EIe exercises great authority, and is hel(l in such esteem by his people, that a stranger darin^, to be called by the same name would be liable to chastisement. The ministers, who are generally brothers or blood-relations, are known as M7azaolra (in the singular Mza- glra), and the councillors, mho are the elders and the honourables of the tribe, take the Kinyamwezi title " Wanyapara," or " Wa- nyap'hara." The A;\iagogo, when intimate with strangers, readily take the opportunity of blaming their rulers for rapacity and 

violence. 
The necessaries of life are dear in Ugogo. The people will rarely barter their sheep, goats, and cows for plain white or blue cottons, and even in exchange for milk they demand pink5 coral or blue glass beads. A moderate-sized caravan will expend from 6 to 10 shukkah persdiem. The Mranyamwezi travellina parties live by their old iron hoes, for which grain is given by the people, who hold the metal in request. Some of the chiefs have a few asses; but they do not readily part with them. 
The VVahumba, by some called Wahumpa, is one of the terrible pastoral nations " beyond the rivers of ASthiopia." To judge from their dialect they are, like the Wakwafi, a tribe or subtribe of the great Masai race, who speak a language partly South-African and }artly Semitico-African, like that of the Gallas, and of the Somal.* 'rhe habitat of the Wahumba extends from the north of Usagara to the eastern shores of the Nyanza or Ukerewe Lake; it has been rernarked that a branch of the Mukondokwa River rises in their mountains. The blue highlands occllpied by this pastoral race are clearly visible on the right hand to the traveller passing from Ugogo westwards. Having but little ivory, they are seldom visited by travellers: their coutltry, however, was explored some years at,o by an Arab merchant, Hamid bin Salim, who visited it for the purpose of buying asses. He set out from Tura, in eastern Unyamwezi, and, traversing the country of the wild Wataturu, arrived on the eighth day at the frontier district Iramba, where there is a river which separates the tribes.t lIe was received with civility; but none have followed his exarnple. 

* A vocabulary of the Kimasai nvas published by the Rev. Wm. Krapf, at TubiIlgen, in 1854, under the name of ' Engutuk Eloikoh,' or the Wakwafi dialect. A somewhat supelior performance is the ' Vocabulaly of the Erlguduk Iloigob, as spoken by the Masai tribes in East Africa,' compiled by the Rev. J. Erhardt, missionary in the service of the Church Missionary Society,' edited by Dr. Krapf, and printed by Ferdinand Richen, at I,udwigsburg, in Wu"temberg, 18.57. t Another route leads from llubuga in eastern Urlyamwezi, after five days, to Iramba, or Nyaramba, of the Wanyalamba people; ther1ce, by three marches, it enters the country of the Wataturu, wXlo exten(l from the S.E. to the N.W. Up to the Nyarlza Lake, and, marching three stations, it abuts upon the Wahllmba tribe. lthe true Wamasai who extend from Chhaga anxl Kilimingao to the Nyanza, lie four marches beyonl the Wahuml)a. 
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The AVahumba are a fair and comely race, with the appearance 
of mountaineers, long-le?gged and lightly made. They have re- 
peatedly ravaged the lands of Usagara and Ugogo: in the latter 
country, near Usekhe, there are several settlements of this people, 
who have exchanged the hide-tent for the hut, and the skins for 
cotton-cloth. 'rhey stain their garments with ochreish earth, and 
their women are distinguished by double coils of brass-wire, 
above and below their elbows. Their ear-lobes are piereed and 
distended, like those of the Wagogo. In their own land they are 
purely pastoral; they grow no grain, and they subsist entirely upon 
milk and meat. Their habitations are hemispheres of boughs roofed 
with a bull's-hide: they are so small that the legs of the occupant 
protrude beyond the shelter. Their arms which are hung up in 
readiness outsicle the hut, are broad-headed spears of soft iron, long 
sime or double-edged daggers, with ribbed wooden handles fastened 
to the blade by a strip of bull's-tail, and rungu or knob-kerries, 
with double bulges in the wood as large as a man's fist, used to 
7veight the weapon as it whirls through the air. They ignore bows 
and arrows; but in battle they use the pavoise or large hide shield, 
which distinguishes the Kafirs of the Cape. The Arabs, when in 
considerable parties, do not fear their attacks. 

The AVahumba practise a peculiar kind of circumcision unknown 
to the races around them. Like the Brakwafi, they bandage the 
infant's leg from the ankle to the knee, and the ligature is not 
removed till the child can stand upright. The object is to prevent the 
development of the calf, which, according to their ideas of physiology, 
detracts from the activity alld endurance of the runner: it is certain 
that the Wahumba seen near Usekhe showed the muscles remarkably 
shrunken and the hinder projection of the leg close below the knee. 

A descliption of the A7Varori, anotller plundering race, which has 
been mentioned in this chapter, will be deferred to a future page. 

CHAPTER VI. 

THE FOURTH REGION: THE HILT,Y TABLE-LAND OF TJNYAMW:EZI AN'D 
EAST1;RN I9VINZA. 

THE fourth division is a hilly table-land, extending from the 
western skirts of the desert Mgunda Mk'hali, in E. long. 33? 57', 
to the eastern banks of the l!8talaragazi River, in E. long. 31? 10: 
it thus stretches diagonally over 155 rectilineal geographical miles. 
Bounded on the north by Usui and the Nyanza Lake, to the 
south-eastwards by Ugara, southwar(ls l;)y Ukimbu, and south- 
westwards by Uwende, it has a depth of from 25 to 30 marches. 
The maximum altitude obserx7eel by B. P. therm. was 4()50 feet, 
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the minimum 2850. This zone contains the two great divisions of 
Unyamwezi and Uvinza. 

The name "Unyamwezi" was first heard by the Portuguese, 
according to Giovanni Botero, towards the end of the sixteenth 
century, or about 1589. Pigafetta,$ who, in 1591, systematized the 
discoveries of the earlier Portuguese, placed the empire of " Mone- 
mugi " or Munimig;t in a vast triangular area, whose limits were 
Monomotapa, Congo, and Abyssinia: from his pages it appears 
that the people of this central kingdom were closely connected by 
commerce with the towns on the eastern coast of Africa. Accord- 
ing to Dapper, the Dutch historian, 1671, whose work: has been 
the great mine of information to subsequent writer3 upon Africa 
south of the equator, about 60 (lays' journey from the Atlantic is 
the kingdom of Monemugi, which othels call " Nimeaulaye," a 
name still retained under the corrupted form "Nimeaye" in our 
atlases.? M. Malte-Brun, sfenior, 18 mentioning MoIloemugi? adds, 
" ou, selon une autographe plus authentique, Mou-nimouqi." All the 
Portuffluese author3 call the people S!Ionemuvi ()r Mono-emugie 
Mr. dooley prefErs Monomoezi, which he delives from " Munha 
Munge, or lord of the world," the title of a great African king in 
the interior, commemorated by the historian De Barros. Mr. 
Macqueen (' Geography of Central Africa ' ), who also gives Mall- 
moise, declares that " Mueno-muge, Mueno-muize, Monomoise, and 
Uniamese," relate to the same place and people, comprehending a 
larte extent of country in the illterior of Africa: he erroneously 
explains the word to mean the great Moises or ZIovisas.1t The 
Rev. Mr. Erhardt asselts that for f:acility of pronunciation the 

* ' Relatione del Reame di Congo,' p. 79. This and the following quotations 
are borrowed from the learned paper of Mr. W. Desborough Cooley, ' The Geo- 
graphy of N'yassi.' 

t Joao dos Santos" History of Eastern Ethiopia,' book iii., chap. i.; Pinkerton's 
' Vovages and Travels,' vol. xviii. 

$ ' Beschryving van Africa,' Amst, pt. ii., pp. 219-286. 
? Bowdich (' Discoveries of the Portuguese,' a posthumous work, abounding in 

misprints, p. 134) terms the country the " kingdom of Nineanai, the sovereign wf 
wvhich calls himself Mano-emuyi." 

ll ' Precis de Geographie, tom. v., p. 104. 
5 Mr. Macqueen says (p. 117, loco cit.), " From considerable research, and from 

the valuable work of Gamitto, I have ascertained the exact meaning of this word, 
which clears up a good deal of African geography. The prefix mono means great, 

lord, or master. Hence Monomoises means the great Moises, or lord of 

the Moises or Movisas, while the Movisas or Moises which inhabit the country 
fiom the vicinity of the Arroango to near Cazembe are tribes of the same peoples." 

As svill appear in the sequel, the word mono is a mere mistake. In the E. 
African dialects mwAnS, generally pronoullced m'ana, means the son or the youllg 
of, as m'ana MyahS, the son of MyAha- and m'Sna simba, the young of a lion. 
Mono is a mere corruption, and morena a dialectic variety. Moene, or rather 
mwene, is synonymous with the Kisawahili muinyi, signifying a lord or master, 
and occurs in the ministerial title Mwene Goha, or chief councillor. The con- 
ection of any of these words with the name Monomoezi, a mere barbarism for 

Unyamwezi, arose floRl igllorance of the S. AfricaIl languages. 
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coast merchants have turned the llame " Wanamesi " into " \Va- 
niamesi," which also leads his, readers illtO error. Dr. Living- 
stone * thus endorses the mistake of Messrs. Macqueen aol(l 
Erhardt: "The names Monomoizes, spelt also MoIlemuigis and 
Monomuizes, and Monomotapistas, mThen applied to the tribes are 
exactly the same as if we should call the Scotch the Lord Douglases 
. . . Monomoizes was forme(l from Moiza or Muiza, the singular 
of the word Babisa or Aiza, the proper name of a large tribe to 
the north." In these sentences there is a confilsion between the 
lands c)f the Wanyamwezi, under the parallel of the Tanganyika 
Lake, and the Wabisa (in the singular Mblsa, the Wavisa of the 
Rev. Mr. Rebmann), a well-known commercial tribe dwelling about 
the Maravi or Syassa Lake, s.w. of Kilwa, whose name in times of 
old was corrupted by the Portuguese to Movizas or Movisas. 
Finally M. Guillain, in a work already alluded to, states correctly 
the name of the people Oua-nyamouezi, but in giving the name of 
the country, " pays de Nyamouezi," he shows little knowledt,e of the 
Zangian dialects. 31I. V. A. Malte-Brun, junior (' Bulletin de Geo- 
graphie,' Paris, 1856, Part 11. p. 295) writes Wanyamwlzi. 

A name so discrepantly corrupted deserves some notice. Un- 
yamwezi is translated by Dr. Krapf and the Rev. Mr. Rebmalln, 
" Posses3ions of the Moon."t The initial U, the causal and loca- 
tive prefix, denotes the land, nya, of, and mwezi, articulated m'ez 
with semi-elision of the w, means the moon.? The people soIne- 
times pronounce their country's name Unyauliezi, which uToslld be a 
plural form, miezi signifying moons or months. The Arabs and 

* Chap. xxx. Dr. Livingstone, erring by applying the forms of Sichwana or 
S. African grammar to the E. African branch, continually writes the plural affix ba, 
instead of wa, as Balllnda or Balonda (the Alunda or Arunda of Mr. Cooley, more 
correctly called by BowdichWaroondas) for Walonda, atld Babisa for Wabisa. 
Thus, in chap xxv., we find " The Ar;lbs assured me that the powerful chiefs 
beyond the (:azembe on the N. E., ViZ. hloatutu, Moaroro, and Mogogo, chiefs of 
the tribes Batutu, Baroro, aIld Bagogo would have no objection to my passinffl 
through their colllltry." The tribes aliuded to are the Watuta, a race of robbels 
living to the north of Msene, the western capital of Unyamwezi * the Wagogo are 
the people of Ugogo described in the last chapter; and the Baroro is probably a 
corruption of Maroror not the nanle of a people, but a well-known provillce in 
Usagara. Moreaver, the Watuta, the Wagogo, and other tlibes speaking similar 
tongues, do not designate their chiefs by prefixing moJ as in Moatutu and Mogogo. 

t Mr. Cooley (' Inner Africa Laid C}pen,' p. 64) ridicules this derivation as a 
" flagrant specimen of Mission-house jal gorl. EIe is right to say that there is no 
such uncompounded word as " ania," " possession," arld that I10 two Zaslgian nouns 
can be weldedL together in the German fashion without a visible joint. But 
" unya " often occurs in the beginning of words in the dialects of the illterior, as 
Unyanyembe, UnyaIsguruwwe, &c. &c.; and the Arabs, though ignoring the 
grammatical niceties of the langllage, all attach to it in composition the meaning 
of " poseession." 

t Mr. Rebmann diSvides the syllable " nya " into " nl,t' the substantive verb z; it 
is," and " ya " the possessive prefis " of." This, however, is the Kisawahili form: 
it is probable that the prefix " ya" has been changed ellphoIlically before Mwezi 
into " Ilya." The word is thus composed of three parts-U-I1Y-mWeZi. 

? SGe Chap. V1II. 
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the people of Zanzibar, for facility and rapidity of pronunciation, 
dispense with the initial dissyllable, and call the country and its- 
rslce Mwezi. The correct designation of the inhabitants of Un- 
yamwezi is, therefore, WInyamwezi in tlle singular, and Wanyam- 
wezi in the plural: Kinyamwezi is the adjectival form. It is not a 
little curious that the Greeks should have placed their vr,s EXwans 
'ogos-the mountains of the moon and the Hindus their Soma 
Giris (an expression probably translated from the former), in the 
vicinity of the African " Land of the Moon." It is impossible to 
investigate the antiquity of the vernacular name; all that can be 
discovered is that nearly three centuries and a half ago the Por- 
tut,uese explorers of Western Africa heard the country designated 
by its present term. 

There is the evidence of barbarous tradition for a belief in the 
existence of Unyarrlwezi as a great empire, united under a single 
(lespot. The e]ders declare that their patriarchal ancestor became 
after death the first tree, and afforded shade to his children and 
descendants.t According to the Arabs the people still perform 
pilgritnage to a h>?ly tree, and believe that the penalty of sacrilege 
in cutting off a twig would be visited by sudden and mysterious 
death. All agree in relating that during the olden time Unyam- 
wezi was unite(l under a single sovereign, whose tribe was the 
WVakalaganza, still inhabitinC, the western district, IJsagozi. Ac- 
cording to the people, whose greatest chronical measure is a Masika, 
or rainy season,+ in the days of the grandfathers of their grand- 
fathers the last of the \Vanyamwezi emperors died. His childrzn 
and nobles divided and dismembered his dominions, further par- 
titiOllS ensued, and finally the old empire fell into the hands of a 
rabble of petty chiefs. This wild computation would point to an 
epoch of 150 years- a date bv no means improbable. 

'rhese glimmerings of light thrown by African tradition illu?- 
* " Mwezi," the " moon," is also used as a proper name by individuals: thus 

in 1858, the chief of Urundi was so called. Unyamwezi may therefore also signify 
the " possessions of Mwezi." Mr. Cooley (' Inner Africa Laid Open,' p. 64, note) 
wrongly opines that the name of the moon is written " mezi," not " moezi." t Similarly, the Damaras of S. Africa, according to Mr. Andersson (chap. xviii.) believe men and beasts to have first sprung from a parent "iron-tree," and in burial turn the corpse's faee northwards, in memory of their original homes. The 
Gallas have a similar superstition concerning the tree called Wodanabe, their old place of idolatry, and the tradition hasXdescended to their ofEshoots, the Moslem 
Somal and the Shilluks of the White Nile: according to Selim Bimbashi (' Premier Voyare d la Recherche des Sources du Nil Blanc'), " Ils font la priere devant un arbre entoure' de roseaus, auquel on suspend des peaux avec des plumes," p. 21. The same is repeated by M. D'Arnaud, who accompanied this first Expedition: he calls the tree " niecama." 

t In Unyamwezi the year begins with the masika, when grass grows, and en(ls wherl the holcus dries in its bins. The people do not reckoll by moons 
although a sillgle moon with them serves the purpose of a short date, like our m(nth. Weeks alld holy days are utterly wInknown; and the hour is guessed by 
pointing out the position of tlle sun. 
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trate the accounts given by the early Portuguese concerning the 
extent and the civilization of the Unyamwezi empire. t!loreover, 
African travellers in the seventeenth century concur in assertint, 
that, between 250 and 300 years ago, there was an outpouring of 
the barbarians from the heart of JEthiopia and from the shores of 
the CJentral Lake towards the easteril and southern coasts of the 
peninsula, a general waving and wanderint, of tribes which 
caused ethnical and geographical confusion, public demoraliza- 
tion, dismemberment of races, an(T change, confilsion, and corrup- 
tion of tongues. About this period it is supposed the kingdom of 
3'Itanda, the first Kazembe, was establislled. The Kafirs of the 
Cape, who are clearly an equatorial people, date their migration 
from the northern regions to the banks of the Kei about one century 
and a half ago. 

In these days Unyamwezi has returned to the political state of 
Eastern Africa in the time of the Peripllls. It is broken up into 
petty divisions, each ruled by its own tyrant; his authority never 
extends beyond five marches; moreover, the mirsor chiefs of the 
different districts are virtually independent of their suzerains. 
One language is spoken throughout the Land of the Moon, but the 
dialectic differences are such that the tribes in the east with ditfi- 
culty understand their brethren in the west. The principal pro- 
vinces are Usukuma to the extreme north, Utakama on the 
south,* IJnyanyembe in the centre, Ufyoma and Utumbara in the 
north-west, Unyangwira in the south-east, Usagozi and Usumbwa 
to the westward. The general character of Unyamwezi is rolling 
ground, intersected with low corlical and tabular hills, whose lines 
ramify in all directions. The superjacent stratum is clay, over- 
lying the sandstone based upon various granites, which in some 
places crop out, picturesquely disposed in blocks and boulders, in 
huge domes and lumpy masses; ironstone is met with at a depth 
varying from 5 to 12 feet, and at Kazeh, the Arab settlement in 
Unyanyelnbe, bits of coarse ore were found by digging not more 
than 4 feet in chance spots. No mountain is found in the country. 
I)uring the rains a c()at of many-tinted greens conceals the soil; 
in the dry season the land is grey, lighted up by golden stubbles 
a1ad dotted with wind-distorted trees, with shallow swamps of 
emerald grass, and with wide sheets of dark mud. Dwarfed 
stumps and charred "black-jacks" deform the fields, which are 
sometimes ditched or hedged in, whilst a thin forest of parachute- 
shaped thorns diversifies the waves of rolling land and the earth-hills 
spotted with sun-burnt stone. The reelaioned tracts and clearings 
are divided from one another by strips of priinneval jungle, varying 

* In Killyamwezi sukulna mearls the north! takama the south, kiya the east, 
alld mwere the west. 
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from 2 to 12 miles in length. As in most parts of Eastern Africa, 
the country is dotted with "fairy mounts" dwarf mounds, the 
ancient sites of trees now crumbled to dust and the deffiris of insect 
architecture; they appear to be rich ground, as they are always 
diligently cultivated. The yield of the soil, according to ths3 
Arabs, averages sixty-fold, even in unfavourable seasons.* 

The Land of the Moon, the garden of Central Intertro- 
pical Africa, presents an aspect of peaceful rural beaut.y which 
soothes the eye like a medicine after the red glare of barren 
Ugogo and the dark monotonous verdure of the western pro- 
vinces. The inhabitants are comparatively numerous in the 
villates, which rising at short intervals above itnpervious mralls 
of lustrous milk-bush, lTariegate the well-ridged plains; whilst 
in the pasture lands frequent herds of many-coloured cattle, 
plump, round-barrelled, and high-humped, like the lndian breeds, 
and mingled flocks of goats and sheep dispersed over the land- 
scape, suggest ideas of barbarous comfort and plenty. There are 
few scenes more soft and soothing than a view of Unyamwezi in 
the balmy evetlings of spring. As the large yellow SUl1 nears the 
horizon, a deep stillness falls upon earth: even the zephyr seems 
to lose the power of rustling the lightest leaf. The milky haze of 
midday disappears from the firmament, t.he flush of departing day 
clothes the distant features of scenery with a robe of gorgeous rose- 
tint, and the twilight is an orange glow that burns like distant 
fires, passing through an imperceptibly graduated scale of colours- 
saffiron, yellow, tender green, and the lightest azure into the 
dark blue of the infinite space above. The tharm of the hour 
seems to affect even the unimaginative Africans, as they sit in the 
central spaces of their villages, or stretched under the forest-trees, 
gazing upon the glories around. 

In Ullyamwezi water general}y lies upon the surface, during the 
rains, in broad shallow pools, which become favoured sites for rice- 
fields. These little ziwa and mbuga ponds and marshes-vary 
from 2 to 5 feet below the level of the land; in the dry season 
they are betrayed from afar by a leek-green line of livelier vege- 
tation streaking the dead tawny plain. The Arabs seldom dig 
their wells deeper than 6 feet, and they complain of the want of 
"live water" gushing from the rocky ground, as in their native 
Oman. The country contains few springs, and the surface of 
retentive clay prevents the moisture penetrating to the subsoil. 
The peculiarity of the produce is its decided chalybeate flavour. 
'rhe versant of the coulltry varies. The eastern third, falling to 

* The Arabs give the following seale of production:-Beans and fille rice, 60- fold- red rice, holcus, maize, and millet, la0-fold * phaseoli and ground-nuts, 80- fold. The Boors of the Cape reap, it is said, only from lO to 15 for I in the more 
sterile, and from 30 to 40 for 1 in the most fertile lands, 
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the south-east, discharges its surplus supplies through the Rchraha 
river into the Indian Ocean; in the centre, water seelns to stag- 
nate, and in the western third, the flow, turning to the north and 
north-west, is carried by the Gombe nullah a string of pools 
during the dry season, and a rapid unfordable stream during the 
rains-into the Malagarazi river, the principal eastern influent 
of the Tanganyika lake. The levels of the country and the direc- 
tion of the waters combine to prove that the great depression of 
Central Africa commences in tlle district of Kigwa. 

The climate of the island and coast of Zanzibar has, it must be 
remembered, double seasons, which are exceedingly confused and 
irregular. The lallds of Unvamwezi and Uvinza, on the other 
hand, are remarkable for simplicity of division. There eight 
seasons disturb the idea of year, here are but two-a summer and 
a winter. In 1857 the masika, or rains commenced throu,:,hout 
Central Urlyamwezi on the 14th of November. In the northern 
and western provinces the wet monsoon begins earlier and lasts 
longer. At Msene it precedes Unyanyembe about a month; in 
Ujiji, Wara(rwah, and Uganda, nearly two months. Thus the 
latter countries have a rainy season which lasts from the middle of 
September till the middle of Atay. 

The moisture-bearing wind in this part of Africa is the fixed 
south-east trade, deflected, as in the great valley of the Mississipp; 
and in the island pf Ceylon, into a periodical south-west monsoon. 
As will appear in these pages, the downfalls begin earlier in Central 
Africa than upon the eastern coast, and frorll the latter point they 
travel by slow degrees, with the northing sun, to the north-east, till 
they find a grave upon the rocky slopes of the Himalayas. 

The rainy monsoon in Central Africa is ushered in, accompaniede 
and terminated by thunder-storms, alld by occasional hail-falls. The 
blinding flashes of white, yellow, or rose-coloured lightning play 
over the firmament uninterruptedly for hours during which dark- 
ness is rarely visible. In the more violent discharges 30 and 35 
flashes may be counted in a minute, and so vivid is the light that 
it discloses the finest shades of colour, and appears followed by a 
thick and palpable gloom, such as would hang before a blind 
mans eyes. A deafening roar, simultaneously bllowing the flash 
appears to travel, as it were, to and fro overhead: several claps 
will sometimes sound allnost at the same moment and as if 
coming from d;crent directions, and the same storm will, after 
the loudest outburst, pass over, and be immediately followed by 
a second, showing the superabundance of electricity in the atmos- 
phere. When hail is about to fall, a rushing noise is heard in 
the air, with a sudden cooltless and a strange darkness from the 
car}opy of brownish purple clouds. The winds are exceedinCly 
variable: perhaps they are most often from the east and llorth-east 
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during summer, from the north-west alld the south-west in the 
rairjs; but they are answered from all quarters of the heavens, 
and the most violent storms sail up against the lower atmospheric 
currents. The Portuguese of the Mo%amkiqueX attribute these 
terrible discharges of electricity to the quantity of mineral sub- 
stances scattered about the country; but a steaminffl land like 
Eastern Africa wants during the rains no stronger battery. In 
the rainy season the sensation is that experienced throughout the 
equinoctial gales in the Mediterranean, where the scirocco difuses 
everywhere discomfort and disease. The fall is not, as in \Vestern 
India, a steady downpour, lasting sometimes two and three days 
without a break. In-Central Africa rain seldowl endures beyond 
12 hours, and it often assumes for weeks an appearance of regu- 
larity, re-occurring at a certain time. Night is its normal season. 
The mornings are often wet, and the midday is generally dry. 
As in Southern Africa, a considerable decrease of temperature is 
the conseqltence of long-continued rain. Westward of Unyan- 
yembe, hailstorms, during the rainy monsoon, are frequent and 
violent; according to the Arabs, the stones sometimes equal 
pigeolls' eggs in size. During this monsoon the sun burns with 
sickly depressing rays, which make earfh reek like a garment hung 
out to dry. Yet this is not considered the unhealthy period: the 
inundation is too deep, and evaporation is yet unable to extract 
poison from decay. 

As in India and the southern regions of Africa, the deadly 
season follows the wet monsoon from the middle of May till the 
end of June. The kosi or south-west wind gives place to the 
kaskazi, or north-east, about April a little later than at Zan- 
zibar. The cold gales and the fervid suns then aect the out- 
spread waters, the rivers, having swollen during tlle vsTeeks of 
violent downfall that usher in the end of the rains, begin to 
shrink, and miry morasses and swamps of black vegetable mud 
line the low lands whose central depths are still under water. The 
winds, cooled by excessive evaporation and set in motion by the 
heat, howl over the country by night and day, dispersing through 
the population colds and catarrhs, agues and rheumatisms, dysen- 
teries and deadly fevers. It must, however, be remarked that 
many cases which in India and Sindh would be despaired of, 
survived in Eastern Africa. 

The hot season, or summer, forms the complement of the year, 
lasting from the end of June till nearly the middle of November. 
The air now becomes healthy and temperate; the col(l, raw winds 
rarely blow, and the people recover from their transition diseases. 
At long intervals, during these months, but a few grateful and 

* Salt's ' Voyage to Abyssinia,' chap. ii. 
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refreshinffl showers, accompanied by low thunderings, cool the air 
and give life to the earth. These phenomena are expected after 
the change of the moon, and not, as in Zanzibar, during her last 
quarter.* The Arabs declare that here, as in the island, rai 
sometimes falls from a clear sky a phenomenon not unknown 
to African travellers. The drought atTects the country severely, 
a curious exception to the rule in the zone of perpetual rain; -- and 
after August whirlwinds of dust become frequellt. At this tirrle 
the climate is lnost at,reeable to the senses; even in the hottest 
nit,llts a blanket is welcome, especially about (lawn, and it is pos- 
sible to dine at 3 or 4 P.M., when in India the exertion would be 
impracticable. Durino the day a ring-cloud or a screen of vapour, 
almost invariably tempers the solar raysn at night a halo, or a 
corona, generally encircles the moon. The clouds are chiefly 
cumulus, cumulo-stratus, and nimbus; the sky is often overcast 
with large +7vhite masses floating, apparently without motion, upon 
the milky haze, and in the serenest weather a few threads are seen 
pencilled upon the expanse above. Sunrise is seldom thoroughly 
clear, and, when so, the clouds, sublimed in other regions and 
broucht up by the risinC, winds, begin to gather in the forenoon. 
They are melted, as it were, by the fervent heat of the sun between 
noon and 3 P.X., at which time also the breezes fall light. Thick 
mists collect about sunset, and by night the skies are seldom free 
from clouds. The want of heat to dilate the atmosphere at tllis 
season, and the light-absorbing vegetation which clothes the land, 
cause a peculiar dimness in the Galaxy and " Magellan's Clouds." 
The twilight also is short, an(l the zodiacal light was not observed. 
The suffocating sensation of the tropics is unknown, and at noon 
iTl the month of September the midsummer of this region -the 
thermometer, defended from the wind, in a sitlgle-fold Arab tent, 
never exceeded 113' Fahrs Except during the raills, the dess 
are not heavy, as in Zanzibar in the alluvial vallers, and in 
Usagara and Ujiji: the people do not fear exposure to them, though, 
as ill parts of France, they consider dew-wetted grass unwhole- 
some for cattle. 'rhe Arabs stand bathing in the occasional tor- 
rents of rain without the least apprehension. The temperatuze 
varies too little for the European constitution, which requires a 
winter. The people, however, scarcely care to clothe themselves. 
The flies and mosquitoes those pests of most African countries- 
are here a minor annoyance. 

The principal cause of disease during the summer of Unyam- 

* In the Cape latitudes, according to our earlier travellers, showers seldom fall 
except at- the changes of the moon, a circumstance of which the rain-snakers, fron 
observation, are aware. 



wezi is the east wind,* which, refrigerated by the damp alluvial 
valleys of the first region and by the tree-clad peaks and swaulpy 
plains of Usagara, sweeps the country, like the tramontanas of 
Italy, with a freezing cold in the midst of a tepid atmos- 
phere. These unnatural combinations of extremes, causing sud- 
den chills when the skin perspires, bring on inevitable disease; 
strangers often suffer severely, and the influenza is as much 
feared in Unyamwezi as in England. The east wind is- even 
more dangerous in the hut than in the field: draughts from 
the four quarters play upon the patient, making one side of the 
body tremble with cold, whilst the other, defended by the wall or 
heated by the fire, burns with fever-heat. The gales are most 
violent immediately after the cessation of the rains; about the 
beginning of Augu3t they become warmer and fall light. At this 
time frequent whirlwinds sweep from the sun-parched land clouds 
of a fine and penetrating clay-dust, and slight shocks of earth- 
quakes are by no Ineans uncommorl.t After September, though the 
land still suffers from drought, the trees begin to put forth their 
leaves; it is the coupling season of beasts, and the period of nidifi- 
cation and incubation for birds.$ As all sudden changes from 
siccity to humidity are prejudicial to man, there is invariably 
severe disease at the end of the summer, when the rains set in. 

'Rravellers from tJnyamwezi homeward returned often represent 
that country to be the healthiest in Lastern and Central Africa: 
they quote, as a proof, the keenness of their appetites and the 
quantity of food which they consume. The older residents, how- 
ever, modify their opinions: they declare that (ligestion does not 
wait upon appetite,? and thatS as in Egypt, Mazanderan, Malabar, 
and other hot damp countries, no man long retains rllde health. The 
sequelae of their Ina]adies are always severe; few care to use 
remedies, deeming thein ineicacious against morbific influences 
nknown to them; convalescence is protracted, painful, and uncer- 

tain, and at length they are compelled to lead the lives of con- 
firmed invali(ls. The gifts of the c]imate, lassitude and indolence, 

* In the south, Dr. Livingstone complains of the cold east winds prevalent at 
Linyanti, which, passing over the wide plains inundated by the Chobe River, are 
loaded with malaria. 

t Three slight shocks were observed by the Expedition-at noon on the 14th of 
Julle, 1858 * on the morning of the 13th of June- and at 5 p.m. on the 22nd of 
November, 1858. The motion, though mildd was distinctly perceptible; unfortu- 
nately, means of ascertaining the direction were wanted. The people of the country 
call this phenomenon " tetemeka," or the trembling; and the Arabs remember a 
shock of a serious nature which took place at Unyanyembe in the hot season of 
1852. 

$ Cattle begin breeding in September and October before, and throw their 
young after, the rainy monsoon. Birds incubate in September, before the wet 
monsoon 

? According to the Arabs, rice is not digested before the fourth or fifth hollr. 
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according to them predispose to corpulence; and the regular 
warmth thins the beard and induces baldness, thus assimilating 
strangers in body as in mind to the aborigines. They are unani- 
molls in quoting a curious eSect of climate, which they attribute 
to a corruption of the '; humours and juices of the body." Men 
who after a lengthened sojourn in these regions return to Omarl, 
throw away the stlrplus provisions brought bom the African coast, 
burn their clothes and bedding, and br the first two or three 
months eschfew society; a peculiar effluvium rendering them, it is 
said, offensive to the finer olfactories of their compatriots. 

The mukunguru of Unyamwezi is perhaps the severest seasoning 
fever in this part of Africa. It is a bilious remittent, which nor- 
mally lasts three days; it wonderfillly reduces the patient in that 
short period, and in severe cases the quotidian is followed by a long 
attack of a tertian type. The consequences are severe and lasting 
even in men of the strongest nervous diathesis; burning and pain- 
ful eyes, hot palms and soles, a recurrence of shivering and flushing 
fits, with the extrernities now icy cold, then painfully hot an(l 
swollen, indigestion, insomnolency, cutaneous eruptions and fever- 
sores, languor, dejection, with all the inconveniences resulting from 
torpidity of liver, or from an inordinate secretion of bile, betray 
the poison deep lurking in the system. In certain cases this fever 
works speedily; some, becoming at ollce delirious, die on the 
first or the second day, and there is invariably an exacerbation of 
symptoms before the bilious remittent passes away. 

The fauna of Unyamwezi are similar to those described in Usa- 
gara and Ugoto. In the jungles quadrumana are numerous;* 
lions and leopards, cynhyzenas and wild cats haunt the forests; 
the elephant and the rhinoceros, the giratfe and the Cape bufalo, 
the zebra, the quagga (?), and the koodoo wander over the plains; 
and the hippopotamus and crocodile are found in every large water. 
The Arabs speak of wild dogs in the vicinity of Unyanyembe, 
describing them as being about eighteen inches in height, with 
rufous-black and shaggy coats, and long thick tails; they are 
gregarious running in packs of from 20 to 200; they attack 
illdiscriminately man and the largest animals, and their only cry is 

* The nyanyi or cynocephalus in the jungles of Usukuma attains the size of a 
greyhoulld; accordillg to the people, there are three varieties of colour-red, black 
and yellow. They are the terror of the neighbouring districts. Women llevel 
dale to approach their haunts; they set the leopard at defiance, and, when in a 
large body, they do not, it is said, fear the lion. The Colobus guereza, or tippet 
monkey, the " polume " of Dr. Livingstone (chap. xvi.), here called mbega, is ad- 
ulired on accourlt of its shiny black skin and snowy-white mane. It is a cleaIl 
animal, ever occupied in polishing its beautiful garb, which, according to the 
Arabs, it tears to pieces when wounded, lest the hunter should profit by it. The 
mbega lives in trees, seldom descending, and feeds upon the fruit and the young 
leaa es. 
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a howl. About the time of our autumn the pools are visited by various kinds of squatic birds, widgeon, plurnp little teal, fine solipe, curlew, and crane; the ardeaX or white "paddy-bird" of India, and the "lily-trotter" (Parra Africana), are scattered over the country; and sometimes, thou,:,h rarely, the chenalopex or common Et,yptian goose and the gorgeous-crowned crane (Balearica pavo nina), the latter a favourite dish with the Arabs, appear. In seve- ral parts of Unyaulwezi, especially in the north, there is a large and well-flavoured species of black-backed goose (Sakidornis melanota): the colnmon wild duck of England was not observed. Several specwimens of the Buceros,* the secretary-birdX (Serpen- tarius reptilivorus), and large vultures, were cfibserved in Uny- amwezi; the people do not molest them, holding the fiesh to be carrion. The Cuculus indicator, called in Kisawahili ton- goe, is common; but, the honey being mostly hilred, it does not attract attention. Grillivori, a species of thru3h, about the size of common larks, with sulphur-yellow patches under the eyes, and two naked black striae beneath the throat, are here migratory birds: they do good service to the agriculturist against the locust. A variety of the Loxia or grossbill constructs nests sometimes in bunches hanging from the lower branches of the trees. The mtiko, a kind of water-wagtai] (Motacilla), ventures irlto the tents with the audacity of a London sparrow, and the Africans have a prejudice against killing it. Swallows and martins of various kinds, some peculiarly graceful and slender, may be seen migrating at the approach of winter in regular travel- ling order: of these, one variety resembles the English bird. The Africans declare that a single species of hirundo, probably a sand-martin, builds in the precipitous earth-banks of the nullahs: their nests were not seen, however, as ill Southern Africa, under the eaves of houses. There are a few ostriches, hawks, ravens, plovers, nightjars (Caprimulgidae), red and blue jays of brilliant plume, muscicapa, loxias, blackeaps or mock-nightingales (Mota- cilla atrocapilla#), passerines of various kinds, hoopoes, bulbuls, wrens, larks, and bats. There are but few poisonous animals. Besides the dendrophis, the only ophidia seen in the solantry were snakes, with slate-coloured backs and silnrer bellies, resemb]ing the harmless " mas " or " hanash "t of Somaliland: they abound in tile houses and destroy the rats. The people speak of a yellou and brown coated snake, eight feet long by five or six inches in 
* Dr. Livingstone (cliap. xxii.) mentions the Tragopare Leadbeaterii in WV. Africa by the 1lame of " lehututu.'5 The Buceros buccinator was also observed; and in places the species called by Mr. Mansfield Parkyus (' Life in Abyssillia,' ehapo xvii.) abba gotlmba, or the Buceros Abassinicus, was observed. t It is the Psammophis sibilans (L); C. moniliger (Lacepede), according to Mr. Blyth (; Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal,' sol. xxiar., p. 306), who de?lares it to be llot venomous. 
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(liameter; it is probably a boa or rock snake. Chura or ranaeX are 
numerous in the ssvamps, where the fiog-concerts resemble those of 
the New XVolqld; and in the re^,ions about the Tanganyika Lake 
a large variety makes night hideous mith its croakings. The 
llirudo is found in the lakes and rivers of the interior, as well as in 
Zanzibar and on both coasts of Africa; according to the Arabs 
leeches are of two species, large and slnall. The people neither take 
precautions against them when drinking at the streams, as the 
Somal do, nor are they aware of any officinal use for these animals; 
uoreover, it is impossible to persuade a Msawahili to collect them: 
they are of " p'hepo " or fiendish nature, and never fail to haunt and 
harm their captor. Jongo, or huge millepedes, sorne attaining a 
length of half a foot, with shiny black bodies and red feet, are 
found in the fields and forests, especially during the rains: covered 
with epizoa, these animals present a disgusting appearance, an(l 
they seem, to judge from their spoils, to die of during the hot 
weather. At certaill seasons there is a great variety of the papi- 
lionaceous family in the vicinity of waters, where libellulue or dragon- 
flies also aboun(l. The country is visited at irregular times by flights 
of locusts, here called nzige. In spring the plants are covered in 
parts with the phanzl, a large pink and green variety, and with the 
destructive species depicte(l and described by Salt: t they rise from 
the earth like a glowing rose-coloured cloud, and disappear about the 
beginning of the lains. The black leather-like variety, called by 
the Arabs "Satan's ass," is not uncommon: it is eaten by the 
Africans, as are many other species upon which strangers iook with 
disgust. Tlle Arabs (lescribe a fly whieh irlfests the forest patches 
of Unyamwezi: it is about the size of a sluall wasp, and is so fatal 
that cattle attacked by it are at once killed and eatell before they 
become carrion from the venomous eSects. This may be either 
the Abyssinian tsalsaliyah or a remnant of the South Abican tsetse 
(Glossina morsitans), still noet with in the uncultivated regions 
to the north. About K;lwa the people speak of a fly called 
kipangtl (in the plural vipanga), which, froln their account, greatly 
resembles the tsetse.: In parts the country is dotted with ant- 
hills, which, when old, become hard as sandstone: they are gene- 

* Of the ranse there are many varieties. The largest is probably tbe " matma- 
lelo " of S. Africa * it is eaten by the Wagogo and other tlibes. A smaller specie?s 
is of (lark colour, and with 1OIIS legs, which enable it to hop great distances. A 
third is of a dirty yellow, with browllish speckles. There is also a small greerl frog, 
which adheres to the bload and almost perpendicular leaves of the thicker grasses. 

t 'A VoAage to Abassinia' (London, 1814): Appendix iv. 
t The tsetse may have died out of the country gellerally, in consequence of the 

destruction of large game. In S. Afiica it has been foulld that the insect may 
retuln in company with cattle. 

N.B.-Since the above was in print, Mr. Adam White has desclibed a specimell 
sllbmitted to him as a true tsetse, whose habitat therefore may safely be plolonged 
to the Equatol . See Chap. I V. 

VOL. XXIX. N 
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rally built by the termite under some shady tree, which prevents too rapid drying, and apparently the people have not learned, like their brethren in South Africa, to use them as ovens. From Tura, the western, to Unyanyembe, the central, district of Unyamwezi, caravans usually number seven marches, making a total of 60 rectilinear geographical miles. As far as Kigwa there is but one line of route; from that point travelling parties diverge far and wide, like ships making their different courses. The first march traverses the Tura plain from east to west in 1 h. 30 m. The road leading westsvard with northing passes a suc- cession of villages and fields where holcus and sesamum, maize, millet, aTld other grains alternate with manioc and gourds, water- melons, and various pulses: their appearance is striking after the dul] desert tracts of Mgunda Mkhali, whose sinuous wavy line of black jungle still bounds the distant north. The settlement of Tura is rapidly increasillg, as is proved by the barking of the trees, which are thus destroyed without the trouble of felling. The shortness of t.his march is owing to the necessity of laying in pro- 

ViSiOllS for the next station. 
From the Tura district caravans usually make the Kwale or Partridge nullah: the line spans a thin jungle based upon a glaring white soil. This watercourse, running. to tlle N.N.W., abounds even in the dry season with deep shady pools, which render it the favourite halting-place. rThe porters apply themselves with energy to fishing; they also find a large edible bivalve, and in the surrounding jungle elephants and giraffes are frequently killed. The total length of this march is 6 h. 30 m.; and in the dry season the kraal- place is usually converted into heaps of cinders. 
The third station isreached in 8h. 30m. Crossing the Kwale nullah, the caravan traverses a plain of black earth, thinly garnished with grass and thorll-trees. It then passes a broad jheel or shallow pond, surrounded by the emerald verdure affected by aquatic birds, and girt with Nature's avenues of tall trees; during the drought it is an expanse of sun-cracked mud. A thin jungle, partially felled and burned, thence leads oxer hilly and rolling ground to a well-cultixrated clearing, called Rubuga, the second district of eastern Unyamwezi. A succession of villages here appears, flanked on one side by huge boulders of granite; the fer- tility of the soil is evidenced by the live hedges of dark delase ver- dure which embosom the settlements even the long poles forming the palisading put forth crowns of leaves. Another stretch of thin jungle leads to the western edge of the district and the well- stockaded village of the chief. The Sultan of Rubuga, a stranger of A7Takimbu origin, ill 1858 was one MAula or Maura, a hospitable man, but, rov su;sovos ?0F%0ffi?a0S, somewhat extortionate, like all 

* $ Periplus,' chap. v. 
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his tribe. He was celebrated for his wealth in cattle: the herds 
appeared peculiarly fat and well-grown. There is a swamp near 
the head-quarter settlement, and water lies either in wells from 
sevexl to eight feet deep or close to the surface. 

The next station to the westward of Rubuga is Ukona, also pro- 
nounced Rukona or Lukona; it is made in 2 h. 15 m. The rolling 
country is here populous and highly cultivated; a few jungle- 
patches, however, still linger. The cannabis and datura, with its 
large fetid flowers, the brinjall and castor grow near every village, 
anal cotton-plots, carefully hedged round against the cattle, afford 
material for the loom. 

Passing from the fertile slopes of Ukona, the route traverses, in 
5 h. 5 m., an open wavy country, streaked with thin forest of mimosa, 
mtogwe or wood-apple, and quadrangular cactus; shallow swamps 
thence lead to the third district, Kigwa or lWIkigwa. Here tra- 
vellers usually prefer the kraal to the dangerous hospitality of 
Sultan Manwa. The versant of this coulltry is still southerly, 
showing that it lies outside the limits of the great Central Depression, 
beyond this point it trellds to the west. The water is pure, but in 
the hot season it is thick with sand and clay. 

The sixth march occupies about 6 h. 30 In. The road traverses a 
thin growth of gum-trees, mionosas, and bauhinias, with tiers, 
earth-waves, and low rolling lines of tawny-yellow hill, mantled 
with umbrella-shaped trees, and sometimes capped with blocks and 
boulders, extending to a considerable distance on both sides. This 
forest is infamous for robbery and murder. Here AIsimbira, a 
sultan of the AVasukuma or northern Mranyamurezi, sends large 
plundering parties; and Manwa, chief of Kigwa, has relieved 
lnany a porter of his pack. An old man attached to the Expe 
dition, having lagged behind, armed only with an assegai, was 
attacked by three highwaymen, and cruelly beaten. The Arab 
nerchants of IJnyanyembe one of them ilas lost as many as fifty 
loads are loud in their menaces: the otlly precaution now takell 
by caravans is to assertlble in overpowering numbers before 
attempting to pass the forest. The end of this day s journey is at 
the mass of villages upon the eastern frolltier of Unyanyembe, the 
central district of Unyamwezi, the Land of the l!lioon. 'llhe Expe- 
dition halted at Hanga, a large village, distant five hours' march 
from Razeh; it is rich in cattle, lying u)on a gentle slope, with a 
runnel of sweet water in front, backed by a heap of granite 
boul(lers, from whose interstices grow a forest of thorns alld tall 
cactaceae. 

The end of the week conducts the traveller to Kazeh or to 
Ihara, in Central Unyanyembe. The country presents a succession 
of waves of brown and red clays, scattered over with sand, and low 
stony hills divided by streamlets, upon whose banks vegetation is 

N 2 
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luxuriant. The road gradually ascends into a well-eultivated an(l expansive plateau, whose summit eommands a fine view of the large Arab settlements. These plaees demand a detailed notiee. Unyanyeinbe the eentral and prineipal provinee of Unyamwezi, is, like Zungolnero, in Khutu, the gleat bunder or meeting-plaee of merchants, and the point of departure for caravans whieh radiate into the interior of Central Intertropieal Afriea. Hele the Arab merchant from Zanzibar meets his compatriot returning from the Tanganyika Lake an(l from Uruwwa. Northwards well- travelled lines diverwe to the Syanza Lake, and to the powerful kingdoms of Karagwah, Uganda, and Unyoro; from the south, Urori and Ubena, Usanga and Usent,a send their ivory and slave3; and in the south-west, K'hokoro, Ufipa, and Marungu barter their valuables for cottons, wires, arld beads. The een- tral position and the eomparative safety of Unyanyembe have made it the head-quarters of the Omani or pure Arabs, who, in many eases, settle here for years, remaining in charge of their depots whilst their factors and slaves travel about the eountry and eolleet the items of traffie. At Unyanyembe the merehant must expect some delay. The porters whether hired upon the coast or at the Tanganyika Lake, here disperse, and a fresh gang must be collecte(l no easy task whell the SOWill$ season draws nigh. Ureyanyembe, which rises about 3480 feet above sea-level, an(l lies 356 miles in rectilinear distance from the eastern eoast of Afriea, resembles in its physical features the lands about Tura. 'rhe plain or basin of Ihara, or Kwihara, a word synonymous with the " Bondei " or low-land of the eoast, is bounded on the north and south by low, rollillg hills, which eonverge towards the west, where, with the characteristieally irregular lay of primitive forma- tions, they are erossed almost at right ant,les by the Mfuto ehain. rrhe position has been imprudently ehosen by the lXrabs; the land suffers from alternate drought and floods, which render the elilnate markedly malarious. The soil is aluminous in the low lands a plain of brown earth, with a subsoil of sand and sandstone, from 8 to 12 feet below the surfaee; the water is often impregnated with iron, and the higher grounds are uninhabited traets eovered with bulky granite-boulder3, bushy trees, and thorny shrubs. Contrary to what might be expected, this " 13under-district " eontains villages and hamlets, but nothing that ean properly be termed a town. The Mtemi or Sultan, Fundikira, the most povverful ot the Wanyamwezi ehief3, inhabits a tembe, or square settiement, ealled i' Ititenya," on the western slope of the southern hills. A little eololly of Arab merchants has four large houses at a neighbouring plaee, 'Mawiti." Il1 the centre of the plain lies " Kazeh," another seattered collection of six large, hollow oblongs, with central court3, gardell-plots, store-roolns, and outhouses for 



slaves. Around thae nuclei cluster natiw villages-masses of 
Wanyamwezi hovels, which bear tlieinames of their founders. 

This part of Unyanyembe svas first colonised about 1852, when 
the Arabs who had been settled nearly ten years at Kigandu of 
P'huge, a district of Usukuma, one long day's march north of Kaseh, 
were induced by Mpagamo, a Mnyamwezi sultan, to aid them 
against l\Isimbira, a rival chief, mrho deiated and drove them 
from their former seats.* It is difficult to average the number of 
Arab merchants who,, like the British in India, visit but do not 
colonise; they rarely, however, exceed twenty-five in number; and 
during the travelling season, or when a campaign is necessary, 
they are sometimes reduced to three or four; they are too strong 
to yield without fighting? alld are not strong enough to fight with 
success. Whenever the people have mustered courage to try a 
fall with the strangers, they have been encouraged to try again. 
Ititherto the Arabs have been on friendly terms with Fulldikira, 
the chief. Their position however, though partly held by force 
of arms, is precarious. Tlley are all men of Oman, with one 
solitary exception, an Indian Iiojah, named Musa Mzuri, or 
'; handsome Moses," who is the earliest surviving explorer of 
Unyamwez;. t In July, 1858, an Arab merchant, Silim bin 
Masud, returning from Kazeh to his home at Msene, withoa slave- 
porter carrying a load of cloth, was, though well armed and feared 
as a good shot, attacked at a water in a strip of jungle westward 
of Mfuto, and speared in the back by five ruffians, who afterwards 
proved to be subjects of the Sultan Iiasanyare, a Mvinza. The 
Arabs organised a small expedition to revenge the murder, marched 
out with 200 or 300 musketeer-slaves, devoured all the grain and 
poultry in the country, and returned to their homes without striking 
a blow, because each merchant-militant wished his fellows to 
guarantee his goods or his life for the usual diyat, or blood-money, 
800 dollars.t This impunity of crime will probably lead to other 
outrages 

The Arabs live comfortably, and even splendidly, at Unyan- 
yembe. Their houses, thougll single-storied, are large substantial, 

* The details of this evellt were sllpplied by an actor in the scenes, they well 
illustrate the futility of the people. The Arabs, after five or six days of skirmish 
ing, were upon the point of carrying the bomah or palisade of Msimbira, their 
enemy, when suddeIlly at night their slaves, tired of eating beef and raw ground- 
nuts, secretly deserted to a man. The masters awaking in the morIling found 
themselves alone, and made up their minds for annihilation. Fortunately for them 
the enemy, suspecting an ambuscade, remained l)ehind their walls, alld allowed 
the merchants to retire without an attempt to cut off their retreat. Their em- 
ployer, Mpagamo, professing himself unable to defend them, the strangers, deem- 
ing themselves insecure, abandoned his territory. Snay till Amir and Musa 
Mzuri, the Indian, settled at Kazeh, then a desert, built houses, sunk wells, anal 
converted it into a populous place. 

t As will appear in C:hap. XI., the merchants until 1830 made Usanga and 
llsenga the terminus of their inland journeys. 

$ When taken from Af'ricans, the diyat is required in slaves, ivory, and cattle, 
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and capable of defence. Their gardens are extensive and well 
planted; they Peceive regular supplies of merchandise? comfortsS 
and luxuries from the coast; they are surrounded by troops of 
concubines and slaves, whom they train to divers crafis and callings; 
rich men have riding-asses from Zanzibar and even the poorest 
keep flocks and herds. At Unyanyembe as at Blsene, and some- 
times at Ujiji, there are itinerant fulldi, or slave-artisans-black- 
smiths, tinkers, masons, carpenters, tailors, potters, and rope- 
makers who come up from the coast with Arab caravans. These 
men demand esorbitant wages. A broken matchlock can be 
repaired3 and even bullets cast; good cord is purchaseable n alld 
for tinning a set of 17 pots arld plates 5 shukkah merkani are 
charged. A pair of Arab stirrups are made up for 1 shukkah 
besides the material, and chains fi)r animals at about double that 
price. Fetters and padlocks, however, are usually importe-d by 
carasans. Pack-saddles are brought from Zanzibar: in caravans 
sometimes a man may be found to make them. 'rhere is, more- 
over, generally some pauper Arab who for cloth will manufacture 
a ridge-tent; and as most civilized Orientals can use the needle, 
professiollal tailors are little required. Provisions are cheap and 
plentiful; the profits are large; and the Arab, when wealthy is 
disposed to be hospitable and conarivial. Many of the more 
pro3perolls support their brethren who have beeIl ruined by the 
chances and accidents of trade. VVhen a stranger appears arnongst 
them, he receives the " hishmat l'il gharlb,7' or the guest-welcozne, 
in the shape of a goat and a load of white rice; he is provided 
with loclgings, and is introduced by the host to the rest of the 
society at a general banquet. Their great deficiency is the want 
of some man to take the lead. About fifteen years ago Abdullah 
bin SalimX a merchant from Zansibar, with his body of 200 armed 
slaves, kept the whole community in subJection: sinGe his death, 
in 1852, the society has suffered from all the effects of disunion 
where union is most required. The Arab is even in Afriea a 
Pantisocrat, and his familiarity with the inferior races around him 
leads to its proverbial consequences. 

The houses of the Arabs are Moslem modifications of the 
African temben somewhat superior in strength and finish. The 
deep and shady outside verandah, supported by stout uprights, 
shelters a broad bench of raised earthwork, where men sit to enjoy 
the morning cool and the evening serenitya and where they praT, 
converse, and transact their 57arious avocations. A portcullis-like 
door, composed of two massive planks, with chains thick as a ship's 
cable a precaution rendered necessary by the presence of wild 
slaves-lfeads into the barzah,* or vestibule. The only furniture 
is a pair of clay benches extending along the right alld left sides, 

* BarAza is the Kisawahili form of the Arabic Barzah, a hall or outer room 
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with pillow-shaped terminations of the same material: over theseS 
when visitors are expected rush mats and rugs are spread. From 
the barzah a passage, built at the angle proper to baffle the 
stranger's curiosity, leads into the interior, a hollow square or 
oblong, with the 3everal rooms openinffl upon a courtyard, whichS 
when not built round, is completely closed by a liwan a fence of 
small tree-trunks or reeds. 'I'he apartments have neither outward 
doors nor windows: small bullSs-eyes admit the air, and act as loop- 
holes in case of need. The principal room on the masterXs sidse of 
the house has a bench of clay, and leads into a dark closet where 
stores and merchandise are placed. There are separate lodgint,s 
for the harem, and the doznestic slaves lilre in barracoons or in their 
own outhouses. This form of tembe is perhaps the dullest habita- 
tion ever invented by man. The exterior view is carefully removed 
from sight, and the dull, dirty courtyard, often smramped durint 
the rains, is ever before the tenant's eyes; the darkness caused by 
want of windows painfully contrasts with the flood of slln3hine pour- 
ing in through the doors) and at night no number of candles will light 
up its gloomy walls of grey or reddish mud. rrhe breeze is either 
excluded by careless frontage, or the high and chillirlg winds pour 
in like torrents; the roof is never water-tight, and the walls and 
rafters harbour hosts of scorpions and spiders, wasps and cock- 
roaches. The Arabs, however, will expend their time and trouble 
in building it rather than tlUst their goods in African huts, exposed 
to thieves arld to the frequent fires which result from barbarous 
carelessness. Everywhere, when a long halt is in prospect, they 
send their slaves for wood to the jungle, and superilltend the 
building of a huge t.embe. They neglect, however, an important 
precaution,- a sleeping-room raised above the mean level of malaria. 

Another drawback to the Arab's happiness is the failure of his 
constitution: a man who escapes illness br two successive months 
boasts of the immunity. The older residents have learlled tv 
moderate their appetites. rrhey eat but twice a-day-at sun- 
rise, and at noon; after the midday meal they confine them- 
selves to chewing tobacco or the dried coffee of Karaguah. They 
avoiel strong meats, especially beef and gaule, 7hich are con- 
sidered heating and bilious remaining satisfied with light dishesS 
omelets and pillaus, harisah,$ firni,8 and curded milk; and the 
less they eat the more likely they are to escape fever. Ithe 
general health has been improved by the importation from the 

* Harisah, in Kisawahili " boko-boko," is the roast beef-the plat de rcsistance 

of the Eastern and Afiican Arab. [t is a kind of pudding made with finely 

shredded meat, boiled with flour of wheat, rice, or holcus to the collsistence of a 

thick paste, and eaten with honey or sugar. 
t Firni, all lIldiaIl word, is syllonynlous with the muhallibah of Egypt, a thin 

jelly of milk-and-water, honey, rice-flour, and spices, which takes the place ot 
our northern rice-pualding. 
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coast of wheat, and a fine white rice, instead of the red aborigen of the country; and by the introduction of various fruits, plantains, limes, and papaws; and vegetables, brinjalls, cucumbers, and to- matos, svhich relieve the indigenous holcus and maize, manioo and sweet-potato, mil]et and phaseoli, sesamum and groundnuts. They declare to having derived great benefit from the introduction of onions-an antifebral, which flourishes better in Central thall in Maritime Africa.* As might be expected, however, amongst a floating population with many slaves, foreign fraits and vegetables aire sometimes allowed to die out. Thus some enterprising mer- charlt introduced into Unyanyembe the mkungu, or bidam,t of the coast, and the date-tree: the latter, watered once every third day, promised to bear fruit, when, in the absence of the master, the Wanyamwezi cut up the yotlnffl shoots into walking-sticks. Sugar is imported: the water-wanting cane will not thrive in aritl IJnyanyembe, and honey must be used as a succedaneum. Black pepper, universally considered cooling by Orientals, is much eaten with curry stuis and other highly-seasoned dishes, whereas the excellent chillies and bird-pepper, which here grow wild, are shunned for their heating properties. Butter alld ghee are made by the wealthy; humbler houses buy the article, which is plentiful and good, from the NVanyamwezi. Water is the usual beverage. Some Arabs drink togwa, a sweet preparation of holcus; and others, debauchees, indulge in the sour and intoxicating pombe, or small-beer. 
The market at Unyanyembe varies greatly according to the qllantity of the rains: as usual in barbarous societies, a drv season, or a few unexpected caravans, will raise the prices, even to trebling; and the difference of value in grain befbre and after the harvest will be double or half of what it is at par. The price of provisions in IJnyamwezi llas increased inordinately since the Arabs have settled in the land. Formerly a slave-boy could be purchased for 5 fundo, or 50 strings of beads: the saule articlc would now fetch 300. A fundo of cheap white porcelain beads would procure a milch cow; and a goat, or 10 hens its equivalent, 

* The onion, so well known in S. Africa, upon the is]and of Zanzibar rapidly degenerates into a kind of houseleek. In Unyamwezi it is of tolerable size alo(l flavour. It enters into a variety of dishes, the most nauseous being plobably the sugared olnelet. In consequence of demand, onions are expensive in the inte- rior; an indigo-dyed shukkah will purchase little more than a pound. WheIl the bulbs fail, the leaves are chopped into thin circles, fried in clarified butter with salt, and eaten as a relish tvith meat. Thea are also inserted into marak or soups, to disguise the bitter atld rancid taste of stale ghee. Onions may be sown at all seasons except during the wet monsoon, when they are liable to decay. The Washenzi have IlOt yet borrowed this excellent alld healthy vegetable Eom the Arabs. Garlic has also been tried in Unyanyembe, but s7ith less success- more- over, it is considered too heatillg for daily- use. t vSee Chap. 1I. 
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was to be bought for 1 khete. In plentiful years Unyanyembe is) 
however, still the cheapest country ill East Africa, and, as usual 
in cheap countries, it induces the merchant to spend more than in 
the dearest. Paddy of good quSity, uhen not in demand, is worth 
1 shtlkkah of American domestics for 20 kayla,* lnaize 2o, and 
sorghum, here the staff of life, when in large stock, 60. A fat 
bullock may be bought for 4 domestics, a cow costs from 6 to 12, 
a sheep or a goat from 1 to 2. A hen, or its equivalent 4 or 5 

eggsS may be bought for 1 khete of Goral or pink porcelain beads; t 
1 fundo of the same will purchase a huge bunch of plantains, with 
which mawa or wine,4t and siki or vinegar are made, and the 
Wanyamwezi will supply about a pint of milk every morning at 
the rate of 1 shukkah per mensem. A kind of mud-fish iS caught 
by the slaves in the frequent pools which, during the cold season, 
dot the course of the C;ombe Nullah, lying 8 miles north of Kazeh; 
and return-caravans often bring with theln stores of daga'a or 
small fry from the Tallgallyika Lake. 

The tralreller by means of introductory letters to tlse Doyen of 
the Arab merchants can always recrllit his stock of cloth, beads, 
arld wires, powder and ball, spices, comforts, and drugs. He will 
pay, however, at Urlyanyembe about five times their marketvalue 
at Zanzibar: sugar, for instance, sells at its weight in ivory, or 
nearly one-third more than its weight in beads. The merchants 
accept a draft payable at Zanzibar, and thus Unyallyembe may 
be converted into a becond point of departure by the explorer. 

From Unyanyembe 20 marches, which are seldom accomplished 
under 25 days, conduct the traveller to Ujiji, upon the 'lnanga- 
nyika Lake. Of these the fifth station is Msene, the great Bunder 
of Western Ullyamwezi it is usually reached in 8 days; and the 
twelfth is the Malagarazi River the western limit of the fourth 
region. 

'rhere are, however, two main roads from lTnyanyembe to the 
Lake. The more lengthy - which find3 favour with up-caravans who 
wish to recruit or to trade en route- diverges northward of the 
right line leading to the Malagarazi Ferry, following, in fact, the 
two sides of a triangle, whose apex is the Bunder " Msene.' 
The several stations on this road will be described ill the following 
pages. The southerly and direct path is preferred by return- 

* The kavla in Zanzibar is a grain measure consisting of four kubabah. It 
varies from five to seven pollnds. See Chap. XVI. 

t Beads in the ixlterior of Africa are sold by the following scale:-4 bitil (each 
a single length from index tip to wrist)-1 khetes 10 khete (each a doubled 
length round a man's throat) = 1 fun(lo For other divisions, see Chap. XVI. 

; See Chap. X1V. The vinegar is also made of honey (four parts) and water 
(one part) mised, and poured in a calabash under the sun to ferment and acetize 
all imperfect operation, which takes place after about a forttlight, Honey is abull- 
dant, and the swarms of bees SOIletitlleS clear the villat,es. 
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caravans, who, being laden nvith ivory and slaves, would avoid the 
temptations of Msene. The difference of distance is about 65 miles, 
and the greatest interval between the two lilles, which convert, at 
Usenye, is 30 miles. 

Leaving Kazeh, the road to Msene running due west spans an 
undulating and highly cultivate(l country, confined by granitic 
cones and ridges, which seem to trend in every direction. After 
the fifth mile it winds round the base of Zimbili, a lulnpy hill, 
with a north and south lay, and conspicuous as a landmark from 
the Arab settlements. The remnant of the way traverses a fair 
and populous land, with irregularly disposed alld distant hills on 
both sides. Towards the en(l of the march the country declines 
westward, and marsh betins to mingle with field and plantation. 
The station Yombo, which is reached in 3 h. 40 m., was ill 1858 
a new and picturesque village of circular huts, surrounded by 
plantains an(l wild fiuit-trees- the Mkuba,* the Mchongoma,t 
the Mwongo,$ alld the gigantic Borassus, or Palmyra.? The situa- 
tion, however, is low and unhealthy; and provisions, in consequence 
of the vicinity of the Kazeh market, are not always pr(3curable. 

From Yombo a long march of 7 h. 40 m. leads the caravan to 
the district of Mfilto. Emerging from the fields and villages, the 
road enters a thick jungle, with low wooded and stony hills, which 
rise to about 4000 feet above sea-level, on the left hand. Thence 
ascending a gently rising ridge newly cleared of forest, it leaves 
on the right the little settlement of Pano, where sheep and goats, 
fowls and eggs, are sometimes procurable. Another jungle strip 
leads to the clearing of Mfuto, a broad, populous, and fertile 
valley plain, where the stately tamarind flourishes to perfection. 
(:aravans generally march through the alternate patches of thin 
wood and field, studded with granite blocks, to the western 
boundary of Mfuto, where water is pletltiful and provisions can 
be readily procured. At this place, in 1858, was the village of 
Irora, also called Rora and Lola, the property of Salim bin Salih, 
a coast-Arab from Mbuamaji, who claime(l a Harisi origin. The 
settlement consisted of a large strong tembe, in which the master 
resided with his wives and children, dependants and slaves. Around 
it rose several round huts or outhouses, in which travellers were 
allowed to repose; but, after the hospitality of Kazeh, the greeting 
of Salim bin Salih was not prepossessing. From Mfuto the direct 

* The mkuba or mkui bears an edible red plum which, though scanty in flesh, is by no means unpalatable. 
t The mchongoma bears a chocolate-coloured berry about the size of a cberry, with a dark stone * though edible, it lacks the grateful acid of the mkaba. 
t See Chap. IV. 
? The borassus, which does not exist in the barren p]atform of Ugogo, reappears in Unyamwesi, and extends as far as the Tanganyika Lake. At Msene it is tapped for toddy. In the wilder districts the people are unable to climb it. 
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road leads westward to the Malagarazi River, and leaves to the 
north the (letour made by earavans to WIsene. 

The third mareh, which oceupies 6 h. 30 m., leads over a flat 
country, throut,h fields and villaC,es, divided by uneleared ground. 
Travellers generally halt at the settlement called Muinyi Chandi,- 
where eertain Arabs from Oman have built large tembe, barra- 
coons, and warehouses. This district supplies the adjoining countries 
with turmeric, which the merehants deelare was not brought from 
Zanzibar. A small quantity is also grown in Unyanyembe. In 
one of the strips of jungle which divides this road, Silim bin 
Masud was murdered in 1858. 

The fourth onarch, oeeupying about 5 h., crosses thiek jungle 
and low swampy ground; whence, bending northwards, it enters 
a roeky gorge of roumh hills, overgrown with thorns and tree3, alld 
runnint, parallel to the chain observed in the last mareh. Upon 
the low levels appear the borassus, the mkuba, and the sugar- 
cane. Leaving the torge, the traek spans broken ground amongst 
low elevations, and finally emerging frorll the intrieate eountry 
abuts upon a highly eultivated flat, peeuliarly rieh in blaek eattle. 
On the western boundary of the distriet ealled AVilyankuru, a 
wealthy merehant, Salim bin Sald, surnamed Simba, or the Lion, 
has obtained from the Sultan SIrorwa permission to build a large 
tembe. He never allows a stranger to pass his house without 
entertainment. 

At the Simba's village the road again divides; the more direct 
braneh passes northwards, and, erossing through Uyowwa, or Uyon- 
wa, a distriet ruled by Su]tan Murimlra, a chief of Muhinda family, 
after 12 h. to 13 h. marehing leads to the settlements of AIsene. 
This traek leads through fertile and well-eultivated lands into a 
dense jungle5 which stretehes with a single interruption almost up 
to the doors of the villages. 

From Western Mtilyankuru the southern line, whieh is the 
favourite, erosses jungles and fields in strips, with grassy swamps and 
bottoms of black mud veiled after rain with rusty-eoloured water. 
In plaees appear villaffles and large plantain-grolluds. After a mareh 
of 2 h. 30 m. it leaves the distriet of tIasenge, and in 2 h. more 
reaches the settlement of Kirira. Here, also, the Arabs have erecte(l 
solid and extezasive tenements, surrounded by tall he(lges of milk- 
bush. They eall the air a medieine, and vaunt its virtues after the 
unhealthy elimate of Unyanyembe. They are in high favour with 
the Sultan Kafrira, a man equally eelebrated for value and collduct. 
Hard by the settlement, in almost impassable lines of vegetation, lies 
the Gombe Nullah, the lnain drain of this basin. It torms a deep 
and rapid stream dtlring the rains, and throughout the dry season it 
retains in parts deep pools, whieh shelter the hippopotamus and 
the crocodile. At a distance from the water the fertility of the 
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soil diminishes, jungle is more common than clearing, flocks and herds are rarer, and the habitations reassume the comfortless cir- cular form. The eastern frontier of the Msene district is reached after a march of 9 h. through a dense jungle with a few scattered clearings. Crossing the Gombe Nul]ah) and leaving sundry small villages embosomed in euphorbia, the line enters another thick Jungle, along narrow paths in places undermined by rats. After passing the frontier it arrives in 2 h., making a total of 13 h. 30 m., at the settlements of Msene, where the dense wild vegetation on the east suddenly opening out discloses to the west a broad view of admirable fertility. 
Msene? the great Bunder of Western Unyamwezi, may be called the capital of the coast Arabs and the Wasawahili, who, having a natural antipathy to their brethren of Oman, have abandoned to them Unyanyembe and its vicinity. Of late years, however, the Omani merchants, having been driven from the neithbouring dis- tricts by sundry murders into Msene, may at times be met there to the number of four or five. The inhabitants are chiefly Wasumbvv-a, a subtribe of the 07Vanyamwezi race. There is, how- ever, besides Arabs and Wasawahili, a large floating population of the pastoral clan called Watosi, and fugitives from Uhha. In 1858 the chief of Msene was the Sultan Masanza. Both he and Funza, his brother, were hospitable and friendly to travellers, espe- cially to the Arabs, who but a few years ago beat of with their armed slaves a large plundering party of the ferocious Watuta. 'rhis chief has considerable power, and the heads of criminals elevated upon poles in front of his several villages show that he rules vfith a firm hand. He is never approached by a subject without the clapping of han(ls and the kneeling which in these lands are the honours paid to royalty. He is a large-limbed and sinewy old man, dressed in a dirty Arab check, over a coat of rancid butter, with a broad brass disk neatly arabesqued round his neck, with a multitude of little pigtails where his head was not bald, arld with masses of sambo or wire rings round his ankles. Like the generality of sultans, he despises beads as an article of decoration, preferring coils of brass or copper. He called several times at the house occupied by the Expedition, and on more thall one occasion brought with him a bevy of wives, whose deportment was rather na-ive than decorous. 

Msene, like Unyanyembe, is not a tovvn, but a mass of detached settlements, which are unconscious of a regular street. To the northwards lie the villages of the Sultan KwihangA and Yovu. These are surrounded with a strong stockade, a deep moat, and a thick milk-bush hedge, intended for defence. The interior is occupied by thatched circular huts, divided by open squarelike spaces, and wynds and allcys are formed by milk-bush hedges and 
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palisades. There are distinct places for the several wives, families, 
alld slaves. The other settlements Mbuganl (" in the wild ") and 
WIji Mpia (" new town "), the place aSected by the Wasawahili- 
cluster in a circle, separated by short cross-roads, which after rain 
are ankle-deep in nlud, from C:hyambo, the favourite locale of the 
coast Arabs. This settlement, which colltained in 1858 nille large 
telabe alld about 150 huts, boasts of an African attempt at a soko 
or bazar, a clear space between the houses, where, ill fine weather, 
bullocks are daily slaufflhtered for food, and where grain, vege- 
tables, and milk are exposed for sale. At Msene a fresh outfit 
of cloth, bea(ls, and wire can be procured for a price somewhat 
higher than at Unyanyembe. The merchants have small stores 
of drugs and epices, and sometimes a few comforts, as coffee, tea, 
and sugar. The latter is generally made of granulated honey, 
and therefore calle(l " sukkari za asall." The climate of Msene is 
damp, the neighbouring hills an(l the thickly-vegetated country 
attracting an abundance of rain. It is exceedingly unhealthy, the 
effect doubtless of filth in the villages and of staOnant waters spread 
over the land. The Gombe Sullah, which runs through the dis- 
trict, about 6 h. march from the settlements, discharges its super- 
fluous cxJntents after rain into the many lakelets, ponds, and swamps 
of the lowland;3. Fertilized by a wet monsoon, whose floods from 
the middle of October to May are interrupted only by bursts of 
fervent heat, the fatS black soil manured by the decay of centuries, 
reproduces abundantly anything committed to it. Flowers bloom 
spolltaneously over the flats, and trees put on their richest raiment. 
Rice of the red quality the white is rare an(l dear- grows with 
a density and rapidity unknown ill Easterll Unyamwezi. Holcus 
and millet maize and manioc, are plentiful enough to be exported. 
Magnificent palmyras, plantains, and papaws, bauhillias and 
syeamores, and a host of wild fruit-trees, especially the tamarind, 
which is extensively 1lsed, adorn the land The other productions 
are onions, sweet potatoes, and egg-plants, which are cultivated; 
turmeric, brought from the vicinity; tomatos and bird-pepper, 
which grow wil(l; pulses, beans, pumpkins, water-melons, onions (?), 
excellent mll3hroozns, an(l edible funOi. tIilk, poultry, honetr, 
and tobacco are cheap alld plentiful. The currency at Msene ill 
1858 * was the pipe-stern beads of white anzl blue porcelain, calle(l 
sofi in the string, and individually masaro. Of these ten were 
sufficiellt to purchase a pound of beef. The other beads in (leman(l 
were the surlgomaji, or"pigeon-e^,g," the red-coral, the pink 
porcelain, and the shell-decoration called kiwangwa. The cheaper 
varieties may be exchanged for grain and veDetables, but they 

* The date is specified, as the currency is liable to pelpetllal and sudden 
change, oftell causillg severe losses to merchants, wll<, after laying in a lal {e 
outfit of certain bea(ls, fin(l thern su(lelenly uxlfashioIlal)le arld thelefole useless. . 
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will not purchase fowls, milk, and eggs. The market at 3Wsene is usually somewhat cheaper than that of Ullyanyembe, but at times the prices become exorbitant. 
The industry of Msene is confined to manufacturing a few cotton cloths, coarse mats, clay pipeheads, and ironmongery.* As might be expected frorn the constitution of its society, Msene is a place of gross debauchery, most grateful to the African mind. All, from Sultan to slave, are intoxicated whenever the material is forthcoming, and the relations between the sexes are of the loosest description. The drum is never silent, and the dance fills up the spare intervals of carouse, till exhausted nature can no more. The consequence is, that caravalls invariably lose numbers by desertion when passing through Msene. Even household slaves, born and bred upon the coast, canriot tear themselves from its (Sircean charms. 
From Msene to the Malagarazi River are reckoned 7 long or 14 short marches. 'rhis country is no favourite with the traveller. A long steep of blue hills lying northwards, and in sight of the settlenaents, ever reminds him of the vicinity of the Batuta. The people upon the line of march are divided into several clans, and in places where Wanyamwezi and Mtavinza herd with Wawende and Wagara, all are equally hostile to wealth. Villages are less frequent and more meanly buil-t, and strangers are never admitted beyond the miserable faubourgs of the feleed hamlets. The land, also, is most unhealthy. After rain the rich, dark loam, like the black earth of Guzerat and the Deccan, becomes a coat of mire. Above is a canopy of cumulus arld purple nimbus, which discharge their loads in copious daily floods. 'rhe vegetation becomes excessive, alld, where there is no cultivation, a dense matting of coarse grass, laid by winal arld rain, and rotted by the mud, veils the earth; and from below rises a shivering and clammy chill, tile effect of extreme humidity. ln the dry season it is but little less lethaL The sun distils poison from the ground, though unable to dry up the frequent swamps and deep pools, which, lilled by (louble ranks of vegetation, are as malarious as the man- grove brests of the maritime regions. The }aths, pitted with deep holes, are mere lines worn through the jungle. A march of 4 h. 15 m. leads from the settlements of Msene to Sorora, on the extreme west of the district. The road spans the most fertile of valleys, through fields of red and white rice, over muddy tracks riddled by rat-holes. Dwarf huts, like invelted birds'-nests, are scattered over the cultivation; and everywhere in sight are villages, prettily embanked by huge hedges of milk-bush, and enlivened by growths of papaws and plantains, by the mwongo 

* For a general account of these articles, see Chap. XIV. 
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with its damson-like fruit, the mtogwe or wood-apple, and by the 
tall palmyra, whose high columnar stem, with a central swell in 
each huge bole, is eminentlyFattractive. After 1 h. 3Qm. the 
path passes Mbhali, the normal cultivators' village, built in a 
jungle-girt clearing, with double walls of euphorbia concealing 
the palisade, and tall grasses ,rowing up to the doorways. Cara- 
valls rarely halt at this place, its provisions being exhausted by 

the markets of lMsene. Another span of 2 h., through a dense 

jllngle upon a dead flat, succeeded by rolling ground, bordered 
with low hills and covered with alternate bllsh and cultivation, 

leads to Sengati, a similar verdure-clad village of peasantry, where 

rice and other supplies are procurable. Thence an hour over a 

dead flat of fields alld the rankest grass leads to rollillg ground, 

in the vicinity of the Gombe Nullah, with scattered huts upon 

the rises, and villages built close to dense vegetation bordering 

upon the stream. Sorora, or Solola, is one of the most deadly 

spots in UIlyamwezi; yet travellers bound for Ujiji are generally 

delayed for some days in this place of pestilence to collect a stock 

of rice, which is rarely procurable farther west. 
From Sorora the second stage leads after 5 h. 30 m. to Kajjan- 

jeri. Traversing a fetid marsh, the road enters a forest and spans a 

sharp allgle of the (;ombe Nullah, upon whose grassy and reedy 

ballks lie during the droughts a few dilapidated " Baumrinden " 

canoes, showing that at times the bed becomes unfordableS 

Emerging froln the dense and muddy jungle on the other side of 

the drain, the path traverses the luxuriant fields of sweet potato 

and maize around the sett]ements of Ukungwe, which lies about 

2 h. 15 m. from Sorora. After heavy raills some of these villages 

are deeply inundated. Again plunging into a monotonous unhealthy 

jungle with muddy bottoms and tall thick grass, after 1 h. 15 m. 

the tracl; passes the mean little village of Panda, where water is 

to be obtained, but provender is llOt. Thence to Kajjanjeri is a 

short march of 1 h. 30m. throtlgh another muddy copse with 

occasional dwarf clearings. Kajjanjeri is a clump of round huts: 

to judge frotn the mud and grass which occupy the floors in the 

railly season, it is tenanted only during the fair season by the 

cu]tivators of the surrounding fields. The climate is the terror of 

travellers. Kajjanjeri boasts of a sultan, lOut its rare patches of 

cultivation cannot supply caravans. 
The third march, which lasts 4 h. 45 m.? traverses from east to 

west the district of Usagozi, of old the capital province of 

Ullyamwezi, and still one of its most civilized divisions. The 

country is laid out in alternate seams of grassy plain, dense jungle, 

and fertile field; the soil is a dark vegetable humus, which bears 

luxuriant crops of grain, vegetables, and tobacco; honey-logs hang 

upon every larger tree, cattle are sold to travellers, and the 
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people are deterred by the aspect of a dozen discoloured skulls 
capping tall poles planted in a semicircle at the principal entrance 
of each settlement from doing violence to caravans. Usagozi in 
1858 was ,overned by Sultan Ryombo, an old c.hief " adorned with 
much Christiail courtesy." His subjects are Btakalaganza, the noble 
tribe of the Mtanamwezi, mixed however with VVatosi, a fine- 
looking race, markedly superior to their neighbours, but satisfied 
with leaky, ragged, and filthy huts in large but unfenced villages. 
The general dress of the people is bark-cloth stained a dull black. 
The sultatl will supply travellers with porters, who cannot be hired 
beyond the limits of this province. Some auth( rities make 
Usagozi the western frontier of Unyamwezi, others place thc 
boundary at Mukozimo, a few miles to the westward. It is certain 
however that beyond Usagozi the Wanyamwezi are but half pro- 
prietors of the soll. 

'rlle fourth marcll frozn Usagozi to Mukozimo occupies about 
4 h. 45 m. 'rhe route, lea(:ling through grain-fiel(ls, thick jungle 
strips, anel low grassy and muddy savannahs which must be rounde(l 
durinffl the rainy monsoon, passes about half way the settlement of 
Maseng,a. It belongs to some stray XVagara or \Vagala, an 
extensive tribe limiting Unyamwezi on the south and south-east, at 
a distance of about a week's march fm the road. The head- 
quarter village is large and comfortable; supplies and water are 
abundallt; but caravans seldom delay at Masenga, the people being 
neither safe nor hospitable. From this point the route, traversing 
cultivation thick junles, an(l low muddy bottoms of tall grass, 
chequered with lofty tamarinds, arrives at the large and mell-pali- 
saded villages of the WInkozimo district, occupied by Wanyamwezi, 
Wagara, and \ATawen(le stragglers from the regions lying to the 
south-west of the Land of the Moon. Strangers a.re here not 
admitted into the Bomah, and merchants begin to camp in the 
jllngle rather than mingle with the villagers, who even object to 
sell provisions. At one of these settlements the E. African 
Expedition was refused entrance on the plea that men had never 
yet been seen roding upon asses. 

From Mukozimo to Usenae, the fifth station, is a long march of 
7h. 15m. After crossing a succession of fields and jungle strips 
the road abuts about half way upon Uganza, a fine fenced village 
of NVawende, who will not supply travellers with provisions. 
Beyond Uganza lies a long grassy plaill of black earth, where 
zebras and antelopes abcund, a broad belt of jungle thence leads 
to the clearing which anllounces the vicinity of the populous and 
well-fenced village of Usenye. At this point terminates the 
neutral ground, which extending from Usagozi is peopled by a 
mixture of NVakalaganza (Wanyamwezi) and Watosi, AVagara, 
an(l \1\Tawende. Here too ends the Land of the Moon, and 
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Uvinza, the country lying directly to its westward, commences. 
At Usenye the direct road from Unyanyembe anastomoses with 
the northern route after its detour to Msene. ITere travellers march 
with increased precaution) deeming the Wavinza a more dangerous 
race even than their neighbours. 

The land of Uvinza extends from the neutral ground on the 
frontier of Unyamwezi to the country of the Wakaranga westward; 
the northern and southern limits are imperfectly defined. The 
VVavinza hold the fertile grounds on the left bank of the Mala- 
garazi River, the incursions of the MJatutahave driven them from 
the right side, where now all is barren, only a few vestit,es of hllts 
lying in a dense mass of jungle. In 1858 the principal chief of 
the \ATavinza was Sultan Mzogera or DIzongera, the Lord of the 
River. 

The sixth stage from Mserle is usually accomplished in 5 h. 20 m. 
After passing through the cultivated grounds of Usenye the route 
enters a deep jungle where still lingerremains of villagesplundered 
and burned by the Watuta, whose hills rise clearly defined 
on the right hand. Beyond this wild, a party of Wasawahili 
traders in 1858 ha(l erected a settlement. About half way lies 
amongst rich cultivation Rukunda or Lukunda a settlement of 
VVavinza. On the north of the road runs the Malagarazi 
River, whose plain is bounded by the far hills of the Watuta; the 
low levels of the neighbourirlg country have converted these places 
into perennial beds of soft, deep, and slippery mire, upon whose 
borders rice flourishes luxuriantly. The normal country jungle, 
fields, anci grasses occurs betweerl Rukunda and the terminus of 
this march, Wanyika of the Wavinza. At this place the watfer is 
abundant but ill-flavoured, the country is adorned with magnificent 
palmyras and huge clumps of plantain and euphorbia; cannabis 
and the wild arum grow wild; and the fields abound in water- 
melons and yellow cucumbers, graiIl, ground-nuts, manioc, sweet 
potato, thur, and tobacco. At Wanyika caravans are delayed by 
the necessity of settling blackmail with Sultan Mzogera, the Lord 
of the Malagarazi River. By withdrawing his canoes he can 
always enforce his claims, and the diffioultft is to strike the balance 
between his covetousness and the parsimony of the ivory and 
slave dealers. He took from the Expeditionf after a week's 
waste in hagglingX about forty cloths, blue and white, six wire 
bracelets, and ten fundo of coral beads, declinirlg to receive 
the inferior kinds: it is equivalent in these countries to 501. in 
England. According to the Arabs he was not more than usually 
extortionate. 

The seventh stage, from AVanyika to the Malagarazi River, con- 
cludes in 8 h. the passage of the fourth region. The road leads up 
and down an incline towards the valley of the river, shere bush 

V OL. XXIX . ? 
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and field alternate with black mud, putrid grass, and, after rains, with 
shallow pools. This march is divided by Unyanguruwwe, a lrliser- 
able settlement, which produces, however, sorghum in abundance, 
sweet potatoes, and the finest manioc. Thence spanning cultiva- 
tion and undulating grassy grolmd, and passing over hill-spurs to 
avoid the deeper swamps, it debouches from a Jungle upon the 
alluvial plain, with the swift brown stream, in the dry season about 
fifty yards broad, swirling through the tall wet grasses of its banks 
on the right hand.* Northwards lies a wide expanse of emerald 
plain like a cardtable, over which the stream when in flood 
debords to a distance of two miles, cutting it into deep creeks anel 
inlets. It is bounded in the far distance by a sinuous line of faint 
blue hill. NVestward and southward rises a wall-shaped ridge, 
stony and wooded, which buttresses the left bank of the river for 
some days' journey down the stream. The path, diverging towards 
the end of the march from a bend in the bed, enters broken 
ground and thin jungle, haunted by mosquitoes, where caravans 
usually encamp preparatory to crossing the Malagarazi River. 
The district on the left bank is called Ugaga; it contains a few 
villages, which supply travellers with scanty provisions at an 
exorbitant rate. Moreover, a second delay is here caused by the 
necessity of settling ferriage with the hIutwalet or Lord of the 
Ferry. The Sultan Mzogera has sold his permission to cross the 
river. The Mutwale now wants pay for permission to ferry 
across. He took from the Expedition fourteen cloths and one 
bracelet of Fbrass wire, half his original demand; moreover, for 
each trip the ferryman received from one to five khetes of beads, 
according to the weight and value of the freight.: 

Such was the road from Unyanyembe through Msene to the 
Malagarazi River in 1858. On the direct line, numbering six 
stages? from Mfuto to Usenye, few places require notice. Mimbi 

* This was the only place in E. Africa where a herd of elephants was seen on 
the line of march. 

t Mutwale or Mutware (in the plural Watwale) means a sultan's son or a minor 
chief amongst the Wasumbwa, the Wavinza, the Wajiji, and other adjoining races 

t The demands on return are generally even more exorbitant. The E. African 
Expedition was fined to the extent of seven cloths, a large jar of palm oil, and at 
least 300 khete or strings of white and blue porcelain beads. 

? The stations are as follows:- 
1. Mfuto to Mimbi, 4 hours. 
2. Mimbi to Unzari, 6 hours. 
3. Unzari to Usange (Osenji of Mr. Cooley), 6 hours. 
4. Usange to Usagozi (Osagozi of Mr. Cooley), 3 hours. 
5. Usagozi to Uvungu, 6 hours 30 min. 
6. Uvangu to Usenye, 4 hours. 

At Mimbi the people are fearel by strangersb From that poislt to Unzari, also an 
inhospitable district, the land is alternately swampy and jungly * tsetse-flies are 
troublesome in the patches of bush, the villages are hedged with lu2zuriant 
euphorbia, and fine palmyras are scattered over the country. Tobacco is plentiful 
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is a large village of Wakalaganza, who supply provisions to 
strangers. Unzari, a settlement amongst rice swamps, shows the 
last of the tembe or square hollow villages. A litt]e westward lies the 
district of Uyogo. Beyond Uyogo is Usange, a starveling settle- 
ment of Wallyamwezi, near a thick jungle of thorns, with swamps 
and headlands along the road. Uvungu, also of the Wakalagailza, 
lies in a fertile grain country: it is rich in tobacco but the water 
is unusually bad: here cattle and comfort end. 

A still older road, alluded to by Messrs. Cooleys and Macqueen 
as leading through Ugunda and Ushisha, districts south of Mfuto 
and Msene, has now been abandoned. 

The races requiring notice in this region are two, the Wakimbu 
and the Wanyamwezi. 

The Wakimbu, who are emigrants into Unyamwezi, claim a 
noble origin, and derive themselves from the broad lands running 
south of Unyanyembe westward to K'hokoro. About twenty 
masika or years ago, according to themselves, in company with 
their neighbours the \Vakonongo and the Wamia, they left 
Nguru, IJsanga, and Usenga, in consequence of the repeated 
attacks of the Warori, and migrated to Kipiri, the district lying 
south of Tura; they have now extended into Mgunda Mkhali 
and Unyanyembe, where they hold the land by permission of the 
Wanyamwezi.t They build firmly stockaded villages, tend cattle, 
and cultivate sorghum and maize, millet and pulse, cucumbers and 
water-melons. Apparently they are poor, being generally clad in 
skins. They barter slaves and ivory in small quantities to the 
merchants, and some travel down to the coast. They are con- 
sidered treacherous by their neighbours, and Mapokera, the Sultan 
of Tura, is according to the Arabs prone to commit " avanies." 

and cattle abound, but meat and milk are rarely procurable. Between Unzari and 
Usange the last tembe are observed: the circular hut becomes the cultivator's normal 
habitation. To the west, Usungll of the Wakalaganza is a large settlement sur- 
rounded by jungle and rice-growing swamps. The soil is rich, water is abundant 
and tobacco as well as provisions may be purchased. Uvungu in 1858 was under 
a Sultan Magorna, an old man dressed in an uncommonly dirty fez and Arab 
checks, with loads of iron-wire sambo upon his ankles. He did not demand a 
honga or blackmail, but he begged hard and successfully for a little blue vitriol, 
the panacea of this country. 

The indirect distance by dead reckoning from Unyanyembe to Ujiji, viS Msene 
and the northern road, was calculated at 265 miles, the southern 318. 

* ' Geography of N'yassi' (p. 23, Route to the Lake through Monomoezi). The 
details are slightly incorrect. " Ogara " is corrupted from Ugala, the lands of the 
Wagala mentioned above. Atumba is the Itumba of the Wakimbu. The " King 
of Oha" was never sovereign of the Wanyamwezi * the tribe of Wahha, as will be 
seen, is a servile race. See also Mr. Macqueen on the ' Geography of Central 
Africa,' p. 118; and Chap. VII. of this book. 

t In these regions there are few obstacles to immigrants. They visit the 
Sultan, make a small present, obtain permission to settle, and name the village 
after their own chief; but the original proprietors retain their rights to the 
SOil. 

O 2 
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They are known by a number of small lines formed between the hair ofthe temples and the eyebrows by raising the skin with a needle, and opening it by points laterally. In appearance they are dark and uncomely; their arms are bows and arrows3 spears and knives stuck in the leathern waistbelt; some wear necklaces of curiously plaited straw, others a strip of vvhite cowskin bound around the brow a truly African decoration. Their language differs from Ikinyamwezi. 
The Wanyamwezi tribe, the proprietors of the soil, is the typical race in this portion of (:entral Africa: -its comparative industry alld commercial activity have secured to it a superiority over the other kindred races. 
The aspect of the Wanyamwezi is alone sufficient to disprove the existence of very elevated lands in this part of the African interior. They are usually of a dark sepia brown, rarely tcoloured like diluted Indian ink, as are the Wahiao and slave. races to the south, with negroid features markedly less Semitic than the people of the eastern coast. The effluvium from their skins, especially after exercise or excitement, marks their connection with the negro. The hair cur]s crisply, but it grows to the length of four or five inches before it splits; it is usually twisted into many little ringlets or hanks; it hangs down like a fringe to the neck, and is combed off the forehead after the manner of the ancient Egyptians and the modern Hottentots. The beard is thin and short, there are no whiskers, and the mustachio when not plucked out is scant and straggling. Most of the men and almost all the women remove the eyelashes, and pilar hair rarely appears to grow. The normal figure of the race is tall and stout, and the women are remarkable for the elongation of the mammary organs. Few have small waists, and the only lean men in the land are the juniors the sick, and the famished. This race is said to be long-lived, and it is not deficient in bodily strength and savage courage. The clan-mark is a double line of little cuts like the Tnarks of cllpping made by a friend with a knife or razor along the temporal fosse from the external edtes of the eyebrows to the middle of the cheeks or to the lower jaws. Sometimes a third liole or a band of three small lines is drawrl down the forehead to the bridge of the nose. The men prefer a black, charcoal being the substance ,enerally used, the women a blue colour, and the latter sometimes ornament their faces with little perpendicular scars below the eyes. They do not file the teeth into a saw-shape as seen amongst the southern races, but they generally form a triangular or wedge-shaped aperture by chipping away the internal corners of the two front in- cisors like the Damaras of S. Africa, and the women extract the lower central teeth. Both sexes enlarge the lobes of the ears. In many parts of the country skins are more commonly worn than 
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cloth,* except by the Sultans and the wealthier classes: they deride 
the Arabs for dressing during the march, instead of preserving 
their finery for display at home. The women wear the tobe of 
the coast, tightly wrapped round either above or more commonly 
below the breast; the poorer classes veil the bosom with a square 
of softened skin; the remainder of the dress is a kilt or short 
petticoat of the same material extending from waist to knee. 
Maidens never cover the breast and children are rarely clothed; 
the infant5 as usual in E. Africa, is carried in a skin fastened by 
thont,s behind the parent's back. The favourite ornaments are 
beads, of which the red coral, the pink, and the " pigeon- 
egg" are preferred. From the neck depend strings of beads 
with kiwangwa, disks of shell brought from the coast, and 
crescents of hippopotamus-teeth, country-made, and when the 
beard is long it is strung with red and particoloured beads. 
Brass and copper bangles or massive rings are worn upon the 
wrists, the forearm bears the pollderous kitindi or coil-bracelet, and 
the arm above the elbow is sometimes decorated with disks of 
ivory or with a razor in an ivory etui; the middle is girt with a 
coil of wire twisted round a rope of hair or fibre, and the ankles 
are covered with small iron bells and rings of thirl iron wire called 
sarllbo.t \Shen travelling a goat's horn used as a bugle is 
secured over the right shoulder by a lanyard and allowed fo hallg 
by the left side: in the house men wear a smaller article of the 
same killd, hollowed inside and cvntaininffl various articles intended 
as charms, and given by the AIganga or medicine-mall. The 
arms are slender assegais with the shoulders of the blade rounded 
off: they are delivered, as by the Somal, after a preliminary of 
vibratory motion, with the thumb and forefinger, but the people 
want the force and the dexterity of the IVafirs. Some have large 
spears fol thrusting, and men rarely leave the llut without their 
bows and arrows, the latter unpoisoned, but curiously and cruelly 
barbed. They make also the lont, double-edged knives called 
sinle, and different complications of rungu or knob-kerries, some 
of them armed with an iron lance-head upon the wooden bulge. 
Dwarf battle-axes are also seen, but not so frequently as amongst 

* In Kinyamwezi the shukkah is called upande or lupande. The white do- 
mestic is equivalent to 40, and the indigo-dyed cotton to 30 khete or elbow-lengths 
of common beads. The word " shukkah " here and in the regions to the west 
means a dollble length or 19 feet of cloth, not, as in the Eastern countries, 6 feet 

t The sambo are of thin copper, brass, or iron wire, roughly drawn out from 
the larger kinds by the Afiican artisan. The material is then neatly twisted round 
the tail-hairs of bullocks, gnus, and zebras, so as to show nothing but the metal 
The chiefs usually wear sambo of a larger size, approaching the thickness of a 
man's little finger; generally they are but little thicker than knitting-needles 
The average market value of these articles is ten for a shukkah. They are worr; 
in masses round the ankles, and are often decorated with shells and beads. At a 
distance they give the leg all the appearance of elephantiasis. 
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the eastern races on the Tanganyika Lake. The shield in Unyam- wezi resembles that of Usagara; it is however rarely used. There are but few ceremonies amongst the Wanyamwezi. A vvoman about to become a mother retires from the hllt to the jungle, and after a fes hours returns with a child wrapped in goat-skin upon her back, and probably carrying a load of fire- wood on her head. The medical treatment of the Arabs with salt and various astringents for forty days is here unknown. Twins are not common as amongst zhe Kafir race, and one of the two is invariably put to death; the universal custom amongst these tribes is for the mother to wrap a gourd or calabash in skins, to place it to sleep with, and to feed it like, the survivor. If the wife die without issue the widower claims from her parents the sum paid to theirl upon marriage, if she leave a child the property is preserved for itv When the father can afford it, a birth is celebrated by copious libations of pombe. Children are suckled till the end of the second year. The only education is in the use of the bow and arrow; about the fourth year the boy begins to learn archery with diminutive weapons, which are gradually increased in strength. Names are given without ceremony; and as in the countries to the eastward, many of the heathens have been called after their Arab visitors. Circumcision is not practised by this people. The children in Unyamwezi generally are the property not of the uncle but of the father, who can sell or slay them without blame; in Usukuma or the northern lands, however, succession and inheritance are claimed by the nephews or sisters' sons. The Wanyamwezi have adopted the curious practice of leaving property to their illegitimate progeny by slave-girls or concubines, to the exclusion of their issue by wives; they justify it by the plea that the son of the bondswoman requires their assistance more than the children of the free-born, who have friends and relatives to aid them. As soon as the boy can walk he tends the flocks; after the age of ten he drives the cattle to pasture, and, considering himself independent of his father, he plants a tobacco-plot and aspires to build a hut for himself. 'lnhere is not a boy " which cannot earn his own meat." Another peculiarity of the Wanyamwezi is the position of the Wahara or unmarried girls. Until puberty they live in the father's house; after that period the spinsters of the village, who usually number from seven to a dozen, assemble together and build for themselves at a distance from their homes a hut where they can receive their lovers without parental interference. l'heir " palaver-house" is in fact an A gapemone in every village. There is but one limit to community in single life: if the mhara or " maiden " be likely to become a mother, her " young man " must marry her under pain of mulet; and if she die in childbirth, her father demands a large fine from the lover for having taken his 
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daughter's life. Marriage is the rule when the youth can afford 
to pay the price for a wife: it varies according to circumstances 
from one to ten cows. The wife is so far the property of the 
husband that he can claim " damages " from the adulterer; he may 
not, however, sell her, except when in difficulties. The marriate 
is celebrated with the usual carouse, and the bridegroom takes up 
his quarters in his wife's home, not under her father's roof. 
Polygamy is confined to the wealthy. There is- little community 
of interests and apparently a lack of family affection in these tribes. 
The husband when returning from the coast laden with cloth will 
refuse a single shukkah to his wife, and the wife succeeding to an 
inheritance will abandon her husband to starvation. The man 
takes charge of the cattle, goats, sheep, and poultry; the woman 
has power over the grain and the vegetables; and both must grow 
tobacco, having little hope of borrowing from each other. VVidows 
left with houses, cattle and fields, usually spend their substance in 
supporting lovers, who are expected occasionally to make presents 
in return. Hence no coast-slave in Wanyamwezi is ever known to 
keep a shukkah of cloth. 

The usual way of disposint, of a corpse in former times was to 
carry it out on the head and to throw it into some jungle strip. 
where the fisi or hynena abounds, a custom whicXh accounts for the 
absence of graveyards. The Wanyamwezi at first objected to the 
Arabs publicly burying the dead in their fields for fear of pollu- 
tion; they would assemble in crowds to close the way against a 
funeral party. The merchantsS however, persevered till they suc- 
ceeded in establishing a right. When a AInyamwezi dies in a 
strange country, an(l his comrades take the trouble to inter him, 
they turn the face of the corpse towards the mother's village, a 
proceeding which shows more sentiment than might be expected 
bom them. The -body is buried stan(ling, or tightly bound in a 
heap, or placed in a sitting position with the arms clasping the 
knees: if the deceased be a great man, a sheep and a bullock are 
slaughtered for a funeral feast; the skin is place(l over his face 
and the hide is bound to his back. MThexl a sultatl dies in a 
foreign land his body is buried upon the spot, and his head or what 
remains of it is carried back for sepulture to his own couxltry. The 
chiefs of UnyamvFezi genera]ly are interred by a large assemblage 
of their subJects with cruel rites. A deep pit is sunk, with a kind 
of vault or recess projecting from it: in this the corpseX clothed 
with skin and hide, and holding a bow in the right hand, is placed 
sitting with a pot of pombe, upon a dwarf stool, whilst sometirnes 
one, but more generally three female slaves one on each side and 
the third in front, are buried alive to preserve their lord from the 
horrors of solitude. A copious libation of pombe upon the heaped- 
up earth concludes the ceremony. According to the Arabs the 
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Wasukuma inter all their sultans in a iungle north of Unyanyembe, 

and the neighbouring peasants deposit before seed-time small 

offerings of grain at the Mzimu or Fetiss-house which marks the 

spot. 
The habitations of the eastern Wanyamwezi are the tembe, 

which in the west give way to the circular African hut, among 

the poorer suStribes the dwelling is a mere stack of straw. The 

round hut has usually two entrances: the front or doorway is left 

open by day and is closed at night with a screen of holcus-canes; 

the other, called by the Arabs " Bab el Sirr," the secret door, 

generally placed opposite the adit, is of the same material, care 

fully barred, and ouly used when flight is advisable. The best 

tembe have large projecting eaves supported by uprights: cleanl;- 

ness, however, can never be expected in them. Having no lime- 

stone, the people ornament the inner and outer walls with long 

lines of ovals formed by pressing the finger tips, after dipping therxl 

into ashes and water for whitewash, and into red clay or black 

mud for variety of colour. With this primitive material they 

sometimes attempt rede imitations of life-hllman beings and 

serpents. In some parts the cross appears, but the people appa- 

rently ignore it as a symbol. Rude carving is also attempted upon 

the massive posts at the entrances of villages, but the figures, 

though to appearance idolatrous, are never worshipped.* The 

household furniture of the tembe diffiers little from that described 

in the villages of the Wasagara. The large sloping kitanda or 

bedstead of peeled tree-brailch, supported by forked sticks, and 

provided with a bedding of mat and cowhides occupies the greater 

part of the outer room. The triangle of clay-cones forming the 

liearth is generally placed by the wall-side opposite the front 

door for light, and the rest of the supellex consists of large stationary 

bark corn-bins, of gourds and band-boses slung from the roof; 

earthen pots of black clay, huge ladles, pipes, grass-mats, grinding 

stones, alld arms hung to a trimmed and branchy tree^trunk planted 

upright in the ground. The rooms are divided by party walls, 

which, except when dividing families, seldom reach to the ceiling. 

The fireplace acts as lamp by night, and the door is the only 

chimney. In the courtyard are planted tall bolster-like packages 

of grain neatly covered with grass and reeds; the loom often stands 

under some shady tree ill the centre; the little Mzimu or iFetiss- 

* These people are by no means howearer as skilful as the Kafirs iIl representing 

axlimals. Crosses, circles, points, and lines are also irx lrogue amongst the S. Africans 

who also, like their Eastern brethren, make no attempt to explain them. The 

Wanyika, near Mombasah, are the only tribes in E. Africa who worship idols, but 

the practice iS shrouded in the deepest mystery. In Central Africa the Londa 

people linder Mwata ya Nno are said to adore images. The only attempts to por- 

tray the human frame were seen amongst the Wazalamo arld the Wallyamwezi. 



house receives the donations of the pious; and the pigeon-huts 
Psha ed like a dwarf habitation are scattered in quiet corners. 

The characteristic of the Mnyamwez; village is the " Iwanza "- 
a convenience resulting probably from the instinct of the sexes, 
who, for the greater freedom of life and manners, prefer not to 
mingle.* Of these buildings there are two in every settlenlellt, 
generally built at opposite sides, fronting the normal Mrimba-tree,t 
which sheds its filmy shade over the public courtyard. That of the 
woinen being a species of harem, was not visited; as travellers and 
stran^,ers are admitted into the male Iwanza, it is more readily 
described. This " public-house " is a large hut, somewhat more sub- 
stantial than those adjoining, often sTneared with smooth clay, and 
decorated here and there with broad columns of the ovals before 
described, and with the plints of palms dipped in ashes and placed flat 
like the hands in ancient Egyptian buildings. The roof is generally 
a fling thatch raised a foot above the walls-an excellent plan for 
ventilation in these regions. Outside, the Iwanza is defended 
against the incursions of cattle by roughly barked trllnks of trees 
resting upon stout uprights: in tllis space men sit, converse, and 
smoke. 'lhe two doorways are protected by rude charrus sus- 
pended from the lintel, hares-tails, zebras' lnanes, goats7 horns, and 
other articles of prophylactic virtue. Inside, half the depth is ap- 
propriated to the ubiri, a huge standing bedframe, formed, like the 
plank inclines of a c;vilised guard-room, by sleepers lying upon 
horizontal cross-bars these are supported by forked trunks about 
two feet long, platlted firmly in the ground. 'rhe floor is of tamped 
earth. The furniture consists of a hearth and grinding stone; spears 
sticks, arrows, and shillelaghs are stuck to srnoke in the dillgy 
rafter ceiling, or are laid upon hooks of crooked wood depending 
from the sooty cross-beams: the corners are occupied by lellows, 
elephant-spears, alld similar articles. Into this public house tra- 
vellers ellter by a kind of right, and the villagers spend their days, 

often, evell though married-their nit,hts, gambling, eating, 
drinking pombe, smokin,, bhang and tobacco, chatting, and sleeping 
like a litter of puppies (lestitute of clothing, and using one another's 
backs? breasts, and stomachs as pillows. The IwEnza appear3 
pecullar to Unyamwezi. 

II1 Unyamwezi the sexes do not eat together: even the boys 
would disdain to be seen sitting at meat with their mothers. The 
men feed either in their cottages or xnore generally in the Iwanza: 
they usually make two meals during the day-a breakfast, which is 
often omitted for ecc)nomy, in the morning, and a dinner at about 
three P.M. During the interim they chew tobacco and, that failing, 

* According to M. WerneX chap. ix., the Dinkas of the White Nile have sepa- 
rate houses for the sexes. 

t This tree is the lasab of Oman. It produces a berry which is llot eaterl. 

(5ental Equatorial AfricaX c. 201 
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they indulge in a quid of clay. It probably contains some animal 
matter, but the chief reason for using it is the necessity to barba- 
rians of whiling away the time when not sleeping by exercising 
their jaws. They prefer the " sweet earth," that is to say the clay 
of anthills: the Arabs have tried it without other effects but 
nausea. The custom? however, is not uncommon upon both coasts 
of Africa: it takes in fact the place of the mastic of Chios, the kat 
of Yemen, the betel and toasted grains of India and the farther 
East, and the ashes of the Somali country. The MiTanyamweziX and 
indeed the East African tribes generally, have some curious food 
prejudices. Before their closer intercoursa with the Arabs they 
used to keep poultry, but, like the Gallas and the Somal, who look 
upon the fowl as a kind of vultule, they would not eat it: even in 
the present day they avoid eggs. Some will devour animals that 
have (lied of disease, arld carrion, the flesh of lions and leopards, 
elephants and rhinocerosesn asses, wild cats and rats, beetles and 
white ants; others refuse to touch mutton or clean water-fowl, 
declaring that it is not their custom. The prejudice has not, 
however, been reduced to a system as amongst the southern tribes 
of Africa.* They rarely taste meat except upon the march, where 
the prospect of gain excites them to an unusual indulgence: when 
a bullock is killed they either jerk the meat or dry it upon a dwarf 
platform of sticks raised above a slow and smoky fire, after which 
it will keep for some days. The usual food is the ugali or porridge 
of boiled flour: they find, however, a variety of edible herbs in the 
jungle, and during the season they luxuriate uporl honey and 
sour milk. No Mnyamwezi will own to repletion unless he has 
" sat upon pombe," in other words, has drunk to intoxication; 
and the chiefs pride themselves upon living entirely on beef and 
stimulants. 

The Wanyamwezi have won for themselves a reputation by 
their commercial industry. Encouraged by the merchants, they 
are the only professional porters of East Africa; and even amonfflst 
them, the Wakalaganza, Wasumbwa, and Wasukuma are the 
only tribes who regularly visit the coast in this capacity. They 
are now no longer " honest and civil to strangers " - semi-civilisa- 
tion has hitherto tended to degradation. They seem to have 
learned but little by their iiltercourse with the Arabs. Commerce 
with theln is still in its infancy. They have no idea of credit, 
although in Karagwah and the northern kingdoms payment may be 

* Almost all these families have some proscribed food which they will not eat 
for fear of their teeth dropping out and other calamities occurring. Capt. Owen (vol. ii.) calls the forbidden articles by the general name " motupo." Some such 
anomalies exist among all Eastern people. The Arabs of Unyanyembe, for 
instance, relish zebra's flesh * no one, howelter, will be persuaded to taste a drop of 
donkey's milk. 
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delayed for a period of two years. They cannot, like some of their 
neighbours, bargain: a man names the article which he requires, 
and if it be not forthcoming he will take no other. The porters, 
who linger upon the coast or in the island of Zarlzibar, either cut 
grass for asses, carry stones and mortar to the town, for which they 
receive a daily hire of from two to eight pice, or they obtain from 
the larger landholders permission to reclaim and cultivate a plot 
of ground with vegetables and manioc. They have little of the 
literature, sont,s and tales, common arnongst barbarians; and though 
they occasionally indulge in speeches, they do not, like many 
kindred tribes, cultivate eloquence. On the march they beguile 
themselves with chanting for hours together half a dozen words 
eternally repeated. Their language is copious but cc)nfused, and 
they are immoderately fond of simple and meaningless syllables 
used as interjections.* Their industry is confined to weaving 
coarse cloths of unbleached cotton,t neatly woven baskets, wooden 
milk-bowls, saddle-bags for their asses, and arms. They rear asses 
and load them lightly when travelling to the coast, but they have 
never learned to ride them. Though they carefully fence and 
ditch their fields, they have not invented a plough, confining 
themselves to ridging the land with the laborious hoe. They 
rarely sell one another, nor do they greatly encourage the desertion 
of slaves. The wild bondsman when rllnning away is sometimes 
appropriated by his captor, but a Muwallid or domestic slave is 
always re3tored after a month or two. The Arabs prefer to 
purchase men sold under suspicion of magic, they rarely levant, 
knowing that their countrymen will put them to death. 

As has been said, the goverllment of Unyamwezi is conducted 
by a multitude of petty chiefs. The ruling classes are thus called: 
Mtemi or Mwame is the chief or sultan, Mgawe (in the plural 
WagEwe) the principal councillor, and Manacharo or Mnyapara 
(in the plural Wanyapara) the elder. The ryots or subjects on the 
other hand are collectively styled Wasengi. The most powerful 
chiefs are Fundikira of Unyanyembe, Masanga of Msene, and Mbogo 
of Kirlra. The dignity of Mtemi is hereditary. He has power of 
life and death over his subjects, and he seldom condescends to any 
but mortal punishment. His revenue is composed of additions to 
his private property by presents from travellers, confiscation of 

* The afflrmative, for instance, is expressed by " e, en"-the negative by 
" han ! han," with abundant nasalization. Again, i' oo-oo ! " denotes disgust, and 
" hee-ee-ee t " indefinitely prolonged and pronounced violently, extreme astonish- 
ment or displeasure. " }Migh! eigh ! " also signifies wonder, " ah ! ha ! " a pretty 
business! and so on. These curious grllnts have often been remarked by travellers 
amongst the Kafir tribes. 

t In early times, we are informed by Barrow, a Dutch expedition was sent from 
the Cape northward in search of a nation that were reported to wear linen 
clothing. Linen, hovvever, is unknown in the interior, and upon this line the only 
weavers of cotton were the Wanyamwezi. 
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effects in cases of felony or magic, by the sale of subjects, and by treasure trove. Even if a man kill his own slave, the slave's effects lapse to the ruler. The villat,ers must give up all ivory fourld in the jungles, although the huIlters are allowed to retain the tusks of slallghtered animals. 
A few brief remarks corlcerning Fundikira, the chief of Unyam- w-ezi in 1858, may serve to illustrate the condition of the ruling class in Unyamwezi. This chief was travelling towards the coast as a porter in a caravan, when he heard of his father's death: he at once stacked his load and prepared to return and rule. The other porters, before allowing him to depart, handled him severely, exclaiming, partly in jest, partly in earnest, " Ah ! now thou art still our comrade, but presently thou wilt torture and slay, fine and flog us."* Fundikira proceeding to his native country inherited as is the custom all his father's property and widows: he fixed him- self at Ititenya, presently numbered ten wives, who have b()rlle him only three children, built 300 houses for his slaves and dependants? and owned aooo head of cattle. He lived in some state9 declin- ing to call upon strangers, and, though not demanding, still obtain- ing from them large presents. Becoming obese by age and good living, he fell ill in 1858, and as usual his relations were suspected of compassing his end by uchawi, or black magic In these regions the death of one man causes many. The Mganga was summotled to apply the usual ordeal. After administering a mystic drug he broke the neck of a fowl, and splitting it into two lengths inspected the interior. If blackness or blemish appear about the wings, it denotes the treachery of childretl, relations, and kinsmen; the backbone convicts the mother and grandmother; the rump shows that the criminal is the wife, the thighs the concubines, and the injured shanks or feet the other slaves. Having fixed upon the class of the criminals, they are collected together by the MgangaX who after similarly dosing a second hen throws her up into the air above the heads of the crowd and singles out the person upon whom she alights. Confession is extorted by tying the thumb backwards till it touches the wrist or by some equally cruel mode of question. The consequence of condemnation is certain and immediate death; the manner of which is chosen by the Mganga. Some are speared, others are beheaded or clubbed to death: a common way is to bind the cranium between two stiff pieces of wood which are gradu- ally tightened by cords till the brain bursts out from the sutures. For women they practise a peculiarly horrible kind of impalement. These atrocities continue until the chief recovers or dies at the commencement of his attack eighteen souls, men and women, in 

* Similarly, we are told, the rulers of S. Guinea were soundly abused by their subjects for the last time on election-day. 
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one household had been destroyed; should his illness be protracted 
scores will precede him to the grave, fbr the Mchawi or magician 
mus$ surely die. 

The Wanyamwezi will generally sell their criminals and captives f 
when want drives they part with their wive3 their childrell, and 
even their parents. For economy they import their serviles bom 
Ujij; and the adjoining regions, from the people lying towards the 
south-east angle of the Tanganyika Lake as the Wafipa the 
Wapoka, and the Wagara; and from the Nyansa racesS and the 
northern kinndoms of Karagwah Uganda and Unyoro. 

CHAPTER VII. 

THE :FIFTH REGIQ: TIIE VALLEY 0F UVINZA AND U3IJI UPON THE 
TANGANYIEA LA}RE. 

THE fifth region includes the alluvial valley- of the"Malagarazi 
River, which subtends the lowest spurs of the high]ands of Karag- 
wah and Urundi, the western prolongation of the chain which 
has obtained probably from African tradition the name of " Lunar 
Nountains.'> In lerlgth it extends firom the Malagarasi Ferry 
in E. long 31? 10', to the Tanganyika Lake in :E. long. 300: the 
breadth, from s. lat. 3? 14', the supposed northern limit of Urundi 
to s. lat. 5? 2t, the parallel of Ukaranga, is a distance of 108 rec- 
tilinear geographical miles. To a region of such various elevations 
it is difficult to assign an average of altitude: the heights observed 
by thermometer were never more than 1850 feet. 

rrhis counEy contains in due order from east to west the lands 
of the Wavinsa the WVabuha, arld the WATajiji; on the northern 
edge is Uhha and on the south-western extremity Ukaranga. 
The gelleral feattlres of the country are those of the alluvial valleys 
of the Wingani and the Mgeta Rivers. The soil in the vicirlity 
of the stream is a rich brown or black hunlus rank with vegetable 
decay. This fertile strip varies in breadth from one to five uliles n 
it is mostly desert, but not sterile, on the right bank of the river 
on the left it affords an aspect of lusuriant cultivation. The 
nort.hern boundary is a line of hill-spurs of primitive formation, 
rough with stones and yawning raVineS; in many places the pro- 
jections assume the form of green ;; dogs-tails >' or ;; neat's- 
tongues," projecting like lumpy ridges into the card-talule level of 
the river valley southwards Each rnound-like spur is croned 
with a tuft or clump, principally mimosas and bauhinias; and 
often a lone spreading and towerint, tree a borassus or a calabash, 
Ornamenting the extreme point, forms a landmark for the caravan. 
The sides of these hillsS cotnposed of hornblende and gneissic rockf 
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quartzite, quartz grit, and ferruginous gritstone, are steep, rugged, 
and thickly wooded, and one slope generally reflects the other, if 
muddy, muddy, and if stony, stony. Each " hanger," or wave of 
ground, is divided from its neighbour by a soft sedgy valley, bi- 
sected by a network of stagnant pools. Here and there are nullahs, 
with high stiff earthbanks for the passage of rain torrents. The 
grass stands in lofty screens, and the path leads over a matted 
mass of laid stalks which cover so closely the thick mud that laden 
asses do not sink: this vegetation is burned down during the hot 
season, and a few showers bring up an emerald crop of young 
blades sprouting pheenix-like from the ashes of the dead. The 
southern boundary of the valley is more regular: in the eastern 
parts is an almost tabular wall of rock, covered even to the crest 
with shrub and tree, which displays magnificent spectacles of con 
flagration after a few weeks of drought. 

As is proved by the regular course of the l!vialagarazi River, the 
westward decline of the country is gentle: along the road, how- 
ever, the two marches nearest to the Tanganyika Lake appear to 
sink more rapidly than tho3e preceding them. The main drain 
receives from the northern hill-spurs a multitude of tributaries 
which convey their surplus moisture into the great central reservoir. 

Under the influence of the two great productive powers in tropical 
nature heat and moisture the wondrous fertility of the soil, 
which puts forth where uncleared a rank jungle of nauseous odour, 
renders the climate daolgerous. The rains divide the year into 
two uIlequal portions of eight and four months, namely, the wet 
monsoon, which coinmences with violence in September and ends 
in May, and the dry hot weather which rounds ofF the year. The 
showers fall, as in Zanzibar, uncontinuously, with breaks varying 
from a few hours to several days; unlike those of Zanzibar, they 
are geilerally accompanied by violent discharges of electricity. 
Lightning from the north, especially at night, is considered a sign 
of approaching foul weather. It would be vain to seek in these 
regions of Central Africa the kaskazi and kosi, or regular north- 
east and south-west monsoons, those local modifications of the 
trade-winds which may be traced in regular progress from the 
centre of Equatorial Africa to the Himalayas. The atmospheric 
currents deflected from the Atlantic Ocean bythe coast radiation 
and by the arid and barren regions of Southern Africa are changed in 
hygrometric condition, and are compelled by the chilly and tree-clad 
heights of the Tanganyika Lake, and by the low, cold, and river- 
bearing plains lying to the westward, to part with the uloisture 
which they have collected in the broad belt of extreme humidity 
lying between the Ngami Lake and the equator.* When the 
land has been thoroughly saturated, the cold, wet wind, driving 

* About Ngami the rainy season ends in March and April. 
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eloud masses, surcharged with electricity, sets continually eastward, 
to restore the equilibrium in lands still reeking with the torrid 
blaze, and where the atmosphere has been rarified by from four 
to 3ix months of burning suns. At Msene, in Western Uslyamwezi, 
the rains break about October; thence the wet monsoon, resuming 
its eastward course crosses the Land of the Moon, and, travelling 
by slow stages, arrives at the coast in early April. Following the 
northing sun, and deflected to the north-east by the rarified atmos- 
phere from the hot, dry surface of the Eastern Horn,$ the rains 
reach Western India in June, and exhaust themselves in frequent 
and copious downfalls upon the southern versant of the Himalayas. 
The gradual refrigeration of the ground, and the southing of the 
sun, produce in turn the in^terse process, namely, the north-east 
monsoon. About the Tanganyika, however, all is variable. The 
large body of water in the Central Reservoir preserves its equability 
of temperature, mThile the alternations of chilly cold and potent 
heat, in the high and broken lands around it, cause extreme 
irregularity in the direction of the currents. During the wet 
monsoon of 1858 the prevalent winds were constantly changing: 
in the mornings there was almost regularly a cool north breeze 
drawn by the water from the heights of Urundi; in the course of 
the day it varied round towards the south. The most violent 
storms came up from the south-east and the south-west, and as 
often against as with the gale. The long and rigorous wet mon- 
soon, broken only by a few scattered days of heat, renders the 
atmosphere exceedingly damp, and it is succeeded by a burst of sun- 
shine which dries the grass to stubble in a few days. Despite these 
extremes, the climate of Ujiji has the reputation of being com- 
paratively healthy; it owes this probably to the refreshing coolness 
of the nights and mornings. rrhe mkunguru, or seasoning-fever 
of this region, is not feared by strangers as that of Unyanw 
yembe, yet no one expects to escape it. It is a low bilious and 
aguish type, lasting from three to four days: during the attack 
perspiration is induced with difficulty, and it often recurs at regular 
times once a month. 

From the Malagarazi Ferry many lines traverse the desert on 
the right or northern bank of the river, which is preferred to the 
southern, whence the W:Vavinza exclude travellers. Before entering 
this region caravans generally combine so as to present a formidable 
front to possible foes. The trunk road, called Jambeho, which is the 
most southerly of the northern routes, will be described in detail; 
in a future page the Ubuha, or most northerly line, will be briefly 
alluded to. 

$ In the Somali country the rains fall but sparingly; and though the clouds 
sailing afar are descried at Aden, the wet monsoon is unknown there, probably on 
account of the tornados of wind attracted by the high temperature of the place, 
and heated by the stony formation. 
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From BIpete, on the right bank of the Malagarazi, nine 
stages conduct the caravan to Ukaranga or Ujij; on the borders 
of the Tanganyika Lake. AWrant of provisions and danger 
from freebooters cause travellers to hurry over this line; they 
generally, however, expend a day in crossing the Malagarazi 
River fronl Ugaga, the last station on the left, to Mpete, the first 
on the right side of the stream. 

The Malagaraz;, corrupted by geographers into " Mdjigid- 
ji," $ into " Magrassie," t and into " tIagozi,"; has been wrongly 
deterrnined to issue from the Tanganyika Lake. According 
to all travellers it rises in the mountains of Urundi, at no 
great distance from the Kitallgure, or river of Karagwah. But 
while the latter, springing from the northern counterslope, feeds 
the Nyanza Lake, the Malagarazi, arising in the southern slope, 
trends to the south-east, wtill entallgled in the decline of the great 
(Dentral Depression it sweeps round the southern base of Urundi, 
and deflected westwards disembogues into the Tanganyika. The 
mouth is in the land of Ukaranga, and the long promontory behind 
which it discharges its waters is distinctly visible from Wawele, the 
head-quarter settlement in lXjiji. The Malagarasi ;s not navigable. 
As in primary and transition countries generally, rapids abound 
upon it. Beyond the ferry the bed becomes more inclined, branch 
and channel islanzls of sand and verdure divide the streamX and, as 
every village near the banks appears to have one or more canoes, 
it is probably unfordable. The maill objection to crossing on foot 
over the broader and shallower parts near the rock-bars, may be 
the multitude and the daring of tbe crocodiles. 

The ferry-boats upon the Ugaga line-described by the Arabs of 
Kazeh as fine barges, capable of accommodating from 50 to 60 
passengers- are miserable ;; Baumrinden " canoes: two strips of my- 
ombo bark, from 5 to 7 feet in length, sewn together, like a double 
wedge, with fibres of the same tree into a narrow keel, and elevated 
at the bow and stern, which are sharp as those of a racing-wherry. 
They are prevented from collapsing by cross-bars rough sticks, 
about 18 inches long-Jammed ladder-wise between the two sides. 
The passenger holding on to the gunwale, with his knuckles wetted, 
-the weight of two men causes them to float only three or four 
inches above water, and his legs ankle deep, sits upon an extra 
sheet of stiS bark in the stern. The boatmanS starlding amidships 

* This un-euphonious appellation appears in the ' Mombas Mission Map.' 
t Mr. Macqueen ' On the Geography of Central Africa,' p. 118. " From Sanga 

(Vsanga) ix} eighteen days they came to Ogara (Ugara), where there i3 a large 
river called Magrassie (AIalagarazi), having passed Gunda (Ugunda), Shisha 
(Ushisha), Sanga (Usange), and Sangosi (Usagosi)." Moreover, in page 119 we 
read, " The river Magrassie has its origin ill the lake." 

t Mr. Cooley, ' Oll the Geography of N>yassi,' was made to confound the " Ma- 

gozi (Malagarazi) " a great r*er at Ogara (Ugara), with the Matoney (i. e. Mtoni, 

any river) or the Swaha ' a misprint or corruption of Rwaha, the upper bed of 
the Rufiji. Concerning {his curious error see C:hap. II. 
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or in the fore, poles or paddles according to tlle depth of the 

stream. He is skilful in managing his craft, and he threads with- 

out difficulty the narloW, grass-groxvll, and winding veins of deep 

water which ramify from tbe main trunk over the swampy and 

rushy plains on both sides. The crazy craft must he baled out 

after every trip Merchandise, however is rarely lost or much 

illjured, thoughr trifling accidents sometimes occur as the canoe 

l)umps against the landing-places, mere breaches in the earth- 

l)ank worn down by passing caravans. 'rhe ferrymen show con- 

siderable decision in maintaining their clairus. On the appearance 

of opposition they pole of to a distance, and sit quietly to 

avvait the eSect of their manoeuvre. It is not prudent to step 

out of the canoe before arriving at its destination: the boatman 
will exercise his ingelluity to land his passenger upon some dry 

mound in deep water and will then demand a s@cond fee for 
* * 

resculug i llm. 

Travellers are dissuaded from delaying at Atpete (the Passage 

or Ferry ?),$ a malarious district, haunted, like the river-banks 

generally, by mosquitoes that bite even during the day-time. There 

are, however, some fine large kraals of dry grass, and sometimes of 

mkora or of Inyombo-bark,t crowning the woody eminences above the 

va]ley, where the insects are less troublesome. When these encamp- 

ments are burned down, a shady tree is the only place of bivouac. 
The first station on the Jambeho, or southern road, is called Klna- 

wani, fr(m a district on the left or opposite banlls of the river, 

which belongs to Sultan Mzogera. It occupies 5 h 20 m. The 

route traverses swampy ground along the stream for a short dis- 

tance. It then stretches over jungly and mTooded hill-spurs, with 

steep rough ascents and descents, divided from other elevations by 

slippery mire-runs. The ellcamping ground is close to the right 

bank of the MalaOarazi; it supplies a large kraal in a space 

cleared of the thick, fetid, and marescent vegetation. rrhose who 

cannot find lodging must encamp in the deadly blish. A small 

store of provisions, generally gr;ain and sweet potatoes, may be 

purchased from the villagers of Winawani, who flock over to the 

passing fair. They are, how-ever, fanciful in their requirements: 
beads-especiallynthe coral and porcelain - iron-wire) salt, and meat. 

From Winawani to the 3ambeho district the march of about 

7 hours is generally divided by caravans. The first portion, 
leaving the river to the southwards, crosses rugged and rolling 

* The word appears to be a form of LupataS a glen or ghaut in the language of 

the African Portuguese travellers. 
t During the masika or rainy monsoon the best encampments are made of bark 

sheets, stripped by cutting two rings round the truDk at a distance of six to seven 

feet- a perpendicular slit then connects them; the bark is easily peeled of, alld 

the tree, after having been left for time to season, i5 felled for use. 

VOL. XXIX. 
P 
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ground, divided by deep swalnps of mire and grass. After 5 h. 
20 m. it descends to a large kraal, situated near a reach where 
the violent turbid stream foams over a discontinuous ledge of rock 
between avenues of dense and tangled jungle. The conclusion of 
the marcli, after spanning broken ground encuml3ered with forest 
and cut with swamps, runs under hills on the right hand and fills 
into the marshes and fields of the river valley. Villages of small 
bird-nest huts ald carefully-hoed fields of grain and sweet potato 
upon the southern bank affect t.he sight, after the dreary mollotony 
of a jungle marell, like the discovery of land after a long sea voyage. 

'rhe district of Jambeho, one of the most flourishing in Uvillza, 
was governed, in 1858, by Sultan Ruwere. The eh;ef demands a 
honga of 8 to 10 cloths for permitting merchants to parchase pro- 
visions. The village ferry is instantly put into requisition whell a 
caravan appears. Supplies are rarely procurable during the dry 
season. After the rainsf sweet potatoes-the favourite food of the 
NVavinza-are cheap an(l plentiful, and even poultry may be pur- 
chased for about twice its proper value. Travellers often halt for 
a day or two at Jambeho, despite the dangerous miasma and the 
mosquitoes of the river valley. 

From Jambeho to the deserted saltpans of the Rusuvi River, 
the fourth station, is a march of 5 h. 15 m., including the passage 
of the stream. The path leads down a clecline, gradually falling 
westYvard through dense growths of grass and shrub upon the 
right bank of the Malagarasi; then, diverging from the main 
streamn it passes over the brow of a low tree-clad hill, above the 
junctlon of the Rusugi, alld follows the left bank of the tributary 
as far as the nearer ford. The Rusugi, which drains the northern 
highlands south-westward into the Malagarazi, runs through a 
bottom of red ochreish soil, which after rain becomes so slippery as 
to cause frequent falls; it is deeply cut with narrow watercourses, 
mThich, coming from elevated ground, easily fill. In February of 
1858, during the rainy season the Rusugi was about 100 yards 
in breadth, with a strong stream flowing breast-deep; it was 
d;vided by a branch islet of sand and gravel. At the Rusugi 
the road separates into a northern and a southern branch, a 
hill-spur forIxIing the line of demareation.* I^he northern strikes 

* The northern line numbers the following seven stations to Kawele in Ujiji:- 
1. From Jambeho to Parugerero, 2 hours. 
2. ?v Parugerero , the Jung-le, 8 ,, 
3. ,, -3ungle ,, Jungle, 6 ,, 
4. ,, Jungle , Ubuha, 8 , 
5. ,, Ubuha ,, Jungle, 4 ,, 
6. ,, Jungle ,, Ruche Riv., 6 ,, 
7. ,, lluche Riv. ,, Kawele, 2 , 

These statisns may be briefly described Parugerero is a village of Wavinza, con- 
tairling from 40 to 50 beehiare huts, tenanted by salt-diggers, The principal paIl 
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off to Parugerero, on the left bank, where a shallower ford is 
found; the southern line crosses the Rusugi River at the branch 
islet: thence, ascendint, the grassy rise on the right of the stream, 
it .sinks into a muddy swamp, climbs a rocky and bushy ridge, 
anll abuts at a small comfUrtless kraal-ground upon the western 
s]opes. From this point to the regions immediately upon the 
lake the land is desert and provisions are unprocurable. 

IXrom the old saltpans of the Rusugi River to the Ruguvu 
stream is a long march of 8 hours, generally divieled into two by 
c;ravans, the ollly guide to the lenS,th of the march beil^ the 
aluount of fatigue which the porters can endure. Descending 
from the ridge upon which the kraal is placed, the route crosses a 
deep swamp of black mud, dotted, in elevated places, with pits 
where broken pottery and blackened lurnps of clay still evidence 
traces of human ha.ndiwork. Beyond this lowland .the track strikes 
off from the river valley, and, turning to the right, falls into toil- 
some ground. Deep alld rocky ravines, with lllxuriant vegetation 
above, and with rivulets trickling at the bottom towards the Atala- 
garazi, must loe crossed by scrambling (lown and swarming up the 
roughest steps of block, boulderX and knotted tree-root. The 
woody and stony hills beyond this ascent, with their steep alld 
slippery inclines, are divided by half-a-dozen waters, all more or 
less troublesome to cross. Caraxans usually encamp, for safety 
and convenience, in the bush, upon some rocky hill where the 
neighbouring descent supplies water, whilst the valleys of the 
Rusugi lliver nurture herds of the mbogo, or Bos Caffer, which 
forms a welcome addition to rapidly shrirlking rahons. 

'rhe complement of the lnarch is the normal mixture of jungly 
and stony " neats' tongtles," divided by deep and grassy smramps, 
stagnant in the dry weather, and draining, after rains, the northern 
country to the Rlalagarazi River. An unfordable rivulet, hemmeel 
in by a dense and fetid thicket, is crossed by a felled trunk: cattle 
are summarily pushed down the deep and slippery banks. A foul 

is sunk in the left bank of the river, and belongs to three sultans. The saline 
produce, after being boiled down in the huts, is piled up and hand-made into little 
cones. Sold for one shukkah per masuta or half-load atld far supelior to the 
bitter nitrous produce of Ugogo, it finds its way througlout the heart of Africa 
sllpplying the tribes of both the Tangatsyika and the Nyanza Lakes and it con- 
stitutes the principal source of wealth to the Wavinza. At the ford of Parugerero the Rusugi flows waist-deep over a rocky uneven t)ed: here also ends the rough 
stony, an(l rolling ground .of E:astern Uvinza 

Between the second and third stations the road crosses the Ruhumba and 
another large nullah, whese high, stiff earth-banks, crowned with thick verdllre are rendered troublesome by steep and slippery approaches. In this part the 
courltry is alternately hil]y and ssampy, with high grass, thick bush, and a scat- 
tered vegetation of borassus and calabash, mimosas and thorns, wild arrowroot 
bamboos, and spear-grass. lshe fourth statiorl is in the land of the Wabuha, a tribe alluded to at the end of this chapter. During the fifth march the Rwlclle 
River iS twice forded: in the dry season its breatlth varies fiom 20 to 30 feet. 

P 2 
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swamp of black mud thence leads to the Ruguvu or Luguvu River, 
the western boundary of Uvinza and the eastern limit of Ukaranga. 
This narrow stream can be forded only in the dry season. After 
rains it spreads over a broad expanse of grassy plairl, and the 
central channel must be rebridged with branching trees, if the 
forlner works have been demolished for firewood. The encamping 
grourld is a mud-bank thinly veiled with forest; and the colmtry is 
dreaded by caravans, who seldom enter Ujiji without some appal- 
ling details of murder or battle,in which some slave was perhaps slain. 

The seventh march, which occupies 4 h. 40 m., leads from the 
Ruguvll to the Unguwwe (Uvungwe ?) River, over a desert country 
exactly similar to the stage last traversed. The stream which 
runs through Eastern Ukaranga is shallow, muddy, and, as usual, 
girt in by dense vegetation A fine kraal is generally found upon 
the left bank. 

From the Ungllwwe River to the borders of the Tanganyika 
Lake, the lonC march of 14 hours is distributed over three and 
even four days by the caravans, who, though weary and half 
famished, still love to linger over the end of an expedition. After 
fording the Unguwwe begins the weary toil of fighl;ing thrc)ugh 
tiger and spear-grass, with reeds, rushes, a variety of ferns before 
unseen, and other gigantic growths, clothing a succession of rolling 
hills. The paths are broken, slippery, and filled with (leep holes. 
In the jungles are extensive clumps of hamboo and rattan, the 
former small, the latter of poor quality, the mpingu or bauhinia 
and the salsaparilla vine abound; wild grapes of the sinallest size 
and the austerest flavour appear for the first time upon the hill- 
sides,* and in the lower swamps plantains grow almost wild. 
1'hough no sign of human habitation here meets the eye, scat- 
tered fields and plantations evidence the fact that man is near. 
On the path, where the ground lies exposed to view, a conglo- 
merate of ferruginous red clay, suggesting a resemblance to the 
superficies of Western Londa, as described by Dr. Livingstone, 
takes the place of the granite and sandstones of the eastern 
countries, and the sinking of the land towards the lake is pal- 
pable. In parts the ground is brokell up into srrlall deep hollows, 
from which spring pyramidal masses of the hugest trees. Sweet 
water abounds in deep courses of black mud, and these, when 
crossed, sorely try the sinews of laden man and beast. But the 
troubles of the road are lightly borne; already in the far distance 
appear walls of sky-blue clifE, which, with their sun-gilt summits, 
are as beacons to the distre3sed mariner. 

* The vine is of dwarf dimensions, and the fruit ripens after the monsoon 
According to the Arabs, tnvo varieties of the grape-vine are indigenous to 
Unyamwezi. Dr. Livingstone (chap. xxx.) mentions wild glape-vines as abound- 
ing everywhere alollg the banks of the Zamt)ezi. 
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The ninth march conducts the traveller to IJkaranga, on the 

borders of the lake. The path, traversing gigantic grasses, like 

those of the last stage, enters an open forest, and debouches ul)on a 

small clear savannah. An upper road leads N.W. by N. over the 

Ruche River to Wawele, in Ujiji. lthe southern line, whose direc- 

tiOll iS W. by s., turns of to the left, and breasts a high and rugged 

hill, part of the eastern wall of the 'ranganyika. Ascending by 

the deep tracks of stony watercourses and threading a stragtling 

forest, the traveller tops the crest, and suddenly descriesS through 

the feathery folinge of the trees below him, first glimpses of a 

prospect which, after the close jungle and the monotonous features of 

tlle scenery left behind, fill him with adluiration, wonder, and delight. 

Nothing, indeed, can be more picturesque than this first view of 

the Tanganyika Lake, as it lies basking in the gorgeous tropical 

sunshine. Beyond a short forewround of rugged and precipitous 

hill-fold, down which the footpath painfully zigzags, a narrow flat 

of emerald green shelves gently towards a ribbon of glistelling 

yellow sand, here bordered by sedgy rushes, there clear and cleanly 

cut by the breaking wavelets. Farther in front stretches an ex- 

panse of the lightest and softest blue, varying from 30 to 35 miles 

in breadth, and sprinkled by the east win(l with crescents of snowy 

foam: it is bounded on the other side l)y tal] and broken walls of 

purple hillf flecked and capped with pearly ulist, or standing sharply 

pencilled awainst the azure air. To the south, and opposite the 

" cynosura;" or long low point, behind which the Malagarazi River 

discharges the red loam suspended in its lliolent stream, lie the 

high bluS hea(llands and capes of Uguhha, and, as the eye dilates, 

it falls upon little outlying islets, speckling a sea-horizon. Vil- 

lages, cultivated lands, and the frequent canoes of the fishermen, 

and, at a nearer approach, the murmur of the waves breaking upon 

the shore, give a something of life, of variety, of movementn to the 

scenery, which, like all the beauties in these regions, wants but a 

little of the neatness and finish of Art, contrasting with the profuse 

maU,nificence and the wondrous lav;shness of Nature, to rival, if 

not to excel, the most admired prospects of classical rewions. 

Thesc riant shores, and the broad open prospect of tLis vast cre- 

vasse, appear doubly chalming to the traveller after the silent and 

spectral mangrove-creeks on the Eastern rnain, arld his melan- 

choly monotonous experience of jungle scenery, taulny rocks, 

and sun-parched plains, or ranli herbage, and flats of black 

mire. The Tanganyika Lake is seen, however, to most advantage 

from the high ground: upon its bosom the sight wearies with tlle 

ullvarying tintat,e all shining green an(l vivid blue- whi]st COll- 

tillUOUS parallels of lofty hill, like the sides of a hut,e trollgh, close 

the prospect, and suggest an i(lea of confillemerlt. 

'rhe elistrict of Ukaranga extellds from the Unguwwe River to 
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the watew3 of the lake: on t.he south it is bounded by the region of 
Ut'honoswe, and on the north by the Ruche River. This small 
and sluagish stream is about 40 yards in breadth near the 
mouth, and, being unfordable at alt seasons, twcy or three ferry- 
boats always ply upon its waters. The -rauque bellow of the hip- 
popotamus is heard on its banks, and the adjacent lowlands are 
infested by mosquitoes in clouds. The villaoes of Ukaranga are 
scattered in clumps over the plain-wretched hamlets, where a few 
households exist surrounded by rare cultivation in the dlier parts of 
the swamps. The Sultan Mnya Mtaza, who demands black-mail, 
lieres, as is customary amongst the Lakist chiefs, in the adjoining 
hills. The "port of Ukaranga" is an open roadstead, which 
seldom shows even a single canoe. In 1858 the settlement con- 
sisted of a few miserable grass huts, used as a temporary shelter 
by caravans passing tv and from the island of Kasenge, and clus- 
tering round a single tembe, built by Hamid bin Sulayyam, an 
Arab trader. Merchants who pos3ess boats and can send for 
provisions to the islands across the lake sometimes prefer, for 
economyv Ukaranga to Kawele, it is also made a halting-place by 
those ell route to Ugubha, who would lose time by visiting Ujiji. 
The land, however affords nQ supplies; a bazar is unknown; and 
tile apathetic tribe, svho cult;vate scarcely sufficient grain for them- 
selves, will not even take the trouble to cast a net. Ukaranga 
sends bamboosX rafters for bllilding, and fire-wood, cut in the back- 
ground of highlands, to Kawelc and other parts of Ujij;, at which 
places, however, wolkmen mu3t be hired. 

Ukaranga sigiifies, etymologicalilly, the " Land of Ground- 
nuts."* Thi3 little district -may, in earlier ages, have given 
name to the AIocarangas, Mucarongas, or Mucarangas, a nation 
which according to the Portuouese historians, from Joao dos 
Sanctos (in 1586-97) to Don Sebastian Xavier Botelho (in 18.85),t 
occupied the country within the Mozambique from the 5tn to the 
25th degree of S. lat., under subjection to the sovereign and the 
people of " Monomotapa."t In the absence of native history, ana- 

* The U is the causal prefix denoting the regioIl, alld Karanga is the name in 
Central Africa for the Njugu ya NyassE, the groulld-nut of Zanzibar which 
abounds in these regions. Mr. Cooley (' Geography of N'yassi,2 p. 27) remarks- 
'4 The national name (' Monomoezi ), or, perhaps7 the general denomination of the 
race and language, is, as was stated by Nasib, Mucaranga, that is to say, ' Ranga 
man.' " This derivation is wholly inadmissible: Mkaranga can mean nothing 
but an irlhabitant of Ukaranga. See Chap. IX. 

t Senhor Bvtelho, formerly Governor of the Mozambique published the follow- 
ing pas sage (in his ' Memoria Es tati sca sobre os DomiIlios Portuguezes na Africa 
Oriental.' Lisboa, 183=)):-" Monomotapa is divided into an easterll alld a wester 
empire; the latter, whic.h is the more considerable, contains eight kingdoms- 
Corrouro-Medra, Moudjao (Uhiao), Mococo, Tourgeno, Gingir-Bomba Mano- 
emoltgess tUnyamwezi)7 fRouenga, and Bororo." 

t This popular misnomer is explained by Dr. Livingstone (chap. xxx.) to have 
arisen from the title and name of a chief, Mwene Motape. 
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loCy is the only gllide. Either, then, the confiasion of the Tangan- 
yika and the Nyassa Lakes by the old geographers caused them to 
extend the "Mocarangas" up to the northern water -and the 
grammatical error in the word " Mucaronga '2 justifies some suspicion 
as to their accuracy or in the space of three centuries the tribe 
has declined frozn its former power and consequence, or the Waka- 
ranga of the 'rantanyika are a remnant of a mighty southern 
nation, which, like the Watuta and other tribes, has been pressed 
by adverse circumstances to the north. Though Senhor Botelho, in 
his ' tiemoria Estatisca, denominates the " Monomoezi country " 
'; Western Mucarallga," it is certain that no Mnyamwezi in the 
present day owns to connection with a tribe speaking a different 
dialect, and distant about 20() miles from his frontier. 

The roadstead of Ukaranga is separated from Ujiji by the mouth 
of the Ruche, in a deep hollow bay? whose chord from north-west to 
south-east is from 5 to 6 miles long. The strip of shelving plain 
l:letween the mountains andz the lake, raised but a few feet above 
the water-level, and converted by the passage of a hundred drains 
from the eastern highlands into a sheet of sloppy and slippery 
mire, breast-deep in select places supports with difficulty a few 
wretched inhabitants. Drenched with violent showers and thick 
clammy dews, it is rife in fevers and is feared on account of its 
crocodiles and hippopotami In the driest season the land road is 
barely practicable; during and after the rains the lake affords the 
only means of passage.$ 

The little voyage of three hours from Ukaranga to Kawele or 
Ujiji is beautified by the picturesque and varied forms, and the 
glowing and gorgeolls tints of the mountains around the lake. 
An unpleasant surprise, however, awaits the traveller, who, having 
rcad of and believed in " die Stadt Ujiji,' expects to find a large 
town inhabited by Arab settlers, witll extensive slave depots and 
plantations of rice.t As, coasting alont: the eastern shore, and 
passlng the low, muddy, and grass-grown mouth of the Ruche 
River, he nears his destination, a few scattered hovels of miserable 
construction appear dotted upon the banksX surrounded by fields of 
sorghllm and sugar-cane, and shaded by dense groves of the dwarf 
Illantain, and the tall, sombre Guinea palm. In vain the eye 
seeks for the features which usua]ly announce the vicinity of a 
large and busy port. Presently the hippopotamus and the croco- 
dile shrink timidly from exl)osure} and a kw hollowed logs, the 
monoxyles of the fishermen, wood-cutters3 and market people, either 

* For the use of a boat alld crew to Kawele at most three hours' row, the slaves 
of an Arab merchant demanded from the Expedition 45 cloths. When it was 
humluly explailled to them that the canoe, sailors, and all would sc.arcely fetch in 
the bazar half that price, they consented tz3 receive ten cloths and two kitilldi 
each worth from two to four shukkah. 

t See ' Mombas Mission M;ap.' 
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cleave the waters or stand drawn up on the patches of yellow sand. 
The craft is then poled through a hole in a thick welting of coarse 
reedy grass and aquatic plants, to a level landing-place of fine 
shingle, where the water shoals off rapidly. Around this primitive 
" ghaut " rise a few scattered huts, in the humblest beehive 
shape. Advancing a few handred yards, the traveller passes 
through a relic of Arab civilization the " Bazar " a raised and 
cleared plot of ground, flanked by a crooked tree, in thick grass, 
where, between 10 A.M. and 3 P.M., a mass of standing and 
squatting negroes buy and sell, barter and exchange, with a hubbub 
heard for miles, and where not unfrequently a spear or dagger 
thrust brings on a skirmishing faction-fight. About a mile 
distant from the lake lies the little village of Kawele, with its 
hovels barely protruditlg above the dense vegetation. It is pre- 
ferred by caravans on account of the abundance of its supplies, its 
central position, and the comparatively open country behind a 
wide gap in the hill-curtain surrounding the Tanganyika. The 
only tembe, or square house, existing in 1858 was built by an Arab 
merchant, Hamid bin Salim, who allowed it. however, to t)e 
tenanted by slaves and ticlis. The Sultan Kannena, a man of 
servile origin, is by no meaols popular. He succeeded, in 1858, 
to Sultan Kabeza, who, to- the regret of the Arabs, died, leaving 
but one boy. 

To the westward of the liawele village lies the district of 
Gungu, bloken ground facing the islet-rock Bangwe. This place 
was deserted by travellers on account of the plundering propen- 
sities of its former chief. His son, " Larinda," however, labours 
to recover lost ground by courtesy and attention to strangers. 
South-eastwards of Kawele is the district of Ugot7ye, frequented 
by the Arabs, who find the Sultans Habeyya and 3Warabu some- 
what less extortionate than their neighbours. It is a sandy spot, 
clear of white ants, but shut out by villages and cultivation from 
the lovely view of the lake. To one standing at Kawele all these 
d;stricts and villages are within 2 or 3 miles, and a distant glance 
discloses the possessions of half-a-dozen independent tlibes. 

Caravans entering Ujiji from the land side usually encamp in 
the outlying villages on the right or left bank of the Ruche, at 
considerable inconvenience, for some days. The origin of this 
custom appears to date from olden time. In East Africa, as a rule, 
every straolger is held to be hostile before he has proved friendly 
intentions, and many tribes do not admit him into their villages 
ithout a special invitation. - Thus, even in the present age, the 
visitor in the countries of the Somal and Galla, the VVamasai and 
the Wakwafi, must sit under some tree outside the settlement till a 
deputation of elders, after formally ascertaining his purpose, escort 
him to their homes. The modern reason for the custom, which 
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prevails upon the coast, as well as on the banks of the Tanganyika, 
is rather commercial than political. The caravan halts upon 
neutral ground, and the sultans or chiefs of the different villages 
send select messengers carrying various presents- in the interior 
ivory and slaves, and in the maritime regions cloth and provisions, 
technically called " Magubiko," alld intended a-s an earnest of their 
desire to open trade. Sweet words and f:air promises win the day i 
the MtoIlgi, or head of the caravan, after a week of earnest delibe- 
ration with all his followers, chooses his host, telnporary lodgings 
are provided for the guests, and the value of the retaining fees is 
afterwards recovered in honga and kiremba blackulail and 
customs. This custom was known in Southern Africa by the 
name of " marts ;" that is, a " connection with a person belonging 
to another nation, so that they reside at each other's houses when 
visiting the place, and make mutua}: presents."* The guest 
amongst the Arabs and the Somal is called " Nezll.'' 

At Ujiji terminates, after 12 stages, which native caravans gene- 
rally accomplish in a fortnight, the transit of the fifth region. The 
traveller has now accomplished a total number of 85 long, or 100 
short stages, which, with necessary rests, but excludiolg detentions 
and long halts, occupy 150 days. The direct longitudinal distance 
from the coast is 5e0 geo. miles, which the sinuosities of the road 
prolong to 955 statute miles. The total number of da.ys expended 
by the Expedition in actual marching was 100, of hours 420, which 
gives a rate of 2 27. miles per hour. In practice-Arab caravans 
seldom arrive at the Tanganyika,- for- reasons before alluded to, 
under a total period of six monthSt 

* ' Travels in S. Africa,' by the Rev. John (:amplbell. Londoa Missianary 
Society, 1822. Vol. i., chap. 2miii. 

t Dapper ( ' Beschryving van Afrika,' Amst., ] 671) asserts that the " blacks of 
Pombo (i. e. the Pombeiros, or native travellers of W. Aftica), when asked 
respecting the distance of the lake, say that it is at least a 60-days' journey, 
going constantly eastwards." But the total breadth of the contillent lsetween 
Mbuamaji and Loanda being, in round numbers, 1560 geographical miles, this 
estimate would give a marching rate of 17 geographical and rectilinear miles 
(or, allowing for deviation, 26 statute miles) per diem. When Do Couto 
(1565), quoting the information procured by Francisco Barret-o, during his expe- 
dition in 1570, from some Moors (Arabs or Wasawahili) at Patta and elsewhere 
says that " from Kilwa or Atondo (that is to say, the country of the Watondui) 
the other sea of .ngola might be reached with a journey of 15 or 20 (150 or 200 ?) 
leagues," he probably alludes to the Nyassa IXake, lying south-westwards of Kilwa, 
not to the Taxlganyika. Mr. Cooley gives one itinerary, by Mohammed bin 
Nasur, an Arab merchant, enumerating 71 marches from Buromaji (Mbuamaji) to 
Oha (Uhha), and a total of 83 from the coast to the lake- and a second by a 
native of Monomoezi, Lief bin Said (a misprint for Khalaf bin Said?), 62 to Ogara 
(Ugara), four or five days from Oha. In arlother page he remarks that "from 
Buromaji, near Point Puna, to Oha (Uhha) in Monomoezi is a journey of 79, or, 
in round numbers, 80 days, the shores of the Lake being stiIt sis or eight days dis- 
tant." This is the closest estimate yet made. Mr. Macqueen, from the itinerary 
of Lief bin Said estimates the lake, from the mouth of the river Pangani, at 
604 miles, and 71 days of total march. It is evident that these African authorities 
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Ujiji also called Manyofo, which appears, however, peculiar to 
a certain sultanat or district is the name of a province, rlot, 
as has been represented, of a town. It was first visited by the 
Arabs about 1340; ten years after that they had penetrated to 
Unyamwezi; they found it conveniently situated as a mart upon 
the Tanganyika Lake, and a central point where their depots might 
be established, and whence their factors and slaves could navigate 
the waters, and collect captives and ivory from the tribes upon its 
banks. But the climate proved unhealthy, the people dangerous,$ 
and the coasting voyages frequently ended in disaster: Ujiji, 
therefore, never rose to the rank of Unyanyembe or AIsene. At 
present it is visited during the fair season, from May to September, 
by flying caravans, who return to Unyanyembe as soon as they 
have loaded their porters,. 

The land of tJjiji is bounded on the north by the mountains of 
Urundiy and on the south by the Ukaranga country; eastward it 
extends to Ubuha, and westward it is washed by the waves of the 
Tanganyika Lake. On the north-east lies the land of Uhha, now 
reduced by the predatory Watuta to a luxuriant desert. 

Abundant humidity and a fertile soil, evidenced by the large 
forest trees and an abundance of ferns, render Ujiji the most pro- 
ductive province in this section of Africa: vegetables, which 
must elsewhere be cultivated, here seem to flourish almost 
spontaneously. Rice of excellent quality was formerly raised by 
the Arabs upon the shores of the Tanganyika; it grew luxu- 
riantly, attaining, it is said, the height of 8 or 9 feet. The 
inhabitants, however, preferring sorghum, and wearied out by 
the depredations, of the monkey, the elephant, and the hippo- 
potamus, have allowed the more civilized cereal to degeneratc. 
']5he principal grains are the holcus and the Indian nagli or 
nanchni (Eleusine coracano); there is no bajeri (panicum or 
millet) in these regions, the pulses, are phaseoli and the voandzeia, 
groundlluts, beans, and haricots of several ditEerent species. The 
manioc, egg-plant, and sweet-potato, the yam, the cucumber, an 
edible white fungus growing subterraneously, and the lndian variety 
of the Jerusalem artichoke,t represent the vegetables. Sugar-cane, 
tobacco, and cotton are always purchasable in the bazar. The 
have hitherto confounded the Nyanza, the Tanganyika, and the Nyassa Lakes. Still, in the estimate of the distance between the- coast and Ujiji there is a remarkable and a most deceptive coherence. 

* In May, 1858, two slaves belonging to the caravan of an Arab merchant, Said bin Majid, were speared at Ujiji-one in the market-place openly, the other at night by a housebreaker, detected in flagrant delict. None of the merchants 
passing throuigh during that year dared to sleep in their huts without a strong watch. The clothes belongilog to the Jemadar attached to the Expedition were stolen almost from under him by a housebreaker at night. 

t In Illdia calleci " Guignon," the roots of a white arus, somewhat resembling 
tZle Jerusalem artichoke, but alnlost without flavcoul. 
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fruits are the plantain alld the Guinea-palm. The mdizi or plan- 
tain is apparelltly an aborigen of these latitudes: in certain parts, 
as in Usumbara, Karagwah, and Uganda, it is the staS of life: in 
the hilly countries there are, it is said, abollt a dozen varieties, and 
a single bullch forms a load for a man. It is found in the island 
and on the coast of Zanzibar, at Khutu in the head of the alluv;al 
valley, and even more rarely in the mountains of Usagara The 
best fruit is that grown by the Arabs at Unyanyembe: it is still a 
poor specimen, coarse and insipid, strillgy and full of seeds, and 
strangers rarely indulge in it, fearing flatulence. Upon the Tan- 
ganyika Lake there is a variety called " mikono t'henlbu," or c; eIe- 
phant's-hands," which is considerably lart,er than the Indian '; horse- 
plantain." The skin is of a brickdust red, in places inclining to 
rusty-brown; the interior is a dull yellow, with black seeds, and 
the flavour is harsh, strong, and drug-like. The Elis Guinaensis, 
locally called mchikich;, which is said by the Arabs to grow in the 
islands of Zanzibar and Pemba, and more rarely in the mountains 
of Usagara, springs apparently uncultivated in large dark groves 
on the shores of the Tanganyika, where it hugs the margin, rarely 
gltowing at any distance inland. The bright-yellow drupe, with 
shiny purple-black point, though nauseous to the taste, is eaten by 
the people. 'rhe mawezi or palm-oil of the consistency of honey, 
is rudely extracted and forms an article of considerable traffic ill 
the regions about the lake.* Despite its sickly flavour, it is uni- 
versally used in cooking, and it forms the only unguent and lamp- 
oil in the country. This fine palm is also tapped, as the date in 
lVestern India, for toddy; and the cheapness of this tembo the 
sura of WNTest Africa accourlts for the prevalence of irltoxication 
and the consequent demoralisation of the Lakist tribes.t 

The bazar at Ujiji is well supplied. Fresh fish of various 
kinds t is always procurable except during the violence of the rains: 
the people, however, invariably Cllt it up and cleall it out before 
bringing it to malket. Good honey abounds after the wet mon- 
soon. By the favour of the chief milk and butter may be pur- 
chased every day. Long-tailed sheep and well-bred goats poultry 
and eggs-the two latter are never eaten by the people are 
brought in from the adjoining countries: the Arabs breed a few 
Zlanilla ducks, and the people rear but will not sell pigeons. 

* This is the celebrated palm-oil, whose various officinal uses in Europe hale 
already begun to work a social reformation in W. Africa. The people of IJjiji 
separate, by pounding, the oily sarcocarpium from the otle seed of the drupe, boil 
it for some hours, allow the floating substance to coagulate, alld collect it in large 
earthen pots. The price is usually about one doti of white cotton for thirty-five 
pounds, and the people generally demalld salt in exchange for it from caravans. 
This is the ;' oil of a red colour '} which, according to Mr. Cooley, is bought by 
the Wanyarnwezi " from the opposite or south-western side of the lake." 

t The arl.ele is described in Chap. XIV. 
t See Chap. VIII. 
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The few herds at Ujiji which have escaped the beef-eating propen- sities of the Watuta are a fine bree(l, originally, it is said, der;ved by the Wahha from the mountains of Karagwah. Their horns ill these lands appear unusually large; their stature combines with the smallness of the hump to ren(ler them rather like English than Indian or African cattle. They are rarely sold in these days, except for enormous prices, an adult slave being the lowest valua- tion of a cow. The cattle is never stalled or grain-fed, and the udder is little distended; their produce is about one quarter that of a civilized cow, and they give rnilk only during the few first months after parturition. The " tulchan " of Tibet is apparently unknown in Celltral Africa; but the people are not wanting in barbarous contrivances to persuade a stubborn animal to yield her produce. - The fauna appear rare UpOll the borders of the Tanganyika: all men are hunters n every human being loves animal food, from white ants to elephants; and probably the luxuriance of the vege- tation, in conjunotion with the extreme humidit.y, tends to diminish species and individuals. Herds of elephants are found in the barnboo jungles which surround the sea, but the mass of ivory sold in the markets of Ujiji is collected from an area containing thousands of square miles. Hippopotami and crocodiles are com- mon in the waters, wild bufEaloes in the plains. The haraenas are bold thieves, and the hal-f-wild '; Pariah-dogs " that slink about the vil- lages are little inferior to them as depredators. The people some- times makepets of these curs, leading them about with strings, but they do not object to see them shot after a raid upon the Arab's meat, butter, or milk. These animals are rarely heard to bark; they leave noise to the villa-ge cocks. The huts are as usual haunted by the grey rat and the musk-rat. Of birds there is a fine fish-eagle, about the size of a domestic cock, with snowy head and shoulders relieving a sombre chocolate plume: he sits majestically watching his prey upon the tall trees overhanging the waves of the Tanga- nyika. A larus, or sea-gull, with reddish legs, lives in small colonies upon this lake. At the end of the monsoon in 1858 they were seen to collect in troops upon the sands as they are acous- tomed to d.v at Aden when preparing to migrate. The common kingfisher is a large bird with a white and grey plume, a large and stronffl black bill, and a crest which somewhat resenlbles thclt of the Indian bulbul: it perches upon the branches over the ̂  aters, and in flight and habits resembles other halcyons. A long and lank black plotus, or diver, is often seen skimmint, the waters and sandpipers run along the yellow sands. Thc other birds are whitc- breasted crows, partridges, and quails seen in Urundi; swalloszs in passage, curlews, motacillae, muscicapt, and various passerines. Rana, s()me of them noisy in the extreme, inhabit the sedges close tow the lake. The termite cloes great damage in the sweet red soils 
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aT)out Kawele: it is less feared where the ground is dry and sandy. 
'l'he hutsarefull of animal life snakes, seorpions, ants of various 
killds, whose armies sometimes turn the oecupants ollt of doors; 
the rafters are hollowed out by xylophagous inseets; the walls are 
riddled by mason-bees, hideous spiders veil the corners with thiek 
webs, the ehirp of the ericket is heard both within and out of doors, 
eoekroaehes destroy the provisions, and large brown mosquitoes and 
fies, tieks and bugs, assault the inhabitants. 

'rhe rise in priee of slaves and ivory has eompelled the Arabs, 
as will be seen in the next chapter, to push their exploratiolls 
beyond the Tanganyika Lake. Ujiji is, however, still the great 
slave-mart of these regions, the article being eollected fFom all 
the adjoining tribes of Urundi, IJhha, Uvira, and Marungu. 
'l'he native dealers are so aeute, that they aXre rapidly ruining 
this their most luerative traffie. They sell eheaply, and think 
to remunerate themselves by aiding alld abetting desertion. 
Merehants, therefore, who do not ehain or eord together their 
gangs till they have reaehed the east bank of the Malavarazi River, 
oftell lose 20 per eent. The prevalenee of the practiee has already 
given Ujiji a bad name, and, if eontinued, it 7ill remove the market 
to another plaee, where the people are somewhat less sharp and 
more sellsible. It is impossible to give any idea of the average 
priee of the human eommodity, which varies, under the modifica- 
tiOllS of demand and supply) froln 2 to 10 doti or double shukkah of 
Ameriean domesties. Yet as these purehases sell ill Zanzibar for 
atleastl4 or 15 dollars per head,the trade realises nearly 500 per 
eent., and will, therefore, be put down with diffieulty. 

The prineipal tribes in this region are the Wajiji, the AVavinza, 
the Wakaranga, the NVatuta, the \Vabuha, alld the \Vahha. 

'1he V\Tajiji are a burly raee of barbarians, far sturdier than the 
tribes hitherto traversed, with dark skins, plain features, and 
straight, strong limbs: they are larger and heavier men than the 
A\7anyamwezi, and the type, as it approaehes Central Afriea, 
beeomes rather negro than negroid. 'lileir feet and hands are 
large and flat, their voiees are harsh and strident, and their looks 
as well as their manners are independent even to insolenee. The 
women, who are held in high repute, resemble, and often excel, 
their masters in rudeness and violenee: they think little of enter- 
ing a stranger's hut in their eups and of snatehing up and earrying 
away an artiele whieh excites their admiration. Many of both 
sexes and all ages are disfigured by the small-pox the Arabs 
have vainly taught them inoeulation and there are few who are 
not afflieted by boils and various eruptions; there is also an inve- 
terate pandemie iteh, whieh aeeor(ling to their Arab visitors, 
results fiom a diet of putrid fish. 

This tribe is extensively tattooed, probab]y as a proteetion 
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against the humid atmosphere and the chills of the Lake Region Some of the chiefs have ghastly scars raised by fire, in addition to large patterns marked upon their persons lines, circles, and rays of little cupping-cuts drawn down the back, the stomach, and the arms, like the tattoo of the Wangindo tribe near Kilwa. Both sexes love to appear dripping with oil; an(l they manifestly do not hold cleanliness to be a rirtue. The head is sometimes shaved; rarely the hair is allowed to grow; the most fashionable coiffure is a mixture of the two; patches and beauty-spots in the most eccentric shapes buttons, crescents, and galeated lines being allowed to sprout either oll the front, the sides, or the back of the head, fiom a carefully-scraped scalp. Women as well as men are fond of binding a wisp of white tree-fibre round their heads, like the ribbon which confines the European wig. There is not a trace of mustachio or whisker in the country; they are removed by the tweezers, and the climate, according to the Arabs is unfavourable to leards. For cosm;etics both sexes apply, when they can procure such luxuries, red earth to the face, and over the head a thick coating of ehalk or mountain-meal, which makes their blackness appear hideously grotesque. 
'The chiefs wear expensive stufEs, checks, and cottons, which they extract froul passing caravans. Women of wealth affiect the tobe or coast dress, and some are seen to wear red and blue broad- clof.hs. The male costume of tile lower orders is confined to softened goat, sheep, deer, leopard, or monkey skins, tied at two corners like a little apron passed over the right or the left shoulder, with the flaps open at one side, and with tail and legs dangling in the wind. Women who cannot afford cloth use as a succedaneum a narrow kilt of fibre or skin, and some were seen with a tassel of fibre or a leafy twig depending from a string bound round the waist, and (lisplaying the nearest approach to the ori- ^,inal fig-leaf. At Ujiji the people are observed, for the first time, to make extensive use of the macerated tree-bark, which supplies the place of cotton in Urundi, Karagwah, and the northern kingdoms. This article, technically called " tnbugn," is made froln the inner bark of various trees, especially the mrimbaZ and the mwale.t The trunk of the full-grown tree is stripped of its in- tegument twice or thrice, and is bound with plantain-leaves till a finer growth is judged fit for manwulation. This bark is carefully 

* See Chap VI. 
t The mwale is the huge raphia allueled to in Chap. It. Its midrib is used for building huts: the fibres of the leaves, locally called mondo, are steeped, bruised, and made into lines for threading beads, and into strings for the zeze or guitar- in Uruwwa and the northerll kingdoms the people make of them a fine stuS, some- what like the grasscloth imported from Bukini, or Northern Madagascar, into Zanzibar, and fetching there four dollars per piece. In Ujiji and Urulldi light arrows are cut out of the midrib of the mwale; 
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reluoved, steeped in water, macerated, kneaded, and potlnded with 
elul)s and battens to the consistency of a eoarse eotton. Palm-oil 
is then spirted upon it bom the mouth, and it aequires the colour 
of chamois-leather The Wajiji obtain the mbugu mostly frem 
IJrundi and Uvira. They are fond of striping it with a blaek vege- 
table mud so as to resemble the spoils of leopards and wild cats, 
and they favour the delusion by cutting the edge into long strips, 
like the tails and other extremities of wild beasts. The priee of 
the mbugu varies aecording to size from six to twelve khete 
or strings of beads. Though durable, it is never washed; after 
lnany months' wear the superabundance of dirt is removed hy 
l)utter or ghee. 

Besides the eommon brass* girdles and braeelets, armlets and 
anklets, masses of white poreelain, blue gIass, and large '; pigeon- 
egC, " beads, and hundreds of the iron-wire cirelets called ?awnbo, worn 
with ponderous brass or eopper ring3 round the lower leg, above 
the foot, the NVajiji are distinguished from tribes not on the lake 
bv necklaces of shells-small pink bivalves strung upon a stout 
fiil;e. Like their Lakist neighbours, they ornament the throat with 
disks, creseents, and strings of six or seven eones, fastened by the 
apex, and depending to the breast. Made vf the M hitebt ivory or 
of the teeth, not the tusks, of the hippopotamus, these dazzling 
ornaments effeetively set off the shining dark skin. Another 
peculiarity amongst these people is a pair of iroll pineers or a piee;e 
of split wood ever hanging round the neek; nor iS itS use less remark- 
able than its preseilce. The Lakists rarely chew, stuoke or take 
S1lU? aeeording to the manner of the rest of mankind. Esery man 
carries a little half-gourd or a diminutive pot of black earthenware 
nearly full of tobaeco, when inclined to indulge, he fills it with 
water, expresses the juice, and fisom the palm of his hand snuis it 
up into his nostrils. The pineers serve to close the exit, otherwise 
the nose must be corked by the application of finger and thumb. 
WVithout much praetiee it is difficult to articulate during the reten- 
tion of the dose, which lasts a few mitllltes, and when an attempt 
is made the words are scarcely intelligible. The arms of the Wajiji 
are small battle-axes and daggers, spears, and large bows, which 
carry ullusually heavy arrows. They fear the gun and the sabre, 
yet they show no uIlvillingrless to fight The Arabs avoid grant- 
ing their demands for muskets atld gunpowder, consequently a 
great chief ne^er possesses more than two or three fire-arlns. 

The Wajiji are considered by the Arabs to be the most trouble- 
some race upon this line of road. They are taught) by the 
example of their chiefs, to be rude, insolent, and extortionate; they 

* The TRajiji have learned to make brass from the Arabs by melting up one- 
third of zinc imported from the coast with two parts of the fine soft and red copper 
brought from the country of the Kazembe, 
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demand beads even for pointing out the road; they will deride and ilnitate a stranger's speech and manner before his face; they can do nothing without a long preliminary of the fiercest scolding; they are as ready with a blow as with a word; and they may often he seen playing at " rough and tumble," fighting, pushing and tear- ing hair in their boats. The AVajiji draw dagger or use spear upon a guest with little hesitation. They think twice, howea7er, be- fore drawing blood which will cause a iud. Their roughness of manner is dashed with a curious ceremoniousness. When the Sultan appears amongst his pbople he stands in a circle and claps his hands, to which all respond in the same way. \Vomen curtsy to one another, bending the right knee almost to the ,round. When tmTo men meet they clasp each other's arms with both hands, rubbing them up and down, and eJaculating for some minutes " Nama sanga ? nama sanga ?- art thou well ? J They then pass the hands down to the forearm, exclairint, " Wakhe ? wakhe ?- how art thou ? " alld finally they clap palms at each other--a token of respect which appears common to these tribes of Central Africa. The children have all the fryowning and unprepossessing look of their parents; they reject little civilities, and seem to spend life in disputes, biting and elawing like wild cat3. There appears to be little family affection in this undemonstative race. The only endearlnent between father and son is a habit of scratching and picking each other, caused probably by the prevalence of a com- plaint before alluded to; as amongst the Simiads, the intervals between pugnacity are always spent exercising the nails. Some- times, also, at sea, when danger is near, the Mjiji breaks the mournful silence of his fellows, who are all thinking of home, with the excmlamation, " Ya mgurl wallge ! O my wife !" The pre- valence of the Fracastorian evil speaks little for their morals. 1'hey are never sober when they can be drunk, perhaps ill no part of the world will the traveller more often see men and women staggering about the villa.ge with thiek speech and violent gestures. The favourite ine;brient is tembo or palm-tod-dy; almost every one, however, even when on board the canoe, smokes bhang, and the whooping and sc.reaming which follow the indulgerlce resemble the noise of wild beasts rather than the sounds of human beings. 'rheir food consists principally of holcus, manioc, and fish, which is rarely eaten before it becomes offensive to European organs. rThe great Xwami or Sultan of Ujiji in 1858 59 was Rusimba. ITnder him were several mutware (mutwale) or minor chiefs, one to each settlemerlt, as Kannena in Kavvele and Lurinda in Gungu. On the arrival of a caravan, Rusimba forwards through his relations, a tusk or two of ivory, thus mutely intimating that he requires his blackmail, which he prefers to receive in beads and kitilldi, proportioning, however, bis dexrand to the trader's 
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rlleans. AShen this point has been settled, the mutware sends his 
})resent, and expects a proportionate return. He is, moreover, 
entitled to a fee for every canoe hired; on each slave the kiremba 
or excise is about half the price; from one to two cloths are 
demanded upon every tusk of ivory; and he will snatch a few 
beads from a man purchasing provisions for his master. The minor 
chiefs are fond of making " sare" or brotherhood with stranters, in 
order to secure them in case of return. They depend for influence 
over their unruly subjects wholly upon personal qualifications, bodily 
strength, and violence of temper. Kallnena, the chief of LaBrele, 
thounh originally a slave, has " won golden opinions " by his conduct 
when in liquor: he assumes the most ferocious aspect, draws his 
dager, brandishes his spear, and, with loud screams, rushes at his 
subjects as with the intention of annihilating them. The adairs of the 
nation are settled by the AiIn ami, the great chief, in a general council 
of the liees, the wateko (in the sinfflular mteko) or elders presiding. 
Their intellects, never of the brightest, are invariably fuddled with 
toddy, and, after bawlint for hours together and coming apparently 
to the most satisfactory conclusiorl, the word of a boy or of an old 
woman will necessitate another lengthy palaver. The sultans, like 
tlleir subjects, brook no delay in their owll afEairs; they impatiently 
clun a stranger half-a-dozen times a day for a few beads, while 
they pat-ielltly keep him waiting for weeks on occasions to him of the 
highest importance, whilst they are drinking pombe or taking leave 
oftheir wives. Besides the magubiko or prelilninary presents, the 
chiefs are bound, before the departure of a caravan which has 
given them satisfactioll, to supply it with half-a-dozen masllta or 
matted packages of grain, and to present the leader with a slave, 
that generally manages to abscond. The parting gifts are technic- 
ally called cc urangozi " or guidance. 

'rhe A7Tajiji showed the (lark side of their character to the East 
African Expedition. Vexed by the refusal to trade for ivory and 
slaves, they declared that sucll " merchants" the highest dignity 
in these lallds lived as it were for nothing; and they sent repeated 
and peremptory messages to depart, which were as peremptorily 
rejected. 'lnhe customary fees weze oSered to them and received. 
As, however, they could not defraud by sale, they insisted upon 
supplying carloes, and upon rationing and remunerating the crews; 
whell other pretexts faile(l, they brought forward the charge of 
magic-a never-failing instrument of annoyance in the hands of 
the African. Though overpaid for milk, they would refuse it with 
insolence, declaring that the operation of boilillg it or of convert- 
ing it into cheese bewitched their cows. When boats are hired 
an Arab pays, besides rations, one cloth to each boatman and 
10 per cent. upon merchandise; for a single passenger the fare 
is one kitindi or coil-bracelet. The price of a carloe xaries ac-- 
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cording to size from four to ten farasilah (each 35 lbs.), here 
equivalent to about the same weight of common beads, white or 
blue porcelain. For two canoes, hired to navigate the northern 
third of the Tanganyika, the Sultaol Kannena demanded and 
received thirty-three kitin(li, forty-nine doti or double cloths, four 
fundo (each ten strings) of the samesame or expensive coral beads, 
thirty-six khete or single strings of the blue glass known as 
nzizima, and seventy-four fundo of khanyera or white, and ukuti wa 
mnazi or green porcelaitls. Besides rations laid in before leaving 
lDjiji, he demanded on the voyage three tobe and ninety-two 
fundo of beads, he clamoured for the purchase of sheep and goats, 
and he fraudulently increased the honga or blackmail of the Lake 
chiefs. Moreover, to suit the con+reniellce of his people, he over- 
manned the canoes, placing in the larger thirty-three and in the 
smaller twenty-two noen besides passengers, slaves, and animals. But 
the European members of the expedition were wholly in his hands; 
the Baloch escort declined to accompany them upon their perilous 
voyane; and a false report concerning a river issuing from the 
northern extremity of the Tanganyika had determined them to visit 
the spot at all risks. The WATajiji never could reconcile them- 
selves to " merchants " who had cozne to see and not to buy; and the 
Expedition owed perhaps its inlmunity from an " avanie " to the 
fact that at the time of its departure the Sultan Kannena was pros- 
trated by low fever, the effect of his immoderate potations. 

The Wajiji have, under the influence of slavery, made no pro- 
gress in the science of commerce. They know nothing of bargain- 
ing or of credit, they will not barter unless the particular medium 
upon which they ha^re set their hearts is forthcoming; and they 
fix a price proportioned to their wants, not to the value of the article. 
The market varies with the number of caravans present at the 
depot, with the seasool, the extent of supply, and a variety of similar 
considerations. Besides the trade in ivory, slaves, bark, cloth, 
and palm-oi], they manufactule and hawk about iron sickles 
sh;ped like the European, " kengele," " kiugi," or small bell3, and 
samboX or wire circlets,worn as ornaments round the ankles, " Sime " 
-locally called tambi long double- edged knives in wooden sheaths, 
neatly whipped with Stl'ipS of rattan, and jembe, or hoes. Of 
bells a dozen were purchased in AIarch and April of 1858 for 
2 fundo of white beads. Jembe and large Sime averaged also 
2 fundo. Of good sambo 100, and of the inferior quality 200, 
were procurable for a fundo. The iron is brought in a rough 
state from Uvira. The value of a goat was 1 shukkah, which here 
represents, as in Unyamezi, 12 feet, or double the length of 
the shukkah in other regions, the single cloth being called lupande, 
or upande. Sheep, all of a very inferior quality, cost ?omewhat 
snol e than goats. A hen, or from five to sis eggs, is bought for 1 khete 
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of samesame, or red coral beads, here worth three times the 
qualltity of white porcelain. Large fish, or those above 2 lbs. in 
weight, are sold for 3 khete; the small fry the white-bait of 
this region 1 khete per 2 lbs.; and diminutive shrimps 1 khete 
per 31bs. Of plantains, a small bunch of 15, and of sweet 
potatoes and yams from lO to 15 roots, are purchased for a 
khete; of artichokes, egt,-plants, and cucumbers, from 50 to 100. 
The wild vegetables generically called mboC,a are the cheapest 
of these esculents. Beans, phaseoli, ground-nuts, and the voandzeia, 
are expensive, about 2 lbs. per khete. Rice is not generally 
grown in Ujiji; a few measures of fine white grain were ptlrchased 
at a fancy price fiom one Sayfu bin I4asani, a pauper lMsawahili 
from the isle of Chole, settled in the country. The sugar-cane 
is poor and watery; it is sold in lengths of 4 or 5 feet for the 
khete; one cloth and two khete purchased 31bs. of fine white 
holley. Tobacco is comparatively expensive. Of the former a 
shukkah procured a bag weighing perhaps 10 lbs. Milk was ?old 
at fancy prices, averaging about three teacups for the khete. A 
shukkah will purchase 3 lbs. of butter, and ghee is not made 
for the market. It was impossible to blly sweet toddy, as the 
Wajiji never smoke llor clean the pots into wllich it is drawn. Of 
the acid alld highly intoxicating drink used by the people, from 
five to six teacups are procurable for a khete. Firewood, being 
imported, is expensive, a khete being the price of a little faggot 
colltaining fiom 50 to 100 sticks. About 1 lb. of uncleaned cotton 
is to be purcllase(l for 3 khete of samesame. It must be observed, 
that this list of prices, which represents the market at Kawele, gives 
a high average, many of the articles being brought in calloes fFom 
eonsiderable distances, and even from the opposite coast. 

The traveller in the Lake Regions loses by cloth; the people, 
coIltented with softened skins alld tree-bark, prefer beads, orna- 
ments, and more durable articles: on the other hand, he gains 
upon salt, which is l)urchase(l half-price at the Parugerero pans, 
and upon large wilzes brought from the coast. Beads are a neces- 
sary evil to those erlgaged in buying ivory and slaves. In 
1858 the AVajiji rejected with contempt the black porcelains, called 
ububu. At first they would not receive the khanyera, or white 
porcelains; and afterward3, when the Expeditioll had exchanged, 
at a considerable loss, a large stock for langiyo, or small blues, 
they demanded the former. The bead most in fashioll was the 
mzizima, or large lulue glass, three khete or strings of which were 
equivalent to a small cloth; the samesame, or re(l corals, required 
to be exchanged for mZizitilan of which one khete was an equi- 
valent to three of samesame. The ulaguru nzige, or pink porce- 
lains, Brere at par. The tobacco-stem bead, calleel sofi, and 
current at Msene, was in clemand. In exchanging others for this 
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variety, the merchant loses corlsiderably when by wear or accilent 
the single pieces, called masaro, have diminished in size. The 
reader will excuse the prolixity of these wearisome details; they 
are necessary parts of a picture of lnanners and customs in Central 
Africa. l\Ioreover, a foreknowledge of the requirements of the 
people is a vital condition of successful exploration. There is 
nothing to arrest the traveller's progress in this section of the 
African interior except the failure of his stores. 

A serious inconvenience awaits the inexperienced, who find a 
long halt at, and a return from, Ujiji necessary. The Wanyam- 
wezi pagazi, or porters, hired at Unyanyembe, bring with them the 
cloth and beads which they have received as hire for going to and 
coming from the lake, and they lose no time in bartering the outfit 
for ivory or slaves. Those mTho prefer the former article will delay 
for some days with extreme impatience and daily complaints, 
fearing to cross Uvinza in small bodies when loaded with valuables. 
The purchasers of slaves, however, knowing that they will inevitably 
lose them after a few days at Ujiji, desert at once. In all cases, 
the report that a caravan is marching eastwards causes a general 
disappearance of the porters. As the VVajiji will not carry, the 
caravan is re(luced to a halt, which may be protracted for months, 
in fact, till another body of men coming from the east will engage 
themselves as return-porters. Atoreover, the departure houlewards 
almost always partakes of the nature of a flight, so fearful are the 
strangers lest their slaves should seizc the opportunity to desert. 
The Omani Arabs obviate these inconveniences by always travelling 
with large bodies of domestics, whose interest it is not to abandon 
the master. They also wisely discourage the African's proclivity 
for "levantinc," by refusing to hire pagazi who have run away. 
The coast Arabs, and the WVasawahili, on the other hand, ignore 
this point of columercial honour, and shamelessly offer a premium 
to deserters. AVarned of this inconvenience, the porters attached 
to the E. African Expedition were for the most part paid at 
Unyanyembe only as far as the lake; their slaves and ivories 
also were placed under surveillance. These measures did not, 
however, prevent 25 men deserting in a single night. 

South of the NVajiji lie the \Vakaranga, a people previously 
described as almost identical in development and condition, but 
somewhat inferior in energy and civilization. Little need be said 
of the A7Tavinza, who appear to unite the bad qualities of both the 
Wanyamweziand the A0Tajiji. They are a dark, meagre, and ill- 
looking tribe; poorly clad in skin aprons and kilts. They keep 
of insects by illserting the chauri, or fly-flap, into the waistband 
of their kilts; and at a distance present, like the Hottentots, the 
appearance of a race with tails. Their arms are spears, bows, 
and arrows; an(l they use, ulllike their neighbourQ, wicker-work 
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shields 6 feet long by 2 in breadth. Their chiefs are of the 
AVatosi race: hence every stranger who nleets with their appro- 
bation is called, in compliment, Mtosi. They will admit caravans 
into their villages, clirty clumps of beehive huts; but they refuse 
to provide them with lodging. Mercharlts with valuable outfits prefer 
the jungle, and wait patientlr for provisions brought in baskets 
from the settlements. They seldom muster courage to attack a 
caravan, but stragt,lers are ila imminent danger of being cut off by 
them. Their country is rich in cattle and poultry, grain and vege- 
tables. Bhang grows everywhere near the settlements, and they 
indulge themselves in it immoderately. 

The Watuta a word of fear in tllese regiorls-are a tlibe of 
robbers oritinally settled upon the southern extremity of the Tan- 
ganyika Lake. After plundering the lands of iNIarungu and Ufipa, 
whose cattle they almost annihilated, the A1Watuta migrated north- 
wards, rounding the eastern side of the lake. Some years ago 
they were called in by Ironga, the late Sultan of U'ungu,$ to 
assist him against Mtli' Gumbi, the powerful chief of the WA7arori. 
The latter were defeated, after obstinate fighting for many months. 
After conquering the AVarori, the Watuta settled in Sultan Ironga's 
lands, rather by might than right, and they were expelled by his 
son with the greatest difficulty. From U'ungu their next step 
was to the southern bank of the tIalagarazi River. About three 
years ago this restless tribe was sullemoned by Mzogera, the 
present Sultan of Uvinza, to assist him in seizing Uhha, which had 
just lost 'r'hare, its chief. The A77atuta crossed the MalagaraziS 
laid waste the lands of Uhha and Ubuha, and desolated the 
northern region between the river and the lake. Shortly after- 
wards they attacked Mselle, and were only repulsed by the match- 
locks of the Arabs after a week of hard skirmishing. In the 
early part of 1858 they slew Ruhembe, the Sultan of Usui, a dis- 
trict north of Unyanyembe, upon the road to Karagwah. In the 
latter half of the sanle year they marched upon Ujiji, plundered 
Gungu, and proceeded to attack Kawele. The valiant Wannena 
and all his men fled to the mountains. The Arab merchants, 
however, who were then absent on a commercial visit to Uvira, 
returned precipitately to defelld their depots, and with large l)odies 
of slave-musketeers beat off the invader. The lands of the 
Watuta are now bounded on the north by Utumbara, on the south 
by Msene; eastwards by the meridian of \Vilyankuru and west- 
war(ls by the highlands of IJrundi. 

The NVatuta, accorcling to the Arabs, are a pastoral tribe, 
despising, like the \Vamasai and the Somal, such luxuries as houses 
and fields, they wander from place to place, canlping under trees, 

* See Chap. XI. 
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over which they thromT their mats, and driving their herds and 
plundered cattle to the nost fertile pasture-grounds. The dress is 
sometimes a mbtlgu or bark-cloth; more generally it is confined 
to the humblest tribute paid to decency by the Kafirs of the Cape, 
and they have a similar objection to removing it. On their 
forays they move in large bodies, women as well as men, with ti-e 
children and baggage placed upon bullocks, and their xvealth in 
brass wire twisted round the horns. Their wives carry their 
weapons, and join it is said in the fight. The arms are two sholt 
spears, one in the right hand, the other in the left, concealed by a 
large shield, so that tlley can thrust upwards unawares: disdaining 
bows and arrows, they show their superior bravery by figllting at 
close quarters, and they never use the spear as an assegai. In 
describing their tactics the Arabs (all them 4' Ashab hiyal" or 
maneeuvrers. Their thousands march in four or five extended lines, 
and attack by attempting to envelop the enemy. 'I'here is no 
shouting or war-cry to distract the attention of the combatants: 
iron whistles are used for the necessary signals.$ Duril]g the 
battld the Sultan or chief; whose ensign is a brass stool, sits attended 
by his forty or fifty elders in the rear; his authority is little 
more than nominal, the tribe priding itself uporl autonomy. The 
Watllta rarely run away, and take no thought of their killed and 
wounded. 'l'hey do not, like the ancient Jews and the Gallas and 
Abyssinians of the present day, carry off a relic of the slain foe; 
in idCt, the custom seems to be ignored south of the equator. The 
Watuta have still however a wholesome fear of firearms, and the 
red flag of the caravan causes them to decamp without delay. 
According to the Arabs they are not inhospitable, and though 
rough in manner they have always received guests with honour. 
A fanciful trait is related concerning them: their first question tz) 
a stranger will be " Didst thou see me from afar ?"-which, being 
interpreted, meansf Did you hear of my greatness before coming 
here? and they hold an answer in the negative to be a casus 
belli. 

Remain for consideration the people of Ubuha and Uhha. The 
Wabuha form a small and insignificant tribe bounded on the north by 
Uhha, and on the south by the Malagarazi River: the total breadth 
is about three marches; the length, from the Rusugi stream of the 
Wavinza to the frontiers of Ujiji and UkarangaX is a distance of 
four days. Their principal settlement is Uyollwa, the district of 
Sultan Sliariki: it is a rtlere clearinffl in the jungle, with a few 
pauper huts dotting fields of sweet potatoes. This harmless and 
oppressed people will sell provisions, but though poor they are 

* Similarly the Kafirs give signals to their cattle whell at a distance with 
small whistles made of the bone of some animal. 
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particular upon the subject of beads, preferring the coral and blue 
to the exclusion of black and white. They are a dark, curly- 
headed, and hard-favoured race: they +rear the shushah or top- 
knot of hair, dress in skins and tree-barks, ornament themselves 
with brass and copper armlets, ivory disksS and beads, and are 
never without their sveapons, spears and assegais, daggers, and 
small battle-ases. LIonourable woulen wear tobes of red broad- 
cloth and fillets of grass or fibre confininC the hair. 

Uhha, written by t?r. Cooley Oha$ was formerly a large tract of 
land bounded on the north by the mountains of Urundi, southwards 
and eastwards by the Malagarazi River, and oll the west by th, 
northern parts of Ujiji. As has been recoullted, the A;tahha 
scattered by tlle \;\Tatuta have dispelsed themselves over the 
broad lands betmTeen Unyanyembe and the 'inanganyika, all(l their 
fertile country, well stocked with the finebt cattle has become 
a waste of jungle. A remnant of the tribe, under Kanoni, their 
present Sultan, son of the late T'hare, took refuge in the highlands 
of Urundi, not far from the principal settlement of the mountain- 
king trweZl here they find water and pasture for their herds, and 
the strength of the country enables them to beat oF their enemies. 
The \ATahha are a comparsatively fair an(l a not uncomely race; 
they are however universally hel(l to be a vile and servile people; 
according to the Arabs they came originally from the southern 
regions, the rnost ancient seat of slavery in 1g. Africa. Their 
Sultans or chiefs are of AVahinda or princely origin, probably 
descendants from the regal race of Unyamwezi.t Wahha slaves 
sell dearly at Msene; an adult male costs from 5 to 6 doti merkani, 
and a full-grown girl 1 gorah lrlerkani cr kaniki. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

THE TANGANYIKA LAKE. 

THE Tan^,anyika Lake, though in the heart of Africa, and hitherto 
unvisited by Europeans, has a history of its own, extending through 
more thall three centuries. 

"Accounts of a great sea in the interior of Africa obtailled 
(probably from native travellers) at Congo and Sofala," reached the 

* ' Geography of N',vassi,' p. 23.-" The king of the last-named country (Oha) 
is the sovereign of the Monomoezi From the last town in Oha to the nearest 
shores of the lake is a distance of follr days." The distallce is correct. The 
Wahha, however, aswill be seen, never gave a sovereign to Unyamwezi,nor esercised 
sway over its chiefs, although their ruler is of royal race. In ' [nner Africa Laid 
Open,' p. 59, we read that Mohammed bin Nasur, of Zarlzibar, calls the King of 
Oha " TEri," or the lion. But " T'hare " is a mere proper name. 

t For other details concerning the Wahinda, or princely race, See Chap. IX 
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l'ortuguese settlemellts on both sides of that continent.$ Ill the Decades of De Barros (first printed in 1552) substantially correct (letails, such as the length, 100 leagues, the capability of navigation, and the one large island, are curiously intermingled with theoretical conclusions, which make the Nile, the Zaire, the Manisa, and other great rivers issue from its bosom. Subsequently, i'igafetta (1591), writing upon the authority of Portuguese inquirers, affirms that there is but one lake (the Nyassa) on the confines of Angola and WIonomotapa, but that there are two lakes (the Nyassa and the Tanganyika), not lying east and west, as was supposed by Ptolemy of Alexandria, but north and south of each other, and about 400 miles asullder, which give birth to the Nile. FroIn that epoch dates the origill of our modern misconceptions concerning the Lake region of Central Intertropical Africa. The Nyassa and the 'Tanganyika were now blended,t then separated, according to the theories or the inforrnation of the geographer; no explorer ventured to raise from the land of mystery the veil that invested it, and the "Monlbas Mission" added the colophon by con- fouoading, with the old confusion, the Nyanza or Ukerewe, a third lake, of hich they had heard at Mombasah and elsewhere. It is not wonderful then that Dr. Vincent suspected the existence or the place of the Central Lake, or that the more ignorant popularizers of knowledge confounded the waters of the Nyassa alld the 

Ngami.: 

Xk Mr. Gooley's ' Geography of N'yassi,' p. l. The following extracts from Portuguese history in these pages are entil ely taken from that learned work, which wanted nothing but a foundation of fact. The geographer's principal informant, in 183+, was one Khamisi Wa Tani, civilised into Khamis bin Osman7 a Msawahili, flom Lamu, who, having visited the Nyassa Lake, pretended that he had travelled to the shores of the Tanganyika. A sufficient proof of this fact are his express de- clarations to Mr. Cooley (' Tnner Africa Laid Open,' p. 56), that he saw the " Swaha," or Rufiji, issuing from the lake (Tanganyika) with his own eyes; and that there is a total want of water during the last three days from Oha to the lake, mrhere the road runs along the right bank of the great Malagarazi River. Another specimen of hislively imagination is the carnelian or agate currency brought ftom the summit of Kilima Ngao, and gravely chronicled by the European geographer. In ' Inner Africa Laid Open,' p. 72, Mr. Cooley rightly asserts that Khamis bin Osman was well acquainted with the Wanyassi, and knew bllt the one lake. t In the map appended to Lieut. F. Wilford's paper on 'Egypt and other Countries adjacent to the Nile of Ethiopia ' (' Asiat. Researches,' vol. iii.), the Kali, or Nile, takes its rise from the Amara Laked also called Deva Sarovara, or the Lake of the Gods, in the regions of Sharma, or Sharmasthan, between tlle mountains of Ajagara and Sitanta. The country lwoulld the lake is also called Somagiri, or Moon Mountains, and the water stretches from a little S. of the equator to 14? S. lat., thus combilling the Tanganyika with the Nyassa, or Maravi Lake. 
4: In the ' Mlestminster Reviesv ' (Nerv Series, No. XX.) occurs the following pas- sage, which sufficiently illustrates the assertion in the text * the learned critic is dis- cussing Mr. C. Anderssorl's ' Lake Ngami,' &c. &c. (LoIldorl, 1856):-8' African mis- sionaries, penetrating s>me little distance inland from the S.E., recently brought information, which they received secon(lhand from Arab travellers, of a vast fresh- water lake far in the interior, described as beirJg of enormous dimensions-as no- thing less than a great inland sea. Frequenters of the Geographical Society's 
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The earliest name given by theoretical writers to the hypo- 
thetical single lake appears to have been Zembere, Zembere, 
Zambre, Zambri, or Zembre, probably a corruption or dialectic 
variety of Zambesi, * that river being supposed, like the 
Nile, the Zaire, the Alanisa, and others, to be derived from it. 
The word Moravi or Alaravi, wilich still deforms our maps, is 
the name of a large tribe dwelling about the Nyassa. In 
the seventeenth century Luigi Mariallo,t a missioner residing 
at the Rios de Sena, calls the (Sentral Sea the Lake of He- 
mosura; his description howe-er applies to the Nyassa, l!vIaravi 
or Kilwa Lake, alld the word is probably a corruption of Rusuro 
or Lusuro, which in the language of Uhiao sit,nifies a river or 
flowing water. In the ' Mombas M;ssion Map ' the lake is called 
" See von Uniamesi," a mere misnomer, as it is separated by 
hundreds of nliles from the Land of the SIoon: the northern part 
is termed Ukerewe, by a corlfusion with the Nyanza Lake; an(l the 
southern is named N'hanja, for Nyassa, the old " Maravi water" near 
Kilwa. It is not a little curious, however, that Messrs. Cooley and 
Macqueen: should both have recorded the vernacular name of the 
northern Lake " Tanganyika,"? so unaccountably omitted from the 

meetings ill Whitehall-place have observed in consequence, Oll the site which used 
to be marked in the maps as a sandy desert, a blue spot, about the size of the 
Caspian, and the shape of a hideous inflated leech. NVe trusted that a more accu- 
rate survey would correct the extreme frightfulIless of the supposed folm. Mr. 
Andersson has spared us furtller excitement. The lake turns out to be a mirage- 
a mythus with the smallest concei able nucleus of fact. On the very spot occupied 
by this great blue leech-long. E. from Greenwich 23? alld lat. s. 20? 21'-he 
found a small speck of bitter water, something more than tsventy miles across or 
the size of Lake Corrib in Galway. So perishes a phantom which has excited 
London geographers for a whole season." 

Had the learned reviewer used his eyes or his ju(lgment in Whitehall-place, he 
would not thus have confoullded the hypothetic sea of the ' Mombas Mission Map ' 
-a reservoir made to include the three several avaters of Nyanza, Tanganyika 
and Nyassa-in E. lon. 24?-29?, and s. lat. 0? 13t-with the little Ngami explored 
by Dr. Livingstone and a party of friends in August, 1849, and placed by him in E. 
lollg. 2o?, and in s. lat. 20? 20'-21'. The nearest points of the two waters are 
separated by an interva], in round numbers, of 700 miles. 

$ Dr. Beke erroneously s-apposes it to be a corruption of " Usambiro," the name 
of a distant eastern province (chap. w.), utterly unknown to the Lakist population 
of the Tanganyika, though possibly familiar to those dwelling near the Nyanza. 

t ' Lettere annue d Etiopia, Malabar, Brasil, e Goa ' (Roma, 1627), qlloted 
and explained by Mr. Cooley. 

t Mr. Macqueen (in the map appended to ' Notes on the Geography of Central 
Aft ica,' p. 1 l 6) places the northfertl point of the Tanganyika in about S? 4S' s. lat. 
and the centre in 39? E. long. He also (' Geography of Central Africa,' p. 1"2) 
infers that the Cassabe River, or itS united streams, " must," if the information of 
M. Ladislaus Magyar's observations be correct, "be a feeder of the Geeat Lake 
Sangan?liksx, in the Monomoise country." 

? " From a towz os tr ibe cce71e(1 Za1tyanxJika (Zangallika), on the c>pposite or south- 
western side of the lake (near which Oha is three days' oaage across), they obtain 
copper, ivory, and oil of a led colour " (' Geography of N'yassi,' p. 29, arld ' Inner 
Africa Laid Open,' p. 59). There is no town near the lake, and Zanganyika, in the 
S. A. dialect, cannot be the name of a tribe * as it " wants the indispetlsable character- 
istic of the personal and gentile form.' 



4 Mombas Mission Map.' The words Tanganyenka and Tan- 
ganyenko used by Dr. Livingstone, who in places appears to 
contbund it with the Nyanza and the Nyassa* are palpable 
mispronunciatlons 

'lnhe African name for the central lake is Tangarlyika signi- 
fying an anastomosis or a meeting-place (sc. of waters) from 
ku tanganyika, the popular word " to join," or " meet together ." the 
initial t being changed to ch-ku changanyika for tanganyika- 
in the lingua itranca of Zanzibar doubtless gave rise to Mr. 
Cooley's '; Zanganyika." The word Tanganyika is universally used 

sa,. .... 1 , 

y t ze waJlJl and other tribes near and llpon the lake. The 
Arabs and African strangers, when speaking loose]y of it, call it 
indifferently the Bahari or Sea, the Ziwa or Pond? and even the 
Mton; or Rive. The " Sea of Ujiji' wouldX after the fashion of 
liasterns, be limited to the waters in the neighbourhood of that 
principal depotnt 

The Tangatlyika occupies the centre of the length of the African 
continentS which extends frozn 32? N. to 33? s. latituden and it lies 
On the western extremitv of the eastern third of the breadth. Its 
general direction is parallel to the inner African line of volcanic 
action drawn from Gondar southwards through the regions about 
Kilima Ngao (Kilimanjaro) to Mount Njesa) the eastern wall of the 
Syassa Lake.: The general formation suggests, as in the case of 
the Dead Sea, the idea of a volcarlo of depression-not, like the 
Nyansa or Ukerewe a vast reservoir formed by the drainage of 
mountairls. Judging from the eye, the walls of this basin rise in 
an almost cozatinuous curtain, rarely waving and infracted, to 2Q00 
or 3000 feet above the water-level. The lay is almost due north 

* When DrB Livingstone (' Journeys and Researclles ;n S. Africa?' chap. xxiv.) 
reports the 44Tanganyenka" to be '; connected with another named Kalagwe7 or 
G2rague, farther north>'t he alludes to the Syansa? or Ukerewe lying to the east 
of the mountain district of Karagsah, which must not, however, be confounded 
with the far-distant AbyssiniaJl Gurague, as was done by Joao dos Santos in 1684, who 
^rites that the " pagans and savages of Munimiji derived revenue from thesr gold- 
mines in the kingdom of Gorage." The Arabs have dreamed of a r;ver eonnecting 
the Nyansa and the Tanganyika, but the difference of levels, as will presently ap- 
pear, disproves its existence. II1 the conclusion of the above-quoted sentence, '4 and 
may be the Nyanja of the Maravim," the author mallifestly adhered to the olel 
error which joins the Nyassa with the Tanganyika. 

t Dr. Berghaus7 " the would- be reviver of Do:n}ville who ptlblished, in 1850 
the worst rnap of Africa produced for a century and a half" (Mr Cooley, ' Inner 
Africa Laid Open, p. 51), actually places ill 7 30? s. lat., and 24? E. long*, with a 
length of 180 and a breadth of forty miles, a water which he calls Awilunda, the 
Ache;lunda of Duarto Lopez7 who resided in Congo about 1580. 

$ Mr. Cooley (' Geography of Nsyassi,2 p. 48) concludes that the lake (in which 
he unites the Tanganyika with the Nyassa) extends chiefly from S.E. to N.W., 
a " direction parallel to the line of volcanic action drawn through tbe Isle de Bour- 
bon the north of Madagascar, and the Comore Islands and to orle of the two lines 
predominating on the coasts of Southern Afisica, where there are no alluvial flats 
and which may be considered as $he results of milleralogical lass and as anarking 
the principal fractures of the rocky system." 
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and south, and the form a long oval, widening in the central portions 
and contracting systematically at both extremities. The lelzgth 
of the bed was thus calculated. From IJjiji (ill s. lat. 4? 55') to 
Uvira (ill s. lat. 39 25'), where the narroxving of the breadth evi- 
dences approach to the northern head, was found by exploration a 
direct distance of 1? 30' 90 miles, which, allowing for the in- 
terval between Uvira and the river Rusizi, that forms the north- 
ernmost limit, may be increased to 100 rectilineal geographical 
etliles. According to the Arab voyagers, who have frequently 
roullded the lake, Ujiji lies 8 stages from the northern, and 12 
from the southern end; the extent from Ujiji to the Marungu 
River, therefore, is roughly computed at 150 miles. The total of 
length, from Uvilta in s. lat. 309 25' to l\larullgu in s. lat. T? 20', 
would then be somewhat less than 250 rectilitlear geographical 
miles. About Ujiji the water appears to vary in breadth from 30 
to 35 miles, but the serpentine fUrm of the banks, with a succes- 
sion of serrations and indentations, of re-enterinffl and salient 
angles- some jutting far and irregularly illtO the bed-render the 
estinlate of average diicult. 'rhe Arabs agree ln c()rrectly 
stating, that opposite Ujiji the shortest breadth of the lake is about 
equal to the channel which divides Zanzibar *om the mainland, 
or between 2.3 and 24 miles. At Uvira the breadth narrows to 8 
miles. Assuming, therefore, the total length at 250, and the mean 
breadth at 20, geographical rniles, the circumference of tlle Tan- 
ganyika would represent, in round numbers, a total of 550 miles; 
the superficial area, which seems to vary little, covers about 5000 
square miles; and the drainage from the befrinning oftlle great 
Central Africatl depressioll in Unyatnwezi, in E. long. 33' 58', 
numbers from the eastward about 240 sniles. 

By B. P. thermometer the altitude of the lake is 1850 feet 
above the sea-level, and nearly '000 feet below the plateau of 
Unyamwezi and the Nyanza, or northern lake. This difference of 
level, even did llOt high hill-ranges intervene, would preclu(le the 
possibility of thal connection between the waters which the Arabs, 
by a conjecture natural to inexpert geographers, have maintained 
to the confusi()n of the learned. The topographical situation of 
the Tanganyika is the ceoltre of a deep depression, a hollow 
trough in the southern spurs of Urundi, which, with its mountain- 
neighbour Karagwah, situated upon the equator, represents the 
Central Af} ican portion of the Lunar SIountains. It lmay be 
observed that the parallel of the northerll extremity of the Tan- 
ganyika nearly corresponds with the southern creek of the Nyanza, 
and that they are separated by an arc of the melidian of about 
343 uliles. 

'rhe water of the Tanganyika appears deliciously sweet and 
pure after the salt and bitter, the putrid and slimy produce of tile 
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wells, pits, and pools on the line of march. The people, however, 
who drillk it millingly when afloat, prefer, when on shore, the little 
springs which bubble from its banks. They complain that it does 
not satisfy thirst, and they contrast it unfavourably with the waters 
of its rival the Nyanza: it appears, moreover, to corrode metal and 
leather with exceptional power. The colour of the pure and 
transparent mass has apparently two normal lrarieties: a dull sea- 
green never, however, verdigris-coloured, as in the shoals of the 
Zanzibar seas, where the reflected blue of the atmosphere blends 
with the yellow of the sandy bottom; the other, a clear, soft asure, 
not deep and dark, like the ultramarine of the Mediterraneall, 
but resembling the light alld milky tints of tropical seas. lJnder 
a strong wind the waves soon rise in yeasty lines, foaming up from 
a turbid greenish surface, and the aspect becomes menacing in the 
extreme. 

It was found impracticable to take soundings of the Tangan- 
yika: the Arabs, however, agreed in asserting that with lines of 
several fathoms they found bottom only near the shores. The 
shingly shore shelves rapidly, without steps or overfalls, into blue 
water. Judging from the eye, the bottom is sandy and profusely 
strewn with worn pebbles. Reefs and washes were observed near 
the shores; it was impossible to form an idea of their position or 
extent, as the crews confine themselves to a few well-known lines, 
from which they cannot be persuaded to diverge. Moreover, 
amongst other superstitions, they have a marked objection to be 
asked questions when upon the water. No shoals or shallows were 
seen at a distance from the coasts, and though islets are not unfre- 
quent upon the margin, only olle was observed or heard of near 
the centre.^ 

The affluents of this lake are neither sufficiently numerous nor 
considerable to alter by sedimentary deposit the depth or the 
shape of the bed. The borders are generally low: a thick fringe 
of rush and reed, obviating erosion by the element, conceals the 
watery margin. AYhere the currents beat, they cut out a short 
and narrow strip of quartzose sand, profusely strewn with large 
shingle, gravel, comminuted shells, and marine exuviae, with 
a fringe of drift formed by the joint action of wind and wave. 
Beyond this is a shelving plain-the principal locality for cultiva- 
tion and settlements. ln some parts it is a dry conglomerate; in 
others, a rich red loam, apparently stained with oxide of iron; 
and in others sandy, but everynvhere coated with the thickest vege- 
tation extending to the background of mountains. The coast is here 
alld there bluff; with miniature cliffs and headlands, whose forma- 
tiOIl iS of sandstone strata tilted up and distorted, or small blocks 
embedded in indurated reddish earth. lfrom the water appeared 
piles of a dark stone resembling angular ba?alt, and amongst the 
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rock-crevices the people fintl the float-clay, or mountain lneal, with 
which they dec{rate their persons and the sterns of their canoes. 
The ullcultivated hill summits produce various cactacene, the sides 
are clothed with giant trees, .the mvule,$ the tamarind, and the 
bauhinia. On the declines, more precipitous than Swiss ter- 
races, manioc and cereals grow luxuriantly, whilst the lowest levels 
are dark with groves of plantains and Guinea-palms. 

A careful investigation and comparison of statements leads 
to the belief that the Tanganyika receives and absorbs the 
whole river-system a network of streams, nullahs, and torrents- 
of that portion of the Central Africa.n depression whose water- 
shed collverges towards the great reservoir.t Geographers will 
doubt that such a mass, situate(l at so considerable an altitude, 
can maintain its level without an effluent. Moreover, the freshness 
of the water would, under normal circumstances, argue the escape 
of saline lnatter washed down by the influents from the area of 
drainage. But may not the Tanganyika, situated, like the Dea(l 
Sea, as a reservoir for supplying with humidity the winds which 
have parted with their moisture in the barren and arid regions of 
the south, maintain its level by the exact balance of supply 
and evaporation ? And may rlot the saline particles deposited in 
its waters be wanting in some constituent which renders them 
evident to the taste ?: One point concerning the versant has 
been proved by these pages, rlamels, that the Tanganyika cannot 
be drained eastward by rents in a subtending mountain ridge, as 
was supposed by Dr. Livingstone from an indiscriminately applied 
analogy with the ancient head-basin of the Zambesi.? 

As in Zanzibar, there is little variety of temperature upon the 
Tanganyika. The lriolent easterly gales, which, pouring down 

* A large forest-tree found in the islalld and on the coast of Zanzibar, where 
however, it has become rare, in consequence of the wastefulness of the people, who 
destroy the finest trunk to malie a diminutive plank or canoe. 

t If the statement of the Arabs cotlcerning the influence of the Marungu, or 
Southern River, into the Tanganyika be correct, there must be a seam of high 
grouled across the Central African depression- and a change of watershed between 
that lake and the Nyassa of Kilwa. 

t In the African continent, uloreover, the saline lakes are of small dimensions - 
and ?ome, the lately-discovered Shirwa and the Ngami for instance, are fresh and 
potable during the rainy seasons. 

? Dr. Livingstone (cllap. xxiv.-xxvi. et passim) informs his readers, from re- 
port of the Arabs, that the Tangallyika is a large shallow body of water, in fact 
the residuum of a mass anciently much more extensive. This, however, is not 
and cannot be the case. In theorizing upon the eastern versant and drainage of 
the Tanganyika, Dr. Livingstone seems to have been misled by having observed 
that the wast inland sea of geological ages, of which Lake Ngami and its neighbour 
Kumadan are now the principal remains, had been desiccated by cracks and fissures 
caused in the subtending sides by earthquakes and sudden upheavals, which thus 
opened for the waters an exit into the Indian C)cean. This may have happened to 
the Nyassa, or Sollthern I,ake; it must not, however, be generalized and extended 
to the Nyanza and the Tallganyika. 
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from the cold heights of Usagara, acquire impetus sufficient to 
carry the current over Ufflogo, IJnyamwezi, and Uvinza, are here 
less sharply defined. The periodical winds olrer the lake- 
regular, but not permanent are the south-east and the south- 
west, which also bring up the foulest weather. The land and sea 
breezes are felt almost as distinctly as upon the shores of tile 
Indian Ocean. The breath of the morning, called by the Arabs 
el barad, or the zephyr, sets in from the north. During the day 
are light variable breeses, which often subside, hen the weather 
;s not stormy, into caltns In the evenings a light afflatus comes 
up from the lake. Throughout the drv season the lake becomes a 
wind-trap, and a heavy ground-sea tolls towards the shore. In the 
rains there is less sea but accidents occur from sudden and lriolent 
storms, which are preluded, as about Zanzibar, by sudden gusts of 
cold and rainy wind. The mountainous breakers of Arab and 
native informants were not seen; indeed, with a depth of three 
feet from ridge to dell a wave would swamp the largest laden 
canoe. Wind-currellts appear commoll. In a few hours a stream 
will be traversed setting strongly to the east, and crossed by 
a southerly or a south-westerly current. tI;gh gale3, in certain 
localltzes whetc the waves set UpOll a flat, flush shore dri^re the 
waves from 15 to 20 feet beyond the norrzzal mark. 'rhis circum- 
stance may partly explain the Arab belief ill a regular ebb an(l 
flow, which they maintain has been observed in the Tanganyika 
and the Nyassa Lakes and which Mr. Andersson beliexTes to exist 

in the Ngarni. A mass of water so large must be, to a certain 
extent, subjeet to tidal influences; but the narrowness cf the bed 
:trom west to east would render this eeet almost unobservable.t 

The navigation of the Tangarlyika is as yet undeveloped. It 
has neither quay nor jettyX exeept strips of sand; nor harbour, save 
shallow bays or dwarf ereeks winding through hedges of stiS rush. 
In former times the Arabs built sailing-vessels, bought gatlgs of 
slaves, and trained them to row instead of paddling. In 1858 there 
rernained but one dowS or small quarter-deeked sailillg-craftS capable 
of carrying about 50 men; it belonged to an Arab merchant, Iamid 
bin Sulayyam, who professing willingness to let it for a voyage, 
rlullified his eoneessioll by removing the erew. The native boats t 

* These general observations rest upon the authority of the Arabs. 
t Mr. Galton, the S.African traveller, refers for the explanation of this phe- 

notnenon to a paper 'On ffie Seiches of Lakes,' by Colonel 3. R. Jackson 
E.R.G.S,, publislled in the ' Journal of the R. G. S.,' vol. iii. of 1833, in which the 
learlled author refers the ebb and flow of the waters of Lake Leman, or of Geneva 
(arld of the lakes of Zurich, Annecy, and Constance), to '; all unequal pressure of 
the atmosphere on diffirent parts of the lake at the same time * that is, to the 
simaltaneous efict of columns of air of diSereIlt weight or diSerent elasticity 
arising from temporary variations of temperature, or from mechanical causes.sy 

The craft are called matumbi: in Kisawahili the smaller would be termed 
mtishtla (from tlle Indian machua), al(l the larger ch-ombo, +shich 511. Cooley 



are long, narrow canoes, rudely hollowed with the axe the appli- 
catioll of fire being unknown in fact, mere logs of mvule, or 
some other large tree. The most considerable are composed of 
tllree parts clumsy, ulisshapen planks, fornzing, when placed side 
by side, a keel and two gunwales, the latter fastened to the centre- 
piece by cords of palm-fibre passing through lines of holes. The 
want of caulking causes excessive leakage: the cry Senga ! bale 
out ! rarely ceases, and the irret,ular hollowing of the tree-trunk 
Inakes them lie lopsided in the water. These vessels have neither 
masts nor sails; an iron ring, fixed in the stern, is intended for a 
rudder, which, however, seldom appears except in the canoes of 
the Arabs, and a flag-staS or a fi3hing-rod projects from the bow. 
Lat7ers of palm-ribs are strewed over the interior to raise the cargo 
-which is often of salt above the bil^,e-water. The crew sit 
upon narrow benches, extending across the canoe and fastened 
with cords to holes in the two side-pieces; upon each bench, 
despite the narrowness of the craft, two place themselves side 
by side. The stout. stiS mats used for hutting and bedding 
are spread for comfort upon the seats; and for convenience of 
paddling, the sailors, when at work incline their bodies over the 
sides. In the centre there is a square place about 6 feet long, 
left clear of benches; here also cargo is stored, passengers, cattle, 
and slaves are carried, the paddles, gourds, and other irniture of 
the crew are thrown, and the baling is carried on by means of an 
old buyu.$ It is often ankle-deep in water, and affords no con- 
venience for leaning or lying down; tlae most comfortable place, 
therefore, is near tlle stern or the bow of the boat. The spears are 
planted upright at one or two corners of the hold, so as to lDe 
ready at a moment's notice; each man usually has his dagger 
stuck in his belt, and on lonffl trips all are provided with bows and 
arrows. These Africans cannot row. Tne paddle on the Tan- 
ganyika is a stout staS, about 6 feet loilg, and cut out at the top 
to admit a trefoil-shaped block the size of a man's hand. The 
block is adorned with black paint in triangular patches; it is tied 
to the staS by a bit of whipeord, and it seldom lasts a day wittiout 
breaking. The paddler, placing one hand on the top and the 
other about the middle of the staff, scoops up, as it were, the water 
in fiont of him, steadying his paddle by drawing it along the side 
of the canoe. It is a laboriolls occupation, and an excessive waste 
of power. 

'rhe lake people derive their modern practice of navigation, 
doubtless, from days of old; the earliest accounts of the Portuguese 

- 

(' Inner Africa Laid Open,' p. 12) writes " jumbo." The Arab dow, used on the 
coast for craft generically, means, on the Tanganyika, a " foyst," or half-decked 

essel. 

* The Cuc.url)ita lagenaria. 

Central hnquatorial Af rica, f c. 239 
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mention the tratEc of this inland sea. They have tllree principal 
beats from IJjiji: the northern abuts at the ivory and slave marts 
of Uvira, the western eollducts to the opposite shores of the lake 
and the island-depots on tl-le south-west; and the southern leads 
to the land of Marunr,u. 'rheir eanoes ereep along the shores like 
the hollowed elder-trees of thirty bygone eenturies, and, waiting 
till the weather augurs fairly, they make a desperate push for the 
other side. Nothing but their extreme timidity, exeept when esll- 
boldened by the prospect of a speedy return home, preserves their 
eranky craft from eonstant aecidents. The Arabs, warned by the 
past, prefer the eertain loss ineurred by deputing for trading pur- 
poses agents and slaves to personal risk. A storm upon the lake, 
espeeially on one of the portentous evenings of the tropies, is 
indeed deeply illlpressive. The wind is hushed and the air feels 
sultry and stifling, while low mutterings from the sable cloud- 
banks lying upon the horizon, eut by light masses of mist in a long 
unbroken line, or from the black arch rising above the Aerocerau-> 
nian hills, at times disturb the deathlike stillness. Presently, as 
the shades deepen, a eold gust of wind the invariable presage of 
a storm-pours through the " vast of night ;" lightning flashes at 
first by intervals, then ineessantly, with its aeeompaniment of 
reverberating thunder; now a loud rumbling roll like the booming 
of heavy batteries, then deepening into a erash whieh is followed 
after all interval by a rattling diseharge like the sharp pattering 
of musketry. The waves begitl to rise; the rain deseerlding at 
first in warning-drops, presently in torrents blinds the erew; and 
if the wind inereases there is little ehanee of the frail canoe living 
through the short ehopping sea. In addition to the dangers of the 
deep, the maritime tribes are, or are supposed to beS ever planning 
ambuseades against the boats touching at their lands, and the sight 
of a few woolly heads in the bush causes the crew to rise preeipi- 
tately from food or sleep, to rush headlong to their canoes without 
caring what may be left behind, and to put out to sea beyond the 
reach of a flight of arrows. 

A voyage upon the Tanganyika begins with all the difEeulties 
ancl delays of African loeomotion. When the boat is hired the 
crew must be eolleeted, and paid, ratiolled, and kept together. 
rl'his is no easy task, as eaeh man is thinking solely of his own 
atEairs, disdaining the slightest regard for the wishes, the eomfortb 
or the advantage of his employer. The cargo must then be plaei 
on board, and the eanoe moved from its original plaee to a point 
of known departure, otherwise no man ean be persuaded to embark. 
The expedition sets out in a kind of proeession; the eaptain, 
dressed in his best dress, heads the sailors, who are followed by 
their loud-voiced wives performing upon the rudest musical instru- 
nlents. Of these the most noisy is a liind of shawm, a straight 
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tube of wood bound with palm-fibre, and opening like a clarionet: 
a distressing bray is kept up through a hole pierced in the side. 
The most monotonous is a pair of foolscap-shaped cones of thin iron 
joined at the apices and connected at the bases by a solid cross- 
bar. This rude tomtom is performed upon with painfiul per- 
severance by a stlek muffled with cloth or skin. After embarkation 
the canoe must be paddled out for a mile, to ascertain the proper 
quantum of cargo and crew an exertion followed by fresh delays 
tor victualling taking leave, settling disputes, hard drinkinlg, alld 
driving deserters. The first stage is short enough to admit of the 
scene being encored. Finally, when the weather is perfectly calm, 
and no pretext nor desire for further detention remains, the crew 
scramble into the canoes, and with the usual hubbub and strife- 
order which no man obeys, and advice which no man takes they 
pole of and paddle along the shore. 

The Wajiji, and, indeed, all these races, never work silently 
or regularly. A long monotonous howl, broken occasional]y by 
a scream of delight from the boys, or by the bray and clang 
of the instruments, lasts throughout the trip, except wben extreme 
terror induces a general silence. They row in 4; spirts," applying 
deedily to their paddling, till the persplration pours down their 
sooty persons, and splashing the water in streams oYer the canoe: 
after a few minutes, fatigued and breathless, they either stop to 
quarrel, or they progress languidly till recruited for another effort. 
When two boats are together they race continually, till a bump and 
the consequent difficulty of using the paddles afford an opportunity 
of a little chat$er and abuse. At times they halt to eat, drinkS or 
smoke: the bhang-pipe is produced after every hour, and the 
paddles are taken in whilst they indulge in the usual screaming 
whooping cough. They will not allow questions to be asked, or 
scraps of provision to be thrown overboard: moreover, it is a 
mortal sin to chip or to break of the smallest bit of even a wornP 
out boat drawn up 1lseless on the sands. They will lose half an 
hour, when time is most precious, to secure a dead fish as, en- 
tangled in its net, it floats past the canoe. They never pass a village 
or a settlement without a dispute; some wishing to land, and the 
others objecting because the some wish it. The captain, seated 
either in the fore or in the stern, has no authority; and if the canoe 
be allomred to touch the shore, half the crew will spring out, with- 
out an idea of consulting anything but their own convenience, 
Obeying only impulse, and wholly deficient in order or arr-ange- 
ment, they make the Yoyage as uncomfortable as possible: they 
have no regular stages, and no fixed halting times; they will waste 
a fine cool morning, and pull throufflh the heat of the day, or doze 
throughout the day, and at the cry of Paklra BAbal-pack upt 
hearties!-they will rush into their canoes after midnight. Out 

ATOL, XXIX, g 
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ward bound, they seem to seek opportunities for delay; homeward, 
they hurry with precipitous haste. Arrived at their destination, 
there is a general concert, vocal and instrumental, svhilst the cap- 
tains perform a solemn and bear-like dance upon the mat-covered 
benches, the apology for a quarter-deck, and when touching at 
places where they have friends the crews rattle their paddles 
against the canoe-sides in token of greeting; an imitation, pro- 
bably, of the ceremonious address which is perfortned by knocking 
the elbows against the rib3. Finally, the voyage concluded, they 
enter their homes by daylight with much pomp and ceremony, 
noise and jollity, and are llOt sober for the next fortnight. 

The Lakists generally are an almost amphibious race, excellent 
divers, strong swimmers and fishermen, and vigorous ichthyopha- 
gists all. At times, when excited by the morning coolness and bY 
the prospect of a good haul, they indulge in a manner of merri- 
ment which resembles the gambols of sportive vvater-fowls: standing 
upright and balancing themselves in their hollow logs, which 
appear but little longer than themselves, they strike the water 
.furiously with their paddles, skimming over the surface, dashing 
to and fro, splashing one another, urging forward, backing, and 
wheeling their craft, now capsizing, then regaining their position 
with wonderful dexterity. They make coarse hooks, and have 
many varieties of nets and creels. Conspicuous on the waters anal 
in the villages is the Dewa, or " otter" of Oman, a triangle of stout 
reeds, which shows the position of the net. A stronger variety, 
and used for the larger ground-fish, is a cage of open basket-work, 
provided, like the former, with a bait and two entrances. The 
fish once entangled cannot escape, and a log of wood, used as a 
" trimmer," attached to a float-rope of rushy plants, directs the fisher- 
man. The heaviest animals are caught by a rope-net the likh 
of Oman weighted and thrown out between two boats. They 
have circular frames of lath, meshed in with a knot somewhat 
different from that generally used in Europe, the smaller kind 
is thrown from the boat by a single man who follows it into the 
water, the larger, which reache3 6 feet in diameter, is lowered 
from the bow by cords, and collects the fish attracted by the 
glaring torch-fire. 'rhe WajiJi also make big and little drag- 
nets solne let down in a circle by one or more canoes7 the others 
managed by two fishermen, who, swimming at eacil end, draw it in 
when ready. They have dimillutive purse-nets to catch small fry, 
hoops thrust into a long stick-handle through the reed walls that line 
the shore; and by this simple contrivance the fish are caught in 
considerable qllantitie3. The wigo or crates alluded to as peculiar 
in the ' Peripllls,** and still common upon the Zanzibar coast, are 

* Chap. X\T. 
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found at the Tanganyika. The common creel resembles the khAn 
of Western India, and is well known even to the Bushmen of the 
South: it is a cone of open bamboo strips or supple twigs, placed 
lengthways, and bound in and out by strings of grass or tree fibre. 
It is closed at the top, and at the bottom there is a narrow aper- 
ture, with a diagonally-disposed entrance like that of a wire rat- 
trap, which prevents the fish escaping. It is placed upon its 
side with a bait, embanked with mud, ree(ls, or sand, and well 
answers the purpose for which it is intended. In Uzaramo and 
near the coast the people narcotise fish with the juice of certain 
plants: * about the Tanganyika the art appears unknown. 

There are many varieties of fish in the waters of this lake. Tlle 
Mvoro is a long and bony variety, in shape like a large mackarel: 
the Sangale resembles it, but the head and body are thicker. The 
Mgege, which suggests the Pomfret of Western India, is we]l 
flavoured, but full of bones. The Mguhe is said to attain the 
length of 5 or 6 feet: it is not unlike the kheri of the Indian 
rivers, and to a European palate it is the best fish that ssvims in 
these waters. The largest is the SingA, a scaleless variety, with 
black back, silverv belly, and long fleshy cirri: it steals along the 
bottom, and is unfit for leaping or for rapid progress This fish i8 

much prized by the people on account of its rich and luscious fat 
Like the Pallu of Sindh it soon palls upon the European palate. 
Want of flavour is the general complaint made by the Arabs and 
Coast-clans against the produce of the Tanganyika: they attempt 
to remedy the wateriness of the fish bx,r exposing it spitted to a 

slow fire, and by subsequently stowing it br the night in well- 
closed earthen pots. Besides the five varieties above alluded to, 
there are dwarf eels of good flavour, resembling the Indian E3am,t 
Daga'a, small fish called by the Arabs Kashu'a, minnows of many 
varieties, which, simply sun-dried, or muriated if salt can be 
afforded, find their way far east; a dwarf shrimp,$ about one- 
quarter the size of the common English species; and a large bivalve 
called Sinani, and identified as belonging to the genus Iridina. 
The meat is fat and yellow, like that of a well-fed oyster, but it is 
so insipid that none but a lMjiji can eat it. The shel]s collected 
upon the shores of the Tanganyilia and on the land jourrley have 
been described in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of 
London, June 28, 1859, by Mr. S. P. Woodward, F.G.S,, who 
courteously named tw>3 species after the European members of th? 

* In Southern Afric.a, and perhaps in the Eastern regions generally, the juice of 
the asclepias is used! 

t They are also found in the Cape rivers. 
$ A small artemia, or brine shrimp, was discovered by the late Dr. Vogel in the 

Trona Lakes of Northern Africap 
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Expedition. To his memoir the reader is referred: a list of the 
names is given below.$ 

The scenery and the navigation of the Tanganyika may be illus- 
trated by detailing the normal cruizes to the islands lying south- 
west of UjiJi and to UviraX near the north-western extremity. The 
former transit consists properly of two stages: the crews, however, 

sually occupy three days, which are thus divided. A0Then the 
departure has been definitively effected, the crew, turning their 
canoe southwards from Ujiji, paddle past the embayed em- 
bouchures of the Ruche and the Malagarazi Rivers, sometimes 
halting to purchase ivory and hippopotamus' tllsks. They rebt 
at the Khambi, or station " Mgeti" a little bay bordered 
by grass and mud, close, but not unpicturesque, and at reedy 
nooks near the mouths of the little Rllguvu (Liguvu?), and 
Hebwe streams. After 15h. 40m. of paddling, not including 
three for breathing, smoking, and quarrelling, they put into Insi- 
gazi, a deep bight abounding with hippopotamus and crocodile, 
near a point or bluS bearing s. 23? E., and still in sight of Ujiji. 
A little beyond it lies the hea(lland of Kabogo or Kavogo, a local 
term, equivalent to the Illdian " ghaut " a place for embarkation 
and debarkation. This landmark appears to be the " Insel Kavogo " 
of the ' Mombas Mission Map,' there placed almost in the centre 
of the lake about 2? or 5 days' rowing from Ujiji, and from 15 
to 20 days from the western coast of the Tanganyika. The 
legends attached to this mistaken spot concerning the " Herr des 
See's, ein boser geist," the discolouration of the water, and the 
population of the hill by evil spirits, are rather Germanic thall 
African. It is true that a particoloured hen (not a " black sheep 
and a white hen ") is solnetimes oWered up as a kurban by Arabs, 
with the usual idea underlying sacrifice: the crews, however, can- 
not afford a sheep, and travellers, svhose peregrinations have 
extended to the Tanganyika, consider dinner a duty superior to 
atonement. The people about Kavogo are dangerous; they have 
apparently no octupation but that of rude " wreckers," who 
attempt to plunder travellers in difficulties. 

Awaiting clear skies and sluooth waters, the crews paddle lustily 
from Insigazi across the lake to the island l)f Kirira, near the 

* The shells found upon the Tanganyika, aeeording to Mr. Woodward, are:- 
1, Iridina (Pleiodon) Spekei, n. 6p. 
2, Unio Burtoni, n. sp. 
3, Lithoglyphus Zollatus, n. sp.; 4, Melania (Melanella) Nassa, n. sp. 

The land shells are:- 
1, Bulimus ovoideus, Brug., also found at Nosse Be- 
2, Achatina glutinosa (?) - 
3, Achatina cai]laudi (" Bulimus")- 
4, Lanistes Sinistrorsa; 
5 and 6, Unio (two species, odd valves). 
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western shore, in 11 hours, or, halts included, in 14 hours. It is 
not easy to estimate the average rate of progress. During the 
" spirts," when every " son of water '* bends his back manfully to 
his task, a fully-manned craft may attain a maximum of 7 to 8 
miles per hour: th;s exertion, however, never exceeds a quarter of 
an hour, ancl is always followed by delay 'rhe usual pace, when 
all are fresh and cool, is about 4 to 5 miles, which declines 
through 4 and 3 to 2a50, when the men are fatigued, or when the 
sun is high. The medium, therefore, may be assumed at 4 miles 
for short, and a little more than 2 miles an hour for long trips, 
halts deducted. 'rhus the distance from Insigazi to Kirira would 
be a diagonal of between 23 and 2o gevfflraphical miles. 

Wirira, the largest of the three south-western islets, bears 215? 
(corrected 228?) from Ujiji: it is a long, narrow, irregular mass, of 
primary formation, projecting, like a headland or promontoryS from 
the rnain land in length from east to west 5, and in breadth from 
2 to 3 miles. The steeps are abrupt and thickly wooded; in places 
there are dwarf terraces, and the hilly centre commands an ex- 
tensive view of the lake, whose lay is here between 10? (corrected 
357?), and 185 (corrected 1989) the direction of Ut'hembwe on 
tlle western shore: in fact, allowing for compass variations, which 
at the Tanganylka may be assumed at 13? west,t nearly due north 
and south. The stranger approaching Kirira is challenged by a 
watch-boat. After satisfying the people as regards his business, 
he is allowed to enter the long deep bay in which lies the Khambl, 
or station. From two neighbouring village3 surrounded by culti- 
vation, manioc, grain, pulse, and sometimes poultry, with which 
the people reluctarltly part, may be procured for rnzizima7 or blue 
glass beads. The best medium for barter is salt, then meat or 
tobacco and thirdly, the large blue glass beads; the blue and 
white porcelains tempt no one. Fish is not caught at Kirira. 
The people of this and the neighbouring islands are, like the races 
of Uguhha on the mainland, poor and numerous: the usuM male 
dress is a diminutive apron of monkey's skin.t 

A voyage of 1 h. 30 m. conducts the merchant frozn Kirira to 
its neighbour Wabizia. This is a rock about half a mile in circum- 
irence, rislng bom north-west to south-east, well wooded, and 
supplying poultry, holcus, manioc, sweet potatoes-, and beans. 

* M'ana mdji-a sailor. 
t On the coast 10? w. The compass variation was laid down by Mr. Findlay 

as given to him by Mr. Evans, R.N. 
t The " Khima " and " Mbega " supply ?ilky and shiny skins, of a unifolm dark 

colourh reddish-yellow and other coloured coats were also observed on the Tan- 
ganyika, and sometirtles amongst the porters of the inland caravans. The people 
of Kirira trap monkeys in large surlounds of nets, stacked down ln and concealed 
by vegetatioIl. When a batttle is llecessary the men assemblixlg in a body dzive 
the allimals with loud shouts irlto the snare. 
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Extensive fishing-grounds lie between the two islets, and the pro- 
duce is exported even to the nlainland. The principal village 
is a settlement of about twenty huts, lying upon the declivity 
of a hill. 

Kasenge,$ the south-vv-esternmost of the three islets, in s. lat. 
5? 44t, is reached after 1 h. 30 m. paddling from liabizia. It is 
a narrow block of high ground, grass-clad, but, unlike the rest of 
this group, destitute of trees: the length is about 2 25 (?) miles, 
and it appears almost embedded in the coast, from which it is 
separated by a deep narrow belt. The opposite rnainland is a 
strip of green alld grassy shore, backed by a line of higher level, 
svhich obstructs the view. On the northern extremity of the islet 
are two villages, which supply sweet-potatoes and beans. Holcus, 
however, is not grown, poultry is expensive; fish, being brought 
from Kirira, 1S dear, and provisions ,etlerally are with diiculty 
procurable. The situation is confined and depressed, the air is 
heavy; fevers are more common at Kasenge than at the neigh- 
bouring islands, and the Arabs complain of torpor and deficient 
erlergy. This group, however, has frequently been visited by 
strangers since the increased price of slaves and ivory has urged 
theln westwards from Ujiji to Uru+rwa. Preferring Kasenge as a 
starting-point to the circuitous route via Kawele, the merchants 
have built two large tembe. They manage to live comfortably by 
sending their dows and canoes for necessaries alad comforts grain, 
meat, and ghee to the eastern coast and to the western mainland 
of Uguhha, where, it is said, provisions are extraordinalily cheap, 
the masuta or half-load of grain costing about 2 fundo or half a 
shukkah. When the masters are absent, the boats a.re careened 
under sheds, and are committed to the charge of drullken fundi 
(factors) and slaves, who do a little business with them on their 
own account.t Iiasenge boasts of a sultan, who, ill return for 
his pre3ent of a goat alld two small sacks of holcus, expects 
4 cloths, a pair of kitindi or brass-wire bracelets, and 2 fundo 
or 20 strings of blue glass beads. The little islalld of Kasenge 
collects the surplus supply of slaves from Uguhha, Uruwwa, and 
Marungu. rrhe prices are lower than those of Ujiji when caravans 
come in; but usually Ujiji, having more regular and copious 
supplies, is the cheaper market. In 1858 the price of children at 
Kasenge was from 2 to 3 shukkahs merkani a head. 

This group was explored by Captain Speke irl March 1858. 
The northern line differs from the southern in having an abun- 

* As has been remarked, Mr. Cooley (' Geography of N'yassi,' p. 29) makes the 
]ake-by which the Tanganyika is manifestly intended-three days' voyage across. 
The text shows that three days are occupied on the trip, but not in actually crossing. 

t At this place Hamid bin Sulayyam refused 500 dollars as the hire of his dow, 
a small, sterl-decked sailing craft, to Cilcumnavigatc the lake, an operation which 
night easily halre been effected ill tu o mollths. 
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tlance of provisions; the people hom7ever are, if possible, wilder and 
-more dangerous and there are at least three chiefs who demand 
and can enforce black-mail. Without including short preparatory 
trips, and the many shifting3 of place at the island of IJbwarig the 
passage frorn Ujiji to Uvira is divided into eight stations. Of 
tnese, three are on the eastern mainland; part of one day is em- 
ployed in crossing the lake, and the remaining four in coasting up 
the western shore northwards.* 

After moving from the roadetead of Kawele to an open sand 
about a mile westwards where cargo is brought on board, the 
crews paddle in half an hour to a shingly and grassy creek, de- 
fended by a. sand-spit, and backed by luxuriant trees. Opposite, 
and but a few hundred yards distant, lies the desert islet " Bangwe," 
a quoin-shaped mass of sandstone and red earth, bluS to the north 
and gradually shelving towards the water at the southern extremity: 
thc prolific moisture around has covered the upper ledt,e with a 
tall and thick vegetation. Landward the country rises above the 
creek; and upon its wavesS where cultivation contrasts with wild 
grovvth, appear a few scattered hamlets. The boats generally waste 
some days at " Bangwe Bay' loading and reloading, trimming 
cargo, completing rations, collecting crewsa and taking leave of 
{riends and palm-wine. 

The first station, Kigari, a district of Mrajiji, is reached after 
about 4 hours, half of which time is expended in halting by the 
crews, who, unsettled by proximity to home, will rlot apply them- 
selves to labour. Turning the sand-spit that separates "B-'ln^,me 
Bay' from the main, the canoe faces the north, where there is 
generally a little sea? which justifies putting back into pert. The 
eastern shere of the lake is here a bluff of ruddy earth, pudding?d 
with separate blocks of sandstone. Beyond this point the shore 
becomes level with strips of shingle or golden-coloured quartzose 
sand, and in the shelving plain appear the little villages of t.he 
fishermen. They are usually built at the mouths of the combe3 
and gullies, whose deep gorges, winding throufflh the background 
of hill-curtain, become, after rains, moulltain-torrents. The wretched 
settlements, placed between the tree-elad declivit;es and the shingle 
or sand-strip where the waves break, consist of half a dozen bee- 
hive huts, fimsy and leaky, emerging from a thick and itid grass. 
rl'hese sites are far from comfortable: the ground is a puddle of 
black mud and water trickling in streamlets through the rillages; 
and the only furniture of the hllts is a healnth of three clods or 
stones, with a few mats and fishing implements. The settlements 

* The E. Africall Expeditioll left Kawele on the loth April, 1858, in the last 
burst of the rainy mollswn, they were delayed at the north of the lake from tile 
2bth of Aplil to the 7th of hIay, aIld they returned to Kawele orl tlle 13th l)f 
May, as the masika ceased. 
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are known from a distance by their backgrounds of palm and plan- 
tain, and by large spreading trees, from whose branches are sus- 
pended the hoops and the drag-nets not in actual use, and under 
which the people sit propped against their monoxyles, which are 
drawn up out of danger of the surf. There is no trade, and few 
provisions, at Kigari: crews halt there only for the purpose of 
rest. 

The second day is employed ill paddling between Kigari and 
NyasangaX another dirty little fishing village: the time employed 
is about 6 hours, halts included, and the distance may be 8 direct 
miles. The settlement supplies fish-fry, but neither grain nor 
vegetables can be procured. Nyasanga is the northernmost frontier 
station of Ujiji: here the crews take leave of their fellow-clansmen, 
and prepare with serious faces for the perils of expatriation. 

A cruise of 4 hours conducts the soyager to Kagunga, a mixed 
settlement of Wajiji and Warundi, near which two small rivers, 
the Magombi and the Njassi, are passed. Leaving this wretched 
mass of hovels, the boats ulake, in 4 hours, Wafanya, the southern 
limit of Urundi. Here are numerous hamlets, separated by dense 
thicket and thick growths of manioc holcus, and sweet-potato. 
The landing-place is formed by a narrow strip of sand, upon which 
the canoes are drawn up, backed by a dwarf cliff, with a spreading 
tree, under whose shadow the crews raise their mat-boothies. They 
rarely go beyond a stone's-throw from the water, flight being here 
the thought uppermost ill their minds. On the northern side of 
the point which lirnits the bay of Wafanya there is another small 
settlement) called Nalwawa or Kitunda, where the Warundi will 
supply provisions, and even milk. The southern side also affords 
shelter in Makimoni, a shallow, grass-grown bay. 

The people of this country are a noisy and insolent race, addicted, 
like all their Lakist brethren, to drunkenness, and, when drunli, 
quarrelsome and violent. At Wafanya, howenrer, they are kept in 
order by Kanoni, their mutware or mirlor chief, subject to " Mwezi," 
the Mwami or sultan of Urundi. The old man appears, when 
canoes reach his settlement, in some state, preceded by an ancient 
carrying his standard, a long wisp of white fibre attached to a 
spear, like the Turkish " horse-tail," and followed by a guard of 
40 or 50 stalwart young warriors, armed with stout lance-like 
spears for stabbing and throwing, straight double-edged daggers, 
stiff bows, and heavy, grinded arrows. Kanoni begins by 
receiving his black-mail-4 cloths, 2 kitindi, and 3 fundo of 
coral beads: the return is the inevitable goat. The climate of 
Wafanya is alternately a damp cold and a " muggy " heat; the 
crews, however, if numerous and well armed, will delay here for 
days togather to feed when northward-bound, and to lay iol pro- 
visions when returning to their homes. Sheep and fine fat goats 



vary in value from 1 to 2 cloths; a fowl, or 5 to 6 eggs, costs a 
khete of beads; smTeet-potatoes are somewhat dearer than at Ujiji; 

there is no rice, but holcus and manioc are cheap and abundant, 
about 5 lbs. of the latter being sold for a single khete. Even 
milk is at times procurable. A sharp business is earried on in 
chikichi or palm oil, of which a large earthen pot is bought for a 
eloth; the best paddles 1lsed by the erews are made at Wafanya; 
arld the mbugu, or bark-eloth, is bought for 4 to 10 khetes, about 
olle-third of the market-priee at IJjiji. Salt, being imported from 
Uvinza, is dear and scaree: it forms the first demand for barter, 
and beads the second. Large fish is brought in, but the small fry 
is the only artiele of the kind which is sold fresh. This eountry 
owes its plenty, aecording to the guides, to almcjst perennial 
showers.$ 

The inhospitality of the Warundi and their northern neighbours, 
who wollld pllluder a canoe, or insist upon a blackmail equivalent 
to plunder, allows neither traffic nor transit to the north of Wa- 
fanya. Here, therefore, the crews prepare to cross the Tanganyika, 
which is divided into two stages by the island of Ubwari. 

Ubwari appears from a distance of two days bearing north-svest; 
it is then somewhat hazy, owing to the extreme humidity of^the 
atmosphere. From Wafanya it shows a clear profile about 18 to 20 
miles westward, and the breadth of the western channel between 
it and the lnainland averages bom 6 to 7 miles. Its north 
point lies in s. lat. 4? 7', and the lay is s. 17? E. (correeted). 
From the northern point of Ubwari the eastern prolongation of the 
lake bears N. 3? w., and the westerIl N. 10? w. It is the only 
island near the centre of the Tanganyika-a long, narrow rock, 
20 to 25 geo. miles long by 4 or 5 of extreme breadthX with a high 
longitudirlal spine falling towards the waterS where it ends in 
abrupt eliSs, here and there broken by broad and by narrow gorges. 
In riehness and profuseness of vegetation it equals, and perhaps 
excels, the shores of the Tanganyika, and in parts it appears care- 
fully eultivated. Ubwari is probably the place alluded to by the 
Portuguese historian De Barros in this important passage eon- 
cerning the great lake in the eentre of Africa: ;'It is a sea of 
slleh mat,nitu(le as to be eapable of being navigated by rnany sail; 
and among the islands in it there is one eapable of sending forth 
an army of 30,000 men." Mariners dare not disembark on 
Ubwari, exeept at the principal plaees; and upon the wooded hill- 
sides wild men are, or are supposed to be, ever lurking in svait for 
hutnan prey. 

The landing ghaut at Ubwari from the east is Mzimu, a strip 
of land dividing the waters from a grassy slope, throllgh svhich a 

* General details concerning Urund; will be found in a future page of this Chap- 
ter, where the Periplus of the lake is detailed. 
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swampy line winds from the hills above. Here canoes are drawn up, and the islanders flock froln their hamlets to change their ivory and slaves, goats and provisions, for salt and beads, wire and cloth. The Wabwari are a peculiar, and byno means a comely race. rrhe men dress in the usual mbugu, tigered with black stripes, and tailed like leopard-skins; a wisp of fine grass acts fillet, and their waists, wrists, and ankles, their knobsticks, spears, and daggers are bound with rattan-bark. The women train their frizzly locks into two side-bits resembling bears' ears; they tie down the bosom with a cord, apparently for the horrible purpose of elongating what nature has already lengthened enough and more; and they clothe themselves with the barbarous goat-skin or the scantiest kilts of bark-cloth. The wives of chiefs wear a load of brass and bead ornaments; and, like the women of Wafanya, they walk about with patriarchal staves, 5 feet long, and knobbed at the top. At Ubwvari, Sultan Kisesa, I)efore professing himself ready to open trade, receives as his blackmail 2 cloths and 1 kitindi: he sometimes returns a goat. The Wajiji crews are also apt llere to make a lemand of beads for safe conduct to the island. 
Having rounded in 2 or 3 hours the bluS northern horn to the western side of Ubwari island, and reposed at Mtuwwa, a dirty little bay resembling Mzimu, the crews paddle over, in 9 hourss to Murivumba, a gap in the rushes of the western mainland. This "port" is backed by a village of the Wabembe, the lords of the soil. They are correctly described in the ' l!Wtombas Mission Map ' as Menschen-fresser anthropophagi: the habit arises from the savage and apathetic nature of the people, who devour, besides man, all kinds of carrion and vermin, grubs and insects, and abandon to wild ,rowths a land of the richest and of the most prolific soil. Travellers have an aversioll to these anthropo- phagi, who, dark and stunted, timid and degraded, appear more dangerous to the dead than to the living. Some men will not land amongst the Wabembe, deterred not only by the cannibal propen- sities of the people, but by the multitude of crocodiles, by the swarms of mosquitoes that haunt the reedy margins of the lake, and by the fatal nature of the climate, fatal even in Central Africa. The sixth station, a small hamlet called Ngovi (?) and many other names, is reached, after paddling northwards for 10 hours, halts included. On the way dimly appears a small island close to the western bank, and the lalse narrows about 5 miles, reducing its breadth to between 12 and 15 miles. At Ngovi, the southern frontier of Uvira, the stream of commerce begins to set strong; the people are comparatively civil; an old hovel is cleared for the merchant's rec.eption; and the country suddenly becomes plentiful. Sheep and goats, fish-fry, poultry, and eggs, grain, manioc, and bird-pepper here gladden the sailor's heart. 
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The crew then lands at the seventh station, Muiliamba (?) of 
Uvira. A neighbouring hamlet, a few hovels built behind a thick 
wind-wrung groYe of plantains on a dwarf clifE, supplies provisiolls; 
and a reed-locke(l creek affords a clean strip of sand, where, when 
not flooded by the drift of easterly gales, canoes are drawn up for 
the night. 

After a craise of 3 to 4hours from Muikamba, a fearful yelling 
from the paddlers, a braying of shawms a tinkling of conical tom- 
toms and a frantic dance of the captains of crews7 who, with arms 
extended, turn, and wheel, alld squat, and spring, with much 
gravity and importance, to the admiration of all beholders, an- 
nounce to the crowds gathered on the shore the arrival of a new 
merchant at Uvira. This place is greatly frequented on account 
of the cheapness of its prices; it is the great depot, on the north of 
the Tanganyika, for ivoly, slaves, and iron, and hardly a day elapses 
during the season without canoes coming in for merchandise or 
provlslons. 

At this point the lake narrows to about & rniles, and opposite, in 
a high broken line, rise the mountains of inhospitable Urundi, 
apparently prolonged far beyond the northern extremity of the 
waters. 'rhe head turns north-north-westwalds, and terminates, 
according to the most reliable authorities, about 15 statute, or 10 
rectilinear arld geo., miles northwards. Svme reduce the distance 
to 6 hours of paddling, whilst others prolong it to a cruise of 2 days. 
Uvira, which is apparently the " Warua" of the ' Mombas Mis- 
sion lWap' $ is thc Ultima Thule of lake-navigation. The only 
impediment to further progress to^7vards the north and northKast 
is the terror entertained by the Wajiji of the various races who 
tenant the land. No Arab or Msawahili has yet been able, even 
in a sailing dow, to explore the head of the Tanganyika, yet they 
deceive strangers by descriptions of the lakes head, told, as usual, 
with most attractive circumstance. Although an exorbitant sum was 
a(lvance(l, and still larger promises were made, by the East African 
Expedition to the Sultan Kannena and his crewsS and although 
they had promised at Ujiji to make the attempt, when the time 
came for performance they rushed away from their employers at 
the very mention of the undertaking. nl'his is, however, a charac- 
teristic of African travel: an explorer may be arrested at the very 
bourne of his journey, by a single stage, as cffectually as if all the 
waves of the Atlantic or the sands of Arabia lay between. The 
sons of Maruta, Sultan of Uvira, and Lurinda, the chief of Gungu, 
who had, according to the general voice, visited the end of the 
Tanganyika, were profuse in their promises to assist in an explora- 

* Warua ;s men$ioned in the M. M. M. as a great ivory mart- this and the 
Wabembes eannibals are the onl- correct ethnoraphical positie?ns in tlle whole 
circamference of the lake. 
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tion at Srst, but they presently proved that they had never inter}ded 
to proceed beyond words. 

The landing-plaee of Uvira is one of the broadest ledges of 
gently inelined ground between the waters and the western hills of 
the Tanganyika. This strip of sand and shingle, foully unclean,- 
the effect of many bivouacs, is open to the surf, which when driven 
by the south-east wind, here a " blat " or small hurricane, sweeps 
c)ver it to the verdure beyond. Boats therefore must be drawn up 
to a higher level, which boasts of a fesv tattered hovels, and tem- 
porary bough-boothies must be built in a dense mass of grass 
bisected by a natural gutter which drains off the showers daily 
falling amongst the hills. Yet travellers agree in asserting that 
Uvira is not insalubrious; appetite as well as sleep is rarely 
wanting, and the good cheer enables men to make light of the 
inclemencies of climate. The Mwami or Sultan Maruta owns a 
village on a neighbouring elevation; he invites strangers to his 
settlement, but they are deterred from visiting him by the violenee 
of his people. The Wajiji indeed seem to consider the land 
eminently unsafe; they live as it were under arms, and nothing will 
illduce them to venture away from their only eseape-the eanoes- 
whieh stand ready for launching when opportuility may demand. 
The sultan claims as blackmail twelve cloths) three coil-braeelets, 
and three fundo of coral beads: his ehildren and brothers then 
follow his example, and they return sheep and fat goats here worth 
about one eloth each. Maruta's sons are the noblest type of 
negroid seen near the Tanganyika, with symmetrieal heads, regular 
features, and pleasing countenances: their well-made limbs and 
herculean fratnes of a shiny jet-black, displayed to advantage by 
open garments of red an(l dark-striped bark-eloth, are set off by 
opal-coloured eyeballs, by teeth like pearls, by a profusion of broad 
massive rings of ivory round the arms, and by eonieal ornaments 
of hippopotamus-tooth hanging from the neek. They are said to 
be hospitable and fond of strangers. 

The imports to Uvira are the kitindi or brass wire armlets, salt, 
beads, tobacco, and cotton cloths. The exports are provisions, 
ivory, slaves, bark-cloth, and iron ware. Rice is not grown: 
holcus and maize are sold at one to two fundo of common beads 
per masuta or half-load, and one khete is suffieient in seasons of 
plenty to purchase five lbs. of manioc. Two and even three fowls 
may be bought for a khete; plantains ofthe large and eoarse variety 
are eommon and eheap; and one cloth is bartered for two large 
earthen pots full of palm-oil. Ivory fetches its weight in brass 
wire; here the merchant expeet3 for every 1000 dollars of outfit 
to receive 100 farasilah (3500 lbs.) of large tusks: this profit 
would be great were it not counterbalanced by the risk and 
the expense of transport. The priees of the slave market are very 
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fluctuating; when business is dull, boys under ten years may be 
bought for four cloths, with five fundo of white and hlue porcelain 
beads, and girls for six shukhah; adults are seldom sold, as they 
are notoriously intractable and addicted to desertion. As a rule, 
at these distant places, as Uvira, Ufipa, and Marungu, slaves are 
somewhat cheaper than at Ujiji. Bark-cloths are generally in the 
rnarket, and vary from one to three khete of coral beads. The 
principal industry of the Wavira is iron ware, the material for 
which is brought froln the lands lying at a little distance to the west 
of the lake. The hoes, daggers, and small bells here cost half 
their usual price at Ujiji. 'lnhe people also make neat panniers 
or baskets and light and pretty bowls cut out of various sof't woods 
dark and white; these are also found, though rarely, at Ujiji and 
Kasenge. 

This brief account of the navigation of the Tanganyika Lake 
may be concluded by a suceinct notice of the physical and ethno- 
logical f'eatures of its circuit. According to the \Vajiji, from their 
country to the Runangwa or lMarungu River, which enters the 
lake at the southern point, there are twelve stages; the Periplus 
numbers 120 khambi or stations, at most of which, however, pro- 
visions are not procurable. An extended list of fifty-three principal 
points was given by the guides; it is omitted, as it contains n4athing 
beyond mere names. 'rhere are, however, sixteen tribes and districts 
which claim attention: of these Ukaranga and IJjiji have already 
been described. 

The kingdom of Urundi, which lies north of tJjiji, has a sea-face 
of about fifty miles; a low strip of exceeding t'ertility, backed at 
short distances by a band of high green hill. This region, rising 
from the lake in a north-easterly direction, cu]minates into the 
equatorial mass of highlands which under the name of Karagwah 
forms the western spinal prolongatiorl of the Lunar Mountains. 
The residence of the Mwami or chief sultan lMwezi is near the 
headstream of the Kitangure (Kitangule) or River of Karagwah 
which rises at a place distant six days' march (sixty statute miles), 
and bearing north-east from the 'ranganyika. IWis settlement, 
according to the Arabs, is of collsiderable extent; the huts are 
built of rattan, and lions abound ill the vicinity. 

Urundi differs from the lake regions generally in being a strictly 
monarchical coulltry, locally governed by ZIutware or headmen, 
who transmit the customs and collections at stated periods to their 
suzerain. The Mwami, it is said, can gather in a short time a 
large host of warriors who are the terror of the neighbotlring tribes. 
The \ATarundi are evidently natives of a high cold country; they 
are probably the " white people resembling Abassinians," and 
dwelling near the lake, of whom European geographers have heard 
from Zanzibar. The complexion varies from a tawny yellow, the 
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colour of the women, to a clear dark brown, which is so brightened 
by the daily use of ochre mixed with palm-oil that in few cases the 
real tint is discernible. The men tattoo with circles and lines 
like cupping-cuts; some burn up large shining lumps an inch in 
diameter, a decoration not a little resembling large boils; others 
chip the fore teeth like the Wanyamwezi. Their limbs are stout 
and well proportioned, many stand upwards of six feet high, and 
they bear the appearance of a manly and martial race. Their 
dress is the mbugu, worn in the loosest way; their arms are heavy 
spears, dudgeons, and unusually strong arrows; their ornaments are 
beads, brass-wire, and streaks of a carmine-coloured substance, like 
the red farinaceou3 powder called in India gulal, drawn across 
the head and forehead. The Waganga or priests of Urundi wear 
a curious hood, a thatch of long white grass or fibre, cut away at 
the face and allowed to depend behilld over the shoulders; their 
half-naked figures, occasionally rattling with wooden clappers and 
capering causelessly like madmen, present a savage and horrid ap- 
pearance. Honourable women wear long tobes of Arnericall 
domestics from below the arms to the ankles; they are followed by 
hosts of female slaves, and they preserve an exceptionally modest and 
decorous demeanour. Their features are of the rounded African 
type of beauty. Their necks and bosoms support a profusioll of 
sofi and other various-coloured beads; their foreheads are bound 
with frontlets, fillet-like bands of white and coral porcelain, about 
three fingers deep, a highly becoming ornament probably derived 
from Karagwah; and those who were seen by the Expedition in- 
variably walked about with thin staves five or six feet long, pointed 
and knobbed as the walking-sticks of ancient Egypt. 

At the northern extremity of the Urundi sea-face, and at the 
head of the Tanganyika, lies the land of Uzige; it is rarely visited 
except by the Lakists. This people, who, like their neighbours5 
cannot exist without some form of traffic, have, it is said, pursued 
the dows of the earlier Arab explorers with a flotilla of small 
canoes; itis probable that " co;untry" traders would be better re- 
ceived. In their land, according to the guides, six rivers i11 into the 
Tanganyika in due order from the east: the Kuryamavenge, the 
Molongwe, the Kavinvira, the Kariba, the Kibaiba, and western- 
most the Rusizi or Lusizi. The latter is the main drain of the 
northern countries, and the best authoritiesf that is to say those 
nearest the spot, unanimously assert that it is an influent. 

The races adjoining Uzige, namely, the Wavira on the north- 
western head of the Tanganyika, and their southern lleighbours 
the WVabembe cannibals, have already been mentioned. The 
Wasetlze inhabit the hills within or westwards of the 0;Vabembe. 
Farther southwar(ls and opposite Kawele in Ujiji are the AR;rayowwa 
highlan{lers; the lower maritime lan(ls belonging to the M:lat,onla 
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supply the gigantic mvule-trees required for the laIgest canoes. 
These patriarchs of the forest are felled and shaped with little 
axes on the spot; whell finisiled they are pushed and dragged 
down the slopes by the workmen, and are launched anal paddled 
oYfer to the sh()res of Ujiji. 

South of the Wagotna are the Waguhha, who have been men- 
tioned a3 the proprietors of the islets south-west of IJjiji. In their 
lands, according to the Arabs, is a lake or large water calleel 
tIikizlwa, xvhenefe the tribe upon its banks derives its name-AVa- 
mikizlwa. Through the coulltry of the AJ\raguhha lies the route to 
Uruwwa, at present the western terminus of the Zanzibar trade. 
The merchant crossing the sea-arm which separates Kasenge frola 
the mainlalld of the 1'antanyika strikes towards Uruwwa; the lirle 
runs over low levels shelving towards the lake, cut by a reticula- 
t;on of streams unfoldable after rain, and varied by hilly and 
rollitlg groulld. Provisions are everywhere procurable but the 
people, like the NVavinza, are considered dangerous. At Uruwwa 
the khete or string of beads is half the size of that current in other 
countries. The price of ivory per frasilah is 15 miranga or 150 
large khete of white, small blueX and lungenya, or coarse red 
porcelain beads, besides which a string of sungomaji (pigeon- 
egg beads), and a few samesaule, or coral beads, are thrown in. 
The route numbers nine long or sixteen short stages; the general 
direction is south-westerly. Kiyombo, the Sultan of Uruwwa, is 
at present friendly with the Arabs; he trades in ivory, slaves, and 
a little copper from I<atata or Katanga, a district distant fifteen 
marches north-west of Usenala, the now well-known capital of the 
great chief Kasembe. On the UI UWWa route caravans are composed 
wholly of private slaves; the races of the rI'anganyika will not 

* " The trade of the Cazembe," says Mr. Cooley (4 Geography of N'yassi,' p. 41), 
"lies chiefly in slaves, ivory, green stones tmalachite?) and copper." . . . 
i' The ivory is brought to him from the northern side of the Luapula, the green 
stones from the country called Gatanga." 

The grandfather of the present Kazembe, the great " Viceroy " of the country 
lying s.w. of the Tangallyika, and feudatory to Mwat ya Nvo, the sovereigIl of 
; Uropua," was first visited by Dr. Lacerda, Governor of the Rios de Sena in 1 e 98 - 
99. 'rhe traveller died, however, afer being nine months in the country, without 
recordillg the name and pOSitiOIl of the African capital- the former nvas fixel 
by the expedition sent un(ler Major Monteiro and Capt. (;amitto ill 1831-32 it 
is variously protloullced Lucexlda, Luenda, and by the Arabs Userlda, the diSerence 
beillg causeel probably by dialect or iIlHexion. There is still some doubt al)out the 
pOSitiOll of the town. Mr. Macqueen places Usen(la (by Major Monteiro's bearillgs 
all(l distances, 150 miles N., 27? W., fsom Dr. Lacerda s last observation by occul- 
tation nf Jupiter's satellitesl at the little town of Moiro Achinto ill 10? 2uf 35" 
s. lat., and 3()? 1' 48" :. long. of Greenwich) ill 8? 15' s. lat., and in 28? 30' E. long. 
Dr. Livillgstone supposes Usenda to lie 10 marches (60 statute miles) s w. of the Tall- 
galyika's southern extremity. Mr. Cooley makes Oha (Uhha) and Lucenda fixed 
pOillts in the same meridian, about 200 miles asunder, and replesents the lake (the 
Tanganyika) distant about fifty miles from Lucenda, which he fixes at about 9? 29' 
s. lat., alld 29? 16' E. long. This is not far from the position of the Tanglnyika's 
s()uthel u extreln;ty laill down from Arab ealculatioll at 9? 2o' s. lat. azId .3o 9 E:. Iollar, 
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carry loads, and the Wanyamwezi, unmaritime savages like the 
Kafirs, who have a anortal dread and abhorrence of water, refuse 
to advance beyond Ujiji. On account of its dangers, the thriving 
merchants have hitherto abandoned this line to debtors alld despe- 
rate men. 

South of IJguhha lies the unimportant tribe of Wat'hembwe, 
whose possessions are still within sight of Kawe]e in Ujiji. The 
race adjoining them is the Wakatete or Wakadete, antl the 
countryis called bythe Arabs "Awwal Marungu," on the northern 
frontier of Atarungu. Marungu is one of the most important 
divisions of the lands about the Tanganyika. Amayr bin Said el 
Shaksi, a sturdy old merchant froxn Oman, who, wrecked about 
twelve years ago on that part of the coast, had spent five months 
with the people living on roots and grasses, divides the region 
generically termed Marungu into three distinct provinces-lMa- 
rungu to the north, Karungu in the centre, and Urungu on the 
south. Others mention a western Marungu, divided from the 
eastern by the Runantwa River, and they call the former in con- 
tradistinotion Marungu Tafuna from its sultan. 

Western Marullgu extends according to the Arabs in depth 
from Ut'hembwe to the Wabisa,t a tribe hol(ling extensive lands 
westward of the Nyassa Lake. Travellers from Unyamwezi to 
:K'hokoro meet, near Ufipa, caravans of the northern Wabisa en 
route to Kilwa. Between Marungu and Usenda, the capital of 
the Wazembe, the roa(l lies through the district of Kavvire, distant 
seven marches; thence nine stages conduct them to the end of the 

* These words suggest ideas of error; Marungu appearing to be rather the name 
of a race than of a country, and "Tafuna" simply means "eat." But, after 
lengthened consultations with the Arabs, no further illformation was elicited- the 
words are, therefore, written as they were given. 

t Mr. Cooley ('Geography of N'yassi,' p. 7) conjectures that the Ambios or 
Imbies, Zimbas or Muzimbas, celebrated by the old Portuguese historians of Africa 
on account of an irruption, in 1570, from the north as far as the Zambesi River 
" were no other than the M'Biza, or Moviza, as they are called by the Portuguese 
who still occupy its (the Syassa's) south-western banks." The proper name of this 
well-known tribe is Wabisa (in the sing. Mbisa), not Wabisha, as it is pronouIlced 
at Zanzibar, where every merchant kllows " Bisha ivory." The WdbisS extend 
according to the Arabs from the west of the Nyassa or Kilwa Lake towards the 
south of the Tanganyika. They dress in l)ark-cloth, carry down their fine ivory 
to Tete and Kilimani (Quillimane) * and every four or five years a caravan ap- 
pears at Kilwa, where, confounding their hosts witll the Portuguese, they call evera 
Arab muzullgu) or white man. They are a semi-pastoral tribe, fond of commerce 
and saidto be civil and hospitable to 6trangers. It must be observed that those 
geographers are in errorswho connect the Wabisa with the Wanyamwezi * they are 
distinct in manners and appearance, habits and language. Mr. Cooley, for in- 
stance, opines that the " Moviza " and the " Monomoezi " are similar in physical 
eharacter and national marks. The only mark known to the Wabisa is the kishshah 
or crest of hair * not, as Khamisi Wa Tani asserted to Mr. Cooley (' Inner Africa 
[.aid Open, p. 61), a dotted line on the nose and foreheadX whereas, the Wanyam- 
wezi, as has been seend puncture the skin. Thlls l,acerda calls the " Moviza," 
a friz%led and periwigged people; the Arabs also deny the assertion of Pereira, re- 
cDrded by T3owdich, that the Moviza, like the Wahiao, file their teeth. 
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journey. 'There is an upper land-route throllgh Uruwwa for those 
travelling from Ujiji to Usenda, and many caravans have passed 
from Unyanyembe direct through I<'hokoro and Ufipa, to the 
dominions of the Kazembe.* 

Alarungu is described by tlle Arabs as a hilly country like Ujiji 
alld Uvira: the precincts of the lake, however, are here less bold 
than the oppo3ite shore. OW the coast lie four or five islands, two 
of which, according to the Arabs, are of considerable size: the 
only name given i3 Ukungwe, which appears however to be rather 
the nanle of the farthest point visible from Kasenge, and bearing 
S. 58? E. On the north-western frontier of Marungu, and about 
three marches from the lake, is the district calle(l Utumbara, from 
Mtumbara its sultan. This Utumbara, which must not be con- 
founded with the district of the same name in Northern Unyam- 
wezi, is sai(l by the Arabs to be fifteen to twenty days' march from 
Usenda. 

Marungu, though considered dangerous, has often been visited 
by Aral) merchants. After touching at Kasenffle they coast along 
Uguhha for four days, llot daling to land there in consequence of 
an event that happened about l841-42. A large Aral) caravan 
of 200 armed slaves, led by Mohammed bin Salih and Sulayman 
bin Nasir, and with four coadjutors, Abd el A1 and Ibn Habib, 
Shiahs of Bahryn,t Nasir and Rashid bin Salim el Harisi (who 
soon afterwards died at Marungu) took boat to Marungu, and in 
due time arrived at Usenda. They completed their cargo) aIld 
were returning in a single boat, whell they were persuaded by the 
Sultan Mtumbara to land, and to assist him in annihilating a 
neighbour, Sama or Ikipyoka, living at about one day's march 
from the lake. The Arabs, aided by Africans, attacked a borna, 
or palisade, where, bursting in, they found Saim'l's brother " sitting 
upon pombe" with his wife. 'The villagers poured in a shower of 
arrows, to which the Arabs replied by shooting down the happy 
couple over their cups. Saima's people fled, but presently returning 
they massacred the slaves of the Arabs, who were obliged to take 
refu^,e in the grass till aid was aSorded by their einployer tItumbara. 

* According to the Arabs, the Kazembe visited by the Portuguese expedition in 
1831 uied about 1837, and was succeeded by his son the present chief. He is de- 
scribed as a man of middle age, of light-coloured complexion, handsomely dressed 
iII a Surat cap, silkeoat, alld embroidered loin-cloth; he is rich in copper, ivory, 
and slaves, cloth arsd furnitule, muskets and gunpowder. Many Arabs, probably 
half-castes, are said to be living with him, held in high honour, and the medium 
of intercourse is the Kisawahili. Though he has many wives, he allows his subjects 
but one each, puts both adulterer and adulteress to death, and punishes offenders 
generally by gOUgillg out one or both eyes. 

t It is not improbable that this man may be the " Ben Habib " met with a party 
of Atabs by Dr. Livingstone at Linyanti ofthe Makololo. About six -ears ago his 
father left Zanzibar with a caravan of 100 musketeers to seek his son * he crossed 
c)ver from Ujiji to Marungu, but has 1lever been heard of since that time. 
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Sama, thus victorious, burned the Arabs' boat, and, compelling the 
merchants to return to Usenda, seized the first opportunity of slaying 
his rival. The expatriated Arabs have found means of sending let- 
ters to their friends, but they appear unable to leave the country. 
Their correspondence declares them to be living in favour with 
the Kazemlze, who has presented them with large rice-shambas 
that they have collected ivory and copper in large quantities, but 
that they are unable to find porters. rrois being highly improbable 
ill a land where in 1807 a slave cost five, and a tusk of ivory six 
or seven squares of Indian piece-goods,$ and as, moreover, several 
merchants, deluded by exaggerated accoullts of the Kazembe's 
wealth arld liberality, intrusted these men with considerable ven- 
tures, of which no tidings have as yet reached the creditors' ears, 
the more acute Arabs suspect that their countrymen are living 
from hand to mouth about Usenda, and are cultivating the land 
with little prospect of quitting it 

The people of Marungu are called AVambozwa by the Arabs; 
they are subject to no king, but live under local rulers, and are 
ever at war with their neighbours. They are a dark and plain) a 
wild and uncomely race. Amongst these people is observed a 
custom which connects them with the Wangindo, Wahiao, and the 
slave races dwelling inland from Kilwa. They pierce the upper 
lip and gradually enlart,e the aperture till the end projects in a 
kind of bill beyond the nose and chin, giving to the countenance 
a peculiar duck-like appearance. The Arabs, who abhor this 
hideous vagary of fashion, scarify the sides of the hole and attempt 
to make the flesh grow by the application of rock-salt. The people 
of Marungu, however, are little valued as slaves; they are surly 
and stubborn, exceedingly depraved, and addicted to desertion. 

Crossing the Runangwa or Marungu River, which, draining the 
southern countries towards the Tant,anyika, is represented to equal 
the Malagarazi in volume, the traveller passes through the districts 
of Marungu Tafuna, IJbeyye, and Iwemba. Thence turning to 
the north, he enters the country of the Wapoka, between vvhom 
and the lake lie the Wasowwa and the NVafipa. This coast is 
separated from the opposite shore by a voyage of fourteen hours; it 
iS a hilly expanse divided by low plains, where men swarm accord- 
ing to the natives " like ants." At a short (listance from the shore 
lies the Mvulna group, seven rocks or islets, three of which are 
considerable in size, and the largest, shaped like a cone, breeds 
goats in plenty, whilst the sea around is rich in fish. There are 
other islets in the neighbourhood, but none are of importance. 

Ufipa is an extensive district fertilized by many rivers. It pro- 
duces grain in abundance, and the wild rice is of excellent flavour. 

* This is stated to be the case by Pedro Joao Baptista, the Pombeiro, who 
crossed Africa from Angola to Mvnomotapa and the Iudian Ocean in 1802-1814. 
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Cattle abounded there before the Watuta, who held part of the 
coulltry, began a system of plunder and waste, which ended in their 
emigration to the north of Uvinza; cows, formerly purchased for 
a few strings of cheap white beads, are now rare and dear. The 
Wafipa are a wild but kindly people, who seldom carry arms: they 
have ever welcomed the merchants that visited them for slaves and 
ivory, and they are subject to four or five principal chiefs. The 
servile specimens seen at Unyanyembe were lnore like the jungle 
races of the Deccan than Africans small and short, sooty and 
shrunken men, so timid, ignorant, and suspicious, that it was found 
impossible to obtain from them the simplest specimen of their 
dialect. Some of them, like the Wanyoro, had extracted all the 

* * ower lnclsors. 
North of the Wafipa, according to the Arabs, lies another tribe, 

called Wat'hembe (?), an offshoot from the people on the opposite 
side of the Tanganyika. Here the lake receives a small river 
cal]ed the Murunguvu (?). The circuit of the Tanganyika con- 
cludes with the Watongwe, called from their sultan or their 
founder Watongwe Kapana. In clear weather their long pro- 
montory is the farthest point visible from Kawele in Ujiji; and 
their lands extend northwards to Ukaranga and the Malagarazi 
River. 

Such are the most important details culled from a mass of Arab 
oral geography: they are oSered to the reader without any 
guarantee of correctness. The principal authorities are the Shaykh 
Snay bin Amir el Harisi and Amayr bin Said el Shaksi; the latter 
was an eye-witness. All the vague accounts noted down from 
casual informants were submitted to them for an imprimatur. 
Their knowledge and experience surpassing those of others, it was 
judged better to record information upon trust from them only, 
rather than to heap together reliable and unreliable details, and as 
some travellers do, by striking out a medium, inevitably to confuse 
fact with fiction. Yet it is the explorer's unpleasant duty through- 
out these lands to doubt everything that has not beerl subjected to 
his omn eyes. The bol(lestmightlookupon the 'Afombas Mission 
Map' and tremb]e. 

CHAPTER IX. 

USUKUMA AND THE SYANZA 0R UIIEREWE LAKE. 

TI1E term Usukuma has been explained to signify the lands lying 
to the north of Unyamwezi: it expresses a conventional and poli- 
tical rather than a geographical division. This region, which con- 
tains the mixed population between the district of Unyanyembe and 

s 'M 
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the Syanza Lake, is contained within the parallels of ,5? and 2? 24' 
s. lat. The Arabs of IVazeh estimated the journey at sixteen 
marches, which, as the distance is about 226 miles, would gisTe the 
excessive rate of fourteen miles per diem. Captain Speke occu- 
pied twenty-five days with halts. The breadth can scarcely be 
estimated. The altitude range3 from 3500 to 4000 feet above the 
sea-level. The route was travelled over in July and August of 
1858 by Captairl Speke,* who discovered the Syanza or Ukerewe 
Lake, of which accurate reports gathered from the Arabs of 
Kazeh, had been previously transmitted to the Royal Geographical 
Society. The following description of the route and the general 
features of the country are extracted from his journals, with 
additions and alterations supplied by Arab informants, especially 
by Salim bin Rashid el Manzuri. 

The superficial configuration of the country, like that of Unyam- 
wezi generally, is a rolling plateau of primitive and sandstone for- 
mation, with lower levels of brown clay or sand mixed with vege- 
table matter. The undulations of ground were compared by the 
explorer to long waves varying from three to six miles in length, 
with ascents and descents equally gradual, and the low rocky hills, 
irregular, as if disposed by confli(ting currents, to small curling 
breakers of a short and chopping sea. In some places the huge 
outcrops of syenitic granite, comTnon in Ugogo and its flank- 
ing deserts, appear to-ering above the tallest vegetation. The 
hill-summits are nude, the sides are dotted with stunted trees and 
a thin bush of cactus and aloe. The plains are veiled with a profuse 
growth, and, like Unyamwe%;, they are deficient in timber only 
the Adansonia and in parts the palmyra attaining any size-whilst 
strips and seams of jungle alternate with patches of cultivatiorl and 
with clearings of' extreme fertility. Usukuma is perhaps the most 
populous province and the richest as regards cattle in this part 
of Africa: it owes its pre-eminence to the excellerlce and abun- 
dance of spring-water. which is found so near the surface that wells are 
not sunk. No rivers and but few nullahs appear till near the lake. 

* After some delayS caused by the disturbed state of the northern country 
Capt. Speke, aided by the author, collected a gang of 20 Pagazi, and escorted by ten Baloch matchlockmen, left Kazeh on the 11th of July. Having performed a suc- cessful journey, which only time had limited, and having marched about 500 miles 
through a wild country in 45 days, halts included, he returned to Kazeh on the 2.Sth of August. During that period his expenses amounted to about 200 dollars ( = 401.), 
the principal items of which were these.-As a bribe to the Baloch, 150 shukkahs of American domestics (-100 dollars at the valuation of Unyanyembe), and 30 lbs. of 
white beads for rations (-12 dollars), were distributed. The porters received in pay 75 shakkah (50 dollars), alld as ratit}ns for the whole party 60 lbs. of white beads (25 dollars). The e:ttras were blacklnail, and wages to guides, 29 shukkah of white and blue cotton, one sohari, one dabwani and two barsati-check-stuffs- 
worth in all 23 dollars. The expense of traveiling through Usukuma is rather higher than in the beaten track from the coast to Ujiji, where the people bring 
necessaries for sale, and hasTe learned to moderate their demands. 



The climate of this region is comparatively pleasant. There are 
no unhealthy exhalations nor putrid fens, no thermical extremes 
nor surprises; in fact, the air is that of a high dry land. Travellers 
suffer at first from the change; but when acclimatized they 
rernark that sleep and appetite are imprc)ved. No difficulty is 
experienced in walkinffl fronl daybreak till 9 A.M.; from 10 A.M. 
to 4 P.M. the shade of a hut is nevessary for comfort, and at night, 
especially in a tent, a blanket is required even in tlle month 
of August. The country suffers from the cold easterly and south- 
easterly winds, which cause so much disease in Unyamwezi. It 
has a long met season. The preliminary showers, accompanied 
with loud thunder and vivid lightning, begin itl August or Sep- 
tember ;$ at the end of this month the masika sets in, and, con- 
tinuing with breaks till 3tay, divides the year into unequal parts 
of five dry atld seven rainy months. As in Unyanyembe, the dews 
are light, and the rays of the sun are tempered by a thin veil 
of milky vapour. 

The geology of this region is remarkable only for a tich supply 
of iron. It is not mined: the Wafyoma, a sub-tribe of the 
Wasurllbwa,t itself a tribe of the Wanyamwezi and other servile 
races, pick up from the hill-^ides the ferruginous stone, which tbey 
smelt by the rudest. contrivances. The greatest abundance was 
observed in the district of Nera, whence the vein probably extends 
westward to Utumbara, wavhich exports the raw iron worked at 
Alsene in A\7estern Unyaulwezi. In parts a thin layer of salt 
effloresces from the plains; Usukuma, however, depends upon 
Ugogo and IJvinza for its supplies of this article, which consequently 
is scarce and expensive. A variety of indications would suggest the 
existence of coal in these regions: the plains extend to the base of 
the Karagwah highlands, and their component rocks are micaceous 
and ferruginous sandstones, wlth argillaceous layers, whose red 
aspect argues the presence of iron oxide. 

Iron is the staple produce of the northS ivory of the east, and 
cattle and the cereals abound throughout the land. The harvest 
season is ill July and Augustt and such is the plenty of maize, 
millet, and holcus, that the population can afford almost to live 
upon pombe, which consumes more grain than beer ever did in 
England. Water-melons thrive; there are several kinds of 
pulse; and the vegetables are represented by sweet potatoes, 
tomatos, manioc, pumpkins, and cucumbers. Tobacco is grown in 
the richest soils; and the cotton about Umanda and near the 
southern extremity of the Nyanza Lake is considered by the 

* Capt. Speke records two showers oll the 11th and the 22nd of August. accom- 
pallied with thunder and lightning. The Arabs of Kazeh called this the suli or 
little rains, and declared that it usually beXgins about the Nayruz (in 1858 the 
29th of Augl1st). 

t See Chaps. VI. and XIt. 
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Arabs a superior article. In parts the laild appears almost over- 
stocked with cattle, which, however, the " Armentarius Afer " will 
not sell on account of his fondness for curded milk; its cooling 
and thirst-quenching properties cause this " dahi " to be preferred 
to the fresh produce. The most nunaerous and the largest herds 
are at the Msalala district of Urtlanda and at Nera, in the vicinity 
of the Lake. Sheep and goats also are not readily parted with, the 
people sensibly preferring their skins to the flimsy cottons imported 
from the coast. (:ows are seldoln to be purchased for less than 
three doti; bullocks fetch two-thirds of that price, whilst three 
small or one large goat or sheep may be bought for one doti, or 
its equivalent, two khete of coral beads. In 1858 the rage for 
gunpowder was such that a few charges went as far as a cotton 
cloth. Beads also throughout this region bear a disproportionate 
value. rrhus, where one or two khete of coral-coloured porcelains 
-of which thirty are elsewhere equivalent to the shukkah-pur- 
chased a goat, a cloth fetched only three or four fowls. Moreover, 
the people were found to be fastidious as regards their jewellery; 
in many places they rejected the khanyera or white porcelains, and 
t.hey invariably showed preference for the coral-red, the pink, and 
the blue varieties. 

'The wild animals of Usukuma are, on the N.E., a few elephants, 
whose ivories are carried either to Unyanyembe or to Burkene, on 
the Mombasah route, hippopotami near the lake do nightly damage 
to the fields, rhinoceroses, with fine large horns, range the jungles to 
the s. and S.E. of the Nyanza, and everywhere are giraffie, quagga (?), 
zebras, and herds of antelope. In some parts ostriches abound; their 
feathers found in the bush,-they are not hunted, decorate the 
tufty polls of the people. The Egyptian goose is not unfrequent. In 
l2Jsukuma was observed a fine large species of goose (Sakidornis 
melanota), with a black plume, white feathers under the lower man- 
dible, and a lobule or gristly exerescence in a semicircular form, like 
a cock's Gomb trimmed of-its dentationsS rising from the base of the 
bill in an arc from lin. to 1@5 in. in height, and terminating close 
behind the horny and incurved point of the beak. Crested cranes 
and floriken, guinea-fowls, partridges, and rock-pigeons are abun- 
dant in the northern lands. Fish is caught by the people near the 
Nyanza; but it is generally offiered for sale in a state unfit for 
eating The only specimens seen were a kind of winnow and 
a perch-like animal, not uncommon in the waters of the Tan- 
gany;ka. Crocodiles are found in the Nyanza Lake. 

The various tribes dwelling between Unyanyembe and the 
Nyanza Lake, though boisterous and turbulent, are prevented by 
considerations of self-interest, with which mingles a certain fear 
of retribution, from plundering and molesting travellers. They are 
quarrelsome over their potations; but the intervention of the Sultan, 
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which is almost invariably for good, suffices to prevent serious 
brawls. The chief prides himself upon receiving strancers as 
Yisitors; he is vexed and hurt if they pass his village without 
entering it>$ and he generally acknowledges blackmail by a 
returnpresentb This northern road is not, like the great west- 
ern route, one vast slave-path; and the semi-agricultural state 
of the people distinguishes them from the purely pastoral tribes. 
Here the commercial traveller's adve?nt iS hailed as a good omen; 
lnen, women, and children assemble to welcome him; he may go 
wherever and he may see whatever he pleases; his hosts entreat 
him to settle arnongst thertl, and as he wends his way they giYC hiNl 

the friendly "kua-heri " or farewell. They are not yet civilized 
enough to hate foreigners. 011 the beaten slave-path the Sultalls 
have learned to demand from the merchants preserlts wllich are vir- 
tually a bribe for forbearance *om robbing, alld their subjects, 
presumillg upon the stranger s profits treat him with snsolence and 
indignity. The wild \NTamasai and WATakwafi, the starving Somal 
and the wretched Galla, orl the other hand, obey the law of nature, 
which amongst barbarians makes the least valuable possessions to 
be the most jealously guarded. They admit no stranger unless 
escorted by some influential clansman, who is security for and spy 
upon all his actions; even with this passport he is watched with the 
eyes of Argus. Every word, deed, and movement will become the 
subject of grave debate, arsd be misconstrued to the traveller's dis- 
advantage; the more absurd the decision the more readily and 
widely it is believed and diffilsed. WATcxe to the wight detected ascend- 
ing a hill or visiting a plain too often ! hc is assuredly bewitchirlg 
the people, or planning to build a fort for the mastery of those 
fair lands whose wretched owners exist in a state of sem;-starvation. 
'rhere too, bloodshed by any means, even by the cowardly murder 
of a sleeping guest, is a gest ever to be boasted of, a heroic deed 
which wins for the warrior the High Order of the Rish or ostrich- 
feather. Such is tra+rel among the slave races and the pastoral 
tribes; and so difl>erent is it amongst the Beahwarta, the Makololo, 
the M7asakuma, and similar people in the African interior. 

The direct route from Unyanyembe lies eastward of north: it 
abuts, after fifteen loolg or twenty short marches upon the south- 
eastern arlgle of the Nyanza. The road through Usukuma, 
explored by Captain Speke in 1858, was a line deflecting west- 
wvard to avoid the disturbed portions of Umanda. A general list 
of stationsX with the time occupied in actual marching, is given 

* Some sultalls will insist that the stranger who pitches tent in the juIl$1e 
should rise vIp and enter the settlement. A variety of motives-honour, profit 
cllriosity, and love of society-are at the bottom of this custom in uncivilized life. 
So amollgst the Boers of the Cape and the Portugllese half-castes of Western 
Africa it is a notable slight to pass a farm or a village without esltering it. 
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below;$ and some details concerning each stage will enable the reader to form a more distinct idea of its physical and political features than any general description, however minute, could convey. 

The first stage from Kazeh, crossing deep soil, for the most part well cultivated, ends at a small vil]age, where a hut is cleared out for travellers. The second march, to Ulikampuri, passes over, according to the ArabsS the Gombe nullah, which during the wet monsoon drains Central Unyamwezi into the Malagarazi River. Captain Speke observed on this stage a broad and sloping valley of treejungle, in which pools occasionally occurred; but the ground seemed to rise towards the west, and there to be limited by high land. Ulikampuri is inhabited by a tribe called A7Vasagari, who extend to the eastward, where they mingle with the WATanyamwezi. To Unyambewa, the fourth station, the track spans a dead level, well cultivated for the first five miles, and winds amongst low straggling hills, which, nowhere obstructing passac,e, presently draw ofE. Thence the road runs through a barren of tall thin thorns, with occasional clearings for cultivation, crosses the long and gradually-rising waves of a rich and populous land, and finally draws near to a line of dwarf hil] stretching away to the south-east. 
Unyambewat was in 1858 governed by a Mana-Mteme (lite- rally a king's oSsprint,), a Sultana, by name Unguvu: there is no law Salique in these lands, and, in deAult of male heirs, the chiefs principal widow, when there are several, succeeds to his authority. The lady is described as a short stout dame, not far from sixty, active, energetic, and laughter-loving: her dress was an old barsati or Indian cloth presented by some travelling trader; she wore copper wire upon her fingels, her arms were decorated with 

$ 1. KazehtoNorthernUnyanyembe, 10. Msalala to Mgogwa, Sh. lOm. 1 h. 40 m. 1 1. To Senagongo, 3 h. 1 n m. 2. To Ulikampuri, 5h. 15m. 12. ,, K'hahama, 4h. 25m. 3. ,, Southern Unyambewa, 4h. 13. ,, Nindo, 6h. 50m. 40m. 14. ,, SalOwe, Gh. 40m. 4. ,, Northern Unyambewa, 2h. 15. ,, Southern Nera, 5h. 5m. SOm. 16. ,, Northern Nera, 4h.45m. 5. , Ibanda, 2h. 4()m. 17. ,, Southern Urima, 2h. fi5m. 6. , Ukamba of Umanda, 4h. 18. ,, Northeln Urima, Sh. 4<>m. lSm. 19. ,, Ukumbi,4h.25m. 7. ,, Uyombo, 4h. 55m. 20. ,, Jsamiru, 5h. 5m. 8. ,, Ukuni, 3h. 40m. 21. ,, S{wanza, 2h. 35m. 9. ,, Msalala, 4h. lOm. 
t This and several other names occur in Mr. Cooley's ' Geography of N'yassi,' p. 28. "Beyond Ocanga (Usanga, to the south of Unyamwezi) are Msarara (Msalala), Onambiwa (Unyambewa), and Ebanda (Ibanda), whether towns or kingdoms we know not." 
t 'ana Mteme, contracted from M'ana wa Mteme, has been mentioned as the title of the Sultan's children in Ugogo, synonymous with M'An Mundewa in Khutu and Usagara. 
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solid brass bangles, and a foot-depth of " sambo " concealed her ankles; from her neck depended an assortmeslt of brass and copper, horn, ivory, and wooden ornaments, talismans, and souvenirs. EIer village, in a cultivated plain, was a stout palisade, containing twenty or thirty thatched huts, conical and circular, with ample shady eaves, divided into parcels of four or five by walls of stakes, forming straight and bending alleys for thorough- fare, vvith courts and screens f;)r privacy, and fences for protection of cattle. The Sultana presented a bullock to the traveller, and received in return a small present of cloth, after which her manaffling-man put in a claim fbr a fundo of beads. To the fertile plain of Ibanda, the fifth station, the path, which is easy and regular, traverses well-cultivated grounds, interrupted by a close jungle of small trees. Thence it crosses a loxv ridge, trending gradually from the east, and a descent leads to the sixth station, Ukamba, a well-cleared and populous valley. In this part of the country there is a great mixture of tribes. The NVasongo lie about twelve miles eastward, the Wakwanda twenty miles to the west of Ukaml)a. Between these two, and commencing about seven miles south of Ukamba, is the territory of Umanda, a long oval, with a length of eighty miles, alld a breadth of about two nlarches; the lay of its greater diameter is from north-west to south-east. 
IJmanda is inhabited by a turbulent and quarrelsome race, com- hining the unsettled and predatory habits of the pastoral with the clebauchery and greed of gain that distinguish the half-agricultural peoples. 'rhe NVamanda speak a diSerent language from their \Va- nyamwezi and other neighbours; and, like the rest of the WAfasu- kuma, they occasionally send caravans to the east coast, where some of their sultans are now well known. In 1858 they were involvecl in a war of succession by the death of a well-known chief, who left three sons, and consequently three claimants to power. The elder, by spreading reports that certain Arab merchants detained at this village had engaged to assist him, terrified the cadets into acknowledgirlg themselves his vassals. The two latter, after making their formal submission, returned at once to their former inde- pendence, and left no art untried to inveigle strangers and to raise reports of Arab alliance. Kurua, the youngest brother, who had collected three old Tower muskets, and supplied himself with ammunition by selling cattle at Kazeh, received the explorer with ertlphatic kindness. The war had fallen heavily upon the flocks and herds, and the unhappy WVarendo, a little tribe on the northern frontier of Umanda, had been obliged to shelter tlleir cows in the northern and north-eastern hills, 50 or 60 miles distant, a sore sacrifice to a people so fond of milk. 'l'he Wamanda are a manly race; they turn fiercely at a push 
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or a blow, from which others would shrink timidly away; and if 
grudged the indulgence of unlimited staring they wax quarrelsome. 
Their arms are bows and arrows, assegais, knives and knobsticks. 
Ulllike the Wanyamwezi, they protect their bodies with hide 
shields, about 5 feet long by 18 inches in breadth striped and 
daubed with ochreish and variously coloured earths around the 
centre, where wooden knobs, disposed in squares, project like an 
umbo or boss. To judge from the zumo, or war-ceremony, with 

which distinguished strangers are received, their tactics consist 
principally of irregular movements to escape the missiles of the 
enenly, or to draw of his fire. The parade-ground is a mass of 
moving hurnanity. Now they keep their ground prailcing and 
curvetting, with bodies swaying to and fro; sometimes they retreat, 
at other times they advance with leaps and bounds, first on one, 
then on the opposite side, to the assault with nocked arrows or 
qu*ering spears, projectino their shields, assuming the most fan- 
tastic attitudes, and terrifying the enemy with maniacal gestures, 
while stones and knobsticks fly through the air. They have no 
war-cry, but a fearful volley of independent shouts and screams 
accompanies every fresh evolution. And so fond are the Wamanda 
of dancing, that after a long march, and a toilsome display like 
that alluded to they will fly to their drums, rush about, jump, and 
nautch, as if hung on wires, to an unharmonious chorus of col- 
lective voices, till darkness closes upon the earth. When not 
fighting or cultivating, they spend their days, between 10 A.X. and 
4 P.M. in intoxication; and flom the afternoon to midnight they 
drum, sing and dance. During drinking-hours they become 
wholly unfit for any but African society. 'lahe mteme, or chiefs, 
swarm over the land. They are jealous of their neighbours, with 
whom they seldom, if ever, agree; but they are respected by their 
people, and they are powerful to forward or to arrest the traveller's 
progress. These sultans live by the sweat of their slaves, and 
increase their property by sending ivories to the coasts They traffic 
with the Arabs of Kazeh, who give the usual returns for their 
cattlse and eke out the revenue with "windfalls," percentages of 
plunder, seisures in battle, and blackmail from travellen. 

The Wamanda have some curious superstitions, they object to 
a dead Guinea-fowl being brought unplucked into the village; and 
they are addicted to the display of devilry, common throughout 
Unyamwezi and Karagwah. A party of twenty to thirty, cbiefly 
women, called Wabandwa (in the singular Mbandwa), proceed 
about the village balancing grain-pans and wooden ladles upon 
their heads, and holding green twigs in their right hands, with 
a mincing, jogging step, halfjump and half-dance, and a drawling 
droning, hulnming chorus, to which the arms and hands and the 
swaying of the body, keep time. This procession moves slowly 



along the passages formed by palisades, and, delaying in front of 
each house, performs its choicest evolutions. Menn and even the 
chiefs, arise and sometimes join in the dance. The idea is, that 
a p'hepo, or disembodie(l spirit, whose name is NVaswezi (?), enables 
those possessed to foresee the event of wars and journeys, the 
advance of caravans, the procreation of children, and the occurrence 
of rain, together with similar secrets of time. In making the sare, 
or brotherhood, the Wasukuma draw blood from above the left knee, 
as amongst the Wanyamwezi. 

The seventh station is a hilly but fertile district belotlging to 
the \Vayombo, whose chief is one Mihambo of the WYamanda tribe. 
Ile received two plain cloths in return for his pre3ellt a sheep. 
From this point a direct road runs northwards through Sarenge 
and K'hahama: in 1858 it was one of the three districts dis- 
ordered by civil war. A well-cultivated country, open, but sprinkled 
with a few hills, followed by a rough track, close with trees, leads 
hence to Ukuni also a district of the Wayombo, who, when the 
Wamanda are occupie(l in fighting, make raids upon their cattle. 
The next march, passing out of the AAlayombo by a winding and 
indirect line, again enters the land of Umanda, at a district called 
Msalala. The country is at first an extensive plain, broken by 
small and irregularly disposed hills. In some parts cultivation 
and fine trees appear; in others the surface is encrusted with 
a thin coat of salt; in others it is rolling ground, broken with 
huge outcrops of granite. Msalala is a large district, in 1858 
the second focus of petty war. At that point the track, which had 
left the disturbed places on the right or eastward, passed tllrough 
the coInbatants and turned abruptly to the north, leaving on the 
left hand the third scene of action. The Wagolo tribe lie 20 
miles east, and the NVasioma (Wafyoma ?) 30 miles west, of 
Msalala. The land is here fertile and populous. If Ugogo boasts 
of its thousands, Msalala can vaunt its tens of thousands. The 
land rnoreover, is peculiarly rich in cattle. 

The tenth statioll is Mgogwa, a village of Msalala belonging 
to Kurua, the young chief before alluded to. This country is in 
solne parts white with salt, which is probably too nitrous Cvr use; 
in others it is admirably fertile, produciz}g cotton in abundance, 
and wanting only illdustry to satisfy the agriculturist however 
covetous. Kurua began by sending an armed party to obstruct 
the explorer, saying that the route was rendered dangerous by his 
brother, and that the intentions of a stranger could be known only 
by his actions. lIe manifestly desired to use the influence of a 
great mundewa$ or commandant of a caravan, and perhaps to 
strike by a litt.le gunpowder terror into the hearts of his enemies. 

$ MUI1(1eWa is the generally knowll term in these regiolls for a n-lerchallt or the 
proprietor of a caravau, rho of course raaks with the chiefs of the country. 
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I4e obtained only a few cloths in exchange for his present of a bullock. Kurua, however, received Captain Speke hospitably on his return, sold him some cattle, and returned with him to Unyan- yembe driving cows, which he had promised to barter for ammu- nition. But when arrived he so raised his prices, that it w-as found impossible to conclude a bargain. 

Senagongo, the eleventh station, was reached by a circuitous tracli, to avoid the seat of war, through a fair and fertile country, striped and patched with jungle; open to the east, and on the west some- what close, with low, irregular hills. This sub-district of Msalala was in 1858 the domain of Sultan Kinoni the ca.det, allied with IZurua against the pretensions of their eldest brother. He also showed the stranger those little marks of attention which alone can make such journeys pleasant. His subjects, however, are not less noisy and boisterous, inquisitive and quarrelsome, than the other Wamanda. The careful fencing of their settlements argues a necessity for precaution, and the energ5J engendered by the strongest of moral stimulants personal danger - habituates them to activity. At Senagongo a bullock was presented to, and a return present was received from, the explorer. 
From Senagollgo the path passed the direct route from Unyan- yembe to the STyanza, and struck eastwards to avoid another seat of disturbance. Here the courltry is in long waves, upon which the cereals alternate with wild growth. The twelfth station is the district of 'hahama, the northern frontier of Umanda. When visited in 1858, it was abandoned by the people, owing to the wars in its vicinity. The next march leads through a flat country overgrown with thorny bush and patches of long, clear grass, a wilderness, rather deserted than desert, where elephant, deer, anal ostriches abound. The people have placed their families and household stuff beyolad the reach of the Wamanda, and, retiring to some distant asvlum for the nightS they stealthily revisit and cultivate the fields by day. A few villages in a district called Nindo lie at the end of this march. The fourteenth station, the Salawe country of the \Va'umba tribe, is reached, after a long march through a waterless waste similar to the former. About 30 miles to the east are the Wailatiya (?) people, and at an equal distance west- ward the Wazinza. This wilderness is also rendered dangerous by plundering parties of the Wamanda, and the villagers on the outskirts remove their cattle to safer places. In peaceful times herds are driven for sale from these lands to Kazeh and other parts of Unyanyembe. Trade, however, appears dull about Nindo and Salawe. f ew necks are decorated with beads, and the only garment is the loose apron, or the short kilt of goatskin, in Eastern Africa a sign of barbarism in the community, or poverty in the 

individual. 
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From Salawe to Northern Nera, the sixteenth station, the 
traek spans 8 miles of eultivated land, passes up a broad valley, 
and then traversing a jungle of thorn and grass abuts upon well- 
cultivated plains, from whieh emerge low stony hills and huge 
tower-like outcrops of granite. This appears to be the garden of 
Usukuma: green trees erown the large l)rown roeks of the little 
rises, tall palmyras and numerous villages are seattered over lands 
long subject to the hoe, alld larre flocks and herd.s ranging over 
the pastures give a peculiar charm of peaeeful plenty to the 
scenery. Nera is a district of great mineral wealthj Aeeording 
to the Arabs, one large vein of iron extends from this distriet to 
the north of Msene. The ironstone is picked up from the hill- 
side3, heaps of the ore are piled up before the eottage doors, 
and the little forges of the smelter supply Unyanyembe with hoes 
and other implements. The Wanyamwezi porters never fail to 
invest their hire in a stock of jembe, which they buy at the lowest 
prices, two being generally procurable for a white shukkah, and 
they sell their venture for double or treble after their return home. 
Cl'he working of iron at Nera is eonfined to eertain villages, the 
other3 oeeupy themselves exclusively with eultivation and cattle.$ 

From Nera the road leads to Urima of the WVisabi tribe, which 
forms the seventeenth and eighteenth stations. The first half is a 
land of long waves generally cultivated and rieh in flocks and herds; 
westward is a seatter of dwarfhills, and in that direetion, about four 
mi]es distant, a large piece of water, the head of the Nyanza's 
southern creek, is diseerned for the first time. At the sixth mile 
the path crosses a deep and muddy nullah running from the S.E. 
into the creek, whieh also receives during the rains the waters 
of the Muingwira, the main drain of the western distriets of 
Msalala. The latter half of the lnareh crosses a well-eultivated 
country knobbed with hillocks, whieh, like the archipelago beyond 
the ereek and the eminences near the Lower Nile, beeome islands 
during the inundation; the lowlands lying at three or four marehes 
from the lake are then deeply submerged by the floods of the 
Muingwlra, and travelling is arrested for some months. 

From Urima where the sultan proved himself the sole base 
exeeption to the civility and courtesy of his brother ehiefs low 
jungly ground leads to a village at the base of little hills; the 
remainder is rouch but well cultivated. At the nineteenth station 
Ukumbi of the ANJalaswanda tribe, the ereek broadens out, and the 
summits of the rocky and tufted hills emergint, from its blue waters 

* Six other places, besides Usui, Nera, and Urima, are mentioned by the Arabs 
as supplying iron on this line of E. Africa. 1, Kawele, a district s. of Kazeh * 2 
Utumbara * 3, Usorombo, a district of Wasumbwa Wanyamwezi, lying five marches 
N. E. of AIserle- 4, Usonge, distant two marches from Msene on the road to 
Utumbara- 5, Karagwah, or rather the Kittara district; alld 6, Uvira, on the 
N. W. of the Lake Tanganyika. 
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become distinctly visible. From Ukumbi to Isamiru, the twentieth 
stage, a tortuous track spanning a hilly but fertile land, winds 
along the creek, which here widens to twelve or fourteen miles: to 
the north-west a glorious sea-horizon now gladdens the eyes. The 
road crosses a low line of hillsf enters a more opell and cultivated 
country, and, leaving the creek westward, coasts the lake and 
termillates at Mwanzi, the twenty-first station. This small district 
of Wasukuma occupies a nearly central position at the southern 
ext.remity of the Nyanza Lake. 

From Mwallsa Captain Speke, finding boats distant, and the 
lake out of prospect, marched three miles eastward to a village 
inhabited by Mansur, a half-caste and outcast ArabS who for 
sundry offences had been flogged out of Kazeh by his compatriots. 
He behaved nvith civility and left a favourable impression upon 
his guest The proceeding, however, irritated Mahayya, the chief 
of Mwanza, who forthwith forbade his subjects to sell provisions 

- to the caravan. Captain Speke, before setting out to observe from 
a hill, about three miles to the east of his night's lodwings, sent a 
deputation with excuses for having avoided the sultan's house, and 
accompanied it with a small present of cloth, which seems to 
have proved an efficient pacificator. Moreover after a daySs halt 
amongst clouds of mosquitoes, he began his return anarch to 
Unyanyembe by lodging with Mahayya. llhe sultan received 
him with great courtesy, cleared a house, and supplied him with 
eggs and milk; both the chief and M?ansur, possibly urged thereto 
by the Baloch, strongly dissuaded the guest from visiting the 
dangerous Sultan Machunda of Ukerewe. They spread a report 
that Salim bin Rashid, a wealthy Coast-Arab merchant, had been 
attacked and plundered at IJkerewe in spite of his sixty lnuskets, 
and was at the time detained for ransom. The lie was told with 
perfect circumstance. Whetl, however, it was repeated to the Arabs 
of Kazeh they only smiled their doubt, and the falsehood presently 
became manifest by the safe return of Salim bin Rashid, who had 
met with nothinffl but kindness at Ukerewe. The rnerchants, 
howelrer, declared Mahayya to be an " ayyar " or rascal of the first 
water, sTnooth of speech, frank in manner, but greedy, treacherous, 
and violent: they now sedulously avoid his district.+ Of old a 
"rtliddle-man" betweerl the Wasukuma boatmen and the caravans 
who wanted water-carriage to Ukerewe, he has manaC,ed to plunder 
several traders, amongst whom Musa Mzuris the Indian Doyen of 
the Kazeh merchantsS was one of the principal losers. And all 
praised as highly the courtesy and good faith of Sultan Machunda 
of Ukerewe. It is certain that Mahayya proved better than his 
reputation in his dealings with Captain Speke, but how exl?lain the 
two-days caprices of an African mind ? 

Though Mahayya be an " ayyar," he has all the presence of an 
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African king. He belongs to the WaVahinda or the cadet princes 
of Unyamwezi, and his size and general appearance distinguish 
his blood from that of his subjects. He is described as a giant in 

miniature, with massive and muscular limbs of uncommon girth, a 

shiny black skin, and an open pleasing countenance strange]y con- 

trasting with square and heavy features. HiS forehead is adorned 
with the two little antelope-horns worn by sultans and mediciners 
and his close short ringlets are bound roun(l with a fillet of cord. 
His dress is a barsati or blue Indian cloth; his ornaments are two 

heavy necklaces of the coarse blue bead common on this road, 

massive bangles of brass and copper adorn his wrists, broad ivory 

armlets set of the vast proportions of the arrns above the elbows, 
and over the whole of the short-arm are passed circlets of twisted 

aloe-fibres, each strun with a single large sofi or white tobacco-pipe 
bead. His wife is from the northern kingdom of Unyoro; she is 

not without charms, and appears to be endowed with abundant 
communicativeness. 

The Wasukuma, especially the subjects of lMahayya, are even 

more boisterous and barbarolls than the NVamanda: less civility 
was experienced by the explorer in the north than in the towns 

south of Msalala. Covetous to a degree, the people hang back at 

the sight of an outfit, they price their goods exorbitalltly, and they 
obstinately adhere to their demands. They are more rudely dressed 

than in the southern countries: here the Nubian apron of aloe-fibre, 
and even the wisp of grass, become the common articles of maiden 

attire, and the married women wear mere wrappings of goat-skin 
bound round the waist. They occupy themselves with fishing, but 

this, like their travelling, is limited by the insufficiency of their 

appliances. Timber of large growth is wholly wanting on the 

southern shores of the Nyanza, whereas in Karagwah and Uganda 

the mountains and plains are overgrown with tall trees, and have 

enabled the people to build superior craft. The canoes seen on 

the southern iNyanza are hollowed logs ruder than those of the 
Tanganyika, and carrying but a single man: oars, and of course 

sails, are unknown, and the paddle is like a mixture of spade ar,d 

shovel. Their mode of articulation is unpleasant; every word 

seems to be articulated so explosively that a stranger would imaine 
the offiended speaker to be spitting at him. The language varies 

with every tribe; but the numerals all belong to the one great 
Zangian fkmily. So pertinacious is curiosity in these lands, that 

the Arabs declare, when they first explored the Nyanza, even the 

cows flocked and followed to stare at them. 
The most remarkable feature of this region is the fresh-water 

sea which forms its northern boundary. It is known throughout 
the African tribes as Nyanz^, and the similarity of the sound 
to " Nyassa," the indigenous name of the little Maravi or 
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Kilwa Lake, may have caused in part the wild confusion in which 
speculative geographers have involved the Lake Regions of Central 
Africa. The ArabsS after their fashion of deriving comprehensive 
names from local and minor features, call it Ukerewe, in the 
Kisukama dialect meaning the " place of Kerewe " (Kelewe), an 
island. As ha3 been melltioned, they sometimes attempt to join by 
a river, a creek7 or some other theoretical creation, the Nyanza with 
the Tanganyika, the altitu(le of tlle former being 3750 feet above 
sea-level, or 1900 feet above the latter, and the mountain regions 
which divide the two having been frequently travelletl over by 
Arab and African caravans. Hence the name Ukerewe has been 
transferred in the ' Mombas Mission Map' to the northern 
waters of the Taolganyika. The Nyanza, as regards narse, posi- 
tion, and even existence, has hitherto been unknown to European 
geographers ;* but, as will presently appear, descriptions of this sea 
by native travellers have been 1lnconsciously transferred by our 
writers to the Tanganyika of Ujiji, and even to the Nyassa of Kilw-a.t 

At the southern point, where the tIuillgmTira Nullah falls into 
the tortuous creek whose surface is a little archipelago of brown 
rocky tree-clad islets, emerging from the blue waters, the ob- 
served latitude of the Nyanza Lake is 2? 24' s.; the longi- 
tude by dea(l reckolling from Kazeh is E. long. 33? and nearly 
due zlorth, and the altitude by B. P. thermometer 3750 feet 
above sea-level. Its extent to the north is unknown to the 
people of the southern regions, which rather denotes some difficulty 
in travellingt than any great extent. They informed Captain 
Speke that from Wfwallza to the southern frontier of Karagwah 

* M. Brun-Rollet (;Le Nil Blanc et le Soudan,' p. 209) heard that on the 
west of the Padongo-a tribe whom he places to the s. of Mount Kambirat, or below 
1? s. lat.-there is a great lake, from whose northern extremity issues a river whose 
course is unknown. In the map apperlded to his volume this water is placed 
between 1? 3. atld 3? N. lat., and about 25? 5(s' E. long. (Greenwich). 

t Bowdich ('Discoveries of the Portuguese,' pp. l31, 132), when speakillg of 
the Maravi Lake (the Nyassa), mentions that the "negroes or the Moors of 
Melirlde" have mentioned a great water which is kllown to reach MombaSa 
which the Jesuit missionaries conjectured to communicate with Abyssinia, and of 
which Father Luis MariantIa, who formerly resided at Tete, recommended a 
discovery, RD a letter addressed to the government at Goa, which is still preserved 
amoolg the pul)lic archives of that city." Here the confusion of the Nyanza with 
the Nyassa is appareIlt. 

t Thus the north of the Nyassa or Kilwaf Lake which has been visited 
by hundreds of caravans, is unknown to the tribes dweiling to the south, and has 
not yet been fixed by European geographers. Messrs. Gamitto and Monteiro have 
heard that the Nhanja Muguro Grande, or Great Water, is nine leagues (30 
geographical miles) broad, and this, which represents the Tanganyika, they distin- 
guish from the Nhanja Pequeno, or Little Nhanja, llamely the Nyassa. As 
regards the word Muvuro, which appears in various forms, as RuSuru, Risuro 
and Morisuro, Mr. Cooley remarks that it is a Kihiao word, meanitag waters 
or rivers. In the dialect of the great Wahiao tribe hIesi is water, and Rusuro 
or Lusuro flowing water-a river. Bowdich (quoted by Mr. Cooley, ' Geography 
of N'yassi,' p. 20l ) has corrupted the word to " Rokooro." 
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is a land journefr of orze m()rlth or a sea voyage of five days towards 
tlle N.N.W. and tllen to the north. They also pointed out the 
direction of Unyc)rc) s. 20'9 w. Vl'he Arab merchallts of Kazeh 
have seen the Nyanza opposite A7iTerallhanja, the capital district of 
Arinanika, Wing of Karagwah, and deelare that it receives the 
Kitangure River, mThose mouth ulay be placed about the Equator 
Beyond that point all is doubtful. 'l'he merchants have heard that 
Suna, the late despot of Uganda, built "matumbi,' or undeeked 
vessels, capable of containing forty or fifty men, in order to attack 
his eilelies the Wagsoga UpOIl the creeks which indent the western 
shores of tlle Nyanza. rl'his) if trueX woul(l protract the lake to 
between 1? and lU 30' of N. lat.) and give it a total length of about 
4? or 240 Irliles. This point, however, is still involved in the 
deepest obscurity. Its breadth was estimated as follows. A hill 
about 200 feet above the water-level shoWs a conspicuous land- 
marlv on the easteln shore, which was set dovfn as forty n}iles 
distant. On the south-westerrl angle of the line, from the same 
point, ground appeared; it was not, howevel, perceptible on the 
north-west. The total bredtll, therefore, has been assumed at 
eighty miles, a fi re wilich approaches the traditions chronicled 
ly Europeflll t,eographers. In the vicinity of IJsoga the lake, 
according to the ltrabs, I)roadens out: of this, however, and in fact 
of all tlle formation north of tlle Equntor, it is at present impossible 
to arrive at certairlty. 

'The Syalgza is an elevated basin or reservoir, the recipient of 
the surplus monsoon rain which ftllls ill the extensive regions of the 
A;Varna3ai and their kinsmen to the east, in the Iiaragwah section of 
the Lullar Wtountains to thc west, and sollthwards in IJsukuma or 
Northern Unyammezi. Extending to the Equator in the central 

* " The Galla natioll gave it (the N) ansa, not the Tanganyika, as is supposed 
by the author) more accurately as being in the southern and south-western parts 
of theil ancietlt extellsilre dominions, and held that it vas so broad that it took a 
sultllre three hours to fly across it. Well7 allolving a little for their amplification, 
and that the three hours were Otlly two hollrs and a halft and that the vulture sped 
at the rate of 6() miles per I<our, that would give 150 nliles for its breadth, which 
after all is no bad delineatiotl for a Galla geographer." (3Ir. Iacqueen's ' Geo- 
graplly of Central Africa,' p. 117.) As retards Mr. Macqueen's computation, he 
llas ginen to a vulture tEle speed of a wild duck or a carrier-pigeon. The 150 
miles should t)e re(luce(l to about one-third or olle-half. 

The Alabs have a report tllat the Gallas still illhabit the lands on the N. E. 
Of th& Nyallsa. In the map appended to the ' Egyptian Explorations of the White 
Nile' (1840, 4l, 74S, which alriveA at N. lat, 4? 42' and s. long. 31? 2' of Green- 
wich) the Gallas are made to exteIld to 6? s. lat. M. Brun-Rollet (' Le Nil lanc 
et le Soudall,' p. 207) considers the Makedo tribes, whom he places between 2? 
alld 3D N. lat. on the right barlk of the White Nile, to be of Galla origin. Some 
of our popular writers have fi)rmed grand ideas of thc dimensions of Gallaland. 
Aceolcling to Mr. Plichard (' Nat. Hist. of Marl '), '; it is probable that the Kafirs 
and the Gallas divi(le letween them nearly all the Va?t extent of the great 
Centlal Aflicarl plateau." No traveller, howcYer, has yet ventured to bring the 
Gallas down to the Tangantika Lake. 

VOI. XXIX. qj 
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breadth of the Africa-n peninsula and elevated above the limits 
of the depression in the heart of the continent, it appears to be a 
gap in the irregular chain which, running from Usumbara and 
Kilima-Ngao toKaragwah, representstheformation anciently termed 
the Mountains of the iMoon. The physical features, as far as they 
were observed, sugt,est this view. The shores are low and flat 
dotted here and tllere with little hills; the smaller islands also 
are hill-tops, arld any part of the country immediately oll the south 
would, lf inundated to the same extent present a similar aspect. 
'rhe lake lies opers and elevated, r,atherresenlbling thc drainage arld 
the temporary deposit of estellsive floods than a volcanic creation 
like the Tanganyika, a lollg narro+sr mountain-girt basin. The 
waters are said to be deep, alz] the extent of the inundation about 
the sollthern creek proves that they receive durinffl the season an 
impoztant accession. The c>vlour was observed to be clear and 
bllle, especially from afar in the eally morning, after 9 A.M., whtn 

the prevalent south-east wind arose, the ?urface appeared grefrish) 
or of a dull lnilky white probately the effect of 2ltmospheric re- 
flection. The tint, howcver, does not according to tralrellers7 ever 
become red or green like the waters of the Nile. But the produce 
of the lake resembles that of the river ila its purity; the people 
living on the shores prefer it, unlike the rllanganyika, to tlle highest 
and clearest splings; all visitors agree in cmmezlding its lightlless 
and sweetnessn and deelare that thve taste is rather of ris7er or otb 

rain-water than resembling tlle soft slimy produce of stagnant 
muddy bottomsf or the rough harsil flavour of ulelted ice and snow. 

Frozn the southern creek of the fI!l5yanza, and beyorld the arch;- 
pelago of neit,hbouring islets, appear the tuTo features which have 
given to this lake the name of IJkerewe. The Arab3 call them 
" Jezirah " - an amliguous term, uleaning equally insula and 
peninslllas but they can scarcely be called islands. The high 
and rocky :NIazita to the east, aIld the comparatively flat lrkerewe 
on the west, are descriled by the Xrabs as points terlllinating sea- 
wards in bluSs, and conrlented with the etlsterrl shore by a low 
neck of land) probably a continuous reef floded during the rains, 
but never so deeply as to prevent cattle fording tile isthmus. The 
northern and western extremities front deep water, and a broad 
channel separates it from the southern shore, Usuliutna. The 
Arabs, when visiting IJkerewe or its neighbour prefer hiring the 
canoes of the A,7Vasukuma, and paddling round the south-eastern 
extremity of the Nyanza, to exposing their property and lives by 
marching through the dangerous tribes of the eoast. 

Masita belongs to a people called Makwiya. Ukerewe is inha- 

* In the Arabict as well as in the Afii&an languages, it is always necessary to 
ask if the islapd is surrounded by water. 
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hited, accordirlgr to sozue inforrnflllts, by AVasukuma; accordint, to 
others, the \\rakeresve are Irlarked by their lan=,uage as arlcient 
emit,rallts from the llighlclnds of Waragwah. In Ukerewe, which 
is exceedillfflly populous, are two brother Sultano :-$ the chief is 
" Machullda;" the secolld, " Iballda," rules at AViru, the headland 
on the western limit. The people collect ivory fiom the races on 
the eastern mairlland, and store it, awaiting an Arab caravan. 
Beads ale most in request; as in Usukuma generally, not half a 
dozen cloths of llative and foreign manufacture +Nrill be found upon 
a hundred men. 'rhe wonlen are especially badly clad; even the 
adult maidens wear only the langati or 'r-balldat,e of India, or 
the Subian apron of alo>-fibre, strunt with the pipe-stem bead 
called sofi, and blackened, like India-rubber, by use; it is fastene(l 
round the waist, and it depends about 1 foot by 6 or 7 inches ill 
breadth. 

The Arales who tlaffic in these regions generclllyestablish t.hem- 
selves with Sultan lAIachunda and selld their slaves in canoes 
round the soutll-eastern annle of the lake to trade with the eoast 
people. Tilese races are sueeessively from the south: the Wa- 
shak;, at a distance of three marel-les, and their inlan(l neighbours 
the \RTataturu; then the MTarudi,t (a ssrild tribe, rieh in ivory, lying 
about a fortniUr,ht's distance, and beyond them the NVahumba, or 
AVartlasai. (1{)mTnercial transactions extend along the easterll 
shore as far asrflliri, or Ut'liri,:: a (listriet between IJrudi and 

i IJhuml)a. 'rhe savafflery of the land has caused aceidents 
amont,st travelling traders.? In L8U8 the slaves of Salim bin 
Rashid, the principal authority for these statements, w-ere relieved 
of several bales of cloth, during their sleel), when bivouaeking 
upon an inhabite(l island near the ea tern shore. 

* Sorne merchaYlts melltion a tlliId chief, whose name however was not known. 
t Accordillg to the melchants, about two yeals ago a large mixed caravan of 

Coast At.abs ;trld Wasawahili avere attaclied l)y the AVartldi, wllo did not however 
prevail against thenl. 

; This is possil)ly the oriin of the island of Tiri or Kitti-li, placed by 
Capt. Speke near the N.W. extrernity of the Nyanza Lake, off the coast of 
Ugtlnda, where thele is a plovince called Kittara, peculiarly rich in coSee. The 
explorer heard flom the uIltrustworthy countrxpeople that, aftez a long coasting 
voyage, they arrive(l at all island wheAe the inhabitants, a poor and laaked race 
live on fish alltl cultivate CotleY f'ol sale. The illformation appeals suspicious. The 
Arat!s kllow of no islaIlds upon the Nyarlza which proclllce coSee. Moreover, if 
the people ha(l any trafEle, tlley woulcl IlOt be without clothing. 

? About five years ago a. large caravan from T3nga, oll the eastern coast, con- 
sisting of 40() or 5(30 guns, alld led by Alab melchallts, after a journey which 
had lasted 1leally two yeals, happened to quarrel with the Vtrahumba or Wamasai 
llear the lake. The sllbject was the burning down of some gl ass reqllired for pasture 
1,) the wild merl. Miords led to blows, the caravarl, havillg but two or three 
psoullds of gunpowder,+vas soorl dispersed; seven or eight melchallts lost their 
lives, cllld a few made their escape to Unyallyembe. In 1858 the slaves of Salim 
lill llashid, havilag rescued one of the wotlleded survivors who had l)een allowed 
i)y the Waluasai to wander illtO Urundi, brollght him back to Kazeh. He de- 
seribed the countly as no longeo plactical)le. 

T 2 
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The altitude, the confolamation of the Nyanza Lake, the argil- 
laceous colour and the sweetness of its waters, combine to sugfflest 
that it may be one of the feeders of the \Yhite Nile. In the map 
appended to M. Brun-Rollet's volumeS before alluded to, the large 
water west of the Padongo tribe, which possibly represents the 
Nyanza or IJkerewe, is rxlade to drain northwards into the Fitri 
Lake, and eventually to swell the main stream of the NVhite River. 
tRhe details supplied by the Egyptian Expedition, which, al)out 
twenty years awo, ascended the White River to 3 22' N. lat., and 
about 31? 30' E. long., and gave the general bearing of the river 
from that pOillt to its source as south-east, with a distance of 
one month's journey, or from 300 to 350 miles, would place the 
actual sourees 2' s. lat., and 35? E. lonfr., or in 2' eastward of the 
southern creek of the Nyanza Lake. This position would occupy 
the northern counterslope of the Lullar Mountains, the upper water- 
shed of the high region whose culminating apices are Kilima-Ngao, 
Kenia, and DoenU,o Engai. The distance of these peaks from the 
coast, as given by Dr. Krapf, must be corlsiderably reduced, and 
little authority can be attached to his river Turtlbiri.$ The site, 
sup)osed by Mr. Macqueen t to be at least 21,000 feet above the 
level of the s;ea, and consequently 3000 or 4000 feet above the 
line of perpetual congelation, would admirably explain the two 
most ancient theories concerning the source of the A;Vhite River, 
namely, tbat it arises in a snowy region, and that its inundation is 
the result of tropical rains.: 

It is impossible, however, not to suspect that between the upper 
portion of the Nyanza and the watershed of the AYhite Nile there ex- 
ists a longitudinal range of elevated ground, running frorn east to 
west a "furca," drainingnorthwardsinto thc Nileandsouthwards 
into the Nyansa Lake-like that which separates the Tanganyika 
from the Maravi or Nyassa of Wilwa. Accordinffl to Don Angelo 
Vinco, who visited Loquek in 1852, beyond the cataract of Garbo 
- supposed to be in N. lat. 29 40' at a distance of 60 miles lie 
Robego, the capital of Kuellda, and Lokoya (Logoja), where 

* The large liver Tumbiri, mentioned by Dr. Krapf as flowing towards Egypt 
fronl tile northern counterslope of Mount Kenia, rests upon the sole authority of a 
single wandering native. As, moreover, the word T'humbiri or T'humbili means 
a rtlonkey, and the people are peculiarly fond of satire in a small way, it is not im- 
probable that the very name had no folmdation of fact. This is mentioned, as 
some geographers-for instance, Mr. Macqueen (' Observations on the Geography 
of Central Aflica: ' Proceedings of the R. G. S. of London,' BIay 9, 1859)-have 
leerl struck by the circumstance that the Austlian Missionaries and M. Werne 
('Expedition to discover the Solirces of the White Nile, in 1840-41'> gave 
ltubirih as the Bari name of the White Nile at the southern limit of their ex- 
ploration. 

t ' Proceedings of the Geographical Society of London,' Jan. 24 of l 859. Mount 
Kenia, however, is placed by Mr. Macqueen near the Equator. 

t Mr. Cooley has proved to the satisfaction of the learned that the true Nile of 
Ptolemy was the Blue Nile, which descends from the mountains of Abyssinia. 
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there is an affluent from the east. Beyond Lolsoya the White 
Nile is deseribed as a small and rocky mountain river, pre- 
sentingn none of the features of a stream flowing from a broad 
expanse of water like the great Syanza reserroir.$ 

The periodical swelling of the Nyanza Lake, which, flooding a 
considerable tract of land on the south, may be supposed-as it 
is flush with the basa] surface of the country-to inundate exten- 
sively all the low lands that form its periphery, forbids belief in 
the possibility of its being the head-stream of the Nile, or the 
source of its periodical inundation. In Karalrwah, upon the 
western shore, the masika or monsoon lasts fron} October to lMay 
or June? after which the dry season sets in. The Egyptian Expe- 
dition found the river falling fast at the elld of January, and they 
learned from the people that it would again rise about the end of 
March, at which seasoll the sun is vertical over the Equator. 
About the summer solstice (June), when the rains cease in the 
re^,ions south of and upon the Equator, the White Nile begins to 
flood. From March to the autumnal equinox (September) it con- 
tinues to overflow its ballk3 till it attains its magnitude, and from 
that time it shrinks through the winter solstice (December) till 
March. The Nile is, therefore, fuIl during the dry season and 
low during the rainy season south of and immediately upon the 
Equator. And as the northern counterslope ot Kenia will, to a certain 
extent, be a lee-land, like Ugogo, it cannot have the superfluity of 
moisture necessary to send forth a first-class stream. The inundation 
of the Nile is synchronous with the great falls of the northern 
equatorial ret,ions, which extend from July to September,t and is 
dependent solely upOn the tropical rains. It is highly probable 
that the " Coy Sources " of the true Nile will be found to be a net- 
work of runllels and rivulets of scanty dimensions, S1led by morlsoon 
torrents, and perhaps a little swollen by melted snow on the 
northern water-parting of the Lunar Mountains. 

Of the tribes dwelling in and about Usukuma, the WATamanda 
and Wahumba have been already described. The Washaki and 
the Warudi are plurlderin> races, corlcerning whom little is known. 
Remain the Wahinda, a clall or class allllded to in this and the 
former chapter, and the AVataturtl, an extensive and once power- 
ful tribe, mentioned when treating of the regions about Tura. 

The Wahinda (in the singular MuhindaX are, according to some 
Arabs, a foreigul and ruling family, who came from a distant 

* " The mollntain chains of Logoja and Kugelu stretch from east and west to 
south, probably as branches of a mighty mountain-stock under the Equator, from 
which the streams of the Bahr el Abiad arise." M. Werne (Appendix, p. 34()) 
thus chronicles his belief. 

t According to BIr. Petherick, the rains in the reg;ion of Nyam-Nyam, north of 
but near, the Equator, begin in February, and last till October. ? 
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country, probably in the neighbourhood of Somaliland, conquel ed 
the south, and became Sultans. This opinion seems to rest upon 
physical peculiarities, the superiority of the Wahinda in fiure, 
stature, and complexion to their subjects 3uggesting a difFerence of 
origin. Others explain the word SIuhinda to mean a cadet of 
royal farnily, and call the class Bayt e1 Saltanah or the lVing]y 
House. Thus, whilst Armanika is the Xkamas or Sovereign of 
Karacwah, his brother simply takes the title of Muhinda. 'rhese 
conflicting statements may be reconciled by the belief general in 
the country that the families of the Sultans are a foreign and a 
llobler race, the date of whose immigration has long fallen irlto 
oblivion. rrhis may be credited without difficulty; the physique of 
the ralers approximating more to the llorthern races of Africa- 
is ularkedly less negroid than that of their stlbjects7 and the differ- 
ence is too great to be explained by the effects of superior diet, 
comfort, and luxury. 

The Wahinda are found in tlle retions of IJsui, Karagwah, 
I:Jhha, Uvinza, Uyungu, tJjiji, and tTrundin wthere they live in boma 

stockades-an(l scattered villages. Of this race are the Sultans 
Sllwarora of the M7asui, Armanika of liaragwah) Kanoni of 
Uhha Kanze of IJyungu, Mzogera of Ulrinza, Rubimba of IJjiji, 
M\rezi of Frundi, B[nyamurunde of Uyofo Gaetawa of Uhayya 
argd :Mutawazi of IJtumbara. The description of Sultan Mahayya of 
tlle Atuwanza district will apply to almost a11 these chiefs. The AVa- 
hin(la affect a milk diet which is exceaDdingly fattening, and anoint 
themselves plentifully with butter and ghee to soften and polish 
the skin. They never sell their illow clclusmen, are hospitable 
and civil to straners) seldonl carry arms, fear nothing from the 
people, and may llot be slain even in battle. AXThere the A:NJallinda 
reign, their ministerb are the \\7atos;, a race which will be described 
when treating of their head-quarters, IVaraCwah. 

The \A7ataturu extend from the Mangewa district, two marches 
northward of Tura in a north-north-Xxrestel ly diagonal, to Usmao, a 
district of Usukuma, at the south-eastern angle of the Nyanza Lake. 
On the north (lnd east they are linllted by the AX7ahurnba, on the 
south by the people of lramba, and tllere is said to be a con- 
nection betweerl these three tribes. This wild pastoral race X as for- 
merly rich in flocks and herds, the Wataturu still have the 7)est 
asses in the country. About five years ago, however, they were 
persuaded by Msimbira, a chief of Usukuma, to aid hiTn against his rival l\Ipagalno, who had called in tlle Arabs to his assistance. 
During the lonfflg and bitter contest which ensued, the Arabs, as has 
been relate(l, were worsted ill the field, and the \Vataturu suffered 

. 

* In the southerll regions of Usukuma the Sultan is calle(l 3!lterne, ill the coun 
tries llorth of Utumbara tIkama or l\Ikamao, and his sons Wtilltillgwa (in the sin- 
gular Mllangma). 
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severe losses in cattle. Shortly before the arrival of the Expedition 
at Razeh the foreign Tnerchants llad despatched to Utaturu a 
plundering party of 60 slave musketeers, who, however, suddenly 
attacked by the people, were obliged to fly, leaving behind 18 of 
their number. This event was followed by a truce, and the WYa- 
taturu resumed their commerce with Tura and Unyanyembe, when, 
in 1858, a caravan, nurnbering about 300 men, came in. Two 
small parties of this- people were subsequently Tnet at Tura; they 
were small, dark, and ugly savages, almost beardless, and not unlike 
the " Thakur " people in Maharatta-land. 'rheir asses, provided 
with neat saddle-baffls of zebra-skin, were better dEressed than the 
men, whs) wore noS clothing except the simplest hide-sanzlals. 
According to the Arabs, this tribe affects nudity: even adult 
maidens dispense with the usual skin kilt. All those seen were cir- 
cumcised; they ignored bows cand arrows, but they were efficiently 
arrned with long spears, double-edt,ed sirtle, and heavy hide- 
shields. They brought calabash or monkey-bread flour in this 
country, as in Ugot,o, a favourite article of food and a little salt, 
collected from the dried mud of a mbuga or swamp in the land 
of Iramba, to be bartered for holcus anal beads. Tileir lan(ruave 
to the unpractised ear, sounded peculiarly barbarous, and the 
suspiciousness of the savages rendered it impossible to collect any 
specimens. 

CHAPTER X. 

TH]3 NORTHERN IVINGDOBIS: EARAGWAH, UGANDA, AND UNYORO. 

'l'lIz extensive and hitherto unknown countries X described in this 
chapter, being compact despotisms, resembling those of Ashanti and 
Dahomey rather than the semi-monarchies of Unyamwezi and 

* The best approach in motlern times to tlle names of these despotisms has 
been made by Dr. Livingstone (chap. xxiv.), who, hearing of Karagwah, con- 
founded it vvith Gurague in Abyssinia. fi Bv some strange fatality they have escaped 
the notice of the acutest speculative geogl aphers * and M hilst the wretched tribes of 
Uhha and Ujiji have apptared ill maps and itilletalies, these illteresting races have 
been either ignored, or colllmitted to the (lepths of the " Great Central Lake." Mr. 
Cooley, howe-er (' Inner Africa Laid Operl,' p. 6-23), infol ms us that geographers of 
the sixteellth alld seventeellth cellturies place Unyamwezi, from Embreoe, opposite 
the Querimbe Islallds, on the frolltiers of the Mauruca (Mabua), to Gurague iIl 
Abyssinia, at that time carlied far south in the maps. It is, therefore, possible 
that the confusiorl between Karagwah and Gurague arose in early days. It is not 
a little extraordinary that these countries, whicll are knowll to almost every tra- 
velled Arab at Zanzibar, should have been wholly omitted in the ' Mombas Mission 
Map.' Long before the E. African Expedition had set out from the coast, the name 
of Karagnvah was familiar to the author. 
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Urundi, or the barbarous republies of Uvinza and Ujiji, are desiv- 
nated the "Northern Kingdoms" It isrerettablethat oral infor- 
mation, and not the results of actual investigation, are offered 
to the reader eoneerning regions so interestillg as the Northern 
Kingdoms, the Svuthern Tanganyika, and the provinces south of 
Unyanyembe.* But absolute obstacles havinC, interfered, it was 
judged better to use the labours of others than to omit all notice 
of a subject which possesses the importanee of llovelty, beeause 
it lacked the advantages of aetual exploration. The following 
notes, colleeted from various sources, Arab and African, rest prin- 
cipally UpOIl the authority of Snay bin Amir el Harisi and Musa 
Mzuri, of Kazeh. Ishe former had perforlned a eomnlercial 
jourlley, of 3 years' duration, to the capital of Uganda: the latter, 
in 1858, returned from thelastof severalvisitsto Armanika, the 
King of Karagwah. 

Informants agree in representing the northern raees as superior 
in civilizatioIl and soeial eonstitution to the other tribes of Eastern 
and Central Africa. Like the subjects of the Kazembe, they have 
built extensive and regular settlements, ancl they reverence even 
unto wor3hip a single despot, who rules with a rigour whieh in 
Europe would be called barbarity. Having thrown of the rude 
equality of their neighbours, they reeognise ranks in society; there 
is order amongst men, and some idea of honour in women; they 
add to commeree credit, without whieh commerce cannot thrive; 
and they hospitably entertain strangers and guests. These accounts 
are eonfirmed by the speeimens of male and female slaves flom 
KaraC,wah and Uganda seen at Unyanyernbe: between tllem and 
the southern races there is a marked physieal difference. Their heads 
are of another east: the regions where the reflective faculties and 
the moral sentirnents, especially benevolenceX are placed, rise high; 
the nose is more of the (Saucasian type; the immoderate masti- 
eating apparatus whieh gives to the negro and to the lower negroid 
his peeuliar aspect of animality, is greatly modified, and the ex- 
pre33ion of the countenance is soft, kindly, and not deficient in 
intelligence. 

From Unyanyembe to Kibuga, the capital of Uganda, are five 
stages, whieh are distributed into the four crucial stations of Uslli, 

* To the English reader who doubts the power of pointing out a direction at the 
distance of 9(>O or 3t)0 miles, it will be satisfactory to know that, by the stages and 
alignements given by the Arabs of Kazeh, Capt. Speke was enabled to lay down the 
southern end of the Nyallza almost as accurateiy as by actual and astronomical 
observations. This faculty in the Arab results from his superior perceptive povvers, 
and his daily habit on the rollte of considering, for the purpose of prayer, the lay 
of tlle land. It is rarely found aulongst the other Eastern races who are not 
nomadic, and it would be vain indeed to expect it, even from a Moslem Msawa- 
hili, much more from an African. 
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Karagurah, dependent Unyoro, and Uganda. A few remarks con- 
cerning each of these divisions may llot be unacceptable, and the 
list of halting-places, supplied by Snay bin Amirand Alusa Mzuri, 
iS subJolned in detail.$ 

Between Unyanyembe azld Uslli are 16 long, or 19 sholt, stages 
Though the road is for the most part rough and hilly, the lnarches 
can scarcely be reduced below 10 statute, or 6 rectilinear geo., 
miles per diem; in fact, the geographer's danger when making 
these estimates is, that of falling, through fear of exaggeration, 
into the opposite and equally incorrect extreme. The general 
direction of the line leading from Kazeh, in Unyanyembe, to 
IVaragwah, pointed out by Snay bin Amir, bore 345? (corrected 
332?); the length of the 19 marches would be about 115 geo 
miles. The southern frontier of Usui tnay, therefore, be safely 
placed in s. lat. 3? 10'. 

The route from Kazeh to Usui falls at once westward of the line 
leadint, to the Nyanza Lake; it dixJerges, however, but little at 
first, as they both traverse the small districts of Ulikampllri, Uy- 
ambevv-a, and IJkuni. Usonga, crossed in 5 short marches, is the 
first considerable district north of Ullyanyembe. Thence the road 
enters the provillce of Utumbara, which is flanked on the east by 
Usambiro, arld on the west by Uyungu, governed by the t/Iuhillda 
Sultan, lVanze. Utumbara, as has been mentioned, was lately 
plundered, and Ruhembe, its chief, was slaill, by the predatory 
\;Vatuta. In Utumbara and Usambiro the people are chiefly the 
Wafyoma, a tribe of Wallyamwezi: they are a commercial race who 
traffic, like the Wajiji, in hoes and ivory; and their present Sultan, 
Mutawazi, has often been visited by the Arabs. Uyofu,t noverned 
by lMnyarllurunda, is the northern boundary of Unyamwesi, after 
which the route enters the ill-famed territory of Usui. 

* From Unyarlyembe to Usui are reekoned nineteen khambi, or marches, YiZ.:- 

1. To Ulikan1puri (Chap. IX.). 10. To Urungwa. 
2. ,, WUa. 11. ,, Fllnzaofthe Sultan Kisesa. 
3. ,, Unyambewa. 12. ,, Uduruma. 
4. ,, Ukuml)i, including Isendae 13, 14. To Usonga of the Sultan Ny- 
5. ,, Wera. aIngdrd. 
6. ,, Mumba. 15. To Usonga of the Sultan Kinoni. 
7. ,, Pare. 16. ,, the large distlictof Utunabara. 
8. ,, Ukulli. 17. ,, Urangwa. 
9. ,, ThevillageUkwimba,inthedis- 18, l9. ToUyofu. Thisisthesouthern 

tlict of Ukuni. frontier of Usui. 

By rapid marching Utumbara may be reached in twelve days, and the frontier of 
Usui in three more, which would reduce the Ilumber of stations to fifteen or sixteen 
loIlg marches. 

t Some travellers mention two provinces under the name of Uyofu, the southern 
governed by Sultan Murunda, and the northern, separated by one march, wlder 
Sultan Mxlyan1urunda 
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Usui $ is traxTersed in 7 marches, making a total of 26 from 
Iiazeh. According to the forme-l computation, a total march of 
about 156 geo. miles would place the southern frontier of IVaragwah 
in s. lat. 2J 40'. Usui is described as a kind of neutral ground 
between the rollillg plateau of Unyamwezi and the highlands of 
Karagwah: it is brokell by ridges in two places- Nyakasene the 
follrth, and Ruhembe the seventh stage, where me[ltion is also 
made of a small stream. Frozn this part of the country a wild- 
nutmeg is brought to Wazeh by caravans: the Arabs declare that 
it grows UpOll the well-wooded hills, and the only specimen shown 
was heavy and well flavoured, presenting a marked contrast to the 
poor produce of Zanzibar island. 

'rhe Wasul, according to the Arabs, are not MTanyamwezi. 
They are considered dangerous, and they have frequently cut off 
the rollte to caravalls from IVaragwah. 'rheAir principal sultan, a 
Muhinda named Suwarora, dernan(ls exorbitant blackmail, and is 
described as trollblesome and overbearing: his bad exaulple has 
been inlitated by the minor chieS. 

Tne kingslom of KaraC,wah,t which is limited on the north by 

$ From tlle southern extremity of Usui to the southern flontiel of Karagwahs 
the khambi are:- 

I (Ol 20 from Kazeh) to Nyetimba. 
2 ( 21 ,, ) ,, ltuTadega. 
3 ( 22 ^ ) ,, Rwagati. 
4 ( 23 ,, ) ,, the hills of Nyalwasene. 
5 ( 24 ,, ) ,, a Sultan at T'hungu. 
6 ( 25 ,, ) ,, IZitare of Sultan Suwarora. 
7 ( 26 ,, ) ,, Rllhembe, on the soutllerll frontier of Karagnvah. 

The distance through Usui is reducible to five rapi(l marches. The Arabs, how- 
ever, generally- reckon one month an(l a week (halts illeluded) to reach Karagwah, 
an(l from two to two and a half months going and returning. 

t From the southern to the northern fRontier of Karagwah, the kharabi ale:- 
1 (or 27 from Kazeh) to IJrigi. 
2 ( 28 ,, ) ,, Khonze. 
3 ( 29 ,, ) ,, Kiyira. 
4 ( 30 ,, ) ,, Tenga. 
5 ( 3 l ,, ) ,, Rozoka. 
6 ( aq ,, ) ,, l(afuro. 
7 ( 33 ,, ) ,, Weranharlja. 
8 ( 34 ,, ) ,, Nyakahanga. 
9 t 35 , ) ,, Roziwe. 

10 ( 36 ,, ) ,, Magugi. 
11 ( 37 ,, ) ,, Katanda. 
12 ( 38 ,, ) ,, Kitangure River. 

That this estimate is not exaggerated appears hy a comparison with that of the 
Nyanza Lake, whose southeln linlit was laid down astronomically by Capt. Speke. 
From Kazeh to Nyanza the Arabs reckon sixteen long marches- the distance is 
18t) statute miles, with 40' of eastiIlg. The Kitangure River, on the northern 
frontier of Karagwah, they place at forty short, or twenty-seven long marches 
(namely twelve to Usuiy five to Karagwahy and ten to the S:itangure) * some, how- 
ever, make it about double the distance of the Nyanza Lake. 
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the Ititangure or IZitarlgule R;ver a great western influent of the 
Nyanza Lake, occupies 12 days in traversing. The usual estimate 
would thus give it a (lepth of 72, and place the northern linait 
about 228 rectilinear geo. miles from IVazeh, or in s. lat. 1? 40'. 
But the ERitangure River, acc.rding to the Arabs, fall3 into the 
Nyanza diagonally from south-west to north-east. It3 embouchure 
willX therefore, be not distant from the Equator. 'rhe line of road 
is thus described. After ascellding the hills of Rllhenlbe the 
route, deflectinb easturard, pursues for 3 days the lacustrine plain 
of the Nyanza. At Tenga, the fourth statiollt the first gradierlt 
of the KaraC,mah mountairls is crossed, probably at low levels, 
where the spurs fall towards thfe lake. Kafuro is a large district 
where merchants halt to trade, in the vicinity of AVeranh<zlnja, tl-le 
royal settlement, which comTnands a distant view of the Nyanza. 
Nyakahanga, the eighth stage, is.a graflient similar to that of 
Tenga; and Ma(rugi, the tenth station, conducts the traveller to 
the northernmost ridge of Iiaragwah. The mountains are (le- 
scribed as abrupt and difficult, but rlot impracticable for laden 
asses they are comparecl by the Arabs to the Rtlbeho chain of 
UsaCara. This would raise them about 4000 feet above the mean 
level of the ltllyalnurezi plateau alld the Nyallza water, or about 
8000 feet above this sea. Their surface, according to the Arabs, 
is alternately earth and stolle, the fortner covered with plarltains 
and huge timber-trees, the lattcr bare, probably by reason of their 
altitllde. There are no plains, bush, or juntle, but the deep 
ravines and tlle valleys illtersecting the various ridges, and draining 
the surface of the hills, are the sltes of lusuriant cultivation. ltlle 
people of :KaraCwah averse to the labour of felling the irest burn 
" bois de vache,'7 like tlle natives of Usukuml. North of MagugiS 
at Iiatalada, a broad flat extends eastwards: the path thence de- 
scends the northern counterslope, and falls illtO the alluviZll plain 
of the Kitungure River. 

Karagwah is thus a mass of h;hlands, bounded Oll the north by 
dependellt IJllyoroX on the south by Usui, eastwa?d by tlile tribes 
of AVahayya and A\Tclporc)ro, upon the lacustrine plain of the 
Nyanza; whilst, on the south-west it inosculates with Urundi, whlch 
has beell described as extending frorn tlle north-eastern extremity of 
the rrallganyika Lalie. Its equatorial position and its altitude 
enable it to represerlt the Central African prolongation of the 
Lunar BIoulltains. Ptolemy represents tllis rangeX which he sup- 
poses to senci forth the \Yhite Nile, as stretching across the con- 
tinent for a distance of 10? of lon(ritude. For rnany years this 
traditional feature has somewhat fallen illtO (liseredit: sotne geo- 
graphers have chant,e(l the directioll as sstell as the :limensions 
of the lirle. Like tlle Himalayas, it has become the base of the 
South African triangle; others have turned it from east and 
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west to north and south, thus convertinffl it into a formation akin to the ghauts or lateral ranges of the Indian peninsula; whilst others have not hesitated to cast ridicule upon the mythus. From the explorations of the ''lMombcls l\fission" in Usumbara, (:hhaga, and Kitui, andfrom the accounts of Arab visitors to the lallds of Umasai and the kingdom of Raragwah, it appears that from the 5th parallel of s. lat. to the equatorial regions an elevated mass of granite and sandstone forulations crosses froul the shores of the Indian Ocean to the centre of Tropical Africa. The line is llOt, however, as might be expected from analogy with the Himalayas, a continuous, unbroken chain; it consists of insulated mountains, apparently xrolcanic, risinf, from elevated plains, and sometimes connected by barren and broken ridges. The south-eastern thresh- old of the Lunar Cordillera is the highland rewion of Usumbara which may attain the height of 3000 or 4000 feet above sea-lsevel. It leads by a succession of mountain and valley to Chhaga, whose apex is the " JEthiopian Olympus," Kilima-Ngao. From this corner-pillar the line trends westward, and the route to Burkene passes along the base of the principal elevations, Doengo Engai and Endia Siriani. Beyond Burliene lies the Nyanza Lake, in a huge gap which, breakirlg the continuity of the line, drains the regions westward of Iiilima Ngao, whilst those to the eastward, the Pangani and other similar streams, discharge their waters south-eastwards into the Indian Ocean. The kingdom of Karagwah prolongs the line to Urundi, upon the Tanganyika Lake, where the south-western spurs of the Lunar mountains form a high con- tinuous belt. Mr. Petherick, of Khartum, travelling 25 marches, each of 20 miles (?), in a south-south-western and due-southerly direction from the Bahr el Ghazal,t found a granitic ridge rising, he supposes, 2000 to 2500 feet above the plain, near the Equator, and lying nearly upon the same parallel of latitude, and irl about 27? E. long. Beyond that point the land is still unexplored. I5hence the moulltains may sink into the Great Depression of Central Africa, or, deflected tlorthwards of the kingdom of Aluropua, they may illosculate with the ridge which, separating the northern negroid races of Islamized Africa from their negro brethren to the south, is popularly known, according to Denham and Clapperton, as F,1- Gibel Gumhr (Jebel Kalmar), or Mons Lunse.: 
The high woody hills of Karagmrah attract a quantity of rain. 

* The vast limestone band which extends from the hanks of the Burramputra to those of the Tagus appears to be prolonged as far south as the Eastern Horn of Africa, and near the E:quator to give place to sandstone formations. t The only outlet of the Bahr el GhazaI, where it drains into the White Nile lies between 8? and 9? of N. lat., and it is known to Europe by the name of Miss- elad, from Browne, the traveller in Darfur. 
$ ' Narrative of Travels and Discoveries in Northern and Central Africa ill the Years 1822. 2;3> and 24 ' chan ii. 
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The long and copious wet monsoon divides the yelar into two 
seasons a winter of 7 or 8, and a summer of 4 or 5 months. The 
Vuli, or lesser rain, commences, as at Zanzibar, with the Nayruz 
(29th of August); it continues with little intermissien till the 
burst of the Masika, which lasts in Walagwah from October to 
SIay or June. The winds, as in Unyamwe7i, are the Kaskazi, or 
north and north-east gales, which shift duling the heavier falls of 
rain to the Itosi, the west and south-west. Storms of thunder 
and liglltning are frequent, and the Alzabs compare the (lown-pour 
rather to that of Zanzibar island than to the scanty showels of 
Unyamwezi. The SOWillg season in liaragwah, as at AIsene and 
Ujiji, commences with tlle Vuli, when maize and millet, the voand- 
zeia, various kinds of beans and pulse, are committe(l to the vvell- 
hoed ground. Rice being unknown, the people depend much upon 
ho]cus: this cereal, which is sown in ()ctober to prepale for the 
tIasika in Noveml)er, has, in these lllountains, a short cane and a 
poor, insipid grain, of the red variety. I'he people convert It into 
pombe; and they make the wine called mawa from plantains, 
which ill several districts are lllore abundant than the cereals. 
Waragwah grows accor(ling to so-me, according to others imports 
flom the nortllern countries along the western margin of the great 
Nyanza Lake, a small jungle-coffee, locally called mwtiml. Like 
all wild productiolls, it is stunted and undeveloped, and the bean, 
which when perfect is about the size of a corking-pin's head, is 
never drunk in decoction. The berry gathered unripe is thrown 
into hot water to defelld it from rot, or to prevent it drying too 
rapidly-an operation which converts the husk to a (lark choco]ate 
colour: the people of this country chew it like tobacco, and, during 
visits, a handfill is invariably presented to the guest. Accol(ling 
to the Arabs, it has, like the kishr of Yemen, stimulating properties, 
it affects the head, prevents somnolency, renders water sweet to the 
taste, an(l forms a pleasant, refreshing beverage, which the palate, 
however, never confounds with the taste of the Mocha-berry. In 
Karagwah a single khete of beads purchases a ktlbabah (from 1 lb. 
to 2 lbs.) of this coffee; at Razeh and Msene, where it is some- 
times brought by caravans, it sells at fancy prices. Another well- 
known production of all tllese regions is the mt'lllpl-tXhiplst or Abrus 
precatorius, whose scarlet seeds are converted into ornaments for 
the head. 

_ _ 

* This isthe genelal name in this palt of Africa, the Wasawahili call the coffee- 
I)ean "lourli," a colruption of the Arabic "bun," "kahwah," whence our 
; ' coffUe," meaning only the decoctiorl. Fol merly the shrub was grown along the 
length of the Zanzibar coast, but the illereased facilities for ilnportation havfe 
caused it to be neglected. 

t The seed is the kirat of the Arabs (which has been corrupted into our 
" carat"), and the retti weight of the Indian jewellers, goldsmiths, and druggists. 
The seed varies from one to two grains, and is IlOt considered edible in E. Africa. 
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'l'he eattle is a fiale variety, Witil srnall }-lllmps and large h(rus, 
like tllat of Ujiji and Uviva. 'rile herds are reckoned by Gu:l(lll, 
or stalllons, in the proportiotl of 1 to 10t) cc)ws. 'rhe late Sultan 
N(lag,ara is said to have owned 200 Gllndu? or 20,000 cows, which 
late civil wars have re(lueed to 12X000 or 13,000. In IVaragwah 
eattle forms wealth, and everywhere in Afiiea wealth, and wealth 
only, secllres defenders and dependants. Tl-le surplus males a'e 
killed for beef; this meat, with milk in its various preyIarations 
and a little of the Sne mThite hill-lioney, forms the food of tlle 
hwher classes. 

'rhe people of IVarafflwah, who are not, aecordinffl to Sollth 
Afriean fashion, ealled A^Vakaragwah are divided into two orders^- 
MTahuma and WVallyarnbo, who seerll to bear to each other the 
relation of patron and client, pcltrieiall and plebeian. The 
WATahulna comprises the rich, who sometimes possess 1000 head of 
eattle, alld the warriors, a nlilitia paid in the milk of cows all()tted 
to their temporary use by the king. The ANTanyambo-fellahs 
or Ryots ale, it is sailn treated by the nobles as slaves. The 
lnen of Karagwah are a tall stout race, dollbtless fiom the effeet of 
pure mountai-l-air and anirnal food. Corpulenee is a beauty: 
girls are fattened to a vast bulk by drenches of curds and eream 
thiekened witll flour, and are duly disciplined when they refuse. 
The Arabs (leseribe them as frequentlv growing to a monstrous 
size, like sorne spe;>imens of fernale VESoers mentioned by early 
travellers in Sotlthern Afiica. Fresh milk is the rllale, sour the 
female bes-erage. Tlle complexion is a brown-yellow, like that of 
the VVarundi. The dress of the people, and even of the chiefs, is 
an aproll of close-grained mbugu, or bark-cloth, softened with oil, 
and crimpad with fine longitudinal lines naade with a batten ol poun(l- 
ing club. In shape it resembles the flap of an English llurltillg 
saddle, tTe{l by a prolorlgation of the upper corners round the waist. 
'rO this scarcely decent article the chieS add a " langalti," or Indian 
'r-bandage of goat's skin. Nudity is not uncommoll, and nubile girls 
assume the veriest apology for clotllillg, which is exchanged after 
mtlrriage for short kUts and breast coverings of skin. Both sexes 
+rear tiara-shaped and cravat-formed ornaments of the erimson 
abrus-seed, pierced and strung upon mondo, the fine fihre of 
the mwale, or Raphia palln. The weapons are bows and arrows, 
spears, knobsticks, and knives; the ornaments beads and brass- 
wire bracelets which, with cattle, fortn the marriage settlement.$- 
'rhe huts are of the conical and circular African shape, with walls 
of stakes and roofs so carefully thatched that no rain can penetrate 

* It varies from two to twellty cows, and from five to fifteen kitindi? eachwolth 
about fotlt cloths. According to the Arabs, the hasband? having paid a settlemeIlt 
fol his wife, has, like some of the lower Pariah castes in India, certain claims 
upon her mother. 
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tllem: the villages, as in IJsat,tlra, are scattered upon the crests 
and ridges of the hills. 

The tikami, ol Sultan of Karagwah, in 1858, was Armanika, 
son of N(laU,ara, who, although the dignity is in these lands 
hereditary, was opposed by his younger brother Rumanika. The 
rebel, after an obstinate attack, WclS routed by Suna, the late 
despot of Uganda, who, bribed by a large present of ivory, which 
was advanced by Musa Allzllri of Kazell, then trading with Arma- 
nika, threw a large force into the field. Rumanika was blil-ded 
and pensioned, and about four years ago peace was restozed. 
Armanika resides in the central district, Weranhanja, and his 
settlement, inhabited only by the royal familv, coIltains from 
forty to fifty 11uts. I-Ie is described as a man of 30-35 years, 
tall, sturcly, arld sinewtT-lirnbed, resembling a Somali. His dress 
isX by preferellce, the mlougu, or bark-clotll, but lle has a large 
store of fine raiment presellted by his Arab visitors: in ornaments 
he is distinguisllecl by tight gaiters of beads, extending frotn knee 
to ankle. His diet is meat ala(l milk, with sotnetimes a little 
honey, plantaills, and grain: unlike llis subjects, he eschews nlawa 
and pombe. He has about a clozen xvives, atl unusually moderate 
allowance for an African chief: an(l t}ley have borne hirn ten or 
elevell children. The royal family is said to be a race of centaffle- 
nclrians; tlley are buried in their garments, Sittil]@ and holding 
their weapons: when the killg dies there is a fineral feast 

Under the Mkama is a sillgle minister, who takes the title of 
lMullill(laf an(l presides over the AAlclkurlgu, elders an(l headmen, 
wllose duty it is to collect and to transmit to the monarch once 
every month his revenues, in the shae of slaves and ivory, cattle 
alld provisions. lMilk must be forwflrded by proprietors of cows 
and herds even fron:l a elistance of three days' march. Armanika is 
an absolllte ruler, and he goverrls WitilOUt squeami3hness. Adul- 
terers are puluished by heavy fines in cattle, mur(lerers are speare(l 
and beheaded, rebels an(l thieves are blinded by gouginffl out the 
eyes with the finger-joillts of the rigllt hand, and then severilog the 
muscles. Subjects are forbidden to castrate cattle, as is customary 
amont,st the neigllbouring races, and, for fear of bewitching the 
animals, to sell lnilk to those who eat beans or salt. The AIkama, 
who lives without state or splendour, receives travellers with 
courtesy. IIearillg of theil apploach, he orders his slaves to erect 
four or five tents fbr shelter, and he greets them with a large 
present of pros7isions. He denlands no blackmail, but the offerer 
is valued according to his oSerint,s: the return gifts are carefully 
proportioned, and for beads which suit his taste he has sent back 
an acknowledgment of fifty slaves and forty cous. The price of 
adult male slas7es varies from eight to ten fundo of white, green, 
or blue porcelain leads: aw woman in her prime costs two kitindi 
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(each equal to one dollar on the coast), and fivc or six fundo of mixed beads. Somc of these Cirls, beillffl light-co]oured and well favoured, sell foi sixty dollars at Zanzibar. The merchants at,ree in declarinC, that a European would receive in ];aracrwah the kindest welcome, but that to support the dignity of the white face a con- siderable sum would be required. Arabs still visit Armanika to purchase slaves, cattle, and ivozyS the mhitest and softest, the largest and heaviest in this part of (:entral Africa. The lanel is rich in iron, and the spears of Warawah, which are, to some extent, tempered, are preferred to the rude work of the W\afyoma. Sulphur is found, according to the Arabs, near hot springs amongst the mountains. A species of manatus $ (?) supplies a fine skin used for clothillg. 'rhe simbi, or cowrie (Cyprxea), is the minor currency of the countly: it is brought fromthecoast byreturn caravans of Wanyamwezi.t 
'rhe country of Karagwah is at present the head-quarte3ns of the AVatosi, a pastoral people who are scattered throut,hout these Lake reC,;ons. They caTne, according to traditioll7 from Usingo, a Tnountain district lying to the north of Uhha. tRhey refuse to carry loadsa to cultivate.the ground, or to sell one allother. LIarm- less and therefore unarmed, they are often plunderedX though rarely slain, by vther tribes, and they protect themselves by paying fees in cattle to the chiefs. NVhen the AVahinda are sultans, the AVatosi appear as councillors and elders; but whether this rank is delived fiom a foreign and superior origin, or is merely the price of their presents, canllot he determined. In appearance they are a tallS comely, and comparatively fair people. They are saicl to derive them- selves om a single ancestor) and to consider the surrourlding tlibes as serviles, from whom they will takc concubines, but to whom they re- fuse their daughters. Some lodges of this people were seell about Unyanyembe alld Msene, where they live by selling cattle, milk, alld butter. Their villages are poor, dirty and unpalisaded; nlere scatters of ragged round huts. 'rhey have some curious practices; they never eat out of their own hcjuses, and, after returning from 

* This is a lnere conjecture, as the description gisen l)y Musa Mzuri and the Arabs sounds almost fabulous. The ngabi, or nzoge as it is called, is herbivorous and amT3hibious, therefore unlawful to Moslems * it is celebrated for nibbling ivory found upon the grollnd, and sometimes kills by biting those who attack it. Its height is about five and its length six feet * its face is like that of a ealf, and its skin is beautified at the shoulders with hair of a red-yellow colour, about a foot long. It has short teeth alld four tusks about the size of a man's firlger, five long nailsfl aIld a short goat-like tail. The manatus is not uncommon in African rivers, and it is the only animal of the kind which would be equally stlange to Arabs and Inaliarls. Unfoltunately the only specimen of the skin broupsht to Kazeh had beell made away with by the slasres. 
t The cowrie is little used upon the line from Zanzibal to the Tangan) ika; im- mediately northwar(ls, however, it becomes an objeet of importation, and thus assimilates the people to the negro races north of the Equator lately visited byMr. Petherick. 
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abroad they test the fidelity of their wives before anointirlg them- 
selves and entering their houses. The Arabs declare that they are 
known by their black gums, which they consider a beauty. 

The last feature of importance in Karagwah is the Kitangure 
River on its northern frontier. This stream, deriving its name 
from a large settlement on its banks, according to some travellers 
flows through a rocky trough, according to others traverses a 
plain. Some, again, make it 30 yards, otllers 600, and even half 
a mile, in breadth. All these statements are reconcileable. The 
river issues from lTigher Urundi, rlot far from the Malacrarazi, 
but whilst the latter, engaged in the depression of Central Abica, 
;s drawn towards the rranganyika, the former, falling into the 
counterslope, is directed to the north-east into the Nyanza Lake. 
It3 course woul(l thus lie through a mountain-valley, fFom which it 
issues into a lacustrine plairl, the lowlands of IJnyoro and IJganda. 
The dark and swift. stream zsust be crossed in canoes even during 
the dry season, but, lilie the AIalagarazi, about June or at the end 
of the rains? it debords over the swampy lands of its lower course. 

From the GKitangure River fifteerl stations $ conduct the traveller 
to Ikibuga, the capital district of Uganda, alld the residerlce of its 
powerfill despot. The maximum of these marches woulll be 6 
daily, Ol a total of 90 rectilinear geoglaphical miles. Though there 
are rlo hills, the rivers and rivulets-said to be upwards of a hulldred 
in number oSer serious obstacles to rapid travelling. Assuming, 
therl, the point where the Kitangure River is crossed to be in 
s. lat. 1? 40', R;buga may be placed in s. lat. 0? 10'. Beyond 
XVeranhanja no traveller with claims to credibility has seen the 
Nyanza water. Beyolld Kibuga all is uncertain; the Arabs were 
not permitted by Suna, the last despot, to penetrate farther north. 

The two first marches from the Kitangure River traverse the 

* From the Kitangure River to Kibuga the khambi given are:- 
I (or 39 from Kazeh) to Ngandu of Unyoro. 
2 ( 40 ,, ) ,, Kikomo. 
3 ( 41 , ) ,, Kiswele in Kittara. 
4 ( 42 ,, ) ,, Vigada. 
5 ( 43 ,, ) ,, Chamu. 
6 ( 44 ,, ) ,, KiwAre. 
7 ( 45 ,, ) ,, Tukura. 
8 ( 46 ,, ) ,, (>orama. 
9 ( 47 ,, ) ,, Nyendo. 

( 48 ,, ) ,, Kitutu7 on the rightbank ofthe Katonga River. 
11 ( 49 ,, > ,, Mzeru7 on the left bank of ditto 

12 ( 5() ) Rusunga. 

13 ( 51 ,, ) ,, EXibili. 
14 ( 52 ,7 ) ,, Mgongo(abac,k,ahill?) 

From Unyanyembe to Kibuga, in Central Uganda, this total of fifty-three 
marches, with dne allowance fbr westing (between 20? and 30?) can scarcely 
be re(luced below 3()0 geographical and rectilinear miles7 in a due northerly 
direction. 

VO L. XXIX. U 
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territory of dependent Unyoro, so ealled beeause it has lately beeome subjeet to the Sultan of Uganda. Ill former times Unyoro in creseellt shape, with the eusps fronting eastwards and westwards, almost eneompassed Uganda. From dependent Unyoro the path, erossing a traet of low jungle, enters Uganda in the eoneave of the ereseent The tributary \Alahayya, under Gaetawa, their sultan, still extelld to the eastward. North of the AVahayya, of whose territory little is knomrn, lies " Kittara," in Unyoro (or Ugarlda ?), a word interpreted to rneall " mart," or " meeting-place." 'S his is tile ret,ion which supplies IVaragwah with eoSee. The shrub is propagated by sowing the beall. It attains the height of 5 feet, branching out about half-way; it gives fruit after the third, and is in full vigour after the fifth year. Before almost every hut-door there is a natural plantation, forluing an eSeetive feature in the landseape of rolling and wavy hill, intersected by a network of rivers an(l streams: the foliage is eompared to a green tapestry veiling the grourld; and at times, when tlae leaves are stripped of by wind and rain, the plant ap}ears decked with brilliant crimson and cherry- like berries.* The Katonga River, erossed at Witutu, is supposed to fall into the ;Nyanza, the general reeipient of the network of streams about ILaragwah. This diagonality may result from the eompoulld illeline produeed by the northern eounterslope of the mountains of liaragwah arld the south-eastward depression neees- sary to form and to supply the lake. The IZatonga is a sluggisl and almost stagllant body of considerable breadth, and whell swollen it arrests the progress of earavans. Some portions of the river are crossed, aeeording to the Arabs, over a thiek growth of aquatic vegetation whieh forms a kind of matwork, eapable of supp()rting a man's weight,t and eattle are towed over in the more open parts by cords attached to their hors. Four stations lead from the Katonga River to lERibuga, the capital district of Uganda. Kibuga is the residence of the great Xkama or chief of IJgatlda. Concerning its population arld peculiarities the Arabs must be allowed to tell their own tale. " Kibuga, the settlement, is not less than a day's journey in length; the l)uildings are of cane and rattan. The sultan's palace is at least a mile long, and the circular huts, neatly ranged in line, are surrounded by a strong fence which has olllfT four gates. Bells at the several entrances announce the approach of strangers, and guards irl hundreds attelld there at all hours. They are commanded by four chiefs who are 
* In Kittara, accordin to Snay bin Amir, the coffee is toasted, pulverized, and eatell dry * this custom is also common amongst the (;allas. t M. Werne ('Expedition to discover the Sources of the White Nile, in the Yeats 1840-41') repeatedly mentions a similar phexlomenon on that river, a " green sea of watery grass," and islands of large and small dimezasions, formed bs nvater- grasses a.nd green recds, capable of drawirlg round and arrestilz; the I)rogress of his boat. 
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relieved every second dtly: these men pass the night under hides 
r.lised upon uprights, and their head3 are forfeited if they neglect 
to attend to the sumulolls of the king. The harem contains about 
3000 souls ooncubsnes, slaves, and children. No male nor adult 
tlnimal may penetrate, under pain of death, beyond the barzah,$ a 
large vestibule or hall of audience where the king dispenses justice 
and receives his customs. TI-lls palace has often been burned 
down by llghtnin: on these occasions the warriors must asseinble 
flnd extinguish the fire by rollilzg oxrer it. wThe chief of Uganda has 
i)ut two wants with which he troubles his visitors-one, a medicine 
atainst (leath; the other, a chalam to avert the thunderbolt: and 
inlmense ealth would reward the man who could supply either of 
these desiderata " 

Suna, the great despot of Uganda, a warlike chief, who wrested 
dependent Unyoro from its former posseQsor>t rei(rned till 18re7. 
T4e perished in tlle prime of life and suddellly, as the Arabs say 
l ke Namrud. Whilst riding " pickaback" the state carriage of 
(8entral Africa-upon a minister73 shoulders,: he was struck by the 
shaft of tlle destroyel in the midst of his mighty host. As is the 
custom of barbarous and despotic races, the event was concealed 
for some months. NVhen the usual time hael expired, one of his 
many sons, exchanging his heir-elective name Samunju for Mtesa, 
I)ecame killg. The court usar e compels the nemrly elected monarch 
to pass tuTo years in retirelnent, committing state affairs to his 
ministels; little therefore is yet known of him. As he will certainly 
tread ill the footsteps of his sire, the Arabs Xlay again be allowed 
to describe the state and grandeur of the defunct Suna; and as 
Suna was in fact IJganda, the descriptiotl will elucidate the con- 
ditioll of the people ill gellttral. 

Suna was a soldier. The army of Uganda numbered at least 
300,000 men; each man brought an egg to muster, and thus 
somethilag like a reckoning of the people was made. The warriors 
had olle spear, tBro assegais, a long dagger, and a shield-bows and 
swords being ullknown. \Yhen marching the host was accompanied 
by women and children carrying spare mreapons, provisions, and water. 
In lDattle they fought to the sound of drums, which weze beaten with 

* This word is explained in Chap. VI. 
t According to others, Ullyoro was subjllgated by Suna's fat.her, others again 

claim the hoilour fol his gralldfather. 
t This is a truly African monture, Dr. Livingstone (chap. xxii.) describes its 

beilag the fashion amongst the chiefs of Lon(la, and it formerly was as common ill the 
llnequestrian countlies of FJastern, as of the Central and the Western regions. The 
Al abs have preserved a tradition that, when their allcestors first occupied the islalld 
of Zanzibar, the son of the principal Wasawahili Sllltan, having a quarrel with one 
ofthe strangers struck and maltreated him. " Thy hair is not white like thy 
sire's, boy " said the father, " or thou would'st mind the day wllen tbe \\ azullgu 
(the Polt;lfrllease) l)estrode ollr shou]ders, hammejred ollr sicles with heels, aIld 
voided rheurn llpOIl our breasts." 

U 2 



sticks like those of the Franks: when this performance ceased, all fled 
from the field. A;tars with the Wanyoro, the \Vasoga, and c)ther neigh- 
boul s were rendered almost chronic by the policy as well as the plea- 
sure of the monarch, and there were few days on which a foraging 
party did not march from or return to the capital. NVhen the king 
had no foreign enemies or when the exchequer was indecently 
deficient, he feigned a rebellion, attacked one of his own provinces, 
massacred the chiet men, and sold ofFthe peasantry. Executions were 
frequent, a score being often slain at a time: * when remonstrated 
with concerning this barbarity, Suna declared that he had no other 
secret for keeping his subjects in awe of him, and for preventing 
conspiracies. Sometimes the king would accompany his army to a 
battue of game, when the warriors were expected to distinguish 
themselves by attac.king the most ferocious beasts without weapons: 
even the elephant, borne down by numbers, yielded to the grasp of 
man. A7Ihen passing a village he used to raise a shout, which was 
responded to by a loud flouriQh of horns, reed-pipes, iron whistles, 
and similar instruments. At t1mes he decreed a grand muster of 
his soldiery: he presented himself sitting before his gate, with a 
spear in the right hand, and holding in the left the leash of a 
large and favouritle dog resembling an Arab suluk; or greyhound. 
The master of tl-le hounds was an important personagfe. Suna 
took great pleasure in witnessing trials of strength, the combatant3 
contending with a mixture of slapping and pushing till one fell to 
the ground. He had a large menagerie of lions, elephants, 
leopards arld similar beasts of disport, to whom he would sometimes 
give a criminal as a " curee :" he also kept for amusement fifteen 
or sixteen albinos; and so greedy was he of novelty that even a 
cock of peculiar form or colour would have been forwarded by 
its owner to feed his eyes. 

Suna when last visited by the Arabs was a " red man,"t aged 
about forty-five, tall, robust, and powerfill of limb, with a right 
kingly presence and a warrior carriage. His head was so shaven as 
to leave what the Oulani call " el Kishshah," a narrow crest of hair 
like a cock's comb, from nape to brow, which, nodding and falling 
over his face uIlder its weight of strung beads, gave him a fierce 
and formidable aspect. This tonsure, confined to those about the 
palace, distingu;shed its officers and inmates, servile as well as free, 
from the people. The ryots left patches of hair where they 
pleased, but they might not 3have the whole scalp under pain of 

* This is not understood as the performance of sanguinary rites, as the Mwata ya 
Nvo (Matiamvo) or prince of Uropua, the tyrants of Ashanti and Dahomey, aIld 
even the little despot of Harar, are compelled to enforce their authority by frequent 
and barbarous executions. These cruelties are, ill fact, the base of AfricaIl as of 
Asiatic despotisms. 

t This is used by the Arabs to express a light complexion; they call the Ellglish, 
for instance, llot a white, but a red people. 
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death till a royal edict unexpectedly issue(l at times commanded 
every head to shed its honours. Suna never appeared in pllblic 
without a spear; his dress was the llational Gostume a lollg piece 

of the fille crimped mbugu or bark-cloth manufactured in those 
regions, extending from the neck to the ground. He made over 
to his women the rich clothes presented by the Arabs3 and allowed 
them to sew with unravelled cotton thread, whereas the people 
under severe penalties were compelled to use plantain fibre. No 
comuloner could wear domesties or similar luxuries; and in the 
presence, the accidental exposure of a limb led, according to the 
merchants, to the normal penalty death. 

Suna, like the northern despots generally, had a arariety of names, 
all expressillg somethillg bitter, mighty, or terrible, as for instance 
"Libare,'? the Almighty (?), " Mbidde " an(l ' Purgoma" a lioll. 
tie could not understand how the Sultan of Zanzibar allowed his 
subjects treasonably to assume tJle name of their ruler; and besides 
mortifying the Arabs by assuming an infinite superiority over 
their prince, he shocked them by his natural and unaffected 
impiety. He boasted to them that he was the god of earth, as their 
Allah was the Lord of Heaven. He murmured loudly against the 
abuse of lightning; and he claimed ioIn his subjects divine honours, 
which were as readily yie?lded to him as by the Romans to their 
emperors. No Mgallda would allow the omnipotence of his sultan 
to be questiolled, and a light word concernint him would haxre 
imperilled a stranger's life. Suna's domestic policy reminds the 
English reader of the Africall peculiarities which form the ground- 
work of; Rasselas. His sons, numbering more than one hundred, 
were removed from the palace in early youth to separate dungeonsX 
and so secured with iron collars and fetters fastened to both ends 
of a long wooden bar that the wretches could never sit, and without 
aid could neither rise nor lie. The heir-elective was draged from 
his chains to fill a throne, and the cadets will linffler through their 
dreadful lives, unless wanted as sovereigns, until death shall release 
them. Suna kept his female children under the most rigid sur- 
veillance within the palace: he had, howeverS a favourite daughter 
named Nasuru, whose society was so necessary to him that he 
allowed her to appear with him in public. 

The principal officers under the despot of Ufflanda are, first, the 
Kimara Vyonas (literally the ;;nisher of all things"): to thisa 
the chief civiliall of the land, the city is committed; he also directs 
the kabaka or village headmen. The second is the Sakiljobo or com- 
mander-in-chief, who has power over the Sawaganzl, the lifeguards 
and slaves, the warriors and builders of the palace. Justice is 

* Ku kimSra, in the coast dialect of Kisawahili, mealls to finish. Vyona is ill- 
terpreted to signify ' yot'he," scil. all thlngs. 
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administered in the capital by the sulta.n, who, though severe, is 
nel7er accused of perverting the law, which here would signify the 
ancient custom of the country. A Mhozi Arabized to Hoz, and 
compared with the Kazi of El Islam-judge3 in each town 
criminal and civil causes. The only punishments appear to be 
death and ululet. Capital oSenders are beheaded or burned; in 
some cases they are flayed alive; the operation commences with the 
face, and the skin, which is always much torn by the knife, is 
stuffied as in the old torturing days of Asia. When a crinlinal 
absconds, the males of his village are indiscriminately slain and 
the women are sold-blood and tears must flow for discipline. 
In money suits each party begins by placing before the Mhozi a 
sum equivalent to the disputed claim; the object is to prevent an 
extensive litigiousness. Suna used to fine by fives or tens, (lozens 
or scores, according to the oWerlder's means; thus firom a wealthy 
man he wollld take twenty male and twellty female slaves, with a 
sirxlilar number of bulls and cows, goats and kids, hens and eve 
eggs. One of his favollrites, uJho used constantly to sit by hiTn oil 
guard, matchlock in hand, was Is.a bin Hosayn, a Baloch nlercenary 
of H. H. Sayyid Said of Zanzibar. He had fled from his debtors, 
and had gradually wandered to Uganda, where the favour of the 
sovereign procured him wealth in ivory, arl(l a harem containing 
from 200 to 300 women. " lAIzagayya," the hairy one, as he was 
locally called from his long locks and bu?hy beard was not per- 
mitted, nor probably did he desire, to quit the country; after his 
patron's death he fled to itldependerst Unyoro, having raised up, 
as these adventurers will, a host of enemies at Uganda. 

Suna greatly encouraged by gifts and attention the Arab 
merchants to trade in his capital; the distance has hitherto pre- 
vented more than half-a-dozen caravans tra^Telling to Wibuga, all 
however came away loudly praising his courtesy and hospitality. 
To a poor trader he has presented twenty slaves and an equal 
number of cows withollt expecting any but the humblest return. 
The following narrative of a visit paid to him in 1852 by Snay bin 
Amir may complete his account of the despot of Uganda. When 
the report of arrival was forwarded by word of mouth to Suna, he 
issued orders for the erectiorl of as many huts as might be neces- 
sary. The guest, who was received with joyful tumult by a crowd 
of gazers, was conducted to the newly built quarters, where he 
found a present of bullocks and grain, plantains and sugar- 
canes. After three or four days for repose he was summoned to 
the barzah c)r audience hall, outside of which he found a squatting 
body of about 2000 guards armed only with staves. Allowed to 
retain his weapons, he entered with an interpreter alld saluted the 
chief, who without rising motioned his guest to sit dowll ill hont of 
llim. Suna's only cushion was a mbugu; his dress was of the 
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same stuS; two spears lay clo3e at hand, and his dot, was as usual 
by his side. The Arab thought proper to assume the posture of 
homage, namely, to sit upon his shins, bending his back, arld, witl 
eyes fixed oll the ground-he had been cautioned against staring at 
the " god of earth," to rest his hands upon his lap. The levee 
was full; at a distance of fifty paces between the kincr and the 
guards sat the ministers; and inside the palace, so placed that they 
collld see nothing but the visitor's back, were the prncipal womell, 
who were forbiddell to gaze at or to be gazed at by a strangel. 
rlahe room was lit with torches of a gummy wood, br Suna, who 

eschewed polnbe, took great pleasure ill these audiences, whicl 
were often prolonged from sunset to midnight. 

The conversation began with a string of questions concerning 
Zanzibar, the route, the news, and the other staple topics of bar- 
barous confabulation; when it flagged, a mini?ter was called up to 
enliven it. No Justice was administered nor present offered during 
the first audience; it concluded witll the rising of the despot, at which 
signal all dispersed. During the second visit Snay presented his 
blackmail, which consisted of ten cotton cloths, and 10t) fun(lo 
of coral and other porcelain beads. The return was an offering of 
two ivories and a pair of slaves; every day, moreover, flesh and 
grain, fruit and milk were supplied without charge; whenever the 
wish was expressed, a string of slave-girls presently appeare(l 
bending under loads of the article in qllestion; and it was intimate(l 
to the " king's stranger " that he might lay hands upon whatever 
he pleased, animate or inanimate. Snay, however, was too wise to 
avail himself of this truly African prlvilege. I)urin(r tlie four 
interviews which followed, Suna proved himself a man of intelli- 
tence: he inquired about the Wazungu or Europeans, and professe(l 
to be anxious for a closer alliance with the Sultan of Zanzibar. 
NVhen Stlay took leave he received the usual present of provisions 
for the road, and 200 guards prepared to escort hin an honovar 
which he respectfully (leclined: Suna offered to send with hinl 
several loads of elephants' tusks as presents to H. H. the Sayyitl; 
but the merchant objected to face with them the difficlllties and 
dangers of Usul. Like all African chiefs, he considered these 
visits as personal honours paid to himself; his pride therefore 
perernptorily forbade strangers to pass northwards of his capital 
lest the lesser and hostile chieMs rnight boast a similar brave. 
Accordillg to Snay an European would be received with distilletiol-} 
if travelling with supplies to support his dignity. lIe would 
depend, however, upon his illgelluity and good fortune upon further 
progress; and perhaps the most iasible plan to explore the water- 
shed north of the Nyanza Lake would be to buy or to build, with 
the perrnissioil of the reigning monarch, boats upon the nearest 
western shore. Slma hinlself hady according to Snay, constructed a 
flotilla of maturllbi or uIldeeked vessels similar in shape to the 
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Mtope or Muntafiyah-the modern Ploiaria Rhapta of the Sawa- 
hili coast from Lamu to Kilwa.* 

Fsew details were given by the Arabs concerning the vulgar 
herd of Waganda: they are, as has been remarked, physically a finer 
race than the Wanyamwezi, and they are as superior in character; 
more docile and better disciplined, they love small gifts, anal show their 
gratitude by prostrating themselves before the donor. The specimells 
of slaves seen at Kazeh were, however, inferior to the mountaineers 
of Karagwah, the complexion was darkerX and the general appear- 
ance more African. Their language is, to use an Arab phrase, like 
that of birds, soft and quickly spoken; the specimens collected 
prove without doubt that it belongs to the Zangian branch of the 
great South African family. Their normal dress is the mbugu, 
under which, however, a11 xvear the " languti" or Indian T-bandage 
of goatskin; women appear in short kilts and breast-coverings of 
the same material. Both sexes decorate their heads with the 
tiara of abrus-seeds alluded to when describing the people of 
Raragwah. As sumptuary laws impede the free traffic of cloth 
into Uganda, the imports are represerlted chiefly by beads, cowries, 
and brass and copper wire3. The wealth of the country is in 
cattle, ivory, and slaves, the latter often selling for tell fundo of 
beads, and the same sum will purchase the 01Vasoga and Wanyoro 
captives from whom the despot derives a considerable portion of 
his revenues. The elephant is rare ill Uganda; tusks are collected 
probably by plunder from Usogo, and the alakah of about 90 
Arab lbs. is sold for two slaves male or female. The tobacco, 
brought to market in leaf as in Ujiji, and not worked as amotsgst 
the other tribes, is peculiarly good. Flesh, sweet potatoes, and 
the highly nutritious plantain, which grows in groves a whole day's- 
march long, are the chief articles of diet, milk is drullk by women 
only, and ghee is more valued for unction t.hal for cookery. The 
favourite inebrients are mawa and pombe; the latter is served in 
neatly carved and coloured gourds, and the contents are imbibed 
through a reed. 

From Kibuga the Arabs have heard that between fifteen and 
twenty marches lead to the Kivira River, a larger an(l swifter 
stream than the Katonga, which forms the northern limit of 
Uganda, and the southern frontier of lJllyoro.t 'they are unable 

* Inthis account of Suna's flotilta the Arabs bave probably admitted some ex- 
aggeration. rrhey had never heard of anything like Egyptian boats appearing 
upon the upper waters of the N-anza; and, as has been said before, there is no 
credible eye-witness to the prolongation of the lake north of the Equator. 

t Assumillg Kibuga to lie close to the Equator, the Kivira R*er, forming the 
northerIs boulxdary of Uganda, may be placed, with due allowance for deflectio 
in a distance of 90 to l0() uliles, about lb 40 N. lat All the Arabs and other ill- 
formants made it flow into, not out of, the Nyanza Lake. Yet the direction has been 
changed by Capt. Speke, for reasons best known to himself, in the little map puS 
lished ill ' Blackwood's Magazine' (Sept. 1859), and in the sOriginal Karte' of 
M. Petermann (Mittheilungen, No. IX., of 1859). 
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to give the names of stations. South of Kivira is Usoga, a low 
allusial land, eut by a multitude of ereeks, islets, and lagoons, in 
whose thiek vegetation the people take refuge from the plunderin 
parties of the NVaganda, whose ehief built, as has been told, large 
boats to dislodge them. The Mrasoga have no single sultan, alad 
their only marketable eommodity is ivory. 

On the north, the north-west, and the west of Uganda lies, 
aceording to the Arabs, the land of Independent Unyoro. The 
slaves from that eountry va>uely deseribe it as being bounded on 
the north-west by a tribe ealled Wakede, who have a eurreney of 
eowries, and wear tiaras of the shell; and the Arabs have heard that 
on the north-east there is a " people with long daggers like the 
Somal," who may be Gallas (?). But whether the Nyanza Lake 
extends noIth of the Equator is a question still to be deci(led. 
Those consulted at Iiazeh ignored e^7en the name of the Nyam- 
nyam; nor had they heard of the Bahri, the Barri, the Shilluks 
on the west, and the Dinkas to the east of the Nile, made familiar 
to us by the Austrian Mission at Gondokoro, and other explorers. 

The Wanyoro are a distinet raee, speaking a language of the 
Zangian family: they have suffered from the vicinity of the more 
warlike 'aganda, who have affixed to the conquered the oppro- 
brious name of wicldu or serviles; and they have lost their 
southern possessions which formerls extende(l between Karagwah 
and Uganda. Their late despot (:>8hawambi, whose death oecurred 
about ten years ato, left three sons, one of whom, it is reported, 
has Sllen into the power of Uganda, whilst the two others still rule 
independentlv. The eountry is rieh and fertile, and magnificent 
tales are told coneerning the collections of ivory, whieh in some 
parts are planted in the ground to pen eattle. Slaves are cheap; 
they find their way to the southern markets ria Uganda and 
lEZaragwah. 'rhose seen at Kazeh and Kirira, where the Arab 
traders had a large gang, appeared somewhat inferior to the other 
races of the northern kingdoms, with a dull dead black eolour, 
flattish heads, brows somewhat retreating, prominent eyes, and 
proJecting lower jaws. They were tattooed in large burnt blotches 
encircling the forehead, and in some eases the inferior exeisors had 
been extracted.* The price of eattle in Unyoro varies from 500 
to 1000 cowries. In this country ten simbi (( 'yprGea) represent one 
khete of beads.; they are the most esteemed currency, and are also 
used as ornaments for the neek, arms, and legs, alld decorations for 
stools and drums. 

* Such, according to M. XVerse and Mr. Petherick, is the custom of the Shil- 
luks and other Nilotic tribes. 
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CHAPTER XI. 
THE SOUTHERS PROVINCES: UBENA, U'UNGU, AND 1S HOKORO. 

UBENA, U'ungu, and K'hokoro are included by the Wanyamwezi in " Utakama," or the southern divisiozI of their ancient empire; the word is universally used in distinction to '' Usukuma," or the northern provinces between Unyanyembe and the Nyanza Lake. The point of departtlre is Eazeh the great central depot and ancient station of Unyallyembe, fixed by lunar distances in s. lat. 5? 1', and . long. 33? 3'. The directions of the southern routes are laid down by various Arab travellers, and the distances are estimated according to the normal rate of malching. The principal line3 trending southerly are three in number: 
I. The south-eastern (s. 20? to 30? E., corrected 10? to 2()? E.), passes, after the twenty-first march, from the lands of the Wakimba to the country of Urori: a total of thirty-two, which may be ac- complished by hard and long work in eighteen days, conducts the caravan to Ubena, the limit of this march. The distance woul(:l be about 210 to 220 geographical miles, and consequently Ubera may be placed in 8? 30' s. lat. and 35? E. long. II. The southern line leads by thirty marches, 260 geographical miles, including one-fifth for deflection, to the land of U'ungu, which has therefore been fixed at s. lat. 8? 30', and E. long. 34?. III. The sollth-western line numbers fourteen marches, or 85 rectilinear geographical miles, including deflection, to K'hokoro, whose eastern limit is made adjacent to Kiwere. This point ma) be placed in s. lat. 6? 25', and E. long. 33?. 

The several routes will be described in due order, beginllillg with that to Ubena, which has been repeatedly traversed in earliel tilnes by Snay bin Amir and other Arab merchants. The names of the stations are given below, various notices concerning the adjoining regions, as well as those traversetl, will here be briefly recorded.* 

$ I. From Kazeh to the Simbu (meaning, in Kinyamwezi, a place where water must be dug for) 
2. To a rlullah, or stream; here there is a mtongi, or minor chief, named hIbogo. 3. To a mtoni, or fiumara, called Mongo (?). 4. To the Simbu of Unyatawanga, belonging to a subtribe of the Wanyamwezi, called Wallyamwvanga. 
5 and 6. To the lesser and the greater " Mwami." 7. To a ziwa, or poIld, dry during drought. Here the Wakimbu are mixetl with the Wanyamwesi. 
8 and 9. To Nguru, the district of Sultan Kibuya of Ukimlju. l0. To a mtoni of flowing water. 11. To Unyangwira. 

12 and 13. To a mtoni. 
14. To 
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From Kazeh four lollg or eight short marches, across a country 
for the most part deserted, conduct the traveller to Nguru. It 
must not be confourlded with the mountain region of the same 
narlle situated seven or eight marches inland from the port of 
Saadani, as ha3 been done by the authors of the ' lMombas WSission 
tIap,' in derivirlg the Rufiji or Rwaha River. At the fifth station, 
called Mvami--a rock overlying a spriIlg- the people poirlt out 
the p]ace where the inhabitailts were buried alive by some con- 
vulsion of the earth: they lnake oflelaings in a cavern, and use the 
word marw>i for water illstead of the popular majl, which it is con- 
sidered ill-omened to articulate. Nguru is a hilly region, fertile 
atld rich in cattle; it belongs to the Wakollongo, appare3:ltly a 
sub-tril)e of the NVanyalnwezi, who all go by this narne amongst 
the NVasagara and the \Vafflogo. The Sultan of Nauru in 1858 
was Kibuya, son of Pemba-m'oto,* a friend of the Arabs. 

Two short marches or one long, making a total of five from 
Isazeh, lea(l from Nguru to Unyallgwlra, a cultivated and populous 
provillce. 'rhe \Vallyangwira ale a small in(lepelldent tribe, under 
a Sultan Malewa, who has, however, no t,elleral influence. Ir 
this country, as in Usanga, Usenga, arld Ukimbu, there is a raefe 
called \Vamia, pastoral and gipsy-like as the WVatosi: they have 
mixed and intermarried with their NVakimbu neighbours, and of 
late years have suffered severely from the illcursions of the \Varori. 
From Urlyangwira a cross road leads south-west to the frontier of 
Ii'hokoro: on the soutl-l-east the district extends to the well-known 
r(lvinces of Usenga alld Usanga, called by the Arabs Senga and 

Sant,a. 
TTsenga, the more easterly (?), was pointed out as bearing 1709 

14. To the district of Kixvere. 
l5, 16, aIld ) 7. To two mtoni. 
18 and l9. To Ngiriruwwa of the Sultan Mserari a Mkimbu. 
90. To a mtoni. 
21. To the *lominions of Sultan Kipambawe At this place the Wakilllbu al e 

mixed with the Walori. 
22 and 23. To flowing and standing waters in a detlse jungle. 
24. To the settlement of Mui'Gumbi, chief of Urori. 
25 and 26. To flowing and starlding waters. 
27. To the district of Nyapanda. 
28, 29, and 3(). Through the jungle. 
31. To the settlement of Gunlil wiga, son of Mui'Gumbi. 
32. To the lan(l of Ubena. 

From Unyan} embe to Urori (twenty-four stations) the Arabs reckon one monthis 
march, halts included. The route above detailed is called the Nguru road; there 
is another and a shorter line throufflh the jungle to Urori, which is reached itl 
about thirteen long marches. As will l)e explained, caravans in these das never 
enter Ullyanyembe via Utori, some, howeser, retuln by it to the coast, to avoid 
the extortion of Ugogo. When the i3. AfricaIl Expedition was leaving Kazeh, 
Sallum bin Hamid, arl induential merchant, was preparing for the provisionless 
journey betweell Unyanyen1be and Urori. 

* Pemba-m'oto, in Kisawahili, would ulean " light the fire ;" in Kinyalnwezi it 
is used to siguify a flac, or standard. 
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(corrected to 160?) from Kazeh: it is separated by one or two 
marches from its neighbour Usanga. The direct road reaches them 
after ten to fifteen day3 about 120 miles and they lie at the 
western extremity of the secolld third of the distance between the 
coast and Unyanyembe. This would place them in about 6? 30' s. lat. 
and E. long. 34?. Both settlements belonged of old to the Wamia, 
mixed with the Wakimbu. 'rhey were the great ternini of the 
Arab trade before it extendeci throughout Unyamwezi in 1830-3o. 
Passing through Uzaramo and Whutu, the main trunk-road tra- 
versed the southern mountains of Usagara along the line now 
called the Kiringanvana.* At the district of Maroro it fell into 
the valley of the Rwaha, followed up the northern or left bank of 
that great stream, and, reaching the meridian of Usenga, it turned 
away from the river northwards. At Usanga and its adjoining 
district, in those early days of exploration, the Arabs and the 
coast Inerchants met the caravans from Unyamwezi, bringing with 
them the slaves and ivory collected from the inner countries. The 
caravans made no stay; they built neither house nor store, but 
lived in tents and 1mder hides, and after hurriedly completing their 
barter they returned coastwards. About thirty years ago they 
persuaded the Wanyamsvezi to act as porters, and thus, enabled 
to increase their business, they began to push onwards into Un- 
yanyembe. Presently the Warori became troublesome, alld Ugogo, 
whose real or fancied peri]s had compelled merchants to make a 
long detour, was safely traversed; the stream of commerce then 
flowed ill a direct line, and Usanga and Usenga were deserted. 
The incursions of the Warori have caused a chronic famine in the 
land, which deters caravans from venturing into it. 

Three stages lead fFom Unyangwfra to a wel]-known district of 
Ukimbu called Kiwerse or Kiwele. In 1858 it was governed by a 
sultana. It is rich in cattle and populous; the villages are com- 
posed of the usual round huts: the Warori have repeatedly pos- 
sessed themselves of, and have been dispossessed of this coulltry; 
they were lately driven out of it by the Watuta. On the westwar(l 
it extends to the frontier of K'hokoro, and it is about eight days' 
march froon that province. 

From Kiwere the road, trending to the S.S.E., after six short 
marches through jungle and cultivation, reaches the settlement of 
Sultan Kipambawe, on the northern confines of Urori. Thence, 
four stations place the traveller at the capital settlement of Atui' 

* See Chap. IV. ZIr. Cooley ('Geography of N'yassi,' p. 23) gives the route 
thus:-"Through the country of the Wohaha (Wahehe) eight days 
ks Powaga eight days . . , . from Posvaga to Usenga five days; and theIlce 
to Sanga two days .... Atumba (Itumba of the VVakimbu) five days. 
Onallguira (Unyangwira), the first town of the Monomoezi country, one day." It 
must be observed, that Mr. Cooley places in his itinerary Usenga to the eastwald 
of Usanga; the Arabs coIlsulted at Kazeh in erted the position. 



Gumbi, the powerful chief of Urori. Eight more stages, makirlt 
a total of thirty-two from Kazeh, abut at Ubena. 'This prourince 
is inhabited by a tall and fierce race, ever at war with the VVtarori: 
the rival tribes are probably connected, as according to the Arabs 
they understand one another.* 

The important races in this part of E. Africa are the \'Vakimbu, 
the Wahehe, and the Warori. The two former have been alluded 
to in the regions where they were traversed. The latter may be 
briefly described by the Arabs of IVazeh, with the addition of a 
few notes obtained from a return caravan of M;asawahili, the on]y 
trading-party which for some years has marched from the coast to 
Urori and Ubena. 

The AX7arori extend from the western frontier of the WATahehe about 
forty marches, principally along the northern bank of the Rwaha 
River, to the meridian of Eastern Unyanyembe. They are a semi- 
pastoral people, continually at war with their neighbours. They never 
se11 their kith and kin, but they attack the WVabena, the A;\takimbu, 
the WVahehe, the NVakonongo, and the races about IJnyangwira, and 
drive their captives to the sea, or dispose of them to the slavers in 
Usagara The price is of course cheap; a male adult is worth 
from two to six shukkah merkani. Some years ago a large plun- 
(lering party, under their chief Mbangera, attacked Sultan Kalala 
of the \Alasukuma; they were, however, defeated, with the loss of 
their leader, by Kafkira of Kivira, the son-in-law of Kalala. They 
also attacked Unyanyembe, and compelled the people to take 
refuge on the summit of a natural rock-fortress between Kazeh 
and Yombo, and they have more than once menaced the dominions 
of Fundikira. Those mit,hty boasters the NVagogo hold the 
NVarori in awe i as the Arabs say, they shrink small as a cubit 
before foes fiercer than themselves. The Warori have wasted 
Uhehe and Unyangwira, and have dispersed the Wakimbu and 
the WVamia. They closed the main road from the seaboard by 
exorbitant blackmail and charge3 for water; and about five years ago 
they murdered two coast Arab traders from lMbuamaji. Since 
their late defeat by the WVatuta they have been comparatively 
quiet. WVhen the E. African Expedition entered the country they 
had just distinguished themselves by driving the herds from Ugogi, 
thus preventing any entrance into their country from that dis- 
trict. Generally, like the pastoral races of this portion of the 
peninsula, the object of their raids is cattle: when a herd falls into 
their hands they fly at the beasts like hyeenas, pierce them with 
their assegais, hack of huge slices, and devotlr the meat raw. 

* The Wasawahili, moreover, declare that they can understand the languages of 
Urori and Ubena without stlldy, which is not the case with the other dialects ir 
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The Warori are small and shri^Telled black savages. Their dimi- 

nutive size is doubtless the effect of scanty food, continued through 
many generations; the Sultans, however, are a peculiarly fine 

large race of men. The slave specimens observed had no distin- 

guishing mark on the teeth; but in all cases two short lines 

were tattooed across the! hollow of the temples. The male dress is 

a cloak of strung beads, weighing 10 or 12 lbs., and covering the 

shoulders like a European cape: some have a large girdle of the 

same materia] round the waistW The women mear a bead kilt ex- 

tending to the knees, and at other times a wrapper of skin. The 

f:avourite weapon is a light, thin, and pliable assegai; warriors carry 

a sheath of about a dozen, and throw them with great force and accu- 

racy: the bow is unknown. They usually press to close quarters, 

each man armed with a long heavy spear. Iron is procured in col- 

siderable qualltities both in Ubena and Urori. The habitations are 

said to be large telnbe, capable of containing 400 to 500 souls. 

The principal articles of diet are meat and milk, fattened dog's 

flesh of which the chiefs are inordinately fond, maize, holcus, 

and millet. Rice is not grown in these arid districts. They 

manage their illtoxication by means of pombe made of millet, anll 

even bhang, which is also snzoked in gourd-pipes; they mix thc 

camlabis with their vegetable food. The M7arori are celebrate(l tor 

power of abstinence, they will march, it is said, six days without 

eating, and they require to drink but once in the 24 hours. In 

one point they resemble the Bedouins of Arabia: the chief enter- 

tains his guests hospitably as long as they lemain in his village, 

but he will plunder them as they leave it. 
The last caravan which entered Ubena from the coast set out 

in June, 1857, and returned in the beginnillg of 1859. The up- 

march occupied six months. The return was protracted to an 

equal length by an accident, and the remainder was employed in 

trafiic. The party was commanded by a (:oast Arab, Sulaynzan 
bin Rashid el Riami, accompanied by a Wasawahili, Mohammed 
bin Gharib. They had a total of 600 meIl, armed with 150 gUllS; 

freemen and slaves, hired on the seaboard for eight to ten 

dollars per head, as the \Vanyamwezi refuse to traverse these 

countries. The caravan followed the trunk road westward to 

Maroro in Usagara; thence, deflectirlg southwards, they forded the 

Rwaha River, which was found to be knee-deep. They travelled 
through the Miahehe and the Wafaji, south of and far from tl-le 

stream, to avoid the BTarori who occupy both banks. TheE 

Sultan of these freebooters, being at war mith Ubena, would 
not have permitted travellers to pass on to his enenlies, and even 

in times of peace he fines them, it is said, one half of their pro- 

perty for free conduct On the right lland, or to the south, from 
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Uhehe to Ubena was a continuolls chain of highlands,$ pouring 
affluents across the road into the Rwaha River, and water was 
procurable only in the beds of these llullahs an(l fiumaras. The 
land was dry an(l barren; in fact, Ugogo withollt its calabashes. 
Scarcely a blade of grass appeared upon the whity-brown soil, 
.nd the travellers marvelled how thfe numerous herds obtained 
tlleir sustenance. The masika or lainy monsoon began synchro- 
nously with that of Unyamwezi, but it lasted little more than half 
its period in the northw In the sparse cultivation, surrounded by 
dellse bush, they were rarely able t.o ration oftener than once a 
sv-eek. They were hospltably received by Kimanu, the Jyari or 
Sultan of Ubena. ISis people, though fierce and savage, appeared 
leased by the ssit,ht of stralgers. The Wabena wore a profilsion 

of beads, and resembled in dress, diet, and lodging the Warori; 
tlley wrere brave to reeklessness, and strictly monarchical, swearing 
by their chief. 'l'he +0Tarori, however, were the cleaner race; they 
wasled and bathed, whilst the Wabena would purify teeth, face, 
aild hands with t} e same fluid. 

At Ubena the caravan made considerable profits in slaves and 
ivory. The former, mostly captured or kidnapped, were sold for 
four to 8iX fundo of beads, and, merchants being rare, a large 
stock was found on hand. Al)out 800 were purchased, as each 
liagazi or porter could afford one at least. On the return-march, 
llowever, half of the property deserted. The ivorr, which rather 
r esembled the valuable article procured at Karagwall than the poor 
produce of Unyanvembe, sold at 35 to 70 fundo of yellow and 
other coloured beads per frasilah of 35 lbs. Cloth was generally 
refused, and the kitirldi or coil-armlets were useful oilly in pur- 

1 * * . 

(tlaslng provlslons. 

OIl its return the caravan, following for 18 stages the right bank 
of the Rwaha River, met with an unexpected misfortune. They 
were nigllting in a broad fiumara called Bonye,t a tributary from 
tlle southern highlands to the main artery, when suddenly a 
roaring rushing sound of waters fast approachinr and the cries of 
rrlen struck them with consternatioll. In the confusion which en- 
suecl 150 men, for the most part slaves an(l probably ironed or 
corded together, were carried axvay by the torrent, and the polaters 
lost a great part of the ivory. In the neigl-lbourhood of the 
lLwaha they entered the capital district of Atui' Gumb;, the chief, 
.fter a rude reception on the frontier, where the people, mistaking 
tllem for a plundering party of NVabena, gathered in arms to the 

* If this chain be of any considerable length, it may represent the water-parting 
between the Tanganyika arld the Nyassa Lakes, and thus divide, by allother and 
a solltherly lateral balld, the great Depression of Centlal Afi ica. 

t A mt l e dallgeltous place for ellcamprtlent can seareely be imagined, yet the E 
Africall everywhele pretes it because it is orarm at llightN alltl the surface is soft, 
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number of 4000. When the error was perce;ve(l, the Warori 
warmly mTelcomed the traders, calling thetn brothers, and led them to 
the quarters of their Sultan. Mui' Gutnbi was apparently in his 70th 
year, a man of venerable aspect, tall, burly, and 1it,ht-coloured, with 
large ears, and a hooked nose like a " maghrabi." His sons about 
thirty in number, all resembled him, their comeliness contrasting 
strongly with the common clansmen, who are considered by their 
chiefs as slaves. A tradition derives the origin of this royal race 
from l!Iadagascar or one (3f its adjoining islets. Mui' Gumbi wore 
a profusion of beadsS many of them antiquated in form and colour, 
and now unknown in the market of Zanzibar: above his left elbow 
he had a lumpy armlet of ivory, a decoration appropriated to 
chieftains. The \ATarori expressed their surprise that the coulltry 
had not been lately visited by caravansS and, to encourage others, 
the Sultan oWered large gangs of porters without pay to his 
visitors. These men never desert; such disobedience would cost 
them their lives. From the settlement of AIui' Gumbi to the coast 
the caravan travelled without accidentn but under great hardshipsS 
1iving on roots and grasses for want of means to buy provisiorls. 

The southern route from U1lyanyembe to U'ungu * numbers, as 
has been said? 30 marches, which may be reduced to 23. The 
route lies through 77Vestern Nguru and Unyangwira to Kiwere, 
which is reached in 14 marches; thence the line deflects from S.E. 

to s.s.w., and, after 16 stages, terminates at the southern 
extremity of IJ'ungu. 

The WVatungu are a warlike people, rich in cattle and ivory. 
They are well armed with bows and arrows, spears, and shields of 
wood or bu11's hide so large that they serve on occasions as tents. 
The head-quarters of the chief are described to be a boma or pali- 
sade about two miles long, roomy e1zough to contain the cattle, 
and surrounded by a river which flows from high arld rocky hills 
in the neighbourhood. A bridge of planking is rendered necessary 
by the number of crocodiles; it is removed when enemies approach, 
and the place is considered irxlpregnable. Ironga, the late Sultan, 
after long suffering from the attacks of the Warori, called in the 
assistance of the Watuta: t the latter were victorious, but they 
proved themselves almost as fatal to their friends as to their 
enemies. When the E. African Expedition left Unyanyernbe, the 
son of Ironga was preparing to wreak vengeance upon Fundikira, 
its Sultan, for putting to death, under pretence of espionage, cer- 
tain of his father's emissaries, who, commissioned to purchase cattle, 
had established themselve3 in a style of grandeur which excited the 
ruler's suspicion or cupidity. The avenger of blood, unwilling to 

* The word is variously pronounced, U'ungu, Uwungn, Usunge, Ivungu, and 
l'ungu. 

t See Chap. VII. 
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provoke the Arabs, sent to them a civil messaffle, importing that 
red flags planted before their establishments should cause them to 
be respected. The merchants, however, sensibly declined this 
oSer of immunity, and their refusal prevented a campaign. 

The principal authorities concerning the south-western or 
K'hokoro line are the Shaykhs Sald bin Shnayn and Hilal bin 
Nasir el Harisi, who had both made repeate(l journeys along that 
route. According to them, there are two distinct roads from 
Razeh to K'hokoro. The direct passes over 13 marches of desert 
ground, in an almost straight line, and by hard work the nearest 
limits of cultivation may be reached in seven days. The other 
path traverses Nguru and Unyangwira as far as :Kiwere, the 14th 
station, which adjoins the eastern boundary of K'hokoro. 

Both roads are described as easy, without stony hills or deep 
mire. Three llullahs and several pools affvrd abundant supplies 
of water, and the streams are with difficulty passable after rains. 
Two tribes must be traversed, the Sollthern Wanyamwezi and 
the Wakirnbu, who in these parts have a great chief, Msongo: 
the Warori lie to the south and the south-east. K'hokoro pro- 
duces in abundance maize and holcus, sweet potato and manioc. 
The principal inquiry is for white, blue, and yellow porcelains; in 
exchange the people give cattle and ivory, mostly collected from 
Urori and the southern regions. In this part of the country slaves 
are generally in demand, and the people willingly receive them for 
tusks; porters for caravans must, therefore, be collected in Unyam- 
wezi. According to the Arabs, the Wabisa tribes of the Northern 
Nyassa cross the southern parts of K'hokoro on their way to the 
eastern coast. K'hokoro is connected with Ufipa by a route of 18 
to 20 stages. From Ufipa 15 stations lead to IwembaS and from 
Iwemba, according to the Arabs, 30 marches conduct the traveller 
to Usenda, the capital of the Kazembi. Such are the estimates 
given by the merchants; they must however be suspecte(l of some 
exaggeration. 

Beyond K'hokoro travellers mention a large ziwa or lake called 
Rukwa, Rugwa, or Ikwa: they describe it doubtfully. According 
to some eye-witnesses, it lies 7 short or 15 long marches east of 
K'hokoro, which would place it somewhere between that district 
and U'ungu. Others make it stretch four marches westwards of 
K'hokoro, and even join it on, after heavy rains, to the Tanganyika 
Lake; whilst, on the other hand, it is declared that the main road 
from Unyamwezi to Eastern l\tarungu passes between the Tan- 
ganyika and the Rukwa. The most credible details concerning 
this ziwa are the following. The length of the lay from 
N.W. to S.E., according to others, from E. to w., is six days. Its 
lesser diameter is a long stage (15 miles); the water is stagnant, 
varying from ankle-deep to breast high, broadening and deepening 

VOI,. XXIX. X 
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after rains, it is crossed in three days. Travellers must pass the 

nights as they best can upon some mound partially submerged, 
and they find canoes or hollowed logs of wood to ferry their 

goods across the profounder parts. The lake is surrounded by high 

land, which does rzot however confine the bed, and the thickly- 
wooded banks abound in elephants, large game, and aquatic birds. 

The most interesting geographical feature in these southern pro- 

vinces is their main drain, the Rwaha River, which carries off the 

surplus humidity of all the lands lying to the south and the east of 

Unyamwezi, namely Ubena, Urori, Ugogo with its flanking deserts, 

and Western Usagara. Its source is unknown: some make it 

arise from K'honde (?), a hilly district lying to the west or the 

south-west of Ubena: others derive it from a ziwa or lake six 

days distant in a south-westerly direction from Usanga. About 

Urori it is a perennial stream, knee-deep in the dry season, but 

unfordable during the masika: the banks are low, the sole is rocky, 
steep, and full of rapids. About the meridian of Maroro it breaks 
with a violent stream through a deep gap in the eastern ghauts 

of Africa, and, reaching the maritime plain, it spreads out, accord- 
ing to the people, into an extensive lagoon. In the c.ountry of the 

Wandandu, about ten days' paddling or six to seven marches from 

the coast, it receives a shorter but a deeper branch called the 

"Uranga." $ This stream is termed in its upper bed the 

" lEwera," probably after a province on the western frontier of the 

Wangindo people, which is connected by commerce with Kilwa. 
The two main branches, Rwaha and Uranga, thus anastomosing, 
obtain the qvasi-generic name of Rufiji, flow in a broad, deep 

stream through their alluvial valley, and9 forming a diminutive 
delta, pass through eleven or twelve channels into the Indian 

Oceans directly opposite the " Ki3imani Mafiyah," or the western 
watering-place oll the island of Monfia, in 7? 56' s. lat.t 

Unaccountably omitted in Capt. Owen's survey of the eastern 

coast of Africa, the Rufiji River appears about 1819 for the first 

time in the map of M. Saulnier de Afondevit, Lieut. de Vaisseau, 
accompanying M. Lislet Geoffroy's Memoir on a Chart of Mada- 
gascar. t It was alluded to by Lieut. Hardy, who accom- 
panied Capt. Smee in 1811, when sent by the Government of 

Bombay to collect information on the eastern coast of Africa. His 

* The Rufiji proper is correctly called the river of Uranga by Mr. Cooley's in- 

formant, Mohammed bin Nasur, of Zanzibar; and the African geographer identifies 

it (' Inner Africa Laid Open,' p. 60) with the Rouenga of early writers. It is not, 

however, as he supposes, by any means, " the southern state," or " the parent state," 

or " the cradle of the race " of Unyamwezi. This theory arises from confusing 

the Wan) assa of the Maravi Lake with the tribes of the Tan?anyika. 

t Other details concerning the mouth of this stream will be found in Chap. II. 

t Mr. Cooley (Geography of N'yassi, pp. 24, 25). See also ' Nouvelles AnIlales 

de Voyage," Observations sur la Cote de Zanguebar,' tome vi. 
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deseription is however, somewhat enigmatical. " The river Linfee, 
or Loffiha is conjectured to give passa<,e to the waters of the Niger. 
It serpentines for eleven days, and then goes direct for three months 
and fifteen days, up to a lake in which is a high rocky hill with a 
few trees called Zuwarhah." Il1 t.hose days geographers still per- 
sisted in deriving all the circulation of Africa- the Niger the 
Nile, the Zaile or Congo, the Espirito Santo (the Manisa, King 
George, or Manyassa of Delagoa Bay), the Cuama or Zambesi, 
the Juba or Govind, and the Ozi or Pokomozi-from a single 
heart, the Great Central Lake, which here appears under its 
African name "Ziwa," corrupted to Zuwarhah. ';The westenn 
branch of this river from the hill is called Condoha, and it is said 
to go four or five months' journey to its source. Marorrer is a town 
on its banks, one lnonth from the hill, and tSingoser is another, 
about two months; the tribes inhabiting the western branch are 
called Wangarah, but this is probably the name of an island brmed 
by two channels, twenty-eight days from the hill." The preceding 
pages will explain the corruptions and misapplications of Mu- 
kondokwa?} Maroro, and Usagozi. Wangarah is either a mistake 
for the Wasagara tribe or Tnore probably for Uranga, the south- 
western affluent of the Rwaha. Mr. Cooley has correctly described 
the lower course of the Rufiji, but beyond that point he has 
necessarily fallen into error. " We see, therefore, that the accounts 
furnished by Hardy fortunately bind together all these details, 
and that the Magozi as well as the Swaha, which receives the river 
of Maroro, are but portions under different names of that great 
river which he traces up from the mouth of the Lufiji by Maroro 
anal Sagozi to Zuwarhah, that is Ziwa or the lake." Irl this passage 
the Malagarazi influetlt of the Tanganyika is confounded with the 
Rwaha, which has assumed the un-African form Swaha, and a 
fanciful affinity of names has connected the Rwaha with the Ziwa,t 

* Mr. Cooley interprets '4 Condoha " as a lcxcal name, Kindoca, derived from the 
Mundoca, a tribe well knovfn at Kilwa. The Wandoka, however, inhabit * nly the 
rising grounds immediately behind the maritime plain, and do not extend for 
any distance into the interior. Perhaps Condoha may have been written for 
Khonde, the place where the Rwaha is said to rise. In Kisawahili R'honde means 
a plantation on high ground. According to hIr. Cooley, " Conda, in Congoese, and 
also in Sawahili, means hill." But, in Kisawahili, konda (or conda) is a "fist," 
and konde, an adjective, " thin " or " weak." 

t The plural of siwa is not, as Mr. Cooley supposes, wasiwS, which would tnake 
it an animate noun, but miziwa. Ziwa signifies primarily a breast or dug, hence 
a pond, or lake; and mizSwa is the generic term for milk. Moreoarer, no Arab 
would "inflect ziwa after his own fashion making for the plural, perhaps 
ziwahah, and for the adjective ziwi?.J The Arabized plural of ziwa is siwAt * as 
mbuga, a swamp, becomes, in the Arabic of Zansibar, bugAt. As has been 
mentioned, Mr. Cooley has interpreted mllrusura (morisuro) to signify water in 
general. But, in the Kihiao, the dialect of Uhiao lusuro means a river or flowillg 
stream; whereas mezi, or mesi (ill the Kisawahili maj;), is the common term for 
+rater. 

2 
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which probably represents not the Tanganyika, but some expansion 
of the stream in the central bed or a reservoir at the head. 

The curious error of the ' Mombas Missiorl Map,' in confounding 
Nguru, south of Unyamwezi, with Ngu or Nguru, the hilly region 
near Saadani, and thus causing the stream to flow across the beds 
of the Kingani, the Mgeta, and other rivers, has already been 
alluded to. 

CHAPTER XII. 

SBETCH OF THE ETHNOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY, THE DRESS AND ORNAMENTS 
OF THE VARIOUS TRIBES EXTENDING FROM THE COAST OF ZANZIBAR INTO 
CENTRAL INTERTROPICAL AFRICA. 

THE Greater South African family, so called to distinguish it from 
the Lesser South African of the Hottentots, Bushmen, and their 
congeners,$ seems to occupy an ethnological position between the 
Semitico-African races Libyans, Berbers, Oriental Nubians- AbyF 
sinians, Gallas, Danakil, arld Somal extendin,, from the north 
of Mount Atlas to the eastern Horn of the continent, and the 
aborigines of Central Negroland, the western projection of Sene- 
gambia, and the countries behind the Bights of Benin and B;afrau 
The habitat of this great negroid people, who appear to be mulattos 
in the maritime region, and who gradually merge, without abrupt or 
broadly-marked line of demarcation, into the true laegro about the 
central parts of the continent, may be roughly laid down in extent 
from 2? to 3? N. lat. to the regions subtending the Cape of Good 
Hope. It is connected by analogies of grammarkand vocabulary 
and 1S divided by the minor details of language into three great 
families, the western, the eastern, and the southern. 

The southern family has separated into the Kafirs properly so 
called, the Bachwana, the Balakahari, the tribes of Ovampo, an(l 
a host of minor subdivisions. Tradition and history lead to the 
conclusion that this people has gradually extended itself bom 
northern foci of emigration. 

$ The Lesser South A*ican families are all cognate in language, which accord- 
ing to Mr. Norris and other philologists, presents some curious points oi resem- 
blance in inflexiotl with the Coptic tollgue, and is a branch distinct from the 
dialects of the Greater South African race. Physiologically, the former are 
separated from the latter by a greater animality in the shape of the prognathous 
jaw and the elongated pelvis, by the pyramidal skull, dwarfish stature, and small 
and delicate extremities. It has long beels believed that the Hottentots and their 
congeners once occupied the whole of the land immediately north of the C:ape 
and that they were gradually encroached npoll, demoralized, and almost dispersed 
by the more warlike northern tribes of Kafirs and their congeners. " Imperish- 
ability " is said by Dr. Livingstone to " form a remarkable feature in the entire 
African race." This assertion requires, however, to be confirmed by time. 
Barrow ('Travels in Southern Africa,' chap. iii.) prophesies very differently: 
" The name of Hottentot will be forgotten, or remembered only as that of a 
deceased person of little note." 
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The western family includes the races of the seven kingdoms 
which formerly composed the extensive empire of the "Mani- 
Kongo" the Lord of Congo, extending, with 300 leagues of sea- 
board, between Capes Lopez and Negro, BTith an extreme inland 
breadth of 500 or 600 miles. 

The eastern family stretches over the coasts of the Mozambique and 
Zanzibar, from Cape Delgado to the Equator, where it is limited by 
the lands of the Gallas and the Somalt Interiorly, numerous 
tribes extend into the central regions of Intertropical Africa; they 
are all similar in appearance and cognate in idiom, althout,h the 
difference of vocabulary renders neighbouring tribes unintelligible 
to one another. It has been appropriately called the " Zangian " 
family of language, and it differs radically from the Semitico-African 
ofthe Caucasian races, and the multitudinous jargons of Negro- 
land proper. 

The Zangian races appear of a mixed blood; their physiology 
varies as it inclines to the predoininatint, element. The Wasawa- 
hili, and the Wamrima of the coast, like a similar race in Western 
India,* are sprung from the intercourse of foreign traders and emi- 
grants Phenicians, Jews, Arabs, and Persians with the African 
aborigines. Even in the days of the Periplus (first to third century 
of the (Shristian era) the maritime lands were subject to the chiefs of 
Yemen; yet the appearance of the population is markedly more 
negroid than that of the semi-Caucasian Galla and Somal. There 
is also a tolerably regular gradation of races from east to west; 
the Coast Arabs are somewhat more Semitic than the Wasawahili 
and the latter are more Arabian in appearance than the neighbour- 
ing tribes of Pagans. These, in turn, are less African than the 
people of the central regions; and the Balonda (XATalonda ?) of 
Mwata ya Nvo are almost pure negroes, with long, narrow heads, 
thick lips, flat noses, and elongated calces. 

To this general rule there are many exceptions. The AVakhutu 
and Waziraha, quasi-maritime races, are darker and more de- 
graded than their western neighbours the Wagogo; and the Wajiji 
are coal-black, though bounded northwards by the light-com- 
plexioned Warundi. These, however, are local varieties, which 
depend upon the multitude of agents altitude and degradation, 
lleat and cold, dryness and humidity expressed by the word 
climate. It is easier to explain the phenomenon of a graduated 
scale, and of a diffierent organization, amongst tribes living under the 
same parallels of the same continent, in similarity of diet and dress, 
manners, customs, and religion, by their long intercourse with 
foreign settlers and colonists, than to suppose that the aboriginal 

* The Maplahs or Mapillahs, " sons of mothers," for instance derive their origin 
from sires of Omani, Hazramauti, and Yemeni blood, who in ancient times trafficked 
with and settled in the country. 
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races of the eastern half are naturally negroid, as their W. African 
congeners are naturally negro.* 

The several types in E. Africa have endured sufficiently long to 
acquire a certain permanence and continuity, and an experienced 
eye, without the aid of tooth or skin marks, can easily distinguish 
between the people of the several regions. The exceptional ap- 
pearances of sooty skins short crisp hair, and degraded forms, 
contrasting with the higher organizations of a clan, may be ex- 
plained by the mixing of the tribes, by migration and intermar- 
riage, and by the prevalence of slavery. The system of kidnap- 
ping, and of commandos, and of border wars, causes also confusion 
of blood. In addition to the details concerning the Wakamba, the 
Wadoe, the Wasagara, the Wahha, the Wakimbu, and the other 
dispersed tribes mentioned in the preceding pages, the following 
instances of ready migration may prove that the E. African is still 
a semi-nomade. The Wanyika, now near Mombasah, came ori- 
ginally from the lands about the Ozi River. The Washenzi, or 
serviles of Usumbara, who in appearance resemble the darker 
Wanyika, lately emigrated from the regions lying south-west of the 
Rufu or Pangani River. The Wasegeju, who are palpably the 
Mossequios of the Portuguese historians,t in ancient times, accord- 
ing to their tradition, inhabited Ushangaya, or, as it is called in 
our maps, " Shiraz Town," near Bette, or Patta Island; thence ex- 
pelled by the Wasawahili, aided by the Gallas, they fled to Pokomo, 
an inner province on the Ozi River, an(l another blood feud drove 
them to their present seats near Wanga and Tanga, southo5Mom- 
basah. But a few months ago, a tribe of VV7asukuma, or northern 
Wanyamwezi, compelled to an exodus by civil war, marched with 
their wives and families, arms and cattle, into the territory of Fun- 
dikira, chief of Unyanyembe, and obtained from him, as is 
customary, lands for support. The forest soon became a field of 

* Our older travellers almost universally agreed in deriving the Kafirs of the 
southern angle of Africa from the Bedouins of Arabia. The principal points of re- 
semblance fixed upon were their pastoral habits and manners, their hospitality to 
guests, their tent-shaped huts, and the universal practice of circumcision. But the 
customs of the people are the produce of climate, the circular hut is general 
throughout the wilder tribes of Africa, and circumcision appears to be originally 
an African, not an Asiatic rite. Other authors claim for them a Jewish or Is- 
raelitic origin, quoting their circumcisions, betrothals before marriage (the custom 
of all Easterns), purification by water and shaving the head (natural in hot 
climates), transferring impurity or infection from a sick individual to a slain 
animal (an instinctive and general superstition), the marriage of a brother's widow 
(a practice probably arising from a desire to keep property in the family), the 
chiefs sitting in judgment at the gate (which, being the most public place, is of 
course selected), and the women hastening from the settlement to meet warriors 
returning from an expedition (a custom which need not be derived by one people 
from another). 

t They appear as a large tribe near Malindi, who in 1589 stemmed the tide of 
" Muzimba " invasion. (Mr. Cooley, ' Inner Africa Laid Open,' p. 124.) 
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blackjaclis, the beehive huts rose in a week, the felled or fired 
trees were converted int.o a palisade, and the hamlet assumed 
the name of the immigrant headman. In these lands there is no 
necessity for men to tread, as the people say, upon one another. 

The whole race of Southern Africa is divided, by the accidents 
of climate and position, into three orders. First are the fierce 
pastoral and nomadic tribes, the Wamasai, the Wakwafi, and the 
Watuta, who, like the Gallas, the Somal, and certain of the great 
Kafir race, rely upon the produce of their cattle, the chase, and the 
foray. They are the constant terror of the more civilised races 
around them; with them 

Plunder and murder are the kingdom's lam7s; 

and to be wealthy, especially in flocks and herds, is to invite 
an attack. Secondly ranks the semi-pastoral, as the Wakamba, 
and other races, who, though without settled abodes, apply their 
women and children to the cultivation of the soil. They are not to 
be trusted; they ever retain a propensity for feud and foray, and 
they feel but little disinclination to abandon their lands. And the 
third step in progress has been taken by the Wazaramo, and the 
many distinct tribes lying between the coast and the centre of the 
continent. They are tamed to strangers by an inordinate love of 
commerce and barter, but the nature of their intercourse, which is 
based upon slavery, renders them prone to bloodshed and civil war. 

It is difficult to precise, without statistical data, the fecundity of 
the E. African race, as evidenced by the average number of ofE- 
spring. The Arabs agree in asserting that, in spite of favourable 
physical collditions, the women are not prolific, and the impression 
borne away by a passinC, traveller is that, except in rare cases of 
polygamy, families are small. The same phenomenon appears to 
have been remarked by explorers in Western Africa. It is salient 
amongst the slaves at Zanzibar. There even artificial means for 
obviating the troubles of maternity are generally practised; a 
woman will not become a mother when she knows that her child 
may at any luoment be torll from her arms. In E. Africa, besides 
climate, the checks upon l)opulation are scanty diet, early marriages, 

which, even amongst civilized people, are rarely fruitful and 
the gross depravity of the race, apparently the modus operandi by 
which nature annihilates the savage tribes, like the Red Indian and 
the Australian, that come into collision with higher organizations. 

Eastern Africa is no exception to the general rule which 
makes the maritime tribes infamous for daring and treachery, 
the ready instruments of all villany, and the most dangerous to 
travellers. This arises partly from the degradation of the people 
by a climate adverse to enerty and industry, partly from the evil 
effects of semi-civilization, and a familiarity with the foreignea 
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which degenerates into conteirJpt. North of the Pangani River 
the Wadigo and the V\Tasegeju; southwards the turbulent Waze- 
gura, the cannibal Wadoe, and the Wazaramo between the Kingani 
River and the parallel of hIbuamaji, the Wangindo tribe behind 
Kilwa, and the Wamakua of Mozambique, are all instances of the 

exclusiveness which has caused Afirica to be compared with the 
cocoa-nut hard to penetrate only from without. 
Although amongst the races of E. Africa no caste, properly so 

called, exists, there are superior and inferior tribes. Of the former 
description are the Wahinda and Watosi, of the latter the Wahha 
and the Washenzi of Usumbara. The origin of these races, whoy 
without apparent cause, are considered cheap and vile, is never 
known; they may be either the remnants of the subjugated abori- 
gines, or ancient outcasts from existing tribes. As the pure 
Hilldoos had their mlenchhas, or mixed breeds, and the Arabs of 

Oznan and Yemen still retain, contrary to the spirit of E1 Islamy 
their Akhdam, or serviles, so in Africa the Gallas have their 
Dahalo and Ariangulo, the Somal their Midgan, the Wamasai and 

Wakwafi their Wandurubo, the Kafirs their Fingos or beggars, the 
Bachwanas their Balalas, and even the wretched Hottentots their 
Sonquas and Bushmen.* In the East, moreover, the blacksmith is 
generally considered a low-caste man. The " Lohar " is despised 
in India. In Maskat the " lIaddad," as well as the tallner, the 

shoemaker, and the dyer, never belongs to a noble tribe; in E1 

Hejaz, the Khelawiyah who work in iron, are held contemptible. 
Amongst the Abyssinians the blacksmith is hated and feared as a 
magician. The Somal will not intermarry with the " Handad ;" 
and the WATakwafi look upon the Elkonono as slaves.f The " mhesi," 
or iron-worker of Unyamwezi, is of the Wafyoma tribe; he is con- 
sidered vile, not by birth, but by occupation. 

The principal fighting tribes in this portion of E. Africa are the 

Wazegura, the MJamasai and their kindred the Wakwafi, the 
Wazaramo the Warori, the Watuta, the Warlmdi, and the Wa- 
ganda, concerning whom details have already been given. It may 
be observed, the present high road from the Zanzibar coast beyond 
the Wazaramo to Ujiji runs through comparatively quiet and 
peaceful races; on the north and south of it the land swarms nvith 
extortionate sultans and predatory subjects, who cannot be visited 
except by large and well-armed caravans. 

Cannibalism in this portion of Africa is rare; it results either 

* The same phenomenon may be traced in European history: the Helots of the 

Spartans, the Limigantes of the Sarmatians, and the Lapps of the Finns are familiar 

instances. 
t This race is found in the adjacent provinces of Usambiro and Utumbara, and 

their Sultan is Mutawazi. In Southern Uyofu they are subject to the chief Mnya 

DIurunda,, and in Usui to the Sultan Sawarora. See Chap. X. 
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from policy or from necessity. The maritime Wadoe, for instance, 
practised it with effect in their wars with the Wakamba, and have 
continued it against their present enemies, the Wazegura. The 
Lakist Wabembe are compelled at times, like the Midgan of the 
Somal, to becoone man-eaters. Ollr older travellers in Western 
Africa there describe some races) like the Anziki, Anzitui, or Bow- 
man tribes, as " cannibals from choice, eating human flesh, not from 
necessity, but from preference ;" the Jagas (Giagas) are also men- 
tioned as the "greatest cannibal3 and man-eaters that be in the 
world, for they feed chiefly on man's flesh." These, however, are 
the theories of the sixteenth and seventeenth centurie3. It appears 
more rational to explain, by necessity or policy, tEle accidental pre- 
valence of a practice opposed in some sense to nature, rather than 
to seek in it a religious or a superstitious motive, or an acquired 
predilection for the article. 

The aspect of the great mass of this negroid race is not unpre- 
possessing. They are tall and well-made mulattos, rather above the 
European standard; a giant or a dwarf is never seen, and instances 
of def'ormity are exceedingly rare. In youth their limbs are fre- 
quently long, lank, and loose, like those of the wilder animals com- 
pared with the tame; in middle life the frame often becomes, 
especially in women, somewhat too bulky, like that of the Anglo 
Saxon7 for the extremities; amongst Africans this conformation 
denotes weakness. The favourite standing-position is cross-legged, 
their gait when walking is light and springy, and they run like 
Basques, though, like all untaught men, they raise the leg too high 
for speed. But they can neither climh nor jump, they ignore 
wrestling, bosing, gymnastics, manly games, and athletic exercises, 
which enable man to apply his force? and in muscular strength and 
power of endurance they appear, as usual, inferior to the civilized. 

The expression of the countenance diSers in the several tribes. 
Amollgst the least cultivated it is wild, restless, anll startled, or 
fierce, surly, and sullen, or coarse and disagreeable. The features, 
exposed to the glaring sun and the nipping cold, acquire that con- 
traction of the uluscles and fixed distortion which distinguish 
the weatherwortl classes in Europe. The traveller often re- 
marks a childish wondering stare, and an absence of intelligence, 
kindness, and serenity, which makes the Moslems pray for protec- 
tion against the moltification of such countenances. In the nobler 
tribes there is not, unfrequently, a high degree of vivacity, intelli- 
gence, and merriment. A handsome man, except amongst the 
chiefs, is never seen, and an agreeable face strikes the eye as es- 
ceptional. Some of the women, however, especially the wives and 
daughters of sultans, may be called beautif'ul. The brow is high 
and cylilldrical, and well-curved brows set oF dark, sparkling eyes, 
which give a peculiar animation to the countenance. The nose is 
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straight and Grecian, as may be seen amongst the Abyssinian and 
the Somal; the face is oval and regular the complexion a clear 
glossy brown, and the hair a jetty black, dashed as it were with 
blue. . The teeth are beautifully white and regular, distracting at- 
tention from the somewhat tumid and everted lipss and the full lower 
jaw, which display African blood. The expression is at once soft, 
amiable, and spiritual the true 44 xa7woV " in womanhood. Such 
faces are not more admired by the European than by the African, 
who might be supposed to have a predilectioll for lips thicker, and 
noses flatter, and jowls wider, than those of the general. But beauty 
in the works of nature, as in those of art, rests upon no arbitrary 
law, no empirical formulee; and a beautiful nvoman, amongst all 
races and in all climates, vs equally admired a practical contradic- 
tion of the philosopher's sc Association Theory." The children 
are distinguished by that grotesque prettiness nvhich we admire 
in the young of the lower animals. The general aspect in old age, 
when the limbs have shrivelled and the muscles have relaxed, 
especially amongst the women, is hideously ape-like. 

The cranium is of the long-narrow shape, and the parietal por- 
tions are so crushed in the regions of acquisitiveness, ideality, and 
constructiveness, that, by the side of the African's, the Arab's flat 
skull appears well filled out, and the Indian's a " bullet-head." As 
in the Egyptiall, the line rises from benevolence, which is low, by 
an upward elongation to firmlless and self-esteem; these organs^are 
well developed, whilst the rest of the arch, supposed to contain the 
moral sentiments, warlts roundness and height. Not unfrequently the 
fbrehead converges to a central protuberosity, where phrenologists 
locate eventuality, like the convex boss of a shield, and the sur- 
rounding organs fall away from it. The cranium from behind often 
appears of cauliflower shape, the coronal region is ignobly flat, the 
occiput the breeching of the gun weakly droops, and the bony 
processes, where cautiousnes3 is supposed to reside, protrude like 
knobs. The osteological structure is by no means so heavy, dense, 
and massive as in the pure negro cranium, and the skull sits easily 
upon the neck. 

The form of the face is a compound of Asia in the upper, and of 
Africa in the lower parts. The forehead amongst the finer types, 
and in most of the chiefs, is high and commanding Usuaily it is 
a long-narrow, the ridge where the temporal muscles are inserted 
projects well over the eyes, and the glabella are marked and pro- 
minent a common conformation amongst savages and barbarians 
who exercise their perceptive more than their reflective faculties. 
The bridge of the nose is rarely flat, though not without a deepen- 
ing in the interorbital portion, and the eyes are wide apart. On 
the other hand, the depth of the temporal fosse, and the protru- 
sion of the zygomata and the malar bones, producing, with the 
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peaked and weakly retreating chin and high crown, a lozenge-like 
aspect, the large continuous teeth, with the prominent and exten- 
sive alveolar edges sloping outwards, and the prognathous jaw so 
protruding that, in profile, the lips project beyond the nose-tip, 
assimilate the physiognomy to that of the negro, and caricature 
the " felon-face ' of Europe. 

The skeleton is of eumorphous proportionsS straight, firm, and 
square. 'rhe lower ribs are somewhat spread out, making the body 
almost as broad at the waist as over the pectoral muscles, and a 
" thin flank " is rarely seen, except ill earlyyouth, when the figure is 
lank and spare like a leopard's. The tibia is not offiensively convex, 
unless bent forward and deformed by early porterage, and the fore- 
arm is rarely of the ape-like dimensions which distinguish some of 
the Somal. The bones of the hands and feet are large, flat, and 
unsightly; the heel protrudes more than in the Caucasian, but less 
than in the real negro. 

The muscles are often of remarkable volume, calculated to 
impress the locomotive system with a false aspect of physical 
strength. They are seldom, however, strong and knotty, and they 
present few asperities of projecting bone and sinew; in this point 
the East African resembles the Indian. In the case of the well-fed 
a thick layer of adipose tissue makes the surface appear smooth, 
regular, and deficient in manly firmness. 

The skin, like the hair, is of the melanous order, though the 
leucous, as appears in the preceding pages, is not wallting.* 
There are three distinct zones of colour,t regulated by the mani- 
fold influences of atmosphere and hygrometry, diet, exposure, pro- 
fession, and similar modifiers. The people of the maritime regions 
and of Eastern Usagara have rough dirty skins, of a dull pale 
black, like that of diluted Indian ink; sometimes, though rarely, 
passing into a chocolate tinge. Frc)m the central elevations of 
Usagara the complexion improves; and in Ugogo, Uhumba, and 
Umasai appears the yellow skin so much prized in Eastern Africa. 
Many have that tawny leonine hue of the Arabs which some phy- 
siologists suppose was the original colour of the Adamical family, 
and which both negro and white coulbine in admiring, though 
each looks upon the other as the abnormal man. From Unyam- 

* See Chap. III. Dr. Livingstone explains the absence of albinos in Southern 
Africa by the superstitions of the people, who will not allow them tG live. In 
E. Africa specimens were seen in Tallga and Uzaramo (the maritime regions) 
in Unyamwezi, and on the route to the Nyanza Lake. The Arabs spoke of marly 
others. 

t Sirllilarly, Dr. Livingstone (chap. xviii.) remarked in Southern Africa three 
different zones of colour. The tribes on the E. and W. seaboards are described as 
very dark; two bands of lighter colowlr, the western of which embraces the 
Balakahari and the Bachwana, lie about 300 miles inland from both coasts- and 
finally, ill the central basin or depression of the contineIlt, the people are almost 
blacks. 
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wezi to the Tanganyika Lake, in those low levels where heat and 

humidity are in excess, the people-Wajiji, Wavira, Wafipa, and 

others become lamp-black, without a shade of brown. The cold 

produced by rarefied atmosphere in elevated lands materially modi- 

fies the complexion; the mountaineers, for instance, are of an 

"Indian red" colour, with a warm coppery tinge, which gives 

" salt "-that is to say, an appearance of life and health to the 

skin. Again, much allowance must be made for the seminality of 

the various races.* The ruling classes Wahinda and Watosi - 

are tawny-red or amber-brown; a tint of yellow ochre is sometimes 

seen, and in individuals it deepens to a sepia or bronze colour. 

The lower races A7Varori, Wahehe, and Wataturu-pass through 

various gradations of dark-bronze, black-brown, and lamp-black. 
As a rule, fairness of complexion distinguishes the chiefs. The 

texture of the skin is fine and uniform in those who can afford fat, 

oil, or butter to soften the epidermis and to draw out its colour. 

AYhen unguents are not-used the outer coat is scurfy, scaly, rusty, 

covered with extrescences, dull and dirty in tint, and seldom with- 

out disease. Some tribes disguise, like the Hottentots, their com- 

plexions, by rubbing in unguents of red ochre and mineral earths 

until the eye cannot (listinguish the natural from the artificial. 

Rugosities and deep lines soon seam the skin; these effects of 

hardship, exposure, and a debauched life give to youth the aspect 

of old age. 
The original purpose of tattooing was possibly by diminishing 

the sensibility of the skin to act as a succedaneum for cloth- 

ing.t In course of time, when the necessity became less obvious, it 

was retained as a distinction between the tribes, and was considered 

in the light of an ornament.: Some races, however, like the A7Van- 

* So the Arian Brahman of India, though inhabiting a low and damp, a hot and 

inland region, is a sallow man, and the Parsis are still Persians, though exposed 

to Indian influences for 1000 years- whilst the Tibetans, placed in one of the 

highest of illhabited regions, in an atmosphere intensely pure, clear, and cold, are 

a dark race. The Syrian Jews, who have inhabited Aden for at least 23 centuries 

are still a light-coloured people, with yellowish hair * whilst some of the hill tribes 

of Yemen, probably tainted with Abyssinian blood in remote ages, are almost black. 

t Our older travellers attribute the origin of the practice to a total want of 

mental resources, and to the pleasurable sensation caused by the slight irritation 

of the process. As, however, it supplies no employment, and the operation, more- 

over, is by no means agreeable, the practice must be otherwise explained. The 

savage, the barbarian, and the civilized man agTee in attempting to improve upon 

the noblest worlQ of the Creator. They flatten or circularize their skulls, shave 

their heads or twist and curl their straight hair, mark and brand their foreheads 

trim or dye their eyebrows, pluck out their eyelashes, gash their cheeks, bore 

holes in their ears and noses, remove their moustachios, mow or eradicate their 

beards, chip or estract their teeth, stain their gums, compress their hamstrings 

and distort their feet. For the same reason, they tattoo patterns upon the 

skin. 
t E1 Islam has vainly attempted to eradicate this old habit, which man seems to 

have learned in his infancy. The Bellahs of Egypt will see the faces of their 
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yika, have given up these '4 beauty-marks," declaring that they will 
no longer spoil their skins. The operation is perforrued at any 
time of life; the pattern is drawn by points or by slits with a 
common knife or razor; and the colouring matter is pounded char- 
coal mixed with grease or castor-oil. The tattoos of the several 
tribes ha+re been described, each in tOCO. By the help of this 
rilievo ornament and a dark skin, their appearance does not 
suggest to a European the idea of nudity; and they are far 
less ignoble objects, in point of outward show, than the squalid and 
poorly clad sons of civilization. 

The peculiar effluvium of the person marks the consanguinity of 
the negroid with the negro races. It is not observed amongst 
the Egyptlans, the Abyssinians, the (;allas, and the Somal: it 
prevails, however, amongst the Wasawahili and Wamrima of the 
coast and island of Zanzibar, and extends throughout the interior.$ 
It appears to arise from a peculiar collformation and development 
of the sebaceous glands, not, as some have thought, from want of 
cleanliness; in fact, ablution seems to have no efect upon it. 
Nor is it the result of diet, for the negro preserves his peculiarity 
even when born and bred in foreign lands.t It is an odour sui 

generis: brought forth by excitement of mind or exercise of body, it 
taints a room, and becortles unbearable to some Europeans, causing 
nausea and iinting fits. The secretion from a negro's feet will 
stain a mat; and if he sit upon a light-coloured plallk, he will 
leave a mark which can be obliterated only by ?couring-drops. 

The hair of these races has invariably a crisp, short, and stiff 
curl; the crinal line is low, and often encroaches upon the temples. 
There are two modes of growth whose diffierence is partially attri- 
butable to race and blood, one being distilletive of the African, whilst 
the other belongs to the rest of the hllman family. The negroid's 
scalp is sometimes dotted, like the negro's, with diminutive black 
tufts like pepper-corns, and the hair springs as if from a system of 
moles, displaying when short a network of epidermis between 
lumps not unlike dry leaves of black tea. When such is the case, 
the pile, on the breast for instance, grows in similar patches. In 
the generality, however, the hair, like that of Europeans, is equally 
distributed over the scalp, and covers the head in a frizzly bush. 

women tattooed in spite of the Olema, and the poorer classes in many parts of 
Arabia still ornament their skins with *' dagh," lines, like cupping cuts, upon the 
forehead, cheeks, and chin, round the wrists ancl ankles, and extending from the 
legs to the throat. Even the sanctity of Meccah cannot do away with the pal- 
pably pagan " mashali " or face-cuts. Amongst the Nilotic tribes, those of Arab 
origln, as the Shagiyah and their neighbours, affect the tattoo, which the African 
races about them ignore. 

* The people of the Comoro Islands have, it is said, the African effluvium, which 
somenvhat invalidates their claim to pure Koraysh origin. The Ma]agash (of 
Madagascar) have it not. 

t For a curious effect of climate, commonly reported by the Arabs, see Chap. VI. 



The locks do not stand erect like those of the Somal, having 
attained a certain length, they depend, and affcer four or five inches 
the fibre splitsand ceases to grow. The colour is of a deep dull 
black, only in favoured cases purple-blue like the raven's wing, and 
in age or when unanointed it inclines to a sunburnt-brown or a dark 
oakum colour, most unpleasant to the eye. The East African is 
by no means a hairy man.* Little pile appears upon the body; 
the honours of the chin grow late in life, and never attain 
Caucasian length. The bear(l, which sometimes sprouts in the 
pepper-corn form, is plucked out, like the moustachios, with iron 
pincers; when sufficiently bushy it is adorned with beads. The 
eyebrows, and especially the eyelashes, are carefully removed 
by both sexes, giving a weak and staring expression to the organ 
which they are made to protect. 

The negroids apply all the powers of their minds to dressing the 
hair in the most fantastic of fashions; as in bygone days of crinal 
landscapes and perruques, he is "most gallant that is most mon- 
strous to behold." The implements of decoration are the razor and 
the comb. The former is a spearhead of soft malleable iron, 
enclosed in a cylinder of wood, ivory, or metal, sometitnes prettily 
ornamented with brass and copper wire; and a man of " fashion " 
walks about with the case bound by a string above his left elbow, and 
at times uses it as efficiently as the Roman matron wields her bodkin. 
It requires an African scalp to withstand the intolerable scraping of 
the blade, which is sharpened upon a kino'o, gellerally a bit of 
hornblende used as a hone. The shanuo or comb is made of four 
to six bamboo-splints, several inches long, pointed at the tips, and 
bound together at the base with fibre or unravelled thread; it 
parts the most tangled locks peremptorily as would a two-pronged 
steel fork. 

Bromen usually shave the wh()le head. Some of the juniors 
merely clear away the forehead hair, to make a clean cirele of 
curls which rise short and thick, crisp and shiny, like a skullcap of 
Astrakhan wool. Others plait the lengths together in little 
parallel lines of various directions, as, for instance, from the back of 
the head to each ear: this is by no means a becoming coiffure; 
xnore scalp than hair appears, and the partings look like the 
furrows of a melon. Others wear, like the lnen, a fan-like fringe 
of diminutive ringlets extending down the neck, and cut short, 
a renfant, across the forehead. They are fond of queues and 
accroche-cceurs, to which, tightly bound with wire or fibre, they 
communicate a bending line of beauty, which forcibly suggests 
the idea of a young porker's tail. 

* The Arabs, as has been mentioned, complain that baldness and loss of beard 
are the results of a long residence in E. Africa. Here, as elsewhere, they have a 
prejudice against a slave gifted with a large and bushy beard. 
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The popular head-dresses have been described when treating of 
the several tribes. The Wazaramo, for instance, aSect the clay- 
thatch; the Wagogo, Wasagara, and Wanyamwezi wear the 
ringlet-frinte of ancient Egypt; in Karagwah and Ugunda the 
kishshah or crest and the tiara of abrus-seeds are preferred, the 
A0Tajiji and other Lakists leave upon the shaven scalp crescents and 
circlets, squares and patches, buttons, spirals, and screw-like lines 
of hair, which are not allowed to grow long, and the Wasukuma 
decorate their locks with fierce-looking plumes of white ostrich- 
feathers. Some men shave the poll, after the fashion of monks, 
others the whole head, others the brow from ear to earn others clear 
away a patch on one side, and others leave shushah or calottes of 
locks, large and small, upon the apex of the cranium. A more 
peculiar decoration is a long cone of upright hair, rising from the 
scalp, which is scraped of round its baseS and whipped round with 
brass wire: some have from two to half-a-dozen upright pigta.ils, 
with tufty ends like stiS brushesn cresting the head The most 
becoming ornaments are the ringlets decorated either with a bead 
at the end of each twist, or a shining brass ball about the size of a 
pea: these ornaments are disposed without regularity here thick, 
there rare, in number perhaps forty or fifty, and diffiering in size 
and colour. Hair, when worn long, is generally confined close 
to the head and above the ears by a fillet of cord, leather, or cloth, 
and the most gaudy bandeau is the most admired. Xuge bunches 
of the spoils of domestic cocks, jays, owls, and crested cranes are 
mounted on leather or inserted in a cone of gourd-rind, and tied 
with thongs under the chin. The zebra's tail is a favourite orna- 
ment: some wear four of these articles stiffly projecting from dif- 
ferent parts of the head; others prefer a rouleau of red stufE, others 
a ngala or strip of black-arld-white zebra's mane projecting like a 
gloria from the head, giving it a most grotesque aspect. A brave 
will distinguish him3elf; like the wives of the Kafir chiefs, by a cap 
made of the spoils of the leopard, the ocelot, or the black monkey; 
the paws repose upon his shoulders, the tail depends along his 
back, and he is happy if he can render his appearance more striking 
by bands and patches of scarlet cloth. Others affect strips of hide 
or cows'-tails dried and stiffened, standing straight up, like the 
unicorn's armature, from the forehead. This list of crinal decora- 
tions may suffice as a specimen of the infinite diversity of savage 
taste. It would be difficult, indeed, for the mind of man to imagine 
anything grotesque or fantastic, or mean or hideous, which may 
not be found used as an ornament by the East Africans. 

Amongst these negroids the face is rarely oval; it is either lozenge- 
shaped, or in some races, as the Miragogo, round and fleshy. The 
outspread zygomata ofien make it appear from behind broader than 
the cranium; a conformation which gives a peculiarly animal look. 



Seen in profile, the facial angle is disagreeably acute, the Iips 
forming the projection. The eyes are sometimes straight and well 
opened, the Wazaramo, the Wakhutu, and other tribes, however, 
resemble the Chinese in the seeming obliquity of these organs, 
caused by the skin being drawn tight over the wide and open 
malar region. Squinting is common, blindness exceedingly rare; the 
cases being probably cleared of by starvation. The cornea isXseldom 
black; it usually varies from a deep chesnut to a dark-brown, 
spotted here and there with yellow specks. A white " white " is 
almost unknown; the conjuIletival membrane is brown-yellow, 
reddened at the' inner corners with many small blood-vessels. 
The lower portion of the orbits is often dark and puffy. 

The ears are rather small than large, and are placed exception- 
ally high on the head; the bottom of the lobey when seen ill profile, 
is often parallel with the bridge of the nose. They sometimes stand 
out like wings, and give an expres3ion of exceeding curiosity with 
great auditory powers. As has been mentioned, the lobe is gene- 
rally enlarged by artificial means, and the helix or circuit ot' the 
auricle, as well as the alvearium or hollow, is sometimes pierced to 
admit rings. 

The high narrow bridge of the nose, with its sinking root, assi- 
milates the feature to that of the Africo-Arabian type in the north, 
the rest is a transition to that of the western negro. It scarcely, 
however, comes under the denomination of flat-nose, to which the 
Jews attached an idea of degradation. The al are patulated; their 
superior edges are placed near the eyes; the nostrils are broad and 
disten(led, and the swelling tip, seen in profile, either droops towards 
the lip or turns upwards. Piercing the nostrils with ring-holes is 
confined to the slave-girls of the Arabs and to those intended for 
the market of Zanzibar. 

The mouth, which marks the ethical man, is rather wide than 
thick. Seen in profile, it has a depth like that of the fishes. The 
upper jaw is prominent, the lower protrudes, and the circumoral 
region is full and fleshy, arguing a fine development of the mastica- 
tory apparatus. The lips, projecting somewhat beyond the perpen- 
dicular of the nose, when pouted or shot out in anger give an 
expression of surly and mulish obstinacy. They are somewhat 
tumid, with sharp everted edges; the superior is thick, bulging, 
and rarely pointed in the centre with' that bowlike form which 
Europeans hold beautiful; whilst the " villanous hanging " of the 
inferior sugests coarse and evil passions. Some tribes, especially 
those dwelling inland from Kilwa, pierce and distend the upper lip, 
causing it to expose the upper incisors, to protrude unnaturally, and 
to form an artificial hare-lip.* The gums are rarely dark or dis- 

* See Chap. VIII. This custom extends north of the Equator. The Dor tribe, 
dwellillg at some distarlce vest of the Nile, pierce the lip, an(l adorn it with a bit 
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coloured like those of the Somal; but the people argue well of this 
deformity. The teeth would be white and regu]ar if man would not 
insist upon improving the handiwork of his Maker by avoiding re- 
semblance to the loFer animals. The various peculiarities of chip- 
ping and extracting the teeth, which seem intended to produce a 
lisp, have been described when treating of the several races. The 
former operatioll is performed by slow detrees with a little axe or 
a bit of sharpened iron; it is always done in early childhood, 
it requires no after treatment but abstinence from hot food for a few 
days, and apparently it does not so injule the enamel as to destroy 
the tooth. 

In many of the pagazi or porters, the neck is bull-like, shortS 
heavy, and broad, everywhere a sign of health and condition, of 
strength and endurance in man. The " ewe-neck," which marks 
the highly nervous temperament of civilized people, here i8 found 
only amongst the sick and the half-starved. In the throat the 
prominence called Pomum Adami is moderately developed. The 
shoulders look nalrow, owing to the squareness of the trunk; and 
their horizontality, like those of the Indians, luakes them appear 
high and un^,raceful. A sloping shoulder is rare, except when the 
muscles and the adipose tissue are much developed, and a round or 
a heavy shoulder i.s almost unknown. The back is invariably 
straight the result of carrying burdens upon the head; in many 
individuals, however, the spinal bone is too much curved inwards for 
streTlgth or beauty. 

Certain peculiarities distillguish the thorax in both sexes. In 
men the breasts are often placed an inch or two lower alld farther 
apart than those of Europeans and Asiatics. In womell they 
are firm, conical, and distant only in earliest youth, an(l even 
young girls often lose the charms of waving line and smooth 
surface in consequence of loose fibre and lymphatic temperament. 
Tumescence indeed appears to characterize the human as it does 
the vegetable productions of Inner Africa. After the first child the 
mammae become flaccid, pendent, and elongated; the nipple grows 
large, and its discoloured areola is raised high above the surf:ace of 
the bosom. As middle awe approaches the breasts are enormously 
distended; a mother suckles her child when carried upon her back; 
and the people seem to affect these hideous dependencies, as they 
are often seen artificially enlarged by the pressure of a cord. Iz 
old age they shrink and wither to mere lappets of skin. 

The arms in both sexes are tapering and symmetrical; in the 
males, however, their smooth roun(led contour wears the semblance 
of effeminacy. The fingers are long, but the thumb seldom 
reaches to the first joint of the index; consequently the hand, 
though large-boned, is not a perfect prehensile instrument. The 
leathery palm is of a livid freestone colour verging towards 

VOT . XXIX. .... Ws 
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yellow-red, and the nails resemble claws. Some of the chiefs 

allow the nails of the left hand to grow long for the purpose of 

tearing their meat; this is a boast of livinffl on royal diet, and the 

comtnon people, who are compelled to work, do not care to affect 

it. Amongst the wilder tribes the fingers are hard as bones, pro- 

bably the result of grubbing in the earth for roots an(l worms. 
The abdomen is but moderately developed in youth; as age 

increases, its prop;>rtions are exaggerated, it protrudes like the 

breasts, and often depends though in a minor degree; in age it 

becomes wrinkled and shrivelled. As amongst the SomalS the 

umbilical region is so protuberant as to resemble hernia ill 

childhood, but the unsightly exerescence disappears with time. 

Some individuals, especially females, display a tendency towards 

steatopygaX a deposit of pure fat over the glutei mu3cles; it 

never attains the dimensions of the Kafirs and Hottentots in the 

southern or of the Somal races in the northern regions. In women 

there is frequerltly a want of fatness in the hips and haunches, 

probably in consequence of the elongation and the narrowtless of 

the pelvis; soIne) however, are bealltifully proportioned as the 

Venus (Jallipyge. Parturition is attellded with little pain and less 

dcanger, such is the grand prerogative of savage over civilized races. 

'rhe legs are by no means as symmettical as the arms. The 

thigh is plump and well made, and the knee small and rounded, 

but the thin calf i3 placed so high as sometimes to encroach upon 

the harns, and the tibia shows an approximation to the " cucumber 

shin" of the real negro. As the traveller recedes from the coast he 

ob3erves an increased clumsiness of the extremities; amongst the 

lowest types the thick ankle, and the large round foot, with its low 

instep, resemble the organ of a young hippopotamus. The os calcis 

is long and straight, projectillg in the form commonly called 

"lark-heel." The toes are rather spread out to the front than 

approaching one another, as results in Europe from the use of 

shoes, each is separated from its neighbours, and they are rarely 

used in lieu of fingers as by the almost quadrumanous Indian. The 

soles are more horny and discoloured than the palms, and the foot- 

nails, from walking bare, are often deficient or distorted. 
The temperament of these negroids is usually bilious-nervous, the 

former type predominating, often purely lymphatic or bilious-lym- 
phatic, and rarely sanguine. Like the lower animals, they require 

only food and rest to fatten; the women-slaves of the Arab3, who 

can afford a more liberal diet than the poor and parsimonious 
African, are sometimes prodigies of obesity. The race is still 

* Dr. Livinfflstone (chap. v.) remarks that this Afiican peculiarity always 

appears in the }Joers of the Cape, and curiously enough asserts it to be " the cha- 

racteristic of Arabs and other African tribes." 
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Atacrobian :$ arriving late at maturity, passing through life without 

severe toil of body or lnils4 tllilakirlg only of eatillg, drinkinffl, and 
wiving, it is not woIlderful that the digestion of an ostrich, waiting 
upon the appetite of a hyna, should carry them far into old age. 
With the civ.lized the sword wears out the scabbard, otllerwise the 
tenure of lFfe allotted to man threescore years and tell appeaT s 
as arbitrary as it is curt. 

Amongst these races t.he voice is coarse and unmodulate(l, a 
marke(l contrast to the delicate and musical olgans of the Somal 
and of various negro nations. Lzke all savages alld barbarians, 
they speak loudly and harshly; there is nothing rtlore distressing 
to the ear than the shrill strident chatter of Ugogo and Ujiji. 
The evil effect is heightened by the frequent recurrence of bellowed 
exclamations and ejaculations like the instinctive sounds of animals: 
these form in some tribes the gleater part of conversatiorl.t The 
lauch is rarely low and musical; it i3 not however without heartiness 
and merrimellt, and the traveller often recogllises the yelping yow ! 
yow ! yow ! of the staffle-negro. 

T)ress in these lands is as it should be in a temperate an(l 
unifol m clim-lte, simple, light, and airy. The people are free from 
fashioll and its fashioners, and are not comnelled by the cold to pro- 
tect themselves with broatleloths a.nd blankets. both these al;ticles 
have been imported, but their high price has prevented a ready sale. 
As has been mentiolled elsewhele, the natis-e itldustry has hitherto 
produced cloths more curious than comfortable or useful.+ One 
}:easoll perhaps whicll causes them to avoid heavy and close-fitt;ing 
clothing is their wallt of abstergents. The sun, the smoke, and the 
fire, with grease and inveterate glime, are still the barbariallSs 
fivourite suit. Some of the more civilizeel have learned from the 
Arabs to wipe, on first rising, their faces hands, and feet, with a 
wetted palm, and to use a toothstick. 'l5lley haveS however, no 
mundatories; the African skin does not grash well, thoufflh it takes 
like the hair, a high polish when reglllarly and al: un(lalltly greased. 
Tlle use of unguents acts as raiment against heat and cold by 
preventing profuse perspiration and eYaporation; it is the more 
necessary in a land where extreme lassitude and thirst necessitate a 
great consumption of poculents. They ignore soap, and the Arabs 
declare that the various wood-ashes contain too little alkaline 
matter to saponify fhlt. In liaragwah only, the juice of the 
plailtain-tree is used to remove grease, and the pounded healt is 

* Ilistances of centagenarianism amongst the slaves are quoted by the Arabs. 
Farhan, a man who died in the service of H. H. the late Sayyid SaH, lived, it is 
said 19() years. 

t Of these, some instances have been given when treating the silhject of Un- 
yamwes. 

$ Specimens of the Ul5-amwezi fahric were lodged at tlle 1l. G. Society's rooms 
ill Whitehall-plac,e. 
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kneaded into a kind of cake, which is broken up in warm water 
before application to the skin. The Wanyamwezi and other trlbes 
purify themselves with ghee and the oil of the ground-nut and the 
castor-bean, which, not being colci drawn or cleallsed, soon becomes 
rarlcid. The Araos import soap from Zanzibar, and a wood called 
liwa from northern Madagascar, which is used lilie the ringa or 
washing-nut of India; it is rubbed upon a stone till lather is pro- 
duced, an(l it does not, like the ringa, burn black hair to a rusty 
brown. 

Upon the whole, however, the quantity of cloth in East Africa 
astonishes the traveller accustomed to the scant costume of the 
starveling Indian ryots. Dealing with the mere essentials rather 
than with the refinements of modesty, the costulne is probably the 
first invented by man, and the Arab still, during his pilgrimage, 
reverts to it as the primneval habit of his race. The head is made 
by nature to go bare. Turbans are confined to the diwans or 
chiefs of the coast, and the wealthier Wasawahili and \Vamrima 
content themselves with the kummah or coarse fez without the 
tassel, imported from Bagdad via Basrah, or an Alfiyyah, the 
embroidered Surat cap: both these articles are worn without the 
cleanly takiyah or white cotton calotte universal in Turkey and 
Egypt. The feet are either naked or protected by a single strip of 
untanned hide; the BTanyamwesi and other races, before putting 
on a new pair in a strange place, spit in them to ward off disease 
and accidents. Among chiefs the sandal is souletimes adorned 
with disks of white shell or fish-bone, fastened to the thong, which, 
passing betweell the first and second toes) girds both sides of the 
foot. The wooden pattens called kabkab are confined to the 
diwans, and the barbarians have not learned to imitate the 
" spartelle " of plaited palm-leaf used by the Baloch mercenaries. 
The only protection for the legs against the poison of snakes is a 
thorlg of hide with the long hair left on, bound tightly under the 
knee: this wildest of decorations distinguishes the \Vanyika, the 
Wagogo, and other races. Perhaps no article of lLuropean attire, 
even the hat, excites their astonishment so much as boots and 
shoes. The rernairlder of the dress is a loin-cloth of white 
domestics or of indigo-dyed cotton near the coast; in the interior, 
westward of Ugogo, the quantity of cloth sensibly diminishes, and 
a goat's-skin or a tree-bark apron hangs from the shoulder. The 
wealthy prefer " cloths with names," that is to say, various checks 
and patterns of silk and cotton imported from Maskat and 
Bombay; and a piece of similar material thrown over the upper 
part of the body is the extent of luxury. The only approach to a 
cut garrneslt is the kizbao, a kind of waistcoat, sleeveless, and open at 
the sides. The grass and fibre kilts worn by the women have already 
been described. Several tribes-the Wataturu, the Wahehe, the 
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Warori, and the VVahumba for instance-attach no idea of 
indelicacy to appearing without clothing: in Raragwah even nubile 
girls rarely wear dress; Dut in no part of E. Africa are the matrons 
unclothed, nor is there a race that call fairly be called nude. Ithe 
nature and quantity of attire, in fact, best evidence the social state 
pf the tribe. 

The principle of ornamentation in these lands is that nothing 
NlUSt be allowed to remain as the Creator made it: at the same 
time decoratiorl has fixed rules, and the African would be as 
ashamed of a strange or outlandish ornament as an Englishman. 
The savage, guided by his eye, not his reason, preferred to the 
jewels and precious stones offered by Vasco de Gama the more 
brilliant and beautiful glass beads and brass wire which that 
civilized man considered trash. And as was the Afrwan in 1500,* 
such is he in the present day; he ignores gold and silver, pearls 
alad diamonds have no charm for him, but he preserves his 
instinctive admiration of the objects that delight the childhood of 
other lands. The traveller will grossly err if he takes out an 
investment of unfashionable articles: gems and jewels are as much 
prized in Africa as beads and- cowries are in Europe. The 
E. African must be acquitted of a barbarian offence; he seldom 
attempts to inspire terror by the artificial horrors of his aspect, nor 
is he of a coquettish turn of Inind; apparently deficient in personal 
vanity, he stares to gratify curiosity, not like the Asiatic to attract 
a stare; he cares little for a looking-glass; in his choice of dress 
and ornaments he is guided rather by the desire to please himself 
than to attract the regard of others; and though he loves, childlike, 
a new toy, he is ready to part with it at the end of a week. A 
single necklace will pass through half a caravan. 

The principal ornaments are beads and ivory, brass, copper, and 
iron. Of the former article there are in E. Africat about 400 
current varieties. Strings and bands of these decorations are worn 
round the head, neck, forearm, wrist fingers, and waist; they are 
tied above and belomr the knee, and sometimes, though rarely, round 
the ankles; when exposed to dust and dirt they are liable to be 
spoiled. In some tribes tlle women wear bibs and the childrer 
aprons of this article; and, as has been mentioned, the WarundX 
and $he Wasukuma convert them into graceful tiaras. 

Ivory is worked with a rough jagged blade like the rudest saw; 
a xveek is required to cut through a t.usk. It is then lnade into a 
variety of bracelets called mpogo in distinction to the metal 
kikomo. There are many varieties of this article. Some are heavy 

* In the ' Periplus ' (chap. xvii.), among the exports to E. Africa were " several 
kinds of gJassy stone." 

t The prices and other details concerning beads will be treated of in CNhap. 
X+rI., under the head of "Commerce." 
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cylinders like dice-boxes, about four to six inches long, split to 
admit the hand, and joined lon^,itudinally by a rivet of brass wire; 
others, worn above the elbow, are disks from one to two inches 
broa(l and deeply grooved in the outer rim; others are broad and 
shallow, in the shape of a twisted quoit. Men also mrear four or 
five small round ivory rings, which are placed with difficulty over 
the hand, and are kept UpOll the wrist by a circlet of dried entrails 
called sikombe. The arm belovv the shoulder is also decorated 
with a curious ornament of ivory, horn, or wood; it looks like two 
inverted chevrons so joined that they form an aperture for the 
arm; the branches projecting above the shoulder are wound about 
with wire. Almost all men wear upon the wrist or ankle a talis- 
man for relieving pain and preserving life, called by the Wasawahili 
Hiriz;, from the Arabic Hirz, and by the illner people Mpigi. It 
consists of two little bits of wood, rhinoceros horn, or other sub- 
stances (luly prepared by the medicine-man, and strung on close 
together, but not touching each other, to a stllip of bark or a thong 
of snake's skin, which is bound round the limb affected. The 
poorest clas3es wear with it one or two rings of dried goat-entrails 
or circles of cowhide with the hair on. 

The principal use of metal is in wire, with which almost every 
article is decorated. Brass i3 preferred to copper by the southern 
tribes as beinn less expensive; those in the north, the Mamasai for 
instance, aSect iron. Only the large sizes are imported into the 
country; these the lMhesi or blacksmith draws out with the vilest 
of tools and with abundant patience. The kitindi or coil-armlet5 
and the sambo or wire-cil clet, have already been described. 
Besides these, the people affect kikomo, massive and clumsy 
bangles, worn, as irl ancient Egypt round the wrists and ankles; 
the most valuable are of Risas el Abyaz (zinc), which even at 
Zanzibar costs 12 dollars for 35 lbs. Earrings are made in in- 
dependent circlets called mapete; more generally, howevers a 
stout coil of wire is twisted in and out of the distended lole-hole, 
presenting the appearance of a number of rings tightly packed i 
rouleaus. A favourite form in ljnyamwezi iS a bit of brass wire 
worked into a figure resembling the descending node. Of late 
they have begun to wear a brass ornament shaped like a pair of 
tongs, with the diverging legs about an inch long, connected by a 
small circle fitting into the ear. When the lobe is so distended 
as to become a thin strip and in danger of being torn, the orna- 
ments are either supported by a string pa.ssed over the hfead or 
transferred to hole3 pierced in the outer rim of the ear. The rim 
is often pierced with a row of small holes, which, for want of 
something better, must be adorned with bits of stick or straw. 

Svme of the decorations in E. Africa are peculiarly grotesque. 
The neck, especially in Usagara, is adorned with a broad horizontal 
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ruS of thick brass wire; the cirelets becozning loose by wear present 
in profile a eoneave instead of a plain surEace, and suggest the 
idea of a metal charger supporting the head. Some of the sultans 
wear brass collars projecting like plate-rims from the throat, and 
engraved with faneiful arabesques. Another usual ornamellt is 
the kengele, a hollow or solid ball of copper, hung by a string 
roulld the neek. Chiefs and mediciners wear as a badge the 
suloothed base of a eonical shell about two inches in diameter by 
0 7o in. in dept.h: it is valued as eoming from the sea, and 
represents about half the price of a slave. Simi]ar to this, but of 
inferior value, is the kirangmJa, a small (lisk or erescent of hip- 
popotamus tooth or polished white shell brought from Zanzibar. 
In some E. African tribes, especially those near the Equator, 
ostrieh eggs, eut into cireles, ereseeolts, and other fantastic formss 
are extensively used. Strillgs of four or five of these eresce1lts, 
wl-ich are bored lologitudinally, are worn as a necklaee by the 
wealthy. The waist is adorned with a eoil of thin wire twisted 
round elephant's or zebra's hairs to the thiekness of a man's finger 
In somc parts the ankles are eonfined with small-linked iron chains 
and the northern tribes, WNTtIm;isal and \0Takwafi, wear round their 
neeks one to five brass wateh-ehains preferring those Witil square or 
oblong links: a single ehain sometimes confines the hair. Iroll 
bells, varying in diameter from a sixpence to half a-erowll, are 
worn in sintle and double rows below the knee and round the 
ankle: this is eonsideredlatheragrand and pretentious decotration. 
For a similar pllrpose they attaeh to the sambo, or wire-cirelets, 
beads, shells, and bits of tinS whieh announee by jingling the 
wearer's approaeh, and justify a peeuliarly affected strut. Most 
Tnen carry for comfort and display a kipungo or fly-whiskn the 
tail hair of soule wild animal-the zebra is preferred attached to 
a little handle of ivory or wood. Soule of these callnot be 
pur?hased, as, made up by the mediciner, they are held to be 
prophylactics. Another favourite talisman is the parahara, a goat's 
horn well oiled, tipped with wire, and mysteriously closed with wax 
or a stuffin of sambo: slung over the shoulder, it is allowed to 
depend at the side. 

* Dr. Livingstone describes and gives a sketch of the shell, and the ornamellt 
made of its end, in his 16th chapter. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

NOTES OF THE CHARACTER AND RELIGION OF THE EAST AFRICANS; THEIR 
SLAVERY, GOVERSTMENT, AXD POLITY. 

THE study of psychology in Eastern Africa is the study of man S 
rudiInental mind, when, subject to the agency of the material world, 
he neither progresses nor retrogrades. LIe would appear rather a 
degeneracy from the civilized man than a savage rising to the first 
step, were it not for his apparent incapacity for improvement. He 
has not the ring of the true metal; there is no rich nature, as in 
the New Zealander, for education to cultivate. He seems to 
belong to one of those childish races which, never rising to man's 
estate, fall like worn-out links from the great chain of animated 
nature. He unites the incapacity of infancy with the unpliancy of 
age ;- the futility of childhood, and the credulity of youth, with the 
scepticism of the adult and the stubbornness and bigotry of the 
old. He inhabits beaten lands. For centuries he has been 
in direct intercourse with the more advanced people of the eastern 
coast, and though few have seen all European, there are not rnany 
who have not cast eyes upon an Arab. Still he has stopped short 
at the threshold of progress; he shows no signs of develop- 
ment; no higher and more varied orders of intellect are called 
into being. Even the simple truths of E1 Islam have failed to fix 
the thoughts of men who can thinkS but who, absorbed in providing 
for their bodily wants, hate the trouble of thinking. His mind, 
limited to the objects seen, heard, and felt, will not, and appa- 
rently cannot, escape from the circle of sense, nor will it occupy 
itself with aught but the present. Thus he is cut off from the 
pleasures of memory, and the world of fancy is altogether unknown 
to him. Perhaps the automaton which we call spiritual suffers 
from the inferiority of the mechanism by which it acts.* 

The East African is, like other barbariansn a strange mixture 
of good and evil: by the nature of barbarous society, however, 
the good element has not, whilst the evil has, been carefully 
cultured. 

As a rule, the civilized or highest type of man owns the sway 
of intellect, of reasoll; the semi-civilized as are still the great 
nations vf the East are guixled by sentiment and propensity in a 
degree incomprehensible to more advanced races, and the barbarian 
is the slave of impulse, passion, and ilnstinct, faintly modified by 
sentiment, but ignorant of intellectual discipline. He appears, 

$ It is supposed (Dr. Livingstolle, chap. xxv.) that the temperature of the 
negro's circulation diSers f,rom the average of the white man; the inferenc?, how- 
ever, requires a more extensive collection of observations. 
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therefore to the civilized man a paralogic being, a mere mass of 
contradictions; his ways are not our ways, his reasoll is not our 
reason. He deduces effects from Gauses which we ignore; he com- 
passes his ends by contrivances which we cannot coluprehend; and 
l-lis artifices and polity excite, by their shallowness and ;' iIlconse- 

uence," our surprise and contempt. Like that Hindoo race that 
has puzzled the plain-witted Englishman for the century closing with 
the massacres of Delhi and Cawnpore, hc is calculated to perp]ex 
those who make conscience an instinct, an inspiration, which elevates 
ulan to the highest ground of human intelligence. He is at onf e 
very good-telnpered Fand hard-hearted, combative and cautious; 
kirld at one moment, cruel pitiless, and violent at another; sociable 
and unaffectionate; superstitious and grossly irreverent; brave alld 
cowardly, servile and oppressixJe; obstinate7 yet fickle and fond of 
challges; with points of honour, but without a trace of honesty 
in word or deed; a lover of life though addicted to suicide,$ 
covetous and parsimonious yet thoughtless and improvident; some- 
what conscious of inferiority, withal unimprovable. In fact, he 
appears an ernbryo of the two superior races. EIe is inferior 
to the active-minded an(l objective the analytic and perceptive 
EuropeanS and to the ideal ancT subjective, the synthetic and 
edective Asiatic. He partakes largely of the worst character- 
istics of the lower Orielltal types stagnation of mind, indolence 
of body, moral deficiency, superstition, and childish passion; hence 
the Egyptiarls aptly termed the Berbers and negroes the " perverse 
race of Kush.'2 

The main characteristic of this people is the selfishness which 
the civilized man strive3 to conceal, because publishing it would 
obstruct its gratification. 'rhe barbarianv on the other hand, 
displays his inordirlate egotism openly and recklessly; his every 
action diseloses those unworthy traits which in more polished 
races chiefly appear on public occasiolas, when each man thinks 
solely of self. Gratitude with him is not even a sense of pro- 
spective favours; he looks upon a benefit as the weakness of his 
benefactor and his own strength; consequently, he will not recop 
nise even the hand that feeds him. He will, perhaps, lament for 
a night the death of a parent or a child, but the morrow will fiIld 
him thoroughly comfbrted. 'rhe name of hospitality, except for 
interested motives, is unknown to him: cs ANlhat will you give 
me ? ' is his first question. To a stranger entering a village the 
worst halt is assigned, and, if he complain, the answer is that he 
catl find encamping ground outside. Instead of treating him like 

* So of the natives of Angola, Dr. Livingstone (chap. xxi.) relates that a woman 
derided for barrersness will not uIlcommorlly rush away and commit suicide. Many 
cases offeb de se were heard of in E. Africa. 
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a guest, which the Arab Bedouin would hold to be a point of 
pride, his host compels him to pay for every article, other- 
wise he might starve in the midst of plenty. Nothing, in 
fact, renders the stranger's life safe in this land, except the timid 
shrinking of the natives from the " hot-mouthed weapon " and the 
necessity of trade, which induces the chiefs to restrain the atro- 
cities of their subjects. To travellers the African is, of course, 
less civil than to merchantsS from whom he expects to gain some- 
thing. He will refuse a mouthful of water out of his abundance to 
a man dying of thirst; utterly unsympathising, he will not stretch 
out a hand to save another's goods, though worth thousands of 
dollars. Of his own property, if a ragt,ed cloth or a lame slave be 
lost, his violent excitement is ridiculous to behold. His egotism 
renders him parsimonious even in self-gratification; the wretched 
curs, which he loves as much as his childrenX seldom receive a 
mouthful of food, arld the sight of an Arab's ass feeding on grain 
elicits a prolonged ' Hi ! hi ! " of extreme surprise. He is exceed- 
ingly improvident, taking no thought for the morrow not from 
faith, but rather from carelessness as to what may betide him; 
yet so greedy of gain is he that he will refuse information about 
a country or the direction of a path without a present of beads. 
I4e invariably demands prepayment: no one keeps a promise or 
a(lheres to an agreement, and, if credit be demanded for an hour, 
his answer would be, " There is nothing in my hand." Yet even 
greed of gain cannot overcome the levity and laxity of his mind 
L)espite his best interests, he will illdulge the mania for desertion 
caused by that mischievous love of change and whimsical desire 
for novelty that characterise the European sailor. Nor can even 
lucre prevail against the ingrained indolence of the race- an indo- 
lence the more hopeless as it is the growth of the climate. In 
these temperate and abundant lan(ls Nature has cursed mankind 
BTith t.he abundance of her gifts; his wants still await creation, 
-and he is contented with such rlecessaries as roots and herbs 
game and a few handfuls of grain -consequently improvement has 
o hold upon him. 

In this stage of society truth is no virtue. lhe ;' mixture of a 
lie" may "add to pleasure " amongst Europeans; in Africa it 
enters where neither pleasure nor profit can arise from the decep- 
tion. lf a Mnyatnwezi guide infUrms the traveller that the stage 
is short, he may make up his mind for S long and weary march, 
and vice versa. Of course5 falsehood is used as a defence by the 
weak and oppressed; btlt, beyond that, he desires to be lied to, 
and one of his proverbs is, '; 'tis better to be deceived than to be 
undeceived." 

Like the generality of barbarous races, the East Africans are 
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wilful, headstrong, and undisciplinable: in point of stubborn- 
ness alld restiveness they resemble the lower animals.* If they 
cannot obtain the very article of barter upon which they have set 
their mind, they will carry home things almost useless to theTn; any 
attempt at bargaining is settled by the seller turning his back, and 
they ask according to their wants and wishes, without regard to 
the value of goods. Grumbling and dissatisfied, they never do 
business without a grievance. Revenge is a ruling passion, as 
the many rancorous fratricidal wars that have prevailed between 
kindred clans, even for a generation, prove. Retaliation and ven- 
geallce are, in fact, their great agents of moral control. Judged 
by the test of death, the East African is a hardhearted man. 
A tear is rarely shed, except by the women, for departed parent, 
relative, or friend, alld the voice of the mourIler is seldom heard 
in their abodes. It is most painful to witness the utter inhumanity 
with which a porter seized with sInall-pox is allowed by his friends, 
comrades, and brethren to fall behilld in the jungle, with sFveral 
days' life in him. No inducement -even beads can persua.de a 
soul to attend him. Every village will drive him from its doors; 
no one will risk taking, at arly price, death into his bosom. If strong 
enough, the suSeler builds a little bough-hut away from the camp, 
and, provided with his rations a pound of grain alld a wourdful of 
water-he quietlv expects his doom to feed the hyzena and the 
raven of the wild. The people are remarkable for the readiness with 
vvhich they yield to fits of sudden fury; on these occasions they 
will, like children, vent their rage upon any object animate or 

* It is an old obselvatioIl, that the lower animals of a country generally 
resenll:)le in dispositioll their masters- where mall is colnbative aljd destructive 
even the domesticated bl utes will be fielce and wild, alld where the human lace is 
soft and mild tempeled as the In(lian, their four-iooted slaves are docile and 
tractable. 

The facility with which the tame animals in E. Africa relapse irlto wil(l habits 
is reInarkable; they appeal as if onla half reclaimed. A bullock will cl2arge like 
a wild jungle ox, and often must be shot down before its throat can be cut. Cows 
will Ilot give milk if the calves have been killed or lost * it is difficult to drise 
themw alld they are as fond of desertiorl as the caravan portels. The asses dis- 
play an Illtra asinille obstinacy and self-will, aIld they will travel in line, but it is 
impossible to drive a sitlgle donkey, and even when together each l equires the cal e 

of a man. In hot weather they will iush for shelter to the nearest shady busll 
whellce rlothing but the severest punishtnellt can dislodge them. At llight they 
are safe, if ulltethered, fiom the hyna, who slever hesitates to lnake a meal upon 
the hind quarters of the timid Zanzibar ass. Those bred from Arab stallions alld 
the mares of the coulltry are little inferior to the pure blood in the power of kicking 
and buckillg, rewaliLlg alldrunning, away- To secure goats on the line of march 
a long cord must be fAstene(l to olle of the hind legs, or the atlimal will probably 
disappear. 'Though E. Aflica ahounds in fine wildl cats, they have never been 
tamed; when wanted the domestic species is brought up froln the coast irl cages, as 
in the Belad Sudarl geilerally, according to M. Werne. These civilise(l arlimals 
become in the intelior exceedillgly savage * the kittens are vicio ls as leopalds 
When they begin to eat meat, the mother, if not prevented, will carry them off to 
the jtlngles, where they soon l)ecome lvild as the cat o' mount:?in. Everl the 
poultry seem endowed with an abnormal amount of pelsistency. 
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inanimate, that presents itself. Their temper is characterised by 
a nervous, futile impatience; under delay or disappointment they 
becorne madmen. In their own country, where such displays are 
safe, they are relnarkable for presurnptuousness and for a violence of 
manner which elsewhere disappear. As the Arabs say, there they 
are lions, here they become curs. Their squabbling and clamour 
pass description: they are never happy except when in (lispute. 
After a rapid pluge into excitement, the brawlers alternately 
advance and recede, pointing the finger of threatv how-ling and 
screamings cursing and using terms of insult which an inferior 
ingenuity-not want of mTill causes to {all short of the Asiatic's 
model vituperation. After abusing each other to their full, both 
usually burst into a loud laut,h or womarlly sobs. Their tears 
lie high; they weep like Goanese. After a GU?, a man will cover 
his face with his hapds and cr) as if his heart would break. More 
furious shrews than the women are nowhele met with. Here it is 
a grdat truth that " the tongues of women cannot be governed.>' 
They uTork ofF excitement by scolding, and they weep little com- 
pared with the men. Both sexes delight in " argument," which 
here, as elsewhere, means two fools talking foolishly. They wil 
weary out of patience the most loquaciolls of the Arabs. This 
development is characteristic of the East African race, and 
" maneno marefu ! "-long words ! will occur as a useless reproof 
half a dozen tinles in the course of a single conversation. When 
d1unk, the East African is easily irritated; with the screams 
arld excited gestures of a m.tniac he strides about, frantically 
flourishing his spear and agitating his bow, probably with nocke(l 
arrow; the spear-point and the arrow-head are often brought peril- 
ously near but they are rarely allowed to draw blood. The rea 
combat is by pushing, pulling hair, and slapping with a will, and a 
pair thus engaged requires to be torn asunder by half a dozen friends. 
The settled tribes areS for the most part, feeble and unwarlike bar- 
barians; even the bravest East African, though, like all men, a 
combative being, has a valour tempered by discretion and cooled 
by a high dex7elopment of cautiousness. His tactics are of the 
lfabian order: he loves surprises and safe ambuscades, and in 
common frays and forays the loss of one per cent. justifies a sauve 
qui peut. This peopleS childlike, is ever in extremes. A man 
will hang himself from a rafter in his tent and kick away from 
under him the large wooden mortar upon which he has stood at 
the beginning of the clperation with as much sang-froid as an 
Anglo-Sa.xon in the gloomy month of November; yet he regards 
annihilation, as all savages do, with loathing and ineSable horror. 
" He fears death," to quote Bacon, " as children fEar to go in the 
dark; and as that natural fear in children is increased with tales, 
so is the other." The African mind must radijgally change befor? 
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it can " think upon death, and find it the least of all evils.' All 

their thoughts are connected with this life. " Ah ! " they exclaim, 
" it is bad to die ! to leave of eating and drinking ! never to wear 

a fine cloth ! " As in the negro race generally, his destructiveness 
is prominent; a slave never breaks a thing without an instinctive 
laugh of pleasure; and howevcr careful he may be of his own life, 

he does not value t.hat of another, even of a relative, at the price of 

a goat. During fires in the town of Zanzibar, the blacks have 

been seen adding fuel, and singing and dancing, wild with delight. 

OI1 such occasions they are shot (lown by the Arabs like dogs. 
It is dificult to explaiIl the state of society in which the civilize(l 

" social evil " is not recognised as an evil. In the economy of the 

affections and the intercollrse between the sexes, reappears that 

rude stage of society in which ethics were new to the mind of now 

enlightened man. Marriage with this people as arnongst all bar- 

barians, and even the lower classes of civilized races-;3 a mere 

aSair of buying and selling. A mall must marry because it is 

necessary to his comfort, consequently the wotnan becomes a mar- 

ketable commodity. Her father demands for iler as many cows, 

cloths, and brass-wire bracelets as the suitor can afford: he thus 

virtually sells her, and she belongs to the buyer, ranking with his 

other live stock. The husband maysell his wife, or, if she be 

taken from him by another man, he claims her value, which is 

ruled by what she would fetch in the slave-market. A strong 

inducement to marriaC,e arnongst the Africans, as with the poor 

in Europe, is the prospective benefit to be derived ffom an 

adult family; a large progeny enriches them. The African 

ignores the dowry by which, alnong the sons of civilization, in- 

verting Nature's order, the wife buys the husband, instead of 

the husband buying the wife.* Marriage, which is an epoch 

amongst Christians, alad an event with Moslems, is with these 

people an incident of frequent recurrence. Polygatrly is unlimited, 
and the chiefs pride themselves upon the number of their wives, 

varying from 12 to 300. It is no disgrace for an unrnarried woman 

to become the mother of a family; after matrimony there is solne- 
what less laxity. The mgoni or adulterer, if detected, is punished 

by a fine of cattle, or, if poor and weak, he is sold into slavery; 

husbands seldom, however, resort to- such severities, the oSence, 

which is considered to be against vested property, being held to 

be lighter than petty larceny. Under the influence of the jealous 
mstinct, murders and mutilations have been committed, but they 

are rare and exceptiollal. Divorce is readily effected by turning 

the spouse out of doors, and the children become the father's pro- 

* Nothing in European mallners astonishes the Arab, or the Persian, so mllch as 

to hear that the Frank expects money with his wife. 
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perty. Attachment to honle is powerful in the African race, but it 
regards rather the coulforts and pleasures of the house and the 
society of relations and f-iends than the fondness of family. Hus- 
band, wife, and childresl have through life divided interests, and 
live together with scant appearance of affection. Love of ofispring 
can have but little power amongst a people who have no preveol- 
tive for illegititnacy, anfl 1hose progeny ma- be sold at any tiTne. 
The children appear undemonstrative and ullaffectionate, as those 
of the Somal. Some attachment to their lllothers breaks out, not 
in outward indications, but by surprise, as it were: " Mama ! 
mama ! " mother ! mother ! -is a coznmon exclamation in fear or 
wonder. When chil(lhood is passed, the father and son become 
natural enemies, after the manner of wild beasts. Yet they are a 
sociable race, and the sudderl loss of relatives sometimes leads 
from grief to hypochonclria and insanity, resulting finom the in- 
ability of their minds to bear any unusual strain. It is probab]e 
that a little learnil:]g 7?uld rnake them nlad, likse the NVidad, or 
priest of the Somal, who after mastering the rea(lillg of the Koran 
becomes unfit for alay exertion of judzrlnent or commen sense. 
To this over-developmellt of sociability must be ascribed the anxletv 
always shown to shift, evade, or answer b]ame. The " ukosa," ol 
transgression, is never accepted; any numlger of words will be 
wasted in proving the worse the better ca.use. Hence also the 
favourite phrase, " ATbaya we ! " tnoli art bad! a mode of 
reproof which sounds simple and uneffectlve to European ears. 

The soeial pOSitiOll of the wozuen that unerring test of progress 
towards eivilization is not so high in East Afriea as amongst 
the more highly organised tribes of the south. Few parts of the 
eountry own the rule of fenlale ehiefs. rrhe people, especia]ly the 
Wanyamwezi, eonsult their wives, but the OpilliOll of a brother or a 
friend would usually prevail over that of a woman. 

The defieieney of the East Afriean in eonstruetive power llas 
already been remarked. (Contented with his haystaek or beehive 
hut, his hemisphere of boughs, or his hide aeting tent, he hates 
and has a truly savage horror of stone walls. Btany Wanyam- 
wezi, when visiting Zanzibar, eannot be -prevailed upon to enter a 
house. 

The East Afriean is greedy an(l volaeious; he seems, how- 
ever, to prefer ligllt and frequent to a few legular an(l copious 
meals. Even the eivilized Kisawahili has no terms to express the 
breakfast, dinner, and supper of other languages. Like most 
barbarians, he ean exist and work with a small quantity c)f food, 
but he is unaceustomed, and therefore unable, to bear thirst. The 
daily ration of a porter is 1 kubabah ( 1*5 lbs.) of grain; 
he can, with the assistanee of edible hez bs and roots, whic.h 
he is skilful iz-w discoverillt, in the least likely plaees, eke out 
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this allowance for several days, though generally, UpOll the bar- 
barian's impulsive principle of mortgagillg the future for the 
present, he recklessly consuzlles his stores. AVith him the grand 
end of life is eatirlg; his love of feeditlg is infelsior only to his pro- 
pellsity for intoxication. He drinks till he can no lon,,er stand, 
lies down to sleep, and awakes to drink a(rain. Drinkin-bouts 
are solemn thin-,s to which the HlOSt important business must yield 
precedence. They celebrate every event, tlle traveller's return, 
the birth of a child, and the death of an elephant: a labourer will 
not work unless beer is provided for him. A guest is received 
with a.gourdful of beer, and, amongst some tribes, it is buried 
with their princes. The hi^,hest or(lers rejoice in drink, and pri(le 
thersselves upan powers of imbibing: the proper diet for a kin 
is much beer and a little meat. lf a WVanyamwezi be asked 
after eatirlg whether he is hungry, he will reply Yes, meallirlg that 
he is not drank. Intoxication excllses crime in these lands. The 
ICast African, when in his CllpS, must issue from his hut to sing, 
dance, or quarrel, and the frequent and terrible outrages which 
occur on these occasioras are passed over on the plea that he has 
drunk beer. 'I'he favourite hour for drinkin(r is after dawn,- 
a time as distabteful to the European as agreeable to the African 
and Asiatic. This might be proved by a host of quotations from 
the poets, Arab, Persian, and lSindtl. 'Iahe civilized maIl avoids 
early potations because they incapacitate hiln for necessary 
labour, arld he attempts to relieve the headache caused by stimu- 
lants. The barbariall and the selai-civilized, on the other hand, 
prefer thern, because they dilnirlish the tedium of his monotonous 
day; and they cherish the hea(lache because they can sleep the 
lonner, and, whell they awake, they have something to thirlk of. 
The habit once acquired is never broken: it attaches itself to the 
heartstrings of the idle and unoccupied barbarian, yet, curious to 
relate, the mania e potu wa3 never heard of in East Africa. 

In morality, accoldillg to the tnore extended sense of the wordS 
the East African is mclrkedly deficient. He has no benevolence, 
but little veneration-the negl o race is ever irreverent and, 
thouch his craniuln rises high in the regioll of firmness, his futility 
prevents his beirlg firm. The outlines of law are faintly traced 
upon his heart. l lle authoritatixJe stalldard of morality fixed by 
revelations is in hirn represeilted by a vague and varying custom, 
derived traditionally from his ancestors, he follows in their 
track for old-sake's sake. The acellsing collscience is unknown to 
him. His only fear after committing a treacherous murder is ot 
being haunted by the angry ghost of the dead; he robs as one 
doing a good deed, and beg3 as if it were his calling. His depravity 
is of the gros3est: ilatrigue fills up all the moments not devoted to 
illtoxication. 
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An inferior development of reneration produces a savage rude- 
ness in the East African. Ignoring distinctions of society, he treats 
all men, except his chief, as his equals. He has no rules for visiting: 
if the door be open, he enters a stranger's house uninvited; * his 
harsh, barking voice is ever the loudest; he is never happy except 
when hearing himself 3peak, his address 1S iinperious, his demeanour 
is rough and peremptory, and his look " sfacciato." He deposits his 
unwashed person, in his greasy and tattered goat-skin or cloth, 
upon rug or bedding, disdaining to stand for a moment, and he 
always chooses the best place in the room. When travelling he 
will push forward to secure the most comfortable hut: the chief of 
a caravan may sleep in rain or dew, but, if he attempt to dislodge 
his porters, they lie down with the settled purpose of mules- as the 
Arabs say, they have no shame. The curiosity of these people, and 
tlle little cerenlony with which they gratify it9 are at times nlOSt 
troublesome. A stranger must be stared at; total apathv is the 
only remedy: if the victim lose his temper, or attempt to dislodge 
them, he will find it like disturbing 7r swarm of bees. They will 
corlle for miles to " sow gape-seed :" if the tent-fly be closed, they 
will peer and peep from below, complaining loudly against the 
occupant, and, if further prevented, they may proceed to violence. 
On the road hosts of idlers, especially women, boys, and girls, 
will follow the caravan for hours; it is a truly offensive spectacle- 
these uncouth figures, running at a " gymnastic pace," half clothed 
except with grease, with pendent bosoms shaking in the air, and 
cries that resernble the howls of beasts more than any effort of 
human articulation. This oSensive ignorallce of the first principles 
of social interevurse has been fostered in the races most visited by 
the Arabs, whose national tendency, like the Italian and the 
Greek, is ever and essentially republican. WVhen strangers first 
appeared in the country they were received w-ith respect and de- 
ference. They soon, however, lost this vantage-ground: they sat 
and chatted with the people, exchanged pleasantries, and suffered 
slights, till the Africans found themselves on an equality with their 
visitors. 'rhe evil has become inveterate, and no greater contrast 
can be imagined than that between the manners of an Indian ryot 
and an East African mshenzi. 

In intellect the East African is sterile and incult, apparently 
unprogressive and unfit for change. Like the uncivilized generally, 
he observes well, but he can deduce nothing profitable from his 
perceptions. His intelligence is surprising when compare(l with 
that of an uneducated English peasant; bllt it has a narrow bound, 
beyond which apparently no man may pass. Like the Asiatic, in 

* The Arabs of Zanzibar, instead of sending in a card, cry Hod! hod! at the 
door,to warn the wromen of a visitor's approach. The Wasawahili chaTlge the 
word after their fashion to Hodi w hodi ! 
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fact, he is stationary, but at a much lower level. Devotedly fond 
of music, his love of tune has invented nothing but whistTing and 
the whistle: his instruments are all borrowed from the coast people.* 
He delights in singing, yet he has no metlical song^: he conterlts 
himself with improvising a few words without sense or rhyme, and 
repeats them till they nauseate: the long, drawling recitative 
generally ends in " Ah ! han ! " or some sueh strongly-nasalized 
sound. Like the Somal, he has tunes appropriated to partielllar 
occasions, as the elephant-hunt or the harvest-home. M7hen 
uourning, the love of music assumes a peeuliar form: women 
weeping or sobbing, especially after chastisement, will bteak irlto 
a protraeted threne or dirge, every period of which eoncludes with 
itS OW11 particular groan or wail: after venting a little natural 
distress in a natural sound, the long loud improvisation, in the 
llighest falsetto key, eontinues as before. As in Europe the 
' laughing-song'2 is an imitation of hilarity somewhat distressing 
to the spirits of the audience, so the C' weeping-song" of the 
African only tends to risibility. tiis wonderful loquacity and 
volubility of tongue have produced no tales, poetry, nor display of 
eloquerlce; though, like most barbarians, somewhat sententious, 
he will content himself svith squabbling with his eompanions or 
with repeating some meaningless word in every difEerent tone of 
voice during the weary length of a day's march. His language is 
highly artifieial and musical: the reader will have observed that 
the nanbes whieh occur in these pages often eonsist entirely of 
liquids and vowels, that eonsonants are unknown at the end of 
a word, and that they are ne+Ter double except at the beginning. 
Yet the idea of a syllabarium seems not to have oeeurred to the 
negroid mind. Finally, thouth the East African delights in tile 
dance, and is an exeellent timist-a thousand heels striking the 
ground simultaneously sound like one his performanee is as 
uneouth as perhaps was ever devised by man. He delights in a 
joke which manates him like a Neapolitan; yet. his e5orts in wit 
are of the feeblest that ean be eonceived. 

'rhough the general features of character eorrespond throughout 
the tribes in East Africa, there are also markeJ dlfferenees. The 
AVazaramo, f()r instance, are considered the most dangerous tribe 
on this line: caravans hurry through their lands, and hold them- 
selves fortunate if -a life-be not lost, or if a few loads be not miss- 
ing. Their neighbours, the WVasagara of the hills, were once 
peaceful and civil to travellers: khe persecutions of the coast-people 
have rendered t.hem morose and suspicious; they now shun 
3trangers, and, never knowing when they may be attacked, they live 
in a constant state of agitation? excitelnent? and alarm. After the 

* For an account of musical instruments aIld dancing see Chap. XIV. 
WrOL, XXIX. Z 



AVazaramo, the tribes of Ugogo are considered the most noisy and 
troublesome, the most estortionate, quarrelsome, and violent on 
this route: nothing restrains these races from bloodshed and 
plunder but self-interest and fear of retribution. The Wanyam- 
wezi bear the highest character for civilization, discipline, and 
industry. Intercourse with the coast, however, is speedily sapping 
the foundations of their superiority: the East African Expedition 
suff'ered more from thieving in this than in any otller territory, and 
the Arabs now depend for existence there not upon prestige, but 
sufierance, in consideration of mutual commercial advantage. In 
proportion as the traveller advances into the interior, he finds the 
people le3s humaneX or rather less human. The AVavinza, the 
Wfljiji, and the other Lakist t-ribes, much resemble one another: 
they are extortionate, violent, and revengeful barbarians; no 
AVranyamwezi dares to travel alone through their territories, and 
small parties are ever in danger of destruction 

In dealing with the East African the traveller cannot do better 
than to follow the advice of Bacon "Use savages justly and 
graciously, with sufficient guard nevertheless." 'l'hey must be 
held as foes; alld the prudent stranger will llever put himself in 
their power, especially where life is concerned. The safety of a 
caravan will often depend upon the barbarian's feat of beginning 
the fray: if the onset once takes place, the numbers, the fierce 
looks, the violent gestures, and the confidence of the assailants 
1lpon their own ground, will yrobably prevail. NVhen necessary, 
however, severity must be emp oyed; leniency and forbearance are 
the vulnerabie points of civilized policy, as they encourage attack 
by a suspicion of fear and weakness. In trading with, or even 
when dwelling atnont,st this people, all display of wealth must be 
avoided: a ttlan who would purchase the smallest article avoids 
showing anything beyond its equivalent. 

The ethnologist who compares this sketch with the far more 
favourable description of the Kafirs, a kindred race, given by tra- 
vellers in South Africa, may suspect that only the darker shades of 
the picture are placed before the eye. But, as will appear in a 
future page, much' of this moral degradation must be attributed to 
the working, through centuries, of the slave-trade: the tribes are 
no longer as nature made them, and from their connexion with 
strangers they have derived nothing but corruption. Though of 
savawe and barbarous type, they have been varnished with the 
semicivilization of trade alld commerce, which sits ridiculously 
upon their minds as a rich garment wtould upon their persons. 

Fetissism * is still the only faith known in East Africa. Itsorigin 
is easily explained by the aspect of the physical world, which has 

* The word is derived from the Portuguese feitivo, " a doing,"-sc. of magic, by 
enphuism. 
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coloured the thoughts and has directed the belief of man: he 
reflects, in fact, the fantastical and monstrous character of the 
arlitnal and ve^,etable productions around him. Nature, in these 
regions rarely sublime or beautiful, more often terrible and deso- 
late, with the gloomy forest, the impervious jungle, the {angled 
hill, and the dread uniform waste tenanted by deadly inhabitantsn 
arouses in his milld a sensation of utter feebleness, a vague arld 
llameleSs awe. Ul:ltaukht to recommend himself for protection to 
a Sllperior Being7 he addresses himself directly to the objects of 
his reverence and awe: he prostrate3 himself before the sentiment 
within him, hoping to propitiate it as he would a fellow-man. The 
grand mysteries of life and death, unrevealed and unexplained to 
him, the want of a true interpretation of the admirable phenomena 
of creatiorl, and the vagaries and misconceptions of his omTn de- 
graded imat,ination, awraken in hirn ideas of horror, and people the 
invisible world with ghost and goblin, demon and evestrum, tlle 
incarnations, as it were, of his own childish fears. Oeepened by 
tlle dread of destruction, ever strong in the barbarian breast, his 
terror causes him to look with suspicion upon all around him: 
" How," inquires the dying Abican, " can I alone be ill when 
others are well, unless I have been bewitched ? " Hence the belief 
in magical and supernatural powers in lnan, which the stronger 
minded have turned to their own advantage. 

lSetissism is the a(loration, or rather the propitiation, of natural 
objects, animate and inanimate, to which certain mysterious influ- 
ences are attributed. It admits neither god, nor angel, nor devil; 
it ignores the very alphabet of revealed or traditionary religion- 
a creation, a resurrection, a judgment-day, a s()ul or a spirit, a 
heaven or a hell. A modified practical atheism is thlls the pro- 
ninent feature of the superstition. 'I'hough instinctively conscious 
of a being above them, the Africans have as yet failed to grasp 
the idea: in their feeble minds it is an embryo rather than a con- 
ception-at the best a vague god, without personality, attributes, 
or prolidence. They call that being MIllungu the Uhlunga of 
the Kafirs and the Utika of the Hottentots. The term how- 
ever, may mean a ghost,$ the firmament, or the sun, amanwill 
frequently call himself ATtllungu, an(l even Mulungu Mbaya, the 
latter word signifying bad or wicked. In the language of the 
W\tamasai "Ai," or with the article (' Engai 'r the Creator-is 
feminine god and rain being synonymous. 

The Fetiss superstition is African, but not confined to Africa. 
The faith of ancient Egypt, the earliest system of profane belief 
known to man, with its Triad denoting the various phases and 
powers of nature, was essentially fetissist; whilst in the Syrian mind 

* In the Kisawahili koma, or mulungu, is the disembodiment of a mshesi, or 
heathen; p'hepo, of a Mos]em. 
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dawned at first the idea of " Melkart," a god of earth, and his 
Baalim, angels, vicegerents, or local deities. But generally the 
history of religions proves that when man, whether degraded from 
primal elevation or elevated from primal degradation, has pro- 
gressed a step beyond atheism-the spiritual state of the lowest 
savagery he advances to the modificatlon called Fetissism, the con- 
dition of the infant mind of humanity. The Vedas contain no 
assertiorl of a Godhead; " such expressions as the love and fear of 
a God never occur in the sacred books of the Hindus." The ancient 
Persians were ignicolists, adoring etheriel fire. Confucius owned 
that he knew nothing about the godsf and therefore preferred say- 
ing as little as possible llpon the subject. Men still without 
tradition or training confused the Demiurgus with his works, and 
ventured not to place the burden of creation, preservation, and 
destruction, upon a single deity Slaves to the agencies of material 
nature, impressed by the splendours of the heavenly hodies, com- 
forted by fire and light, persuaded by their familiarity with the 
habits of wild beasts that the brute creation antl the human claimed 
a mysterious affinity, humbled by the terrors of elemental war, 
and benefited by hero and sage, 

(^luicqllid humus, pelagus, ccelum mirabile cribntlllt, 
Id duxere (leos. 

The barbarian worshipped these visible objects not as types, 
myths, divine emanations, or personifications of a deity: he adored 
them for themselves. The modern theory, the mode in which full- 
grown man explains away the fUllies of his childhood, making the 
interpretation precede the fable, fSils when tested by experience. 
The 1:Iindu, and, indeedS the ignorant Christian,* still adore the 
actual image of man and beast;^ it is unreasonable to suppose 
that they kneel before and w()rship with heart and soul its 
metaphysics, and an attempt to allegorize it, or to deprive it of its 
specific virtues, would be considered, as in ancient Greece and 

. . . 

tcome, mere lmplety. 
By its essence, then, Fetissism os a rude and sensual superstition, 

the taith of abject fear, and of infant races that have not risen, and 
are, perhaps, incapable of rising to theism-the religion of love 
and the belief of the highe.;t types of mankind. But old creeds die 
hard, and error, founded upon the instincts and feelings of human 
nature, borrows the coherence and uniformity of truth. That 
Fetissism is a belief cominon to man in the childhood of his 
spiritual life, may be proved by the frequent and extensive remains 
of the faith which the cretinism of the Hamitic race has perpetuated 
amongst them to the present day still sprouting like tares even in 

* The traveller in Southern Italy an(l Greece will often have remarked this 
phenomenon in the prefererlce accorded to a particular statue or picture. 
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the cultivated field of zbevealed religion. The dread of ghosts, for in- 
stance, which is the mainstay of Fetissism, is not inculcated in any 
sacred book, yet the belief is not to be abolished.* Everywhere, 
too, their functions are the same: all are malevolent to the living, 
and they are seldom known to do good. The natural horror and 
fear of death which may be observed even in the lower animals has 
mostly caused the dead to be considered vindictive and destructive. 

Some missionaries have detected in the habit, which prevails 
throughout Eastern and Western Africa, of burying slaves with 
the deceased, of carrying provisions to graves, and of lighting fires 
on cold nights near the last resting-places of the departed, a continua- 
tion of relations between the quick and the dead which points to a 
belief in a future state of existence. The wish is father to that 
thought: the doctrine of the soul, of immortality, belongs to a 
superior order of mind, to a more advanced stage of society. The 
belief, as its operations show, is in presentity, materialism, not in 
futurity, spiritualism. When the savage and the barbarian are 
asked what has become of the " old people " (their ancestors), over 
whose dust and ashes they perform obsequies, tumulum circum 
volitat umbra, these veritable secularists only smile and reply 
AV tme-kwisha, " they are ended." It proves their inferior organi- 
zation. Even the North American aborigines, a race which Nature 
apparently disdains to preserve, decided that man- hath a future, 
since even Indian corn is vivified and rises again. The East 
Afiican has created of his fears a ghost which never attains the 
perfect form of a soul. This inferior development has prevented his 
risin^, to the social status of the Hindu, and other anciently civi- 
lized races, whozn a life wholly wanting in purpose and occupation 
drove from the excitement necessary to stimulate the mind towards 
a hidden or mysterious future. These wild races seek otherwise 
than in their faith a something to agitate and to emotiollize them. 

The East African's Credenda it has not arrived at the rank of a 
system, this vague and misty dawning of a creed -are based upon 
two tnain articles. The first is demonology, or, rather, the existence 
of Ikoma, the larvae, &3wAx, o-r evestra of the dead; the second is 
Uchawi, witchcraft or black magic, a corollary to the principal 
theorem. iFew, and only the tribes adJacent to the maritime regions, 

* Thus the Rakshasa of the Hindus is a disembodied spirit doing evil to man- 
kind; and the ghost of the prophet Samuel, raised by the famiiiar of the Witch of 
Endor, was the immoz tal part of a mortal being, still connected w-ith earth, and 
capable of returning to it. Through the Manes, the Umbra, and the Evestrum of 
the ancients, the belief has deseended to the moderns, as the household -ords ghost, 
goblin, and bogle, revenant, polter-geist, and spook, Duh, Dusha, and Dukh attest. 
Precisely similar to the African ghost-faith is the old Irish belief in Banshees 
Pookas, and other evil entities * the corporeal frame of the dead forms other bodies 
but the spirit hovers in the air, watching the destitsy of friends, haunting house6 
killing children, inJuring cattl:e, and c.au6ing disease aud destructinwnF 



have derive(l from E1 Islam a faint conception of the one Supreme. 
There is no trace in this country of the allcient and modern animal- 
worship of Egypt and India, though travellers have asserted that 
vestiges of it exist amongst the kindred race of Kafirs. The 
African has no more of Sabaism than what belongs to the instinct 
of man: he has a reverence for the sun and moon, but he totally 
ignores star-worship.  If questioned concerning his daily bread, 
he will point with a devotional aspect towards the light of day; and 
if asked what caused the death of his brother, will reply Jua or 
Rimwe, the sun. He has not, like the Kafir, a holiday at the 
epoch of new moon: like the Moslem, however, on first seeing it he 
raises and claps his hands in token of obeisance.* The AIzimu, 
or Fetiss hut,t is the first germ of a temple, and tlle idea is 
probably the sanle which suggested the Rurban or offering of the 
Arabs. It is found throughout the country, especially in Usaramo, 
Unyamwezi5 and Karagwah. It is in the shape of a dwarf house, 
1 or 2 feet high? with a thatched roof, but without walls. IJpon 
the grourld, or suspended from the roof, are handfuls of grain 
and small pots full of beer, placed there to propitiate the ghost?, 
an(l to defend the crovs from injury. 

-& prey to base passions and melanoboly godless iars the 
Fetissist, who peoples with malevolent beings the illvisible world, 
animates materzal nature with evil ilfluences. The rites of his 
dark and deadly superstition are all intended to avert evils from 
himself, by transferring them to others: hence the witcheraft and 
magic which flow naturally from his system of demonology. Men 
rarely die without the wife or children, the kindred or slaves, being 
accused of having compassed their destrlletion by '" throwing the 
glamour over them j" and, as has been explained, the trial and the 
conviction are of the moQt arbitrary nature. Tet witcheraft is prac- 
tised by thousands with the firmest conYictiorls in their own powers; 
and though frightful tortures await the wizard and the witch who 
have been condemned for the destruction of chief or elder, the 
vindictiveness of the negro drives him readily to the malevolent 
practices of sorcery. As has happened in Europe and elsewhere, in 
the presence of torture and the instant advance of death, the 
sorcerer an(l sorceress will llot only confess, but even boast of 
and beliese in, their own criminality. " Verily I slew such a 

* As has before been explaiIleds Moslems, on this occasion, raise the hands, bless 
the hilal, or crescent,- and supplicate Allah to make the month which it com- 
tnences allspicious to them; it is probably oIle of the many relics of old sabEeisIn 

converted to El Islam. 
t Dr, Livillgstonefrequelltly alludes to the mzima as containing "medicine 

for the barimo " (or ghosts). In chap. xxiii. he supposes that the head of an ox 
placed in one of these sheds is an object of worship; in E. Africa it would be an 
oSering to procure increase of cattle. 

Possibly this word may explain " the god Mozinlo," worshipped, accorzling to 
De Barros, by the people of " Bellomotapa." 
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one! I brought about the disease of such another!"-these are 
their dernented vaunts, the oSspring of mental imbecility, stitnu- 
lated by traditional hallucination.$ 

In this state of spiritual death there ls, as may be imagined, but 
little of the fire of tanaticism: polemics are unkn()wn as politics to 
them; their succedaneum for a god is llot a jealous god. But 
upon the subjects of religious belief and revelation all men are 
equal: Davus becomes CEdipus, the fool is as the sa.ge. NVhat 
the " I '2 believes, that the " Thou " must acknowledge, under the 
pains and penalties of offending Self-esteem. XVhilst tile African's 
Sith is weakly catholic) he will not admit that other men are wiser 
on this point than himsel? Ilis mind, involved in the trammels of 
his superstition, and enchained by custom, is apparently incapable 
of receiving the impressions of E1 Islam. Yet he will fast like a 
3Ivsleln, because doing somethin,, seems to raise hsm in the scale 
of creation. I1is Fetissism, unspiritualized by the philosophic Pan- 
theism and Polytheism of Europe and Asia, has hitherto unfitted 
him for that belief which was readily accepted by the more Semitic 
maritilne races, the Somal, the AVasaahili, and the AVamrima. 
'rO a certain extent also, it has been the policy of the Arab to 
avoid proselytizing, which would lead to cornparative equality: 
for sordid lucre the Moslem has left the souls of these Kafirs to 
eterllal perditioll. According to most doctors of the saving faith, 
all ardent proselytizer might convert by the sword whole tribes, 
though he might fail 7;th individlals, who cannot break through 
the ties of society. The "3Iombas Blission," however, relying 
upon the powers of persuasion, uneasuivocally failed, and pro- 
nounced their flock to bc " not behind the greatest infidels and 
scoffers of Europe: they blasphenle, in fact like children." \Vith 
characteristic want of veneration they would say, " Your Lord is a 
bad lnaster, for he does not cure his servants." WVhen an early 
convert died, the AVanyika at vnce decided that there is no 
Saviour, as he does not prevent the decease of a friend. The 
selltiment generally elicited by a discollrse upon the subject of the 
existence of a Deity is a desire to see him, in order to revenge 
upon him the deaths of relatives friends, and cattle. 

Fetissism supplies an abundance of professionally holy men. 
The " tIfumo " is translated by the Arabs BassarX a seer or clair- 
voyant. The Mchawi is the Sahharn magician, or adept in the 
black art. Amongst the W;Vazeg,ura anal the AVasagara is the 
Mgonezi, a word Arabized into Rammal or Geomantist. He prac- 

* The }reader nill bear in mind that the first outcry against the horrors of 
torturing tor witcheraft mas raised by the Jesuit Von Steill in 1631- that in 1794 
-onlysixty-sixyearsago-the last of the witches was burnt in Europe, alld 
that earen in the present day, the artn of the law nlust defend agaiLlst the illdi,,- 
natioll of the vulS,ar wretches suspected of sorcery, 
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tises the Miramoro, or divination and prediction of fray and 
imine, death and disease, by the relative position of small stieks, 
like spillikins, east at random on the ground. The rain-maker 
of- the Cape, eommon t.hroughout these tribes, anel extending far 
north of the Equator, is ealled in East Afriea Mganga, in the 
plural Waganga: the Arabs term him Tabib, doetor or physieian. 

The Mganga, in the eentral regions termed Mfumo, may be 
eonsidered as the embryo of a saeerdotal order. These drones, 
who swarm throughout the land, are of both sexes: the women, 
hoF7ever, generally eonfine themselves to the medieal part of the 
profession. The ealling is hereditary; the eldest or the eleverest 
son begins his neoterie edueation at an early age, and sueeeeds 
to his father's funetions. There is little mystery in the eraft, 
and the magieians of Unyamwezi hax7e not refused to initiate 
some of the Arabs. The power of the Mganga is great: he is 
treated as a sultan, whose word is law, and as a giver of life and 
death. He is addressed by kingly title, and is permitted to wear 
the ehieftain's badge, made of the base of a eonieal shell. He is 
also known by a number of small greasy and b]ackened gourds, filled 
with physie and mat,ie, hanging round his BTaist, and by a little 
more of the usual grime sanetity and dirt being eonneeted in 
Afriea as elsewhere. These men are sent for froul village to 
village, and reeeive as obventions and spiritual fees sheep and 
goats, eattle and provisions. Their persons, however, are not 
saered, and for criminal aets thetr are punished like other male- 
faetors. The greatest danger to them is an exeess of fame. A 
eelebrated magieian rarely, if ever, dies a natural death: too much 
is expeeted from him, and a severe disappointment leads to eon- 
sequenees more violent than usllal. The Arabs deride their pre- 
tensions, eoanparing them depreeiatingly to the workers of Simiya 
or eonjuration in their own eountry. They remark that the wizard 
can never produee rain in the dry, or avert it in the wet season. The 
many, however, who, to use a West Afriean phrase, have " beeome 
black " from a long residenee in the eountry, acquire a sneaking 
belief in them, allll fear of their powers. The well-educated classes 
in Zanzibar eonsult these heathen, as the eredulous of other 
Eastern eountries go to the astrologer and geomantist, and in 
Europe to the elairvoyant and the Cartomantiste. In one point 
this proeeeding is wise: the wizard rarely wants wits; and what- 
ever he has heard seeretly or openly will inevitably appear in the 
course of his divination. 

It must not be supposed, however, that the Mganga is purely 
an impostor. To deeeive others thoroughly a man must first 
deeeive himself, otherwise he will be deteeted by the least diseern- 
ing. This is the simple seeret of so many notable sueeesses, 
aehieved in the most unpromising eauws by self-relianee and en- 
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thusiasm, the parents of energy and consistence. These barbarians 
are more often sinned against by their own fears and fooleries of 
faith, than sinners against their fellow-men by fraud and falsehood. 

The office of Uganga irleludes many duties. The same man is 
a physician by natural and supernatural uleans, a mystagogue or 
medicine man, a detector of sorcery, a rain-ma.ker, a conjurer, an 
augur, and a prophet. 

As a rule, all diseases, from a boil to marasmus senilis, are attri- 
buted by the Fetissist to P'hepo, Hubub, or Afflatus.* The 
Mt,anga is expected to heal the patient by expelling the pos- 
session. Like the evil spirit in the davs of Saul, the unwelcome 
visitant must be charmed away by sweet music; the drums cause 
excitement, and violent exercise expels the ghost, as saltation 
nullifies in Italy the vellom of the tarantula. The principal 
remedies are drumlrsing, dancing, and drinking, till the auspicious 
moment arrives.t The ghost is then enticed from the body of the 
possessed into some inarlimate article, which he will condescerld to 
illhabit. This, technically called a Kiti, or stool, may be a cer- 
tain kind of bead, two or more bits of wood bound together by a 
strip of snake's skin, a lion s or a leopard's claw, and other similar 
articles, worn round the head, the arm, the wrist, or the ankle. 
Paper is still considered great medicine by the A7Tasukuma and 
other tribes, who will barter valuable goods for a little bit: the 
great desideratum of the charm, in fact, appears to be its rarity, 
or the difficulty of obtaining it. Hence also the habit of driving 
nails into and hanging rags upon trees. The vegetable itself is 
not worshipped, as some Europeans who call it the " Devil's tree " 
have supposed: it is merely the place for the laying of ghosts, 
where by appending the Kiti most acceptable to the evestrum, he 
will be bound over to keep the peace with man. Several accidents 
in the town of Zanzibar have confirmed even the hifflher orders in 
their lurkinO superstition. Mr. Peters, an English l-nerchant, 
annoyed by the slaves who came in numbers to hammer nails and 
to hang iron hoop3 and rags upon a " Devil's tree " in his court- 
yard, ordered it to be cut down, to the horror of all the black 
beholders, of whom no one would lay an axe to it. Within six 
months five persons died in that house Mr. Peters, his two 
clerks, llis cooper, alld his ship's carpenter. This superstition 
will remind the traveller of the Indian Pipal (Ficus religiosa), 
in which fiends are supposed to roost, and suggest to the Orientalist 

* The three wor(ls are synonymous. P'hepo, in Kisawahili, is the plural form of 
upepo (a zephyr), used singularly to signify a high win(l, a whirlwind ("desil") 
and an evil ghost, generally o? a Moslem. Hubul), the Arabic translation, means 
literally the blow-ing of wind, and Itletaptlorically " possession." The Africa 
phrase for a man possessed is " ana p'hepo," 6"; he has a devil." 

t Some Arabs submit to thedegladation of dancing* others,notwithstanding the 
tetrors of possession, would ratiler die than so disgrace thelllselves. 
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:n explanation of the mysterious l\Ioslem practices common frozn 
\Areste.rn Africa to the farthest East. The hanffling of rags upon 
trees by pilgrims and travellers is probably a relic of Arab Fetsss- 
ism, derived in the days of ignorance from their congeners in 
East Africa. The custotn has spread far and wide: even the Irish 
peasantry have been in the habit of suspending to the trees and 
bushes near their "holy wells" rags, halters, and spancels, in 
token of gratitude for their recovery, or that of their cattle. 

There are other mystical means of restorin,: the sick to health; 
one specimen will suffice. Several little 3ticks, l1ke matehes, ale 
daubed with ochre, and marks are made with them upon the 
patient's body. A charm is chanted, the sick possesse(l responds, 
and at the end of every stave an evil sprit flies from him, the 
signal being a stick cast by the Mganga upon tl.e ground. Some 
unfortunates have as many as a dozen haunting ghosts, each of 
which has his distinct periapt: the Mganga demands a distinct 
honorarium for the several expulsions. Wherever danger is fear 
will be; wherever fear is, charms and spells,-exorcisms and talis- 
mans of portentous powers will be in demand; and wherever 
supernaturalisms are in requisition, merl will be found, for a 
consideration, to supply them. 

These strange rites are to be explained upon the principle which 
underlies thaumaturgy in general: they result from conviction in a 
gross mass o? exatgerations heaped by ignorallce, falsehood, ar.(l 
credulity, upon the slenderest foundation of fact a fact doubtless 
solvable by the application of natural laws. The African tempera- 
ment ha3 strong susceptibilities, combined with what appears to be 
a weakness of brain, and great excitabiiity of the nervous system, as 
is proved by the prevalence of epilepsy, convulsions, and hysteric 
disease. He is, therefUre, peculiarly liable to the epidemical 
Inania called " Phantasmata," which, according to history, has at 
times of great mental agitation aold popular disturbance broken 
out in different parts of Surope, and which) even in this our day, 
forms the base-work of Revivals. Thus in Africa the objective 
existence of ghosts has become a tenet of belief. Stories that 
stat,ger the most sceptical are told concerning the phenomenon by 
respectable and not unlearned Arabs, who point to their fellow- 
countrymen as instances. Salim bin Rashida a half-caste merchant, 
well known at Zanzibar, avers, and his companions bear witness to 
his words, that on one occasion, when travelling northwards from 
Unyanyembe, the possession ocourred to himself. During the niht 
two female slaves, his companions, of whom one was a child, fell, 
without apparent cause, into the fits which denote the approuch of 
a spirit. Simultaneously the tnaster became as one intoxicated; a 
dark mass, material, not spiritual, entered the tent, and he felt 
hiInself pulled and pushed by a lluotlber of black fir,ures, whom lle 
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had never before seen. He called aloud to his companions and 
slaves, who, vainly attempting to enter the tent, threw it down, 
and presently found him in a state of stupor, from which he di(l 
not recover till the morning. The same merchant circumstantially 
related, and called nvitole>ses to prove, that a small slave-boy, who 
was produced on the occasion, had been frequently carried of by 
possession, even when confine(l in a windowless room, with a heavy 
door carefully bolted and padlocked. Next morning the victim 
was not found, although the chamber remained closed. 1 few 
days afterwards he was met in the jungle wandering absently like 
an idiot, and with speech too incoherent to explain what had hap- 
pened to him. The Arabs of Oman, who subscribe readily to 
transformation,$ deride these tales; those of African blood believe 
them. 

The secondf and, perhaps, the most profitable occupation of 
the Mganga, is the detection of Uchawi, or black magic. Tiie 
fatuitous style of conviction, and the horrors which, in the different 
regions, await those found guilty, have already been described, 
as far as description is possible. Amongst a people n7here the 
magician is a police detector, ordeals must be expecte(l to thrive. 
The ba^,a or kt7apo of East Africa the Arabs translate it E1 
I-lalaf, or the Oath is as cruel, al)surd, and barbarousX as the 
red water of Ashanti, the venoms of Kasanji (Cassange), the 
muavi of the Banyai triles of tionomotapa, the Tangina pois()n 
of the lVIalagash, the bitter water of the Jews, and the fire tests of 
medizeval Europe. The people of Usumbara thrust a red hot 
hatchet into the mouth of the accused. Among the south-eastern 
tribes a heated iron spike, driven into some tender part of the 
person, is twice struck with a log of wood. The A7Xazaramo dip 
the hand into boiling water, the MraOanda into seething oil- ar,d 
the \ATazegura prick the ear with the stiffest bristles of a gllU'S 
tail. The MTakwaS have an or(leal of nceat that chokes the guilty. 
The \Vanyamwezi pound with water between tmro stones, alsd 

* The transformation-belief, still so common in Maskat, Abyssinia, Somaliland 
and the Cape, and ancietltly an almost universal superstition, is, curious to say 
unkuown amongst these E. African tribes. The Wahiao, lying between Kilwa ar.& 
the Nyassa Lake, preserve, however, a remnant of the old creed in their convic- 
tion, that a malevolent magician can change a marl after death irlto a lion, a 
leopard, or a hyna. On the E. Zambesi the people, accorditlg to Dr. Livingstone 
(chap. 2Qxx.), believe that a chief may metamorphose himself into a lion, kill 
any one he chooses, and then return to the human form About Tete (chap. xxxi., 
the negroids believe that, " while persons are still living, they may enter iLlto 
lions alld alligators, and then returtl again to their own bodies." Travellers de- 
termiLled to find in Africa counterparts of Eulopean and Asiatic tenets argue fiom 
this traxlsforalation a belief in the " transmigration of souls.' Thej thus col- 
fuse material metamolphosis with a spiritual progress, which is assuredly not a 
emanation from the Hamitic mind. The Africans have hitherto not bewildere(l 
their brains with n-letaphysics, and, igIloring the idea of a soul, which ay)pears to 
be rather a (logma of the Caucasian race, they necessalily igllore its immortality. 
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infuse, a poisonous bark called '; ZIwavi: "* it is first administered: 
by the [ganga to a hen, which, for the nonces represents the sus- 
pected. If, however, all parties be not satisfied uith such trial, it 
;3 duly adhibited to the accused. 

Ill East Africa, from Somaliland to the Cape, and throughout 
the interior amongst the net,roids and negroes north as well as 
south of the Equator, the rain-lrlaker or rain-doctor is a personage 
of consequence. The Mganga turns the hopes and fears of tWe 
people to his profit. A season of drought causes dearth, disea3e, and 
desolation amongst these improvident races, who therefore connect 
every strange phenomenon with the object oftheir dezires, a copious 
wet monsoon. The enemy has lnedicines which disperse the cloudsh 
The stranger who brillgs with him heavy showers is regarded as a 
being of good omen; usually, however, the worst is expected from 
the novel portent; he will, for instance, be accompanied and pre- 
ceded by fertilizing rains, but the wells and sprinU,s will dry up 
after his departure and the result will be drought or small-pos. 
These rutnours, which may account for the LEthiopian stranger- 
sacrifices in the olden time, are still dangerous to travellers. The 
Mganga must remedy the evil. His spells are those of fetissists 
in gelleral, the mystic use of soinething foul, poisonous, or difficult 
to proaure, such as the album gracum of hynas, snake3' fangs, or 
lions' hair; these and similar articles are collected with considerable 
trouble by the young men of the tribe for the use of the rain- 
maker. But he is a weatherwise man and rains in tropical lands 
are easily foreseen. Not unfrequently howevery he proves himself 
a false prophet, and mrhen all the resources of cunning fail he must 
y for dear life from the victims of his delusion 
The Mganga is also a predictor and a soothsayer. He foretels 

the success or failure -of commercial undertakings of wars, and of 
kidnapping commandos; he foresees famine and pestilence, and 
he suggests the means of averting calamities. He fixes also, before 
the commencement of any serious afEair, fortunate conjunctions, 
without which a good issue cannot be expected. He directs ex- 
piatory offierings EXis word is ever powerfM to expedite or to 
delay the march of a caravan; and in his quality of augur he 
considers the flight of birds and the cries of beasts, like his proto- 
type of the same class in ancient Europe arld in modern Asia. 

The principal instrument of the Mganga's craR is one of the 
dirty little bugu or gourds which he wears in a bunch round his 
waist; and the following is the usual programme when the oracle 
is to be consulted. The magician brings his implements in a bag 

* Dr. Livingstones chap. sss., calls the ceremony '? muavi * " here the word is 
used as the name of the tree used ill ordeal Capt. Gamitto (' O Mllata (;:azembe,' 
chap. ii.) make6 " o muave" the barlc of a tree. 
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of matting; his demeanour is serious as the occasion; he is carefully 
greased, and his head is adorned with the diminutive antolope- 
horns fastened by a thong of leather abovc the forehead. He sits 
llke a sultan upon a dwarf stool in front of the querist, and be^,ins 
by extorting the highest possible offertory. No pay, no predict. 
Producing a small oourd, he shakes it solemnly; the contents rattle 
like pebbles mixed with bits of metal, but the prorane vulgar may 
not pollute the medicine with uninitiated eyes. The gourd is then 
placed upon the grollnd and from the bag appears a nosel imple- 
ment, two black horns of the goat or the deer tied together with a 
thong of snake-skin garllished with a burlch of small iron bells. 
Holding one of these horns steady with the left hand, with the 
right he cause? the other to perfiorm sundrv gyrations, directin the 
point alternately towards himself, the consulter, and the bystanalers. 
During this operation the bells are violently shaken the head is 
nodded, the body is swayed to and fro, whilst a stage whisper and 
a low mulmur evidence the faGt that inspiration is imminent. At 
length, fully primed with the spirit of propllecy, and connected by 
ecstasy with the ghosts of the dead, the Mgana lays aside the 
horns and bells, shakes the gourd, and inspects its contents with 
portentous looks and nods. 'rhen the words of truth are poured 
into eager ears. Like the predictions of an English gipsy, a 
French Cartomantiste, an Indian Jogi, in fact all the prophetic 
tribe, the path of futurity is mainly one dangers, difficulties, 
anxiety, disappointment, unexpected events which happen to every 
one, happy catastrophe. Presents to the ANganga and the 
slaughtering of particoloured hens play a conspicuous part 
amongst the means of attaining the wished-for end. 

The magician, however, has other instl uments besides the gourd. 
Some divine by the motion of berries floating in a cup f;ll of 
water, which is placed upon a low stool surrounded by four tails of 
the zebra or the bufEalo lashed to sticks planted upright in the 
ground. The Kasanda is a system of folding triangles not unlike 
those upon which playthinO soldiers are mounted. Held in the 
right hand, it is thrown out, and the direction of the end points to 
the safe and auspicious route; this is probably tEle very rudest 
display of prestidigitation. The shero is a bit of wood about the 
size of a man's hand, and not unlike a pair of bellows, with a 
dwarf handle, a projection like a nozzle, and in the circular centre 
a little hollow. tRhis is filled with w-ater and a grain or frat,ment 
of wood, placed to float, gives an evil omen if it tends towards the 
sides, and favourable if it veers towards the handle or the nozzle. 
The Mganga generally carries abollt with him to announce his 
approach a kind of rattle called " ssinje.s7 This is a hollow gourd 
ot' pine-apple shape, pierced with various holes, prettily carved and 
half-filled with maize, grains, and pebbles; the handle is a stick 
passed through its length and secured by cross-pins. 
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The WIganga has many minor duties. In elephant-hunts he 
must throw the first spear and endure the hlame if the beast 
escapes. IJe marks ivory with spots disposed in lines and other 
fit,ures, and thus enables it to reach the coast without let or 
hindrance. He loads the kirangozi or guide with charms and 
periapts to defend him from the malice which is ever directed 
towards a leading man, and sedulously forbids him to allow prece- 
dence even to the Mtongi, the commander and proprietor of the 
caravan. He aids his tribe by magical arts in wars, by catching a 
bee) reciting over it certain incantations, and loosing it in the 
direction of the foe, when the insect will instantly summon an 
army of its fellows and disperse a host, however numerous. This 
belief vwTell illustrates the easy passage of the natural into the super- 
natural. The land being full of swarms,and man's body being 
wholly exposed, many a caravan has been dispersed like Ci3a? 
before the wind by a bevy of swarining bees. Similarly in South 
Africa the magician kicks an anthill and starts wasps which put 
the enemy to flight. And in the books of the Hebrews we read 
that the hornet sent before the children of Israel against the 
Amorite was more terrible than sword or bow.$ 

The rite of circumcision in these regions appears a spontaneous 
and peculiarly African, not denoting as some have supposed a 
civilised and foreign origin, Jeu7ish or Moslem. It- is more gene- 
rally practised near the coast, but it extends far into the interior. 
The A7Tazaramo, AVazegura, and Wasagara circumcise, the Wadoe 
do xlot; again, the WVanyamwezi and the Warori ignore the rite, 
whilst it is practised by the barbarous tribes of Wataturu and the 
AVagoma upon the Tanganyika Lake. The people of Ugogo circum- 
cise their female as well as their male oSspring, and the Wahumba 
eSect it in a peculiar way. In East Africa the custom is sanitary, 
not religious or political. The rite is not accompanied by cere- 
monies, as is the " 13ogvvera" of the Bachwanas, and it is not per 
formed by a peculiar order, nor is it attended by floggings; as amongst 
the Kafirs, who like some of the Arabs make it a trial of manliness. 
It demarcates, however, the puerile and virile ages, and is held an 
indispensable preamble to matrimony. The invention attributed 
to Semiranlis seems never to have occurred to the East African 
ulind, although the habit of caponizing cattle and poultry prevailed 
throughout the country before the arrival of the Arabs. 

The origin of slavery in East Africa is veiled in the obscurity of 
the past; it is mentioned by the Periplust as an institution of 

* Joshua, chap. xxiv. 
t Chap. iii. BovAJxrz XD?O*O@OVaf, but not south of Opone (Ras Hafun?). In 

chap. svii. the exports (from Rhapta-Mbuamaji, near the delta of the Rufiji River 
-or Kilwa? where the size of the men is particularly mentioned, and may 
still be remarked amongst slaves of the Wahiao tribe) are ivory, rhinoceros (horn 
arld hide), and tortoise-shell, 
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the landS and prol)ably it was the result of the ancient trade with 

southern Arabia. At present it is almost universal: with the ex- 

ceptions of the Wahinda, the Watosi, and the NVa(rogo, all the 

tribes from the eastern equatorial coast to Ujiji and the regions 

lying vrest7vard of the Tanganyika Lake may be called slave-races. 

An Arab, a Msawahili, and even a bondsman from Zanzibar, is 

everywhere called Murungwana or freeman. Yet in many parts 

of the country the tribes are rather slave-importers than exporters. 

Although they kidnap others, they will not sell their fellows, except 

when convicted of crime theft, mat,ic, murder, or cutting the 

upper teeth before the lower. In times of necessity. however, a man 

sill part with his parents, wives, and children, and when they fail 

lle will sell himself without shame. As has been obserxred, amonfflst 

many tribes the uncle has a rjght to dispose of his nephews and 

nieces. 
Justice requires the confession that the horrors of slavc-drivin- 

rarely meet the eye in East ASica. Some merchants chain or cor(l 

together their gangs for safer transport through regions where 

desertion is at a premoum. Usually, however, they trust rather to 

soft words and kind treatmcnt; the fat lazy slave is often seen 

stretched at ease in the shade, whilst the master toils in the sun 

and wind. The " property" is well fed and little worked, whereas 

the porter, belonging to none but himself, is left without hesitation 

to starve UpOll the road-side. The relationship is rather that of 

patron and client than of lord and bondsman; the slave is addressed 

as Ndut,u-yango, "my brother," and he is seldom prosoked by 

hard words or stripes. In fact, the essence of slavery, compulsory 

unpaid labour, is perhaps more prevalent in independent India than 

in East Africa; moreover there is no adscriptus glebne, as in the 

horrid thraldom of ancient Malabar. To this general rule there 

are terrible exceptions, as might be expected amongst a people with 

scant regard for humcm life. The Kirangozi or guide attached to 

the Expedition on return from Ujiji had loitered behind for some 

days becallse his slave girl was too footsore to walk. AYhen tired 

of waiting he cut of her head, for fear lest she should become 

gratis another man's property. 
In East Africa there are two forms of this traffic, the export and 

the internal trade. For the former slaves are collected like ivories 

throut,hout the length and breadth of the land. They are driven 

down from the principal depBts, the island of Kasenge, Ujiji, Un- 

yanyembe, and Zungomero to the coast by the Arab and Wasawa- 

ili merchants, who afterwarals sell them in retail at the great mart, 

Zanzibar. The internal trade is carried on between tribe and 

tribe, and therefore will long endure. 
'rhe practice of slavery in East Africa, besides demoralizing 

anal brutalizing the race; leads to the results whici effectually bar 
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increase of population and progress towards civillsation. These 
are commandos, or border wars and intestine confusion. 

All African wars, it has been remarked, are for one of two 
objects, cattle-lifting or kidnapping. Some of the pastoral tribes 
-as the Wamasai, the Wakwafi, the \Vatuta, and the Warori- 
assert the theory that none but themselves have a right to possess 
herds, and that they received the gift directly bom their ancestor 
who created cattle; in practice, they covet the animals for the 
purpose of a general gorge. Slaves, however, are much more 
frequently the end ankl aim of feud and foray. The process of 
kidnapping, an inveterate cuetom in these latlds, is in every way 
agreeable to the mind of the man-hunter. A " multis utile bellum," 
it combines the pleasing hazards of the chase with the exercise of 
cunning and courage; the battue brings martial glory and solid 
profit, and preserves the barbarian from the listlessness of life with- 
out purpose. Thus men date from foray to foray and pass their 
days in an interminable blood-feud and b()rder war. A poor and 
powerful chief will not allow his neighbours to rest wealthier than 
himself; a quarrel is soon found, the stronger attacks the weaker, 
hunts and harries his cattle, burns his villages, carlies of his 
subjects and sells them to the first passing caravan. The inha- 
bitants of the land have thus become wolves to one another; their 
only ambition is to dispeople and destroy, and the blow thus dealt 
to a thinly populated country strikes at the very root of progress 
and prosperity. 

As detrimental to the public interests as the border wars is the 
intestine confusion caused by the slave trade. It perpetuates the 
vile belief in Uchawi or black magic: when captives are in demand, 
t.he criminal's relations are sold into slavery. It affords a scope 
for the tyranny of a chief, who if powerful enough will enrich 
him$elf by vending his subjects in wholesale and retail. By 
weakening the tie of familyS it acts with deadly effect in pre- 
venting the increase of the race. 

On the coast and in the islalld of Zanzibar the slaves are of two 
kinds the Muwallid or dornestic, born in captivity, and the wild 
slave imported from the interior. 

In the former case the slave is treated as one of the family, 
because the master's comfort depends upon the man being con- 
tented; often also his sister occupies the dignified position of 
concubine to the head of the house. These slaves vary greatly in 
conduct The most tractable are those belongiIlg to the Diwans 
and the Wasawahil; generally, who treat them with the utmost 
harshness and contempt. The Arabs spoil them by a kinder 
usaLge; few employ the stick, the salib, or cross-a forked pole to 
which the neck and ankles are lashed and the makantale or stocks 
for fear of desertion. Ye?t the slale if dissatisfied silently leaves 
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the house, lets himself to another master. and returns after perhaps 
two yearsr absence as it nothing had occurred. Thus he cotubines 
the advantages of freedom and slavery. Moreover, it is a proverb 
among the Arabs that a slave lnust desert once in his life, and he 
does so the more readily as he betters his condition by so doing 
The worst in all points are those belollging to the BanyansS the 
Indians, and other European subjects; they know their right to 
emalleipatiotl, and consult only their own itlterests and inclinations. 
The Muwallid or domestic slave is also used like the Pombeiro of 
AVest Africa. From Unyamwezi and Ujiji he is sent to traffie in 
the more dangerous ret,ions-the master meanwhile dwelling 
amongst his fellow countrymen in some comfortable tembe. This 
proceeding has greatly injured the commerce of the interior and 
necessitates yearly lengthenillg journeys. The slave intrusted 
with cloth and beads suddenly becomes a great man, he is lavish 
in supporting the dignity of a fundi or fattore, and, consultint, 
nothing but his own convenience, he will loiter for six; months at a 
place where he has been sent for a week. Thus it is that ivory 
sol(l in Unyamwezi but a dozen years ago at 10 lbs. for 1 lb. of 
beads now fetches nearly mreight for weiCht. And this is a con- 
tinually increasing evil. No caravan, however, can safely traverse 
the interior withollt an escort of slave-musketeers. They never 
part with their weapons even when passing from house to house, 
holding that their lives deperld upon their arms; they beg, borrows 
or steal powder an(l ball; in fact, they are seldom found unready. 
Tlley will carry IlOthit but the lightest gear the master's writing- 
case, bed, or praying mat; to load them heavily would be to 
ensure desertion. Contrary to the practice of the free porter, 
they invariably steal when they run away; they are also trouble- 
some about food, and they presume upon their weapons to take 
liberties with the liquor and the womerl of the heathen. 

'rhe imported slaves again are of two different classes. Children 
are preferred to adults; they are Islamized arld educated so as to 
resemble the Muwallid, though they are even somewhat less tame. 
Full-grown serfs are boue,llt for predial purposes; they continue 
indocile, and alter little by domestication. M7hen not used by the 
ulaster they are left to plunder or to let themselves out for food 
and raiment, and when dead they are cast into the sea or into the 
nearest pit. These men are the scourge of society; no one is safe 
from their violence; and to preserve a garden or an orchard from 
the depredations of the half-starved wretches, a guard of muske- 
teers would be required. They are never armed, yet as has been 
recounted, they have caused at Zansibar servile wars, deadly and 
lasting as those of ancient Rome. 

Arabs declare that the barbarians are improved by captivity- 
a partial theory open to doubt. The servum pecus retain in 
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thraldom that wildness and obstinacy which distinguish the people 
and the lower animals of their native lands; they are trapped, but 
not tamed; they become captives, but not civilised. However 
trained, they are probably the worst servants in the world; a slave- 
household is a model of discomfort. The wretches take a trouble 
and display an ingenuity in opposition and disobedience, in per- 
versity, annoyance, and villany, which rightly directed would make 
them invaluable. The old definition of a slawe still holds good- 
"an animal that eats as much alld does as little as possible." 
Clumsy and unhandy, dirty and careless, he will never labour 
unless ordered to do so, and so futile is his nature that even the 
inducement of the stick cannot compel him to continue his ex- 
ertions; a whole gang will barely do the work of a single servant. 
He " has no end," to use the Arab phrase: that is to say, however 
well he may begin, he will presently tire of his task; he does not 
and apparently he will not learn; his first impulse, like that of an 
ass, is not to obey; he then thinks of obeying; and if fear prepon- 
derate he finally may obey. He must deceive, for fraud and 
foxship are his force; vvhen detected in some prodigious act of 
rascality, he pathetically pleads " Am I not a slave ? " So 
wonderous are his laziness and hate of exertion, that despite a high 
development of love of life he often appears the most reckless of 
mortals. He will run away frorn the semblance of danger; yet 
on a journey he will tie lllis pipe to a leaky keg of gunpowder, and 
smoke it in that position rather than take the trouble to undo itv 
A slave belonging to Musa, the Indian merchant at Kazeh, 
unwilling to rise and fetch a pipe, opened the pan of his musket, 
filled it with tobacco and fire, and beginning to inhale it from the 
muzzle blew out his brains. Growing confident and impudent 
from the linowledge of how far he lnay saily go, the slave presumes 
to the utmost. He steals instinctively, like a magpie: a case is 
quoted in which the gold spangles were stripped fiom an officer's 
sword-belt whilst dining with the Prince of Zanzibar. The slave 
is almost always half-naked; whatever clothes he obtains from the 
master are pawned or sold in the bazar; hence he must pilfer 
and plunder almost openly for the means of gratifying his lowest 
propensities, drinking and intrigue. He seems to acquire from 
captivity a greater capacity for debauchery than even in his native 
wilds; he has learned irregularities unknom7n to his savage state: 
it is the brutishness of negroid nature brought out by the chea 
and readily attainable pleasures of semi-civilisation. Whenever 
on moonlight nights the tap of the tomtom responds to the vile 
squeaking of the fife, it is impossible to keep either a male or 
female slave within doors. All rendezvous at the place, and, 
having howled and danced themselves into happiness, conclude 
with a singularly disorderly scene. In the town of Zanzibar these 
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" Ngoma" or dances were prohibited for moral reasons by the late 
Sayyid. The attachment of a slave to his master is merely a 
development of selfishness; it is a greater insult to abuse the 
Ahbab (patron), than, according to Eastern fashion, the father and 
mother, the wife and sister No slave-owner, however, praises a 
slave or relies upon his fidelity. The common expression is, 
" There is no good in the bondsman." 

Like the Somal, a merry an(l light-hearted race in foreit,n 
countries, but rendered gloomy and melancholy by the state of 
aRairs at home, the negroid slaves great]y improve by exportation: 
they lose much of the surliness and violence which distinguish 
tllem at Zanzibar, and are disciplined into a kind of respect for 
superiors. Thu3 " Seedy Mubarak " is a prime Mavourite on board 
an Indian steamer; he has also strength alld courage enough to 
make himself respected. But " Seedy Mubarak " has tasted the 
intoxicatinr, draut,ht of liberty, he is in high good humour with 
himself and with all around him, he is a slave merely in origin, he 
has beerl adopted into the great family of free men, and with it he 
has i(lentified all his interests. Eastern history preserves instances 
of the valour aild faithfulness of bondsmen, as the annals of the 
AVest are fond of recordin(r the virtues of dogs. Yet all tlle more 
civilised races have a gird at ti^re negro. In the presellt day the 
Persians and other lVsiatics are careful, when bound on distant or 
dangerous journeys, to mix white servants with black slaves; they 
hold the African to be full of strange childish caprices, and to be 
ever at heart a treacherous an(l bloodthirsty barbarian. Like 
the " bush-negloes '^ of Surinam, once so dan,,erous to the Dutch, 
the runaway slaves Xom Zanzibar have formed a kind of East 
African Liberia, betsveen Mount Yombo and the Shimba section 
of the Eastern Ghauts. They have endangered the direct caravan- 
road from Mombasah to Usllmbara; and-though trespassing upon 
the territory of the Mwasagnombe, a sub-clan of the WA&adigo, and 
claimed as subjects by Abdullah, the son of Sultan Kimwere, they 
have gallantly held their ground. According to the Arabs there 
is another servile republic about (;ulwen, near VEWrava. Travellers 
speak with horror of the rudeness, violence, and cruelty of these 
self-emancipated slaves; they are said to be more dangerous even 
than the Soonal, who for wanton mischief and malice can be com- 
pared with nothing but the naughtiest schoolboys in England. 

The serviles at Zanzibar have played their Arab masters some 
notable tricks. Many a severe lord has perished by the han(l of a 
slave. Several have lost their eyes by the dagger's point during 
sleep. Curious tales are told of ingenious servile conspiracy. 
Mohammed bin Sayf, a Zanzibar Arab, remarkable for hollsehold 
discipline, tTas brought to grief by Kombo his slaveS who stole a 
basket of nuttnegrs from the Prince, and, hiding them in his master's 

2 A 2 
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house, denounced him of theft. Fahl bin Nasr, a travelling 
merchant, when passing through Ugogo, nearly lost his life in 
conseqvlence of a slave having privily informed the people that his 
patroon had been killing crocodiles and preserving their fat for 
poison. In both these cases the slaves wsere not punished; they 
had acted, it was believed, according to the true instincts of servile 
natureS and chastisement wotild have caused desertion, not im- 
provement. 

As regards the female slaves, the less said about them from 
regard tc) the sex the better: they are as deficient in honour as in 
honesty, in modesty and decorum as in grace and beauty. No 
man, even an Arab, deems ti'e mother of his children chaste, or 
belie+res in the legitimacy of his progeny till proved. 

Extensive inquiries into the subject lead to a conviction that it 
is impossible to offer any average of the price of slaves. Yet the 
question is of importance, as only the immense profit causes men 
thus to overlook all consideratiolls of humanity. A few general 
rules may be safely given. There is no article, even horse-flesn, that 
varies so much in market-value as the human commodity: the 
absolute worth is small compared with the wants of the seller and 
the requirements and the means of the purchaser. The extremes 
range from six feet of unbleached domestics or a few pounds of 
grain in time of famine alld 70 dollars, equal to 151. The slaves 
are cheapest in the interior7 on account of the frequency of desertion: 
about Unyamwez; they are dearer, and most expensive in the 
island of Zanzibar. At the latter place during the last few years 
they have doubled in price: according to the Arabs, who regard 
the abolition of slavery with feelings of horror, this increase results 
from the impediments thrown in the way by the English; a more 
probable explanation may be found in the greater cheapness of 
money. At Zanzibar the price of a boy 1lnder puberty is from 
15 to 30 dollars. A youth till the age of 15 is worth a little 
less. A mall in the prime of life, from 25 to 40, fetches from 
13 to 20 dollars, after that age he may be bought for 10 to 13. 
Eductated slaves, fitted for the work of factors, are sold for 25 to 
70 dollars, and at fancy prices. The price of females is everywhere 
about one-third higher than that of males. At Zansibar the 
ushur or custom-dues vary according to the race of the slave: the 
A\rahiao Wangindo, arld other serviles imported from Kilwa, pay 
1 dollar per head, from the Mrima or maritime regions 2 dollars 
and from Unyamwezi, Ujiji, and the rest of the interior 3 dollars. 
At the central depot, UnyanyembeS where slaves are considered 
neither cheap nor dear? the value of a boy ranges between 8 and 
10 doti or double cloths; a youth from 9 to 11; a man in prime, 
from 5 to 10; and past his prime from 4 to 6. In some parts of 
the interior men are dearer than children under puberty. In the 
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cheapest places, as in Karagwah and Urori, a boy costs 3 shukkah 
of cloth, and 3 fundo or 30 strinC,s of coral beads; a youth from 
10 to 15 fundo; a man in prime frortl 8 to 10; and no one will 
purchase an old man.s These general llotes must not, however, 
be applied to particular tribes: as with ivory and other valuable 
commodities, the amount and the descriptioll of the circulating 
medium vary at almost every march. 

It was asserted by the late Colonel Hamerton, whose local 
kllowledge was extensive, that the average of yearly irtlport into 
the island of Zanzibar was 14,000 head of slaves, the extremes 
being 9Q00 and 2Q,000. The loss by mortality and desertion is 
30 per cent. per annum; thus, the whole gang Inust be renewed 
between the third and fourth year. 

By a stretch of power slavery might readily be abolished in the 
island of Zanzibar, and in due time, after the first confusion, the 
nzeasure wollld doubtless be found as profitable as it is n()w un- 
palatable to the landed proprietors, and to the commercial body. 
A "sentimental squadron," like the WYest African, would easily, 
by means of steam, prevent any regular exportation to the Asiatic 
continent But these measures BTould deal only with effects, 
leavin^, the causes in full vigour; they would strike at the bole 
and branches7 the root retainint sufficiont vitality to resume its 
functions as soon as relieved of the pressure from without. Neither 
treaty nor fleet would avail permanently to arrest the course of 
slavery upon the seaboard, much less would it act in the far realms 
of the interior. At present the African will IlOt work: the purchase 
of predial slaves to till and harvest for him is the great aim of his 
life. When a more extensive intercourse with the maritzme regions 
shall beget wants which compel the individual, now contented with 
doing llothing and having nothing, to that personal exertion ad that 
mutual depelldency which render serfdorn a moral impossibility ill 
the more advanced sta",es of hunaan society, when man, now value- 
less except to himself; shall become more precious by his labour 
than by his sale, in fact an article so expensive that strangers 
cannot afford to buy him, then we may expect to witness the ex- 
tinction of the evil. Thus, an(l thus only, can " Rachel, still weep- 
ing for her children, in the evening of her days, be lllade happy." 

Meanwhile the philanthropist who after sowing the good seed 
has sense and patience to consign the gathering of the crop to 
posterity, will hear with plea3ure that the extinction of slavery 
would be hailed with delit,ht by the great mass throughout the 
length and breadth of Eastern fVfrica This people, " robbed and 

* The reader will bear in mind that the shulskah or 6-foot length of American 
domestics is worth on the coast 25 cellts; itl Unyamsezi, 5 cents; an(l in Ujiji, 1 dollar. The beads alluded to akove are the samesame, or red coral, of which 3 fundo ( = 30 khete or strings) are equivalent to the shukkah. 
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spolled j' by their oppressors, who are legionary, call themselves 
" the meat," and the slave-dealers " the knife :" they hate and fear 
the practicen but they lack unanimity to free their necks from the 
yoke. Africa still " lies in her blood' but the progress of human 
society and the straighter bonds which unite man with man shall 
eventually rescue her from her old pitiable fate. 

The several tribes in East Africa present two forms of govern- 
ment, the despotic and the semi-monarchical. 

In the despotic races, the W&akilima or mountaineers of Chhaga 
for instance, the subjects are reduced to the lowest state of servility. 
All, except the magicians and the councillors, are " Wasoro " 
soldiers and slaves to the sllltan,$ mangi, or sovereign. All male 
children taken from their mothers are made to live together, antl 
are trained to the royal service, to guarding the palace, to tillint, 
the fields, and to keeping the watercourkes in order. The despot 
is approached with fear and trembling; subjects of both sexes must 
stand at a distance and repeatedly clap their palms together before 
venturing to address him; women always bend the right knee to 
the earth and the chief acknowledges the salutation with a no(l. 
At times the elders and even the women inquize of the ruler what 
they can do to please him: he points to a plot of ,round which 
he widles to be cleared, and this corvee iS the more carefully per- 
formed as he fines thern in a bullock if a weed be leR unplucked. 
Females captured in war are sold by the king, and the children al e 
kept to swell the number of his slaves. None of the Wasoro may 
marry mrithout express permission. The king has unlimited power 
of life and death, which he exercises withollt squeamishness, and a 
general right of sale over his subjects: in some tribes, as those of 
lZaragwah, Uganda, and Unyoro he is almost worshipped. It is 
a capital offence to assume the name of a sultan; even a stranger 
so doing nvould be subjected to fines and other penalties. The 
king lives in a manner of barbarous state. ISe has large villages 
crowded with his families and slaves. He never issues from his 
abode without an armed mob, and he disdains to visit evell the 
wealthiest Arabs. The monarchical tribes are legitimists of the 
good old school, disdaining a ;' novus homo," and the consciousness 
of power invests their princes with a certain dignity and majesty of 
lemeanour. As has been lllentioned, some of the sultans whose 

* The reader will bear in mind that the M ord " sultan ' is the Arabic term ap- 
plied gerlerically by traders to all the reguli aIld roitelets, the chiefs and headIllen 
whose titles valy in every region. Irl Uzaramo the sultan is called p'hazi * in 
Khutu, p'hazi or mundewa, in Usagara, mundewa, ill UgOgO, lnteme- in Ull- 
amwezi, mwami- in Ujiji and Karagwah, mkalua. " Wazil ' is sinlilarly used 
by the Arabs for the principal councillor or minister, whose African mame in the 
several tribes is mwene goha, mbaha, mzagira, mghwe, mhallgo, all(l muhinda. 
The elders are called throughout the country Wagosi and Wanyapar: they 
form the council of the chief. 
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rule has the greatest prestige appear, from physical peculiarities, 
to be of a foreign and a nobler origin. 

In the semi-monarchical tribes, as the Wanyamwezi, the power 
of the Sultan depends mainly upon his wealth, importance, and 
personal qualifications for the task of rule. A chief enabled to 
carry out a " fist-right " policy will raise himself to the rank of a 
(lespot and will slay and sell his subjects without mercy. Though 
surrounded by a council varying from two to a score of chiefs and 
elders, who are often related to or connected with him, and who, like 
the Alab shaykhs, presume as much as possible in ordering this 
and in forbidding that, he can disregard and slight them. WIol7e 
often, ho?rever, his authority is circumscribed l)y a rude balance of 
power; the chiefs around him can probably brir.g as many warriors 
into the field as he can. \AThen weak, the Sultan has little more 
authority than the patell of an In(lian village or the shaykh of a 
Bedouin tlsibe. Yet even when the chief canrwot command in his 
own clan, he is an important personage to travelling merchants and 
strangers. He can cause a quarrel, an avanie, or an assassination, 
and he can quiet brawls even when his people have been injured; 
he can open a road by providing porters, and he can bar a path 
by (leterring a caravan from proceeding, or by stopping the sale 
of provisiolls. Thus it is easy to travel amongst races whose chiefs 
are well disposed to foreigners, whilst the utmost circumspection 
becomes necessary when the headmen ale grasping and inhos- 
pitable. IJpon the whole, the chiefs are wise enough to encourage 
the visits of traders. 

A purely republican form of government is unkllown in East 
Africa. The AVasagara, it is true, choose their chief like the 
Bvanyai of " Monomotapa," but, once elected, he becomes a monarch. 
Loyalty or, to reduce it to its elements, veneration for the divi- 
nity which hedges in a king is a sentitnent innate in the African 
mind. Man, however, in these regions is not a political animal. 
ISe has a certain instinctive regard for his chief and a respect 
for his elders, but Ile ignores the blessings of duly limited 
independence and the natural classification of humanity into 
superior and inferior. He acknowledges no higher and lower 
social strata; honours the cheap pay of nations-are un- 
known; his barbarism forbids the existence of a learned oli- 
garchy, of an educated community, or of a church and state7- 
the soul and body of society. Man being equal to man, force 
being the only law and self the sole consideration, mutual jea- 
lousy prevents united eSorts and deadens patriotic spirit. No 
one cares for the public good; the welfare of the general must 
yield to the most contemptible individual interests: civil order 
and security are therefore unknown, and foreign relations cannot 

. 

exlst. 
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In the lowest tribe3 the chieftain is a mere nonentity: "a 
sultan," as the Arabs say, " within his own walls." tIis subjects 
will boast, like the Somal, that he is " tanqllam unus ex nl)bis,*' 
and they are so sensible of restraint that "gird]es and garters 
would be to theln bonds and shackles " metapl-lorically a3 well as 
literally. The position of these sultans is about equal to that of 
the diwans of the Mrirlla; their dignity is confined to sitting upon 
a dwarf three-legged stooln to wearing more brass wire than beads, 
and to possessing clothes a little better than those of their subjects. 
The "regulus" must make a return-present to strangers after 
receiving their offerings, and in some cases must begin with gifts. 
He must listell to the words of hi3 councillors and elders, who, 
being without salary, claim a portion of the presents and treasure- 
trove, interfere on all occasions of blackInail, fines, and penalties, 
demand from petitioners gifts and bribes to secure interest, and 
exert great influence over the populace. 

Legitimacy is the rule throughout the land, and the son, usually 
the eldest, succeeds to tte father, except amongst the MiTasukuma of 
N. Unyamwezi, where the line of descent is by the sister's son 

the " surer side " $-for the normal reason, to secure some of 
the blood royal for ruling. Even the widows of the deceased be- 
come the property of the successor. This truly African custom 
prevails also amongst the Bachwanas, and presents another of 
those curious points of resemblance between the Hamite and 
Semite races vvhich have induced modern ethnologists to derive 
the Arab from Africa.t The curious practice amongst the VVan- 
yamwezi of devising property to illegitimate children is not carried 
out in the succession to power. AThere there are many sons, all, 
as might be expected, equally aspire to govern; sometimes, how- 
ever, of two brothers one will consent to hold authority under the 
other. In several tribes, especially in those of Fsukuma, the 
widow of a chief succeeds to his dignity in defiult of issue 

Punishments are simple in East Africa. The sar, velldetta 
or blood-feud, and its corollary the diyat or weregeld, exist in 
germ, unreduced, as amongst the more civilized Arabs, to an 
artful and intricate system. But these sustoms are founded, un- 
like ours, upon barbarous human nature. Instinct prompts a man 
to slay the slayer of his kith and kin; the offence is against the 
individual, not the government or society. He must reason to 
persuade himself that the crirne, being committed against the law, 
should be left to the law for notice; he wants revenge, and he cares 
nought for pullishment or example for the prevention of crime. 

* The Arabs, on the contrary, hanre little affection for their sisters' children, 
although they love the offspring of a brother as their own SOllS. 

t The custotn called nikah el mukt, or the hated marriage, nameXy of a mau 
with his stepmother or father's widow, was universally practised by the Arab 
tribes in the datrs of ignorance preceding the adx ent of halJhamwsed. 
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The Sultan encourages tile payment of bloodmoney to the relatives 
of the deceased, or, if powerfill enough, claims it himself, rather 
than that one murder should lead to another, and eventually to a 
chronic state of bloodshed and confusion. Thusg in some tribes 
the illdividual revenges himself, and in others he commits his cause 
to his agent the chief. Here he takes an equixralent in cattle for 
the blood of a brother or the loss of a wife; there he visits thc 
errinr party with condign pllnishment. The result of such deficiency 
of standard is a want of graduation in severity; a thief is some- 
times speared and beheaded or sold into slavery after all his pro- 
pertfr has been extorted by the cilief, the councillors, and the 
elders, whilst a murderer is perhaps only fined. 

The land in East Africa is everywhere allodial; it does 1lot 
belong to the ruler, nor has the dawn of the feudal system yet 
arisen there. A migratory tribe gives up its rights to the soil, 
contrary to the mortmain system of the Arab Bedouins, and, if it 
would return, it must return by fUrce. The Slultan, hoxvever, exacts 
a fee from all immigrants settling in his territoryO 

The sources of revenue in East Africa are uncertain, desul- 
tory, and complicated. The agricultuz al tribes pay yearly a 
small pelcentaffle of grain; this, however, is the office of t;he women, 
who are expert in baud. Neither sowing nor harvest can take 
place without the chief's permission, and thc issue of his order is 
regulated by his own interests. Amongst the hunting tribes, slain 
elephants become the hunter's property. but the Sultan claims as 
treasure-trove a tusk of any animal found wounded or dead ila his 
dominions, and in all cases the spoils of dead lions are crown 
property. The flesh of galne is distributell amongst the elders 
cmd khe ruling family, who also demand a share of the cloth or 
beads pllrchase(l by means of the ivory from caravans. Somc have 
abditaria and considerablc stores of the alsticles most valued by 
barbarians. Throughout the slave-paths the chiefs have learned 
to raise revenue from the slave-drivers, who thus bribe them to for- 
bear from robbery. But whilst the stronger require large gifts with- 
out return, the l^Tealier make trifling presents, t,enerally of cattle or 
provisions, and expect many times their value in brass wire, cloth, 
and beads. The stranger may refuse these offerings: it is, how- 
ever, contrary to custom, and as lont, as he can afford it he should 
submit to the imposition. Fiscs and fines are alarmingly fileguent. 
If the mollsoon-rains delay, the chief stlmmolls a Mganta to fix 
upon the obstructor; he is at once slain, and lis property is duly 
escheated The Sultan claims the goods and chattels of all felons 
and executed criminals, even in the case of a servant put to death 
by his master. In the more republican tribes the chief lives by 
the sweat of his slaves. Briefly, East Africa presents an in- 
structiaze ?;tlldy of human society in its first stage after infancy. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

VILI1AGFE LIFE IN EAST AFRICA. 

Is this chapter it is proposed to give a short account of the East 
African's day, showing his occupations, his pleasures, and his in- 
dustry. The scene is more patent to the traveller's eye in these 
lands than in the semi-civilized regions of Asia, where men rarely 
admit strangers to hospitality and usually exclude them from 
society. In Unyamwezi and other settled regions caravans march 
into every village as a right, billet themselves, if strong enough, in 
the most comfortable lodginrs, and mix freely with the inhabitants. 
The chiefs and elders collect to beg presents and to hear news. 
The young amuse themselves with staring and deriding, and the 
women display none of that retiring modesty in public which dis- 
tlnguishes the sex in Asia 

The assertion may startle the reader's preconceived opinions 
concerning the savage state of Central Africa and the wretched 
conclition of the slave races, negroid and negro; but it is not less 
true that the African is in these regions superior in colforts, 
better dressed, fed, and lodged, and less worked than the unhappy 
ryot of British India. His condition may, indeed, be compared 
a(lvantageously, where the slave-trade is slack, with that of the 
peasantry in some of the richest of European countries. 

The African rises with the dawn from his couch of cow's hide. 
The hut is cool and comfortable during the day, but the closed 
door impedint, ventilation at night causes it to be close and dis- 
agreeable. The hour before sunrise being the coldest time, he 
usually kindles a fire, and addresses himself to his constant com- 
panion the pipe. Whell the sun becomes sufficiently powerful, he 
removes the reed-screen from the entrance, and issues forth to bask 
in the morning beams. The villages are populous, and the houses 
touching one another enable the occupants, when squatting outside 
and fronting the cenbal square, to chat and chatter without 
moving. About 7 A.M.n whell the dew has partially disappeared 
from the grass, the elder boys drive the flocks and herds to pasture 
with loud shouts and sounding applications of the quarter-stafE 
'rhey return only when the sun is sinking behin(l the western 
horizon. At 8 P.M. those who have provisions at home enter the 
hut to refection with ugali or holcus-porridge; those who have IlOt, 

join a friend. Pombe, when procurable, is drunk from the earliest 
dawn. 

After breaking his fast the African repairs, pipe in handn to the 
Iwanza the village "public," previouslydescribed. Here, in the 
society of his own sex, he will spend the greater part of the day, 
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talking alld laughing, smoking, or torpid with sleep. Oeca- 
sionally he sits down to play. As with barbarians generally, 
garllbling in him is a passion. The normal game is our " heads 
and tails," its implement a flat stone, a rough eirele of tin, or the 
bottom of a broken pot. The more^ civilized have learned the 
"bao " of the eoast, a kind of "tables," with eounters alld eups 
hollowed in a solid plank. Many of the A:Vanyamwezi have been 
eompelled by this in(lulgence to sell themselves into slavery: after 
playing through their property, they even stake their mothers 
against a cow or a pair of goats. As may be imagined, squabbles 
are perpetual; they are almost almJays, however, settled amongst 
fellow-villagers with bloodless weapons. Others, instead of gam- 
bling, seek some employment whieh, working the hands and leaving 
the rest of the body and the mind at ease, is ever a favourite 
with the Asiatie and the African; they whittle wood; pieree and 
wire their pipe-sticks-an art in which all are adepts-shave one 
another's heads, pluck out their beards, eyebrowsn and eyelashes, 
and prepare and polish their weapons. 

At about 1 P.X. the Afriean, unless otherwise employed, returns 
to his hut to eat the most substantial and the last meal of the day, 
whieh has been eooked by his women. Eminelltly gregarious, 
however, he often prefers the Iwanza as a dining-room, where his 
male ehildren, relatives, and friends meet during the most im- 
portant hour of the twellty-four. With the savage and the bar- 
barian food is the all-in-all of life: food is his thought by day, 
food is his dream by night. The eivilized European, who never 
knows hunger or thirst without the instant means of gratifying 
every whim of appetite, ean hardly eolleeive the estent to whieh his 
wild brother is swayed by the great Gaster; he can scarcely eom- 
prehen(l the state of mental absorption in which the ravenous 
human animal broods over the carcase of an old goat, the delight 
which he talSes in superintending every part of the eooking process, 
and the jealous eye with mrhich he regards all who live better than 
himself. 

The prineipal artieles of diet are fish and flesh, glain and vege- 
tables; the luxuries are milk and butter, honey, and a few fruits, 
as bananas and Guinea-palm dates; and the inebrients are ponlbe 
millet beer, toddy, and mawa or plantain-wine. 

Fish is found in the lakes and in the many rivers of this 
well-watered land; it is despised by those who can afford flesh, 
but it is a "godsend" to travellers, to slaves, and to the poor. 
Meat is the diet most prized; it is, however, a luxury beyond the 
reaeh of peasantry, exeept when they ean pick up the orts of the 
ehiefs. The Arabs assert that in these lands veffletables cause 
heartburn and aeidity, and that animal food is the most di- 
gestible. The Africans seem to have made the same diseovely: 



a man who can afford it almost confines himself to flesh, and-he 
considers fat the essential element of good living. The crave for 
meat is satisfied by eating almost every descriptioll of living thing, 

clean or unclean; as a rule, however, the Hast African prefers 

beef3 which strangers find flatulent and heatinC,. Like most people, 
they reject game when they can command the flesh of tame beasts. 

Next to the bullock the goat is preferred in the interior; as indeed it 
is by the Arabs of Zanzibar island, whereas those of Oman and of 

Western Arabia leave it to the Bedouins. In this part of A frica the 
cheapest and vilest meat is mutton, and its appearance pale, soft, 

and braxy-- justifies the prejudice against it. Of late y-ears it has 

become the fashion to eat poultry and pigeons; egffls, however, are 

still avoided.* Of wild fleshn the favourite is that of the zebra; 
it is smoked or jerked, despite whi?h it retains a most savoury 

flavour. Of the antelopes a few are deliciously tendel and succu- 
lent; the greater part are black, coarse, and indigestible. One of 

the inducements for an African to travel is to afford himself more 
meat than at home. His fondness for the article conquers at 

times even his habitual improvidence. IJe preserves it by placing 
large lumps upon a little platforln of green reeds, erected upon 

uprights about 18 inches high, and by smoking it with a slow fire. 

Thus prepared, and with the addition of a little salt, the provision 
will last for several days, and the porters will not object to increase 

their loads by three or four pounds of the article, disposed 1lpon a 

long stick like gigantic kababs. They also jerk their stores by ex- 

posing the meat UpOll a rope, or spread upon a flat stone, for two or 

three days in the sun; it loses a considerable portion of nutriment, 

but it packs into a conveniently small compass.t A7Vhen meat is 
not attainable and good water is scarce, the African severs one of 

the jugulars of a bullock and fastens upon it like a leech. This 

custom is common in Earagwah and the other northern kingdoms, 
and some tribes, like the \Yanyika, near Mombasah, churn the 

blood with milk. 
The daily food of tlle poor is grain, generally holcus, maize, 

or bajri (panicum); wheat is confined to the Arabs, and rice grows 
locally, as in the Indian peninsula. The inner Africans, like the 
semi-civilized Arabs of Zanzibar, the Wasawahili, and the Wa- 
mrirtla, ignore the simple art of leavening bread with acidulated whey, 

t In the absence of history and tradition, it is difficult to decide whether this 
aversidn to eggs arises from an imported or an iIldigenous prejudice. The mun- 
dane egg of Hilldoo mythology probably typified the physiological dogma " omne 
vivum ex ovo," and the mystic disciples would avoid it as the principle of life. In 
renlote ages the prejudice may have extended to Africa, although the idea which 
gave birth to it was not familiar to the African mind. 

t This jerked meat, when dried, broken into small pieces, and stored in gourds 
or in pots full of clarified and melted butter, forms the celebrated trave]ling pro- 
vision in the East cal]ed kavurmeh: it is eaten as a relish with rice and other 
boiled grains. 
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our bean-paste, and similar contrivances universally practised in the 
East. Even the rude Indian chapati or scone is too artificial for 
them, and they have not learned to toast grain. Upon journeys 
the African boils his holcus unhasked in an earthen basin, drinks 
the water, and devours the grain, which in this state is called ma- 
sango; at home he is more particular. The holcus is either 
rubbed upon a stone-the mill being wholly unknown or pounded 
with a little water in a huge wooden mortar n when reduced 
to a coarse powder, it is thromrn into an earthen pot containing 
boiling water sufficient to be absorbed by the flour; salt, mhen 
procurablen is added; and after a few stirrings with ,a ladle, or 
ra$her with a broad and flat-ended stick, till thoroughly saturate(l, 
tlle thick mass is transferred illtO a porous basketn which allows 
the extra moisture to leak out. Such is the ugali, or porridge, the 
staS of life in East Africa. 

During the rains vegetables are common in the more fertile 
parts of East Africa; they are within reach of the poorest cul- 
tivator. Some varieties, especially the sweet potato and the 
mushroom are sliced and sun-dried to preserve them through 
the year. During the barren summer they are boiled into a kind 
of broth. 

M;lk is held in high esteem by all tribesX and some live llpon it 
almost exclusively during the rains, when cattle find plentiful 
pasture. It is consumed in three forms 4' mabichi," when drunk 
fresh; or converted into mabivu (butter-milk), the rubb of the 
Arabs; or in the shape of mtindi (curded milk), the laban of 
Arabia an(l the Indian dahi. These Africans ignore the dudh- 
pinda, or ball of fresh-milk boiled down to hardness by evapora- 
tion of the serum, as practised by the Indian halwa; (confectioner), 
the indurated sour-clot of Arabia, called by the Bedouins el igt 
and by the Persians, the Baloch7 and the Sindhians kurut, is also llr,- 
known; aIld they consider cheese a miracle, and use against it their 
stock denunciation, the danger of bewitching cattle. The fresh 
produce moreover has few charms as a poculent amongst barbarous 
and milk-drinking races: the Arabs and the Portuguese in Africa 
avoid it after the sun is high, believing it to increase bile, and 
eventually to cau3e fever: it is certain that, however pleasant the 
draught may be in the cool of the morning, it is by no means so 
much relished during the heat of the day. On the other hand, 
the curded milk is everywhere a favounte on account of its cooling 
and thirst-quenching properties, and the people accustomed to it 
from infancy have for it an excessive longing. It iS procurable in 
every village where cows are keptS whereas that newly drawn is 
8enerally half soured from being at once stored in the earthen 
pots used for curdling it. These East Africans do not, however, 
nake their dahi, like the Somal, in lumps floating upon the tartest 
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possible serum; nor do they turn it like the Arabs with kid's 
rennet, nor like the Baloch with the solanaceous plant called 
panir. The best is made, as in India, by allowing the lnilk to 
stand till it clots in a pot used for the purpose, and frequently 
smoked for purity. Butter-milk is procurable only in those parts 
of the country where the people have an abundance of cattle. 

Butter is made by filling a large gourd, mThich acts as churn, 
with partially-soured milk, which is shaken to and fro: it is a poor 
article, thinv colourless, and tainted by being stored for two or three 
months, without preliminary washing, in the bark-boxes called 
vilindv. In the Eastern regions it is converted into ghee by simply 
melting over the fire: it is not boiled to expel the remnant of 
sour tlilk, impurities are not removed by skimming, and finallfr 
it becomes rancid and bitter by storin in pots and gourds which 
have been used for the purpose during half a generation. The 
Arabs attempt to do away with the nauseous taste by throwing into 
it when boiling a little water, with a handful of flour or of un- 
powdered rice. Mrestward of Unyamwezi butter is burned instead 
of oil in lamps. 

The common oil in East Africa is that of the karanga, bhei- 
phaliS or groundnut (Arachis hypogeea): the Arabs eat it when 
ghee is not procurable, like cocoa-nut oil, with beans, maniocS 
sweet-,uotato, and other vegetables. A superior kind of cooking-oil 
is the " uto " extracted from the ufuta, simsim or sesamum, which 
grows everywhere upon the coastX and extends far into the interior. 
The process of pressing is managed by pounding the grain dry in 
a huge mortar; when the oil begins to appear a little hot water is 
poured in, and the mass is forcibly squeezed with huge pestles a 
all that tloats is then ladled out into pots and gourds. The viscid 
chikichi (palm-oil) is found only in the vicinity of the Tanga- 
nyika Lake* although the tree grows in Zanzibar alld its adjacent 
islets. Oil is extracted from the two varieties of the castor-plant; 
and in spite of its unsavoury smell, it is extensively used as arl 
unguent by the people. At Unyanyembe and other places where 
the cucumber grows almost wild, the Arabs derive from its seed 
an admirable salad-oil, which in flavour equals, and perhaps sllr 
passes, the finest produce of the olive. 'rhe latter tree is unknown 
in East Africa to the Arabs, who speak of it vvith a religious respect, 
on account of the mention made of it in the Koran. 

In East Africa every man is his own maltster; and the " IwAnzE," 
or public-house of the village, is the common brem7ery. In some 
tribes, however, fermentation is the essential occupation of the 
wolnen. The principal inebrient is a beer without hops, called 
pombe. This soTos 0Ecos of the negro and negroid races dates 

* This is the red oil alluded to in Chap. VII. 
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from the age of Osiris: it is the buzah of Egypt and the farther East, 
and the merissa of the Upper Nile, the ivOoo and xythum of the 
WAtest. and the oala or boyaloa of the Kafirs and the E3outh African 
races. Pombe is a muddy mixture, tasting somewhat like soured 
wort of tlle smallest description, but strangers, who at first dislike 
it exceedingly, are soon reconciled to the draught by the pleasurable 
sensations to which it gives rise. Without violent action, it affects 
the head, and produces an agreeable narcotism, followed by sound 
sleep and a heaviness in the morning. Being, as the Arabs sa-, 
a "cold drink," causing hydrocele and rheumatism, it has some 
of the after-effects of gin, and the drunkard is readily recognised 
by his red and bleared eyes. Wllen made thick with the grounds 
or sediment of grain, it is exceedingly nutritious. lMany a gallon 
must be drunk by the veteran malt-worm before intoxication; 
and individuals of both sexes sometimes live almost entirely upon 
pombe. It is usually made as follows: Half of the grain * in- 
tended for the brew is louried or soaked in water till it sprouts; 
it is then pounded and mixed with the other half, also reduced 
to flour, and sometimes with a little honey. The compound 
is boiled twice or thrice in huge pots, strained, when wanted 
clear, through a bag of rnatting, alld allowed to ferment: after the 
third day it becomes as sour as vilaegar. The " togwa " is a 
favourite drink, also made of holcus. At first it is thick and sickly, 
like honeyed gruel; when sour it becomes exceedingly heady. As 
these drinks consume a quantity of graill, they are expensive; 
the large gourdful never fetches less than :2 khete or strings of 
beads, alld strangers must often pay 10 khete for the luxury. Some 
years ago an Arab taught the Wanyamwezi to distil: they soon 
however returned to their favourite fermentation. 

The use of pombe is general throughout the country: the other 
inebrients are local. At the island and on the coast of Zanzibar 
tembo, or toddy, is drawn from the coco-tree i t and in places a 
pernicious alcohol, called mvinyo, is extracted from it. The Wajiji 
and other races upon the Tant,anyika l,ake tap the Guinea-palm 
for its juice, which, drawn in unclean pots, soon becolnes acid and 
acrid as the Silesiall wine that serves to mend the broken limbs of 
the poor. The use of lthang and datura-seed has already beeil 
alluded to. " M>iwa," or plarltain-wine, is highly prized because 
it readity intoxicates. The fruit when ripe is peeled and hand- 
kneaded with coarse green grass, in a wide-mouthed earthen pot, 
till all the juice is extracted: the sweet must is strained through a 

* The Wasukuma make it of two grains, holcus and bajri, pounded and soaked 
in separate pots till fermented, axld then mixed and boiled. 

t Wonderful to relate, Dl. Krapf (' Zeitschrift der Deutsche Morgenlandische 
Gesellschaft ') asserts that the Wallyika, near Mombasah, " prepare a strong drillk 
from cocoa-nle.ts." 
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cornet of plantain-leaf into a clean gourd, which is but partially 
stopped. To hasten fermentation a handful of toasted or pollnded 
Orain is added: after standing for two days in a warm room the 
Wine iS ready for drinking. 

The East Africans ignore the sparkling berille or hydromel of 
Abyssinia and Harar, and the mead of the Bushman race. Yet 
horley abounds throughout the country, and near the ̂ 7illages log- 
hives, which from their shape are called mazinffla or cannons by 
tlle people, l-lang from every tall and shady tree. Bees also swarm 
in the jungles, performing an important part in the vegetable 
economy by masculation or caprification, and the conveyance of 
pollen. Their produce is of two kinds. The cheaper resembles 
wasp-horley in Europe; it is found irl the forest, and stored in 
guurds. BlIore than half-filled with dirt and xrood-bark, it aSords 
but little wax; the liquid is thin and watery, and it has a peculiarly 
unpleasant flavour. The better variety, the hive-honey, is as 
superior to the produce of the jung,le as it is inferior to that of 
India and of more civilized lands. It is tolerable unless kept too 
long, and it supplies a good yellow wax, used by the Arabs to mix 
with tallow iil the lnanufacture of " (lips." The best honey is sold 
after the rains; but the African keeps his store till it reddens, 
showing the first stage of fermentation: he will eat it after the 
second or third year, when it thins, froths, and becomes a rufous- 
brown liquid of unsavoury taste; and he rarely takes the trouble 
to remove the comb, though the Arabs set him the example of 
straining the honey through bags of plantain-straw or matting. 
Decoluposition, moreover, is assisted by softening the honey to 
extract the wax over the fire instead of placinffl it in the sun. The 
price varies from 1 to 3 cloths for a large gourdftll. When cheap, 
the Arabs make from it " honey-sugar: 7 the material, after being 
strained and cleaned, is stored for two or three weeks in a cool 
room till surface-granulation takes place; the produce resembles 
in taste and appearance. coarse brown sugar. The " siki,f' a vinegar 
of the country, is also made of one part honey and four of water, 
left for a fortnight to acetise: it is weak and insipid. Honey is 
the only sweetener in the country except in the places where the 
sugar-cane grows, namely, the Inaritime and the Lakist regions. The 
people chew it, ignoring the simple art of extracting and inspis- 
sating the juice; nor do they, like the natives of Usumbara, convert 
it into an inebrient. Yet sugar attracts them like flies; they clap 
their hands with delight at the taste; they buy it for its weight of 
ivory, and if a thiinbleful of the powder happen to fall upon the 
ground, they will eat an ounce of earth rather than lose a grain 
of it. 

After eating, the East African invariably indulges in a long fit 
of torpidity, from which he awakes to pass the afternoon as he did 
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the forenoon, cornersing, playing, smoking, and chewing "smTeet- 
earth." Towards sunset all issue forth to enjoy the cooluecs: the 
men sit outside the Iwarlza, whilst the women and the girls, after 
fetching water for household wants from the well, collecting in a 
group upon their little stools,, indulge in the pleasures of gossipred 
and the pipe. This hour in the more favoured parts of the country 
is replete with enjoyment, which even the barbarian feels, though 
not yet indoctrinated into sesthetics. The sweet and ba]my air 
floats in waves like the draught of a fan; the sky is soft and 
serene; the fleecy clouds and mists are robed in crimson and gold; 
and the glorious sun rains a mellow light upon the earth, glinting 
through the emerald of the trees, and defining each purple shadow 
with a picturesque distinctness. At thas time all is life. The 
vulture soars high in the transparent firmament and the smaller 
birds preen themselves for the night, and sinffl their vesper-song; 
fish leap from the rivers, and the cattle and flocks gambol and 
frisk whilst being driven home from the meadow. As the hours of 
darkness draw nigh, the village doors are carefully closed, and, 
after milking his cows, each villager retires to his hut, or passes 
his time squatting round the fire with his friends in the Iwanza. 
He has not yet learned the art of n:zaking a wick, and of filling a 
bit of pottery with oil. When a light is wanted, he ignites a stick 
of the oleaginous mtata-tree,* which burns for a quarter of an hour 
with a brilliant flame He repairs to his harul couch before mid- 
night, and snores with a single sleep till dawn. For thorough 
enjoymentS night must be spent in insensibility, as day is in ine- 
briety; and though an eally riser, he avoids the " earlY to bed," 
in order that he may be able to slumber through half the day. 

Such is the African's idle day, and thus every summer is spent. 
As the wintry rains draw nigh, the necessity of daily bread 
suggests itself. The peasants then leave their huts at 6 or 7 A.X., 

often without provision, which now becomes scarce, and labour till 
noon, or 2 P.M., when they return home, and find food prepared 
by the wife or the slave-girl. Durint, the afternoon they retur 
to workS and sometimes, when the rains are near, they are aided 
by the wornen. Towards sunset all wend homewards in a body, 
laden with their implements of cultivation, and singing a kind of 
" dulce domum " in a silnple and pleasing recitative. 

When the moon shitles bright the spirits of the East African are 
raised like the jackal7s, and a furious drumming and a droning 
chorus summon the ttlaidens to come out and enjoy the spectacle 
of a daIlce. The sexes seldom perform together, but they have no 
objection to be gazed at by each other. Their style of saltation 

* The mtAta or msasa is a yellow, hard, close-grained, and elastic wood, with 
few knots, much used itl making spears bows, and walking staves. 
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is remarkable only for the extreme gravity which it induces. At 
no other time does the East African look so serious alld so full of 
earnest purpose. Yet with all their thoughtfulness, " Toor human 
nature cannot dance of itself." The boys, the adults, and even 
the old men, join together in a ring, humming in an undertone, and 
simultaneously lifting first one foot and then the other, plumbing with 
a heavier stamp to mark the several periods. At the beginning they 
bend the body backwards and forward3, or sway it from side to 
side gently and regularly like dancing dervishes: as the excitement 
rises the fun becomes fast and furious arms are tossed in the air, 
bodies are doubled up and contorted as if tortured by cramps and 
colics, dust rises in clouds from the deeply-ringed ground and 
when all are out of breath they suddenly stop with a roar of 
laughter, and are saluted with frantic plaudits. Oftexl in a pas 
seal the buffoon of the village, vzith strips of long-haired conv-hide 
bound round his head, arms, and legs, agitates his limbs as if they 
were dislocated, to the intense enjoyment of the public. The per- 
formance is often closed with a grand promenade, all the dancers 
being jammed in a rushing mass, a galop infernale, with the 
features of satyrs, and gestures resembling anything but human. 
And, as may be imagined, the African Thalia is by no means free 
from the reproach which caused Mohammed to taboo her to his 
followers. 

Music is at a low ebb in East Africa. Admirable timists, and 
no mean tunists, the people betray their incapacity for improve- 
ment by remaining contented with the simplest and most mono- 
tonous combinations of sounds. As in everything else, so in this 
art, creative talent is wanting. A higher development would have 
produced other results; yet it is impossible not to remark the 
delight which they take in harmony. The fisherman will accom- 
pany his paddle, the porter hi:3 trudt,e, aIld the housewife her task 
of rubbinO down grain, vsith song; and for long hours at niU,ht the 
peasants will sit in a ring repeating, with a zest that never flags, 
the same few note3, and the same unmeaning line. Their style is 
the recitative, broken by a full chorus, and they appear to affiect 
the major rather than the interminable minor key of the Asiatic. 
Their singing also wants the strained upper notes of the cracked- 
voiced Indian performer, and it ignores the complicated raga and 
ragini or Hindu modes, which appear rather the musical expression 
of high mathematics than the natural language of harmony and 
snelody. 

The in3truments of the East African are all of foreign invention 
imported from various regions, Madagascar and the coast. Those 
principally in use are the following. The zeze, or banjo, resembles 
in sound the monochord Arabian rubabah, the rude ancestor of 
the 23panish guitar. The sounding-board is a large hollow gourd, 
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open below, on the upper part, fastened by strings that pass 
through drilled holes, is a conical piece of gourd, cleft longitudi- 
nally to admit the arm or handle, which projects at a right angle. 
The arm is made of light wood, from 18 inches to 2 feet in length; 
the left-hand extremity has three frets formed by two notches, with 
intervals, and thus the total range is of six notes. A single strint,, 
matle of " mondo," the fibre of the mwale or raphia-palm, is tied 
to a knob of wood projecting from the dexter extremity ofthe 
handle, passes over a bridge of bent quill, which for tuning is 
raised or depressed, and is secured round another knob at the end 
beyond the frets. Sometlmes, to form a bass or drone, a second 
string is similarly attached along the side of the arm, whilst the 
treble runs along the top. 

The kinanda, a prototype of the psaltery and harp, the lute and 
lyre, and much used by the southern races in the neighbourhood 
of Kilwa, is of two kinds. One is a shallow box cut out of a single 
plank, 13 inches long by 5 or 6 in breadth, and about 2 inches in 
depth: 11 or 12 strings are drawn tightly over the ho]low. The 
instrument is placed in the lap, and performed uporl with both 
hands. The other is a small bow-guitar, with an open gourd 
attached to the part about the handle: sometimes the bow passes 
throufflh the gour(l. This instrument is held in the left hand, 
whilst the " tocador " strikes its single chord with a thin cane plec- 
trum about 1 foot long. As in the zeze, the gourd is often adorned 
with black tattoo or bright brass tacks disposed in various patterns, 
amongst which the circle and the crescent figure conspicuously. 
A third form of the kinanda appears to be a barbarous prototype 
of the Grecian lyre, which, like the modern Nubian " kisirka," is 
a lineal descendant from the Egyptian oryx-horn lyre with the 
transverse bar. A combination of the zeze and kinanda is made 
by l)inding a dwarf hollow box with its numerous strings over the 
open top of a large circular gourd, which acts as a sounding- 
board. 

The wind-instruments are equally rude, though by no means 
so feeble as their rivals. The nai or sackbut of IIldia, and the 
siwa, a huge bassoon of black wood at least 5 feet long, are known 
only to the coast-people. The tribes of the interior use the det'he or 
kidete, called by the \Vasawahili zumari. It is literally the bucolic 
reed, a hollowed holcuscane, pierced with four holes at the filrther 
end: the mouthpiece is not stopped in any way, and the instrurnent 
is played upon solely by the lips, a drone being sometimes supplied 
by the voice Thus simple and ineffective, it has nevertheless a 
fatniliar sound to European ears. tRhe barghumi is made by 
cutting an oblong hole, about the size of a man's nail, withiIl 2 
or 3 inches of the tip of a koodoo, an oryx, or a goat's horn, which, 
for effiect and appearance, is sometimes capped with a bit of cane, 

2 B 2 
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whence projects a long zebra's or giraffies tail. Like the dethe, 
it is played uSon by the lip.s; and wlthout any attempt at stops or 
keys, four or ve notes may be produced. Its sound heard from 
afar, especially in the deep silence of a tropical nightt resembles 
not a litfle the sad, sweet music of the French cor de chasse; and 
when well performed upon, it might be mistaken for a ret,imental 
bugle. There are smaller varieties of the barghumi which porters 
carry slung over the shoulder, and use as sinals on the line of 
marchv Another curious instrument is a gourd a few inches in 
circumference drilled with many little apertures . the breath passes 
through one hole and certain notes are produced by stopping 
others with the fingers. Its loud, shrill, and ear-piercing quavers 
faintly resemble the European " piccolo." The only indigenous 
music of the pastoral African-the Somal for insince- is whist- 
ling a habit acquired irl youth when tending the flocks and herds. 
This "Mu'unxi'? is soft and dulcet; the ear however, fails to 
detect in it either phrase or tune. For signals the East Afiicans 
practise the kikhorombwe or blowing between the f4re and the 
middle fingers with a noise like that of a railway whistle. The 
Wanyamwezi also blow over the edge of the hollow in a smMl 
alltiopess horn, or through an iron tube; and the Watllta are 
said to use metal-whistles as siC,nals in battle. 

The drum is ever the favourite instunsent with the African? 
who uses it as the alaruin of war the promise of mirth5 the token 
of hospitality, and the cure of diseases: without drumming his life 
would indeed be a blank. The largest varietys called c; ngoma ku," 
is the hilowed bole of a mkenta or other soft tree; a cylin- 
drical sdid projection bom the bottom hAds d upright when 
planted in the ground. The instrument is from 3 to 5 feet in 
lengtha with a diameter of from l to 2 feet * fle outside is protected 
with a net-work of strong cord. Over the head is strdched a 
rough parchment made of calfs-skin; and a cap of green hide 
mounted when looseS and aftervvards shrunk by exposure to fire 
protects the bottom. It is vigorously bean with the fiksS and 
sometimes with coarse sticks. rl'here are many local varieties of 
this instrument especially the timbrel or tabret, which is about a 
foot longS shaped like an hour-glas or a double ;' darabukkah" 
and provided with a head of iguana-skin. The eflLect of tom- 
toming is also produced by striking hollow gourdss and similar 
articles. The only eymbal is the upatu a flat-bodomed brass pot 
turned uprde down} and Apped with a bit of wood. The ;; sanje ' 
is much affected in parts of the country by women and children 
and especially by the mganga or rain-maker; its use being that of 
the babe's rattle amongZ Europeans. 

The insipidity of the Africans day is relieved by bequent drink- 
ing bouts, and by an occasional hunt. For the former the guests 
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assemble at early dawn, and take their seats in a circleS dividing 
into knots of three or four to facilitate the circulation of the bowl. 
l'he mwandazi, or cup-bearer, goes round the assembly, giving 
scrupulous precedence to the chiefs and elders, who are also pro- 
vided with larger vessels. The sonzo, or drinking-cup, which also 
serves as a travelling cazlteen, is made, generally by the women, of 
a kind of grass called maYu or of wild palm-leaf: the split stalks 
are neatly twisted intc) a fine cord, which is rolled up, beginning 
from the bottom, in concentric circles, each joined to its neighbour 
by a binding of the same material: it is sometimes stained and orna- 
ulented with red and black dyes. The shape when finished is a 
truncated cone, somewhat like a Turk's fez; it measures about 
6 inches in diameter by 5 in depth, and those of average size 
may contaiIl a qu3wrt. This cup passes round without delay or 
heel-taps, and the topers stop occasionally to talk, laugh, and snufE, 
to chew tobacco, and to smoke bhang. The scene of sensuality 
lasts for three or four hours in fact, till the pombe prepared for 
the occasion is exhausted, -when the carousers, with red eyes, dis- 
torted features, and the thickest of voices, stagger home to doze 
through the day. Perhaps in no European country are so many 
drunken men seen abroad as in East Africa. Women also fre- 
quently appear intoxicated; the) have, however, private " pombe," 
and do not drink with the men. 

The East African, who can seldom afford to gratify his longing 
for meat by slaughtering a cow or a goat, looks eagerly forward to 
the end of the rains, when the grass is in a fit condition for firing; 
then, armed with bows and arrows, and with rungu or knob- 
kerries, the villagers have a battue of small antelopes, hares, and 
birds. During the hot season also, when the waters dry up, they 
watch by night at the tanks and pools, and they thus secure the 
larger kinds of game. Elephants especially are often found dead 
of drought during the hot season; they are driven from the springs 
which are haunted by the hunters, and, according to the Arabs, 
tlley fear migrating to new seats where they would be attacked by 
the herds in possession. In many parts the huntsmen suspend by 
a cord from the trees sharpened blocks of wood, which, loosened 
by the animal's foot, fall and cause a mortal wound.$ Throughout 
Ugogo and upon the maritime regions large game is caught in 
pitfalls, here called mteU,o, and in India ogi: in some places 
travellers run the risk of fallitlg into these traps. The mtego is 
an olJlong excavation like a great grave, but decreasing in breadth 

* This " suspended spear," loosed by a latch, has beetl described by a host of 
S. African travellels. It has been sketched by Lieut. Boteler (4Narrative of a 
Voyage of Discovery to Africa and Arabia,' chap. ir.) and Major Monteiro (' O 
Muata Cazembe,' chap. v.A, and described by Mr. Galton Mr. Gordon Cumming 
and Dr. Livingstone, (chap. xxviii.) ' 
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below the surface of the ground, and it is always found single, not 
in pairs as in S. Africa. The site generally chosen is near water, 
and the hole is carefully masked with thin layers of small sticks 
and leaves.* The IIldian " surrounds " and the hopo or V-shaped 
trap of the Bakwens are here unknown. 'rhe distribution of 
treasure-trove would seem to argue ancient partitions and lord- 
ships, and, in dividing the sIoils of wild or tame animals, the chief 
claims, according to ancient right, the breasKt 

The elephant roams in herds throughout the country, affecting 
the low grounds where stagnating water produces a plentiful ltege- 
tation: with every human being his foe and thousands linng by 
his destruction, the animal is far from becoming scarce, indeed, 
the greatest number of footprints appeared near Chogwe and 
Tongwe, stations of Baloch garrisons close to the town of Pangani. 
The elephant hunt is with the African a solemn and serious under- 
taking. He fortifies himself vith periapts and prophylactics given 
by the mganga, who al30 trains hinl to the use of his weapon. The 
elephant-spear resembles our boarding-pike rather than the light 
blunt arm employed iol war: lt is about six feet long, with a broad 
tapering head cut away at the shoulders, and sllpported by an iron 
neck which is planted in a thick wooden handle, the junction being 
secured by a cylinder of raw hide from a cow's tail passed over it, 
and allowed to shrink on by drying. The spear is invariably guarded 
by a mpigi or charm, the usual two bits of wood bound together 
with a string or strip of skiIL It is not a little curious that the East 
AfricanX though born and bred a hunter, is, unlike almost a11 bar- 
barians, as skill-less as an European in the art of el asr, the 
" spoor " or " sign." 

The hunting party, consisting of fifteen to twenty individuals, 
proceeds before departure to sing and dance, to drink and drum 
br a consecutive week. The women form line and perambulate 
the xrillage, each striking an iron jembe or hoe with a large stone, 
wh}ch forms an appropriate accompaniment to the howl and the 
vigelegele, "lullilooing," or trills of joy. At every step the 
dancer sways herself elephant-like from side to side, and tosses 
her head backwards with a violence threatening dislocation of the 
atlas. The line, led by a fugle-woman by the right, who holds two 
3embe in one hand, but does not drum, stops facing every Arab 
house where beads may be expected? and performs the most 
hideous contortions, srhirling the arms round the shoulder-socketb 
kneeling, and imitating the actions of various animals. The 
labour done, the ladies apply to their pombe, and reappear after 
four or five hours with a tell-tale stagger and a looseness of limb 

* Dr. Livingstone describes the same killd of pitfall in chap. iii. 
t A custom apparently borrowed by the Hebrews from Africa. Ses Leviticus, 

chap. vii., vv. 30, 31. It is alluded to by almost all S. African travellers. 
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which adds a peculiar charm to their gesticulations. The day 
concludes with a " fackeltanz " of remarkable grotesqueness. This 
merry-making is probably intended as a consolation for the 
penance which the elephant-hunter's wife performs during the ab 
sence of her mate: she is expected to abstain from good food, 
handsome clothes, and fumigation: she must not leave the house, 
and for an act of infidelity the blame of fallure in the hunt will 
fall heavily upon her. Meanwhile the men at least as " far gone" 
as the women-encircle, with a running jumping gait and with 
the grace and science of well-trained bears, a drum or a kilindo- 
the normal bark bandbox, -placed with open mouth upon the 
ground, and violently beaten with sticks and fists or rubbed and 
scraped with stones. It forms also a sounding-board for a kinan(la 
or bow-guitar, one end of which is applied to it, whilst a shrill fife 
of goat's horn gives finish and completeness to the band. Around 
the drum are placed several elephants' tails, probably designed to 
serve the purpose of the clay corpse in the coffin introduced into 
the feasts of ancient Et,ypt. 

When thoroughly drenched with drink, the hunters set out early 
in the morning, carrying live brands lest fire should fail them in 
the iunfflle, and applying them to their mouths to keep out the raw 
air. These trampers are sometimes dangerous to stragglers from 
caravans, especially in coulltries where the robber or the murderer 
expects to escape with iTnpunity. In some places hunting-huts 
have been erected; they are however seldom used when elephants 
are sought, as a herd once startled does not readily return to the 
same pasture-grounds. The great art of the African muinzi or 
elephant-hunter is to separate a tusker from the herd without es- 
citing suspicion, and to form a circle round the victitn. The 
mganga then rising with a shout hurls or thrusts the first spear, 
and his example is followed by the rest The weapons are not 
poisoned: they are fatal by a succession of small wounds. The 
baited beast rarely breaks, as might be expected, through the frail 
circle of assailants: its proverbial obstinacy is excited; it chalges 
one man, who slips away, when another with a scream thrusts the 
loIlg stiff spearX into its hind quarters, which makes it change 
intention and turn fiercely from the fugitive to the fresh assailant. 
This continues till the elephant, losing breath and heart, attempts 
to escape, its enemies then redouble their eSorts, and at length 
the huge prey, overpowered by the pain and the loss of blood 
trickliIlg from a hundred gashes, bites the dust. The victors, after 
certain preliminaries of singing and dancing, carefully cut out the 
tusks with small sharp axes, and the rich marrow is at once picked 

* A specimen of the hunting spear was deposited with the R. G. Society. 
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from the bamboo and devoured upon the spot, as the hare's liver is- 
in Italy. The hunt concludes with a grand feast of fat and gar- 
bage, and the hunters return home in triumph, laden with ivory, 
with ovals of hide for shields, and with festoons of raw and odo- 
rous meat spitted upon long poles. 

Throughout East Africa the mouse, as the saying is, travels 
Yvith a staS: the education of youth and the exercises of manhood 
are confined to the practice of weapons. Yet the people want the 
expertness of the Somal in the North and the Kafirs of the South; 
their internal feuds perpetuate the necessity of offensive measures, 
and of the presence of arms, bllt their agricultural state, renderinz 
them independent of the chase, prevents their reliance upon their 
skill for daily food. In consequence of being ever armed, the 
African like the Asiatic is nothing without his weapons, he cannot 
use his strength, and when he comes to blows he fights like a 
woman. Thus the constant presence of arms is a mere substitute 
for courage; in dangerous countries, as in Ugogo, the Wanyam- 
wezi do not dare to carry them for fear of provocation, whereas at 
home and in comparative safety they never appear without spear 
or knobstick. 

The weapons universally known are the spear and assegai. 
The bow and arrow, the knobkerry-, the dagger, and the battle- 
axe are confined to certain trilzes, whilst the musket and the sword 
are used beyond the coast only by strangers. The shield is 
seldom seen. 

The lance of the European, Arab, and Indian is unknown to 
these unequestrian races. The bravest tribes prefer the stabbing- 
spear, which brings them to close quarters with the enemy. The 
weapon indeed cannot make the Inan, but by reaction it greatly 
modifies his manliness. Thus the use of short weapons generally 
(lenotes a gallant nation; the old Roman gladius, the French 
briquet, and the Afghan charay would be useless in the hands of 
a timid people. Under the impression that the farther men stand 
from their enemies the less is to be expected from them, the 
Frerlch knights not inaptly termed the " villanous saltpetre " the 
" grave of honour," whilst their English rivals called the gun a 
" hell-born murderer," and an " instrument hateful in the sight of 
God and man." fThe Africans have also acted upon this idea. 
A great Kafir chief-did what Plutarch relates of Camillus; he 
broke short the assegais of his " magnificent savages" when he 
sent them to war, and forbade each warrior to return without having 
stained his stick with blood; the consequence was, that, instead of 
" dumb-shooting" at a distance, they rushed in and won. 

The mkuki, fariras or spear, is more generally used for stabbing 
than throwing. It has a long narrow blade of untempered iron, 
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so soft that it may be bent with the fingers;$ it is capable, 
however, of receiving a fine edge. The shoulders are rounded ofE, 
and one or two lines extend lengthways along the centre from 
socket to point. At the socket where the shaft is introduced, it is 
covered with a bit of skin from tile tail of some animal drawn on 
like a stocking, and sometimes it is placed on when heated, so as 
to adhere by contraction of the metal. The shaft, which is five to 
six feet lollg, is a branch of the dark-brown mkole or the light- 
yellow mtata-tree, chosetl because close-grained, tough, pliable, 
and free from knots; it is peeled, straightened in hot ashfes, 
pared down to the heart, smoothed with a knife, carefully oiled or 
greased, without which it soon becomes brittle, and polished with 
the leaves of the mkuba-tree. The wood is mostly ornamented 
with twists of brass and copper wire, it is sometimes plated with 
zinc or tin, and it is generally provided with an iron heel for 
plantillg in the ground. Some tribes the northern Wagogo an(l 
their neighbours the +'Vamasai for instance have huge spear- 
heads like shovels, unfit for throwing. The best weapolls for war 
are made in liaragwah. 

The kikuki, assegaiS or javelin is much used by the Warori 
and other fighting tribes, who enter action with a sheaf of those 
weapons. Nowhere, however, did the East African appear pos- 
sessed of the dexterity described by travellers amongst the southern 
races. The assegai resembles the spear in all points, except that 
the head is often barbed, and it is more lightly timbered; the 
shaft rarely exceeds four feet in length, and tapers to the 
thinness of a man's little finger. It is laid upon the palm of the 
right hand, and balanced with a vibratory motion till the point of 
equilibrium is found, when it is delivered with little exertion of 
the muscles beyolld the run or spring, and as it leaves the hand it 
is directed by the forefinger and thumb. Sometimes, to obviate 
breaking, the assegai is made like the Indian " sang," wholly of 
iron. 

The East African is a " good archere and a fayre." The cubit- 
high Armiger begins as soon as he can walk with miniature 
weapons, a cane bow and reed bird-bolts tipped with wood, to 
practise till perfect at gourds and pumpkins; he considers himself 
a man when he can boast of iron tips. With matly races " pudor 
est nescire sagittas." The bravest, however, the Wamasai and 
the A;Vakwafi, the Warori and the Watuta, ignore the practice; 
among them- 

* The Somal prefer this soft iron to the metal tempered in Europe, which they 
call " rotten," as the latter, besides being difflcult to sharpen, is liable to suap and 
splinter. In the same way, the European lvould rather use his own blade than the 
Damascus sword. 
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No proof of manhood, nolle 
Of daring courage, is the bow; 

and the Somal abandons it to his Midgan or servile. The bow in 
East Africa is invariably what is called a " selCbow," that is to 
say, made of a single piece, and backed weapons are unknown. 
It is uncommenly stifE, and the strongest archer would find it 
difficult to " draw up a yard ;" of this nature probably was the bow 
sent to Cambyses by the LEthiopian monarch, with the taunting 
message that he had better not attack men who could bend such 
weapons. When straight it may measure five feet from tip to tip. 
It is made with the same care as the spear, from a branch of the 
mumepweke or the mtata-tree, laboriously cut and scraped so a3 

to taper off towards the horns, and smeared with osl or grease, 
otherwise it is easily sprung, and it is sometimes adorned with 
plates of tin and zinc, with copper or brass wlre and tips. The 
string is made of hide, get, the tendons of a bullock's neck or hock, 
and sometimes of tree-fibre; it is nearly double the bow in length 
the extra portion being whipped for strength as well as use round 
the upper horn. In shooting the bow is grasped with the left 
hand, but the thumb is never extended along the handle; the string 
is drawn with the two bent forefingers, though sometimes the shaft 
is held after the Asiatic fashion with the thumb and index. The 
bow is pulled with a jerk as amongst the Somal, and not let fly as 
by Europeans with a long steady loose. The best bows are made 
by the tribes near the Rufiji River. 

The arrow is about two feet in length; the stele or shaft is made 
of some light wood, and often of reed. Its fault is want of weight: 
to inflict damage upon an antelope it must not be used beyond 
point-blank, fifteen to tsventy paces; and a score will be.shot into 
a bullock before it falls. The musketeer, despising the arrow at a 
distance, fears it at close quarters, knowing that for his one shot 
the archer can discharge a dozen.$ The people have not learned the 
use of red-hot arrows, and the poisoned shaft, an unmanly weapon 
ignored by the English and French archers even in their deadliest 
wars, is confined to the Wanyika of Mombasah, the Wazaramo, the 
Wakhutu the Western Wasagara, and the people of Uruwwa.t 

* From the days of Franklin to the era of Silistria, Citate and Kars, fancy 
tacticians have advocated the substitution of the bow or the additioll of it to the 
" queen of weapons," the musket. Their reasons for a revival of the obsolete 
arm are its lightness, its rapidity of discharge, and its silent action. They forget 
however the saying of Xenophon, that it is impiety in a man wbo has not learxied 
archery froln his childhood to ask such boon of the easy gods. 

t The NVazaramo and Wakhutu call the plant from which the poison is ex- 
tracted Mkande kande. Thev sold at somewhat an exorbitant price a leaf full 
of the preparation, but avoided pointing out to the Expedition the plant, which 
from their description appears to t)e a wariety of euphorbia. M. Werne (' Sources 
of the White Nile,' chap. viii.) says that the river tribes prepare their arrow- 
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Fearing the action of the wirld upon such light shafts if tmfledged, 
the archer inserts into the cloven end three or four feathers, the 
cockieather being as in Europe perpendicular when the arrow is 
notched. The pile or iron head is curiously and cruelly barbed, with 
long waving tails; the neck is toothed and edffled by dinting the iron 
when hot with an axe and it is sometimes halDsawed that it may 
break in the wourld. The East Africans also have forkers or 
two-headed shafts? and bird-bolts or blunt arrows tipped with some 
hard wood used when the weapon is likely to be lost. Before 
loosing an arrow the archer throws into the air a pinch of dust, 
not to find out the wind but for good luck, like the laartars of 
T;bet before discharging their guns. In battle the heavy-armed 
man holds his spear and a sheaf of spare arrows in the bow hand, 
whilst a quiver slung to the left sid& contains reserve missiles, and 
a little ase stuck in the right side of the t,irdle is ready when the 
rest fail. The ronga or qu;ver is a bark-case, neatly cut and 
stained. It is of two formsS full-length and provided with a cover 
for poisoned, and half-length for unpoisoned arrows. 

The rungu or knobkerry is the African club or mace; it 
extends from the Cape to the negro and the Somal tribes north of 
the Equator. The shape Yaries in almost every district: the head 
is long or round, oval or irretular, and sometimes provided on one 
side with an edge, it is cut out of the hardest wood, and gene- 
rally from one piece. In some cases the knob is added to the 
handle, and in others it is supplied with a spear-head. The 
handle is generally two feet long, and it is cut thin enough to 
make the weapon top-heavy. The Moyamwezi is rarely seen 
abroad without th;s weapon 5 he uses it in the chase, and in battle 
against the archer of the enemy; he seems to trust it in close 
quarters rather than the feather-weight arrow or the spear that 
bends like gutta perchaS and most murders are committed with it. 
The Eastern people do not, like the Kafirs, use the handle of the 
knobkerry as a dibble. 

poison from a kind of asclepias, whose milk and sap are pressed out between two 
stones and allowed to thickell. Dr. Livingstone (chap. viii.) mentions the use of 
the n'gwa caterpillar amongst the Bushmen, who also poison waters with the 
Euphorbia arborescens; and Mr. Andersson (chap. vii.) the Euphorbia candelabrum 
amongst the Ovaherero and the Hill Damaras. In E. Africa the poison-leaves 
are allowed to distil their juices into a pot which for inspissation is placed over a 
slow fire; when thick and slab, the contents are applied with a stick to the arrow 
and are smoothed between the hands. When finished, the part behind the barb is 
covered with a shiny brown-black coat, not unlike pitch, to the extent of four or 
five inches. When dry it is renewed by the applicatiork of a fresh layer5 the old 
being removed l}y exposure to the fire. The people fear this poison greatly: they 
wash their hanels after touching its and declare that a wounded lnat or beast loses 
sense, " moons about,5' and comes to the ground before running a quarter of a 
mile. Much exaggeratioll must be expected upon the suNect of toxicology 
axnongst barbarialls: it acts probably, like the Somali arrow-poison, as a strong 
narcotic.? and is rarely fatal even when freshly applied. 
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The sime or dudgeon is the makeshift for the Arab jambiyah 
and the Persian khanjar. The shape of this weapon varies in 
almost every tribe. The Wahulnba or Wamasai use blades about 
four feet long by two fingers in breadth; the long, rolmd, and 
guardless hilt. is ribbed for security of grasp, and covered with 
leather; their iron is of excellent quality, and the shape of the 
weapon has given rise to the report that " they make swords on 
the model of those of the Knights Tetnplars."* The Wazegura 
and the Wagogo use knives not unlike the poniard of the Somal. 
In some tribes it is 3*5 ft. long, with a leathern sheath ex- 
tending half-way up the blade. Generally it is about half that 
length, straight, pointed, and double-edged, or jagged with teeth. 
The ret,ioxls about the Lake manufacture and export great numbers 
of these weapons, varying from a finger's length to full size. 

The shoka ori battle-axe is much used by the tribes around the 
Tanganyika. It has a blade of triangular shape, somewhat longer 
and thinner than that used as a workinffl tool, and it is passed 
through the bulging head of a short handle cut out of the bauhinia 
or some other hard tree. Amongst the NVasagara the peculiar 
mundu or bill often serves for the same purpose. 

The targes of the Wasagara and the Wanyamwezi have already 
been deseribed; the Wavinza make a shield of basket-w(lrk six 
feet hy two, and much resemblinn that of the southern Kafirs, and 
the \Va'ungu use large pavoises of bull's hide. It is probable 
that the exceeding humidity of the cliInate, so ruinous to leather, 
prevents the general adoption of the shield; on the march it is 
merely an encumbrance, an(l the warrior must carry it on his head 
beyond the reach of the dewy glass. 

The maritime races, the Wazegura and others opposite the 
island of Zanzibar? have inlprudently been allowed to purchase 
fire-arms, which they employ in obstructing caravans and in kid- 
napping-commandos against their weaker neighbours. A single 
German holtse has, it is said, sold off 13,000 Tower muskets in one 
year. The arms now preferred are those exported by Hamburg 
arld America; they fetch 4 dollars each; the French single-barrel 
is somewhat cheaper, averaging 3 dollars 50 cents. ITl the interior 
fire-arms are still fortunately rare the Arabs are too wise to arm 
the barbarians against themselves. In Unyamwezi an old gun is 
a present for a chief, and the most powerful rulers seldom can 
boast of more than three. Gunpowder is irnported from Zanzibar 

zk Mr. Cooley (' Geography of N'yassi,' p. 29) mentions this fact of the " Mere- 

mongao " (called by Lieut, Boteler, in ' Narrative of a Voyage of Discovery to 

Africa an(l Arabia,' {' Meriemongao"). The rkame of the tribe is unknomTal at 

Zanzibar, but its position, " about two months' journey from Mombasah, behind the 

Wanyika," would identify it with the Wakamba (chap. iii.). Thus M. Guillain 

(aol. iii., p. 216) asserts that Warimangao is the name given by the people of 

Mombasah to the people of Ukambani. 
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in kegs of 10 and 25 lbs., bearing the American mark; it is of the 
description used in blasting, and fouls the piece after a few dis- 
charges. The usual prices vary at Zanzibar from 3 dollars 50 
cents to 7 dollars, and upon the coast from 5 to 1() dollars per 
small keg; in Unyamwezi ammunition is exchanged for ivory and 
slaves, and some Arab lnerchants keep as many as thirty kegs in 
the house, which they retail to factors and traders at the rate of 
1 to 2 shukkah per lb. 

Swords in East Africa are used only by strangers. The V\Tasa- 
wahili and the slave-factors prefer the kittareh, a curved sabre 
made in Oman and Hazramaut, or, in its stead, an old Germa 
cavalry-blade. The Arabs carry as a distinction the "faranji," 
a straight, thin, double-edged,< guardless, and two-handed sword, 
about four feet long, and sharp as a carving-knife; the price varies 
from 10 to 100 dollars. 

The negroid is an unmechanical^race, his industry has scarcely 
passed the limits of savage invention. Though cotton abounds in 
the interior, only the Wanyamwezi have attempted a rude loom ;* 
and the working of iron and copper is confined to the Wafyoma 
and the Lakist races. The gourd is still the principal succedaneum 
for pottery. The other branches of industry which are necessary 
to all barbarians are mats and baskets ropes and cords. 

Carpentering amongst the East Africans is still in its rudest stage; 
no Daedalus has yet taught them to jag their daggers into samrs for 
svood. The art is limited to making the cots and cartels upon whicnh 
the people invariably sleep, and to carving canoes, mortars, bowls, 
rude platters, spoons, stools, and similar articles of furniture. The 
tree, after being rung and barked to dry the juices, is felled by fire 
or the axe; it is then cut up into lengths of the required dimensions, 
and hacked into shape with slo- and painful toil. The tools are a 
shoka, or hatchet of puerile dimensions, perhaps one-fifth the size 
of our broad axes, yet the people can use it to better advantage 
than the admirable implement of the backwoodsman. The mbizo 
or adze is also knowll in the interior, but none except the Fundi 
and slaves trained UpOll the coast have ever seen a hand-saw, a 
centre-bit, or a chisel. 

Previous to weaving, cotton is picked and cleaned with the 
hand; it is then spun into a coarse thread. Like the Paharis of 
India, the East Africans ignore the distaS; they twist the material 
round the left wrist. The mlavi, or spindle, is of two forms; one 
is a short stick, inserted in a hole through a lump of lead or burnt 
clay, like the Indiall bllaunri; the other is a thin bit of wood, 
about 15 ft. long, with a crescent of the same material on 

* According to the Arabs, cloths are also made by the Wafipa tribe, on the 
S. E. of the Tanganyika Lake, and the growth of cotton is superior to the coarse 
produce of arid Unyanyembe. 
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the top, and an iron hook to hold the thread. The utanda, or loom-frame, differs from the vertical shape of West Africa. A pair of side-poles about 12 ft. long, and supported at the corners by four uprights, is placed at an angle, enabling the workman to stand to his work; and the oblong is completed by two cross-bars, round which the double line of the warp, or longitudinal threads cxf the woven tissue, are secured. The dimensions of the web vary from 5 to 6 ft. in length, by 2 to 3 broad. The weft, or transverse thread, is shot with two or three thin laths, or spindles, round which the white and coloured yarns are wound through the doubled warp, which is kept apart by another lath passing between the two layers, an(l the spindle is caught with the left hand as it appears at the left side. Lastly, a lath, broader and flatter than the others, is used to close the wprk, and to beat the thread home. As the workman deems three hours per diem ample labour, a cloth will rarely be finished under a week. Taste is shown in the choice of patterns: they are sometimes checks with squares, alter- nately bla;t and white, or in stripes of black variegated with red dyes upon a xvhite ground: the lines are generally broad in the centre, but narrow along the edges, arld the texture not a little resembles our sacking. The dark colour is obtained from the juice of the mzilna-tree; it stains the yarn to a dull brown, which becomes a dark mulberry, or an Indian-ink black, when buried for two or three days in the vegetable mud of the ponds and pools. The madder-red is produced by boiling the root and bark of a bush called mda'a, an ochreish tint is also extracted from the crimson matter that stains the cane and the leaves of red holcus. All cloths have the tanlbua or fringe indispensable in East Africa. Both weaving and dyeing are men's work in these lands. Tlle cloth is a poor article: like the people of Ashanti, who from time immemorial have woven their own cottons, the East African ever prefers foreign fabrics. The loose texture of his own produce admits wind and rain; when dry it is rough and unpleasant, when wet heavy and comfortless as leather . and it cannot look clean, as it is never bleached. According to the Arabs, the yarn is often dipped into a starch made from grain, for the purpose of thicken- ing the appearance of the texture: this disappears after the first washing, and the cloth must be pegged down to prevent its shrink- ing to half size. The relative proportion of warp and weft is unknown, and the woolly fuzzy quality of the half-wild cotton now in use impoverishes the fabric. Despite the labour expended upon these cloths, the largest size may be purchased for six feet of American domestics, or for a pair of iron hoes: there is therefore little illducement to extend the manufacture. Iron is picked up in the state called utlmdwe, or gangue, from the sides of low sandstone hills: in places the people dig pits from 
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2 to 4 feet deep, and, according to the Arabs, they find the metal in 
tears, nodules, and rounded lumps. The pisolithic iron, common in 
the maritime regions, is not worked. The mhesi or blacksmith's art 
is still in its infancy. The iron-stone is carried to the smithy, an 
open shed, where the work is done: the smelting-furnace is a hole 
in the ground, filled with lighted charcoal, upon which the utundwe 
is placed, and, covered with another layer of fire, it is allowed to 
run through the fuel. The blast is produced by mafukutu 
(bellows): they are two roughly rounded troughs7 about 3 inches 
deep by 6 in diameter, hewn out of a siolgle block of wood and pro- 
longed into a pair of parallel branches, pierced for the passage of 
the wind throllgh two apertures in the walls of the troughs. The 
troughs are covered with skin, to which are fixed two long pro- 
jecting sticks for handles, which may be worked by a man sitting. 
A stone is placed upon the bellows for steadiness, and clay nozzles, 
or holcus-canes with a lateral hole, are fixed on to the branches to 
prevent them from charring. Sometimes as lnany as five pairs are 
worked at once, and great i3 the rapi(lity required to secure a con- 
tinuous outdraught.* The ore is melted and remelted several 
times, till pure; tempering and case-hardening are unknown, and 
it is stored for use by being cast in clay-motllds, or made up into 
hoes. The hammer and anul are generally smooth stones. The 
principal articles of ironmongery are spears, assegai arld arrow- 
heads, battle-axes, hatchets, and adze?s, knives and daggers, sickles 
and razors, rings and sambo, or wire-circlets. The kinda is a 
large bell, hung by the ivory-porter to his tusk on the line of the 
march: the kengere or kiuC,i a smaller variety which he fastens 
to his legs. Pipes, with iroll bowls and stems, are made by the 
more ingenious, and the smoker manufactures for himself small 
pillcers or pliers which, curious to say, are unknoun even by name 
to the more civilized people of Zanzibar. 

Copper is not foulld upon this line in East Africa. From the 
country of the Kazembe, however, an excellent red and heavy, 
soft alld bright variety, not unlike that of Japan, finds its way to 
Ujiji, and sometimes to the coast. It is sold in bars from 1 to 2 
feet long. At Ujiji, where it is cheap, 4 to 5 pounds are pro- 
curable br 2 doti, there worth about 4 dollars. Native copper, 
therefore, is almost as expensive as that imported from Europe. 
It is used in making the rude and clumsy bangles affected by both 
sexes, sambo, and ornaments for the spear and bow, the staS and 
the knobkerry. 

The art of ceramics has made but little progress in East Africa; 
no Anacharsis has yet arisen to teach her sons the use of the wheel. 
The figuline, a greyish-brown clay, is procured from river-beds, or 

* Mr. Andersson (' Lake Ngami,' chap. a3;vi.) gives a sketch of a similar con- 
trivance amongst the S. Africans: the clay tubes, however, are somewhat larger 
than those used in Unyamwezi by " blacksmiths at work." 



dug up in the country; it is subjected to the preliminary operations 
of pounding, rubbing dry upon a stone, pulverizing, and purifying 
from stones and pebbles. It is then worked into a thick mass, 
with water, and the potter fashions it with the halld, first shaping 
the mouth; he adds an inch to it when dry, hardens it in the sun, 
makes another addition, and thus proceeds till it is finished. Lines 
and other ornaments having been t.raced, t.he pots are baked in 
piles of seven or eight, by burning grass wc)od-fire would crack 
thenl consequently the material always remains halfraw. Usually 
the colour becomes lamp-black: in Usagara, however, the potter's 
clay burns red, like the soil-the effect of iron. A cunning work- 
man will make in a day four of these pots, some of them containing 
several gallons, and their perfect regularity of form, and often 
their picturesqueness of shape, surprise the stranger. The best 
are made in Ujiji, Karagwah, and Uganda: those of lXnyamwezi 
are inferior, and the clay of Zanzibar is of all the worst. 

There are many kinds of pots which not a little resemble the 
glazeel jars of ancient Egypt. The ukango, which acts as vat in 
fermenting liquor, is of the greatest dimensions. The mtungi is a 
large water-vessel with a short and narrow neck, and rounded at 
the bottom so as to be conveniently carried on the head. The 
chungu, or cooking-pot, has a wide and open mouth; it is of 
several varieties, large and small. The mkungu is a shallow 
bowl, preciseSy like those made at the tomb of Moses, and now 
familiar to Europe. At Ujiji alld on the Lake they also manufac- 
ture smaller vessels, with and without spouts. 

In a country where pottery is scarce and dear, the buyu or 
Cucurbita lagenaria supplies every utensi] except those use(l for 
cooking; its many and various adaptations render it a valuable 
production. The people train it to grow in the most fantastic 
shapes, and ornament it by tattooing with dark paint, and by 
patterns worked in brass tacks and wires: where it splits it is 
artistically sewn together. The larger kin(ls serve as well-buckets, 
water-pots, travelling canteens, churns, and the sounding-boards 
of Inusical instruments: a hookah, or water-pipe, is made by dis- 
torting the neck,* and the smaller varieties are converted into 
snuS-boxes, medicinbeases, and unguent-pots. The fruit of the 
calabash-tree is also called buyu: split and dried it is used as 
ladles, I)ut it is too small to answer all the purposes of the gourd. 

The East Africans excel in the manufacture of mtemba or borif- 
pipe-heads. These are of tszo kinds. One is made from a soft 
stone, probably steatite, found irl Usonga, near Utumbara, and on 

* A long piece of bamboo, as amongst some of the wilder races of Indians, is 
also con erted into a water-pipe. 

t This word varies everywhere in signification. In Western Arabia it means 
the whole water-pipe or hukkah. II1 Eastern Arabia, Zaxlzibar, and the Sawahib, 
it signifies the moveable pipe-bowl. In the Somali country it is invariably used 
for tobacco. 
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the road to Karagwah: it is, however rare, and about ten times 
the price of the clay bowls, because less liable to break. The 
other is made of a plastic or pipe-clay, too brittle to serve for pots, 
and it invariably cracks at the shank, unless bound with wire. 
Both are haild-made, and are burned in the same rough way as the 
pottery. At Msene, where the clay pipe is cheapest, the price 
of the bowl is a khete, or double string of white or blue beads. 
The pipe of Unyamwezi is of graceful shape, a cone with the apex 
downwards; this leaves but little of the hot, oily, alld high-smelling 
tobacco at the bottom, whereas in Europe the contrary seems to 
be the rule. In Ujiji the bowl is small, rounded, and shallow, it 
is, moreover, very brittle. The most artful "mtemba" is snade 
by the people of Uvira: black inside, like other pottery, its exterior 
is coloured a greyish-white, and adorned with red by means of 
the Indian geru (Colcothar or Crocus Martis). Bhang is always 
and tobacco is sometimes smoked in a water-pipe: the bowl is of 
huge size, capable of ccyntaining at least half a pound, and its 
upper half is made to incline towards the smoker's face. rrhe 
Lakist tribes have a graceful variety, like the Irldian " chillam," 
very different from the awkward, unwieldy, and distorted article 
now fashionable in Unyamwezi and the Eastern countries. The 
usual pipe-stem is a tube of about 15 feet long, generally a 
hollowed twig of the dwarf melewele-tree. As it is rudely bored 
with hot wire, it must be made air-tight by wax and a coating of 
brass or copper nvire; a strap of hairy skin prevents the pipe-shank 
parting from the stick. Iron and brass tubes are rare and highly 
prized; the fortunate possessor will sometimes ask for a single 
specimen two shukkah. 

Basket-makillg and mat-weaving are favourite occupations ill 
East Africa for both sexes and all ages; even the Arabs may 
frequently be seen absorbed in an employmellt svhich in Oman 
would be considered derogatory to manliness. The sengo, or 
common basket, froln the coast to the Lake, is an open, shallomr, 
and pan-shaped article, generally made of mwanzi, or bamboo- 
bark, reddened in parts and stained black in others by the root of 
the ukuruti and other trees, and white where the outer coat has 
been removed from the bamboo. The body, which resembles a 
popular article in ancient Egypt, is neatly plaited, and the upper 
ends are secured to a stout hoop of the same material. The kanda 
(in the plural makanda) acts in the interior as rtlatting for rooms, 
and is converted into bags for covering bales of cloth, beads, and 
similar artic]es. It is made from the myara (myala) or Chamaerops 
humilis; the leaf is peeled, sun-dried, and split with a bit of 

* It is called in Botabay " kao," an impure blood-red oxide of iron, in fact a 
kind of polishing powder like the European " jewellers' rouge." It is principally 
used for hammering into copper, and thus giving it a deeper tinge. 
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iron into five or six lengths, joined at the base, which is trimmed for plaiting. The Karagwah, the only mat made in the interior of Africa, is used as bedding and carpeting; on journeys the porters bivouac under it; it swells with the wet, and soon becomes impervious to rain or heavy dew. It is of two kinds: one of rushes growing in the vicinity of water, the other of grass rolled up into little bundles. A complicated stitch rllns along the whole length in double lines. The best description of mat is called mkeke. It is made at Zanzibar and the coast from the youn fronds of the ukhindu or brab, neatly stained with various dyes. Women of family pride themselves upon their skill in ulaking the mkeke, which attains a price of 4 dollars. Amongst the mari- time races none but the chiefs have a right to sit upon it; there are no sllch distinctions in the interior, where these mats are carried for sale by the slaves. From the brab also are made neat strainers to purify honey pombe, and similar articles. They are open-mouthed cylinders, from one to two feet long, and varying in diameter from three to six inches. The bottom is narrowed by whipping fibre round the loose ends of the leaves. The fishing- nets have been described when treating of the Tanganyika. The luivo, or hand-net, is made of calabash or other fibre, with coarse wide meshes; it is affixed to two sticks firmly planted in the ground, and small animals are driven into it by beaters. The basts or barks a.nd fibrous substances in East Africa are cheap and abundant, but labour and conveyance being difficult and expensive, they would require to be shipped from Zanzibar in the condition of half-stuR. The best and most easily divisible into pliant and knot-tying fibres are upon the coast the pineapple, and in the interior the plantain. The next in value are the in- teguments of the calahash and the myombo tree. These fibres would produce a good article were it not for the artlessness of African manipulation. The bark is pounded or chewed, and, in lieu of spinning, is twisted between the hands; the largest ropes are made in half an hour, an(l break after a few minutes of hard work. A fine silky twine, used for fishing, is made from the aloetic plant called by the A rabs masad * and kideh. The leaves are stripped of their coats, and the ends being tightly bound between two pieces of wood, the mass of fibre is drawn out like a ssvord from its sheath. Fatilah, or matchlock matches, are made in Zanzibar of cotton, alld in the interior of calabash fibre. As might be expected amongst a sparse population leading a comparatively simple life, the ast variety of diseases which afflict 

* Also known ill Arabia as " bag," and to the Wasawahili as " mlQonge." It is the hig or haskul of Somaliland, where it aficts the poorest ground, cannot be burnt down, and is impassable to naked legs and cattle, 
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more civilized races, who are collected in narrow spaces, are un- 
known in East Africa even by name. Its principal sporadic 
is fsever, remittent and intermittent, with its multitudinous secolld- 
aries, concerning wllich notices have been scattered through the 
precedingpages The mo3t dangerous epidemic is its aborigen, 
the smclll-pox,* which, propagated without contact or fomites, 
sweeps at times like a storm of death over the land. For years it 
has not left the Arab colony at Kazeh, and, shortly before the 
arrival of the Expedition, in a single month 52 slaves died out of 
a total of 800. The ravages of this disease amongst the half- 
starved and overworked gangs of caravan porters have already 
been described; as many as a score of these wretches have been 
seen at a time in a single caravan; men staggering along blinded 
an(l almost insensible, jostling and stumbling against every one in 
their way; and mothers carrying babes, both parent and proneny 
ill the virulent stage of the fell disease. The Arabs have partially 
introduced the practice of inoculating, anciently known in South 
Africa; the pus is introduced into an incision in the forehead 
between the eyebroms. The people have no remedy for small- 
pox: they trust entirely to the vis medicatrix. There is a mil(ler 
form of the maladv, called shurua, resembling the chicken-pox of 
Europe; it is cured by bathing in cold water .and smearing the 
bodv with ochreish earth. The Arab merchants of Unyanyembe 
declare that, when they first visited Karagwah, the people were 
decimated by the taun, or plague. They describe correctly the 
bubo under the axillae, the torturing thirst, and the rapid fatality of 
the disease. In the ear]y part of 1859 a violent attack of cholera, 
which extended from Maskat along the eastern coasts of Arabia 
and Africa, committed terrible ravages in the island of Zanzibar 
al-ld throughout the maritime regions. Of course, no precautions 
of quarantine or cordon militaire were taken, yet the contagion did 
not extelld into the interior. 

Strangers in East Africa suffer from dysenteries and silnilar 
disorders consequellt upon fever; and, as ill Egypt, few are free 
from haemorrhoids, which ill Unyalnwezi are accompanied by 
severe colics and urtlbilical pains. Rheematism and rheumatic 
fever, severe catarrhs and influenzas, are caused by the cold 
winds, and, when crossing the higher altitudes, pneumonia and 
pleurisis abound in the caravan. On the coast many settlers, 
Indian and Arab, show upon the skin wllitish leprous spots, 
which are treated with various unguents.t In the interior, though 
well provided with fresh meat and vegetables, travellers are 

zk According to our earlier travellers, small-po2r was not indigenous to the tribes 
of Kafirland. 

t Similarly, the Bushmen of S. Africa treat leprosy with the fat of the hippopo- 
tamus, and the negroes ofthe blauritius with coco-nut oil. 

2 a 2 
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attacked by scurvy, even in the absence of its normal exciting causes, damp, cold, and poor diet. This phenomenon has often been observed upoil the upper course of the N;le; Europeans have been prostrated by it even in the dry regions westward of the Red Sea, and the Portuguese officersX who explored Usenda of the Kazembe suffered tortures from the complaint. 
Common diseases aulongst the natives are umbilical hernia and prolapsus: the latter is treated by the application of powdered bhang, (lry or mixed with ghee. They are subject to kihindu- hindu in Arabic, sara the epilepsy, which they pretend to cure by the marrow of rhinoceros' shank. Of the many fits and con- vulsions which affect them, the kichyoma-chyoma is the most dreaded. The word, which means the " little irons," describes the painful sensations, the cransps and stitches, the spasms and lan- cinations, which torment the sufferer. Many die of this disease. It is not extraordinary that the fits, convulsions, and contortions which it suddenly induces should lead the people to consider it in the light of possession, and the magician to treat it with charms. Madness and idiocy are not uncommon: of the patient it is said, "Ana wazirtlo"-"he has fiends." In most parts the people, after middle age, are tender-eyed from the effects of smoke within, glare without, exposure and debauchery. Not a few samples of acute ophthalmic disease were seen. 

In the lower and more malarious spots, desquamations, tumours, and skin diseases are caused by suddenly suppressed perspiration. The terrible kidonda or helcoma of the maritime regions and the prurigo of Ujiji have already been alluded to. The " chokea" is a hordeolllm or large boil, generally upon the upper eyelid. The " funza " is supposed to result from the bite of a lalge variety of fly. It begins with a small red and fiery swel]ing, which bursts after a time and produces a white entozoon about half an inch in length. "Kumri" are common blains, and "p'hambazi" malig- nant blind-boils, which leave a deep discoloured scar; when the parts aSected are distant from the seat of circulation, the use of the limb is sometimes lost. For most of these sores tutiya or murtutu, blue-stone, is considered a specific. 
As might be expected amongst an ignorant and debauched race coming in direct contact with semi-civilization, the lues has found its way from the island of Zanzibar to Ujiji and into the heart of Africa. It is universally believed both by the natives and by the Arabs, who support the assertion with a host of proofs, to be propagated without contact. Such, indeed, is the general opinion of the Eastern world, where perhaps its greater virulence may 

* In ' O Muata Cazembe,' the author of the Portuguese Expedition mentions that "fortunately he had no medicine," and that after severe sufferings from scurvy he was culed by a negro, 
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assimilate it to the type of the earlier attacks in Europe. The 
disease, however, dies outS and has not taken root in the people as 
amongst the devoted races of North America and the South Sea 
islands. Although a malignant fbrm was found extending through- 
out the country, mutilation of the features and similar secondaries 
were not observed beyond the maritirne region. Except bluestone, 
mineral drugs are unknown, and the use of mercury and ptyalism 
have not yet exa.cerbated the evil. 'rhe minor fbrtn of lues is 
little feared and yields readily to simples; the consequences 
however, are strangury, cystitis, chronic nephritic disease, anal 
rheumatism. 

"Polypharmacy" is not the fault of th-e profession in East 
Africa, and the Imiversal belief in possession tends greatly to 
simplify the methodus Inodendi. The u8ual cathartic is the bark 
of a tree called kalakalA, which is boiled in porridge. There is a 
great variety of emetics, some so violent that several Arabs who 
have been bold enough to swallow them, barely escaped with life. 
The actual cautery usually a favourite counter-;rritant amongst 
barbarous people is rarely practised in East Afri; in its stead 
powder of bluestone is applied to the sore or wound, which has 
been carefully scraped, an(l the patient howls with pain for hours. 
They bleed frequently as Italians who even after being startled 
resort to a mild phlebotomy, and they cut down straight upon 
the vein with a sharp knife. They love cupping like the Arabs, 
who say,- 

" Few that cllp, repent, 
Few that bleed, rejoice." 

A favourite place is the crown of the head. The practitioller, 
after scarifying the skin with razor or dagger, produces a vacuum 
by exhausting the air through a horn applied with wetted edges; 
at the point iS a bit of wax, which he closes over the aperture with 
his tongue or teeth as the hospital " singhi " in India uses a bit of 
leather. Cupping called ke humika-is made highly profitable 
by showing strange appearances in the blood. They cure by 
excision the bite of snakes, which, however, are not feared nor often 
fatal in these lands. They cannot reduce dislocations, and never 
attempt to set or splint a broken bone. 

The mganga or medicineman, in his character of " doctor," is a 
personage of importance. IIe enter3 the sick-room in the dignity 
of antelope-horn, grease, and shell-necklace, and he sits with im- 
portance upon his three-legged stool. As a ;' devil " saves him the 
trouble of diagnosis, he begins by a prescription, invariably ordering 
somethmg edlble for the purpose, and varymg lt, accordlng to the 
patient's means, from a measure of grain to a bullock. He asserts, 
for instance, that a pound of fat is required for medLicine; a goat 
must be killede and his perquisite is the head or breast-a pre- 
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liminary to a more important fee. Then the price of prescription 
a sine qua non to prescribing 1S settled upon and paid in 

advance. After certain questions, invariably suggesting the pre- 
sence of poison, the medical practitioner proceeds to the cure; 
this is generally a charm or periapt bound round the part affected. 
In common diseases however, like fever, they will condescend to 
such profane processes as adhibiting sternutatories and rubbing the 
head with -egetable powders. If the remedies pro+re too powerful 
or powerless, the mganga at once decamps; under normal circum- 
stances he incapacitates himself for performing his promise of 
calling the next day by expending his fee in liquor. The Africans 
have in one point progressed beyond Europeans: there are as 
many women physicians as men. 

ClIAPTER XV. 

CATTLE, CULTIVATION, AND CARAVANS IN EAST AFRICA. 

CONCERNING the wild Fauna of the country, a few desultory 
notices have been scattered in the preceding pages. East Africa, it 
may be observed, wants the variety of species which distinguish the 
southern regions of the peninsula. There are, it is true, spots that 
show the finest sport, but, as a rule, the haunts and watering-places 
of wild animals are deserts through which the traveller must hurry, 
flying from hunger and other perils. In the more populous parts 
game has melted away before the woodman's axe and the hunter's 
arrow: even where large tracts of jungle abound with water and 
forage, the note of a bird rarely strikes the ear, and not a head of 
game will be seen during a long day's march. Briefly, this portion 
of Africa is a remarkable contrast to the line traversed by Dr. 
Livingstone, where the allimals standing within bow-shot of his 
weapon were so plentiful that the burden of provisions was unne- 
cessary. The birds are scarcely more numerous than the beasts; 
they are characterised by dulness and sombreness of plumage, and 
they are noisy but not harmonious, unpleasant because strange to 
the European ear. 

The tame animals, which form a considerable item in the list of 
the East African's possessions, require some detail. Black cattle 
will IlOt exist upon the coast from Mombasah to Kilwa, except 
about Koilduchi and its adjacent islets: they cannot live in Uza- 
ramo and Khutu, and yet they are iound upon the Pangani River, 
at a few miles distant from the sea. The people attribute this 
phenomenon here to brackish water, there to a poisonous grass: 
the animals die, according to the Arabs, sometimes from entozoa 
in the liver, at other times from an eruptioIl like smallpox, accom- 
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panied with frothing at the mouth, and ending fatally after the 
third or fourth day. Of a herd, even when kept on the seaboard 
for a few weeks, many will be lost, and only charlge of air will 
save the rest. It may be remarked, however, that no cattle are 
found in the low and marshy central tracts which form the kingdom 
of the Kazembe: the deficiency should, therefore, be attributed to 
climate rather than to a merely local accident. Moreover, fronl 
the specimen brought home by the Expedition, it is evident that 
the tsetse, so fatal to all the bovine and equine race, has not died 
out of the land. 

In East Africa, as irl India, the coupling season commences 
before the monsoon-rains, and the cattle generally bring forth in 
the early days after the masika. No care is applied to breeding, 
and whatever excellence there is in the animals must be attribute(l 
solely to the abundance of pasture. Cattle are not ridden in these 
lands; and the remarkable African breeds-the long-horns of the 
Gallas and the South African tribes, and the loose-horns of Abys- 
sinia antl Kafirland do not apparently extend to these regions. 
The people moreover do not, like most pastoral races, mark, dye, 
or otherwise ornament their animals. 

On the line of road followed by the Expedition no herds were 
seen eastward of the central heights of Usagara. On those moun- 
tains the cattle are small, humped, and exceedingly lean dllrina 
the dry season; after the rains, when forage abounds, they become 
as fat as they before were thin. In Ugogo there is a dernand for 
cattle, and cows fetch from 3 to 5 doti. 'rhe breed of Unyamwezi is 
larger and finer than those to the east: stallions were seen rival- 
ling in size the far-famed produce of Guzerat; the oxen also are 
fat and well-growll. rrhe common variety is a short-backed, round- 
barrelled, and large-humped animal: there are many shades of 
colour black and white, dun and yellow, brindled, speckled, and 
striped; the most remarkable is an ashy blue. '1he cattle of 
Ujiji, Uhha, and Karagwah is a large-horned and small-huluped 
species, with a uniform dun coat: the Arabs of Zanzibar compare 
them with the English covv. 

In Eastern and Central Africa cows are never stallede tRhey 
are driven out during the day, apart from the calves; they are 
watched and guarded by spearmen, and the herd is kept together 
by the tinkling of an iron or a wooden bell. They are milked at 
different times by different tribes--- in the morning, at noon, or 
before sunset. It is everywhere a man's work, as amongst the 
ancient Egyptians and the modern Ababdeh; and it is an art in 
these lands. Though the cow's leCs are tethered to prevent kick- 
ing, she abhors and resists a strange hand, and yields willingly 
even to her own milkman only after the calf has been allowe(l 
to suck. If the yolmg one dies, she often refuses her produce: 
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for economy, however, in some parts, a kid is taught to assist in 
the operation. No grain is given in the less fertile countries, the 
animals subsist for half the year on rank grass, and for the other 
half on hard stubble; the udder is consequently rarely distended; 
the yield is about one quarter that of an average European cow, 
and it ceases to flow on the third or fourth month after parturition. 
The milk also is of the poorest and most insipid quality, and the 
butter is white, like that of the camel. The half-tamed bulls 
cannot be driven apart from the herd, they run away, charge 
furiously as wil(l buSaloes, and, nvhen mortally wounded, seldom 
fall till hemorrhage has extended throughout the interior. Even 
the cows give considerable trouble on the road; they begin by 
trying to escape, and they end by straggling from the line of 
route. l'o prevent the calves pulling at the udder, it is smeared 
with cow-dung: this handy, though unclean, shift is of little use 
in lands where every man is a thief of milk, and where muzzles 
and tethers would certainly be stolen. Herds are driven down to 
the coast by almost every caravan; the cattle fall of greatly 
during the march from the change of air and water. In good 
pasture-lands the beef is fat and well-flavoured. 

In East Africa the mbuzi or goats are of two species: one is 
the common ltrab breed, small, plumply-rounded, and neatly- 
formed as an antelope; the other approaches the type of a wild 
animal; the skin is a dark dun, with black-brown points, an(l the 
beard is long, waving, and jetty. The latter variety is rarely 
found near the coast, more often in tJnyanyembe, and westward 
to the Tanganyika Lake. Goats are sometimes caponized, but 
the kid is seldom eaten: the wild man prefers the flavour of the 
full-grown, on the principle that he chooses an old cock rather 
than a tender chicken. The khondo'o or sheep is of two kinds, 
like the goat. The African aninlal somewhat resembles that of 
Western Arabia: it is generally of an oakum colour, with a long 
tail, broad at the clunes, and tapering of: strangers compare it to 
a dog. The other variety, like that of Somaliland, is clearly an 
importation from Central Asia. In these countries, however, it 
degenerates: the large knotted tail becomes a short, ragged flap, 
the pure white coat becomes blotched and stained, and the head 
loses its "castey"' appearance. Sheep are rarely castrated, and 
are little prized even by the African: the only test of condition is 
the fulness of the caudal region. Upon the coast and in the 
interior mutton fetches on]y two-thirds or, if in bad condition, one- 
half the price of goat's flesh. The skin also is useless; it tears 
like parchment. 

Besides man, there is no animal of bllrden throughout this 
country except p'hunda or asses. A few are found in Ugogo; the 
chiefs, their proprietors, will however rarely sell them. A greater 
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number are bred in Unyanyembe, where they cost from 2 to 5 
cloths each; and the Arabs sometimes cross the mares with the 
Omani ass, and demand as much as 60 dollars for the produce, 
vhich is improved in shape and stature. The principal mart is 
amongst the wild pastoral tribe of Wataturu, who sell them for 
4 fundo of beads to 1 doti per head: some Arabs have laid in a 
stock for transporting to the coast, where they command a price of 
10 dollars. In the maritime, as in the central Lakist regions, the 
ass is almost unknown. The animal is imported into Zanzibar 
island frozn Oman and from the Barr el Banadir: the Arab breed 
used for riding can rarely be purchased under 30 dollars, whereas 
the African ranges froul 4 to 10 dollars. 

The ass in this part of Abica resembles tlle Somali and Wa- 
masai breeds: it shows so few varieties of form and colour that it 
appears as if lately reclaime(l from a wild state. It has almost in- 
variably a grey, fawn, or mouse tint, with a silvery belly and 
a brown-black cross along the back, and extending down the 
shoulders; the tail, the lower legs, and the ears, which are often 
slit or shorn of their tips, to serve as marks,* are also dark. The 
head is large and coarsen and the neck thick: they are small, short- 
backed, and round-barrelled, with the stifE, upright pasterns of a 
goat, and their deficiency of length in the leg renders them bad 
steppers. 

These animals are never ridden by the people, although the 
example has for years been set by the Arabs. Equipped with 
neat saddlebags of bullock's, zebra's, or giraffe's skin, lashed to 
the bare back the pack-saddle being still unknown to the African 

they are lightly laden, and are driven to and from the coast. 
Soft, and displaying no signs of blood, they cannot long carry 
heavy burdens,t and they are sometimes nvorn out even when 
marchin^, without packs; if over-worked they seem to break their 
hearts. From the force of habit they must drink every twenty- 
four hours, or they will .try back to the la3t watering-place; the 
Somal breed endures thirst without much suffering for three days. 
They live upon the coarsest fare, but they require almost perpetual 
feeding. They suffer severely from the sun, and avoid it by rush- 
ing under trees and bushes, whence they must be dislodged with 
a shower of blows: walking in the mud causes the frog to rot, 
the disease, however, is easily removed by the Arabs with brim- 
stone and lime-juice. They are slow and sluggish, stubborn, 
headstrol]g, and contradictory: they invariably select the worst and 

* Some tribes brand their animals, as a distinction, in the breast. 
t They are deficient rather in endurance than in muscular strength. The usual 

load for an ass on a long 3ourney is about 6t1 lbs. Two Wanyame1vezi animal8 

carried for some weeks 20() lbs. ot' dead weight over rough ground- they died, 
honvever, soon after the march. 
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most dangerous paths, and are sometimes so vicious that even cas- 
tration effects no cure. An ass, unless following a line, always 
requires the attendance of at least one man to lead him; and if a 
quick pace is wanted, he must be followed by another. The 
animal is long in recovering from a severe march, and often dies 
in consequence: disease was observed to manifest itself by a tumour 
in the stomach, not unlike the base of a camel. 

The horse rarely lives long in the island of Zanzibar, and is not 
found upon the opposite line of Eastern Intertropical Africa. To 
judge from the scanty experience of the Arabs, the animal cannot 
be acclimatised in the interior. The Shaykh Snay bin Amir, of 
Kazeh, brought two into the country one, an Omani, died after 
a month's.march, at the Mukondokwa River, of a disease resem- 
bling the peripneumonia, or horse-sickness of the Cape; the other, 
a Somali, survived nine months, and perished upon the hills of 
Karagwah. This African breed, inured from early age to rougl-l 
treatment and to hard fare, of course outlives the delicate and 
vvell-fed Arab. The mule, on the other hand, to judge from the 
analogy of climate, might be expected to thrive: as yet its name 
is unknown. The Ngamia or camel has not yet been introduced 
into Unyamwezi, though it will exist in the lands of the Wamasai 
northwards, and in the Mozambique to the south. In the island 
of Zanzibar, and on the coast as far as Kilwa, the animals are 
used for turning mills; they are poor and mangy specimens im- 
ported from the Somali country and the Barr el Banadir. The 
price varies from 10 to 30 dollars. 

The poultry of Unyamwezi is as superior to the unsavoury pro- 
duce of India as it is inferior to the cooped and crammed poulard 
of civilised lands: in the other provinces it is comparatively harxl, 
thin, and tasteless. The birds are so inactive that they naturally 
incline to fatness, an excellent thing irl poultry; they seldom 
stray beyond the village, and, being short of breath, are caught 
after a few minutes' run. The traveller can generally commanel 
a meal of the meat most fitted to the climate, and least likely to 
pall upon the palate: the flesh of fowls in these lands is amongst 
animal food what bread is to vegetable diet. The best-flavoured 
bird is perhaps a sitting hen. Of the several breeds of fowls, the 
most common reselnbles in form and plume the Spanish red-an(l- 
brown bird; some are beautifully paillted svith golden hackles 
over a purple-black coat. Others, much prized by strangers, are 
short-legged as du(ks, with large a.nd heavy bodies: the variety, 
though now permanent in these lands, appears accidental; though 
in South Africa the Boers have artificially produced a similar 
breed for facility of catching the bird. Another race, which 
abounds in IJgogo, and is scattered throughout the country, has a 
shock-coat of featners, apparently reversed, which shade the skill 
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without increasing the heat. Dr. Livingstone (chap. xx.) observed 
this species in XSest Africa, where it is called the " arripiada," 
or shivering, by the Portuguese, and kisafu by the pagans, who use 
it in sacrifice. Nll these animals show little blood; their eyes are 
red, their combs large and deeply jagged, and their legs scaly 
and of a dirty brown. Many have a thickening of the skin about 
the shank, and not a few are so weak that they prefer sitting to 
standing. Game-cocks are unknown: the animals rarely fiIrht for 
more than five minutes, and, after a little sparring, they edge 
away by mutual consent. The capons, which are also the best for 
eating, have a most luxuriant plume, and seem to fight almost as 
well as the cocks. 

The domestic goose was not seen in the country, the Arabs, 
however, have introduced from Zanzibar the Manilla or Mllscovy 
duck. This bird attains a large size in the damper climates of 
Uzaramo and Usagara, and it thrives well ill the regions about the 
Tanganyika. In Unyamwezi it suffers from want of water. 
Everywhere, however, the flesh is tough and tasteless palatable 
only when converted into hams. Pigeons are reared for foosl 
throughout the country, and are somewhat dearer than fowls: 
they are kept either in the dwelling-houses,- or in neat low huts 
built for them in the squares and open spaces of the villages. 

The dog is found amongst all the tribes of Ea3t Africa. Man's 
companion here acts as a guard to the hut, and is led about and 
petted in all things except where food is in question. The hunting 
tribes train their curs to attract by sound and smell the attention 
of the larger game. These animals leave all noise to the village 
cocks; they sometimes howl, but rarely bark, favouring the opinion 
that this sound is an effiect of long dotnestication,-in fact, an 
attempt to imitate the hulnan voice. The common animalthe 
" lSing Suphis breed" of ancient Egypt is a small variety of the 
pariah or " wolf-dog " of India and the East. They are curly- 
tailed and prick-eared; the coat is yellow, liver, and white, black 
and white, or dun-coloured, and, stunted by hunger, they rarely 
rise higher than 20 inches. In Ugogo an animal was seen re- 
sembling the pariah, but with comparatively long and rough hair 
like a terrier. The dog in Uganda is a nobler breed: the Arabs 
describe it as a suluki or greyhound, but, to judge from their 
description, it appears to be a kind of lurcher. In the north of 
Unyamwezi, and in the island likewise, the dog is said to be of 
superior race. Ill Kitui, a province about 14 marches north-west 
of lMombasah, dogs are valued at 6 dollars in cloth and beads. 
Red and white dogs are eaten by the people of Usumbara during 
matanga or mourning for the dead, and a canine skin planted 
upon a pole before the house of the deceasel is a si^,nal of its 
being deserte(l. The dogs of Ubena are often purchased by the 
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Arabs; they are tall and unlike the pariah breed, with short 
drooping ears, a long oakum-coloured or black and white coat, and 
a feathered tail. Rabies was not heard of in East Africa.* 

Agriculture thloughout these countries is in a rude state. No 
negro Triptolemus has yet arisen to teach the use of " scarifica- 
tion " by the plough. The fertility of the country depends solely 
1lpon the abundance ofthe monsoon rain, and the people, inlpatient 
of toil, will not work at hard ground. When the heavy showers 
have ceased to drench the earth, and its copious crop of weeds 
and jungle shrubbery has begun to dry, the land is fired to save 
the trouble of weeding and to act as manure. When not burned, 
a single clearing is deemed sufficient, and the fields are soon 
overgrown with a wild vegetation which almost chokes the good 
seed. About a month before the masika, when, under the influ- 
ences of the cooling temperature and the "sowing rains," trees 
begin to bud, beasts to pair, and birds to nidify, the peasant, 
shaking of his wonted indolence, seriously applies himself, with 

his family, to the task of cultivation. In some parts of the country 
they labour in gangs, each in his turn providing the rest with 
pombe an(l flesh till his fields are ready. Amongst the semi- 
pastoral tribes men disdain to work the ground. The fields are 
rudely cleared of the largest weeds, but the last year's cane- 
stubbles are often, unless burned, allowed to encumber them. The 
ditches or holes sunk in the margins of fields for drainage are 
deepene(l and the enclosures, which in the more civilized parts are 
solid stockades or neat snakefences of entwined branches, are 
repaired. The people are cunning in irrigation: the fertilizing 
fluid is distributed over the fields by small watercourses, which, as 
in the East generally are hollowed lines of raised earth conducted 
to a considerable distance, the levels being laid out by the eye. 
In some basins, where the streams are perennial, the crop is no 
sooner reaped thall another is sown. The land is c)ften alloved, 
especially after the failure of a harvest, to lie fallow, and the 
people say, " Why again waste our grain here ? " After a few 
years the decay of leaves and vegetable matter restores it to its 
pristine productiveness. 

The implements of agriculture are siinple in the extreme. The 
simple scratching of the soil answers all the complex and tedious 
processes required in northern lands. The place of the plough, 
the harrow, and the spade is supplied by the jembe or hoe. ln 
the island and UpOll the coast of Zanzibar it is like a child's play- 
thing, with an adze-like iron, hardly three fingers in breadth, 

* Dr. Livingstone (chap. vi.) endorses from partial observations in S. Africa 
cc the prevailing idea of hydrophobia not existing within the tropics." lf such an 
idea ever existed it certaitlly has not prevailed in India, where several officers 
4a^e fallen victims to rabies. 
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attached to a handle about a foot long. In Usagara it is trian- 
gular, and the long projecting point or tail is inserted into the 
club-like head of a solid broomstick. The jembe of Ugogo and 
Unyamwezi is a heart-shaped iron, about 10 inches long, with a 
proIlg projecting from the upper part; at Kawele, the district south 
of Kazeh, it is nearly double that size. The hoe is manufactured 
in the interior, and is carried down by caravans to the coast; it 
thus becomes a circulating medium amongst the races on the 
great trunk line, and is taken in exchange for provisions and in 
payment of blackmail. In average years two of these articles 
are procurable for a cloth in Unyanyembe, and become worth 
double that price in the regions lying between the Land of ffie 
Moon and the eastern seaboard. ()n the island and coast of Zan- 
zibar the people use a msaha or dibble, a chisel-shaped bit of iron, 
witll a socket to receive a wooden handle about two feet long; 
this, however, is unknown in the interior. Grain is cut with a 
sickle, derived probably from ancient Egypt, and resembling that 
of modern Europe. 

Eastward of Rumuma in Usagara the seed is sown in hoe-pits. 
The labourers, male and female, perambulate the fields, striking 
here and there, apparently without regularity, their heavy trian- 
gular and pointed hoes; at the end of the operation the surface 
appears dented with gashes from 3 to 4 feet distant from one 
another. In each of these holes five or six grains of " maslin " or 
mixture holcus, maize, bajri, sesamum, and ground-nuts-are 
buried; in fact, a number sufficient to ensure some t,rowth where a 
single seed would not be trusted. Thus it is that the plants ofte 
rise in heterogeneous bunches which astonish the stranger's eye. 
Westward of Rumuma, as far as the Lake Tanganyika, the field3 
are neatly ridged with the hoe, and show furrows which might be 
mistaken for the work of the plough. l)iminutive enclosures are 
chosen, because thus the best patches of ground are secured; 
moreover, the work looks less to the lazy labourers. The hus- 

bandman, though generally he prefers maintaining the majesty of 
man by reclining in the shade whilst the women and the girls toil 
in the sun, may at sowing-time be seen digging with his hoe little 
holes in the lower furrows; he is followed by his wife, who plants 
the seed, and he retraces his steps to cover it. 

The grain is reaped after the masika, and is carried to a 
threshing-floor which has been cleaned and hardened with a coat 
of cowdung. Men, women, and children then collect, and, armed 
with long sticks of every shape, beat out the crop. The threshing 
implements are of less artfill form than those of Harar and 
Southern Abyssinia, which are curved at the end for greater power 
and extent of percussion. The grain is then stowed away, with 
scant winnowing, in lindo, or large cylindrical hins of tree-bark 
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which when intended to last through the year are carefully luted 
and coated with clay. From these bins, which are placed in the 
inner rooms or at the side of the hut, the women take out rations 
of grain when wanted. Thew last operation to fit it for cooking is 
husking in a large wooden mortar and reducing to flour upon a 
rough granite slab. 

The principal cereals of the country are sorghum or the larger 
millet, bajri or the lesser millet, rice, maize, and " nagli ;" as has 
been remarked, wheat, which refuses to gronv upon the island and 
the coast of Zanzibar, flourishes in the higher and drier regions of 
Unyamwezi.* 

Sorghum or durrah, the natural model in these regions, is called 
by the Arabs of Zanzibar and Oman taam, and by the Wasawahili 
mtamA. Of this grain there are about twelve varieties; the white 
and red are the most common. Both are dr- and heating; the 
Arabs declare that all the waters of Kausar- heavenly fountain- 
would not cool them; for this reason they are preferred by the 
unclothed population to rice, and the red variety, being the least 
digestible, is the favourite. Strangers at first suffer severely from 
the use of sorghum, which in these countries is never made into 
bread. The growth of this grain in East Africa evidences the 
fertility of the soil; in the Concan and Western India the groun(l 
must be prepare(l with various composts of stale fish and cowdung 
for its reception. Sorghum, like most other cereals, is sown before 
the rainy monsoon; it is reaped after five or six months, and con- 
sequently affords but one crop per annum. Upon the Mrima the 
jizlah of 60 lbs. is sold at harvest time-July and August- 
when cheapest, for 1 dol. 50 c., and attains a maximum of 6 
dollars when the Banyans and the Arabs of Shahr have bought it 
up and caused an artificial famine. In the island of %anzibar it 
fetches from 3 to 6 dollars per jizlah. 

'rhe panicuin spicatum, called by the Arabs bajri, and by tbe 
African mawele, takes the place of sorghum in some regions. It 
is most abundant in Ugogo, Unyamwezi, Usukuma, and Ujiji. It 
is avoided by the Arabs as the hottest and heaviest of grain. The 
people of the country convert it into ugali or porridge. In Zan- 
zibar island the price varies from 2 dol. 5 c. to 3 dollars per 
jizlah. 

Rice is locally cal]ed by the East Afr;eans, when in the paddy 
state, mpunga (Ar. shilb); mtele or mchele (Ar. rinz) when husked; 
and wall (Ar. aysh) when boiled. It is everywhere a delicate 
grain, which depends, like the vine, upon some mysteries of soil 
and c]imate. As in India, it requires a ret,ular, but not an over- 

* Wheat, not reqlliring much moisture, is sown after rice, about the middle of 
the masika, and is reaped after the third (?) month, 
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copious svater-supply: if the soil be too damp, the grain decays; 
if too dry, the- plant withers. Rice is indigenous to the African 
interior where visited by the tropical rains; the native growth, 
however, is of the coarse red variety. There are many different 
kinds planted at Zanzibar and now introduced into the central 
regions by the Arabs. The best is the " sena," a wilite, light, and 
soft grain; the " zira" resembles it, but is longer in shape. The 
" sindano " is small, short, and light. The " kinuk'hi " (the 
"scented," from ku nuk'ha, v. n. to smell) resembles the jira-sal 
of Western India, which is much admired on account of its peculiar 
musk-like flavour. The " devu " and " manjano " are larger grains, 
considered indigestible. Rice is sown once in the interior, shortly 
before the masika. In Zanzibar it is sown tviice during the years 
the first time about January and February, the second before the 
vuli or little autumnal monsoon; the S}lOOtS are transplanted when 
they spring 1lp too thickly, and the grain is reaped after a period 
varying from four to SiX months. 

Zea Mays, locally called by Arab and African muhindi (i. e. 
the corn of India), grows throughout the interior, except in the 
driest regions. Where water is perennial, it may be planted at 
any season like rice. It is often raised twice a year, and it ripens 
in about three months. Green maize or young " corn-cob," the 
buta of NVestern India, is a great favourite with the people. 'rhe 
full-grown grain is considered cool and who]esome, but it is trouble- 
some to prepare for food. It must first be steeped in water for 
twenty-four hours, then well pounded and ground, and afterwards, 
if intended for journeys, the flour must be exposed for three or 
four days to the sun, otherwise it soon ferments aild turns sour. 

The Eleusine coracano, or Indian nagli and nachni, called by 
the Arabs dukhun anzl by the Africans uwimbi, is a small reddish 
Illillet growing throughout the regions of Central Intertropical 
Africa. Made into thin scones, it is eaten with meat by the resi- 
dent merchants, who consider it homever, a "dry food ;" it is a 
favourite base of the sweet drink of the indigenes, called togwa. 
The Phaseolus radiatus itl India called Urat or Mash is im- 
ported into East Africa. 

'rhe oleaginous growths generally kllown are the sesamum and 
the arachis. Sesamum, called by the Arabs simsim and by the 
AbicaIls ufuta a grain now valuable in the French markets, 
where "olive oil" is extracted from it-grows in considerable 
quantities about Lamu, the Banadir, and the southern maritime 
regions to Ngao. The cultivation might be extensively developed 
but fUr the shortsightedness of the barbarians, who fear to cheapen 
the article. It extends far into the interior, but it becomes 
scarcer and dearer in regular progression from the coast. At 
Zanzibar its value varies from 12 to 15 kayla (each of 6 lbs.j, 
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and, when in least demand, from 15 to 18 kayla per German crown. On the coast the same sum will purchase 20 kayla. In Khutu it is rare and dear; the price is 25 cents, or its equivalent a white cloth, for 4 or 5 kayla. Irl Unyamw-ezi and Ujiji it is the most expensive of grains, only from 8 to 10 kayla being pro- curable at times for the shukkah. It is cheapest at Ngao (Mon- ghou) and in the southern parts, where the dollar will purchase from 20 to 30 kaylL At Zansibar it rises to 6 kayla per dollar. 
The Arachis hypogaea is the bik'han or bhuiphali the earth-fruit of \\restern India, and the ground-nut and pig-nut of Southern arld Occidental Africa: it is called njugu ya nyassa on the East African coast; in Unyamwezi, karanga or k'haranga; and in Ujiji, mayowwa (pl.) and mwanza. The Indians emloy it exten- sively in confectionary for almonds, of which it has a- faint taste: the Africans use it principally on journeys, when it is eaten boiled or toasted, and for extracting oil. The Arabs have introduced the refinement of frying it wit.h cream that has been slightly salted. The plant runs along the surface of the ground, and puts forth fruit at intervals below: it is sown before the rains, and ripens after six months-in the interior about June. The price greatly varies according to the abundance of the article: in Ujij;, where it is moderate, about 2 lbs. may be purchased for a khete of coral beads. 

The principal pulses, besides the various kinds of beans allude(l to in the third chapter, are the Phaseolus, the Cajanus, and the Voandzeia subterranea. The Phasealus mungo, called by the Arabs el munj, from the Indian ;'mung," grows but partially in Eastern Intertropical Africa: it is not found about Uvinza and near Ujiji. It is considered a cooling food, and, curried with rice, it is a favourite with the Arabs. The Cajanus Indicus, the doll- plant of India-in Arabic, turiyan (a corruption from the Indian "t'hur"); and in Kisawahili, mbarAzl is also rare beyond t.he coast. Like mung, it enters largely into the popular Arab dish called kichhri, rice and pulse boiled together and buttered. The xoandzeia is known to the Arabs and coast class by the name of njugu ya mawe (" of the stones,e' on account of its hardness), and in Unyamwezi p'hande: it extends along the coast to the Mozam- bique,* whellce it is imported to Maskat and to Gou in Western India; the Ind;ans call it chana (" gram "), and the Portuguese grao de Africa. It is a small round-oval bean, subterraneous as is the ground-nut, and striking straiglst down like the potato: in these lands there are apparently two varieties the one a whitish-yellow, 
* It ma) flourish as far south as Kafirland. Dr. Livingstoole (chap. xxxi.) describes a grain which he calls " litloo " aulongst the Bachwanas, which appears to be the voarsdzeia. 



the other a dark-red, often deepening to black. The eommon ehana 
or gram of India (Cieer arietinum) is unknown in East Afriea. 

As the traveller advanefes westward he observes that inereasing 
rain produees a greater variety and abundanee of eseulent vege- 
tables. In the preeeding pages notiees have been given eoneern- 
ing the growth of pumpkins, gourds, and other eucurbitaeeous 
plants, together with those of more local groBTth, onions and sweet- 
potatoes, eucuzilbers and water-rilelons, turmferie and egg-plants. 
Remain for eonsideratioll the manioe, Jerusalem-artichoke, yam, 
tomato, arrowroot, mushroom, and bird-pepper. 

Manioe (Jatropha utilissima), known to Arab and Afriean by 
the name of "muhogo" (in the plural mihovo), is in the island 
of Zanzibar, and in parts of the interior, what the potato was to 
Ireland but a few years ago. Though eapable of bearing drought, 
it is long before coming to maturity; in the most fertile soils, and 
those well watered by rain or inundation, it grows luxuriantly, 
waving its broad palrllated leaves over hill, dale, and plain far as 
the eye ean see. Throuthout the lille between Zanzibar and tlle 
Tanganyika Lake the manioe is of the sweet variety, whieh requires 
no washing. In Usui and the provinees north of Unyanyembe 
it is said to be poisonous: befbre using it the people wash it in 
water for several days and sun-dry it. This is probably the blaek 
and bitter manioe of AVest Afriea alld of the New Worl(l, where 
its manipulation is long and tedious. 

Little eare is given to eultivating muh(?go, though, like the 
plantain, the eoeo, and the date-palm, every part of it is eapable 
of utilisation. It is planted in euttings or stalk-stoeks, about 
18 inehes long, at intervals of 3 or 4 feet, and the ground is 
rarely weeded unless wanted for a second and a differellt semenee. 
The height of the shrub, like the size of its root, varies with the 
soil: it attains a maximurll of 8 feet, the leaves are eatell by 
eattle, and the people use the xvood for fuel, though they ignore its 
potash-producing properties. The largest root is about 2 feet long, 
fusiform, and as thiek as a man's forearm; of these, the plant 
rarely bears more than three or four; when smaller, the number 
will extend to eight or nine.$ The cuttings sprout after the first 
fortnight, and the full size is attained after the average of a year: 
it is edible during the fifth month, but at that time, like an unripe 
potato, it is hard, waxy, and unfit for farination, if left too long, 
it beeomes fibrous and stringy. The priee in the interior varies, 
but, as a rule, it is eheaper thall grain. 

The Arabs eomplain that muhogo is heavy and heating: aeeord- 
ing to them a full lneal eaten in the morning is not digested till 

* The white manioc has been transplanted to Goa in Western India, but it re- 
quires nearly three years to ripen, and eren thexl it seldom bears more than two o 
three roots. 
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night. Dr. Livingstone charges it with not satisfying hunger, 

causing coughs and expectoration, and not giving stamina to the 

3ystem. This is not the case in East Africa, where, if, as that tra- 

veller supposes, its abundance of glutinous matter. produces blind- 

ness, as in animals fed upon pure amyllaceous substances, the people 

of whole regions wollld lose sight. It is subjected to a variety of 

preparations. The poorer classes and travellers pare the root and 

devour it raw, as turnips are eaten by schoolboys: the taste is not 

unpleasant, but the effect upon any but the dura ilia of an African 

is often a violent colic. Peeled, sun-dried, pounded in a mortar, 

and mixed with, and stirred in, boilillg water, it is converted into 

ugali or porridge. Like the farinha or " wood-meal " of West 

Africa, it is washed, rasped, and toasted 1lpon an iron griddle; 

the people of these lands, however, ignore the art of converting 

it into tapioca. They roast, boil, aild bake it when in a fermented 

state, or eat it simply boiled like potatoes, or thrust it into hot 

ashes to form "greeshen." Cut longitudinally into thin slices, 

and fried with butter, it was found a by no means despicable sub- 

stitute for toast; and it can be converted into potato-fritters by 

being cut into wafery circles and placed in the fryin^,-pan. It 

soon palls, however, upon the European palate. The Arabs, after 

extracting the central fibre, pound it to a fine powder, and eat it 

as paste with fish; mixed with the juice of the ground-nut, and 

flavoured with meat, it becomes a rich and savoury vegetable. 

A variety of the Jerusalem-artichoke (a Helianthus), called by 

the Africans nyumbu, abounds in Unyamwezi, and near the 

Tanganyika Lake: it is a favourite with the Arabs, in whose 

country it is unknown. Though growing alinost wild, the root is 

one of the best of vegetables; it is fusiform, resembling in shape 

a long, thin, white radish, and in taste superior to the " guignon " 

or white arum of northern India. It is best during the rains; 

during the droughts it loses flavour, and becomes hard and 

stringy. 
The yam (Dioscorea) is called kyazi kiku (in the plural viyazi 

viku), or the " large sweet-potato." It is found in the well-watered 

parts of the country, though rarely in abundance. The yam is 

smaller than that of India and Zanzibar; it is, however, superior 

in taste, as it has little of that medicinal flavour so disagreeable 

to strangers. The Wajiji eat a kidney-coloured triangular vege- 

table, which, according to them, is the tuber of the yam (?): .it is 

remarkably insipid.* 

* Mr. Lyons McLeod, F.R.G.S., and, lately, H. B. M.'s Vice-Consul at the 

Mozambique, mentions a " three-sided vegetable growing Oo1 a climbillg plant 

trained over trellis-work." He adds that the " plant is an annual, produced from 

the fruit, which is triangular, of a dark chesnut colour, in taste resenlbling a 

potato. 1:he Portuguese call it by the generic llame-hatata." 
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The tomato, unknown to the Arabs of Oman, is called nynya 
by the Africans; it is indigenous to parts of this country as t() 
the inner Mozambique, xvhere the officers attached to Captain 
Owen's survey frequently found it. In these lands it is allowed to 
grow wild: it was observed in the vicinity of Msene, about Ujiji, 
and at Urnanda and Msalala, north of Unyanyembe. The fruit 
is small, sometimes not exceeding the size of a musket-ball; its 
subacid flavour is however grateful, and the Arabs relish with it 
thelr marak or soup. 

Arrowroot (:M. arundinacea ?), called uranga or usvanga, grows 
like a grass on the island of Zansibar, in the maritime regions, in 
Unyamwesi Uvinga, and Ujiji: it is gathered at the end of the 
rains, before the withering of the raceme. It is pounded or 
ground upon a stone, and theil strained, with seven changes of 
water, throuah a cloth tied at the four corners, into a pot placed 
beneath. The fine powder, after subslding, is separated by pouring 
of the water, and, thus having lost all its bitterness, it is whitened il: 
the surl. Arrow-root is supposed to be pOiSollOUS before washing, 
and after it to become cold and astringent, according to the Arabs, 
who use it in visceral diseases. The fecula is a favourite sub- 
stitute for wheat irl confectionery, and in such dishes as faludaj or 
starch pudding; the slaves at Zanz;bar make it into little balls 
like musket-bullets and boil it in tembo or toddy. 

Mushrooms are called by the African uyoga :* during and after 
the rains fungi of various colouls, shapes, and sizes appear in the 
damper regions. One is a large white toadstool, which tops like 
snow the grass-green hillocks, and iS greedily eaten by the people. 
Another is like our common agaricus, an ulnbrella-shaped disc, 
lined with a reddish-brown. There is a subterranean variety 
which experts discover by tapping tlle ground with a stick; arld a 
fourth, which is said to possess intoxicating properties. Mushrooms 
are generally eaten boiled urith salt; several accidents, however, 
are related to have followed a full rneal of this vegetable. A 
fundi declared that he and his followers, a small caravan of ten 
men, after a full feed of mushrooms lost the use of their limbs for 
upwards of a week. 

'The small variety of C. baccatum (?) called in India bird-pepper, 
grows spontaneously throughout the maritime regions, Unyamwezi 
arld IJjlji; it is neglected by the people, who do not use it tor 
cooking. It is as strong, hot, and of even more fragrant flavollr 
than the cultivated "chilies" of India; the Arabs, Who7 like the 
Indians, consider black pepper heating, esteeln the red for its 
coolilog properties. 

$ Irk most parts of Asia the people have sonle depreciating name for the mush- 
room: the Indians, for instanee, call it kukar lnuta, and the Arabs faswat el ajuz. 

2 D 2 
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These brief notices of the cereals and vegetables of the country 
may be concluded with a succiilet account of the growth of cotton 
and tobaeco. 

Cotton is indigenous to the more fertile regions of Eastern as 
well as of \ATestern Africa. The specimens hitherto imported from 
Port Natal and from Angola have given satisfactiorX, as they 
promise, with carefill cultivation, to rival in fineness, firmlless, and 
weight the medium-staple cotton of the New World. 0X1 the 
line between Zanzibar and the Tanganyika Lake the shrub grows 
almost wild, with the sole exception of Ugogo and its two flanks 
of wilderness, where the ground is too hard and the dry season 
too prolonged to support it. The partial existence of the same 
causes renders it scarce and dear in Unyamwez;. A superior qllality 
was introduce(l by the travelling Arabs, but it soon degenerate(l. 
Cotton flourishes luxuriantly in the black earths fat with decayed 
vegetation, and on the rich red clays of the coast regions, of Usum- 
bara Usagara, and Ujiji, where water underlies the surface. These 
almost virgin soils are peculiarly fitted by atmospheric and geologic 
conditions for the development of the shrub, and the time may 
come when vast tracts nearly half the superficies of the lands, here 
glass-grown, there cutnbered by tne primaeval forest, may be taught 
to bear crops equalling the celebrated growths of Egypt and 
Algeria Harar and Abyssinia. At present the cultivation is 
nowhere encouraged, and it is limited by the impossibi]ity of ex- 
portation to the scanty domestic requirements of the people. It is 
grown from seed sown immediately after the rains, and the only 
care given to it is the hedging requisite to preserve the dwarf 
patches from the depredations of cattle. In some parts the shrub 
is said to wither after the third year, in others to be perennial. 

Upon the coast the cotton grown by the Wasawahili and 
BTamrirna is chiefly used as lamp-wicks and for similar domestic 
purposes; Zanz;bar island is supplied from Western India. The 
price of raw uncleaned cotton in the mountain regions is about 
0 25 dollar per maund of 3 Arab lbs.$ In Unyamwezi it fetches 
fancy prices; it is sold in handfuls for salt, beads, and similar 
articles. About 1 maund may be purchased for a shukkah and 
from 1 to 2 oz. of rough home-spun yarn for a fundo of beads. 
At Ujiji the people bring it daily to the bazar and spend their waste 
time in spinning yarn with the rude implemetlts before described. 
This cotton, though superior in quality, as well as quantity, to 
that of Unyanyembe, is but little less expensive. 

Tobacco grows plentifully in the more brtile regions of East Africa. 
Plantel at the end of the rains, it gains strength by sun and dew, 

* In Zanzibar, where the msufi or bombax abounds, its fibrous substance is a 
favourite sub5titute br cotton, and costs about half the price. 
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anel is harvested in Oetober. It is prepared for sale in (liSwerent 
fbrms. Everywhere, however, a simple sundrying supplies the 
plaee of eocking and sweating, and the people are not so istidious 
as to rejeet the lower or eoarser leaves and those tainted by the 
earth. Usumbara produees what is eonsidered at Zanzibar a 
superior artiele; it is kneaded into little eircular eakes four inches 
in diameter by half an ineh deep: rolls of these eakes are neatly 
ptleked in plantain-leaves for exportation. rrhe next in order of 
excellenee is that grown in Uhiao: it is exported in leaf or in the 
form ealled kambari, " roll-tobaceo," a eircle of eoils eaeh about 
an ineh in diameter. The people of Khutu and l]sagara mould 
the pounded and wetted material into dises like eheeses, 8 or 9 
inehes across by 2 or 3 in depth, and weighing about 3 lbs. . they 
supply the Wagogo with tobaeeo, taking in exehange for it salt. 
The leaf in Unyamwezi generally is soft and perishable, that of 
Usukuma being the worst: it is sold in blunt eones, so shaped by 
the mortars in whieh they are pounded. At Karagwah, aeeording 
to the Arabs, the tobaeeo, a superior variety, tastes like musk in the 
water-pipe. The produee of Ujiji is better than that of Unyarn- 
wezi; it is sold in leaf, and is ealled by the Arabs hamuml, after a 
well-known growth in Hazramaut. It is impossible to assign an 
average priee to tobaeeo in East Africa; it varies from 1 khete of 
eoral beads per 6 oz. to 2 lbs. 

Tobaeco is ehewed by the maritime raees, the V\asawahili, alld 
es}?eeially the Zanzibar Arabs, who aWeet a religious seruple about 
smoking. They usually insert a pineh of nurah or eoral-lime into 
their quids, as the Somal introduces ashes, to make them bite; 
in the interior, where calcareous formations are defieient, they 
proeure the artiele from eowries brought from the eoast, or from 
shells found in the lakes and streams. About Ullyamwezi all 
sexes and ages enjoy the pi}e. Farther eastward snuff is 
preferred. The liquid artiele in fashion amongst the Wajiji has 
already been deseribed. The dry snuff is made of leaf toasted till 
crisp and pounded between tsvo stones, mixed with a little nlagadi 
or saltpetre, sometimes seented with the heart of the plantain-tree 
and stored in the tumbakira or gourd-box. 

Ishis chapter will eonclude with a general deseription of 
travelliolg in East Afriea. 

It is commonly asserted in the island of Zanzibar that there are 
no earavans in these regions: this is true if the term be limited to 
the hosts of eamels and mules that eross the deserts and the 
mountainous tracts of Arabia and Persia; but it is erroneous if 
applied to a body of men travelling for eommereial purposes. As 
has been stated, the AVanyamwezi have from time immemorial 
visited and kept open the road to the coast, and, though wars 
and bloodfEuds may have temporarily closed one line, another 
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necessarily opened; amongst a race so dependent for comfort and 
pleasure upon trade, commerce, like steam, could not be com- 
pressed beyond a certain point. Until a few years ago, when the 
extension of traic indllceal the collntry people to enlist as porters, 
all merchants traversed t.hese regions with servile gangs raised oll 
the island or coast of Zanz;bar; a custom still prevalent on the 
northern and southern routes.$ The industrious and commercial 
Wahiao for instance, near Kilwa, will carry down their own 
exports for sale, but will not act as porters on the up journey. 
The Wahiao and other inland races, nsoreorer, delay but a few 
days on the coast: the NVanyamwezi will linger there from three to 
six months to savour the dear delihts of comparative civilization. 
An old campaigner will so far overcome his barbarous horror of 
water-travellint, which has been increased by a fesv shipwrecks 
and drownings, as t) take lsoat and to carry his goods to the 
more profitable market in the town of Zanzibar, where the Wan- 
yarnvrezi occupy their own quarter. Porterage on the long and 
toilsoone jourlley is now considered a test of manliness, as the 
Englishman deems a pursuit or a profession necessary to clear him 
from the charge of effeminacy. The children imbibe the desire 
with their milk, and at six or seven year3 old they carry a little 
tusk on their shoulders-instinctiva porters, as pointer-pups are 
hereditary pointers:-by premature toil their shin-bones are 
sometimes bowed to the front like those of animals too early 
ridden. " He sits in hut egg-hatching " is their proverbial 
phrase to express our more elegant 

" Horlle-keeping youth have ever homely wits.' 
And they are ever quoting the adage that men who travel not are 
void of understandingthe African equivalent of svhat was said by 
the European sage: " The world is a great book, of which those 
who never leave home read but a page." Against this hereditary 
instinct reasons of mere hire and rationsn however apparently 
weightfT, are found wanting. The porter nvill bargain over his 
engagement to the uttermost bead, saying that all men are bound 
to make the best conditions for themselves; yet, after two or three 
months of hard labour, if he chance upon a caravan returning to 
his home, a word from a friend acting upon his innate debility of 
purpose, will prevail upon him to sacrifice by desertion all the 

* This is true of long jourvIeys only. Many races, however, if bribed with beads 
and cloth, will enga;e themselves to carry a light load for a few marches. Thus the 
Wanyika, the Wadigo, and the Wasegeju near Mombasah, may be persuaded to 
travel from the coast as far as Chhaga the Wazaramo will bring down copal to 
the seaports * the Wakhutu and Wasagara will visit Unyamwezi; the Wagogo 
send caravans to the maritime regions * the people of Karagwah will act as porters 
as far south as Utllmbara, where they must be relieved by Wanyamwes;; and even 
the Wavinza may sometimes be induced to sh(lulder a pack to the Tanganaika 
Lake. 
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fruits of his toil. On these occasions the porters are carefully 
watched; open deserkion would, it i3 tlue, be condemned by the 
genelal voice, yet no merchant can so win the aSectiolls of his men 
that some will not at times disappear. Until the gangs have left 
their honwes far behind, their presence seetils to hang by a thread; 
at the least pretext they pack up their goods and vanish in a mass. 
A7iThen approaching their settlements-at the frontier districts of 
Tura and Xfuto, for instane etheir cloth and hire are taken from 
them, packed in the employer's bales, and guarded by armed 
slaves especially at night, a.nd on the line of march. Yet these pre- 
cautions fiequently fail, and, c)nce beyond the camp limits, it is vain 
to seek the fugitive. In the act of desertion they show intelli- 
grellce: they seldom run away when caravans first meet, lest their 
employer should halt and recos-er them by main force, alld, except 
where thieves aIld wild beasts are unknown, they will not fly by 
Ilight. The porter howevers has vne point of honour, he leuves 
his pack behind him. The slave, on the other hand, certainly 
robs his employcr when he runs away, and this, together with his 
unwillingness to work and the trouble and annoyance which he 
causes to his owner, counterbalances his superior dexterity. 

Caravans, called in Kisawahili safEri (from the Arab saSar, a 
journey) arld by the Aftican rugendo or lugendo, " a goiDg,X' are 
rarely wanting on the main trunk lines. The favourite seasons 
for the upward-boutld are the months in xvhich the greater 
and the lesser masika or tropical rains conclude-in June and 
September on the coast- when water and provisions are plentiful. 
Those who delay till the dry seasons have set in must expect hard- 
ships on the march; the expense of rations will be doubled and 
trebled, and the porters will bequently desert. The down caravans 
set out in all seasons except the rainy; it is difficult to persuade 
the people of Unyanyembe to leave their fields between the 
months of October and May. They will abandon cultivation to 
the women and children and merrily take the footpath way if 
laden with their own ivory, but from the merchant they demand 
exorbitant wages, and even thell they hesitate to engage them- 
selves. 

Porterage varies with every year and in every caravan. It 
knows but two limits: t.he interest of the employer to disburse as 
little as possible by taking every advantage of the wants of his 
employe, and the (lesire of the employe to extract as much as 
he can from his employer. In some years there is a glut of porters 
on the coast, svhen they are rare, quarrels take place between the 
several settlements, each attempting a rnonopoly of enlistment to 
the detriment of its neighbours, and a little blood is sometimes let. 
AShell the WATanyamwezi began to carry, they demanded for a jourlley 
florll the coust to their own country f; to 9 dollars' worth of do- 
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mestics, coloured cloths, brass wires, and the pigeon's-egg bead cal]ed sungomaji. The rate of porterage then declined; the illerease of traffic, however, has of late years greatly increased it. In 1857 it was 10 dollars, and it afternvards rose to 12 dollars per porter. In this sum rations are not included; the value of these which by ancient custom are fixed at 1 kubabah (about 1 5 lbs.) of grain per diem, or, that failing, of manioc, sweet potatoes, and similar articles, with the present of a bullock at the frontier * is subject to greater variations, and is even less reducible to an average than the porter's pay. It is needless to say that the down-journey is less expensive than the up-march, as the carriers rely upon a besh engagement on tlie coast. The usual hire from Unyanyembe would be 9 cloths payable on arrival at the sea- port, where each is worth 25 cents, or about 1 shilling. The Arabs roughly calculate the errors balancing one another that, rations included, the hire of a porter from the coast to the Tan- ganyika Lake and back amounts to a total of 20 dollars 41. 3s. From the coast, Wanyamwezi porters will not engage themselves for a journey westward of their own country; at Unyanyembe they break up, and a fresh gang must be enlisted for a march to the Tan- ganyika or to the Nyanza Lake. It is impossible to average the numbers of an East African caravan, which varies from half a dozen to 200 porters, under a single mundewa or merchant. In dangerous places travellers halt till they form an imposing force; 500 is a frequent figure, and even bodies of 1000 men are llOt rare. The only limit to the gathering is the incapability of the coulltry to fill more than a certain nusnber of mouths. The larger caravans, however, are slow and cumbrous, and they exhaust in parts the provision of water. 
Caravans in East Africa are of three kinds. The most novel and tharacteristic are those composed only of A\ianyamwezi, secondly, are the caravans directed and escorted by Wasawahili freemen or fundi (slave-fattori), commissioned by their patrons; and, lastly, those commanded by Arabs. 'rhe porter, called pagazi or fagazi,t corresponds with the carregador of West Africa. The Miranyamwezi make up large parties of men, some carrying their own goods, others hired by petty proprietors, who for zmion and strength elect a head mtongi, ras kafilah, or leader. The average number of these parties that annually visit the coast is far greater than those commanded by stranger merchants. In the Unyamwezi caravan there is no desertion, no discontent, and, except in certain spots, little delay. 
* A bullock is claimed by up caravans on entering Ugogo: by caravans from the interior at Rubuga. 
t The former is the African, the latter the ridiculous Arabized form of the word. 



The porters trudge from sunrise to 10 or 11 A.M. andb sometimes, 
though rarely, they travel twice a day, resting only during the hours 
of heat. They work xvith a will, carrying uncomplainingly huge 
tusks, some so heavy that they must be lashed to a pole between 
two men-a contrivance technically called mzega-zega. Their 
shoulders are often raw with the weirht, their feet are sore, and 
they walk half or wholly naked to save their cloth for displavs at 
home. They ignore tent or covering, and sleep on the ground; 
their only supplies are their country s produce, a few worn-down 
hoes, intended at times to purchase a little grain or to be given as 
blackmail for sultans, and small herds of bullocks and heiirs that 
serve for similar purposes if not lost, with characteristic African 
futility, upon the road. Those who most consult comfort carry, 
besides their load and arms, a hide for bedding, an earthen cooking 
pot, a stool, a kilindo or bark-box containing cloth and beads, and 
perhaps a small gourd full of ghee. They sometimes suffer severely 
from exposure to a climate which forbids long and hard work upon 
short and hard fare. Malignant epidemics, especially small-pox, 
often attack caravans as they approach the coast, generally, how- 
ever, though somewhat lean and haggard, they appear in better 
condition than might be expected. The European traveller will 
repent accompanying these caravans, and, as was said of a similar 
race, the Indians of Guiana, "they will not deviate three steps 
from the regular path." 

Porters conducted by Arab mtajiriX mundewa,* or merchants, 
are known by their superior condition; they eat much more, work 
much less, and give far greater trouble to their commanders. 
They expend part of the cloth and beads which they have received 
as hire to procure for themselves occasional comforts, and to 
retain the power of de3ertion without starving. They take with 
them a few hoes from their homes on the down journey. The 
self-willed wretches deInean themselves with the coolest itnpudence, 
reply imperiously, lord it over their proprietors, regulate the 
marches and the halts, and, though they work, they never work 
without loud complaints and open discontent. The mortification 
of a muster will endanger a mutiny; a change of load, even for 
a lighter, is a perilous step. Rations are a perpetual source 
of heartburning: stinted at home to a daily xness of grain-por- 
ridge, the porters on the line of march, in places where they can 
presume, devote all their ingenuity to extracting as much food as 
possible from their employer. They will make the day one long 
feed, with the intervals between a multitude of meals expended in 
smoking, chewing, munching clay and ashes, snllffing, drinking, 
and solacing themselves with chance ;' snacks," as mushrooms or a 

* The former is the Kisawahili, the latter the Inner-African name for a mer- 
chant ol trave]ling trader. 
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stray head of game. Yet they never own to being properly fed, 
and the more they eat the ulore they want. At times they are 
seizexl with a furore for meat. When a bullock is slain the 
kirangozi or guide claims the head, leaving the breast and loin to 
the mtongi; the remainder is equally porticsned amongst the 
khambi or messes into which the gang divides itself, but the dis- 
tribution ofteh ends by each barbarian snatching up what he can 
and running away to cook it The stoutest porters ever do the 
least work, and half-laden men, instead of marching faster, only 
shirk the more. The load of a sick or wounded pagazi is undone 
and distributed for carriage amongst his comrades; these claim, 
however, a fee of beads to compensate for the increase of weight. 
'rhe Arab merchant, next to the Persian, is the most luxurious 
traveller in the East: a veteran of the way, he well knows the 
effects of protracted hardship and scarcity upon a wayfarer's 
health. He carries, therefore, substantial bedding, cages full of 
poultry, and a stock of drugs and comforts, coffee, sugar, and per- 
haps tea, whilst a number of slaves, male and female, minister to 
his wants on the road and in the camp. Though he prefers the 
open air during the day, he retires at n;ght to a tent,* which is 
ca.refully pitched, surrounded with a " pai" or dwarf trench in 
case of rain, and bllshed round with leafy branches to secure 
privacy. The European traveller, however, will not enjoy the com- 
panionship of the Arab's caravan, which marches by instinct rather 
than reason. It begins by dawdling over the preliminaries; it then 
pushes hurriedly onwards till arrested by epidemic or desertion; 
and, finally, it lingers over the end of the journey, thus losing time 
twice. This style of progress is fatal to observation; moreover 
none but a special caravan, consisting of slaves hired for the pur- 
pose in the island of Zanzibar or on the coast, and accompanied by 
their own ahbab or patroon-without whom they will obey no em- 
ployer, however generous or enert,etic-will enable the explorer to 
strike into an unbeaten path or to progress a few miles beyond the 
terminus of a main trunk road. The most enterprising hired 
porters will desert, leaving the caravan like a waterlogged ship. 

Between these two extremes are the caravans directed by the 
Wasawahili, the Wamrima, and the slave fundi,t kindred souls 
with the Pagazi, understanding their languages and familiar with 
their manners, habits, and customs. These Safari are neither 
starved like the trading parties of Wanyamwezi nor pampered 

* The tent is called by the Wasawahili hayma (from the Arabic Khaymah), and 
by the maritime races, 'i tala," or a sail. 

t The fundi of E. Africa corresponds with the pombeiro of the West, " a native 
mercantile traveXller," fiom the Angolaol word parnbu, a route or journey. (Ms. 
Cooley, ' Inner AfYica Laid Open,) p. 8.) In Kisawahili " p'hamba " signifies ratiorls 
or provisions. 
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like those (lirected by the Arabs: there is more comfort at the 
halting-l)lace and less fatigue during the march, consequently 
there are fewer ca3es of disease and death. The semi-African 
Mtongi hating and jealousing Arabs and all strangers throw every 
obstacle in their way, spread reports concerning their magical and 
malevolent pomers which are dangerous amongst the susceptible 
barbarians, offier a premium for desertion, and, in fine, labour hard, 
though fruitlessly, to retain their ancient monopoly of the profits 
derived from the interior. 

In collecting a caravan the first step is to " make " as the people 
say " a khambi " or kraal. The mtongi announces, by pitching 
his tent in the open, and by planting his flag, that he is ready to 
travel; this is done because amongst the Wanyalnwez; a porter 
who persuades others to enlist does it under pain of prosecution 
and fine-paying if a death or an accident ensue. Petty chiefs, 
however, arld their kinsmen will bring with them in hope of pro- 
motion a number of recruits, sometimes all the male adults of a 
village, who then recognise them as headmen. The next step is 
to choose a kirangozi or guide. Guides are not a peculiar class; 
any ;ndividual of influence and local knowledge who has travelled 
before is eligible to the post. The kirangozi must pay his 
followers to acknowledge his supremacy, and his mganga or 
medicine-man for providing him with charms and prophylactics. 
On the march he precedes his porters, and any one who breaks 
this rule is liable to a fine. He often undergoes abuse for losing 
$he way, tqor marching too far or not far enough for not halting at 

- 

the proper place, and for not setting out at the right time. In 

return he enjoys the empty circumstance of command and the 
solid advantage of better food and a present, which, however, is 
optional, at the end of the journey: he carries a lighter load, and 
his emoluments frequelltly enab]e him to be attended by a slave. 
The only way of breaking the perverse and headstrong herd into 
a semblance of discipline is to support the kirangozi at all con- 
junctures, and to make him, if possiblef dole out the daily rations 
and portioll the occasional presents of meat. 

At the preliminary kanlbi the mtolzgi superintends the distri- 
bution of each muzigo or load. Pagazi are mostly lads, lallk and 
light, with the lean and clean legs of leopards. Sometime.s, 
however, a herculean form is found with the bullet-head, the 
broad bull-like neck, the deep wide chest, and the large strong 
extremities that characterize the Hammal of Stamboul. There is 
usually a sprinkling of greybeards, who might be expected, as the 
proverb is, to be ''learling against the wall." Amongst these 
races, however, the older men, who have learned to husband 
their strength, fare better than their juniols, and the Africans, like 
tlle Arabs, object to a party which does not contain veterarls ir 
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beard, age, and experience. IJpon the same principle Alexander the Macedonian officered the most conquering army that the world ever saw with warriors who had seen their sixtieth sulnmer. In portioning the loads there is always much trouble: each individual has his fivourite fancy, and must choose, or, at any rate, must consent to his burden. To load porters properly is a work of skill. They will accept at the hand of a man who knows their nature a weight which, if proposed by a stranger, would be rejected with grunts of disgust. 'rhey hate the inconvenience of boxes, unless light enough to be carried at both ends of a " banghi " pole by one man, or heavy enough to be slung between two porters. The burden must never be under a fair standard, especially when of such description that it decreases by expenditure towards the end of the journey; a lightly-laden man not only becomes lazy, he also makes his fellows discontented. The nature of the load, how- ever, causes an inequality of weight. Cloth is tightly rolled up in the form of a huge bolster, 5 feet long by 18 to 24 inches iz dia- meter, protected against wear and weather by makanda or coarse matting of brab-leaf, and corded over. This bundle is fast- ened, br the purpo3e of preserving its shape and for convenience of stacking, in a cradle of three or more flexible branches, cut from a small tree below the place of junction, barked and trimmed, dis- posed along the length of the load, and confined at the open end by a lashing of fibre-rope. Besides his wseapons and marching kit, a man will carry a pack of 2 farasilah or 70 lbs., and this perhaps is the maximum. Beads are placed in long, narrow bags of domestics, matted, corded, and cradled like cloth; being a less elastic load, they are more difficult to carry, and therefore seldom exceed 5() lbs. Brass and other wires are carried in daur, khata,* or circles, lashed to both ends of a pole, which is generally the large miclrib of a palm-frond, with a fork cut in its depth at one extremity to form a base for the load when stacked, and provided at the point of junction with a kitambara or pad of grdss, rag, or leather. Wire is the lightest, as ivory is the heaviest, of lou(ls; the tusk, when under 70 lbs., is never divided between two porters. It severely tries the strength when carried up and down steep or broken ground, and the shoulder suffers unless protected by a broad rim like a ruff or cape of stiS hide, with a central aperture for the neck. The African porter will carry only the lightest loads upon his head, and the custom is mostly confined to women and children. Domestic slaves are unable, from want of habit, to bear anything heavier than a tent or a bed; they therefore attempt an immunity from loads, declaring themselves to be sinkari or soldiers, 

* Khata ill Kisawahili an(l daur in Arabic are synonymous words for the circles in which wires are sold. 
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and asserting that their useless single-barrelled French guns are a 
sufficient burden for them. The merchants of course carry nothing 
but themselves, except in extreme cases; but when the sudden 
sickness or the evasion of a porter endangers the safety of his load, 
they shoulder it without hesitation. The chief proprietor usually 
follows his caravan, accompanied by some of his partners and 
armed slaves, to prevent the straggling which may lead to heavy 
loss; he is therefore often exposed to the heat and tedium of the road 
longer than the rest of his party. The Arab boasts, with some 
truth, that his superior powers of endurance and his capability 
of resisting climate have enabled him to the exclusion of other 
strangers, Persians, Hin(lus, and Banyans-to conduct the profit- 
able exploration of these regions.* The impression of the tra- 
veller, derived from the frequent reports amongst this enterprising 
race of deaths from disease, besides the ViCtinlS of violence, is that 
the rate of mortality is remarkably high. 

The march of an East African caravan is not without some 
order and circumstance. At 3 A.M. all is silent in camp: even 
the Mnyamwezi watchman nods over his fire. About an hour later 
the red-faced and apoplectic-looking cock the alarum of the road 

crows a salutation to the dawn; he is answered by half-a-dozen 
of his fellows, who are prime ivourites with the slaves and porters. 
By 5 A.M. the camp is fairly roused and a low chatting becomes 
audible. ThLs is a criticaI moment. The pagazi have protnised 
overnight to start early for a long march, but the cold morning 
makes them unlike the men of the warm evelling; perhaps one of 
them pleads fever, and in every caravan there is some lazy, loud- 
lunged, and contradictious fellow, whose only pleasure is to ow 
pose his employer. If no march is in prospect, the porters sit 
obstinately before the fire, warming their hands and feet, inhaling 
the smoke with averted headsX and casting quizzical looks at their 
fuming and fidgeting master. If they are unanimous, trouble is 
vain; even "soft sawder" is like "throwing comfits to cows." 
When, however, there is a difference of opinion, active stimulating 
may urge to exertion. rrhen a louder conversation leads to cries 
of Kwecha ! kwecha ! Pakia ! pakia ! Hopi ! hopi ! Collect ! 
pack ! set out ! Safari ! safari leo !-a journey, a journey to-day ! 
and certain peculiarly African boasts; P'hunda ! ngamla !- I am 
an ass! a camel ! accompanied by the shouts of Stentor, drum- 
ming, whistling, piping, and the brayint of barghumi or horns. The 
slaves assemble to throw their master's tents and to receive their 
light burdens, after which they hurry of in a straggling body, 
thinking only of escaping an hour's sun. The porters hug the fire 

* Several Persians, however, and even a solitary Banyan, have, it is said, pene- 
trated to Unyamwezi, and the earliest explorer of the country is Muza Mzuri, the 
Indian doyen of Kazeh. 
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till driven from it, when they unstack the loads propped against 
the trees or piled up before their boothies, arld pour out of the 
kraal or the village; at a short distance they halt, unshoulder their 
burdens, and give a few ulillutes' law to the late and lazy. The 
merchant lingers to the last; one or two loads have been left upon 
the ground by deserters or shirkers; consequently he must tax his 
ingenuity in persuading by promises a willing porter or a slave to 
carry double, or, that failing, to procure a day labourer from some 
near village. Generally at this colljuncture the kraal is fired by 
neglect or mischief, and the next caravan will find {3nly a heap of 
smoking ashes and a iw charred sticks standing to receive them. 

When the long Indian file necessitated by the narrowness of 
the path-has formed up in compacjc order, the kirangozi, shlouldering 
his load, and holding his red tattered flag furled but ready for 
floating when spectators turn out to gaze, takes precedence of the 
party. The dignitary is conspicuous in some wild a;nd wonderful 
attire; for head:lress the spoils of a tippet monkey, a pair of ante- 
lope horns, or a wild cat's skin dallgling from forehead to shoulders, 
bountl at the neck, and covered with a bunch of owl's or of crested 
crane's feathers; and he wears upon his body a long narrow piece 
of scarlet broadeloth, with a hole for the neck, and two streamers 
dangling before and behind. His other insignia of ofiice are the 
kipunga or fly-fapper of zebra's tail, which is generally afflxed 
to his person as if it were a natural growth; a kome, or hooked 
iron spit, garnished with a central bulge like a sausage of parti- 
coloured beads, and a waist-belt of many little gourds containint, 
simples and charms. He is followed by a nlan tomtoming lustily 
upon a kettle-drum shaped like an European hourglass. 

Now the long serpentine line of porters begins to stretch and 
wind across the plain, here threading the forest trees, there infracted 
by rough and broken ground. It is a curious and picturesque 
spectacle. The kirangozi is immediately followed by the aristo- 
cracy of the caravan3 the ivory-carriers, who in their burden take 
a pride which salves the sore of its dead galling and undiminishing 
vwreight. The tusks are poised upon the shoulder; Llrge cattle- 
bells dangle from the point which is carried to the front, whilst 
the porter's travelling-k-it is {astened to the bamboo behind. Next 
in order come the cloth and the bead carriers; then those laden 
with wire; and in the rear a rabble rout of slaves corded or chained 
in file; women and children in separate parties, the idlers and the 
iilvalids, bearing the lighter stuff; rhinoceros tusks, hoes, cones of 
salt and tobacco, baskets, boxes, beds, tents, calabashes, water- 
gourds, bagsy pots, mats, and private stores, (Ittached in packages 
to both ends of a long and narrow, a srnooth and elastic pole, sup- 
porte(l upon either shoulder. A mganga almost invariably accom- 
panies the caravan, not disdaining to act as a commoll porter; the 
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" parson " claims, in virtue of his holy calling, the lightest load, 
and, as he eats much but works little, he is a stout, smooth, well- 
greased, and sleek-headed man. Wherl cattle are driven they 
usually precede the caravan. The porters, however, often object to 
this assumption of dignity, and broken heads result. Asses neatly 
equipped with llide bags are driven in the middle of the line, 
otherwise they run the risk of being lost. The musketeers and 
domestic slaves circulate about the caravan, dispersing themselves 
through its length to indulge in the bondsman's dear de]ight- 
command. A strong party, often headed by the master or masters, 
is invariably in the rear, the place of danger, and it halts to bring 
up stragglers. 

There is a wondrous variety of appearance amongst the porters, 
of whom scarcely two are similarly habited. All have more orna- 
ment than dress. The upper rallks wear a dirty cotton loin-cloth 
of the scantiest dimensions; the others use only the goat-skin 
apron, loosely slung over orle shoulder. Mally prefer the Adamical 
costume, having an alacrity at tuTisting their solitary garment round 
their neck; and during a shower the caravan in gelleral dois its 
attire and place3 it in a dry place between the shoulder and the 
load. The head is decorated with a skin-strip of zebra's mane, 
bound round the poll with the particoloured hair bristling out- 
wards, or with a long straight theng of stiffelled ox-tail, standing 
up about a foot from the forehead and terminating in a tuft. 
Other ornaments are the skins of monkeys and ocelots, rouleaus 
ard fillets of white, blue, or scarlet cloth, and huge bunches of 
ostrich, crane, (md jays' feathers crowning the head like the top- 
knots of certain fowls. All carry some weapon; the heaviest armed 
have a bovwr and a long quiver full of arrows, two or three lollg 
spears and assegais, a battle-axe, and a long dagger. NVhen glain 
is served out for some days' march, each porter bears his posho or 
rations in a bundle fastened by a cloth to the sulall of his back, 
alld his kit or stock is often attached to the same place. Small 
iron bells are worn by the -ealthier, fastened to a leather thong, 
bound round the ankle or below the knees. The inces?ant tinkling 
harmonises in African ears with the chime-like " Ti-ti ti-ti tang " of 
the ivory bell, and the loud " AVa-ta ta " of the horns. The normal 
amusements of a march are whistling, singing, shouting, hooting, 
horning, drumming, imitating the cries of birds and beasts, repeat- 
ing senseless words, and abundant squabbling: in fact, perpetual 
noise, which, however, differs greatly from the hubbub of the halt. 
The uproar redoubles near a village, where the flag is unfurled and 
the line lags to display itself. All give vent to loud shouts, Hopa ! 
hopa! go on ! go on! Mgogolo !-a stoppage! Food! food ! 
Don't be tired! The kraal is here home is near! Hasten, 
kirangosi ! Oh ! we see our tnothers ! We go to Rat ! On the 
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road it is considered prudent as well as pleasurable to be as loud as possible, in or(ler to impress upon plunderers an exafflgerated idea of the caravan's strength; for equally good reasons silence 1S recommended in the kraal. When threatened with attack and no ready escape suggests itself, the porters ground their loads and prepare for action. It is only self-interest that makes them brave; a small cow, trotting up with tail erect, will hreak a line of 150 men carrying goods not their own. Sometimes a sturdy fellow "renowns it" by carryirlg his huge burden rolmd and round, like a herse being ringed, and starts *ff at speed. When two bodies meet, that commanded by an Arab claims the road. If both are Wanyamwezi, violent quarrels ensue; but fatal weapons, wliich are too ready at hand, are turned to more harmless purposes, the bow and spear being used as whip and cudgel. These affirays are not rancorous till blood is shed. Few tribesmen are less friendly for so trifling an aSair as a broken head; even a slight cut or a shallow stab is little thought of; but, if returned with interest, great loss of life may arise fiom the slenderest cause. When fFiendly caravans meet, the two kirangozi sidle up with a stage pace, a stride, and a stand, and prance till arrived within distance; then suddenly and simultaneously " ducking," like boys " giving a back," they exchange a butt violently as fighting rams, and their example is followed by all with a rush and a crush, which ends, if there be no bad blood3 in shouts of laucrhter. The weaker body, however, must yield precedence and offer a small present as black- 
mail. 

About 8 A.1K.) when the fiery sun has topped the trees an(l a pool of water appears, the braying of a barghuTni and sometimes a musket-shot announces a short halt. The porters stack their loads, and lie or loiter about for a few minutes, chatting and smoking tobacco and bhang, with the usual whooping, screaming cough, and disputing eagerly about the resting-place for the day.* If the stage be prolonged, towards noon the caravan lags, straggles, and suiers sorely. The heat of the ground, against which the horniest sole never becomes proof, tries the feet like poli3hed leather boots on a quarter-deck in the dog-days near the L;ne, and sore tribulation is caused by the cry M'iba hapa!- thorns here I The slaves ensconce themselves in snug places; the porters, propping their burdens against trees, curl up, dog- like, under the shade, some malinger; and this, the oppor- tunity preferred for desertion, is a painful hour to the proprietor. Still the men rarely break down. As in Indian marching, the African caravan prefers to end the day) rather than to begin it, with a difficulty-the ascent of a hill or the fording of a stream. They 
* In the Tirikeza or afternoon march this halt takes place a little before sunset, and the caravan then resumes its trudge till dark. 
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prefer the strip of jungle at the farther end of a district or a 
plantation for safety as well as for the eomfort of shade. rrhey 
avoid the vicitlity of rocks on aecount of the radiated heat; and 
OI1 desert plains thev oeeupy some slightly rising ground, where 
the night-eold is less severe than in the lower levels. 

At lenfflth an inereased hubbub of voiees, blended with bells, 
drums, fifes, and horns, ald sometimes a few musket- shots, 
announees the pleasing intelligenee that the journey is shortened by 
a stage. Eaeh selfish body then presses forward at speed to seeure 
the best boothy in the kraal or the most eomfortable hut in the 
village, and quarrels afflain seem serious. The most energetic 
apply themselves to " making all snug" for the long hot afternoon 
and the nipping night; some hew down young trees, others eolleet 
heaps of leafy boughs; one aGts arehitect, and many brillg in huge 
loads of firewood. 'rhe East Afriean is so xluch aecustomed to 
house-life that the bivouac in the open appears to him a hardship; 
he prefers even to cut out the interior of a bush and to squat in it, 
the portrait of a eomfortable cynocephalus. As a rule, the vil- 
lagers are more willing to reeeive the upward-bound earavans than 
those whoJ returning, earry wealth out of, instead of into, the 
eountry. Merehants-on aeeount of their valuable outfits affeet., 
exeept in the safest loealities, the khambi rather than the village; 
tlle latter, however, is not only healthierv in miasmatic lands, 
despite its uncleanliness, but is also more comfortable, plenty and 
variety of provisions being more readily procured inside than out- 
side. 'rhe Arab's khaymah is a thin " pctl " or ridge-tent Qf flimsy 
domesties, admitting sun and rain, and permitting at night the 
oeellpant to tell time by the stars; yet he prefers it, probably for 
dignity, to the far more pleasant boothy. 

The Wamrima willingly a(lmit strangers into their villages; 
the \Vazaramo would do the same, but they are eonstantly at feud 
with the Wanyamwezi, who therefore eare not to avail themselves 
of the dangerous hospitality. In Khutu caravalls seize by foree 
the best lodgings. In Eastern Usagara tra^rellers piteh tents in the 
eentral elear spaees surrounded by the peasantry's round hllts, 
under whose low arld drooping eaves the pagazi find shelter. In 
the western regions, where the tembe or square village prevails, 
kraals form the nighting-place. In Ugogo strangers rarely enter 
the hamlets, the hovels being foul and the people dangerous. 
ThroughoLLt East and Central Unyamwezi caravans defile into the 
villages without hesitation. Some parties take possession of the 
Iwanza or public-house; others build for themselves boothies of leafy 
boughs, which they are expeeted to elear away before departure, 
and the headman provides lodgings for the mtongi. In \\restern 
IJnyarnwezi the doors are often closed against strangers, and in 
Eastern Uvinza the people will admit travellers to bivouac, bllt 
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they will not vacate their huts. In NVesterrl Uvinza, a desert like 
Marenga and t?frunda Mk'l)ali, substantial khambi occur at short 
intervals. At Ujiji7 the Sultan, after offering the prelinlinary 
magllbiko or presents, provides his guests with lodgings, which they 
must vacate in ivour of new comers after a time sufficient for 
enabling them to build huts. In the other Lake regions the recep- 
t.on depends mainly upon the number of muskets in a caravan and 
the character of the hea9dman and his people. 

The khambi or kraal everywhere varics in shape and material. In 
the east regions, where tree3 are scarce, wattle frames of rough sticks, 
comp.acted with bark-fibre, are disposed in a circle; the forked up- 
rights, made higher behind and lower in front to form a sloping 
roof, support horizontal or cross poles, which are overlaid with a 
rough thatch of grass- or grain-cane. The central space upon which 
the boothies operl is occupied by one or more huts preserved for the 
chieS of the party; and the outer circle is a loose fence of thorn 
oranches, flimsy, yet impassable to breech-less let,s, uTlshod feet, and 
thin loose garments. AVhell a kraal must be built, rations are not 
served out till enclosures made round the calnp secure the cattle; if 

the leader be diiatory or unwilling to take strong measures, he 
matT be a serious loser. The stationary kraals become offensive if 
not burnt down after a few months. The " Inasika-kraal" as it is 
called, is that occupied only during the rainy monsoon, nvhen water 
is evcrywhere found. The vicinity and the abundance of that 
necessary are the main considerations in selecting the situation of 
encampxnents. The bark kraals commence itl Uvinza, where trees 
abound, and extend to the Tanganyika Lake; some are substan- 
tial, as the temporary villages) and may be a quarter of a mile in 
circurnference. The Lakist population carry with them, when travel- 
ling, Karagwah or stifF nlats of reed and rush; these they spread 
over and fasten to a firmly-planted frainework of flexible bout,hs, 
not unlike a bird's-nest reversed, or they build a cone of strong canes, 
in the shape of piled muskets with the muzzles lashed together. 
It is curious to see the small compass in wvhich the African traveller 
can contract himself: two, and eYen three, will dispose their heads 
and part of their bodies-leaving their lower limbs to the lnercy of 

the elertlents-under a matting little more than a yard square. 
When lodgings in the kraal have been distributed, and the 

animals have been off-packed, and watel has been brought from 
the pit or stream, all appls themselves to the pleasant toil of reZ 
fection. lWerrily then sounds the breathless chant of the women 
pounding or rubbing down grain, the song of the cook, and the 
tinkling of the slave's pestle, as he beolds over the iron mortar 
from which he stealthily abstracts the coffee. The {ireplaces are 

three stones or clods, placed trivetwise upon the ground, so that a 

draugllt may feed the flame, they support a small black earthen 
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pot, round which the khambi or little knot of nlesstnates perse- 
verintr,ly squat despite the stinging sun. If there be any delay in 
serving out provisions, loud cries of Posho ! p'haTnba!--ratiosls ! 
food !-resound through the camp; yetf when {atigued, the portews 
will waste hours in idleness rather than walk a few hundred yards 
to buy grain. If nleat be served out to them, it is eaten as a 
relish; it never, however, interferes with the consumption of 
porridge. A sudden glut of food appears to have the effect of 
intoxicating thelIl. 'rlie Arabs, avoiding reglllar rations, alter- 
llately worge and starve their porters, knowing by experience 
that such extrelrles are most grateful to the barbariatl stomach. 
The day must be spent isl vely idleness; a man will complain bitterly 
if told to bring up his pack for opening. On such occasions he 
and his fellows will raise their voices, and declare that they will 
not be ordered about like domestic slaves, and crouch obstinately 
round the smoky fire, the pictures of unutterable disgust. 

A;NJhen a long waterle3s stage lies ahead, it is divided by a 

" tirikeza," or afternoon march: this is one of the severest inflictions 
ill East African travelling. At 11 A.M. everything is tllrown into 
confusion, althollgh two or three hours must elapse before departure; 
loads are bound up, pots are washed, tents are thrown, and stools 
re carried off by fidgeting porters and slaves. 'rhey always eat 

previously to starting, with the false idea that it gives them 
stren^,th and bottom. 1:Iaving drunk for the last time, and filled 
their gourds for the night, they set out shortly after noozz, when the 
sun, severely felt after the shade, is like a fireball in the firmament 
alld the earth is seethillg with glow and reek, alld they endure 
affliction till theil shadows lengthen out upon the ground. The 
tirikeza is generally lollg, the well is empty, and the porters wish 
to abridge the morning march whieh leads to water. 

Night is ushered in by penning the cattle itl inner eireles of 
thorn and bush, as a protection against wild beasts, and by eolleet- 
ing and num})ering the loads a diffieult task, beeause evely man 
silirks the least trouble. \;\'hen there has been no " tirikeza " and 
provisions are plentiful, the day ends with a danee or a song,-a 
somewhat laborious perbrmanee which, if prolonged to a late 
hour, sufflgests idle intentions for the next morning. Usually 
about 8 P.M. sounds the ery, Lala ! lala !-sleep ! It is willingly 
obeye(l by all except the women, who must often awake to con- 
fabulate even at midnight. Olle by one the caravatl sinks into 
torpid slumber. At this hour, especially in the jungle bivouac, the 
scene ofterl becornes truly impressive. The red fires? formint a 
circle of light in the depths oi a bldack forest, flaming agaillst the 
trunks and defining the bliage of the nearer trees, are reflected by 
lurid groups in every w-ariety of shape and posture. Above, the 
dark purple sky, studded with golden points, domes the eartll with 
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apparently rlarrow bounds; wllilst in the western horizon a re- 

splendent crescent, supporting a dim ashwoloured globef and 

crowned by Venus sparkling like a diattlond, sinks in all the glory 

and gorgeousness of Nature's sublimest works. 

The rate of caravan marching in East AEica greatly varies. Tn 

cool moonlit mornings, over an open path, the pagazi will measure 

4 miles an hour. This is reduced by a quarter after a short 

" spirt" and under normal circumstances, the greatest speed will 

be 3 miles per hour. Throllghout the journey it is safe to reckon 

for an Indian file of moderate length-150 men 21l statute miles, 

or, what is much the same, 1i75 geographical miles, per hour, 

measured by c.ompass frolll point to point. Mr. Cooley (' Inner 

Africa Laid Open,' p. 6), a "resolllte reducer of itinerary dis- 

tances," rightly estimates that the ordinary day's journey of the 

missionaries in 01Vest Africa never exceeded 6 geographical miles 

projected in a straight line; on rare occasiolls and with effort, 

it may have extended to 10 miles. Dr. Livingstone gives the ex- 

ceedingly high maximum of 2i50 to 3 miles an hour in a straight 

line, but his porters were lightly laden, and the Makololo are 

apparently a " gamer " race than the East Africans. . I)r. La- 

ccrda's men were horr;fied at the thoufflhts of marching ordinarily 

2 (Portuffluese) leat,ues, or about 93 statute miles per day. 

The proceedings of the caravan on approaching the end of its 

journey have been described in the preceding pages. \hen 

arrived withill two or three marches of the coast, the mtongi of a 

07Vanyamwezi caravan calls a halt till the presents promised by his 

escort of touters harre arrived. He therl delays as long as possibley 

to l;ve gratis upon the Barlyan who proposes to deal with him. 

After a time the caravan enters in stately procession- a preliminary 

to the usual routine of commerclal operations. Bal gains are 

usually concluded at night; to a civilized man the mtork would be 

an impossible trial of patience. A lot of 200 tusks will rarely be 

sold ullder four months. After settTing with the diwans or village 

headmen and defraying the charges of government, the barbarian 

has recourse to the Banyan. The tusk is laid upon the ground, 

and the purchaser legitls by placing handsome cloths as pillows 

under the bamboo and point and by covering its whole length 

with a third; these form the first perquisites of the seller. Then 

begins the chaffering for the price. The Banyan screams, turns 

out his clientS slaps and pushes him, and receives a return of 

similar treatment with interest. He takes advantage of his know- 

ledge that the African in making a bargain is never satisfied 

w-ith the first offer, however liberal; any attempt at a tariS 

would be contemptuously rejected by both parties. The African 

delights in bargaining, and the Banyan, having brighter wits, 

relies upon them for a profit which the establishment of fiir prices 
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would curtail. It would be vain to attempt any alteration in this 
st)71e of commercial intercourse; however despicable it may appear 
in the LondoIl market, it is a time-honolared institution in East 
Africa. 

CHAPTER XVL 

COMME13CE: IMPORTS AND IGXPORTS. 

COMAIERCE has for ages been a necessity to the East African, who 
cannot be contented without his clothing and his ornaments, which 
he receives in barter for the superfluity of his country. Against 
its development, however, serious obstacles have hitherto interposed. 
On the seaboard and in the island the Banyans1 by mollopolizing 
the import traffic, do injury to the intertlal trade. In the 
interior the Wasawahili excite, with all the animosity of com- 
petition, the barbarians against Arab interlopers, upon the same 
sordid an(l short-sighted principle that the latter disp]ay when op- 
posing the ingress of Europeans. Finally, the Arabs, according to 
their own confession, have by rapacity an(l imprudence impoverished 
the people without enriching themselves. Their habit of sending 
fundi on trading trips is, as has been explained, trlost prejudicial both 
to seller and buyer; the prices of provisions as well as of merchandise 
illerease almost visibly; and though the evil ulight be remedied by 
a little combination, solidarity of interests beirlg unknown, that 
little is nowhere found. All, Banyans, AVasawahiTi, and Arabs, like 
semi-civilized people generally, abhor and oppose a fiee trade, 
which they declare would be as injurious to themselves as doubtless 
aelvantageous to the country. Here, as iil Europe, the battle of 
protection has still to be fbught; antl here, unlike Europe, tlle 
fil'St step towards civilization, namely, the facility of intercourse 
between the interior and the coast, has yet to be created. 

The principal imports into East Africa are domestics and piece 
goods, plain and unbleached cotton cloths, beads, and brass wire. 
'lAhe minor items for the llative popu]ation are prints, coloured 
cloths Indian and Arabian, broadeloth, calicos, caps, ironware, 
knives and needles, iron and copper wires for ornaments, and in 
some regions trinkets and ammunition. A small trade, chiefly con- 
fined to the Arabs, is done in provisions, spices, drugs, and other 
luxuries. 

The people of East Africa whfen first visited were satisfied with 
the worst and flimsiest kaniki or indigo-dyed Indian cotton. 
This they presently gave up for the " merkani," Amelican " do- 
me3tics," or unbleached shirting and sheeting, which now supplies 
-tlle lnarkets from Abyssinia to the Mozalllbique. But the wil(l 
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men are losing predilection for a stuff which is neither comfortable 
nor durable, and in many regions the tribes, satisfied with goat- 
skins and tree-barks prefer to invest their captal in the more 
attractive and durable beads and wire. It would evidently be 
advantaffleous if England or her Indian colonies would manufacture 
an article better suited to the wa.nts of the country than that at 
present in general use; but, under existing circumstances there is 
little probability of this being done. 

The " domestic3" from the mills near Salem, called in the island 
of Zanzibar wilaiti (" foreign"), or khami (the " raw") is known 
throughout the inner country as " merkani " or American. These 
unbleached cottons are of two kinfls: the wilaiti mpana (broad) or 
sheeting, sold in pieces about 30 yards long and 36 to 38 inches 
broad, and the wilaiti kabibu (narrow) or shirting, of the same length 
but less in breadth, from 32 to 34 inches. In the diSerent mills 
tlle lenthsvary, the extremes being 24 and 36 yards. The cloth- 
measures in use throughout the country are the following:- 
22 Fitr (short sy)ans*) - 1 Mukono, Ziraa, or cubit. 
2 Mikono, or Ziraa (ctlbits)- 1 Half-Shukkah (t.e. 3 feet of domestics). 
2 Ilalf-Shtlkhah = 1 Shukkah, BIwenda, UlXande, or Lllpancle, the 

Portutlese Braga (i.e. 6 feet of domestics). 
2 Shukkahs - 1 Tobe (Ar. Saub), Doti, UnUuo ya ku shona 

(washinC cloth), or siluply Unouo (12 ft.) 
2 Doti = 1 Taliah. 
7 to 11 Doti - 1 Jtlrall or Gorth, the piece. 

The price of (lomestics greatly varies in dear ysears and cheap 
years. At Zanzibar it sometimes falls to 2 dols. per gorah or 
piece, and it often rises to 2 75 dols. In selling, the price ranges 
from 15 to 22 shukkahsn each of which, assuming the dollart or 

* The fitr or short span is from the extended end of the forefinger to the thumb; 
the shibr or long span is from the thumb to the little finger; of these, two go to 
that primitive measure the cubit or elbow leilgth. Two cubits in lollU, measure 
compose the wa.r or yard, and two wdr the ba'a or fathom. 

t When the dollar is alluded to, the Maria Theresa crown is always meant. The 
price in Bombay is from 213 to 215 Co.'s rs. per cellt. At Zallz;bal the crown is 
divifled like the rupee into 16 anIlas, and each alllla into 7 or 8 llice * of these the 
full number is 128 to the dollar, but it is subject to incessant flXletuatiolls. Mer- 
chants usually keep accounts in dollars and cents. The Arabs divide the dollar 
as follows:- 

4 l llba baisah (the " p;e ")-1 baisah (iIl the plur. biyas), the Indian paisa. 
8 biyas = 1 anna. 
2 allnax, or 16 pice-I tumun or eighth. 
4 arsnas, or 32 pice, or 25 cellts-1 ruba, rubo or qllatter-(lollar, the Indiall plola . 
'S reha, or 64 pice, or 50 cents_ I nllsu or half-(lollar. 
9 liUSIl-I dc)llal. 

The Spanish or pillar do11ar is called by the Arabs abu madfa, and ly the Wasawa- 
hili ri-al mazinga (the " canIlon-dollar "). In the }Cast generally it is worth from 
6 to 8 per cent. ulole thatl the Malia Theresa, htlt at Zanzibar, not being a legal 
tendel, the value is unfixed. The Oilly subdivision of this COill gelaerallT knowll is 
the selillge, pistoline, or " small qllarter-dollar,d' which is worth ollly 1]) pice aIld 
2 pies, whereas the ruba, or quarter of the Maria Thelesa, is 32 pice. The French 
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CTerman crown to be worth 4s. 2d., will be worth UpOll the island 
from 6d. to 8d. The shukkah is, as has been said, the shilling 
and florin of East Africa and it is assuredly the worst circulatillg 
medium ever inverlted by mankind. The progress of its va]ue as 
it recedes frorn the seaboard, and other details concerning it, 
which lnay be useful to future travellers, have been treated of in 
the preceding pages. 

First in importance amongst the cloths is the kaniki or kiniki; 
its names and measllres are made to differ by the traders accord- 
inC, to the fashion of semi-c;vilized people, who seek in confusion 
arld intricacy facilities for fraud and chicanery. The popular divisiorls 
are- - 

4 ZI;konoS Ziraa, or cubits = 1 Shukliah. 
2 Shtlkkah = 1 Doti or Tobe. 
2 Doti = 1 Jurah, Gorah, or Takah. 
2 lralsah = 1 S()jah, Kori, or scole. 

Of this indigo-dyed cotton there are three kinds: the best, which 
is close and neatly made, is seldom exported from Zanzibar. The 
gorah or piece of 16 cubits, 45 inches in breadth, is worth about 
1 dollar. The common variety, 40 inches broad, supplied to the 
markets of the interior, costs about half that sum; and the worst 
kind, which averages in breadth 3(; inclles, represents a little less. 
The value of the korjah or score fluctuates between8 and 13 
dollars. Assuming) therefore, the average at 10 dellars, arld the 
nurnber of shukkahs contained in the gorah at 80, the price of 
each will represent Gd. Thus it is little inferior in plice to the 
rnerkani or doulestics when purchased upon the seaboard: its 
progress of value in tlae interior, however, is by no mealls ia;l ro- 
portion, and by some tribes it is wholly rejected. 

The lucrative beatl trade of Zanzibar is nomr almost entirely in 
the hands of the Banyan capitalists, who, by buyint up shlps' 
cargoes, establish their own prices, and produce all the inconvelli- 
ences of a Inonopoly. In laying in a stock the traveller must not 
trlJst himself to these men, who seize the opporturlity of palming 
of the waste and refuse of their warehouses: he is advised to 
aseertain from respectable Arab ulerchants, on their return froul 
the interior, the valieties requisite on the line of march. Any 
neglect in choosiilt, beads, besides causing daily inconvenience, 
lright arrest an expedition on the very threshold of success: t()warels 
the end of these long African journeys, when the real work of 
exploration cozemences, want of outfit tells fatally. The bead- 
monopolizers of Zarlzibar supplied the East African Expedition 
with no less than nine men's loads of the cheapest white and black 

5-franc piece, raised in sallle by a somewhat arhitrary process from 1 14 to 1 10 per 1(0 
4' piastres d'Espagrle " by M. Guillaitl in 1846, has no curretlcy, thou?h the Ballvans 
attempt to pass theno of upon strangeIs at 108 for 10() Maria 'ltheresas. 



beads, some of whieh were thrown away, as no man would aeeept 
them at a gift. lSinally, the utmost eeonomy must be exereised in 
beads: apparently exhaustless, a large store goes but a little way: 
the minor purchases of a European would average 10 strings or 
neeklaees per diem, and thus a man's load rarely outlasts the 
fifth ̂ 1veek. 

Beads, ealled by the Arabs kharaz, and by the Wasawahili 
ushanga, are yearly imported into East Afriea by the ton in 
quantities whieh exeite the traveller's surprise that so little is seen 
of them. For eenturies there has been a regular supply of these 
ornaments; load after load has been absorbed; but although they 
are by no means the most perishable of substanees, and though the 
people) like the Indians, earry their wealth upon their persons, not 
a third of the population wears any eonsiderable quantity. There 
are about 400 eurrent varieties, of whieh each has its peeuliar 
name, value, and place of preferenee; yet, being fabrieated at a 
distanee from the spot, they laek the perpetual ehange neeessary 
to render them thoroughly attraetive. In Urori and Ubena, anti- 
quated marts, now nearly negleeted, there are varieties highly 
prized by the people: these might be imitated with advantage. 

For trading purposes a number of different kind3 must be laid 
in ;- for travellers, the eoral or searlet, the pink porcelain, and the 
large blue glas3 bead, are lnore useful than other colours. Yet in 
places even the expensive eoral bead has been refused. 

The measures of beads are as eomplieated and arbitrary as 
those of cloth. The following are the terms known throughout 
the interior, but generally unintelligible at Zanzibar, where this 
merehandise is sold by weight.$ 

4 Bitil (each a sinCle lent,th from indes tip to wlist) = 1 Khete. 
10 Khete (each a dotlbled length round the throat, or rotlnd the tllumb, to 

the elbow-bone = 1 Flllldo (i.e. a " knot "). 
10 Fundo (in the plural, Mafundo) = I Ugoyye, or UCoe. 
10 Ugoyye (or 60 Fllndo) _ 1 Mirana, or Gana. 
Of these bead measures there are loeal eomplieations. In the 
* Beads are solel in Zatlzibar islalld by the following weights:- 
16 wakiyyah (owlnces, each = 1 dollar in weight)-I ratl (or pound; in tlae plural, 

artal). 
3 ratl, or 48 wakiyyah= 1 man (maund). 

12 amnan fmaunds) = 1 frasilah (35 to 36 pounds). 
60 artal (pounds)-1 Jizlah. 
20 to 22 Xrasilah (according to the article purchased) = 1 kandi (candy). 

The Zanzibar lb. is the current English avoirdupois. The Arabs use a ratl without 
standard, except that it should be equal to 16 Maria l'heresa dollars. According 
to M. Guillain, it is 4 grammes (each 92-966 grs. avoir.) less than the English lh., 
alld when redvlce(l to 7 grallimes it is considered ullder weight. The " man " or 
maund is the general Illeasuowe: there are, howearer, three varieties. The " lnan " of 
Zanzibar consists of 3 ratl, that of Maskat contains 9, and that of Oman generally 
() 25 less thatl the Zallzibar maund. The frasilah tin the plur. farasilah) may 
roughly be assumed as orle-third *)f the cwt.: the wold probably gave rise to the 
English coffee weight called a '* frail," 
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central regions, for instance, the khete is of half size and the 
fundo consists of 5, not of 10 khete. 

Beads are purchased for the monopolizers of Zanzibar unstrung, 
and before ellterirlg the country it is necessary to measure and 
prepare the lengths for barter. The string, called "utembwe ' 
(in the plural " t'hembwe "), is generally made of palm-fibre, and 
much depends for successful selling, especially in the larger kinds 
of beads, upon the regularity alld attractiveness of the line. It will 
be remembered that beads in East Africa represent the copper 
and sulaller silver coins of European countries; it is, however, 
impossible to reduce the khete, the length most used in purchases 
to ally average: it varies from a halfpenny to thlee pence.* The 
following varieties are imported in extensive outfits. Nos. 1, 2 
and 3 are the expensive kinds; Nos. 4, 5, and 6 are ill locai 
demand, cheap in the maritime, and valuable in the central regions, 
and the rest are the more ordinars sorts. All those that are round 
and pierced are called indifferently by the Arabs madruji, or the 
" drilled." 

1. Samsam (Ar.), samesame (Kis.), kimara-p'hamba (food- 
fillishers), joho (scarlet cloth), and kifunga-mgi (towll-breakers, 
because the women are mad for them), are the various names 
for the small coral bead, a scarlet etlamelled upon a white 
ground. They are known at Zanzibar as kharaz-kartasi paper 
beads because they are sent into the country ready strung, and 
packed in paper parcels, which ought to weigh 4 pounds each, 
but which are generally found to vary from 8 to 10 fundo or knots. 
Of this bead there are fifteen several sizes, atld the value of the 
frasilah is from 13 to 16 dollars at Zanzibar. In Unyamwezi, 
where the samesame is in greatest demand1 1 fundo is equivalent 
to 1 shukkah merkan;, and 6 khete to the shukkah kaniki. 

2. Next in demand tc) the samesame, throughout the country, 
except at Ujiji, where they lose half their value, are the pink 
porcelain, called gulabi (the rosy), c)r maguru la nzige (locusts 
feet?. The price in Zanzibar varies from 12 to 15 dollars per 
frasllah. 

3. The blue porcelain, calle(l in Venice ajerino, and in East 
Africa langiyo or lnurtutu (blue vitriol), is of three several sizes, 
and the best is of the lightest colour. The larger variety, called 
langiyo lnkuba, fetches, at Zanzibar, from 6 to 12 dollars per 
frasilah, and the p'heke, ol smaller, from 7 to 9 dollars. In 
Usagara and Unyamwesi, where frortl s to 4 fundo are equivalent 

. . 

* 'rhe aserage} value of tlle khete ill Zanzibar coin is 3 pice, a.nsl about l0O 
ltllPtt AI'e illClU4e(l ill the nzan or lllaund. The ttaveAller will find the bitil used as 
our farthillg, the khete is the penllft, the shukkah kaniki is the sixpence and 
shi]lillg, the shulLskah metkani alld the fulldo represent the halfelolvll alld crown, 
wllilst the lSarsati clot}, the kititldl or coil-bracelet, alld the larger Illezasures of 
beaals, form the gold money. 
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to the shukkah merkani) and 1 to 2 to the shukkah kaniki, it is 
used for minor purchases where the samesame would be too 
valuable. It is little prized in other parts, an(l between Unyamwezi 
and Ujiji it falls to the low level of the uhite porcelain. 

4. A local variety, current from Msene to the TangaIlyika 
Lake, where, in the heavier dealings as the purchase of slaves and 
ivory, a few strings are always required to cap the bargain, is 
called mzlzima, mtunda, balghami, and Jelabi, the ringel perle 
of Germany. It is a large flat bead of glass; the khete contains 
about 150, and each item acts as a copper coin. The mzizila is 
of two varieties; the more common is a dark blue, the other is of 
a whitish and opalline tint. At Zanzibar the frasilah costs from 
7 to 9 dollars. In Unyamwezi 3 fundo are equivalent to 1 shuk- 
kah merkan; and 1 fimdo to 1 shukkah kaniki. 

5. Another local variety is the balghami mkuba, popularly 
called sunt,omaji, a bead made at Nuremberg (?). It is a porce- 
lain? about the size of a pigeons egg, and of two colours, white 
and li^,ht blue. The sungomaji, attached to a thin cord or twine 
is worn sinfflly or in numbers as an ornament rolmd the neck, anal 
the people complain that the polish soon wears ofE. At Zanzibar 
the price per 1000 is from 15 to 20 dollars, but it is expected to 
decline to 10 dol]ars. This bead is useful iil purchasint, ivory in 
Ugogo and Unyamwezi, and in hiring bouts at tJjiji: its relative 
value to cloth is l9 per shukkah merkani7 ancl 15 per shukkah 
kaniki. 

6. The sofi, called in Italian eannettozze, resembles bits of broken 
pipe-stems, about two-thirds of an irch ill ler.gth. It is of variolls 
eolours) white, brick-red, and black. Each bead is termed masaro, 
and is used like pice in India: of these the khete eontains from 55 
to 60. The priee varies, at Zanzibar, from 2 to 3 dollars }er 
frasilah; in the interior, however, the Yalue greatly inereases, on 
aeeoullt of insuffieient imI)ortation. This bead, in 185S, was in 
great demand throughout Usagara, Unyamwezi, and the wrestern 
regions where it was as valuable as the simesame. Having 
net,lected to lay in a store at Zanzibar? the East Afriean Ex- 
pedition was compelled to exchane eloth for it at BIsene and 
tJjiji giving 1 shukkah mferkani for 30 to 35 khete, and l sllukkah 
kaniki for 15 to 25. In Ujiji, however, many of the purchases 
were rejected beeause the bits had become small by wear, or had 
been ehipped of by use 

7. The staple of eommeree is a eoarse poreelain bead, of var;ous 
colours, krlown in Zanzibar by the generic name of hafiz;. There 
are three principal kinds. The khanyera or ushanga waupa (ullite 
beads) are common throughout the eountry. The average value, 
at Zanzibar, is 6 dollars per frasilah: -in Unyamwezi 4 fundo were 
equivalent to the shukkah tnerkani, and 2 to 3 to the kaniki; but 
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the people, glutted with this bead (as many as 20,000 strings 
were supplied to the East African Expedition by the Banyans of 
Zanzibar), preferred 1 khete of samesarzle to 3 of khanyera. The 
kidunfluU,uru is a dull brick-red bead, worth at Zanzibar from 5 
to 7 dollars per frasilah, but little prized in the interior, where it 
is derisively terIned khanyera ya mk'hundu. Another red variety 
of hafizi is called merkani: it is finely made to resemble the 
s-lmesame, and costs from 7 to 11 dollars per frasilah. Of this 
bead there are four several subdivisions. The uzanzawlra or 
samuli (ghee-coloured) is a bright yellow porcelain, worth, at Zan- 
zibar, from 7 to 9 dollars per frasilah. It is in demand throughout 
(Shhaga and the Masai country, but is rarely seen on the central 
liole. 

8. The sukoli are orange-colollred or rhubarb-tinted porcelain, 
which average, at Zarlzibar, from 7 to 9 dollars. They are prized 
in Usafflara and Ugogo, but are little worn in other places. 

9. The nlll (green), or ukutl wa rnnazi (coco-leaves), are little 
beads of transparent green glass; they are of three sizes, the 
smallest of which is called klklti. The Zanzibar price is from 
6 to 11 dollars. In Ujiji they are highly valued, and are readily 
taken in small quantities throughout the central line. 

1(). The ghubari (dust-coloured), or nya kifu (?) is a small dove- 
coloured boad, costing, in Zanzibar, from 7 to 8 dollars. It is 
use(l in Uzaramo, but its (lulness of aspect prevents it being a 
faxJourite. 

11. 'rhe lungenya or lak'hio is a coarse red porcelain, valued 
at 5 to 6 dollars in Zanzibar, and now principally exported to 
Uruwwa and the innermost regions of (Sentral Africa. 

12. The bubu (ububu?), also called ukumwi and ushanga ya 
v;pande, are hlack Venetians, dull dark porcelain, ranging, at 
Zanzibar, from 5 to 7 dollars. They are of fourteen sizes, large, 
mediurn, and small; the latter are the most valued. These beads 
are taken by the AVazaramo. In Easterll Usagara and Unyamwezi 
they are called khuni or firewood, and they will not be received in 
barter except mrhen they excite a temporary caprice. 

The other beads, occasionally met with, are the sereketi, ovals 
of white or garnet-red, prized in Whutu; choroko or magiyo, dull 
green porcelains; undriyo maupe (?), mauve-coloured, round or oval; 
undriyo mausi (?), dark lavender; asmani, sky-cok)ured glass; and 
pusange, blue Bohemian glass beads, cut into facets. The people 
of the coa.st also ptltronize a variety of large fancy articles, flowered, 
sl:sellefl, and otherwise ornaulerlted; these, hoxvever, rarely find 
their way into the interior. 

After piece goods and beads, the plincipal articles of traffic, 
esl)ecially on the northern lines an(l the western portion of the 
central rQute, are masango (in the singular sango), or brass wires, 
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called by the Arabs hajulah.* Nos. 4 or 5 are preferred. They 
are purchased in Zanzibar, when cheap, for 12 dollars, and when 
dear for 16 dollars per frasilah. WVhen imported up country the 
frasilah is divided into three or four large coils, called by the 
Arabs daur, and by the Africans khata, for the convenience of 
attachment to the banghy-pole. Arrived at IJnyanyembe they are 
converted by artisans into the kitindi, or coil-bracelets, described 
in the preceding pages. Each daur forms two or three of these 
bulky ornaments, of which there are about 11 to the frasilah, and 
the weight is thus upwards of 3 pounds. The charge for the 
cuttinC, cleaning, and twisting into shape is al)out 1 doti of 
domestics for 50 kitindi. The value of the kitindi, throughout 
Unyanlwezi, in 1858, svas 1 doti merkani; at Ujiji, where they 
are in demand for slaves and ivory, the price was doubled. 
Thus, the kitindi, worth 1 dollar each when cheap, 9 are bought 
for 10 dollars-in Zanzibar, rises to 5 dollars in the Lake regions. 
Kitindi weIe formerly made of copper wire; it has fallen into dis- 
use on (lecount of its expense, at Zanzibar from 15 to 20 dollars 
per frasilah. Large iron wires called senyenge, are confined to 
Ugogo and the northern countries inhabited by the Wanzasai. 
The East Africans have learned to draw fine wire, which they 
call uzi wa shabat (brass thread); they also import from the coast 
Nos. 22 to 25, and employ them for a variety of decorative pur- 
poses, which have already been alluded to. 'The average price 
of this small wire at Zanzibar is 12 dollars per frasilah. As has 
been nlentioned, sat or ZillC called by the Africans bati (tin), is 
made by the Brajiji. 

The principal of the minor items are coloured cloths, called by 
the people " cloths with names: " of these, many kin(ls are 
imported by every caravan. In some regions, Ugogo for instance, 
the people will not sell their goats and more valuable provisions Br 
plain piece-goods; their gross and gaudy tastes lead them to 
despise sober and uniforul colours. The sultans invariably demand 
for themselves and their wives showy goods, and complete their 
honga or blackmail with domestics and indigo-dyed cottons, which 
they divide amongst their followers. Often, too, a bit of scarlet 
broadeloth thrown in at the end of a lengthened haggle opens a 
road and renders isupossibilities possible. 

'rhe coloured cloths may be divided into three kinds, woollens, 
cottons, and silks mixed with cotton. Of the former, the principal 

* Hajulah in Arabic properly sigllifies an anklet. It is generally used in the 
debased Zanzibal dialect for the material as well as the olnamellt. 

t In classical Arabic " sifr " is copper, antl " nuhas " brass. The Omani, how- 
ever, calls the former nuhas ahmar (red brass), arsd the latter nuhas abyaz (white 
brass). Similarly, the VVasawahili distribute the pieneric term " shaba" into 
shaba nya khunda, red, and shaba nya upe, white, brass. 
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varieties now importetls are Jollo or broa(leloth; of the secoll(l, 
beU,inninffl with the cheapest, are Barsati, Dabwani, Jamdani, 
Bandira, Shlt (chintz), Khuzarangi, Ukaya, Sohari, Shali, 
Tauj;ri, Msutu, K;koi, and Shazar or Afukunguru; the mixed and 
most expensive varieties are the Subai, Dewli, Sabuni, Khesi, and 
Masnafu t 

Joho (a corruption of the Arabic Johh) is a coarse article, either 
blue or scarlet. As a rule, even Asiatics ignore the value of broad- 
cloth) estimating it, as they do guns and watches, by the shine of 
the exterior: the African looks only at the length of the pile and 
the depth of tlle tint. The Zanzibar valuation of the cheap 
Entlish article is usually 50 cents (2s. ld.) per yard; in the inte- 
rior rising rapidly through double and treble to four times that 
priceX it becomes a present for a prince. At Ujiji and other great 
ivory-marts there is a demand for this article, blue as well as red; 
it is worn, like the shukkah merkani, round the loins by men 
and round the bosom by women, who, therefore, require a tobe or 
double length. At Unyanyembe there are generally pauper Arabs 
or A;Vasawahili artisans who can fashil)n the merchants' supplies 
into the kizbao or waistcoats affected by the African chieS in 
imitatioll of their more civilised visitors. 

Of the second division the cheapest is the Barsati, called by the 
Africans kitambi; it is a blue cotton cloth, with a broad red stripe 
extending alonn one quarter of the depth, the other three-quarters 
bein (lark blue; the red is either of European or Cutch dye. 
rrhe former is preferred upon the coast for the purchase of copal. 
Of this Indian stllff there are three kinds, varying in size, colour, 
and quality; the cheapest is worth at Zanzibar (where, however, 
like dabwani, it is usually sold by the torah of two uzar or 
loin-cloths) from 5 to 7 dollars per score, the second lO dollars 
50 cents; and the best 14 to 15 dollars. The barsati in the 
interior represents the doti ()r tobe of Merkani. On the coast 
it is a favourite article of wear with the poorer freemen, slaves, and 
women. Beyond the maritirne regions the chiefs mrill often refuse 
a barsatiX if of small dimensions and flimsy texture. Formerly the 
barsati was made of silk, and cost 7 dollars per loin-cloth. Of 
late years .the NVanyamwezi have taken into favour the l)arsati or 
kitambi banyani; it is a thin white long cloth, called in Bombay 
kora (Corah, or cotton piece-toods), with a narrow reddish border 
of madder or other dye stanlped in India or at Zanzibar. The 
piece of 39 yards, which is divided into 20 shukkahX costs at 

* Blankets were introduced hy the Arabs, but being unsuited to the climate 
and to the habits of the peop]e they sooll became a drug in the market, 

t Travelling Arabs usually take a piece of baftah or white calico as kafan or 
shrouds for themselves or theit colnpanions irl case of accidents. At Zallzil)ar the 
value of a piece of 94yds. is 1 dollar 95 CeIltS. 
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Boonbay 4 50 Co.5s rs.; at Zanzibar 2 dollars 50 cents, and the 
price of printing the edge is 1 dollar 75 cents. 

The dabwarli is a kind of small blue and wllite check made at 
lWIaskat; one fourth of its breadth is a red stripe, edt,ed with 
white and yellow. This stuS, which from its peculiar stiffening of 
gum appears rather like grass-cloth than cotton, is of three kinds: 
the cheapest, dyed with Cutch colours) is much used ill the far 
interior; it costs at Zanzibar 12 dols. 50 cents per score of pieces, 
each two and a half yards long; the medium quality, employed in 
the copal trade of the coast, is stained with lLuropean dye, an(l 
superior in work; the score of pieces, each 3 yards long, costs 
30 dols.;-and the best, which is almost confined to the island of 
Zallzibar, ranges from 40 to 45 dols. per kori. The dabwani 
is considered in the interior nearly double the value of the barsati, 
and it is rarely rejected unless stained or injured. 

The jam(lani is a sprifflged or worked muslin imported from 
India: though mllch prized for turbans by the dignitaries of 
the maritime races, it is rarely carried far up the country. At 
Zanzibar the price of 10 yards is 1 dol., and the piece of 20 
lengths, each sufficient for a turkan, may be purchased for 15 dols. 

The bandira (flag stuS) is a red cotton bunting imported from 
Bombay. It is prized in the interior by women. At Zanzibar 
the price of this stuff greatly varies; when cheap the piece of 28 
yards may be obtained for 2 dols. 50 cents, when dear it rises to 
s dols. 50 cents. It is sold by gorah of 7 shukkahs. 

Shlt, or chintz, is of many different kinds. The common 
English is a red cotton striped yellow and dark green; it fetches 
from 1 dol. 50 cents to 2 dols. per piece of 28 yards, and is little 
prized in the interior. Those preferred, espec,ally in UnyammTezi 
alld Ujiji, are the French and Hamburg; the brmer is worth at 
Zanzibar from 4 dols. 50 cents per piece of 35 yards to 5 dols. 
50 ceilts per gorah of 10 shukkahs, and the latter from 5 dols. to 
5 dols. 50 cents. The most expensive is the " ajemi," that used 
by the Persians as lining for their lambswool caps; the price is from 
50 cents to 1 dol. per yard, which renders it a scarce article even 
in Zanzibar island. 

The khuzarangi, a European cotton dyed a reddish nankeen, 
with pomegranate rind and other colouring matters, at Maskat, is 
almost confined to the Arabs, who make of it their normal garment, 
the long and sleeved shirt called el dishdashab, or in Kisawahili 
khanzu. It is the test of foreign respeetability and deeorum 
when appearing amongst the half-clad Afi iearl races, and the poorest 
of pedlers will always earry with him one of these nightgown-like 
robes. The priee of the ready-made dishdashah ranges from 50 
cents to 2 dols 50 cents, and the uncut pieee of 16 yards costs 
from 2 dols. to 2 dols. 50 eents. 
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Tile ukaya sornewhat resembles thc lvaniki, but it is finer and 

tllinner. 'rllis jaconrlet, manufactured in Europe and dyed in 
Boulbay, is much used I)Y female slaves and conoubines as Ilead 
veils. The price of the piece of 20 yards, when of inferior quality, 
is 2 dollars 50 cents; it ranges as high as 12 dollars. 

The sohari, or ridia, made at Naskat, is a blue alld white check 
with a red border about 5 inches broa(l, with smaller stripes of 
red, blue, and yellow: the ends of the piece are checks of a larger 
pattern, xvith red introduced. There are many varieties of this 
cloth, which, considered as superior to the dabwani as the latter is 
superior to the barsati, forms an acceptable present to a chief. The 
cheapest kind, much used in Unyamwezi, costs 16 dollars 25 cents 
per koriX or score. The higher sorts, of which however only 1 to 
40 of the inferior is irxlported into the collntry, railges from 22 to 
30 dollars. 

The shali, a corruption of the Indian shal (shawl), is a common 
Entlish imitation shawl pattern of the poorest cotton. Brigllt 
yellow or red grounds, with the pear-pattern and similar orna- 
ments, ale much prized hy the chieS of Ullyamwezi. The price of 
the kori, or score, is 25 dollars. 

The taujiri (from the Illdian taujlr bura) is a dark blue cotton 
stuS, with a gaudy border of madder-red or turuleric-yellow, the 
former colour preferred by the Wahiao, the latter by the Wan- 
yamwezi. The price per score varies from 8 to 17 dollars. 

The lnsutu is a European cotton dyed at Surat, indigo blue upon 
a ma(lder-red ground, spotted with white. This print is much 
worn by Arab and \Vasawahili women as a nightdress and morning 
wrapper; in the illterior it becomes a robe of ceremony. At Zan- 
zibar the piece of 20 lengtl-ls, each 2t25 yards long and 40 inches 
broad (two breadths being sown together), costs 19 dollars. The 
kisutu, an inferior variety, itches, per kori of pieces 2 50 yards long, 
13 dollars. 

The kilioi is a white cotton, made at Surat, coarse and thick, with 
a broad border of parallel stripes, red, yellow, and indigo blue: per 
kori of pieces 2 yards long, and sown in double breadths, the price 
is 5 dollars. A superior variety is made principally for the use of 
women, with a si]k berder, which costs from 1 to 4 dollars. 

The shazar, called throughout the interior mukunguru, is a (Sutch- 
made cotton plaid, with large or small squares, red and white, or 
black and blue; this cloth is an especial favourite with the 
A:Vamasai tribes. The score of pieces, each 2 yards, is worth 6 
dollars 25 cellts. Tilere is a dearer variety, of which each piece 
is 3 yards long, costing 16 dollars per kori, and therefore rarely 
sold. 

Of the last division of " cloths with names," namely those of silk 
and cotton mixed, the most popular is the subai. It is a striped 
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stuS, witll small checks between the lines, and with a half-breadth 
of border, a complicated pattern of red, black, and yellow. 'rhis 
cloth is used as an uzar, or loin-cloth, by tlle middle classes of 
Arabs; the tambua, taraza, or frillge, is applied to the cloth with a 
band of gold thread at Zanzibar, by Wasaurahili. The suba; made 
at Maskat of Cutch cotton varies greatly in price: the cheapest, 
of cotton only, may be obtained for 2 dollars; the medium, generally 
preferred for presents to great chiefs, is about 5 dollars 50 cents; 
whilst the most expensive, inwoven with gold thread, ranges from 
8 to 30 dollars. 

The dewli is the Indian lungi, a Surat silk garnished with a 
border of gol(l thread and a fringe at zanzilar. It is a red, 
yellovv, or green ground, striped in various ways, and much prized 
for uzar. The price of the cheap piece of 3 50 yards is 7 dollars, 
besides the fringe which is 2 dollars more; the best, when adorned 
with gold, rise to 80 dollars. 

The sabuni uzar, Inade in Afaskat, is a silk-bordered cotton, a 
small blue and white check; the red and yellow edginlr which 
gives it its value is about one-fifth of its breadth. The score of 

seces, each 2 50 yards long, varies from 25 to 50 dollars; the 
nore expensive, however, rarely find their way into the interior. 

The khesi is a rare importation from Bombay, a scarlet silk, 
made at Tannah; the piece sold at Bombay for 10 C:o.'s rs. fetches 
at Zanzibar 5 dols. 50 cents to 6 dollars; this kind is preferred by 
the Wanyamwezi chiefs; when larger, aild adorned with gold 
stripes, it rises to 3.o (:o.'s rs., or 19 dollars, and is prized by the 
Banyans alld Hindis of Zanzibar. 

The masnafu is rare like the khesi; it is a mixed silk and cotton 
cloth, of striped pattern, made at Maskat. The cheapest is a piece 
of 1a75 yards, costing from 2 to 5 dollarss and highly regarded in 
Unyamwezi; the larger kinds, of 2 50 yards, rise from 5 to 6 dollars, 
and the Arabs will pay from 2() to 25 dollars for those worked with 
gold thread. 

These notes upon the prices of importations into Central Africa 
rest upon the authority of the Hindus, and principally of Ladha 
Danha, the collector of customs at Zanzibar. Specimens of the 
cloths were deposited with the Royal Geographical Society of 
London, and were described by the kindness of Mr. Alderman 
Botterill, F. R. G. S . 

Remain for consideration the minor and local items of trafiic. 
'lhe skull-caps are of two kinds. One is a little fez, locally 

called kummah. It is made in France, rarely at Bagdad, and sells 
at Zanzibar for 5 dols. 50 cents to 9 dollars per dozen. The 
cheaper kind is preferred in Unyamwezi; it is carried up from 
the coast by Arab slaves and A\asawahili merchants, and is a 
favourite wear with the su]tan and the mtongi. At Unyanyembe 
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the price of the fez rises to 1 dollal. The sc alfiyyah " is the com- 
morl Surat cap, worked with silk upon a cotton ground; it is affiected 
by the Diwans and Shomwis of the coasts The C;vis-gol" or 
20-stitch, preferred for importation, cost 8 dollars per score, the 
" tris-gol," or 30-stitch, 13 dollars; and the " chalis-gol" or 40- 
stitch, 18 dollars. 

Besides these articles a little hardwarc finds its way into the 
country. Knives, razor? fish-hooks, and needles are useful, especially 
in the transit of Uzaramo. As an investment they are useless; the 
people, who make for themselves an article which satisfies their 
wants, will not part with valuables to secure one a little better. 
They have small axes and sharp spearsS consequently they will not 
buy dear cutlery; they have gourds, and therefore they care little 
for glass and china The Birmingham trinkets and knicknacks, of 
which travellers take large outfits to savage and barbarous countries, 
would in East Africa be accepted by women alld children as 
presents, but unless in exceptional cases they would not procure a 
pound of grain; mirrors are cheap and abundant at Zanzibar, -yet 
they are rarely imported into the interior. The people will devise 
new bijouterie for themselares, but they will not borrow it fro 
strangers. In the maritime regions, where the tribes are more 
civilized, they col;et such foreigll contrlvances as dollars and blankets, 
snuW-boxes and tin eylinders, which can be converted into tobacco 
pouches: the \Ananyamwezi do not regard them. Similarly in 
Somaliland a case of Birmingham goods carried through the 
country returned to Aden altnost full. 

C:oflee, sugar, and soap may generaIly be obtained in smal] 
quantities from the Arabs of Unyanyembe. At Zanzibar the price 
of common coffiee is 3 dollars 75 cents, and of Mocha 5 dollars 
50 cents per frasilah. Sugar is of three kinds: the buluji, or loaf- 
sllgar, imported from America, averages 6 annas; sukkari za 
mawe, or sugar-candy fetches upon the island 5 dollars 50 cents 
per frasilah; and the bllnga]an or sukkari za mchanga (brown 
Bengal sugar), costs 3 dollars 50 cents; gur, or molasses, sells at 
Zarlzibar for 1 dollar 25 cents per frasilah. Soap is brcought to Zan- 
sibar island by the Americans, French, and India merchants. 

The other articles of importation into Zanzibar, which however 
so rarely filld their way into the interior that they do not merit 
detailed notice are-rice and other cereals from Bombay and 
WVesteln India; sh;pping materials, canvas, rigging, hempen 
cord, planks and boards, paint, pitch, turpentivae, linseed-oil, 
bees'-wax, an(l tar, from &merica and India; metals from 
Europe and India; furniture from Europe and American China 
an(l Bombay; carpets ancl rugs *om Turkey and Persia mats 
from Madagascar; lnade-up clothes from Maskat and Yemen; 
glass ware from Europe and America; pottery, paper, and candles 
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from Europe alld Bombay; kuzah (waterjars) from the Persian 
Gulf; woods and timber from Madagascar, the Mozambique, and 
the coast as far north as Mombasah; skins and hides from the 
Benadir; salt-fish (shark and others) from Oman, Hazramaut, 
and the Benadir, brandy, rum, peppermint, eau de Cologne, 
syrups and pickles, tobacco, cigars, and tea, from Bombay, France, 
and the Mauritius; rose-water from the Gulf; attar of rose and of 
sandal from Bortlbay; dates, almollds, and raisins froln Arabia and 
the Gulf; gums and ambergris from Madagascar, the Mozambique, 
ancl the "Sayf-Tawil" (the long low coast extending froln Ras 
Awath, in N. lat. 5? 33', to Ras el-lKhayl, N. lat. 7? 44'); aloes 
and dragon's-blood from Socotra; incellse, gum Arabic, and ulyrrh 
from the Somali country and the Banadir; turmeric, opium, ginger, 
nutmegs, colombo-root, cardamoms, cinnamon, aniseed, camphor, 
benzoin, assafaetida, saltpetre, potash, blue vitriol, alum, soda, 
saffron, garlic, fellugreek, and other drugs and spices froon Bombay 
and \Vestern India. 

The staple articles of the interllal trade throughout the regions 
extending from the coast of the Indian Ocean to the lakes of 
Central Africa are comprised in slaves and cattle, salt, iron, to- 
bacco, mats and strainers, and treebarks and ropes. Of these, all 
except salt have been noticed in detail in the preceding pages 

Salt is brought down during the season ftom East Arabia to 
Zanzibar by Arab dows, alld- is heaped up for sale on a strip of 
clear ground under the eastern face of tl-le gurayza or fort. lt is 
of two kinds: the fine rock salt sells at 6 annas per frasilah, and 
the inferior, which is dark and sandy, at about half that price. On 
the coast the principal ports and towns supply themselves with sea- 
salt evaporated in the rudest way.- Pits sunk rlear the numerous 
lagoons and backwaters allow the saline particles to infiltrate; the 
contents, then placed in a pierced earthen pot, are allowed to strain 
into a second beneath. They are inspissated by boiling and are 
finally dried in the surl, when the mass assumes the form of sand. 
This coarse salt is sold after the rains, when it abounds, for its 
weight of holcus; when dear, the price is doubled. In the interior 
there are two great markets, and the regularity of communication 
enables the people to fare better as regards the luxury than the 
more civilized races of Abyssinia and Harar, where of a millionaire 
it is said " he eateth salt." An inferior article is exported from 
Ugogo, about half-way between the East Coast and the Tangan- 
yika Lake. A superior quality is extracted from the pits near 
the Rusugi River in NVestern Uvinza, distant but a few days from 
Ujiji. For the prices and other conditions of sale the reader is 
referred to Chapters V. and"VII. 

The subject of exports will be treatecl of at some length; it is 
not only interesting from its intrinsic value, it is capable of con- 
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siderable development, and it also offers a ready entrance for 
civilization. The African will never allow the roads to be per- 
manently close(l nolle but the highly refined amongst mankind 
can contemplate with satis-Eaction a Lfe of utter savagery. The 
Arab is too wise to despise " protection," but he will not refuse to 
avail himself of assistance offered by foreigners when they appear 
as capitalists. Hitherto British interests have been neglected in 
this portion of the African continent, and the name of }?ngland is 
unknown in the illterior. Upon the island of Zanzibar, in 1857-8, 
there was not an EnOlish firm; no line of steamers connected it 
with India or the Cape, and, durint, the dead season, nine months 
have elapsed before the. answer to a letter has been received from 
hozne. 

The reader is warned that amongst the East Africans the " bay 
o shara'-barter or round trade-is an extensive subject, of which 
only the broad outlines and general indications can be traced, 
At present, thc worthlessrless of time enables both buyer an(l 
seller to haogle ad libitwtm, and the superior craft of the Arab, the 
Banyan, the AVasawahili, alld the more civilized slave, has encum- 
bered with a host of difficulties the simplest transactions. It is easy to 
be a merchaIlt and to buy wholesale at Zanzibar, but a lengthened 
period of linguistic study and of conversancy with the habits and 
customs of the people must be spent by the stranger who would 
engage in the task of retail-buying in the interior. 

The principal article of export from the Zanzibar coast is copal, 
from the interior ivory. The minc)r items are hippopotamus, 
teeth, rhinoceros' horns, cattle, skins, hides, and horns, the cereals, 
titnbers, and cowries. Concerning the slaves, who in East Africa 
still form a consi(lerable item of export, details have been given in 
the preceding pages. The articles which might be exploited, were 
means of carriage supplied to the people, are wax and honey, 
orchella-weed, fibrous substances, and a variety of gums. 

The copal of Zanzibar, which diSers lnaterially froon that of the 
Western (8oast of AIexico and the cowaee (Australia.n dammar?) 
of New Zealand, is the only article convertible into the fine 
varnishes now so extensively used throughout the civilized world. 

The copal-tree $ is called by the Arabs shajar el sandarus, from 
the lOindostani chhandarus, by the A,Vasawahili msandarusi, and 
by the Wazaramo arld other maritime races mnangu. The tree 
still lingers ozl the island and the mainlanal of Zanzibar. It was 
observed at Mombasah, Saadani, Mllhonyera, and Xzegero of 

* As the attention of the Expedition was particularly directed to the supplies of 
copal in East Africa by Dr. G. Buist, LL.D., Secretary to the Bombay branch of the 
R. G. Society, many illquiries and visits to the c.opal diggings were made. In the 
early part of 1857 specimens of the soils and subsoils and of the tree itself were 
forwarded to the Society. 

'9 2'2 
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IJzararno; and was heard of at Bagamoyo, Mbuamaji, and Kilwa. 
It is by no means, as some have supposed, a shrubby thorn; its 
towering bole has formed canoes 60 feet long, and a single tree has 
sufEcedforthekelsonofabrig. The average size,however,isabout 
half that height, with from 3 to 6 feet girth near the ground; the 
bark is smooth, the lower branches are often within reach of a 
man's hand, and the tree frequently emerges from a natural ring- 
fence of dense vegetation. The trunk is of a yellow-whitish tinge, 
rendering the tree conspicuous amid the dark African jungle- 
growths; it is dotted with exudations of raw gum, which is found 
scattered in bits about the base; and it is infested by ants, espe- 
cially by a long ginger-coloured and semi-transparent variety, 
called by the people maji-m'oto, or " boiling water," from its fiery 
bite. The copal wood is yellow tinted, and the saw collects from 
it large flakes; when dried and polished it darkens to a honey- 
brown, and, being well veined, it is used for the panels of doors. 
The small and pliable branches, freshly cut, form favourite 
" bakur," the kurbaj or bastinadoing instrument of these regions; 
after long keepint they become brittle. The modern habitat of 
the tree is the alluvial sea-plain and the anciently raised beach: 
thoufflh extending over the crest of the latter formation, it ceases 
to be found at any distance beyond the landsvard counterslope, and 
it is unknown in the interior. 

The gum copal * is called by the Arabs and Hindus sandarus, 
by the Wasawahil; sandarusi, and by the \Vanyamwezi who 
elnploy it like the people of Mexico and Yucatan as incense in 
incarltations and medicinings sirokko and maminangu. This 
semi-fossil is not " washed out by streams and torrents," but 
" crowed >' or duffl up by the coast clans and the barbarians of the 
maritime region. In places it is found when sinking piles for 
huts, and at times it is picked up in spots overflowed by the high 
tides. The East African seaboard, from Ras Gomani in s. lat. 3? 
to Ras Delfflado in 10? 41', with a medium depth of 30 miles, 
may indeed be called the 'f copal coast ;" every part supplies more 
or less the gum of commerce. Even a section of this line, from 
the mouth of the Pangani River to Ngao (Monghou), would, if 
properly exploited, suffice to supply all our present wants. 

The Arabs atld Africans divide the gum into two differeTlt 
kinds. The raw copal (copal vert of the French market) is c.alled 
sandarusi za miti, "tree copal," or chakazi, corrupted by the 

k Our word copal is said to be Mexican. The gum is often confounded with 
gum animi, which differs from it, however, by being soluble in alcohol and by 
softening in the mouth. Wnen burnt the copal exhales a faint aromatic odowIr. 
Properly speaking, copal is not a gum, as it does not dissolve in water * moreover 
it is not affected ly sun or by heat. According to some informants, it may be 
(lissolved in linseed and other oils by addipg a small lunlp of camphor. 
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Zanzibar merchant to " jackass " copal. This chakazi is either 
picked from the tree or is found, as ill the island of Zanzibar, shal- 
lowly imbedded in the loose soil, where it has not remained long 
enough to attain the phase of bitumenization. To the eye it is 
smoky or clouded inside, it feels soft, it becomes like putty when 
exposed to the action of alcohol, alld it viscidizes in the solution 
used for washing the true copal. Little valued in European tech- 
nology, it is exported to 13Ombay, wherse it is converted into an 
inferior varnish for carriages and palanquins, and to ChinaX where 
the people have discovered, it is said, for utilizing it, a process 
which, like the manufacture of rice paper and of Indial] ink, they 
keep secret. The price of chakazi varies from 4 to 9 dollars per 
frasilah. 

Tt'he true or ripe copal, properly called sandarusig is the produce 
of vast extinct forests, overthrown in former ages either by some 
violent action of the elements, or exuded from the roots of the tree 
by an abnormal action which exhausted and destroyed it. The 
gum, buried at depths beyond atmospheric influence, has, like 
amber and similar gum-resins, been bitumenized in all its purity, 
the volatile principles being fixed by moisture and by the exclusion 
of external air. That it is the produce of a tree is proved by the 
discovery of pieces of gum eTnbedded in a touchwood which 
crumbles under the fingers; the "goose-skin," which is the iln- 
press of sand or grave], shows that it was buried in a soft state; 
and the bees, flies, gnats, and other insects which are sometimes 
found in it delicately preserved, seem to disprove a remote geologic 
antiquity. At the end of the rains it is usually carried ungarbled 
to Zanzibar. When garbled upon the coast it acquires an addi- 
tional value of 1 dollar per frasilah. 'l'he Banyan embarks it on 
board his own boat, or pays a freight varying from 2 to 4 annas, 
and the ushur or government tax is 6 annas per frasilah with half 
an anna for charicy About 8 annas per frasilah are deducted for 
'; tare and tret." At Zanz;bar, after being sifted and freed from 
heterogeneous matter, it is sent hy the Banan retailer to the 
Indian market or sold to the foreign merchant. It is then washed 
in solutions of various strengths: the lye is supposed to be com- 
posed of soda and other agents for softening the water; its pro- 
portions, however, are kept a profound secret. European techno- 
logists have, it is said, vainly proposed theoretical methods for the 
delicate part of the operation which is to clear the goose-skin of 
dirt. The Americans exported the gum uncleaned, because the 
operation is better performed at Salem. Of late years they have 
begun to prepare it at Zanzibar, like the Hamburg traders. When 
taken from the solution, in which from 20 to 37 per cent. is lost 
the gum is washed, sun-dried for sorne hours, and cleaned with a 
hard brush, which must not, however, injure the goose-skin; the 
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dark " eyes," where the dirt has sunk deep, are also picked out 
with an iron tool. It is then carefully garbled with due regard to 
colour and size. *here are many tints and peculiarities known 
only to those whose interests compel them to study and to observe 
copal, which, like cotton and (Cashmere shawls, requires years 
of experience. As a rule, the clear alld semi-transparent are the 
best; then followthe numerous and almost imperceptible varie- 
ties of dull-white? lemon-colour, amber-yellow, rhubarb-yellow, 
bright-red, and dull-red. Some specimens of this vegetable fossil 
appear by their dirty and blackened hue to have been subjected to 
the influence of fire; others again are remarkable fbr a tender 
grass-green colour. According to some authorities, the gum, 
when long kept, has been observed to change its tinge. The sizes 
are fine, medium, and large, with many subdivisions; the pieces 
vary froul the dimensions of small pebbles to 2 or 3 ounces; they 
have been known to weigh 5 lbs., and, it is said, at Salem a piece 
of 35 lbs. is shown. Lastly, the gum is thrown broadcast into 
boxes and exported from the island. The Hamburg merchant3 
keep European coopers, who put together the cases whose material 
is sent out to thertl. It is almost impossible to average the export 
of copal from Zanzibar. According to the late Lieutenant-(Solonel 
Hamerton, it varies from 800,()00 to 1,200,0()0 lbs. per annum, of 
which lIarnburg absorbs 150,000 lbs., and Bombay two lacs' worth. 
The refuse copal used formerly to reach India as " packint,," being 
deemed of no value in commerce, of late years the scarcity of the 
supply ha3 rendered merchants more careful. The price, also, is sub- 
ject to incessant fluctuations) and during the last few years it has in- 
creased frorn 4 dol. 50 cents to a maximum of 12 dollar3 per frasilah. 

According to the Arabs, the redder the soil the better is the 
copal. The superficies of the copal country is generally a thin 
coat of white sand, covering a dark and fertilizing humus the 
vestiges of decayed vegetation, which varies from a few inches to a 
foot and a half in depth. In the island of Zanzibar, which pro- 
duces only the chakazi or raw copal, the subsoil is a stiff blue 
clay, the raised sea-beachv and the ancient habitat of the coco. It 
betomes greasy and adhesive, clogging the hoe in its lower bed; 
where it is dotted with blood-coloured fragments of ochreish earth, 
proving the presence of oxidising and chalybeate efficients, and 
with a fibrous light-red matter, apparently decayed coco-root.s. 
At a depth of from 2 to 3 feet water oozes from the greasy walls 
of the })it. \;\lhen digging through these formations, the t,um copal 
occurs in the vegetable soil overlying the clayey subsoil. 

A visit to the little port of Saadani afforded different results. 
After crossing 3 miles of alluvial and maritime plain, covered 
with a rank vegetation of spear- grass and low thorus, with occa- 
sional mimosas and tall hyphllas, which have supplanted the coco, 
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-the traveller fillds a few scattered specimens of the living tree and 
pits dotting the ground. The diggers, however, generally advance 
another mile to a distinctly forlned sea-beach, marked with Jateral 
bands of quartzose and water-rolled pebbles, and swelling gradu- 
ally to 150 feet from the alluvial plain. The thin but rich vege- 
table covering supports a luxuriant thicket, the subsoil is red and 
sandyS and the colour darkens as the excavation deepens. After 
3 feet, fibrous matter appears, and below this copal7 dusty and 
comminuted, is blended with the red ochreish earth. The guides 
assert that they have llOt hit upon the subsoil of blue clay, but 
they never digr lower than a man's waist, and the pits are seldom 
nore than 2 feet in depth. Though the soil is red, the copal of 
Saadani is little prized; being of a dull white colour, it is usually 
desiU,nated as " chakazi. ' 

()n the line inlarld frorn Bagamoyo and Kaole the copal-tree 
was observed at rarc interlrals in the brests, and the pits extended 
as far as Mahonyera, about 40 miles in direct distance from the 
coast. The produce of this country, though not first-rate, is con- 
sidered far superior to that about Saadani. 

Good copal is dug in the Vicillity of AIbuamaji, and the diggings 
are said to extend to 6 marches inland. The B7adenkereko, a 
wild tribe, mixed with and stretching southwards of the \Ntazara- 
mo, at a distance of two days' journey from the sea, suppls a 
mixed qllality, more often white than red. The best gUNlS are 
procured from Elunda and its adjacent districtsJ Frequferlt feuds 
with the citizens deter the wild people from venturing out of their 
jungles, and thlls the Banyalls of AIbuamaji find two small dows 
sufficient for the carriat,e of their stores. At that port the price 
of copal varies from 2 dol. 50 cents to 3 dollars per Fasilah. 

The hanks of the Rufiji Rivfer,$ especially the northern district 
of AVande, suply the finest and best of copal; it is dug by the 
Wawande tribe, who either carry it to IZikunya and other ports 
or sell it to tlavelling hucksters. The price iol loco is from 
1 dol. 50 cents to 2 dollars per frasilah; on the coast it rises to 
3 dol. 50 cents. At all these places the tariff varies with the 
Bombay market, and in 1858 little was exported owinfr to the 
enlistment of "free labourers.'> 

In the vicinity of Kilwa, for 4 marches inland, copal is dug 
up by the lMandandu and other tribes; owinffl to the facility of 
carriage and the comparative safety of the country it is somewhat 
dearer than that purchased on the banks of the Rufiji. 'rhe copal 
of Ngao (AIonghou) and the Lindi creek is mucil cheaper than 

* Pedro Rezende, Secretary to the Count of Lillhares ('Breve Tratado,' &c. 
anno 1635, quoted by Mr. Guillain in a work before alluded to), mentions amongst 
the exports from Monfia (Mafiyah island) a quantity of resin, which appears to be 
copal procured from the banks of the Rufiji hiver. 
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at Kilwa, the produce, ht)wever, is variable in quality, being mostly 
a dull-white chakazi. 

Like that of East Africall produce generally, the exploitation of 
copal is careless and desultory. The diggers are of the lomrest 
classes, and hands are much wanted. Near the seaboard it is 
worked by the fringe of Moslem negroids called the +7Vamrima or 
Coast clans; each gang has its own mtu mku or akida'ao (nu- 
caddum headman), who, by distributing the stock, contrives to 
gain more and to labollr less than his followers. Ill the interior it is 
exploited by the Washenzi or heathen, who work independently of 
one another. A5lhen there is no blood-feud they carry it down to 
the coast, otherwise they must await the visits of petty retail 
dealers from the ports who enter the countrfT with ventures of 10 
or 12 dollars, and barter for it cloth, beads, and wire. The 
kosi-south-west or rainy monsoon- is the only period of work; 
the kaskazi or dry season is a dead time. The hardness of the 
ground is too much for the energies of the people: moreover, 
" kaskazi copal " gives trouble in washing on account of the sand 
adhering to its surface, and the flakes are liable to break. As a 
rule, the apathetic Moslem and the futile heathen will not labour 
whilst a pound of grairl remains in their huts. The more civ;- 
lized use a little jembe or hoe, an implement abotlt as efficient as 
the vvooden spade with which an English child makes dirt-pies. 

The people of the interior "crow" a hole about 6 inches in 
diameter with a pointed stick, and scra}?e out the loosened earth 
with the hand as far as the arm will reach. They desert the 
digging before it is exhausted; and although the labourers could 
each it is calculated, easily collect from 10 to 12 lbs. per diem, 
they prefer sleeping through the hours of heat, and content thenl- 
selves with as many ounces. Whenever upon the coast there is a 
blood-feud and these are uncoinmonly frequent a drought, a 
famine, or a pestilence, workmen ssrike work, and cloth and beads 
are offered in vain. It is evident that the copal-mine can never 
be regularly and efficiently worked as long as it continues in 
the hands of such unworthy miners. The energy of Europeans, 
men of capital arld purpose, settled on the seaboard with gangs of 
foreign workmen, would soon remedy existing evils f but they 
would require not only the special permission, but also the pro- 
tection of the local government. And although the intensity of 
the competition principle amongst the Arabs has not yet emulated 
the ferocious rivalry of civilization, the new settlers must expec.t 
considerable opposition from those in possession. Though the 
copal diggings are mostly situated beyond the jurisdiction of 
Zanzibar, the tract labours under all the disadvantages of a mono- 
poly: the diwans, the heas-v merchallts and the petty traders of 
the coast derive from it, it is supposed, profits varying from 80 to 
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100 per cent. Like other African produce, though almost dirt- 
cheap, it becomes dear by passing through many hands, and the 
frasilah, worth from 1 to 3 dollars in the interior, acquires a value 
of from 8 to 9 dollars at Zanzibar. 

Zanzibar is the principal mart for perhaps the finest and largest 
ivory in the world. It coUlects the produce of the lands lying 
between the parallels of 2? N. Iat. and 10? S. lat., and the area 
extends from the coast to the regions lying westward of the Tan- 
ganyika Lake. It is almost the only legitimate article of traffic 
for which caravans now visit the interior. 

An account of the ilrory markets in Inner Africa will remove 
sundry false impressions. The Arabs are full of fabulous reports 
concerning regions where the article may be purchased for its cir- 
cumference in leads, and greed of gain. has led many of them to 
danger and death. AVherever tusks are used as cattle-pens or to 
adorn graves, the reason is that they are valueless on account of 
the want of conveyance. 

The elephant has not wholly disappeared from the maritime 
regions of Zanzibar. It is found, especially during the rainy mon- 
soon, a few miles behind Pangani town: it exists also aTnongst the 
Wazegura, as far as their southern limit, the Gama River. The 
NVadoe hunt the animal in the vicinity of Shakini, a peak within 
sight of Zanzibar. Though killed out of Uzaramo and Khlltu, it 
is found upon the banks of the Kingani and the Rufiji rivers. 
The coast people now sell their tuslis for 30 to 35 d()llars' worth of 
cloth, beads, and wire per frasilah. 

In Western Usagara the elephant extends from Maroro to 
Ugogi. 'lthe people, however, being rarely professional hunters, 
content themselves with keeping a look-out for the bodies of animals 
that have died of thirst or of wounds received elsewhere. As the 
chiefs are acquainted with the luxuries of the coast, their demands 
are farltastic. They will ask, for instance, for a large tusk the 
frasilah is not used in inland sales a copper caldron worth 15 
dollars; a khesi, or fine cloth, costing 20 dollars; and a variable 
qllantity of bllle and white cottons: thus, an ivory, weighing 
perhaps 3 farasilah, may be obtained for 50 dollars. 

Ugogo and its encircling deserts are peculiarly rich in elephants. 
The people are eminently hunters, and, as has been remarked, they 
trap the anitnals, and in droughty seasons they find many dead in 
the jungles. Ivory is somewhat dearer in Ugogo than in Unyam- 
wezi, as caravans rarely visit the coasts. It is generally bartered 
to return caravans for slaves brought from the interior: of these, 
five or six represent the value of a large tusk. 

The ivory of Unyamwezi is collected from the districts of 
Mgunda Mkhali, Usukuma, Umanda, Usagozi, and other adjacent 
regions. Mthen the " Land of the hloon" was first visited by the 
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Arabs they purehased, it is said, 10 farasilah of ivory with 1 frasilah 
of the eheap white or blue poreelains. The priee i3 now between 
30 and 35 dollars per frasilah in eloth, beads, and wire. The 
Africans, ignoring the frasilah, estimate the value of the tusk by 
itS s]ze and quality; and the Arabs ascertain its exact weight by 
steelyards. Moreover, they raise the weight of what they purehase 
to 48 lbs., and diminish that which they sell to 23*50 lbs., ealling 
both by the same name, frasilah. When the Arab wishes to 
raise an outfit at Unyanyembe he ean always eommand 3 gorahs of 
domestics (loeally worth 30 dollars) per frasilah of ivory. ttier- 
ehants visiting IiaraU,wah, where the ivory is of superior quality, 
lay in a stoek of white, pink, blue, green, and eoral beads, and brass 
arlnlets, whieh must be ma(le up at Unyanyembe to suit the tastes 
of the people. Cloth is little in demand. For 1 frasilah of beads 
and brass wire they purehase about one and a half of ivory. At 
K'hokoro the priee of tusks has greatly risen; a large speeimen 
can searcely be proeured under 40 doti of domesties, 1 frasilah of 
brass wire, and 100 fundo of eoloured beads. The tusks eolleeted 
in this country are firm, white, and soft, sometimes attaining the 
weight of 6 farasilah (210 lbs.). The small quantity eolleeted in 
Ubena, Urori, and the regions east of the Tanganyika Lake, 
resembles that of K'hokoro. 

The ivory of Ujiji is eolleeted froon the provinees lying around 
the northern third of the lake, especially from Urundi and Uvira. 
These tusks have one great defeet; though white and smooth when 
freshly taken om the animal, they put forth after a time a sepia- 
eoloured or dark brown spot, extending like a ring over the surfaee, 
which gradually spreads and injures the texture. Such is the 
" Jendai " or '; Gendai " ivoryf well knovvn at Zanzibar: it is apt 
to flake of outside, and is little prized on aeeount of its lightness. 
At Ujiji tusks were eheap but a few years ago, now they iteh an 
equal weight of porcelain or glass beads, in addition to whieh the 
onvners -they are generally many-demand froxn 4 to 8 cloths. 
(Jompetition, whieh amongst the Azabs is usually somewhat unseru- 
pulous, has driven the ivory-merehant to regions far west of the Tan- 
.ganyika, and geography will thrive upon the losses of commeree. 

The proeess of elephant-hunting, the complicated division of 
the ssuoils, and the mode of transporting tusks to the eoast, has-e 
already been deseribed. A quantity of ivory, as has appeared, is 
wasted in braeelets, armlets, and other ornaments. 'lthis would 
not be the ease were the imports better ealculated to suit the tastes 
of the people. At present the eloth-stufEs are little prized, and 
the beads are not suffileiently varied for barbarians who, eminently 
fickle, require change by way of stimulant. The Arabs seek in 
ivory six qualities: it must be wilite, heavy, soft, thick especially 
at the point- gently eurved- when too mueh bent it loses from; 
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10 to 14 per cerlt.- and it must be marked with dark surface-lines 
like cracks running longitudinally towards the point. It is evident 
from the preceding details that the Arab merchants gain but little 
beyond a livelihood in plenty and dignity by their expeditions to 
the interior. An investment of 1000 (lollars rarely yields more 
than 70 farasilah (2450 lbs.) Assuming the high price of Zanzibar 
at an average of 50 dollars per asilah the stock would be worth 
3500 dollars a net profit of 2500 dollars. Against this, however, 
must be set of the price of porterage and rations-equal to at 
least 5 dollars per frasilah-the enormous interesst upon the capital, 
the wastage of outfit, and the risk of loss, which, upon the whole, 
is excessive. Though time, toil, and sickness, not being matters 
of money, are rarely taken into consideration by the Eastern man, 
they must be set dom7n Oll the loss side of the account. It is 
therefore plain that commercial operations on such a scale can 
be remunerative only to a poor people, and that they can be 
rendered luerative to capitalists only by an extension and a 
development which, depending solely upon improved conveyance, 
must be brought about by the enerSry of Europeans. For long 
centuries past and for centuries to come tle Seinite and the Hamite 
have been and will be contented with human labour. 'rhe first 
thought which suggests itself to the sons of Japhet is a tramroad 
from the coast to the Lake regions. 

The subject of ivory as sold at Zanzibar is as complicated as 
that of su^>ar in Great Britain or of cotton ill America. A de- 
tailed treatise would here be out of place, but the following notices 
may serve to convey an idea cf the trade. 

'lEhe merchants at Zanzibar recognise in ivory, the produce of 
these regions, three several qualities. The best, a white, soft, and 
large variety, with small bamboo, is that from the Banadir? Brava, 
Makdishu, and Marka. A somewhat inferior kind, on account of 
its hardness, is brought from the countries of Chaga, Umasai, alld 
Nguru. The 07Vamasai often spoil their tllsks by cutting them, for 
the facility of transport; and, like the people of Nguru and other 
tribes, they stain the exterior by sticking the tooth in the s>oty 
rafters of their chimneyless huts, with the idea that so treated it 
will not crack or split in the sun. This red colour, erroneously 
attributed at Zanzibar to the use of ghee, is removed by the 
people with blood, or cowdllng mixed with water. Of these varieties 
the smaller tusks fetch from 40 to 50 dollars; if they attain 
a length of 6 feet, the price wotlld be l21.; and some choice 
specimens 7i feet long fetch 6()1. A lot of 47 tusks was seen 
to fetch 15001.; the average weight of each was 95 lbs., 80 being 
con3idered moderate, and from 7() to 75 lbs. poor. 

The second quality is that imported from the regions about the 
Nyassa Lake, and carried to Kilwa by the A7Tabisa, the Wahiao 
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the Wantindo, the Wamakua, and other clans. The "Bisha 
ivory " formerly found its way to the Mozambi(lue, but the barba- 
rians have now learned to preir Zanzibar; and the citizens 
welcome them, as they sell their stores more cheaply than the 
Wahito, who have become adepts in coast arts. The ivory of 
the Mtabisa, though white and soft, is generally small, the full 
length of a tusk being 7 feet. The price of the " bab kalasi"- 
scrivellos or small tusks, under 20 lbs. is from 24 to 25 dollars; 
and the value increases at the rate of somewhat less than 1 dollar 
per lb. The "bab gujrati or kashshi,"$ medium size of 20 to 
451bs.-fetches 56 to 60 dollars. The "bab wilaiti,"t or large, 
which ranOes from 45 to 100 lbs., may be purchased for 52 dollars 
per frasilah. 

The third and least valued quality is the western ivory, the 
Gendai, and other varieties imported from Usagara, Uhehe, Urori, 
Unyamwezi, and its neighbourhood. The price varies according 
to size, form, anil weight, from 45 to 56 dollars per frasilah. 

The transport of ivory to the coast, and the profits derived by 
the maritime settlers, Arab and Indian, have been described. 
WVhen all fees have been paid, the tusk, guarded against 
smugglinc by the custom - house stamp, is sent to Zanzibar. 
On the island scrivellos under 6 lbs. in weight are not registered. 
According to the late Lieutenant-Colonel Hamerton, the annual 
average of large tusks is not less than 20,000. The people of 
the country make the weight range between 17,000 and 2,000 
farasilah. The tusk is larger at Zanzibar than elsewhere. At 
Mozambique, for instance, 601bs. would be considered a good 
average for a lot. Monster tusks are spoken of. Specimens of 
5 farasilah are not very rare, and the people have traditions that 
these wonderful armatures have extended to S!27 lbs., and even to 
280 lbs. each. 

Among3t the minor articles of export from the interior, hippo- 
potamus teeth have been enumerated. Beyond the coast, how- 
ever, they form but a sleilder item in the caravan load. In the 
inner regions they are bought in retail; the price ranges between 
1 and 2 fundo of beads, and at times 3 may be procured for a 
shukkah. On the coast they rise, when fine, to 25 dollars per 
frasilah. At Zanzibar a large lot, averaging 6 to 8 lbs. in weight 
(12 lbs. would be about the largest), will sell for 60 dollars; per 
frasilah of 5 lbs. from 40 to 45 dollars; whilst the smallest fetch 

* The bab kashshi is that intended for the Clltch market. The tusk must be of 
middling size, little bent, very bluff at the point (it is intended for rings and arm- 
lets) * the girth must be a short span and three fingers, the bamboo shallow and 
not longer than a halld. Ivory fulfilling all these c<)nditions will sell as high as 
70 dollars per frasilah. 

t The bab wilaiti, or " foreign sort," is that purchased in European and American 
markets. The largest size is preferred. 
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from 5 to 6 dollars. Of surpassing hardness, they are still used 
in Europe for artificial teeth. In America porcelain bids fair 
to supplant them. 

The gargatan (karkadan?), or srnall black rhinoceros with a 
double horn, is as common as the elephant in the interior. rrhe price 
of the horn is regulated by its size; a small specimen is to be 
bought for 1 jembe or iron hoe. NVhen large the price is doubled. 
Upon the coast a lot fetches from 6 to 9 dollars per frasilah, which 
at Zanzibar increases to 8 to 12 dollars. The inner barbarians 
apply plates of the horn to helcomas and ulcerations, and they cut 
it into bits, which are bound with twine round the limb, like the 
wooden mpigi or hirizi. Large horns are imported through 
Bombay to China and Central Asia, where it is said the people 
collvert tllem into drinking-cups, which sweat if poison be admi- 
nistered ill them: thus they act like the Venetian glass of our 
ancestors, and are as highly prized as that eccentric fruit the coco 
(le mer. The Arabs of lWaskat and Yemen cut them into sword- 
hilts, dagger-hafts, tool-handles, and small boxes for tobacco, and 
other articles. They greatly prize, and will pay 12 dollars per 
frasilah forS the spoils of the kobaoba, or long-horned white rhi- 
noceros, which, however, appears no longer to exist in the latitudes 
westward of Zanzibar island. 

Black cattle are seldom driven down from the interior, on 
account of the lent,th and risk of the journey. It is evident, how- 
ever, that the trade is capable of extensive development. The 
price of full-grown bullocks varies, according to the distance from 
the coast, between 3 and 5 doti; whilst that of cows is about 
double. When imported from the mainland ports, 1 dollar per 
head is paid as an octrvi to the government, and about the same 
sum for passa^,e-molley. As Banyans will not allow this traffic 
to be conducted by their own craft, it is confined to the Moslem 
population. The island of Zanzibar is supplied with black cattle, 
chiefly from the Banadir and Madagascar, places beyond the 
range of this description. The price of bullocks varies from 5 to 
8 dollars, and of cows from 6 to 9 dollars. Goats and sheep 
abound throughout Eastern Afkica. The former, which are 
r)referred, cost in the maritime regions from 8 to 1() shukkah 
merkani; in Usagara, the most distalat province which exports 
theln to Zanzibar, they may be bought for 4 to 6 shukkah per 
head. The AVasawahili conduct a small trade in this live stock, 
and sell them upon the island for 4 to 5 dollars per head. Eilrom 
their large profits, however, must be deducted the risk of transport, 
the price of passage, and the octroi, which is 25 cents per head. 

Theexceptional expense of man-carria^,e renders the exporta- 
tion of hides and horns from the far interior impossible. Tl-le 
forrner are sold with the anilnal, and are used for shiel(ls, beddint, 
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saddle-bags, awnings, sandals, and similar minor purposes. Skins, 
as has been explained, are in some regiolls almost the only wear; 
consequently the spoils of a fine goat command, even in far 
Usukuma, a doti of doznestics. The principal wild hides, which, 
however, rarely find their way to the coast, are those of the rhino- 
ceros-much prized by the Arabs for targes the lion and the 
leopard, the girae and the buSalo, the zebra and the quagga. 
lSorns are allowed to crurtlble upon the ground. The island of 
Zanzibar exports hides and skizls, which ale prillcipally those of 
bullocks and goats brought from Brava, Marka, Makdishu, and 
the Somali country. The korjah or score of the former has risen 
from 1() to 24 dollars; and the people have learned to mix them 
with the spoils of wild animals, especially the buSalo. When 
taken frozn the animal the hides are pinned down with peg,s passed 
throufflh holes in the edges; thus they dry without shrinking, and 
become stiS as boards. VVhen thoroughly sun-parched they are put 
in soak and are pickled in sea-water for forty-eight hours, thus 
softened, they are again stretched and staked, that they may remain 
smooth: as they are carelessly removed by the natives, the meat, 
fat, flippers, ears, and all the parts like]y to be corrupted, or to 
prevent close stowage, are cut of whilst wet. l'hey are again 
thoroughly sun-dried, the grease which exudes during the ope- 
ration is scraped oR, and they are beaten with sticks to expel 
the dust. The Hamburg merchants paint their hides with an 
arsenical mixture, which preserves them during the long lnonths of 
magazine-storing arld sea-voyage. The French and American 
traders omit this operation, and their hides suffer severelv from 
insects. 

Details concerning the growth of cereals in the interior have 
occurred in the preceding pages. Grain is never exported frotn the 
lands lying beyond the maritime regions: yet the disforesting of the 
island of Zanzibar and the extensive plantations of clove-trees ren- 
dering a large importation of cereals necessary to the Arabs, an 
active business is carried on by Arab dows from the whole of the 
coast between Tanga and Ngao (l!VIonghou), and during the dear 
season, after the rains, considerable profits are realised. The corn 
measures used by the Banyans are as follows: 

2 kubabah (each from 1-25 to 1-5() lbs., in fact, our " quart ") = 1 kisaga. 
3 kubabah = 1 pishi (in Khutu the pishi = 2 kubabah). 
4 kubabah = 1 kayla (equal to 2 man). 

24 kayla = 1 frasilah. 
60 kayla = 1 jizlah, ill Kisawahili mzo. 
20 farasilah = l kandi (candy). 

As usual in these lands, the kubabah or unit is made to he 
arbitrary; it is divided into two kinds large and small. The 
tneasure is usually a gourd. 
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The only timber now utilized in commerce is the mukanda'a or red and white mangrove, which supplies the well-known bordi or " Zanzi- bar rafters." They are the produce of the fluviatile estuaries and the marine lagoons, and attain large dimensions under the influence of potent heat an(l copious rains. The best is the red variety, which, when thrown upon the shore, stains the sand; it grows on the soft alld slimy bank, and anchors itself with ligneous shoots to the shifting soil. The white mangrove, springing from harder ground, dispenses with these supports; it is called mti wa muytu (" wild wood"), and is quickly destroyed by worms. Indeed, all the bordi at Zanzibar begin to fail after the fifth year if exposed to the hurnid atmosphere; at Maskat it is said they will last nearly a century. The rafter trade is conducted by Arab dows: the crews fell the trees, after paying 2 or 3 dollars in cloth bf7 way of ada or present to the diwan, who permits them to hire labourers. The korjah or score of cut and trimmed red mangrove rafters for- merly cost at Zanzibar 1 dollar; the price has noB risen to 2 to 3 dollars. This timber finds its way to Aden and the woodless lands of Eastern and Western Arabia; at Jeddah they have been known to fetch 1 dollar each. 

The maritime regions also supply a sulall quantity of the " grenadille wood," called by the people, who confound it with real ebony (Diospyros ebenus), abnus and pint,u. It is not so brittle as ebony; it is harder than lignum-vitse (G. officinalis), spoiling the common saw, and is readily recognised l)y its weight. As it does not absorb water or grease, it is sent to Europe for the mouth-pieces and flanges of instruments, and for the finer parts of mills. The people use it in the interior for pipe-bowls. The mpira or caoutchouc-tree (Ficus elastica) grows abundantly throughout the maritime regions. A few lumps of the gum were brought to Zanzibar at the request of a merchant, who offered a large sum for a fEw tons, in the vaill hope of stiTnulatinffl the exploitation of this valuable article. The specimens were not, however, cast in moulds as by the South American Indians; they were full of water, and even fouler than those brought from lSllada- gascar. To develop the trade European supervision would be absolutely nece.ssary during the season for tapping the trees. A tree growing upon the coast and common in Madagascar produces, when an illcision has been made in the bark, a juice inspissating to the consistency of soft soap, and- much resembling the lndian "kokam." This "kanya" is eaten by Arabs and Africans, with the idea that it " moistens the body :" in cases of stiS joints, swellings of the extremities, and contractions of the sinews, it is melted over the fire and is rubbed into the skin for a fortnight or three weeks. 
The produce and the +;alue of the coco and areca palms hae 
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already been noted. Orchella-weed (Rocilla fuciformis ?), a lichen 
most valuable irl dyeing, is found, according to the late Lieut.- 
Colonel Hamerton, growing on trees and rocks throughout the 
maritime regions. lhe important growths of th' interior are 
the frankincense and bdellium5 the coffee and nutmeg- which, 
however, are still in a wild state the tamarind, and tlle sisam or 
black wood. The largest planks are made of the mtimbati 
(African teak ?) and the mvule; they are now exported from the 
coast to the islalld, where they have almost died out. A3 the art 
of sawing is unknown, a file large tree is invariably sacrificed for a 
single board. It was the opinion of the late Lieutenant-Colonel 
Hamerton that a saw-mill at the mouth of the Pangani River 
would, if sanctioned by the local government, be high]v remu- 
nerative. 

Cowries, called by the Arales kaure, in Kisawahili khete, and in 
the interior simbi, are collected from various places in the coast- 
region between Ras Hafun and the Mosambique. This trade is 
in the hands of Moslem hucksters; the Banyan, who has no 
objection to the valuable ivory or hippopotamus-tooth, finds his 
religion averse to the vile spoils of the (:ypraea. Cowries are pur- 
chased on the mainland by a curious specimen of the "round- 
trade;" money is not taken, so the article is sold measure for 
measure of holcus grain. From Zanzibar the cowrie takes two 
directions. As it forms the currency of the regions north of the 
" Land ofthe Moon," and is occasionally demanded as an ornament 
in Ullyamwezi, the return African porters, whose labour costs them 
nothing, often partly load themselves with the article; the Arab, 
on the other hand, who seldorn visits the northern kingdoms, does not 
find compensation for porterage and rations. The second and 
principal use of cowries is for exportation to the West African 
coast, where they are used in currency 50 strings, each of 40 shells, 
or a total of 2000, representing the dollar.* This, in former days 
a most lucrative trade, is now nearly ruined. Cowries were pur- 
chased at 75 cents per jizlah, which represents from 3 to 31 sacks, 
of which much, however, was worthless. The sacks in which they 
were shipped cost in Zanzibar 1 dol]ar 44 cents, and fetched in 
WYest Afkica 8 or 9 dollars. The shells sold at the rate of 80z. 
(605. was the average English price) per ton, thus the profits 
were estimated at 500 per cent., and a IIamburg house rose, it is 
said, by this traffic, from 1 to 18 ships, of which 7 were annually 
engaged in shipping cowries. From 75 cents the price rose to 
4 dollars, it even attained a maximum of 10 dollars, the medium 
being 6 and 7 dollars per jizlah, and the profits necessarily 
declined. 

* The value of cowries is of course infinitely various * that assumed in the text 
was the usual rate on the West Afiican coast abollt twenty ye3rs ago. 
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The other articles exported from the coast to Zanzibar are 
bees'-wax and honey, tortoiseshell and ambergris, ghee, tobacco, the 
sugar-cane, the wild arrowroot, gums, and fibrous substances; 
of these many have been noticed, and the remainder are of too 
trifling a value to deserve attention. 

To conclude the subject of commerce in East Africa. It is 
rather to the merchant than to the missionary that we must look 
for the regeneration of the country by the development of her 
resources. The attention of the civilised world, now turned 
towards this hitherto neglected region, will presently cause slavery 
to cease; man will not risk llis all in petty and passionless feuds 
undertaken to sell his weaker neighbour; and cotnmerce, which 
induces mansuetude of manners, will create wants and interests at 
present unknown. As the remote is gradually drawn nigh, and 
the difficult becomes accessible, the intercourse of man strongest 
instrument of civilisation in the hand of Providence-will raise 
Africa to that place in the great republic of nations from which she 
has hitherto been unhappily excluded. 

Already a line of steam navigation from the Cape of Good 
Hope to Aden and the Red Sea, touching at the various im- 
portant posts upon the mainland an(l the islands of East Afiica, 
has been proposed. This will be the first step towards material 
iTnprovement. The preceding pages have, it is believed, con- 
vinced the reader that the construction of a tramroad througll a 
country abounding in timber and iron, and where only one pass of 
any importance presents itself, will be attended with no ellgineer- 
ing difficulties. As the laIld now lies, trclde stagnates, loanable 
capital remains idle, produce is depreciate(1, and new seats of 
ellterprise are unexplored. The specific for existint evils is to be 
found in facilitating intercourse between the interior and the 
coast, and that this will in due seasoll be effected we may no 
lollger doubt. 

ITINERARIES. 
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Zanzibar to Ujt continued. 

1857. 
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Makata .. .. .. .. .. 
M'yombo .. .. .. .. 
Mbum; .. .. .. .. .. 
Kadetamare .. .. .. .. 
AIuinyi .. .. .. .. .. 
Nidabi .. .. .. .. .. 
Rumuma . .. .. .. 
Marenga Mk'hali .. .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
Inenge .. .. .. .. .. 
Rubeho .. .. .. .. .. 
Rubeho (Pass) .. .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
Rubeho .. .. .. .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
UG OGI ..... .. .. .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
Marenga Mk'hali.. .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
The Ziwa .. .. .. .. 
Kifukuro .. .. .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
Kanyenye .. .. .. .. 
Kanyerlye .. .. .. .. 
Usekhe .. .. .. .. 
Khoko .. .. .. .. .. 
Mdaburu .. .. .. .. 
Camp (Mgunda Mk'hali) . . 
Mabanguru .. .. .. .. 
Jiwe la Mkoa .. .. .. 
Kirul umo .. .. .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
Mgongo T'hembo .. .. 
Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
Tura .. .. .. .. .. 
Tura .. .. .. .. .. 
Kwale .. .. .. .. .. 
Rubuga .. .. .. .. 
Rubuga .. .. .. .. .. 
Ukona .. .. .. .. .. 
Kigwa .. .. .. .. .. 
Hanga (irl Unyanyembe) .. 
KAZEH ..... .. .. .. .. 
Zimbili .. .. .. .. .. 
Yombo .. .. .. .. .. 
Mfuto .. .. .. .. .. 
Irora .. .. .. .. .. 
WilyanlQuru .. .. .. .. 
Wilyanlsuru .. .. .. .. 
Wilyanliuru .. .. .. .. 
Uyowwa .. .. .. .. 
Msene .. .. .. .. .. 
M SE NE ..... .. .. .. .. 
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Date. | Stations. 

1858. 
Jan. 9 Mbhali.^ .. .* .. .. 

11 Sengati .. .. .. .. .. 
12 Sorora .. .. .. .. .. 
16 Ukungwe .. .. .. . * 
17 Panda .. ,. .. ^. .. 
18 Kajjanjeri .. .. .. .. 
21 Usagozi .. .. .. .. 
22 Usagozi .. .. .. .. 
26 Masenga .. .. .. .. 

2 7 Mukozimo 

28 Uganza.. .. .. .. .. 
29 Usenye.. .. .. .. .. 
30 Ukunda .. .. .. .. 
31 Wanyika .. .. .. .. 

Feb. 2 Unyanguruwwe .. .. .. 
3 Ugaga .. .. .. .. .. 
4 Mpete .. .. .. .. .. 
5 Kinawani .. .. .. .. 
6 Camp .. .. .. .. .. 
7 Jambeho .. .. .. .. 
8 Salt Ponds .. .. .. .. 
9 Camp .. .. .. .. .. 

10 Ruguvu .. .. .. .. 
11 Unguwse .. .. .. .. 
12 (5amp .. .. .. .. .. 
13 Ukaranga .. .. .. .. 
14 L UJIJI, 011 Tanganyika Lake 

Mar. 14 Kasenge lsland, on Tanga-) 
nyika Lake .. .. .. J 

Apr. 14 Kagunga, orl Tanganyika} 
Lake . .. .. .. .. a 

15 Wafanya, on Tanganyika t 
4 Lake .. .. .. * - * * I 

26 UVIRA (Ivory Mart), oll ) 
l Tanganyika Lake .. .. J 

May 10 Mzimu, on Tanganyika Lake 
l 

Altitude Ijatitude S. Longitude E. in Feet. 

452 

Zaxzibar to Ujiji-eontinued. 
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From 7Jjiji bflcD M Unyanyembe 

May 6 Camp .* 
28 Camp .. 
29 Camp .. 
30 Camp .. 
31 Camp .. 

June I Camp .. 
2 Camp .. 
3 Camp .. 
4 Nlpete .. 
5 Ugaga .. 
6 Wanyika 
7 Wanyika 
8 Userlye.. 

. i 
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Erom Ugwi to Zungomero continued. 

1 858. ....... O * It O t 21 

DeC. 24 KikObOgO ..... .. .. .. 7 21 46 36 58 0 .. 
25 MbWigaS MabrUki PaSS .. 7 25 26 37 3 30 .. 
26 MbWiga ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. 
27 CamP .. .. . .. .. 7 29 26 37 10 40 .. 
28 KirengWe ...... .. .8 . .. .. .. 
29 ZUNGOMERO ....... .. .. .. 7 27 9 37 29 9 330 

Frorn Zngorner(v to Xond?behib on the Secs-coast. 

l 859. 
JaD. 29 MZegerO ......... .. .. .. 7 0 19 38 38 0 .. 

30 Chya Khenge .. .. .. 6 57 10 38 45 0 .. 
31 Kisewa ... .. .. .. .. 6 52 0 38 .5S l O .. 

Feb. 2 Ruisi ... .. .. .. .. 6 45 50 39 10 0 .. 
3 Konduchi .. .. .. .. 6 40 24 39 15 30 .. 
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